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PREFACE

WHEN in 1848 Charles Wordsworth, afterwards
Bishop of St. Andrews, published' the graceful an-
thology which he called The, College of St. Mary
Winton near Winchester, he rightly gave the place of
honour in his volume, not to the most elegant piece
which it contained, but to some vigorous though by no
means faultless hexameters which describe the life of

Winchester scholars in bygone days-as he supposed,
in the middle of the sixteenth century. It is agreed
that these hexameters, De Collegia sen potius Collegiata
Schola Wicchamica Wintoniensi, are of unique im-
portance for Wykehamical and indeed for public-
school history, but except in Wordsworth's volume
they have never been published, and that volume has
long been out of print. A republication of the poem
may therefore be justified, but such a republication
cannot be a mere reprint of Wordsworth's text, with
his introduction and notes ; for his introduction is
marred by a mistaken ascription of authorship which
led him to ante-date the poem by a century ; his notes
are scanty and incorrect; his text suffers from the
inevitable results of hasty editing. Even, however, if
his introduction and notes were free from errors, and
his text a faithful copy of the Winchester manuscript
from which he transcribed it, an entirely new edition,
and no mere reprint, would be needed ; for the recent
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viii ABOUT WINCHESTER COLLEGE

discovery, at Magdalen College, of a far better manu-
script, written and signed (almost certainly) by the
poet himself, has superseded the Winchester manu-
script. It is on this Magdalen manuscript that I have
relied in preparing a text of the poem; which text,
with an introduction and a paraphrase, forms Part I.
of this book.

Part II. consists of a series of chapters " about
Winchester College ". The subjects of many of these
chapters were suggested by the poem, upon which
they were at first designed to be a commentary. Such
a commentary was not necessary, perhaps, in Words-
worth's time, for Dr. Ridding could describe the poem
in 1893 as "presenting the school-life of fifty years
ago". But the school-life of 1843 has become very
dim to most of us in 1914, so fast and so far have we

travelled; and much must be said to make intelligible
to modern Wykehamists what to Wordsworth's
Wykehamists was obvious and familiar. Even these
chapters, however, have grown into something which
is more than a commentary. Dating as it does from
a time almost exactly half-way between the founda-
tion of the College and to-day the poem tempts a
student to look before and after, to trace, so far as he
can, the earlier and the later history of the institutions
and usages which it describes or takes for granted ;
and I have yielded to the temptation.

An account of the MSS. of the poem and other
matter which seemed unsuitable to Part II. will be

found in the Appendices. In one of these I have
printed some hitherto unpublished and unnoticed
letters of John Harris, the greatest, perhaps, of Win-
chester Wardens. The letters are valuable alike for

their authorship, their style, and their contents ; some
of them have a special interest from their allusions
to incidents of the Civil War.
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I am under obligations (which are generally ac-
knowledged in the notes) to many modern writers,
but very particularly to three : to the late Mr. C. W.
Holgate, who can hardly have realized, when under-
taking his arduous labours upon Winchester Long
Rolls, in how many ways he would facilitate the study
of Wykehamical history ; to the late Mr. T. F. Kirby,
and to Mr. A. F. Leach. Mr. Kirby's Annals of
Winchester College is a veritable gold mine ; the process
of extracting its ore from its quartz may be difficult
and costly, but the " life " of the mine is assured.
The book was written by a busy man within narrow
limits of time, and its author's researches ranged
over a very wide field ; he had to deal with a mass of
documents, often difficult to read or to explain. If
an examination of some of these documents by Mr.
Chitty and myself has obliged me to point out errors in
his reading and what we regard as errors in his ex-
planation of them, I share the admiration which Mr.
Chitty and all other readers of Annals feel for the un-
tiring zeal, the sagacious judgment, the varied know-
ledge, which Mr. Kirby brought to bear on the history
of a school which was not his. The happy blend of
learning and vivacity which characterizes Mr. Leach's
History of Winchester College needs no recognition from
me; I have learnt even more from the luminous col-
lection which he calls Educational Charters, the only
fault of which is its brevity. I have made much use
of the side-lights thrown upon Wykehamical customs
and institutions by documents printed in Etoniana,
and by such writers as Mr. John Sargeaunt in his
Annals of Westminster School and Sir H. Maxwell
Lyte in his monumental History of Eton College.
Among other printed matter by which I have profited
I must mention articles, letters, and news - items
published in The Wykehamist during the nearly fifty
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years of its prosperous career, and the instructive
evidence given by Dr. Moberly to the Public School
Commissioners. The main interest of this latter

source of information consists in its presenting a
most vivid picture of the school when it was beginning,
but only beginning, to be stirred by the spirit of re-
form ; as we study the picture we have the by-interest
of following the quick workings of the artist's singu-
larly acute and subtle mind.

Unprinted matter, however, has been even more
helpful. The Themes of Christopher Johnson (c. 1565),
now in the British Museum, certain notes about Win-
chester (c. 1670), now in the Bodleian, the Bond Letters
(1770-1), transcribed by Canon Christopher Words-
worth, have supplied me with much material for the
history of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth
centuries ; many letters and other unpublished papers
have been no less valuable for that of the nineteenth.

Above all, I have been permitted to study at my
leisure various documents of various dates in the

possession of the College ; a considerable number of
these have not been used by Wykehamical historians.

I have acknowledged in the notes many debts to
correspondents, but my special thanks are due to
the Rev. H. A. Wilson, who gave me full opportunity
of studying the Magdalen manuscript to which I have
referred ; to Sir Harry Verney, M.P., for information
concerning certain Verney letters; to Professor Henry
Jackson, O.M., for the loan of an unusually copious
and informing "word-book"; to Mr. Reginald
Blomfield, R.A., and to Mr. W. D. Caroe, for com-
munications which they have allowed me to print.
Among the old Wykehamists who have helped me in
various ways are Canon Bramston, Archdeacon Fearon,
Sir Frederic Kenyon, and Mr. A. O. Prickard; my
son, Mr. A. B. K. Cook, who has read the manuscript
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and the proof-sheets of the whole book, and pruned
it to its great advantage; Mr. H. J. Hardy and Mr.
Leach, whose criticisms and suggestions have been
invaluable. But my heaviest debt of all is to my
friend Mr. Herbert Chitty, the Home Bursar of the
College; he has placed his unrivalled knowledge of
Wykehamical antiquities at my disposal, and has
lavished time and labour on the solution of my
difficulties. The pleasantest and most useful of the
hours which I have devoted to the preparation of this
book have been those during which I have sat at his
feet, while he deciphered or taught me to decipher the
records of the past.

July 1914.

*** The publication of this book has been delayed
for an obvious reason; it had left the printer's hands,
and was practically ready to appear, in August 1914.
Had it been written later, some of it would have been
written differently.

Two interesting documents relating to matters
which I have discussed have come to my notice since
the type was dispersed. One of these would have
enabled me to add to my account of Robert Mathew
(in Appendix III.) some strange particulars of the
difficulties which he encountered as a Royalist student
at Oxford in 1649. The other confirms the belief
expressed on p. 485 that Warden Harris built Sick-
house " in the foresight of death " in (or about) 1656.
I regret that a careless mis-statement about this
building on p. 482 should have been left uncorrected
in the text.

An unfortunate consequence of the mistake to
which I have called attention in the Introduction to
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Part I. has occurred very recently. In Shakespeare's
England (Oxford, 1916) a learned writer of high
authority makes use of the Winchester poem of 1647
as evidence for his " survey of the schools of England
in the age of Shakespeare " ; he accepted Bishop
Wordsworth's assurance that the poet was Christopher
Johnson.

Since I wrote my Preface two Wykehamists
who had helped me greatly have passed away. My
brother-in-law Arthur Francis Leach, to whom my
obligations are there acknowledged, died on September
28, 1915. His death is a grievous loss to educational
history, which he unravelled with matchless industry
and insight, and to the history of Winchester College
in particular. Throughout his researches Wykeham
and his work were continually in his thoughts ; his
loyalty to his school was in the strictest sense Wyke-
hamical. Another helper, whose keen and critical
interest in my undertaking was my constant delight,
was killed in action before Ovillers on July 7, 1916.

July 1917.
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DE COLLEGIO WINTONIENSI





INTRODUCTION

HISTORY OF THE POEM : ITS DATE AND

AUTHORSHIP

IN the brief Introduction which Charles Wordsworth

prefixed to his edition of the poem here re-edited he
stated positively that its author " was Christopher
Johnson, a person of considerable note in the reign
of Queen Elizabeth ". Johnson was Head Master of
Winchester from 1561 to 1571 and was afterwards

an eminent London physician, but Wordsworth be-
lieved, with good reason, that the poem was the poem
of a boy ; he therefore referred its date to a time
(1549-53) when Johnson was not yet of considerable
note but only a Winchester scholar, " to the reign
of King Edward VI. or Queen Mary at the latest".

The half-century which followed the publication
of Wordsworth's volume in 1848 was a busy time with
Wykehamical historians.1 " More books ", says Mr.
Leach,2 " have been written about Winchester than
about any other school ", and most of these books
were written during this same half-century. The
writers of many of them made much use of what
Wordsworth had called Johnson's poem, and accepted
it as first-rate evidence for life at Winchester in the

Mid-Tudor period ; Wordsworth's assertion was too
1 Especially its last decade, when the Quincentenary stimulated interest

in Wykehamical history and antiquities.
3 V.H. p. 362.

3
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positive to countenance questionings about its date
and authorship.

The half-century ran out, and in 1899 it occurred
to Mr. J. S. Cotton to do what these writers had not
done, to go to the College Library and examine the
manuscript from which Wordsworth's edition had
been printed.1 He discovered at once that it supplies
" no internal evidence for Johnson's authorship".
It is true that the little volume which contains it
contains also some verses which are undoubtedly
Johnson's, but these verses were copied into the
volume by another hand and at a much later date.2
The manuscript had a further " secret to betray".
The poet, in a famous passage (vv. 137-42), says that
the " remedy-ring " gives and takes back " the power
of going to Hills and Meads ". Wordsworth printed :

ad Montes, ad Prata potentiam eundi
Qui gerit atque refert,

but Mr. Cotton found in the manuscript, with POTEN
and GER rubricated,

ad Montes ad Prata POTENtiam eundi

Qui GERit atque refert,

with a marginal note : Annuli Inscriptio POTENtiam
GERo feroque.3 Why, he asked himself, these rubri-
cated capitals ? For though he often found whole
words printed in such capitals, in no other place did
he find parts of words so printed. His knowledge of
Wykehamical history supplied him with the answer

1 Wordsworth, p. 4.
2 See Appendix I.
3 Wordsworth quotes the note, but again ignores the capitals. Strangely

enough they are also ignored (as well as the note) in another copy of the poem
which was manifestly taken direct from the College MS. This copy is, I think,
in the handwriting of Archdeacon Gilbert Heathcote (Fellow 180-^-29). It
became the property of his son the Rev. G. W. Heathcote, and it was given
to me after his death in 1893.
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to his question. John Potenger was Head Master
from 1642 to 1653,1 and " the syllables twice empha-
sized " spell his name. It must therefore have been
Potenger, Mr. Cotton concluded, who engraved the
remedy-ring, and the date of the poem could not be
earlier than 1642.2-A difficulty which had puzzled
Mr. Cotton was at the same time removed. The poet
refers (w. 124-5) to a certain Robinson, in whose
" garden " Sixth and Fifth Books could on Mondays
" gather flowers of rhetoric", and Mr. Cotton had
been unable to discover any trace of any book by any
Robinson from which they could have done so in the
sixteenth century. But there is a book by a Robinson
from which they could gather them in the seventeenth.
Hugh Robinson was Head Master of Winchester from
1613 to 1626 ; he wrote school-books for Winchester
scholars, and one of them, published in 1616, contains
a Rhetorica brevis from which our poet himself picked
flowers.3

The Robinson allusion, however, proved no more
than that the poem was not written before 1616 ;
the remedy-ring passage was more important, for it
proved, as we have seen, that the poem was not
written before 1642. Could a latest possible date

1 In his list of Head Masters (Annals, p. xii) Mr. Kirby makes Burt succeed
Potenger in 1654. But in the Long Roll produced in the autumn of 1653 Burt
is already Ludimagister.

2 Error dies hard ; as lately as June 1912 Professor Herbert Strong, in an
interesting paper in The Arena, called the poem a description of the school " as

it was under King Edward VI."-It is unfortunate that the publication of
Mr. Leach's History and that of Mr. Holgate's Long Rolls (vol. i.) were not
delayed for a few months. Both these valuable books were published just too
soon for their authors to take account of Mr. Cotton's announcement of his

discovery (in The Wykehamist for July 1899) ; both Mr. Leach and Mr.
Holgate assumed that the poem was Johnson's. In a later article upon
Hampshire Schools (V.H. pp. 2G1-366) Mr. Leach has corrected the mistakes
into which a reliance upon Wordsworth betrayed him.

3 See below, p. 296.-Wordsworth was acquainted with the Rhelorica
brevis and gives its date correctly (p. 42) ; it is most strange that it did not
occur to him that a poem containing an allusion to a book published in 1616
could not have been written between 1549 and 1553.
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for its composition be likewise fixed ? Mr. Cotton,
indeed, claimed to have proved that it was written
" during Potenger's headmastership", i.e. not later
than 1653 ; he assumed, apparently, that Potenger
took his remedy-ring away with him when he retired.
But why should he not have handed on to his successor
so pretty a memorial of himself and his headmaster-
ship ? 1-Mr. Leach has suggested2 that a line at
the end of the poem fixes not merely the latest possible
but the approximate date of its composition very
surely. The poet alludes (v. 284) to certain embellish-
ments of the " aqueduct '; in Chamber Court as
recent:

Ductus aquae quamvis sit plumbo et poste novatus ;

upon which Mr. Leach observed that " the accounts
for 1651 contain entries which show the erection of

five new and gorgeously worked columns, which with
the capitals and the founder's arms above were
painted and gilded at a cost of £4 : 15s.". If this were
so, then (if we assume, what we need not doubt,
that the line quoted was part of the original poem)
the poem would date from 1651 or not much later.
But Mr. Leach was misled by Mr. Kirby.3 The ex-
penses of the renovation described by the poet and
Mr. Leach were incurred 4 and paid, not in 1651, but
in the fourth quarter of the bursarial year ending
September 24, 1647. Mr. Leach was right in attaching
importance to the aqueduct allusion; but the inference
to be drawn from it is that the poem was written not

1 The play on Potenger's name was repeated by Mathew, and familiar to
Wykehamists, in 1652 ; see below, p. 45.

2 V.H. p. 331.
3 See Annals, p. 41.
4 I say " incurred " because many of the items of the cost were the wages

of day-labourers.-The work was much more elaborate than we should gather
from Mr. Kirby, who omits many items from the accounts. The total cost
exceeded £20.
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earlier and not much (if at all) later than the summer
or early autumn of 1647.1

Mr. Cotton's discovery was made, as we have seen,
in 1899 ; thirteen years afterwards another was to
be made of almost equal importance. In the Library
of Magdalen College, Oxford, there is a volume
labelled Tracts; it contains speeches and pamphlets,
mostly on ecclesiastical questions, bearing dates from
1680 to 1712. Examining this volume in 1912 the
librarian, Mr. H. A. Wilson, found, sandwiched in
between the musty bread of A Word in Season for
Christian Unity (1680) and the more palatable Her
Majesty's Most Gracious Speech (1704), a small MS.
of a Latin poem, with prologue and epilogue, entitled
De Collegia seu potius Collegiatd Schold Wicchamicd
Wintoniensi. It is a manuscript of the pseudo-
Johnson poem, and a far more valuable one than
that at Winchester. Its spelling, its punctuation,
its readings are better, and it clears up some serious
difficulties. That, however, is not all. At the end
of the poem, or rather of the epilogue which follows
it, there stands in this newly-found MS. a boldly
written signature, claiming the authorship for
Robertus Mathew. The signature and the poem are
in the same handwriting. The manuscript was
written by one who, unlike the Winchester scribe,
always understood the meaning of what he wrote ;
it contains occasional corrections in the same hand

as the words corrected, and these corrections are

such as are made, not by a copyist who has copied
1 Mr. Leach hinted in V.H. (p. 331) that the date of the poem might be as

late as 1656-7 ; " the poet," he said, " describes as a conspicuous object on
the north wall of school a map of the world " (see v. 76), " and there is an
item in the Bursar's book for 1656-7 of £1 : 17 : 6 paid to the informator for
a mappa mundi for school". That is so, but there were maps in School at an
earlier date ; ten shillings were paid in 1614-15 pro fabrica pro carta gco-
graphica in Schola.-Maps were provided for Shrewsbury School bv the
Bailiffs' Ordinances in 157J.
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wrongly, but by an author who is improving his own
work. The internal evidence gives us every reason
to believe, and no reason to doubt, that the manu-
script was written, and that the poem was com-
posed, by the person who affixed his signature.-The
prologue 1 states that the author, who makes a boy's
mistakes, was a boy :

Sum puer, et vires tantas natura negavit;

and the epilogue suggests, what the style and manner
of the poem also suggest, that the boy-author was
nearing the end of his school-days and was anxious
about New College. " You are reported ", he says,
addressing the Founder, " to have founded Win-
chester with your left hand ", and he continues :

Si talis sit laeva manus, tua dextera qualis,
Wicchame ? Ad Oxonium si (si!) pervenero, dicam.-

Have we then, it remains to enquire, external
evidence of the existence of a Robert Mathew who

was a Winchester scholar in (or not much later than)
the summer or early autumn of 1647, and was at that
time likely to be anxious about his admission to New
College ? We have such evidence. A marble in
the east window of Third Chamber records the name

of Robert Mathew, 1647.3 The same name appears
(10th) on the roll ad Winton. of September 1643 ; its
bearer was admitted as a scholar of Winchester on

September 3, 1644. It appears (9th) on the roll
ad Oxon. of September 1646 ; its bearer was admitted
as a scholar or probationary Fellow of New College

1 Both the prologue and the epilogue will be found in Appendix I.
2 He alludes of course to the famous line which he prints on lu's frontispiece :

Qui condis dextra, condis collegia laeva.

3 The compiler of Inscriptiones Wiccamicae misread the date as 1649
(P- 75).



The Magdalen MS., vv. 131-167.

-
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on September 23, 1647, and as the months imme-
diately preceding his admission passed the poet's
anxiety-ad Oxonium si (si !) pervenero-must have
been his anxiety. The evidence of the poem, and
in particular of the Magdalen MS., is thus most fully
confirmed.1

I need not call attention to the salient character-

istics of the poem, which Mr. Leach, when he supposed
it to be Johnson's, very happily compared to " the
paintings of the contemporary Dutch School, with
its quaint realism and careful, yet easy, reproduction
of life ".2-The poet is so fresh and unaffected, so
cheerful and so loyal, that we would gladly know
much about him, and something at any rate has been
discovered ; it will be found in an appendix.-During
Mathew's short school - life some stirring events
occurred at Winchester. He was admitted to College,
as we have seen, on September 3, 1644 ; some six
weeks later, on October 19, " the King came with his
train to Winchester ", and it was not till January 6,
164| that the Committee of both Kingdoms took
measures " for removing the King's forces': from
the city. " On the Lord's Day, the 28th of Sep-
tember," 1645, Cromwell " entered the town and
summoned the Castle " ; on the following Lord's
Day, October 5, " the Governor gave up hope and
surrendered ",3 Did one of the Fellows preach a
sermon in Chapel as usual, and did the boys take
notes of it, on each of those two Sundays ? 4 Neither

1 A Latin farrago, composed by Mathew at New College in 1652 (see p. 44),
though very different in style and manner from our poem, suggests that he was
the kind of person who might have written the latter five years earlier.

2 History, p. 276.
3 Slate Papers, Domestic, 1644-5, pp. 60, 231 ; 1645-7, p. 179 ; Carlyle's

Cromwell, Letter XXXII.; Gardiner's Civil War, ii. p. 362.
4 As Warden Harris said in the same year that they did " every Lord's

day " ; see below, p. 250, and w. 119, 120.
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of the visit of Charles I.,1 nor of that of Cromwell,
nor indeed of any events (except " Going on Hills ")
outside the College walls, shall we find an echo in
Mathew's poem. - He was admitted to New College
in 1647. Did he remember his promise that, if (if!)
admitted, he would write a poem about the College
that Wykeham's right hand founded ? If such a
poem was written, let us hope that a librarian may
one day discover it, embedded perhaps, like that
about the college of Wykeham's left hand, between
strata of unreadable tracts.

1 Charles I. was again at Winchester, as a prisoner, on his way from Hurst
CastJe to Windsor (just a month before his trial began), on December 19, 1648.
We have evidence of the Warden's " consenting to his eldest son's exploit of
redeeming the King's life " at this time ; see below, p. 553. But Mathew had
then left school.
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DE COLLEGIO

SEU POTIUS COLLEGIATA SCHOLA

WICCHAMICA WINTONIENSI

Inter turrigeras quas Anglia continet urbes
Urbs antiqua suo minitatur culmine nubes ;
Venta prius dicta est, Wintonia deinde vocata.
Australis locus est, ubi se via findit in urbem ;
Regalis platea est, si vulgi more loquamur. $
Wicchamus, insignis mitraque pedoque Swithini,
Condidit hie sacris sacraria digna Camoenis ;
Hie, hie pauperibus Kovpo-rpofyov ille locavit;
Et, ne dirueret saevus fundamina Daemon,
Tutelae domus hasc divas est sacrata Marise ; 10

Et, ne civili domus haec arderet ab igni,
Est positus Gustos, qui praesidet omnibus unus.
Sunt duo, cura vagae quibus est commissa iuventae,
Atque decem Socii, qui dicti a plebe Magistri.
Inde Capellani, qui constant ordine trino ; is
Vendicat et trinum numerum sibi Clericus ; unus

Organa qui facili percurrit dissona dextra.
Sed Pueros numerus bene septuagesimus arctat.
Prsefecti octodecim seniores rite vocantur ;
Exemplo monituque scholae moderamina servant ; 20
Si tamen obstiterint rabidi nimiumque protervi,
Nomina sunt chartae, charta est data deinde Magistro,
Qui quadripartita bene corrigit omnia virga.
Sexdecimus numerus iubet ut sit meta Choristis.

Hi resonant sacros argutis vocibus hymnos 25
In templo, ex templo sociis puerisque ministrant;
His quoque discipulis patet almi ianua ludi.
Nomine seu pueri vociteris sive choristse,
Non caput obtegitur pileo crassoque galero,
Cimmeriisque togis vestiti inceditis omnes. 30
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The Foundation of the College and its Members (1-30)

Among the towered towns of England there is one
which rises high to heaven ; it is the ancient city
once called Venta, afterwards Winton. South of it,
where the road splits off into the town, is what people
call the King's Highway. Here Wykeham, who wore
the mitre and bore the staff of Swithun, founded a
school as a shrine for the Muses and a nursing mother
for the poor; that the Devil might not uproot it,
he dedicated it to the Virgin's protection ; that civil
strife might not inflame it, he placed it under a
Warden's sole control. Two persons are entrusted
Avith the charge of " inconstant youth " ; there are

ten Fellows, whom the boys call " Masters " ; three

Chaplains, three Clerks, an Organist. The number
of the " Children " is duly limited to seventy, of whom
the eighteen seniors are known as Prefects. These
maintain discipline by example and precept; if the
rowdy and the wanton obstruct, their names are
written on a roll and handed to the Master, who
corrects all things with his rod. There are also sixteen
Quiristers, who sing in Chapel and wait upon the
Fellows and the children ; to them too our school

graciously opens its doors. Children and quiristers
alike go hatless, and wear dusky gowns.
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Sex camerse pueris signantur et una choristis.
Ut magis hie mores serventur et ordo decorus,
Prsefecti camera tres prseponuntur in una.
Purpureas Aurora fores ubi pandit ab ortu
Eoo, et quinta cum linea tangitur umbra, 35
Stridula spirantes campana reverberat auras ;
Inde sonus subito somnosas perforat aures :
" Surgite ", praefectus clamat; " num stertitis ? ohe !

lam campana sonat; vos surgite, surgite, pigri ! '
Surgendum est; vestes caligse soleaeque petuntur ; 40
In classem properant, et, si campana taceret,
Discincti inciperent psalmum cantare Latinum.
Postea sint versae cameras, pexique capilli,
Sternuntor lecti, facies sit lota manusque.
Convocat ad templum tandem campana secunda, 45
In medio recte quas quintam dividit horam.
lam templum petitur; reseret vigil ostia functor,
Et curse sibi sit ne clavem perdat aduncam.
Turn pia vota Deo fundantur, ut omnia recte
Dirigat, ut sacro foveat nos lumine Christus, so
Spiritus ut pariter dignetur tertius ipsis
Perpetuo studiis aura spirare secunda.
Nunc duo prsefecti, quibus est hsec cura, sagaci
Prospiciant pueros oculo, ne forte loquantur,
Ne propriis careant libris recitentve profanum, 55
Ne sine concessa venia sit quilibet absens.

lam tandem precibus divina mente peractis,
Campana minima leviter breviterque sonante,
Sexta quidem ad doctas pueros vocat hora Camoenas.
Attamen ad studium non illico tendimus ipsum ; co
A love principium : Deus est prius ipse vocandus,
Ut procul inscitise nebulas detergat opacas.
lam Pindi petimus montem culmenque bicorne,
Per prata Aonidum, per amoena vireta volamus,
Nectareosque favos faecundo condimus ore. 65
Scrutamur cerebri rimas, ne forte lateret
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Chambers: Getting up: The Hours before
Breakfast (31-69)

Six chambers are assigned to the children and one
to the quiristers ; in each of the children's chambers
three prefects keep order. At five o'clock comes
" first peal", and a prefect cries out " Surgite; stop
snoring, you sluggards, and get up ". We obey ; put
on gowns, breeches, shoes; hurry into line, and at
" bells down ' chant a Latin psalm half-dressed.
Then we must sweep our chambers, and make our
beds ; wash our hands and faces, and comb our hair.
"Second peal", at half-past five, summons us to
Chapel; an official unbars the door; he must not
lose his key. We pray God for guidance, protection,
a blessing on our studies; it is the duty of two
prefects appointed for the purpose to see that we
don't talk, have our own books, read nothing profane,
and are not absent without leave.

At six the smallest bell rings, summoning us
to School. But a love principium. We pray for
enlightenment, and then set to work on a "verse-
task ", cudgelling our brains for a poem to fit our
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Carmen proposito quod iungat et hsereat apte.
Quilibet ad cistam quam stricte est iunctus ! ut olim
Caucasese rupi dims fuit iste Prometheus.

Musa, Scholam memora, quse vera est mamma
Minervas, 70

Quse pleno pueros lactantes ubere nutrit.
Quatuor iliceis fulcris schola nostra quiescit ;
Lux tribus hanc lustrat bipatentibus alma fenestris,
In quibus octodecim prsefectis, structa superne
Ut bene prsevideant aliis, subsellia dantur. 75
Haec australis habet paries ; borealis apertam
Totius mundi tabulam ; qui tendit ad ortum
Ostendit fieri quse, Quintiliane, requiris ;
Murus ad occasum capit hoc insigne decorum : 79
AUT DISCE, AUT DISCEDE ; MANET SORS TERTIA CAEDI.

Mitra pedumque potens haec verba, aut disce, coronant;
At cornugraphium gerit aut discede, vel ensem ;
Vindicat et teneram sibimit sors tertia virgam.
Tres tibi, parve puer, (sed quamvis elige) sortes.
Si tibi prima placet, si fellea pocula, Phosbus 85
Quse dabit, ore bibas (sic vult Latous) hianti,
Ut praesul fueris, mitraque pedoque notescit.
Tetrica displiceant rigidi si verba magistri
Vel grave pensorum pondus, discedere fas est.
Si sub vexillis Martis, non Palladis, ibis, 90
Terribilem gladium dabit hie tibi murus; abesto.
Si curvse placeant leges strepitusque forensis,
Et cornugraphium paries concedet; abesto.
Discere si non vis, et nee discedere, csedi
Tertia sors iussit, virgamque affixit acerbam.- 95
Intueare (precor) paulo submissius : ecce !
Erigitur rostrum, quo declamare solemus ;
Hie agimus lites, hie arma scholastica forti
(Nedum sanguinea) dextra vibramus in hostes ;
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theme, bound to our " scobs" as Prometheus was

bound to his Caucasian rock.

School: Its Arrangement and Position (70-113)

Our School, the true breast of Minerva, gives us
suck. The building is supported by four oaken posts,
and lighted by three two - light windows ; in the
windows, which are in the southern wall, are seats
for the prefects, raised high that they may watch
their schoolfellows. On the northern wall is a map
of the world ; on the eastern a table of Quintilian's
Laws [the Tabula Legum] ; on the western the Aut
Disce, with its symbols, offers three portions for your
choice. Will you learn, quaffing the bitter draughts
which Phoebus puts to your lips ? Over the words aut
disce a mitre and a staff promise you a bishopric. Are
you loth to learn, hating tasks and teachers' talk ?
Leave ; over aut discede an inkhorn invites you to
the law-courts, a sword to the battlefield. Will you
neither learn nor leave ? There is the third alter-

native, the rod.-A little below the Aut Disce stands
a pulpit for declamations. Here we fight our foes,
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Hoc nostrum bellum magis est mulieribus aptum, 100
Non etenim manibus, sed linguis utimur acres.

Nee locus est, quo noster habet fundamina ludus,
Non (inquam) est minime laudandus. Cum fera ssevit
Bruma, pruinosis gelidisque hirsuta capillis,
Vergit ad australes partes Aquilone relicto i°5
Phcebus, et algentes tota nos lampade lustrat.
Nee schola nostra focum complectitur,attamen omnes
Phoebeis radiis halituque calescimus oris ;
Sub love sic caluit proles argentea quondam.
Tempore at aestivo Titan boreale revisit no
Frigus, et huic nostrse non est tarn fervidus sedi.
At, si torrenti rapidus Canis sestuat ore,
Mitis ab arboribus venit aura et temperat sestum.

In classes pueros secuit reverenda vetustas.
Sexta locum primum, sed classis Quinta secundumiis
Occupat, et Quartse concessa est tertia sedes ;
Ultima qu82 sequitur vocitata est Quarta-secunda.

Officium proprium sibi lucifer omnis habebit.
Si lux Solis adest, et templum concio sacrat,
Scribe notas, scriptasque tuo committe libello. 120
Te iubet Aonias revereri Luna sorores ;
Si sis in Sexta vel Quinta classe locatus,
Bilbilitanus olor festiva Epigrammata cantat,
Atque Robinsoni (si sis orator) in horto
Rhetorices varios fas est decerpere flores ; 125
Prsediaque expectant Ciceronis Tuscula Quintam.
Tullius officium Quartae prsescripsit, et illam
Edocuit Naso doctis annalibus annum.

Tristibus ast Elegis lugeret Quarta-secunda,
Ni cito Colloquium dederit dilectus Erasmus.
Mercurius libros, quos Luna, requirit eosdem,
Et solet Mnese profugi renovare dolores,
Atque alternatim tua, Marce, volumina volvit.
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hurling our scholastic weapons; but it is women's
warfare, for we fight with tongues and not with hands.

School is splendidly placed. In winter the sun
keeps well to the south and gives our chilled frames
all his warmth. True, there is no fireplace; like
the men of the silver age we are warmed by the
rays of Phosbus and his breath. In summer the
sun turns back towards the north, and the heats of
the dog-days are tempered by a breeze from the trees.

School Days: Sundays, Mondays, Wednesdays,
and their Work (114-133)

Venerable antiquity has divided the children into
classes, first Sixth, then Fifth, Fourth, Second-Fourth.

Each day of the week has its special " business ".
On Sunday you take notes of the sermon and copy
them out into your notebook. On Monday Sixth
and Fifth read Martial's Epigrams and Robinson's
Rhetoric; Fifth, Cicero's Tusculans also; Fourth,
his Offices and Ovid's Fasti; Second-Fourth would
groan all day over Ovid's sad elegies, but the Col-
loquies of Erasmus give a welcome relief. Wednesday
requires the same books as Monday, but the Mneid
is read alternately with Cicero.
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Si modo lux aderit Martisve lovisve serena,

Grata Catharini visemus culmina mentis, 135
Otia paedonomus dederit si forte petenti.
Signifer ad pueros mittatur ut annulus sequum est
Aureus, ad montes, ad prata * POTENtiam eundi
Qui GERit atque refert, et ad aulam, si datur ignis.
Annulus at venia obtenta repetendus ab ipso 140
Est domino ; Ludi-praefectus tollat in altum ;
Protinus excussse resonabunt verbere cistae.

Turn quoque centoculus noster circumspicit Argus,
Ut modus in ludis teneatur et ordo palaestris ;
Lusibus in nostris etiam lex certa tenenda est. 145

Ad portas igitur prsefectus convocat aulse ;
Quilibet ad proprium nomen respondeat " Adsum ".
Stetur et in partes, ne sit promiscua turba
(Wicchamus baud noster tali farragine gaudet);
Praefecti dextra, plebei stanto sinistra, iso
Custodem nimia nee garrulitate lacessant.
Ad iuga sublimis viridantia montis eundum est;
Incedat sociata cohors, sociata recedat,
Atque ita, donee apex montis tangatur, eamus. 154
Hunc humilis montem vallis, quasi cingulus, arctat;
Haec meta est pedibus non transilienda; nee aude
(Ne tibi sint tremulae febres) discumbere terrae.
Hie tamen eiecto discas bene ludere disco,
Seu pila delectat palmaria, sive per auras
Ssepe repercusso pila te iuvat icta bacillo, ieo
Seu pedibus calcata tuis ; his lusibus uti
Innocuis fas est; fas est his lusibus uti,
Lusibus atque aliis, quos iam praescribere nolo.
Nona domum vocat hora; "Domum", praefectus,

" 
eamus 

'

At discincta phalanx ne nostra vagetur in agris. ies
Ac veluti glomerantur apes aestate serena,

Atque icta repetunt alvaria prisca patella,
* Annul! Inscriptio : POTENtiam GERo, feroque.
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Tuesdays and Thursdays : Remedies : Hills and
Meads (134-179)

On Tuesday and Thursday mornings, weather
permitting, we go 

" 

on Hills " if the Master grants a
" remedy " ; but a golden ring must first be asked
for, and obtained from his own hand. This " remedy-
ring "-its posy plays with the name of Potenger,
our Master-gives (just as, when returned, it with-
draws) leave to go on Hills and into Meads ; or into
Hall, if we can have a fire there. Prefect of School
holds the ring aloft; scobs are shut with a bang.
Even in our recreations order and discipline must
be maintained ; Prefect of Hall, our hundred-eyed
Argus, summons us to the gate ; we answer Adsum
to our names. To avoid confusion, which Wykeham
would not endure, let prefects stand on the right,
plebeians on the left; we must not worry the Warden
with our chatter. We march forth, each (as on our
way home) with a socius, till we reach the hill-top.
There must be no going outside " trench ", which
confines the hill like a girdle ; no sitting on the ground,
for that spells fever. But we may play quoits, or
hand-ball, or bat-and-ball, or football; these games
are innocent and lawful, with others which I will not
mention. At nine the prefect calls Domum ; we re-
turn, not straying disorderly about the fields.

As bees swarm forth in summer-time, and at the
clatter of a pan repair again to their old hives, so we,
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Wicchamicse volitamus apes post prandia rursus
Ad virides montes ; si tertia venerit hora,
Campanse sonitu solitas revocamur ad aedes. 170

Cana pruinosis fuerit si terra capillis,
Forsitan et tepida conceditur ignis in aula ;
Carbones igitur, si missa pecunia, tradat
Aulae-praefectus, ni sit carbone notatus.
Ignivomans campos si Sirius urit, eundum est 175
Ad prata ; hsec folio stipant virgulta comanti.
Attamen ad libros, postquam rediere, revertunt,
Pnefectusque vigil quse sunt discenda docebit.-
Hos lovis, hos Martis prsebet lux Candida lusus.

Pro dolor! heu, Veneris lux sanguinolenta pro-
pinquat; iso

Sanguineamque voco, nam, si peccaveris huius
Hebdomadae spatio, poenas patiere cruentas.
Flecte genu, puerique duo, qui rite vocantur,
Demittent ligulas manibusque ligamina solvent.-
Maeonius vates hodie dabit omina Sextse ; 185
Audict at lyricum modulantem Quinta poetam,
Et forsan sermo vel epistola docta legetur,
Carmina nee Megarus reticebit blanda Theognis.
At Metamorphosi mutatur Quarta novata,
Cultus et in scenam venit ipse Terentius, ore iso
Cuncta terens lepido ; comoedo scena paratur,
Cocta tamen nulla est comedoni ccena petenti.
Advenit hebdomadae lux quando novissima nobis,
Cui dedit extremus nomen Saturnus, in ilia
Verbula divini Graece repetenda Novelli 195
Classibus a primis ; aliter discenda Latine.
Musaeus tandem Musasum visere gaudet;
Hesiodus sequitur, comitatus et ille Marone,
Qui Sextae Quintseque solent benedicere classi.
Tristibus exonerat Naso praecordia Quartae ; 200
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the bees of Wykeham, flit away again to Hills after
dinner, and at the stroke of three are recalled to our
familiar home.

In winter we may perhaps be allowed a fire in
Hall; Prefect of Hall, if he has the money sent him,
must give us coals, or we shall put a coaly mark against
his name. In the dog-day heats we may enjoy the
shade of the trees in Meads. Afterwards there will
be " Books-chambers " ; a prefect will teach us our
lessons.-Such are the recreations of a fine Tuesday
or Thursday.

Fridays and Saturdays and their Work : Friday
Floggings (180-202)

Alas, bloody Friday is at hand ! bloody, because
on Friday all the sins of the past week are visited
with a bloody punishment. Kneel ; two children,
duly summoned, will loose your braces. . . . Sixth
begins Friday with Homer; Fifth reads Theognis
and the Odes, or (it may be) one of the Satires or
Epistles, of Horace ; Fourth finds a change in Ovid's
Metamorphoses, and the elegant Terence comes upon
the scene ; the boards are ready for the comedian, but
it is Friday, and no board is spread for the hungry
comedo. On Saturday the higher classes say the
Catechism of Nowell (the learned divine) by heart-
in Greek ; the others learn it in Latin. At length
Musaeus visits our " Museum " ; there is Hesiod, and
there is Virgil, to delight Sixth and Fifth. Ovid
unburdens his soul of sadness to Fourth [i.e. it reads
his Tristia], but Second-Fourth will not let it grieve
over-much, for unless the Fasti [which Second-Fourth
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Quarta-secunda vetat nimium lugere ; propinquat
(Ni male decipiant Fasti) lux aurea Soils.

Quando domo pueri post annua festa revertunt,
Bis sex prsefecti senior! e plebe leguntur.
Vae pueris aliis ! quoties male grata frequentant 205
Claustra ! pererrata hsec quoties pavimenta repulsant!
Ut schola, sic quendam prsefectum claustra reposcunt
(Attamen alternis vicibus), qui promptus adire,
Si stat pro foribus peregrinus et ostia pulsat.
Si tamen incepta est Electio, claustra, valete. 210

Ad veterem callem tandem, mea Musa, recede,
Et qualis iuvet ordo scholam repete ordine recto.
Quando notam nonam vaga gnomonis umbra recondit-
Hoc bene cognotum per tintinnabula tempus-
Expectant omnes ientacula ; quando dederunt 215
Supplice corde preces ad summi tecta Tonantis,
Pars abit ad foricas, et pars ascendit ad aulam ;
Dat potum promus, panes artopta ministrat.
Consumpto pane et potu, " Descendite ", clamat
Aulse-praefectus ; subito descendimus omnes. 220
Rursus ad undecimam pueros schola convocat horam.
Interea studiis incumbimus, atque Minervse
Nutricis mamma est teneris exposta labellis.
Et ferme mediae cum venerit hora diei,
E ludo campana vocat nos parvula ad aulam. 225
Ante cibum quicunque solet benedicere mensse,
Ille novem sociis comitatus sancta profatur;
In testamento veteri caput alter in aula
Clara voce legit, qui Biblio-clericus inde
Dicitur ; hebdomadam propriis habet ille Camcenis. 230
Praefectus quidam, qui nomen sumit ab olla,
Aulae-prsefecto bubulae cito fercula mittit;
Inter prandendum per mensas ambulat ille,
Et sua cum famulis defessis prandia sumit.
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reads] deceives us cruelly [i.e. unless the calendar
is all wrong] Sunday is at hand.

Cloister Time and Election (203-210)

When the school returns after the annual [Whit-
suntide] holidays, twelve prefects are picked out
from the older children. Woe to the others ! How

often, on their way "up to Books", do they tread
the pavement of Cloisters ! Cloisters need a prefect
-like the Ostiarius in School, he holds office only

for the day-to answer a stranger's knock. But when
Election has begun, farewell to Cloisters!

Breakfast: Middle School: Dinner (211-247)

Return, my Muse, to our old path [i.e. go on with
the time-table upon which you started in 34-69].-
At nine the bell rings, and after a prayer to the
Thunderer on high all look forward to breakfast. We
go into Hall, where the beer-butler gives us beer, and
the bread-butler bread ; and when we have done,
"Down", cries Prefect of Hall, and down we go.-
Back again to school at eleven, after working for a
time by ourselves. About twelve to Hall for dinner.
A prefect, standing up with his nine companions,
asks a blessing on the meal; another (hence called
Bible-Clerk) reads aloud a chapter from the Old
Testament; he has the week of his course for private
study. Prefect of Tub sends a mess of beef to Prefect
of Hall; he walks round the tables as we dine, and
takes his own meal with the servants afterwards.
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Disponit pueris sua fercula ; iunior ista 235
Quatuor in partes cultello dividit aequo ;
Implet et hie potum ; piceus prope cantharus astat.
Cum bene latrantes stomachos saturavimus hisce

(Quas dixi) patinis, iam biblio-clericus istam
Advenit ad mensam, quae dicta est mensa rotunda, 240
Qua licet officio functis ientare, decore
Ad dominum corpus submisso poplite flectit;
Annuit ille caput; mappas hie ponit in olla.
Turn grates agimus, psalmum canimusque vicissim.
His actis iterum revocant ad seria Musae. 245

Fragmenta in gremium turbos funduntur anilis ;
Prandia iam servi capiunt, capiuntque choristae.

Opsonator emit nobis quodcunque necesse est,
Et duo sunt, victum quibus est data cura coquendi.
Qui coquit humorem Cereali munere, potum 250
Et facit inde, solet socio gaudere secundo.
Hortorum Custos, Artopta, Molarius unus,
lanitor, et Lanio, Pistor, Suppromus, Agaso ;
Squalidus atque cupit numerum sibi lixa secundum;
Unus qui mundat quadras, anus una culinas :- 255
Hos stipe commerita geminus Bursarius implet.

Tempore at sestivo data commessatio nobis
Quando horse trinse pars dimidiata relapsa est.
Si modo sedantur sitientia guttura potu,
Protinus ostendunt pueri sua pensa magistro ; 260
Si tamen omittant, dat nomina classicus horum.
Campanella sonat, si quinta advenerit hora ;
Cum superis dedimus sacris gratesque precesque,
Ilicet ire licet circum, licet ire precandum.
Ccena parata vocat; sunt fercula carnis ovinse 265
Danda ; tribus pueris subservit et una patella.
Prandendi mores bene si cognoveris, ipse
Hunc quoque cognoscas. Ccenatis itur ab aula
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He distributes their messes among the children ; a
junior divides them into equal " dispers ", and fills
up "jorums" from a "jack". When we have
satisfied our "barking stomachs", Bible-Clerk steps
out to what is known as the Round Table (the table
where the servants afterwards dine), and bows re-
spectfully to the Master. The Master nods ; Bible-
Clerk puts the table-linen into its chest; grace and
a psalm are sung ; we go back to work once more.
The broken meats are poured into the laps of a
crowd of old women ; the quiristers and the servants
dine.

The College Servants (248-256)

The servants are as follows : a manciple, two
cooks, two brewers, a gardener, a bread - butler, a
miller, a porter, a butcher, a baker, an under-butler
or beer-butler, an ostler, two squalid scullions, a
man who cleans trenchers, and an old woman for the
kitchen. To all these the two Bursars pay a well-
earned wage.

Bevers : Going Circum : Supper: Evening
Hours (257-275)

At half-past three in summer we have " bevers " ;

after quenching their thirst the children show up their
tasks to the master; if they don't, the classicus
gives him their names. At five o'clock we give thanks
to God, and may then go circum for private prayer.
Supper is now ready ; one mess of mutton supplies
" dispers ' for three children. If you have made
out our ways at dinner, you can understand our ways
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Ad cameras ; paulo post tempore danda merenda.
Cum primo octavam campana sonaverit horam,
Exaltant animse psalmum cantando lehovam.
Cum templum intramus sanctum, procumbimus omnes,
Ut nos divinus bene protegat umbo petentes.
Ad cameras iterum celeri pede quisque revertit,
Et lecto capite in lecto sibi quisque quiescit. 275

Quid, quaeso, memorem campanas quinque canoras,
Quas resonare iubet pietas, mors, atque voluptas ?
Quid templum memorem picturatasque fenestras ?
Quidve tuam loquerer lautam, Cleopatra, culinam ?
Hortos Alcinoi, necnon viridaria Tempe 280
Prsetereo, Musam nee bibliotheca gravabit ;
Atria iam sileo, quamvis quadrangula fiunt;
Nulla superfusis tingetur dextera lymphis,
Ductus aquae quamvis sit plumbo et poste novatus ;
Combibet in cella nullas mea Musa lagenas, 235
In claustris remanet nee nostra Thalia sacerdos.
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at supper too. From Hall to chambers; further
refreshment presently; at eight a Latin psalm.
Then to Chapel, where we pray that the divine shield
may protect us ; then to chambers again ; and then to
bed. The prefect reads a chapter, and all is still.

Chapel, Library, Kitchen, the Courts, etc. (276-286)

I need not speak of the five tuneful bells, whose
melody piety, death, and joy evoke ; nor of Chapel
with its pictured windows, nor of Cleopatra's sumptu-
ous Kitchen. I pass by Library, the gardens of
Alcinous, the greeneries of Tempe. I say nothing
of our Courts, though they are quadrangular; nor of
Conduit, though newly furbished up. My muse shall
neither drain jacks in the Cellar, nor loiter in Cloisters
like a priest.





PART II

ABOUT WINCHESTER COLLEGE





CHAPTER I

THE HEAD MASTER

THE title " Head Master", now so generally adopted
in England, was but one of many alternative titles for
that official which were current in the eighteenth
century. "Chief", "First", "Head", "High",
"Principal", "Upper" -you could use any of these
prefixes, or you could dispense with them all.1 At
Eton Mr. Austen Leigh cites a use of " Chief Master ':
in 1710, and he finds " Head Master " in a list written
by a boy in 1742 ; but " Master " or " Upper Master "
were more often employed there till 1791, when
" Head Master " established itself in the official Eton

lists.2 Thomas James, appointed in 1778, was the
first " Head Master " of Rugby. At Winchester the
old terms " Master ': or " Schoolmaster': were in

vogue till about the same time ; but Dr. Warton was
called " Head Master " by the compiler of the History
and Antiquities of Winchester in 1773, and again by
the "Election Chamber" in 1793 when it thanked

1 Among the more famous of our older schools St. Paul's is almost alone
to-day in using any other prefix than "Head". Of the great schools
founded in the nineteenth century some, like Marlborough and Wellington,
say " Master " simply ; at Cheltenham " Principal " is a substantive.-At
Shrewsbury the Ordinances of 157J, though sometimes employing " Head
Master", say that the official "shall be called the principal or chief school-
master". In an Act of Parliament affecting Shrewsbury in 1798 "Head
Master " is almost invariably used, but " first master " also occurs.

2 Eton College Lists, p. xxx.
33 D
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him for his services " during the long course of years
in which he has held the place of Second and Head
Master of Winchester School". The Warden and

Fellows, however, avoided the term till a much later
date. Though they allowed themselves to say " Head

Master " in a letter to Dr. Gabell in 1809, they told
him, when proceeding to speak of his succession to
Dr. Goddard, that they proposed to admit him " to
the office of Informator " ; and even in 1835 they
preferred to use that Latin word when recording
Dr. Moberly's appointment in their minute-book.-
Informator comes of course from the Statutes ; but it
is not by itself the Master's title there, nor is it even
a necessary part of his title, as Gustos is the complete
and only title of the Warden. The Master in the
Statutes is Magister Informator in gramatica, Magister
Informator, Magister Instructor Scholarium, Magister.
When the oath of fidelity and secrecy was administered
in 1400, he called himself Mag. Scholarium ; under
the Founder's will he received a legacy as Instructor
Scholarium.1 So far, indeed, was Informator from
being to Wykeham a technical term for a chief school-
master that he applied it in the New College Statutes
(Rubric XXVIII.) to what we should call a College
Tutor. Even in the reign of Henry VIII. it was not
the only Latin title for the Head Master of Winchester,
and the word did not necessarily mean " Head

Master " at all. Thus in the Valor Ecclesiasticus of

15352 the Head Master of Winchester is styled
Pedagogus, which from 1670 to 1804 meant " Second
Master " in our Long Rolls ;3 and in 1541 the Statutes
of Canterbury and other Grammar Schools provided

1 Annals, p. 67 ; Lowth, Life of Wykeham, Appendix XVII.-In early
accounts the Head Master is sometimes Magister Scale or Mr. Scale

2 ii. 4.

3 L.R. i. p. Ixxx. In the Valor Ecclesiasticus the Second Master is Sub-
pedagogue.
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for 2 Informatores puerorum in gramatica, quorum
unus sit Preceptor, alter Sub-Preceptor.1 In the fol-
lowing century the Head Master of Winchester
signed himself Informator in the indentures or rolls
ad Oxon. and ad Winton., but Mathew in 1647 nowhere
employed the word, well suited as it is, throughout
its declension, to hexameter verse; the Head Master
is magister in v. 22, pcedonomus 2 in v. 136, dominus
in v. 141. In the earliest Long Roll, that of 1653,
he is ludimagister, as a Head Master commonly is
elsewhere; and " on the rolls which follow, until
1690, the same title is given, with various abbrevi-
ations. ... In 1690 the title Informator is for the first
time used on Long Roll, and has been continued ever
since ",3

The Head Master was under the Statutes conduclicius

et etiam remotivus, hired by the Warden and Fellows
and dismissible ; the language of Rubric VI. suggests
that he was dismissible on the Warden's sole responsi-
bility,4 and (at a later date, at any rate) he seems
to have been usually the Warden's nominee.5 The
Fellows, on the other hand, were perpetui; one of them
is described in Cloisters, with a reminder that the
securest of earthly tenures are insecure, as

Triginta socius perennis annos.

The Head Master's position, however, was higher
than these provisions of the Statutes would suggest.

1 The same Statutes subsequently speak of a Precipuus Informator and a
Secundarius Informator, of a Superior informator and an Inferior informalor.
See E.G. pp. 454, 458, 462.

2 Titles of Greek origin-archididascalus, paedagogus, paedonomus-came
in with the Renaissance. Mathew perhaps borrowed paedonomus from
Christopher Johnson's De Vita & Rebus.

3 L.R. i. p. Ixxviii.
4 Rubric XII. adds to conduclicius et etiam remotivus the words per custodem

et socios ipsius Collegii ordinandus seu providendus.
6 " The Fellowes of New Colledge " (see p. 44) spoke in 1630 of the School-

master as "being a man commonly of the wardens owne choyce".
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The Warden, of course, stood far above him and
alone ; his state, his lodging, his stipend, his allow-
ances, the terms of his commission as of one indisput-
ably pre - eminent and controlling " things ' and
" 

persons " alike (Rubrics I. and VII.), show that he
was meant to exercise to the fullest extent both the

" dignified " and the " efficient " functions of govern-
ment. Next to the Warden ranked the Sub-Warden

of the year; but the Head Master ranked above the
other Fellows.1 His stipend was double theirs
(R. XXVI.), and Wykeham left him a larger legacy;2
he was a member of the " Election Chamber", and
acquired as such the valuable right of nomination
to scholarships (R. III.) ; he was to sit in Hall, with
the Warden and Sub-Warden, at a table to which only
so many of the Fellows were to be admitted as could
be conveniently accommodated (R. XIV.). His im-
portance in the Founder's eyes is further shown by
the provision that he must give six months' notice
before retirement (R. XII., see p. 67). It was not
Wykeham's intention to found a college of priests
with a school as a mere adjunct; in his Foundation
Deed of 1382 the presbiteri socii are not even men-
tioned, and the education of poor scholars appears
as his whole purpose.3 The Warden and Fellows
unhappily forgot all this ; so that when Warden Bigg
reminded 'the Society' in 1740 that it was "the
children for whom, it must be allow'd, the College
was cheifly intended ", his words seemed to most of

1 The fact is admitted, for instance, by one of the Fellows in 1770 : " The

Informator", he writes, "though prior in Rank to the Fellows, is yet ...
subjected to the more immediate control of the Warden " (from a pamphlet
by Mr. Charles Blackstone).

2 Lowth, Life of Wykeham, Appendix XVII.
3 See also the preface to the Statutes, and their Finis et Conclusio : auxilium

divinum in agendis devotissime invocantes, ad relevacionem pauperum scolarium
clericorum in scolis degencium oculos nostre mentis interiores inflexibiliter con-
figimus.
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them an idle tale.1 But they were true words ; and
it was because Wykeham intended what Bigg said
that he assigned to the Master who was to train his
" children'; a position of unusual prominence and
dignity.

When we turn from the Statutes to the early
history of the school, it is disappointing to find that
for a hundred years and more the Head Masters are
most shadowy figures. With the single exception
of Waynflete, who owed his later greatness to his
connection with Eton,2 not one of them left more than
a mere name behind him, so that when Christopher
Johnson wrote of them in the sixteenth century he
had often neither praise nor blame to record. For
example :

Protinus Alwino concessa est summa potestas ;
Nomen adhuc remanet, caetera tempus habet.

Ive, he says, was perhaps related to certain other
Ives, but

Caetera sunt Musae non bene nota mere.3

And he writes of Green :

Centum anni curas dirimunt Grenique measque,
Nee quicquam ulterius quod memoratur habet.

He is driven to play upon the names of other Head
Masters; and though he gives us an interesting couplet
upon John Bernard (1454 ?-59) which attests the

1 See Chapter XIV.
2 Henry VI. must of course have discerned Waynflete's merits during his

visits to Winchester, before he carried him off to be the first Head Master of
Eton.

3 The researches of Mr. Kirby and of Miss Locke have revealed facts about
Ive (see Annals, p. 211 ; In Praise of Winchester, p. 2-15) ; but these facts have
nothing to do with his headmastership. Mr. Chvtty records that he was Vice-
Chancellor of Oxford in 1401-2.
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munificence of the founder of Eton to the college
which had been his model-

Nostra suis Regem, Bernarde, altaria donis
Vidisti ad multos accumulate dies-

he tells us nothing of the man. Of John Rede (1484-
1490) we are told that

Principis Arthuri tutelam Redus habebat,
Qui tandem hie Custos 2 Oxoniique fuit ;

Johnson can only describe him by mentioning the
offices which he held after his retirement.3 Setting
aside Waynflete, the first Head Master who, as such,
excites even a mild interest in any mind but an
antiquarian's is William Herman (1495-1501), the
author of a school-book called Vulgaria, a collection
of short English sentences with Latin translations.
It was published in 1519, and was still widely used
more than forty years later ; for Johnson praises it
(c. 1565) and asks, who does not know it ? and
Ascham, at about the same date, condemns it with a

1 The last recorded gifts of Henry VI. to Winchester were made in 1448
or 1449 (History, pp. 209-10) ; his last visit is said to have been paid in 1452
(Annals, p. 195). It appears therefore that he " loaded our altars " before
Bernard became Head Master. For Henry's gifts see Walcott, pp. 137-40 ;
Annals, pp. 192-4.

2 Rede became Warden of Winchester in 1501 ; he was the first of the

seven ex-Head Masters who have held that office. See below, p. 59.
3 Prince Arthur was born in 1486, was married in 1501, and died in 1502.

Mr. Leach (who, by a printer's error, gives the date of his birth as 1489) says
that Rede became his tutor in 1500 (V.H. p. 293) ; Mr. Chitty says, in 1490
(The Headmasters' Shields, p. 3). The latter date is probably correct ; it is
supported by the Vila Henrici VII. of Bernard Andre, who says, that " the
excellent and learned John Red " became the prince's tutor as soon as he had
learnt the alphabet (prima litterarum elementa) ; that he (Andre) succeeded
Rede in that office post aliquot annos ; and that when he began his life of
Henry VII. in 1500, he had held it per quatuor annos (Memorials of Henry VII.,
Rolls Series, .pp. 6-7, 43). Andre therefore succeeded Rede in or about 1496,
and the aliquot anni during which Rede was Arthur's tutor may have begun
on his retirement from Winchester in 1490, by which date the prince may
have known his alphabet.
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vigour which proves its vitality.1 Its interest for us
is like that of her brother's Latin Grammar for Maggie
Tulliver; just as she cared neither for the grammar
nor for the Latin, but only for the people of whom
the examples spoke, so we care little for Horman's
book as a help towards learning a language, but
greatly for the boy who was " prepositer of his boke ",2
or who " hath gyven up gramar, by cause he can nat
away with it ", or who " could but nappe ' when

somebody preached, or whose " maister hath vndone
his rennynge into the towne ", or who was 

" 
a royal

coyter " or 
" 

a gay wrastler", or who played " with
a ball full of wynde ", or " hit me in the yie with a
tenys balle ", or " played featly at the tynis and very
quyverly ", or (as boys will) " lefte his boke in the
tennys playe ", or who " caste awey his gowne lest it
shulde lette hym of his rennynge ", or who " ruffeled
all the game with his boistrusness ", or, finally, who
" rypped his gowne and sewed it agayne leste he
shulde be ydell ",3 Experiences of Eton and of
Winchester life are no doubt blended in these descrip-
tions. Horman was a Wykehamist, but, like one of
his predecessors and one of his successors, he had
been Head Master of Eton before he held the office at

Winchester, and he had returned to Eton as Fellow
(1502 ; he became Vice-Provost in 1503) long before
his book was published. To Horman and the Bulgaria
I shall return.

1 Schokmaster (ed. Arber), pp. 25, 110. Ascham couples together the
books of two schoolmasters, Horman and Whittington, and says of them :
" A childe shall learne of the better of them, that, which an other daie, if he
be wise, and cum to iudgement, he must be faine to vnlearne againe ". There
is a piquancy in the coupling, for Horman and Whittington had fallen foul of
one another over their respective methods of teaching Latin. The Vulgaria
was highly praised, however, by William Lily.

1 See below, p. 217.
3 Mr. Leach in some delightful pages (History, pp. 227-31) fully justifies his

statement that Horman's book, " incredible as it may seem, is extremely
entertaining".
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Passing to the sixteenth century we find it recorded
of John Twychener (1525-31) that " though he is said
to have taught grammar, the sacred page was his
chief study " ; his statement concerning " the ordre
and use of techyng gramer " at Winchester is valuable

historically,1 but leaves the impression that he did
not teach it very wisely. Of John White (1535-4|),
who, like Rede, was afterwards Warden, one of
Johnson's distichs records, correctly, that he was
the second Winchester Head Master, and, incorrectly,2
that he was the first Winchester Warden, who was

afterwards a bishop :

Custodum primus, quos Mitra Pedumque beavit,
Informatorum, Whyte, secundus eras.

It is as Warden and as Bishop, rather than as Head
Master, that he interests us. Johnson was in College
during his wardenship,3 and it was " partly on
Johnson's report " that one of his pupils, John Pits
(Pitsaeus), wrote that White was acutus poeta, orator
eloguens, theologus solidus, concionator nervosus.* His
nervositas as a preacher is well illustrated by the
famous sermon which he preached in Westminster
Abbey, on December 14, 1558, at Queen Mary's
funeral. In a highly spicy account of it, given by
Sir John Harington and accepted by Mr. Kirby and
others as correct, he is said to have counselled obedi-
ence to Elizabeth on the ground that " a live dog is
better than a dead lion ", but a copy of the sermon in

1 See below, pp. 287-8.

2 Johnson forgot the first Warden, Thomas de Cranlegh (1382-9), who
became Archbishop of Dublin in 1397.

3 White was Warden from 154J to 1554 ; Johnson was elected ad Winton.
in 1549. In one of his two distichs upon White Johnson says : Me puero
Gustos . . . fuit.

4 Quoted in the D.N.B. from De Rebus Anglicis, p. 763. For an estimate of
White's character and of his services to Winchester as Warden, see Canon
Walter Smith's paper in W.C. pp. C8-9.
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the British Museum x shows that White's dog and lion
were not the two royal sisters ; the live dog was the
lively preacher, who dared to bark against sin and
heresy, or the lively magistrate, who spoke against
sedition and rebellion ; the dead lion was the man of
perhaps greater dignity and vocation, who dared not
open his mouth. The sermon contains no offensive
references to Elizabeth, but it offended her, and not
unnaturally,2 as a note in the manuscript explains :

This lo. White, Bsp. of Winchester at the beginning of
the reign of Q. Elizabeth, refusing to conforme himself to
the Religion then established was depriued of his Bishoprick
and comitted to prison the rather in regard of this Sermon
by him preached at Q. Maries Funerall wherein he magnified
& extolled her (saith Godwin in his Catalogue of Bishops)
so imoderately, mentioning wthall her sister so coldly, as it
was manifest he would haue defaced her gladly enough, if
he durst.

For the sermon, indeed, Elizabeth was content to
confine him for a month to his own house ; it was of
course a little later-on April 3, 1559-that, in the
words of his brass in Chapel, " he was incarcerated
and deprived for refusing the oath of supremacy ".-
Many Wykehamists have admired the magnificent
' Election Cup", by sending which to Winchester

White welcomed the Warden of New College and the
" apposytors " at the election following his preferment
to the bishopric of Lincoln. " This pore cownterfetyd
cuppe", which he ' desyred might remayne as an
ymplemente of Theelectyon "3 and which is still

1 Sloane MSS. 1578. An account of this sermon is given by Mr. J. B.
Wainewright in his (privately printed) John While of Winchester, pp. 48-51.
Mr. Wainewright notes that Harington was as yet unborn when the sermon
was preached.

2 The text itself cannot have pleased her : Laudavi mortuos magis quam
viventes, etfeliciorem ulroque iudicavi qui necdum natus est (Eccles. iv. 2, 3).

3 See Mr. Chitty's Winchester College Documents, No. II. 8.-.Air. Kirby
(Annals, p. 229) wrongly says that " More", White's predecessor, " was the
giver of ' Election Cup' ".
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displayed at Domum Dinner, is " the sole remaining
piece from the wonderful store of gothic plate once
possessed by the college "-1

It is not till we come to Christopher Johnson
(1561-71) that we are able really to know a Head
Master of Winchester. Among Johnson's pupils was
one William Badger, a clever boy, it would seem, with
much capacity for taking pains; this admirable
pupil took down and wrote out in a notebook faithful,
or reasonably faithful, copies of the Latin exercises
which Johnson composed for, and dictated to, the
higher classes of the school. The notebook has been
preserved, and as the exercises often treat of matters
of school interest, and are often agreeably auto-
biographical, its preservation is most fortunate.2 I
shall use many of these dictata in this volume ; an
appreciation, in the manner of Horace, of Johnson by
himself is printed at the end of this chapter. As we
decipher the neat but sometimes puzzling hand-
writing of the pupil, the most human and humane
personality of the master is revealed to us. No one
could be less like " a formal important pedant, who
will be a schoolmaster in whatever station of life his

fortune may advance him to". Flexibility, mellow-
ness, a scholarship free from pedantry, a lively
enthusiasm for what is great in literature, a wide
outlook upon life-we find all these in this charming
teacher. He professes annoyance, and is sometimes
annoyed, at the boys' ara^iai, which seem to him as
inevitable as heresies in the Church ;3 but he is full

1 The Burlington Magazine, July 1903 (p. 155).
2 The notebook, labelled Themes at Winchester School, is in the British

Museum (Add. MSS. 4379). Mr. J. S. Cotton, who discovered that Johnson
did not write the poem which we now know to be Mathew's, also discovered
that he wrote these exercises ; see The Wykehamist for July and August 1899.
It would be difficult to determine which discovery was the greater service to
Wykeharnical history.

3 Themes, fol. 138 b.
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of a whimsical sympathy with the waywardness of
youth. His easy handling of thorny questions of
discipline, his serene confidence in his authority over
his pupils and in their regard and affection, his
perpetually avowed lenity, his humorous self-de-
preciation, his confessed lack of physical energy, hardly
prepare us to find that the dictata were composed by
a man barely thirty years old.1 In 1571 the versatile
Johnson gave up schoolmastering ; he was for many
years a successful London physician,2 and his pro-
fessional visits must have been the best of tonics. It

seems that his cheerful spirit was not averse to
festivity, for just before his retirement the ungenial
Bishop Home laid his injunction upon the School-
master and his Usher " that they resort not oft from
their charge into the country, city, &c., to banquet or
feast in the teaching days ".3 Johnson, it may be
added, though not the only lay Head Master of
Winchester in his century 4 was, with one exception,5
the last layman who held the office until 1911.

The seventeenth century was a time of distin-
guished Wardens rather than of distinguished Head
Masters ; Warden Harris, indeed, is the ablest, the
most attractive, and perhaps the most conspicuous of
the whole Custodum Series. Of Hugh Robinson
(Head Master 1613-27) and of his laborious school-
books I have spoken elsewhere. His successor,
Edward Stanley (1627-42), occupies a place in Wyke-
hamical annals, but not an enviable one. He failed

1 Johnson's name appears, as I have said, on the Roll ad Winton. of 1549.
His age at the time of election is not stated in W.S. ; but even if he was then
just over fourteen, he cannot have been more than thirty-one at Michaelmas
1566, before which date nearly all the extant exercises had been dictated.

2 Johnson became M.B. in 1570, while still Head Master of Winchester,
and M.D. in 1571. He was Treasurer of the Royal College of Physicians from
1594 to 1590 (Chitty, The Headmasters' Shields, p. 7).

3 r.A. & 1. p. 331. « V.H. p. 301.
s John Harmar (1588-96); who, however, was ordained in the course of his

headmastership (History, p. 317).
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to maintain any hold on the parents of day-boys,
keeping such scholars, if he kept them at all, only by
the help of archiepiscopal intervention;* he failed,
most fortunately failed, to secure the wardenship
against Harris, though he moved heaven and earth,
or at any rate a bishop and a king, to secure it;2 and
he obviously failed to win or to deserve the respect
and attachment of his pupils. A curious and very
unpleasant letter, written in 1630, and purporting
to have been written by " The Fellowes of New
Colledge ", some of whom may have been boys under
him, shows that he was neither a wise disciplinarian
nor a zealous and effective teacher.3 In this latter

capacity he compares most unfavourably with his
successor, John Potenger (1642-53), who was our
poet's Head Master, and for this reason, if for no
other, must not be passed over. I shall have occasion
to speak in another chapter of a strange little book
called Musce Sacrce, written by an Oxford Wykeham-
ist named Ailmer in 1652. It is dedicated to Potenger,
and prefaced by testimonies to the author, some of
which are also testimonies to Potenger, by other Oxford
Wykehamists (one of whom is Robert Mathew), the
author's contemporaries and friends. Ailmer and
his sponsors vie with one another in eulogizing their
old master. Says Richard Glyd :4

Et tu, Wicchamicse moderator summe juventae,
Hinc quantum valeas ostendis in arte docendi.

Says Mathew, in a weird effusion which he calls a
farrago qualiscunque :

1 Annals, pp. 124-8.
- Ibid. p. 316.

3 A transcript of this letter is given in Annals (pp. 317-18), but it is
incorrect and incomplete.

4 The Richard Glidd of W.S. p. 181.
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Omnium «-yKoyuu>v hsec sit ipsa ax/x-ij,
7/oc anno fecisti ut dignus videare

sChoLarls MoDo POTENGER!.
Qui

Ut pater Musae ita meritb fit Patronus,
Cujus nudo NOMINE armatus, nil est quod in terris metuas.

Hie enim Tuus (ait Xpoi'o'ypa/^a) l Mecaenas
De CceLo poTENZlaM

Ailmer himself writes in the dedication :

Ego Deum Opt. Max. in literatorum Repub. & inter
literatos diu prsesis ut velit & poTEXtiam GERas auctior indies
& amplification votis ardentissimis comprecari non desinam.

And again :

Ea utiq; sedulitate efformandis Puerorum animis & ex-
emplis praeeundo, & praeceptis suadendo, & patrocinio fovendo
obnix£ usq; usq; incumbis ; ut jure optimo ter felices se
prasdicent, uno suo tanto ac tali, maligna adeb in Tempestate,
Scholarcha fruita Wicchamica Juventus.

Maligna adeo in tempestate : for Potenger's head-
mastership covered the years of the civil wars and the
earlier years of the Commonwealth, a period of visita-
tions and of penalties, but fortunately the period of
the wise diplomacy of Warden Harris. The Head
Master seems to have had in his own person un-
pleasant experience of the troubles of the time ; for
in 1644, " upon suspicion that he was a Roundhead ",

1 Here are two other seventeenth-century chronograms, both of them
famous :

My Day Is Closed In Immortality

commemorated the death of Queen Elizabeth in the year MDCIII (1603).

ChrlstVs DVX ; ergo trFVMphVs
was the motto of a medal struck by Gustavus Adolphus in MDCXVVWII
(1632). Which is the better chronogram ? Most of us would say, the former ;
but it breaks, while Gustavus and Mathew observe, the chronogrammatist's
rule that no letter of numerical value must be used without numerical signi-
ficance.

2 For the play on Potenger's name see the Introduction to Part I. p. 5.
For some account of his methods as a teacher see pp. 301-4.
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he is said to have been robbed of fifteen oxen and

three hogsheads of beer by Sir William Ogle,1 and
in 1645 (?), upon suspicion that he was a Royalist,
he " was but hardly acquitted': by the Puritan
Committee of Hampshire.2

The year of Potenger's retirement (1653) is, as I
write, the middle year of the history of the College;
it marks approximately, if not precisely, an era in
the history of the headmastership, and it is a con-
venient date at which to end this chapter.

NOTE TO CHAPTER I

THE following piece by Christopher Johnson (Themes, fol. 192)
has been mentioned on p. 42. It was printed by Mr. Cotton
in The Wykehamist for August 1899.

Si te forte, pucr, de prseceptore rogabit
Aut pater aut hospes aut quivis obvius, unum
Admoneo, mcmori quod semper mente tenendum est,
Ne qua sciens de me facias mendacia, sive
Suaserit hoc odium, seu (quse rarissima certe
Semper avis) nostri nimio tenearis amore.
Corpore pertenui me dices invalidoque,
Dormire in lucem ne Isedar frigore, Musis
Gaudere ; assiduum tamen esse negabis, amare
Et varias servare vices ; quod pertinet ad te,
Irasci celerem si quid peccaveris, inde
Placari facilem ; multis ignoscere multa ;
Quanto perditior quisque est, tanto acrius illi
Instare. Hsec de me, quse sunt verissima, dices.

1 Godwin, Civil War in Hampshire, p. 226.
2 From some notes scribbled on the backs of old letters by " an anonymous

defender of Warden Harris, after the Restoration " (see History, p. 347). After
examining these notes I am inclined to believe that they were written by
Harris's successor, Warden Burt, who, like Harris, was apparently a trimmer
(see History, p. 300 ; Annals, p, 348).



CHAPTER II

THE HEAD MASTER (continued)

JOHN POTENGER, as we have seen, retired in 1653 ;
his successor, William Burt, ruled for five years only;
and in 1658 a new era, of long headmasterships,
began. There were but five Head Masters in 135
years ; the reigns of the first two, Henry Beeston
(1658-79) and William Harris (1679-1700), occupied
the remainder of the seventeenth century. It is
recorded of Beeston that he was a lax disciplinarian.
So far as a special charge against him is concerned,
that he was remiss in the infliction of flogging upon
" peccant persons 'V a milder generation will forgive
him; but Anthony Wood's comment upon his election,
in 1679, to the wardenship of New College-" so
government will signify nothing hereafter ' -points
to a real infirmity. Beeston was a sorely stricken
man ; a tablet placed in St. Michael's church in 1675
records the death of seven of his children, qui omnes
sesquiennes, prceter Gulielmum qui octuennis, decessere.2
He left some fifty commoners behind him in 1679 ;
with the succession of a less unfortunate and more

vigorous Head Master there was for a time a marked
increase of numbers, and School was built.3 But the

1 The charge was made after the " scrutiny " of 1668.
2 Referring to the death of Mrs. Beeston in 1690 Anthony Wood wrote :

" She hath had 23 children by Dr. Beeston, but all are dead except three "
(Wood's Life and Times, ed. Clark, iii. p. 74).

* See below, p. 226.
47
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prosperity did not last; there were but twenty-eight
commoners when Harris retired in 1700. An ex-

planation of the failure that this fact suggests may
perhaps be found in the addresses which he delivered
to the boys. These addresses have not been noticed
by our historians,1 and I will quote from three of
them, prepared respectively for the eve of the Easter
" vacation " and of the Whitsuntide and Christmas

holidays of 1695, to illustrate the Harris tone and
manner. Before the Easter vacation,2 which ' is
but short, and makes very little difference to the rules
and measures which we observe at other times",
Harris reminded his hearers that

This weeke is called the Holy Weeke, there is a particular
service appointed for each day, and all in order to prepare
us for the dutys of the feast that follows. The publick Law
requires all persons of Age and discretion to receave the
Sacrament at this time, and the neglect of it is punishable
by that Law. Certainly if Mechanicks and ordinary Trades-
men may not be allowed to excuse themselves from the duty,
much less, &c.

Before the Whitsuntide holidays he began with some
platitudes on liberty, and continued :

This short liberty was designed for your Recreation . . .
that after a little breathing space you might return with a
better edge to your buissnesse ; but instead of making the
true use of it your joy oftentymes overpowers your reason,
and hurrys you into such actions as are not easily attond for :
either by excesse, by fighting, quarrelling or some such

1 I have made use of them in several chapters of this book. The practice
of delivering addresses before the holidays was probably not new at Winchester.
We learn from the Consuetudinarium (1560) that at Eton on Ascension Day,
when the Whitsuntide holidays began, Prceceptor priusquam exercilum suum
dimiserit, pueris e ludo literario omnibus convocalis concionem habere solet, qua
quemque admonel officii sui, ut melius ad bonos mores se componant, memores
turpissimum esse se e lileratissimorum hominum collegia redire inanes, dede-
corantes et Collegii existimationem et Magisiri (Etoniana, No. 5, p. 67).

2 Note that no boys then went home at Easter, and only some at Christmas ;
see below, pp. 434, 436.
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malicious tricks you expose both yourselves and us to Scan-
dall; and I seldom fail of meeting some ill Storys at my
Return.

Before Christinas he enlarged on the theme of " Idle-
nesse, the parent of all manner of vice and de-
bauchery " ; here are his final words :

What liberty is proper for you in order to make this time
pleasant and easy will not be denyd provided it be not em-
ployed to ill purposes ; but if I find you take a handle to abuse
yourselves, either by gameing excesse or any other ill method,
funem reducam, I will tye you shorter and find you full em-
ployment. . . . Those of you that go into the Country ought
to remember that Piety Relligion and Sobriety are duties in
all places, and that it will become you to receave the Sacra-
ment wherever you are.

Four years later, in what was to be the last of his
Christmas addresses, he spoke to the boys still more
ungenially. They '' cannot bear an easy govern-
ment " ; liberty only encourages insolence and folly ;
the elders set a bad example ; till he finds a reforma-
tion, he will treat them with more rigour; he hopes,
but he clearly does not expect, that " those who go
into the Country will so behave themselves as to
bring back no ill report at their return ".-What are
we to say of these and of such-like admonitions
and valedictions ? So far as they deal with matters
of religion, they are perhaps, in their lack of tact
and of spirituality, simply characteristic of the period ;
but even in matters secular their tone is strangely
unsympathetic and repellent, as unlike that of Chris-
topher Johnson as it is unlike that of Dr. Fearon,
say, or Dr. Burge. In some of them there is shrewd-
ness, a caustic wit, even a gleam of kindliness; the
Verney pere of the period found in the Head Master,
as he did in the Warden, " a very fine gentleman "

E
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who was " highly civill and obliging " ; 1 and Harris

was a generous benefactor to the College.2 But it
is a relief to learn that persuasiveness, a mild sway,
serenity of countenance, were the ' arts' of his
successor.3

Professor Haverfield, in a balanced judgment on
the Winchester of the seventeenth century, suggests
that about 1700 the school was on the eve of real

development. It " was to increase ", he says, " but

had not yet done so. But it had laid a solid founda-
tion for future fame ".4 The foundation may have
been solid, but the erection of the building \vas slow;
the eighteenth century is in fact a disappointing era
in Wykehamical history. There were, it is true,
short periods when the fortunes of the school, judged
by the test of numbers, rose, but such increase as we
observe in the thirties and the seventies of the century
was short-lived ; it was the fate both of John Burton
(1724-66) and of Joseph Warton (1766-93) to leave
the school as small a community as they found it.5
Nor do other tests permit a more cheerful estimate.
Yet the headmastership undoubtedly gained in dignity
and importance ; Wykehamists may look back with
pride to both Burton and Warton ; they both add
interest, Warton adds a very special charm, to
Wykehamical annals. To Burton as builder I shall
refer in a moment, but with one exception I do not
propose to speak at present of the Head Masters who
held office between 1766 and 1866; their strongly
marked and strangely contrasted personalities have
been sketched often and admirably. Warton, " one

1 R. T. Warner, Winchester, p. 43.
5 He gave £100 towards the building of School, and £200 to provide the

scholars with veal (see below, p. 211).
3 The distich upon Thomas Cheyney (1700-24) is quoted below, p. 237.-

Some speeches composed by Harris for delivery ad porlas are noticed on
pp. 402-3. « W.C. p. 82. t See further below, p. 229.
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of the most interesting figures that has ever sat in a
Head Master's chair 'V of whom " it is safe to predict
that never again will there be a Head Master after
his pattern ",2 requires, not a few lines or a paragraph,
but a new biography; Henry Dison Gabell (1810-23),
a most able teacher who through a certain coarseness
of fibre could not be a great Head Master, and his
successor David Williams (1824-35), we shall meet
from time to time in other chapters ; George Moberly
(1836-66) we shall meet continually. Of William
Stanley Goddard (1793-1809) it must here be said
that before the end of the eighteenth century he had
raised the numbers of the school to the maximum

then possible, and that he kept them at that maximum
till he retired. It is well that his portrait should
make us familiar with a face in which we can surely
find the mind's construction, and that the scholarship
founded in his honour should hand down his clarum

et venerabile nomen to future generations. He dis-
covered the secret that the confidence of boys can only
be won by trusting them, and there are many proofs
that he won it.3 " The honourable compact", we
are told, " between Dr. Goddard and the Boys . . .
worked a reformation in the school, the object of
every one's observation and praise. Manly reason
and liberal confidence were reciprocally made the
current medium of his management; and the effect
of it was that every Boy became a gentleman and a
Boy of honour".4 Of all benefactors to the school
since the founder Goddard was the most munificent ;
by his gift in 1834, ten years before his death, of

1 History, p. 390.
2 Mr. Herbert Fisher in W.C. p. 91.
3 See e.g. below, p. 123.
4 G.L.C. pp. 26-7. The writer declares that Goddard's admirable system

was reversed by Gabell; and though his rancour towards Gabell must diminish
his credit, this particular statement is abundantly confirmed from other sources.
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£25,000 he put an end to the customary gratuities
which were paid by the scholars to the Masters ; they
had caused his sensitive conscience a distress which

he was determined that future Masters should not

suffer.1 It is pleasant to record that the first effec-
tive attack upon an evil system which lasted at Eton
and Westminster till the Public Schools Act of 1868,2
and was common enough elsewhere, was due to the
unselfishness of an old Wykehamist, George Thick-
nesse (admitted 1726), whose name is recorded by
Walcott in his " roll of distinguished Wykehamists ",
but is not (I think) elsewhere honoured in Wykehami-
cal literature. Thicknesse was High Master of St.
Paul's from 1748 to 1769 ; " his name is recited '

there " as a benefactor, after that of Dean Colet",
and Pauline tradition declares him to have been

' the second founder " of that great school.3
Winchester, too, has had its second founder;

indeed a claim to that title has been made for two
of its Head Masters. The author of the distich on

Dr. Burton says of him :

Exposcunt sedem Musae ; instauratque perenne
Felici augurio Wykehamus alter Opus !

The perenne opus, though its perennitas was only
secular, was of course Old Commoners. By building
his " Commoners' College " and bequeathing it to the
school Burton deserved well of Wykehamists. He
may not have foreseen some of the advantages which
were to follow from his enterprise, how it would
increase the Head Master's consequence and authority
with those '' clergymen from the country" who

1 Adams, pp. 169-70, where we learn that Goddard " had begun saving
his money for the purpose from an early date".

2 M. L. p. 536 ; Sargeaunt, pp. 12, 13. For the gratuities at Winchester
see below, pp. 208-10.

8 Walcott, p. 427 McDonnell, chap, xviii.
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restricted his scope and checked the school's develop-
ment, how it would lead indirectly to the better govern-
ment of College. He saw quite clearly the evils of
the haphazard makeshifts for lodging the commoners
of his time. In 1759 he wrote to Lord Bute :

There has lately been erected contiguous to the College
a building dedicated to the reception of gentlemens children.
. . . Such rules and confinement are established as secure

them from all temptations to Idleness, especially such as has
an ill tendency. They are entirely excluded from all com-
merce with the town and the People of it, who are generally
the Seducers and Agents of young Gentlemen, and at all
times are subject to the Masters eye even in their diversions.1

A great gain indeed ! Winchester had had enough
of Peregrine Pickles, whose " vivacity ' was only
checked by such tutors as Mr. Jolter,2 and of Frank
Esmonds, with Tushers for their governors and gaming
and cock-fighting for their "diversions". "Street
commoners", however, long survived Dr. Burton;3
some seventy years intervened between the building
of Commoners' College and that gathering of all
commoners under its roofs which, paradoxical as it
may sound, was a gain comparable to their dispersion
into " Houses " in 1869.4

Of Burton and his buildings, however, I shall
speak fully in other places; meanwhile it is safe
to say that the claim which the distich makes for
him is extravagant. The title of George Ridding

1 The letter is given in full by Mr. Herbert Fisher in W.C. p. 90. See also
the somewhat earlier remarks of Thomas Warton on Old Commoners (below,
p. 78).

2 Smollett's novel was published in 1751.-See also a passage on David
Lord Elcho's life at Winchester-he came in 1734-quoted in In Praise of
Winchester, p. 169.

3 For " street commoners" see below, pp. 490-1.
4 The first three Tutors' Houses were of course started by Dr. Moberly

between 1859 and 1862 ; see Chapter XXXIX.
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(1867-84) to be regarded as a second founder1 is
much less disputable. Those Wykehamists who had
the good fortune to be brought under his influence
in their boyhood think first of the man and the
teacher, of his dignity and distinction, the breadth
and depth of his mind and sympathies, his unaffected
originality in thought and speech, his aversion to
particular moulds and patterns, his reserved but
strong enthusiasm ; and they feel, it may be, a touch
of regret that his fame must in the end rest chiefly
on the more ponderable memorials of his greatness.
Yet how amazing those memorials are, not only from
their value and variety, but in view of the circum-
stances of his most creative period ! Here was a man
teaching and learning with the utmost zest and
freshness, as if learning and teaching were all his
life ; but in three short years (1867-70), in spite of
almost every kind of difficulty and hindrance, he
organized the school anew, gave it half its institutions
and more than half its equipment, changed its whole
manner of life and revolutionized its outlook. It is

most fitting that of all his achievements the enlarge-
ment " of our boundaries " should be specially and
permanently connected with his name; 2 not only
because the phrase, in its widest sense, admirably
sums up his work for Winchester, but also because
that enlargement, in its narrowest and most literal
sense, was, not of course his greatest, but perhaps
his most characteristic achievement. " I wish we

1 The term was perhaps first publicly applied to him by Warden Sewell of
New College in 1887 : " I said Ridding was going to ruin the school ; now I
say he is our Second Founder " (G.R. p. 73).

- Over the gate between Meads and "Riddings " there is this inscription,
unfortunately most meanly cut :

PEOPAGATORI FINIVM NOSTRORVM

GEORGIO RIDDING
POSVERE

CVSTOS ET SOCIl

JfDCCCCV.
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had more ground ", said Dr. Moberly in 1862 ; " it is

one of our greatest necessities, but we are bounded
by rivers ; there is a stream immediately behind the
meadow wall, so that we cannot extend the ground
an inch further in that direction "-1 Any one who
saw the site of " Riddings '' or New Field early in
1868 would, like Dr. Moberly, have pronounced it an
impossible site for what it was to become ; but in
less than two years it was a splendid playground,
new in fact as in name, but with an immemorial
aspect, and ready to be the scene of what proved to
be a memorable cricket match.2 Dr. Ridding " had
nothing to do with the possibility " of what he deemed
indispensable and necessary ; its alleged impossibility
was but an obstacle for his genius or his will to turn
or to surmount.

It has sometimes been suggested that this great
Head Master lacked the historic sense, that he need-
lessly abolished Wykehamical usages which were
ancient and picturesque, innocent and even valuable,
or at least that he allowed them to die; and the latter
statement, at any rate, is not altogether unfounded.
" Born in these Avails ", he said of himself, " it has only
been for short intervals that I have not had my home
in them "; and it was not for nothing that from his
infancy onward he had breathed Wykehamical air.
No one had a deeper love for the ideals and for the
nobler traditions and associations of Winchester;
but then no one had a deeper sense that " the past
may not supersede the present, nor may associations
absorb our freedom". " Catch a noble spirit", he
said in his farewell sermon, " develop and advance
its forms, and then let the incrustations of old forms

1 P.S.C. p. 359.
2 The formation of Riddings is graphically described in G.R. pp. 64-6.

Eton match was played there in July 1870 ; Winchester won (for the first time
since 1859) by one wicket.
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pass away like the last year's slough ". " You can't
imagine Ridding a Pharisee ", a friend wrote to me;
he paid no homage to the minutiae of custom. He
would talk of old Winchester usages, of which he had
an unrivalled knowledge, with infinite gusto, but
there was something whimsical in his attachment
to them. He felt, I think, that Wykehamists had
long lived a vita obsoleta, which they were only be-
ginning to unlearn ; l that the customs which they
rightly valued were too closely linked, by a rigorous
conservatism, to others which, if picturesque, had
become useless or even harmful; that to be rid of
the latter it was necessary to let many of the former
pass away; and he let them pass with no very
poignant regret.

During the 260 years which were reviewed in the
first chapter the Head Masters were usually, at the
time of their appointment, quite young men-of
eight, for instance, who were appointed between
1526 and 1571 not one was yet thirty years old-
and during the whole period the average age at
appointment was scarcely over thirty. Early acces-
sions ought to mean long reigns; and it is true
that, as compared with their fleeting Hostiarii, these
Informatores might almost be called, like the Fellows,
" perennial ". But the average length of their tenure
was only some eight years ; they were still young
men when they retired ; and we naturally ask, Why
did they retire so soon ? and what became of them ?
To these questions no complete answer can be
given. Till the end of the fifteenth century no Head
Masters except Waynflete, Ive, and Rede seem to have
occupied any conspicuous position after their re-
tirement. It has been suggested that some of them

1 See his poem Ad Wiccamicos (W.C. p. 178).
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may have been appointed on probation,1 or, in
accordance with a common practice, for a term
of years ; it is possible that the power of dismissal
was freely exercised ; but, however that may be, we
have no reason to think that after leaving Winchester
they bettered themselves materially, and they can
have been neither old enough nor rich enough 2 to
embrace a life of leisure. It is clear, however, that

by the middle of the sixteenth century the office had
gained in credit and dignity; one or two of the re-
tiring Head Masters of the period became Canons or
Deans, and between 1501 and 1658 no less than five
became Wardens of Winchester.-During the second
260 years of our history the age of Head Masters on
appointment has been much more mature, and their
tenure of office much longer; the average age on
appointment has been about thirty-nine, the average
length of tenure about twenty years. Some have
been content on retirement to accept that event,
perhaps in some country parish, as the virtual meta
of their labours; one-at the very beginning of
the period - became Warden of Winchester; two
have become Wardens of New College ; three have
become bishops. The last of these facts may
justify a few words of comment; of the second I
shall speak more fully, for it brings into notice a
matter of importance in the history of both Wyke-
ham's colleges.

Since the foundation of Winchester six of its

Head Masters have been appointed to bishoprics,
but Dr. Ridding was the first, as Dr. Burge was the

1 At Rugby in early days appointments were made on a three years' pro-
bation (Rouse, Rugby, p. 39).

3 Even about 1565 Christopher Johnson, in an exercise which I have not
read, " told the boys to ask their fathers what they paid their servants of
various kinds, and they would find that teaching was worse paid than hedging
and ditching, let alone cooking or game-keeping " (V.H. p. 314).
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second, to go straight from the Head Master's to a
bishop's seat. Of the other four Dr. Moberly alone
earned the latter seat by a successful occupancy of
the former; a long interval separated the head-
mastership and the episcopate of Waynflete, of White,
and of Bilson, and it was during that interval in each
case that a claim to the higher office was established.
The fact reminds us of the narrow limits, until quite
recent times, of the Head Master's scope.-More
remarkable than the paucity, till 1869, of our ex-
head-master bishops is the contrast between the
frequency from 1501 to 1658, and the non-existence
from 1679 to 1872, of ex-head-master Wardens-a
contrast which is the more surprising when we re-
member that the status of the Head Master was

much higher during the later period, and that of the
last nine Provosts of Eton seven have been ex-head-

masters. It can, of course, be plausibly argued
that, though the wardenship would have been a well-
earned prize for a successful Head Master, a retiring
Head Master, and a successful one perhaps particularly,
woiild not have been a fitting person to survey, and
it might be to control, the work of those who followed
him ; but ex-head-masters of Winchester were not
passed over for that reason. They were passed over
from 1679 to 1757 because Wardens of New College
desired the other wardenship, and because it suited
the Fellows of New College to satisfy their desire. The
desire seems strange to a reader of the Statutes, for
under the Statutes the Oxford wardenship is incom-
parably the more dignified and attractive. The
Warden of New College was in a sense the Visitor of
Winchester, and he was the undisputed head of the
Wykehamical brotherhood; his stipend and his
allowances were larger, his state was more kingly,
than the other Warden's. Yet in the course of less
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than eighty years seven Wardens of New College
were appointed to be Wardens of Winchester.1 They
did not aim at increased dignity, for the relative
dignity of the two offices remained unchanged, nor
did they step down from humility ; they were ready
to step down because, as Messrs. Rashdall and Rait
say bluntly, it had been " easier for the Warden of
Winchester to increase his emoluments at the expense
of his helpless charity-boys and a very small number
of Fellows than for the Head of the great and highly
organized corporation at Oxford to monopolize the
increasing value of the College estates ; and so in
process of time the Winchester wardenship had come
to be much more valuable than the Oxford one ".2

That these appointments wrere made was as discredit-
able to the Warden and Fellows of New College as
it was to the Warden and Fellows of Winchester

that they were desired by the persons who secured
them; the appointments meant a postponement
of the well-being of both colleges to private interests.
New College suffered because " the Warden of New
College, depending for a very beneficial promotion
upon a number of junior Fellows ", was " not likely to
hold the reins of government as tightly as he ought " ;

Winchester suffered equally because it was " unlikely
that the visitatorial power over the Warden of Win-
chester " would " be effectually exercised by one

1 Nicholas in 1679, Brathwayte in 171 i, Cobb in 1720, Dobson in 1724,
Bigg in 17?,?,, Coxed in 1740, Purnell in 1757 ; the name of Warden Traffics
of New College is wrongly included in the list given in R. and R. p. 209.
Purnell's appointment was disallowed by Bishop Hoadley as Visitor (R, and R.
p. 210 ; Annals, p. 398).

2 It was stated at the time of Purnell's appointment that " the wardenship
of Winchester was worth £700 or £800 a year, against his superior's £300 "
(R. and R. p. 209). In an elaborate memorandum drawn up by one of the
Fellows, I think about twenty years earlier, I find the Winchester Warden's
emoluments estimated at £640 ; another Fellow at a slightly later date de-
clares " the Warden's allowances in kind to be by much the Greatest and most
Ancient Abuse which prevails in the College ".
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who " looked " upon himself as his heir apparent 'V
The action of Bishop Hoadley, who disallowed Pur-
nell's appointment in 1757, put an end to this bad
practice ; 2 and in 1763, when Warden Golding died,
we might have expected that a Head Master's turn
would come. " What a glorious Warden", wrote
Warton, who was then Second Master, " would Dr.
Burton be ! What an honourable and proper retreat
for his old age ! ' The glorious appointment, how-
ever, was not made ; the wardenship fell to Harry
Lee, the " very idea" of whom was to Warton's
mind " degrading ",3 On two later occasions the
claims of Head Masters, if the field had been open,
might have seemed irresistible ; but neither Warton
in 1789, nor Moberly in 1861, was or had been
a Fellow of either college,4 and they were ineligible
under Rubric VI.

In 1870, just before the present Governing Body
came into existence, Dr. Moberly expressed the
opinion that it " would best show how wise it was
by getting the best man as Head Master, and then
leaving him to govern the school by himself ".5 That
is axiomatic to - day, but no one knew better than
Dr. Moberly that the second part of it had been no
axiom with the Governing Body which was to be

1 See an unsigned letter of 1737, headed " A serious and friendly admoni-
tion to the Fellows of New College " ; Mr. Kirby quotes from it in Annals,
pp. 397-8.

2 It is interesting to note that the visitations of the New College Super-
visors begin to be searching again in 176-1 ; see below, p. 208.

3 History, p. 381.
1 Moberly became a Fellow of Winchester afterwards, in 1866.-No Wyke-

hamical worthy was ever better suited for the wardenship than Dr. Goddard,
but he shared the disqualification of Warton and Moberly, and when Hunting-
ford died, after being Warden for forty-two years, in 1832, Goddard (who had
resigned the headmastership in 1809) was seventy-four. He lived till 1845.

6 See The Wykehamist for October 1870. Moberly had said in 1862 : " If

you put an adequate man at the head of a school of this kind, he ought to be
supreme " (P.S.C. p. 336).
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superseded in 1871 ; the Warden and Fellows of the
old dispensation had shown how wise they were in
another way.1 In many matters of policy and
finance, and even in the appointment of assistant
masters to whose emoluments they did not contribute,
Moberly " often felt himself thwarted by the Warden
and Fellows as an official body " ; 2 in matters of

everyday management and discipline he had been
subject to the Warden's control. I shall end this
chapter with some remarks on this latter subjection.

In 1763 Dr. Burton wrote :

I have experienced variety of governors. In Warden
Dobson's time [1724-f£] we were in the height of glory. In
Bigg's time [17-§£-40], a very different man, we just supported
ourselves. In Coxed's [1740-57] we sank to nothing. In the
late Warden's [Golding, 1757-63] we began to rise, and had
he lived, I doubt not of the event, assisted by Warton's
character.3 Lee's sovereignty will be our coup de grace.*

The alternations of prosperity and adversity which
Burton notes correspond to rises and falls of the
number of commoners.5 Like other writers I have

regarded them as depending primarily upon Head
Masters, but Burton regarded them as depending
upon Wardens.6 He cannot have been more than
half right in so regarding them ; but it is certain that
Wardens were in the fullest sense the " governors 

"

of Head Masters, in small things as in great, till the
death of Warden Huntingford in 1832. In small

1 The tact and shrewdness of Warden Godfrey Lee deserve recognition in
this connection.

"" D.D. p. 153.
3 For this allusion to Warton, then Second Master, see below, p. 78.
" History, p. 380.
6 In 1724 there were 35 commoners ; in 1730, 87 ; in 1740, 42 ; in 1757,

28 ; in 1763, 49. See L.R. i. p. Ixxii.
6 In 1763 a Fellow of New College regarded " the future prosperity of the

finest foundation in Europe " as " entirely depending " on the personality
of the Warden (Letter by Mr. Phelps to the Bishop of Winchester, Stowe
MSS. 799).
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things as in great; an order, for instance, is still
extant in which Huntingford prescribed the exact
times and the number of minutes during which " the
School Court Door towards the Commoners " might
be left open 1-to keep scholars and commoners apart,
these minutes were to be as few as possible. The
order is most instructive. " The Warden and

Fellows ", said Warden Godfrey Lee in 1862, " have
always claimed a certain kind of authority, rather
undefined perhaps, over the commoners ",2 but
ordinarily, except when they desired to check the
increase of their number, they regarded them as
purely a concern of the Head Master; even Hunting-
ford would not have dissented from Warden Lee's

admission that the Warden (and a fortiori the Fellows)
had nothing to do with teaching, or discipline, or punish-
ment, or expulsion, in the case of any commoner.3
But his concern with these and such-like matters in

the case of the scholars was real and unquestioned,
and, if scholars and commoners were to be treated as
one school, his real control of the former necessarily
involved interference-direct or indirect-with the

Head Master's control of the latter; 4 we have a case

of such interference in this matter of the School Court

Door. There was, in fact, a divided government
which might have been expected to cause endless
friction. During the quarter of a century (1836-61)
when Barter was Warden and Moberly Head Master
such friction was not noticed; they were intimate
friends, and Barter was not a man with whom it was
possible to quarrel. Harmonious relations were so

1 Wiser rules were made in 1857, not (be it observed) by Warden Barter,
but by Dr. Moberly.

2 P.S.C. p. 330. 3 Ibid. p. 331.
4 Ibid. p. 335. "The Warden", says Moberly, "is supreme over the

scholars, and if special orders are issued for the scholars, the general operation
of the school must, of course, be greatly affected".
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well maintained that when, in the year after Barter's
death, it was suggested to his successor that a system
under which commoners were subjected to one
authority and scholars to another could hardly be
a good one, the new Warden, who had for many
years been College Tutor, could answer, " The ques-
tion never occurred to me before " !1 It had often

occurred to Dr. Moberly. He could not be induced
to say straight out that he wished the system, con-
secrated as it was by custom, to be discontinued, but
he admitted freely that it was anomalous and wrong,
and no one can read his conversation with the Com-

missioners without seeing that he chafed under the
limitations set to his authority, or perhaps without
thinking that he accepted them too tamely. By tact
and patience he gradually enlarged the Head Master's
scope, but some bold usurpation would not have
been amiss.

When Dr. Arnold was appointed Head Master of
Rugby in 1828, " he from the first maintained that
in the actual working of the school he must be com-
pletely independent. On this condition he took the
post, and any attempt to control his administration he
felt bound to resist' as a duty,' he said on one occasion,
' not only to himself, but to the master of every
foundation school in England ' ".2 He visited Win-
chester in the first year of Moberly's headmastership,
and afterwards wrote to his sister that he " certainly
did not desire to change houses ", or, as he implied,
to change places, " with Moberly ".3 A gap is left
in the letter as Dean Stanley printed it; was one of
Arnold's reasons that he had complete independence
and that Moberly had not ? The Dean points out

1 P.S.C. p. 330.
1 Stanley, Life of Arnold, p. 81. The quotation is abridged.

" Ibid. p. 384.
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elsewhere that Rugby " by its constitution imposed
fewer shackles on its head, and offered a more open
field for alteration " than Winchester or Eton.1

1 Stanley, Life of Arnold, p. 77. Soon after his appointment Arnold wrote
to an old Wykehamist : " I find that my power is perfectly absolute, so that I
have no excuse if I do not try to make the school something like my beau
ideal " (p. 190).



CHAPTER III

THE SECOND MASTER

THE title Hostiarius, which Wykeham willed that the
Master's assistant should bear,1 suggests the puzzling
question, Why should such an official be styled a
" door-keeper" ? The name, Mr. Leach answers, was
derived from the person who kept the church-door
in primitive times ; he " was later identified with the

parish clerk, who often performed the function of an
elementary teacher ".2 That Wykeham's Hostiarius
was actually a door-keeper as well as a teacher is not,
however, impossible ; the person who bore that title
and was door-keeper at St. Albans School in 1309 may
have been a teacher and not a schoolboy.3-In the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries you could write
hostiarius or ostiarius at your discretion ;4 but in later
times at Winchester the presence or absence of the
aspirate conveniently marked a distinction between the
Second Master and the boy-official, now defunct for
nearly fifty years, who kept the door of School.5-Hos-
tiarius, from Wykeham's time to ours, has been the
usual Latin name for the Second Master, though the
latinized hyj)odidascalus and paedagogus have often

1 Hostiarius scholarium vulgariter nuncupandus (Rubric I.) ; quern hosti-
arium volumus nuncupari (Rubric XII.).

2 V.H. p. 281.
3 B.C. p. 242. In V.H. Herts (ii. p. 51) Mr. Leach seems to take this view.
4 In spite of Wykeham the Second Master is often called Osiiarius in the

early College accounts (e.g. in 1413 and 1421), and even in those of the seven-
teenth century (e.g. in 1647-8). 5 See Chapter VIII.

65 F
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been used as synonyms for it; the former appears
from time to time in the accounts (e.g., hypodidascalo
catechizanti pueros), and (abbreviated to Hyp.)
designates the Second Master in our earliest Long
Roll (1653) ; the latter (abbreviated) is used in all
subsequent Long Rolls till that of 1805, in which
Hostiarius takes its place.-From hostiarius, through
huissier, comes " usher ", and Usher was the standing
English name for the Second Master till nearly the
end of the eighteenth century ; it occurs, for instance,
in a memorandum written by Warden Harry Lee
when Goddard was appointed to the office in 1784.
A little later the Warden and Fellows seem to have

realized that the word had acquired an unpleasant
connotation, and they preferred to use its Latin
equivalent. In 1836 they said " the Lower Master 'Y
and even in 1862 Warden Godfrey Lee so styled the
Hostiarius in his evidence before the Public School

Commissioners ; Mr. G. W. Heathcote, the last of
the old Fellows, who died in 1893, said " lower master "
or " under master': to the last. The first use of
" Second Master " that I know of occurs in Warton's

Description of Winchester (c. 1750) ; the title was
employed by the Electors and by The Hampshire
Chronicle in 1793, and among Wykehamists generally
it was then establishing itself. " Lower Master"
was all very well on the lips of the Warden and
Fellows, for in their view there were " Two Masters "

and two only ; but when a third master was in fact
taking classes in School, " Second Master " was in

fact more appropriate.
The Hostiarius, like the Informator, was by the

Statutes to be appointed by the Warden and Fellows,

1 " The under Master " appeared in the toast-list of the Bath Wykehamist
Meeting in 1808 (The Wykehamist, October 1907).-At Eton "lower master"
and at St. Paul's " surmaster " (=sub-magister) are still current.
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and to be dismissible by them or by the Warden ;
in all other respects he was to be " under " the In-
formator.1 His rank was lower than that of the other
magistri.2 He was to sit in Hall below the junior
Fellows and the Chaplains (Rubric XIV.); his stipend
was but one-third of the Master's (R. XXVI.) ; 3 he

was allowed but five yards of cloth each year, while
the Master and the Fellows had eight, and even the
Chaplains six ; unlike the Master and the Fellows,
he was to receive no 3s. 4d. for fur to trim his gown
(R. XXVII.). Experience in teaching was not re-
quired of him, as it was of the Master (R. XII.) ; he
was not a member of the " Election Chamber':

(R. III.) ; it was not stipulated that he should, like
the Master, give long notice, or indeed any notice, of
an intention to retire (R. XII.).4 For the rest, he
was to work under the Master's direction, and to
represent him in his absence (ibid.).5

Probably Wykeham contemplated that a suc-
cession of young and untried men would accept the
post, and that each of them would serve but a short
apprenticeship at Winchester; at any rate this is

1 Alterius instrucloris sub eo [i.e. magistro informatore] (Rubric I.) ; magistro
informatore et hostiario sub ipso (R. VI.) ; magistro informatore et hostiario sub
eodem (R. XII.). The words sub ipso are often added to the word hostiarius
in the accounts when payments to the two masters are recorded ; see e.g.
'Winchester College Documents, No. II. 2.-We have a quaint reminder of the
inferiority of the Hostiarius in the Inventories of the old School (1678-88);
there are " Two Chaires " for the two Masters, but only " 1 Cusheon ".

2 Magislri = the official staff of the College. It has this meaning in the
Tabula Legum, and Mathew tells us that the Fellows were called magislri
(v. 14). George Johnson, a Fellow who died in 1642 (see below, p. 556), is
described in his wife's epitaph in St. Maurice's church as 

" 
one of the Masters

oftheColledge".
3 Wykeham left legacies of 100s. to the Master and 20s. to the Usher.

See his will in Lowth, Life of Wykeham, Appendix XVII. p. xxxviii.
4 See above, p. 36.-Colet's Statutes for St. Paul's require a year's notice

from the High Master, half a year's notice from the Surmaster.
6 Wykeham in his Register calls John Seward (the first Hostiarius whose

name has been preserved) the Locum tenens and Vicesgerens of the
Informator (Lowth, Appendix X. pp. xiv, xv).
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what happened for about 260 years from the founda-
tion of the College. The evidence, such as it is, of
Mr. Kirby's Winchester Scholars proves that an Usher
at the time of his appointment was often surprisingly
young,1 sometimes much under twenty-one, and that
his tenure of office was usually very brief; Mr. Chitty
has discovered, chiefly from the accounts, the names
of fifty-five Hostiarii who held office before 1653,
and his list is not and does not profess to be complete.
Even when drest in a little brief authority during the
Master's absence, the Usher " shared the unpopu-
larity common to deputies ", and he must have been
anxious to press his fortunes, as soon as possible, in
other fields-as Master of some less famous school,
perhaps, or as parson in some country parish.2 We
may not rely on the details of the famous story of the
iconoclastic Usher William Forde ; there is, as Mr.
Kirby says,3 " a savour of improbability ' about
them, and, as Mr. Leach adds,4 they involve geo-
graphical difficulties. There undoubtedly was an
Usher of the name in 1547 or 15485 and he was

iconoclastically disposed, but how he manifested his
iconoclasm does not for the moment concern us;
what does concern us is that a Wykehamist who was
Forde's contemporary both at Winchester and at
New College has put on record, as a thing quite
credible, that the scholars of " Wykam colleadge

1 Guido Dobins, for instance, who was elected-when twelve years old, says
Mr. Kirby (W.S. p. 141)-to a scholarship in 1567, became Hostiarius in 1574.
Similarly Thomas Borow, admitted when ten as a scholar in 1516, is described
(op. cit. p. 107) as " Hostiarius, Eton, 1523".

2 Some of them became Fellows of Winchester, Dobins and William
Tnissell (op. cit. pp. 12, 157), after a considerable interval ; Thomas Jones
(pp. 10, 141) was appointed Hostiarius in 1578, and became a Fellow in
1582.

3 Annals, p. 49.
4 History, p. 255.

6 Not" about 1535 or 1536 ", as stated by Strype on the authority of John
Lowthe (see the next note).
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besyde Wynchester " could give their Usher (upon
serious provocation, no doubt) " a dogges lyff among
them," and could cry out and rail at him " by sup-
portacyone of their master".1 Even under normal
circumstances, taking one consideration with another,
an Usher's life was not a happy one either at Win-
chester or elsewhere. In 1511 Dean Colet asked
Erasmus to find a surmaster for St. Paul's " that will

not give himself airs " ; to which Erasmus answered
that " when he broached the subject among certain
Masters of Arts, one said, ' Who would be a school-
master that could live any other way ? ' ' 2 The
normal attitude of Wykehamists towards their
Hostiarius in the sixteenth century is revealed
by the following Injunction, issued by Bishop Home
in 1571 :

Item, that what scholar soever commensal! or other shall
at any time deride or contemptuously despise the Usher, he
shall by the Schoolmaster upon the Usher's complaint be
in the presence of the whole school severely corrected and
after declare his fault and ask the Usher open forgiveness.3

An Injunction of Archbishop Parker to Canterbury
School in 1560 shows how poor a thing an Usher was
in archiepiscopal eyes :

Item, that the Ussher of the sayd Schole . . . behave
himself humblie and obedient towarde the Prebendaries . . .

and others his superiors, upon paine of .'eprivacion fro his
said Usshershippe.4

1 J. B. Wainewright, John White of Winchester, pp. 14-17 (see also pp. 24
seqq.). John Lowthe, who told the story, and William Forde, of whom he
told it, were both elected scholars of Winchester in 1534 (W.S. p. 119).

2 McDonnell, p. 75 ; Nichols, Epistles of Erasmus, ii. pp. 24, 37.-Erasmus
did not agree with the Masters of Arts. He told a schoolmaster who regarded
his position as tragic and deplorable that schoolmastering was the noblest
of occupations; " to be a schoolmaster is next to being a king " (op. cit. ii.
p. 235).

3 V.A. & 1. p. 331. * E.G. p. 471.
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At Eton fifty years later a mere diocesan spoke of an
Usher in a still loftier strain. The post of Hostiarius
was vacant there in 1611, and the Bishop of Lincoln
had his word to say as Visitor upon a new appoint-
ment. The Usher, he insisted, must be a layman,
and here is his reason :

As for the Usher to be a Presbyter ... I marveill that it
should bee once thought of amongst you, for doo you not
take it a grosse abasing of our sacred function that a Priest
should either bee or bee entituled an hostiarius ? l

Small wonder, when Bishops and Archbishops wrote
like that, that Winchester scholars and commoners,
with or without " the supportation of their Master ",
should have derided or contemptuously despised
their Usher ! The post was not a career ; it was only
a step-a disagreeable step-towards one. That it
was but a step is well shown by something which
happened at Winchester in 1629. John Imber, who
had been appointed Hostiarius at twenty-three, fell
in love at twenty-five; desiring to marry he threw up
his situation, for its prospects were nil,2 and started
a day-school in the town.3-Mathew in 1647 barely
alludes to the Usher's existence ; he merely says that
there were two Masters :

Sunt duo, cura vagas quibus est conimissa iuventae (v. 13).

During the two or three years before he wrote Usher
had succeeded Usher at short intervals. Christopher
Taylour, appointed in 1644, held office for a year and

1 Quoted in M. L. pp. 201-2. The Eton Statutes required (what the Win-
chester Statutes did not) that the Usher should be a layman ; hence the
Bishop adds : " God's glory is never better meinteined then where dead men's
wills are truly executed".-In a memorandum drawn up by Warden Bigg
(17??-40) it is noted that at Eton " the Hostiarius or Usher is not considered
as of much Rank in the Statutes. He is expressly directed not to be in Holy
Orders".

' No doubt he was not allowed to marry as Hostiarius.
8 Annals, pp. 124-8 ; History, pp. 330-4.
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a quarter ; Thomas Fowkes, appointed in 1645, for
three-quarters of a year ; William Ayliffe, appointed
in 1646, left Winchester just when Mathew pro-
ceeded ad Oxon. in 1647.1

In 1647, however, or very early in 1648, a new
appointment proved to be the beginning of a new era
in the history of the second-mastership. Owen
Phillips, who, like most of his predecessors, entered
upon the office as a very young man, was destined to
hold it for more than thirty years (sex et quod excurrit
lustra), and when he died in harness at fifty-three he
left grateful memories behind him : ingens in omnibus
bonis desiderium sui moriens reliquit. His long and
useful career, commemorated in Cloisters,2 raised the
status of the Hostiarius; we hear no more of brief
tenures by scholars scarcely out of their teens. In
the hundred years that followed the death of Phillips
the average tenure of the second - mastership was
fifteen years ; the average age of a Second Master on
appointment, though it cannot be given with precise
accuracy, may be put at about thirty-five. As a
person of mature age and assured position the Usher
began to count for much, and was soon to assert himself
accordingly. A well-informed correspondent of the
Master noted in 1682 that the school was very fortunate
in having Mr. Home (1678-1701) for its Usher.3
Christopher Eyre (1719-39) showed initiative by
organizing a fund, to which he was a generous con-
tributor, for the benefit of superannuates ; and though
in 1739 there occurred a regrettable incident which
might well have evoked a new injunction from another

1 Ayliffe afterwards married a rich widow, and when she died in the prime
of life, her jointure going with her, killed himself by jumping out of window.
Mr. Kirby refers the rash act to 1647 (W.S. p. 175), but it occurred in 1CC4
(Wood, Athenae Oxonienses (ed. Bliss), i. p. liv).

2 Inscriptiones Wiccamicae, p. 35.
* V.M. iv. p. 219 ; see below, p. 88.
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Bishop Home-the boys treated the Usher rudely,
and the Master, perhaps, treated him " unhandsomely "
-Eyre showed spirit and asserted his rights ; 

1 
on

leaving he became a Prebendary of Winchester.-
When David Lord Elcho came to Winchester in 1734

he found the school divided, like the rest of the world,
into political factions ; Burton was a Jacobite, Eyre
was a " Georgite " ; 2 and the difference in politics
between Informator and Hostiarius continued into the
time of Eyre's successor, Samuel Speed (1740-55).
Speed was a Whig and is described as 

" 
a friend " of

Hoadley, the Whig and latitudinarian Bishop of
Winchester; that an Usher should be a friend of a
Bishop is significant. An unfriendly critic noted in
his journal, which he published afterwards (in 1756),
that "the school is said to be fallen off", and the
statement was true ; but we are here concerned only
with one of his comments on the fact. " If ", he wrote,
' the case is as represented, that the Master being a

TORY, and head-usher a WHIG, neither party choose to
send their sons thither, we must laugh at Whigs and
Tories, who carry their notions so far".3 That the
Usher's politics should have been represented as affect-
ing the fortunes of the school is a clear indication
that the Usher was a person of some consequence.4

Meanwhile, though " parties at that time ran
high ", the Tory Master and Whig Usher were such
good friends that " Dr. Burton had long been inclined
to resign his situation, could he have secured the
headmastership for Mr. Speed ".5 But he could not

1 Annals, pp. 392-4 ; History, pp. 370-7 ; see also below, pp. 77, 89.
2 Affairs of Scotland, Memoir by the Hon. Evan Charteris, pp. 8-11 (quoted

in In Praise of Winchester, pp. 168-9).
3 Hanways Journal, quoted by H. T. B. in The Wykehamist, July 27, 1901.
1 Some years after his retirement Speed entered, on equal terms, into a

controversy with the College authorities " about punishing the scholars above
fourteen with the rod ".

6 Wooll, Biographical Notice of Dr. Warton, p. 30.
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secure it for one who was Dr. Hoadley's friend;
possibly the Warden and Fellows may have raised
the further objection that no Winchester Hostiarius
had ever been made Informator.1 Be that as it may,
Burton stayed at Winchester and Speed retired. A
new precedent, however, was soon to be created ;
four successive headmasterships of ex-hostiarii-those
of Warton, Goddard, Gabell, and Williams-cover the
period from 1766 to 1835.2 The Warden and Fellows
may have felt that it was safer to appoint a good man
whom they had at hand and knew than to search for
one whom they did not know-a sensible policy
enough, if they really knew the man whom they
appointed.3 The last and perhaps the best appoint-
ment made under the old regime was made (in 1866)
in pursuance of that policy. The promoted Hostiarius
used to say that he owed his promotion to his having
" two fathers " 4 and an uncle among the electors,
who had therefore good reason to think that they knew
him ; but few of them knew George Ridding.

How far, and from what date, was the rise which

1 It is stated in Adams (p. 465) that William Burt, afterwards Head Master
and Warden, was Hostiarius in 1654. But this is a mistake ; Burt became
Head Master in 1653-he is Ludimagister in the Long Roll for that year ;
Owen Phillips was Hostiarius from 1647 or 1648 to 1678 ; Burt seems to have
come straight from the mastership of Thame School to the headmastership.-
Mr. Kirby says in his Annals (p. 363) that William Harris (Head Master,
1679-1700) was Hostiarius "for a short time under Beeston". Unless he
was the merest locum lenens the statement cannot be reconciled with known
facts.

2 The list of Hosliarii who have become Ittjormatores may be completed
by adding the names of Dr. Ridding and Mr. Rendall.

3 Colet gave the under-master at St. Paul's a preferential claim to succeed
the High Master : " Yf the vnder Maister be in litterature and in honest lyff
acordyng thanne the high Maisters Rome vacant let hym be chosyn before a
nother". The Statutes of Merchant Taylors School (1561) follow those of
St. Paul's in this as in other respects. At Shrewsbury, under the Ordinances
of 157f, the Second Master, if be had served two years and shown himself
capable, was to succeed the Head Schoolmaster " when he giveth over his
function or dieth in the same ".

4 The Rev. C. H. Ridding and Dr. Moberly, one of whose daughters was
Dr. Ridding's first wife.
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we have traced in the Usher's status connected with

his having become responsible for the lodging and the
charge of commoners ? A discussion of this question
involves considerations of larger concern, but it
cannot be avoided if we are to understand the Usher's

history.-According to Mr. Kirby an Usher under-
took the responsibility in the sixteenth century, but
I cannot think that his evidence warrants his con-

clusion.1 In the seventeenth century the connection
of the Usher, and indeed of the Head Master, with the
lodging of commoners, cannot always be precisely
determined. The latter, we may presume, was in
theory responsible for most, at any rate,2 of the com-
moners who lived intra collegium, but the number of
these, when we can ascertain it, was small,3 and it is
certain that he often took the responsibility lightly,
shifting it, probably, upon the Usher. The Founder's
provision of quarters for the two Masters was scanty,
and though it had been enlarged, the provision was
still too scanty when Head Masters began to marry;
but there was fortunately a house close at hand to
which they or their Ushers could migrate. This was
the Sistern Spital, which since the Reformation had
become a private residence, belonging to the Dean
and Chapter; it was adjacent to College on the west,
occupying the site of the masters' and prefects'
present Common Rooms. Of this building William
Trussell, Hostiarius, became the tenant in 1613;
either as the Head Master's representative, or on his

1 See the note at the end of this chapter.
2 I insert the qualification because there is some evidence that Fellows

occasionally took boarders in their chambers (see e.g. The Wykehamist, June
20, 1893, p. 375), and because it is expressly stated in the Long Roll for 1681
that three commoners lived with the Warden (apud Dom. Cust.) in that year.

3 The names of commensales intra collegium are sometimes given in the
Long Rolls of the years 1653-81 ; their number never exceeds seven. It is

noticeable that in his Manual of Prayers (1674) Ken speaks of commoners as
not closely packed ; see the passage quoted on p. 267.
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own account, he may have taken boarders there.
From 1625 to 1674 the tenants were a succession of
Head Masters-Robinson, Stanley, Burt, and Beeston j1
it is a plausible conjecture that they all used it partly
as a boarding house. Dr. Stanley (1627-42), in his
earlier years at any rate,2 must have deserted College
altogether and made the Spital his home ; for " the
Fellowes of New Colledge", attacking him in 1630,
argued that, " though the Schoolem- be not mentioned
in the statute of pernoctation abroad ",

the warden may require the Schoolem1. to lodge within
the Colledge (though married) sometimes. Other wardens
have done so, and Bishop Andrewes [1618-26] was very angry
that it was neglected.3

It seems certain that neither Warden Harris (1630-58),
nor Warden Burt (1658-79), who as Head Master
had been himself an offender, felt the same anger as
Bishop Andrewes ; successive Head Masters occupied
the Spital, and successive Ushers, perhaps, were more
or less responsible for the discipline of commoners
intra collegium, till 1674.

The Spital passed in that year into other hands,
and for the following years we have little information

1 A list of " Tenants of the Susterne Spytal " from 1545 onwards is given
in Adams, p. 465. The name of Potenger, who was Head Master from 1642
to 1653, does not occur in it ; his predecessor, who held the lease from 1629
to 1654, may have sublet the premises to him.

2 Probably in his later years also. " Writing, May 8,1637, to Sir Edward
Nicholas touching his proposal to send his son John to Winchester School,
Dr. Matthew Nicholas recommends the schoolmaster's house as the best place.
' The rate he takes of his boarders is £20 a year. . . . Near the College the
rates of tabling are very high, unless it be in mean houses' " (Annals, p. 123 ;
Mr. Kiiby quotes from Slate Papers, Domestic, ccclv.). Stanley was in
possession of the Spital in 1637, and I presume that " the schoolmaster's
house" is that building; Mr. Kirby (W.C. p. 51) understands it to be the
Master's quarters in College.

3 Mr. Kirby, who professes to give the Fellows' letter verbatim, reduces the
long paragraph from which I quote to half a line (see above, p. 44). Mr.
Leach (V.H. p. 323) incorrectly inserts the words " and usher " between " the
Schoolmr " and " to lodge".
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concerning the lodging of commoners extra collegium.
There was a large increase of their number during
the seventies and eighties, and it may be conjectured
that one of the two Masters or both lodged some of
them somewhere; 1 but besides the gilded youths
who lived outside College under the charge of their
tutors or governors there were other " street com-
moners " living in private houses with what Etonians
call " dames ".2 In 1720 our acquaintance the Hosti-
arius Christopher Eyre, like his predecessor Trussell
a century before, became tenant of the Spital.3 Four
or five years later, on the appointment of Dr. Burton
to the headmastership, the Warden and Fellows
passed this important resolution :

That either Dr. Burton or Mr. Eyre shall constantly reside
within the College, dividing the time equally between them,
so long as Mr. Eyre continues usher ; and upon choice of a
new usher the residence shall be apportioned between them
in such manner as the Warden and Society may appoint.
And that they frequently attend the children [i.e. the scholars]
at meals.4

Evidently they had a misgiving that both Masters
might neglect the scholars and constantly " pernoctate
abroad ", and they despaired of pinning down either
of them to constant residence in College. Burton,
however, undertook that duty, and set to work to
make himself comfortable. It is hazardous to attempt
to speak precisely about the past " disposition " of
what is now the Second Master's house ; but Burton
seems to have taken the quarters assigned to the two
Masters by the Statutes (these quarters correspond

1 From one of Head Master Harris's addresses, delivered in 1695, it would
appear that commoners were less under his influence than scholars.

- See below, p. 491.
3 Not of the Sistern Chapel (see below, p. 79) as Mr. Kirby says (Annals,

p. 132).
1 Annals, p. 392.
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roughly to the Second Master's present dining-room),
together with the room or rooms above Fifth Chamber
(where commoners in collegia had been lodged) and
perhaps also, as Mr. Kirby says,1 the room which had
been built in 1551 as a Fellows' Common Room and

is occupied to-day by the College tutor-to have taken
all these, with some unconsidered space adjoining
them, and to have converted the whole, in 1727-29,
into " spacious and elegantly furnished apartments '
for himself and " the ten " or more 

" 

young noble-
men's sons who lived with him ".3 The Usher raised

no objection. There is every reason to suppose that
he was well provided with boarders in the Spital-
for the number of commoners was growing-and he
would have found even occasional residence in College
a most tiresome obligation. It was only when he
quarrelled with Dr. Burton in 1739 that he alleged his
dispossession as a grievance : " Have I not a right
to the Chambers in the College assigned me by the
Founder, but possessd by Dr. Burton, without any
Leave ever Asked, to the best of my memory ; sure
I am, without Any Rent ever Paid ?" To which
Burton replied, " It is very true I never askt his
Leave, since he was in so good a humor at the time I
fitted them up as voluntarily to Offer me the Use of
them, & I never heard he expected Rent, till now ".4

Eyre's successors, Samuel Speed (1740-55) and
Joseph Warton (1755-65), acquiesced in the loss of
the Usher's College quarters, but their position was
not the same as Eyre's. Early in 1739 Burton had
acquired the lease of the Spital and some ground

1 Annals, p. 133. 2 Description, p. 24.
3 The words are quoted from a letter published in Political and Social

Letters of a Lady of the Eighteenth Century, edited by Miss Emily F. D. Osborn
(London, 1890). Mr. Holgate called attention to the letter in The Wykehamist
for March 1895 ; see also History, p. 375.

4 A Fellow of the College took strong exception (on another ground than
Eyre's) to Burton's proceedings ; see below, p. 507.
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adjacent to it, and he proceeded to erect what was
known as Commoners' College (Old Commoners),
a dwelling - house, and other buildings.1 We find
these premises occupied by Speed, " under the yearly
rent of eighty pounds", in 1742. The following
passage occurs in Thomas Warton's Description of
Winchester, written probably between 1750 and 1760 :

Contiguous to the College, on the West, is a spacious
quadrangular Building, in which the young Gentlemen who
are not on the Foundation, who are called Commoners, live
in a Collegiate Manner, under the charge of the Second Master
or Usher ; 2 a Situation which must be acknowledged to be
far more convenient for the Purposes of Learning and good
Discipline than the usual custom of our great Schools, where
the Youth are boarded in the Town, and are at a distance

from the constant and immediate inspection of their proper
Governors.

In 1755 Joseph Warton was elected Hostiarius,
" with the management and advantages of a boarding-
house " (i.e. Old Commoners) ;3 that the advantages,
which in Speed's later days must have been slender,4
were more substantial in Warton's time is shown by the
increase of the number of commoners which followed

his appointment. I have quoted Burton's remark,
that the School " began to rise " after the death of
Warden Coxed in 1757 ; he attributed the rise partly,
we saw, to "Warton's character".5

1 See Appendix IX.
2 In the expansion of the Description known as the Hi-story and A?itiquities

of Winchester, published in 1773, the words which I have printed in italics are
changed (to suit changed circumstances) into " under the immediate charge of
the Head Master " (Description, p. 67 ; H. & A. i. p. 171). Adams makes
a mistake upon the point (p. 116), thereby falsifying history.-If the date
assigned by the D.N.B. to the Description (about 1750) is approximately
correct, Commoners' College needed such judicious advertisement as the book
gave it; the average number of commoners from 1748 to 1752 was barely
twelve, in 1751 the number was eight.

3 Wooll's Biographical Xotice of Dr. Warton, p. 30.
1 In the year of his retirement there were only twelve commoners.
5 See above, p. 61.
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In 1766, on Burton's resignation, Warton became
Head Master, but he did not move into College ; he
continued to superintend Old Commoners. Thomas
Collins, who succeeded him as Usher (1766-84), must
have lived in College at first, but the number of
commoners continued to grow and in 1772 he became
a commoners' house-master. He acquired the lease
of the " Sistern Chapel", which occupied the site of
the eastern part of the Head Master's present house,
and we learn from one who became a scholar in 1776

that he lodged some thirty commoners under its roof.1
Both the Masters, therefore, were busy with boarders
outside, and, though they maintained some per-
functory show of residence in College,2 the scholars
were at the time extremely ill-disciplined, and the
Warden and Fellows viewed the situation with grave
concern.

Collins retired in 1784 ; he was succeeded by
William Stanley Goddard (Hostiarius 1784-93), whose
appointment marks the beginning of a third era in
the history of the second-mastership ; the threads of
that history will no longer be intertwined with those
of the history of commoners. There is fortunately
extant, in the handwriting of Warden Harry Lee
(1763-89), a memorandum which, though undated,
was certainly drawn up when Goddard was appointed.

Mr. - - (the Warden writes) was this day chosen Usher
upon the following conditions : viz. That He bond fide con-
stantly reside in College victu et cubili, except in the Christmas
& Election vacations.-That he take no Boarders into his

College lodgings.-And that he neither open a Boarding house
himself, nor have a share directly or indirectly in the profits
of any House that may hereafter be opened by others for that
purpose.

1 G.L.C. p. 6 ; see below, p. 491.
2 An order of the Warden and Fellows issued in 1775 refers vaguely to

" the Masters Lodgings who shall reside in College ".
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At the same time a " Note was delivered to Mr.

", and of this note also we have a copy:
" the Warden and Fellows recommend to Mr. G- -'s

most serious consideration " that part of Rubric XII.
which prescribes the duties of the Masters towards the
scholars.-When David Williams was to be sworn

in as Usher in 1810, Warden Huntingford made a
memorandum of the ritual to be observed ; inter alia
" the paper drawn up for Mr. Goddard ' (Warden
Lee's note, probably) was to be read to him ; and
Williams also received an elaborate document from

which I may quote one sentence :

As the Hostiarius is the Master who resides in the College,
to him is particularly assigned the Inspection of the Scholars,
and the Superintendence of all their Concerns.

The Hostiarius had become the Second Master of to-

day.
After his election to the second-mastership in 1835

Charles Wordsworth declared that he doubted

" whether there is any educational position in England
which possesses so many recommendations and so
few drawbacks ".1 What made him think, as others
have thought, that the position was so exceptionally
desirable ? It was not mainly, though it was partly,
its emoluments ; nor was it that, being appointed
by the Warden and Fellows, the Hostiarius, in spite
of the emphatic sub eo of the Statutes,2 was to a large
extent independent as regards his official superior;
nor again was it that he ranked far above other
masters and was Second Master in fact as in name;
the post attracted him chiefly because it was the
house-mastership (with some tiresome incidents of a
house-mastership left out) over Wykeham's scholars,
and that it housed him handsomely within Wykeham's

1 Annals of my Early Life, p. 170. " See above, p. 67.
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walls. The " spacious apartments' of Dr. Burton
had, by this and that annexation,1 become more
spacious still; the Second Master's house was already
the charming home that it is to-day, redolent, inside
and out, of a fascinating if bewildering architectural
history.

We have seen that the history of the second-
mastership may be divided into three periods of about
260, 130, 130 years respectively. During the first
period its holder was a young man, usually a very
young man, of little consequence, who did not take
root at Winchester. During the second he was a
more mature person of much longer tenure and of
steadily growing importance; he began to take
boarders out of College, and even to establish a kind
of claim to succeed the Head Master. Since 1784

he has been the house-master of College, the Second
Master as we know him.-It remains to speak briefly
of an incident of this third period-the raising,
namely, of the question whether he should not be
abolished. I shall describe elsewhere2 how, shortly
after the constitution of the new Governing Body in
1871, the dissolution of College became for a time a
burning question. That College was threatened meant
that the second - mastership also was threatened.3
That this was so is not merely made probable by the
fact that rumours to this effect were current at the

time; it may be inferred from the terms of the new

1 We have a record of one such annexation in a Resolution of the Warden

and Fellows, dated February 5, 1805 : " Mr. Gabell the Hostiarius having
applied for permission to use the several rooms over the Masters' Lodgings,
once occupied by Mr. Langbaine [Fellow 1724-69] and Mr. Williams [Fellow
17G9-1819] such permission is given. It is however understood that the same
rooms are revocable, whenever any Fellow, or the Society, may think proper ".
In 1835 the same permission was granted, on the same conditions, to Mr.
Wordsworth.

2 See below, pp. 101-2. ' G.R. p. 83.
G
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Statutes approved by the Queen in Council in
November 1873. These Statutes provide for a Head
Master (Clause VIII.) and for Assistant Masters
(Clause IX.), but make no mention of a Second
Master ; they only give the Governing Body " power

to assign . . . such emoluments as they may from
time to time think fit to such Master or Masters (if
any) as shall be required to assist in the domestic care
and discipline of the Scholars ". It was not till the
Regulations of 1874 were passed that the continuance
of the old office under its more or less old name was
assured.1

NOTE TO CHAPTER III

I NOTICED briefly on p. 74 a confident assertion of Mr.
Kirby's which appears to me to be incorrect and to have been
based on a mistaken interpretation of evidence. As the point
it raises is of importance in relation to the history both of the
Second Master and of commoners I propose to give reasons
here for that opinion.

A document in the possession of the College, dated.
September 10, 1597, and described as " The College agree-
ment upon Mr. Dobyns lodgings", recites that " Guye
Dobyns Clerke fellowe of the sayed College having on his
private charge encreased the building of that Angular chamber
towardes the west, belonging of ordinarie to a fellowe, is cotent
to yealde to Ben-Jamin Heydon now Scholem^ of the sayed
College the three upper roomes and buildings which are
cotinued with the building of his chamber, the rather, to
discharge himself towardes the College of fourtie poundes,
which the sayed Guye Dobyns borrowed of the College
towardes the charge of those his buildinges ". The rest of the

1 The appointment of the Second Master was vested in the Head Master

by the Regulations of 1874. Wykeham's arrangement, which gave it to the
Warden and Fellows, was thus superseded by that which Colet ordained for
St. Paul's : " the surmaister the hye maister shall chose as often as the Rome
shalbe voyde".
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document is concerned with financial details which do not
concern us.

On the authority (apparently) of this document Mr.
Kirby wrote a paragraph in his Annals (p. 128) which contains
(inter alia) the following statements :

1. That Guy Dobbins built three rooms in College.
2. That he built them with the help of a loan of £40 from

the Warden and Fellows.

3. That he built them as Usher.

4. That he built them " to lodge commoners in ".
5. That under the agreement Heydon the Head Master

" had the use of the rooms for his own boarders ".
6. That the rooms were " behind the schoolmaster's

chamber".

7. That they " may be identified at a glance as the ricketty-
looking erections of red brick and tiled [?] behind the second
master's [present] lodgings looking westwards ".

The first two statements are proved by the document, but
only the first two. It is most unlikely that Guido Dobins (so
he signs his name) built the rooms as Usher. Mr. Kirby says
that he was Usher "eleven years (1574-85)", but that is
disproved by the fact, shown by the College accounts and
stated in W.S. (p. 141), that Thomas Jones became Usher
in 1578. Now Dobins was elected to a scholarship at the
age of 12 in 1567 (loc. cit.). He was therefore about 19
when he became Usher in 1574 and not more than 23 when

he retired. Is it credible that the Warden and Fellows,
even supposing that they thought him old enough to take
boarders, would have advanced him what was then the large
sum of £40 for a doubtful building speculation in College ?-
In 1585, when Dobins was perhaps 30, he was elected to
the fellowship (W.S. p. 10) which our document shows that
he still held in 1597. The presumption is strong, and the
document almost proves, that he built the three rooms (which
were a continuation of a chamber " belonging of ordinarie
to a fellowe ") during his tenure of his fellowship. He had
good reason at that time for desiring additional accommoda-
tion ; the St. Swithun's Parish Register shows that five children
were born to him (by a second wife) between October 1590
and August 1596. It was, I conjecture, for his wife and
children that he built these upper rooms. As his family
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increased his space in College must have been still too scanty
even with these enlargements, and in 1597, when he arranged
for the transfer of the three upper rooms to Heydon, he
became the tenant of the Sistern Spital.-Mr. Kirby's third
and fourth statements, then, cannot be accepted.

His fifth statement, if " had the use of " means " used ",
is not proved by the document. Heydon was married accord-
ing to Mr. Kirby (Annals, p. 121), and may have wanted the
three rooms for domestic purposes.

The sixth and seventh statements have to do with matters

of topography, and are not relevant to the question discussed
in Chapter III. ; but I may point out that they are incon-
sistent with one another. If Dobins's three rooms were

" behind the schoolmaster's chamber ", they cannot be identi-
fied with Mr. Kirby's " ricketty-looking erections " ; those

erections are behind the chamber which the Statutes assigned
to the chaplains,1 and which they seem to have still been
occupying in 1641.2 Whether the erections look ricketty
I will not discuss, but they cannot have been built as early
as 1597 ; Mr. Leach may be right in assigning them to Dr.
Burton, c. 1727 (History, p. 374). The " schoolmaster's
chamber", or more strictly the chamber assigned by the
Statutes to the two masters and, if necessary, to a fellow
otherwise unprovided for, corresponds roughly to the
Second Master's present dining-room. Rubric XXXIV. calls
it " the Upper Angular chamber on the north towards the
west" ; the expression " Angular chamber towards the
west" is used of Dobins's chamber in our document. Was

Dobins the odd fellow unprovided for, and was a part of that
large chamber partitioned off for him ? His three new rooms,
in that case, cannot be identified ; they must have dis-
appeared.-But in speaking of the topographical history of
the western side of College inter virtutes habebitur aliqua nescire.

1 In W.C. p. 51 Mr. Kirby speaks of Dobins's three rooms as behind the
chaplains' chamber, not (as in Annals) as behind the schoolmaster's chamber.
Mr. Kirby's earliest account of the matter (W.S. p. xiii), though he wrongly
speaks of two new rooms, is better than his later accounts of it.

2 See below, p. 440.



CHAPTER IV

ASSISTANT MASTERS AND TUTORS

UNLIKE the Informator and the Hostiarius, the Sub-
Prceceptores, as Winchester Long Rolls always call the
Assistant Masters, have had a brief and for the most
part an uneventful history. With one or two excep-
tions they were neither paid (even in part) nor recog-
nized by the Warden and Fellows of the older dis-
pensation, in whose eyes there were ' the Two

Masters " and no more ; hence the College records
pass over them in silence. Their names are not given
in Long Rolls till 1776, and the part they played in
the life of the community till the middle or later
period of Dr. Moberly's headmastership (1836-66) was
usually unimportant. That there were assistant
masters at times when the number of boys to be
taught was unusually large may be conjectured, but
by no means with confidence. Mr. Leach's researches
have discovered that in 1395-6, while Wykeham was
still living, a certain Goring, described as coadjutor,
had his meals in Hall; and he finds, " two or three
times repeated in the twelfth week of the fourth term
of 1416 " the entry: "A priest of the Schoolmaster's
to dinner with the Fellows ". From this evidence Mr.

Leach concludes that in those early days " there were
other assistants '' than the Usher.1 But we cannot

1 V.H. p. 282.
85
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be sure to whom Goring gave what coadjutation;x and
if the Schoolmaster's priest was an assistant master
and not a casual guest, it seems strange that it was
only in one week and only on two or three days in
that week that he was given his dinner. There is
evidence against the existence of assistant masters in o

14-12. It appears that in that year some eighty to a
hundred outsiders, mostly day-boys no doubt, were
being taught in College, and Cardinal Beaufort con-
demned the arrangement; it was contrary to the
directions of the Statutes, and it put too great a strain
upon the teacher. A single master, said the Cardinal,
was teaching all these extranet, and such a class was
much too large.2 I infer with hesitation, for the
language of the Injunction is not free from difficulty,
that the Schoolmaster was teaching the scholars, and
the Usher the outsiders ; but it is in any case clear
that no third master was at work. The Statutes

do not suggest that Wykeham contemplated the em-
ployment of such a person under any circumstances.
They do suggest that, besides that general super-
intendence of the studies of younger by older boys of
which I shall speak in the chapter on Prefects, there
would be need for " private tuition " which the two
Masters could not give. Wykeham foresaw that his
own kin, who were to be admitted into College per
viam specialis prerogative dbsque difficultate quaUbet,
without any test of their knowledge or abilities,
might be more backward at the time of their admis-
sion and less promising than their neighbours ; and
he directed that in that case they should have addi-
tional instruction. They were not, however, to have
it from a master ; it was to be given by " a priest of
the chapel or other clerk, or by a scholar of the

* The place of the name on the lists is against Mr. Leach's conjecture.
" Annals, pp. 122-3,
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College " appointed for the purpose, till they reached
a reasonable standard. Private tuition for founder's
kin was indeed to be a standing institution; a boy-
tutor, acting under the Head Master's guidance and
paid 6s. 8d. annually by the College, was to be assigned
to every consanguineus fundatoris so long as he re-
mained in the school, to ensure his better and more
rapid progress (Rubric II.).1 Meanwhile no more boys
were to be admitted than the two Masters could teach

in School; admissions beyond that number would, in
the language of the Statutes, have been a " burden '

upon the College.
There were no sub-prceceptores even in the seven-

teenth century. There are two teachers, wrote
Mathew in 1647 (v. 13), and the earliest Long Roll,
that of 1653, which gives much fuller information
than most Long Rolls, knows of two and of two only.
We are told that in early days at Westminster " the
monitors were in fact the ushers of the school ",2 and
the same was the case at Winchester in 1657. Dr.

Potenger, the retired Head Master, sent his son as a
commoner in that year; and this younger John
Potenger has put it on record that he " did not yet
goe to school in the College, but was taught, with
other gentlemen's sons, by a select number of the
senior boys who were to give account to Dr. Burt the
schoolmaster, by turns, how we behaved ourselves,
and what progress we made in learning ".3 On the
appointment of William Harris to the headmaster-
ship in 1679 the number of commoners rose quickly,
so that a larger school-room seemed necessary.4 We

1 The consequences of this provision -were perhaps not thoroughly thought
out. A " C.F." might stay hi College till he was 25, the other scholars left at
18 ; a boy of 17 or 18 would hardly be ydoneus as a tutor for a man of 2-1.-
Prom the pleasantries current in the last days of the Founder's kin it may be
inferred that Wykeham made an accurate forecast of the intellectual calibre
of some of them. * Sargeaunt, p. 46.

1 The Wykehamist, June 20, 1893. « See below, p. 226.
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might suppose that a larger staff seemed necessary
also, and a passage has been quoted to prove that this
was so. The father of Ralph Verney wrote to Harris
in September 1682 :

William of Wickham's ffoundation is I Beleive the Best

Nursery of Learning for young Children in the World, and
perhaps never was Better provided with abler Teachers than
now at this present, yr selfe for a Master, Mr. Home 1 for an
Usher, and Mr. Terry for a Tutor.2

Undoubtedly the words convey the suggestion that
there was a third master at work, but it is a suggestio
falsi. Mr. Terry was not, as Mr. Leach naturally
enough supposed him to be,3 an assistant master ; a
letter written to his wife by Mr. Verney when he took
his son to Winchester for the first time in February
168i shows that he was a schoolboy. The Head
Master assured Mr. Verney that Terry was 

" one of

the best, if not the best scholar in the Schoole of his
standing, though Hee Bee not yet a Praepositor " ;

Mr. Verney satisfied himself that he was 
" 

a solid

Discreet youth ", gave him a supper at his inn, and
tipped him " a Guinny ".4

We cannot fix a precise date for the incoming of
assistant masters either at Eton or at Winchester.

At Eton the names of such persons, styled " Ushers ",
were first recorded in 1698 ; in a list of about 1710 the
names of seven are given ; 5 there were eight, not

1 A mistake of the writer or the printer. Benjamin Home was Hosliarius
from 1678 to 1701.

2 V.M. iv. p. 219.
3 V.H. p. 338.

« Terry was 15 or 16 at the time (W.S. p. 201) ; in the Long Roll drawn
up a few months earlier his name is among the nomina 5Me Classis.-For the
letter here quoted see R. T. Warner, Winchester, pp. 43-4. When starting
his son at school Mr. Verney gave the Head Master four guineas, understanding
that such a gift was customary. He had not seen the Usher when he wrote,
but, he says, " I Designe Him 3 Guinnys".

* Austen Leigh, Eton College Lists, p. xxxiv. There were 350 boys at Eton
in 1718 (ibid. p. 367).
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officially recognized, in 1718.1 At Winchester we do
not hear of them till a little later. In 1738 one of the

Fellows, commenting on the " late increase of ex-
pence " incurred by the scholars, attributed it partly
to " large batlins" and " extravagant Bills with
several Tradesmen ", but partly also to " large Pay to
Tutors " who can hardly have been schoolboys. In
the following year the Hostiarius quarrelled with Dr.
Burton,2 and his chief grievance was that " Mr.
Ashley " 3 had been installed " by ye Schoolmaster
into a Seat newly erected in ye School, without ye
Usher's Consent or Knowledge ". Dr. Burton explains
to the Warden that he has been obliged to employ
Mr. Astley, at his own cost, because of the Usher's
known incompetence ; but, whatever the merits of the
controversy, we have found a real assistant master ;
there were 58 commoners at the time. In 1755

there were only 12; but from an allusion, in or
about that year, to the " head - usher"4 we may
infer that there was at least one under - usher or

assistant master still. About twenty years later,
though the Long Roll does not mention him, we have
proof of more than the mere existence of a sub-
prceceptor; we have proof that he was lightly
esteemed and that his position was unenviable.
1 Who ever loved a schoolmaster " ? asked a critic

of Rugby at about the same time ; 
" 

quern Jupiter
odit, pcedagogum fecit ".5 The question might have
been asked, with respect to their sub-prceceptor, by
Wykehamists in 1774, when " a sort of insurrection '

1 Sir H. Maxwell Lyte in G.P.S. p. 12. z See above, pp. 72, 77.
1 It will be seen that the Usher cannot get his rival's name correctly.
4 The Wykehamist, June 27, 1901; see above, p. 72.
6 Rouse, Rugby, p. 149.-A passage from Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield

(chap, xx.) has been often quoted: " I have been an usher at a boarding-
school myself; and may I die by an anodyne necklace, but I had rather be
an undcr-turnkey in Newgate". The Vicar of Wakefield was published in
1766.
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broke out in Old Commoners. " A Mr. Huntingford,
who is appointed by the Doctor to be his assistant ",1
had been deputed to " call names in the commoners'
hall ". It was more than the commoners could bear ;
either he or they must leave the school.2 Hunting-
ford did not leave; he was one of three sub-prceceptores
in 1776, when a Long Roll for the first time recognizes
the genus; and he continued to be a sub^rceceptor,
sometimes with, sometimes without colleagues, till
1785, when he went as Head Master to Warminster
School. In 1789 he became Warden, and in that
office he was destined, like the Pope's legate in Brown-
ing, to " know ' -and to expel-fully " four-and-
twenty leaders of revolts " ; but, unlike Ogniben, he
cannot have looked back on these revolts with much

complacency. In 1793, and again in 1818, his
pompous stiffness and tortuous diplomacy served him
in ill stead; the boys evidently disliked and dis-
trusted him. It was in 1818 that, when Alexander
Malet hacked at the Warden-bishop's door with an
axe, " Huntingford put his head out of window, with
the words, ' Do you knowr, Sir, that you are assaulting
a Peer of the Realm ? ' "; 3 and that, as Dr. Moberly

1 " The Doctor " designated the Head Master till 1866.-An earlier refer-
ence to Huntingford occurs in a letter written by John Bond (a commoner)
in April 1771 : " Mr. Huntingford [who] as you know allways setts up for a
great genius, has compos'd a Copy [of a Declamation] for Addington". For
Huntingford's friendship for Addington, afterwards Lord Sidmouth, see
Adams, p. 140.

2 See e.g. Annals, p. 405. It was on this occasion that Dr. Warton, when
the boys hissed him, made his infelicitous comment : " So, gentlemen ; what,
are you metamorphosed into serpents ? "-The following passage, published
the year before in H. & A. (i. p. 179), may be of interest : " We do but justice
in stating that we meet with as few disturbances from the scholars as can be

reasonably expected ; they are for the most part polite and well bred, and do
no little honour to their present learned and worthy head master, Dr. Warton ".
There had been a riot of some importance in 1770 ; the reasonable expecta-
tions of 1773 were evidently not pitched high.

3 The story has been told otherwise. I give it as above from a note made
by the Rev. J. H. Copleston in 1893, " after some considerable talk " with his
father, who was a prefect in 1818.
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(then a scholar) afterwards recorded, " the Warden
and the masters held a parley with the boys from a
window, and directed us to write down our grievances :
this was done at once, the list unfortunately beginning
with, ' that you are ugly' 'V So far as Huntingford
is concerned, Sir Thomas Lawrence's portrait of him
gives no support to the imputation. But all this is a
digression.

The number of commoners, which had been 109 in
1776, was 50 in 1784 ; in 1793, when Dr. Warton
retired, it was only 41 ; and from 1784 to 1792 no
Long Roll gives us the name of more than one assistant
master. During Dr. Goddard's most successful head-
mastership (1793-1809) there were usually three.
Much light is thrown upon their status during the
time of his successor (1810-24) by some records
relating to the rebellion of 1818, with which (as with
the outbreak of 1774) a sub-prceceptor had an unhappy
connection. The Supervisors of that year came to
the conclusion that the rebellion had arisen " from

the harsh conduct and irritating language too fre-
quently used towards the senior scholars in censuring
their written exercises, and towards other scholars in
hearing their ordinary lessons, by a private Assistant
in the employment of the Head Master; which at
length created general dissatisfaction, and a spirit of
resentment in the School". They therefore advised
and required " that the practice of sending Scholars
out of the College to attend private Assistants shall
from the present time entirely cease". On Dr.
Gabell's intimating " a wish that the Private Assistant,
to whom allusion had been made, should be introduced
into the School as a Second Assistant in the School,
the Warden of Winchester replied that, if permission
were asked, he should refuse ; for ", he added, " I am

» D.D. P. 21.
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confident, that the very moment he puts one foot into
the School, You will be insulted ".1-When Dr.
Moberly began work at Winchester in 18.36, there were
five assistant masters; in 1863, with about 170
commoners, there were nine. The four or five " extra
masters" who then appear upon the roll did not
give the school all their time-the teacher of science,
indeed, only visited Winchester on Saturdays-and we
may reckon them as equal at the outside to two regular
masters. So reckoning them, and adding in the
Head and Second Masters on the one hand, and the
scholars on the other, we may say that fifty years ago
there were 13 masters to about 240 boys, or about
1 to 18. Specialization of study and other causes
have altered the proportion ; there are now (1913)
37 masters to 450 boys, or about 1 to 12.-Everybody
knows that Masters nowadays are in much more
intimate relations with boys than they used to be.2
After noting in his diary the appointment of Mr.
Hawkins in 1861 Dr. Moberly added : " The young
tutors are lively, and we begin work in a fresh lively
way 

" 
; 

3 a new chapter in the social life of Winchester
was perhaps just then beginning.

" Assistant Masters and Tutors ", which takes the
place of Sub-Prceceptores as a heading in Short Rolls,
has become a distinction of no meaning ; a hundred
years ago, fifty years ago, it marked a real difference.
In March 1818 C. Cooper Henderson wrote a dutiful
letter, crossed and re-crossed, to his mother, giving
her the fullest particulars of life under Dr. Gabell
in Old Commoners.4 He enclosed a neatly written

1 From Warden Huntingford's MS. Annals.
2 In the word-book of the earlier forties from which I have often quoted it

is written : " The Masters have little to do with the Boys personally, except
to hear them their lessons ". The writer adds that " the Tutors have more ".

See the next paragraph. 3 j) j) p- jgg.
1 This letter, with another by the same writer, is now in the Memorial

Buildings.
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list of Masters, Tutors, Chaplains, " Choiresters ",
" Collegers", Commoners; Gabell Williams and
Urqhart [sic] were Masters ; Wescomb (Westcombe)
Williams and Swanton were Tutors. The distinction

was also sharply drawn by Dr. Moberly when giving
evidence before the Public School Commissioners in

1862. A " Master " took a classical form, or rather

two classical forms, "up to books", and (strictly
speaking) in School; a " Tutor " corrected composi-
tion-no light task in the days of " Vulguses ' -and
(in Henderson's time, at any rate) put the boys
through a rehearsal of their construing lessons ; he
was also more or less responsible for discipline.1 The
boys clearly thought much less of the tutors than of
the masters; 2 Henderson, for example, on being
transferred from one tutor to another, condescendingly
remarked : " Thank God the one I have at present
is a decent young man called Francis Swanton ".3
There were no mathematical masters on the staff in

1818, and mathematical masters, when they came,
did not fit neatly into the old classification. Before
1834, when John Desborough Walford was appointed
to "the new mathematical mastership",4 some few
boys learnt some little mathematics from an extra
master ; after Mr. Walford's appointment this " writ-
ing master" took charge of the more backward
mathematicians,5 and suffered some indignities at
their hands. Of Science Masters and Modern Lan-

guage Masters, of Music and Drawing Masters, the

1 There was no College Tutor before 1830 ; when one came in that year,
he did not live in College, and the correction of composition was his only duty.
See below, p. 116.

2 Usually ; but Robert Lowe picked out his tutor, Mr. Edward Wickham,
for special gratitude (Patchett Martin, Life of Lord Sherbrooke, i. p. 13).

3 The " decent young man " of 1818 retained in his old age, as I well
remember, the keenest interest in the minutest details of the domestic life of
the school.

* See The Wykehamist, February 1877. 6 See below, p. 320.
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classification took no account, for there were none on
the regular staff. George Richardson, who came in
1867, was the first regular master who taught any
branch of physical science, for which, as a subject in
a school curriculum, Dr. Moberly had an aversion
which the Public School Commissioners entirely failed
to uproot;1 Mr. Turner, who came in 1869, was
(I think) the first member of the staff (and perhaps the
first Englishman)2 who taught modern languages ;
drawing and music were first assigned to assistant
masters-to Mr. Macdonald and Dr. Sweeting-in
1897 and in 1901.

Dr. Moberly complained, almost bitterly, in 1862
that in appointing masters he had been obliged, out
of respect to Wykehamical sentiment and to the
prejudices of the Warden and Fellows, to give the
preference to Wykehamists from New College. " If
I could find", he said, "a fit man at that College I
felt I must appoint him ; the only excuse that would
be felt to be adequate if I brought in another man
was, that I could not find one to suit me at New
College ".3 In fairness to the Warden and Fellows of
the old regime it must be admitted that in making
their own appointments they took a broader view
than Dr. Moberly's language would lead us to expect.
It is true that they never appointed any one who was
not a Wykehamist to the headmastership after 1444,
or to the second-mastership for a very long period
previously to 1835, but they did not always confine
their appointments to New College men; Warton
came from Oriel, Goddard from Merton, Wordsworth
(a Harrovian) from Christ Church, Moberly himself

1 P.S.C. pp. 343-6.

2 An old Wykehamist named Belin, originally de Belin, seems to have
taught French at Winchester in 1821-3 (I. T. in The Wykehamist for March
1910); but he was perhaps half a Frenchman.

> P.S.C. p. 336.
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from Balliol.1 Moberly always felt that " his Balliol
origin '" made him suspect to " the Society ",2 and
that it therefore behoved him to adhere very closely
to tradition. But the list of his appointments shows
that he cast his net for assistant masters in more

waters than he realized ; he was far less restricted in
his choice than the contemporary Head Masters of
Eton. During the forties Dr. Hawtrey, then Head
Master, offered masterships to two old Etonians
who were not Kingsmen; one of the two was
Goldwin Smith. They accepted the offer, but at
the last moment Provost Hodgson-one of the best
Provosts, it is said, that Eton ever had-refused his
sanction to the appointments on the ground that
Eton masterships " formed part of the peculium of
the Kingsmen ".3

" The vice of inbreeding ", says the writer of a well-
known book, " reaches its most dangerous develop-
ment in the staffing of our English schools ".4 Whether
the adoption of the system of " cross-fertilization '
which he commends-a system by which schools of
different types ' might share their different excel-
lences ': -is a consummation to be desired without

reserve, may perhaps be doubted ; but both Eton
and Winchester have travelled far since the days
when the former could reject Goldwin Smith because,
though an Etonian, he was not a Kingsman, and
when the latter could, as in the Long Rolls of 1776
and 1778, bracket its assistant masters as e Collegia
Novo. The last three Head Masters of Eton were none
of them Kingsmen; the present and the late Head

1 Of their later appointments Ridding was a fellow of Exeter, Hornby
(an Etonian) of Brasenose, Awdry of Queen's. They had all been at Balliol
as undergraduates.

2 D.D. p. 153.
J M. L. p. 476.-See also Austen Leigh, Eton College Lists, pp. xxxiv-vii.
4 Paterson, Across the Bridges, p. 92.
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Masters of Winchester were not even Wykehamists.
Of our assistant masters to-day not more than a
quarter were Wykehamists; of the ten house-masters
seven were neither at Winchester nor at New College
nor at Oxford.



CHAPTER V

THE SEVENTY SCHOLARS

IN accordance with Rubric XLII. a " true copy " of

the Statutes was formerly kept " in the vestibule of
the Chapel "/ in order that Fellows and Scholars
might consult it freely quociens opus fuerit. Mathew
used his opportunities, for he followed the first Rubric
closely in his account of the members of the founda-
tion (w. 11-24). We may notice in particular his
insistence upon numbers ; there is one Warden, there
are two Schoolmasters and ten Fellows ; the Chaplains
constant ordine trino, and the Clerks ' claim for
themselves the number of three"; that of the

" Children " is duly limited to seventy ; it is ordered
that that of the Quiristers shall be sixteen. If we
omit the " one " Organist whom he included in his
list but should not have included-no organist is
mentioned in any Rubric-there are 105 persons on

1 At Scrutinies (e.g. those of 1621 and 1680) attention was called to the
requirement of the Rubric; in 1682 the Supervisors were assured that it was
obeyed. Mr. Kirby (Annals, p. 68) says that " after the Reformation " the
true copy 

" 
was kept in First Chamber", and he implies that it was kept there

till about 1788, when it was " taken away in consequence of the boys writing
in it". But the official account of the Rebellion of 1793 states : " On Friday,
April 12th, the Warden produced the Copy of the Statutes, which in compliance
with the Founder's injunction, had till of late years been kept in the Anti-
Chapel [sic] for the use of the Society on proper Occasions. . . . The Warden
left the Statute Book in the Anti-Chapel". It is now in the College Library.
See also below, pp. 109, 149.

97 H
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the foundation, of whom the Children are as two to
one.1

Have these numbers " a religious significance " ?
Nicholas Harpsfield (c. 1550) pointed out-what indeed
is obvious-that at Winchester, as at New College,
ille numerus conspicitur, qui sacrum 70 discipulorum
numerum conficit; and Dr. Milner (1798) " ventured to
say, after the hint of this author, that the ten fellows
and the Warden represent the eleven apostles, Judas
being of course omitted ; the seventy scholars and
the two masters, the seventy-two disciples of our
Saviour; the three chaplains and the three inferior
clerks mark the six faithful deacons, Nicholas, one of
them, having apostatized, has therefore no represen-
tative ; finally, the sixteen choristers represent the
four great and the twelve minor prophets ".2 Walcott
and even Cockerell3 accept all this without demur,
and allude, in support of it, to the well-known fact
that in 1518 the founder of St. Paul's fixed the number

of his " children " at 153 ; of which number Adams

says that " the symbolical meaning is, of course,
beyond dispute ".4 It has, however, been disputed;
what seemed so certain is only, learned writers assure
us, a plausible conjecture. Colet nowhere refers to
the miraculous draught; he explained " the noumber
of a cliij " as " acordyng to the noumber of the Setys
in the Scole "; the traditional explanation was first

1 The significance of this fact is diminished by an examination of the
numbers of the foundation at New College, where there was one Warden,
seventy Scholars (= probationary and perpetual Fellows), ten Chaplains,
three Clerks, sixteen Choristers : 100 (not 105) in all. Henry VI., though he
ultimately determined upon seventy scholars, did not follow Wykeham in
the total number of the members of his foundation.

2 Milner, History of Winchester, ii. p. 155.
3 Walcott, p. 131 ; Cockerell, p. 41.-Great interest attaches to Cockerell's

demonstration (p. 40) of the constant " recurrence of the number seven, 'a
number of perfection ' ", in the design of Wykeham's chapels at Winchester
and Oxford, as in cathedrals at home and abroad.

1 Adams, p. 40.
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put forward by Fuller (the author of Worthies) as late
as I860.1 If, however, the famous 153 are no sure
support to a belief in the religious significance of
Wykeham's numbers, he was at least well aware that
numbers had such significance in the minds of earlier
founders. He borrowed much, for instance, as Mr.
Leach has shown,2 from the Statutes of Queen's ; he
must therefore have known that Egglesfield ' ap-

pointed a Warden and twelve Fellows ' in imitation of
the mystery of the career of Christ and His Apostles
on Earth ' " ; and that he provided that the number
of his school-boys should " not exceed the number of
the seventy-two disciples of Christ ".3

Pueros numerus septuagesimus arctat. The number
of the scholars has often, from temporary causes,
fallen below 704-it was much below 70 in most of

the years from 1752 to 1761, when the fortunes of
the school were at their lowest,5 and it stood at 41
for some months after the rebellion of 1793 ; but
the restriction of which Mathew speaks was " duly '
observed till 1869 ; since 1872, though what remained
of Wykeham's Statutes was practically repealed by
the Act of 1868, it has been observed no less duly
again. Between 1869 and 1872 it was disregarded.
As far back as 1818 Mr. (afterwards Lord) Brougham
had urged the abolition of Wykeham's restriction and,

1 For discussions of this subject see Lupton, Life of Colet, p. 165, and
McDonnell, p. 39. See also below, p. 332.

2 History, pp. 79-80.
' The number seventy-two is also, as we have seen, employed in the specula-

tions of Milner, who refers to the reading of the Vulgate in Luke x. 1 (septua-
ginta duos).

1 At Eton before the provostship of Hodgson (1840-52) " the number of
Collegers had generally been short of the normal seventy. . . . No humane
parent of moderate means would knowingly allow his son to undergo the
rough treatment to which lower boys were subjected in Long Chamber. . . .
At one election there were only two candidates" (M. L. p. 461).

6 In 1753 there were only 11 commoners and 56 scholars. Mr. Leach is
mistaken in thinking that " in the lowest depths the full number of College
was always maintained " (History, p. 378).
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with a view to making its abolition possible, had
suggested that the value of Winchester fellowships
should be reduced " to the ordinary value of those of
Oxford and Cambridge " ; but it had been answered,
on behalf of the College, that " the world expects that
a Fellow ... of Winchester College should live, not
indeed in a manner sumptuous or magnificent, but
certainly in a style suited to his rank in society ", and
that an increase of the number of scholars would be a

violation of the Founder's charter.1 Nothing came of
Brougham's suggestions at the time ; but on August
22, 1854, we find the Warden and Fellows resolving
" that this College is ready to increase the number of
its scholars to one hundred, if the Bishop of Win-
chester shall decide that such increase is not un-

statutable ", and if certain guarantees were given.
The guarantees do not concern us ; but the terms in
which they were demanded show that the proposal
for increase came from the Oxford University Com-
missioners. In 1857 that formidable body, acting
under parliamentary authority, issued Ordinances for
Winchester College. The Commissioners did not
propose, like Brougham, to disappoint the world's
expectations by requiring future Fellows to live in a
style unsuited to their supposed social status ; but
one of their Ordinances provided for the suppression,
as vacancies occurred, of four of the ten fellowships,
and for the application of part2 of the emoluments
thereof to the maintenance of thirty additional
scholars. Not all the first four fellowships which
fell vacant, however, were to be suppressed; it was
left to the discretion of the Society to leave unfilled
either the first, third, fifth, and seventh vacancies, or

1 A Letter to the Eight Hon. Sir Wm. Scott, M.P., p. 89.
2 Besides the thirty scholarships twenty exhibitions of the annual value

of £50 were to be created with the income of the suppressed fellowships.
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the second, fourth, sixth, and eighth. The former
alternative was preferred; but the first vacancy did not
occur till 1864, and the third not till 1869. It was
only in this latter year that a first-it proved to be
also the last-step was taken towards giving effect to
the Ordinance. The Long Roll for 1868 contains the
names of 70 scholars, those for 1869 and 1871, of 74 ;
in that for 1873 the number has fallen back to 70.

The new Governing Body, having been fully con-
stituted in November, 1871, proceeded in the follow-
ing March to put forward certain proposals for the
approval of Commissioners appointed under the Public
Schools Act of 1868. They proposed that the number
of scholars should " be not less than 70 ", and-what
is more important for our present purpose-that the
existing number, 75, should be reduced to 70. The
Commissioners raised no objections ; the number of
scholars was soon afterwards, as we have seen, brought
back to Wykeham's number; and nothing further
was heard of the Ordinance of 1857.1

Meanwhile another question, of still graver im-
portance, had been raised. Early in 1872 it became
matter of common knowledge that among other
Wykehamical institutions " College itself was
threatened " ; 2 in May 1873 its " rumoured dis-
solution 5: suggested " many solemn and serious'
(and some frivolous) " thoughts "' to the mind of a
correspondent of The Wykehamist, and the editor
declared in the following July that " lately there had
been dreadful rumours afloat'; upon the subject.
Obvious and perhaps weighty arguments could be
urged in support of " dissolution " ; many good

1 It may be noticed that the new Statutes, " approved by Her Majesty in
Council, November 20, 1873 ", did not settle the question finally. Statute III.
provides that the number of scholars shall be such " as the Governing Body
shall from time to tune determine ; but . . . not less than seventy".

2 G.R. p. 83.
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Wykehamists flirted with the proposal quite unblush-
ingly. The danger, if the word may be allowed, was
indeed more acute than most people realized. In
February 1872 a motion " that it is desirable that
Scholarships be henceforward paid in money and not
in maintenance " was only defeated at a meeting of
the Governing Body by the narrow majority of one ;
and when the new Statutes were drawn up in 1873
Statute X. was so worded as not to preclude the
dispersion of the scholars into tutors' houses.1 The
Statutes having been approved by Her Majesty in
Council (November 20, 1873), the Governing Body
proceeded to frame Regulations, which needed no
confirmation by a higher authority ; and in December
1873 a draft regulation providing that " the Scholars
shall be lodged and boarded in the College, unless the
Governing Body shall hereafter otherwise determine ",
came up for discussion. It was decided, again by a
majority of one, that the final words " unless etc."
should be omitted ; and on February 24, 1874, when
the amended Regulations were sealed, the question
ceased to be one of practical politics. Disestablish-
ment became a pious opinion ; it is now perhaps a
forgotten heresy.

To many matters of interest relating to the
scholars I can only allude. There is the history of
their gowns, which by Rubric XXVII. were to be
neither white nor black nor russet nor grey, but had
by our poet's time become " Cimmerian" (v. 30).
They were to be talares,2 i.e. to reach to the ankles;
the long gown became the clerical state. The council

1 Statute X. provides that " the Scholars shall be maintained during their
residence at School out of the income of the College", with a qualification not
relevant to our present purpose. The words " at School " had been deliber-
ately substituted for " in the College".

2 The toga of the Cambridge graduate is required to be talaris by the
46th Statute of 1570 (see Chr. Wordsworth, Social Life at the Universities,
p. 512).
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of London (1342) condemned religious persons who were
militari potius quam clericali habilu induti superiori,
scilicet brevi sen stricto,1 and that of York (1367)
spoke severely of those who wore gowns which did not
even reach the knees, adjactantiam et suorum corporum
ostentationem;2 the practice of leaving the gown
open in front,3 and still more that of tucking it up
behind, would have been abominable in Wykeham's
eyes.-More important is the age of eligibility, the
lower limit of which was fixed by the Founder at
eight; it was ten in the earlier days of competitive
examination, but was raised to twelve in 1873 ; the
upper limit, set originally (subject to two exceptions)4
at twelve, is now fourteen. Then there is the age of
superannuation, which for the scholars generally is
still, roughly speaking, what it was at first, but
Wykeham allowed his consanguinei to stay at school
till twenty-five, and within living memory many of
them stayed till over twenty in the hope of ulti-
mately forcing the reluctant gates of New College.5
The area of selection, the mode of selection as deter-
mined by the Statutes and travestied afterwards, the
interference of Kings and Bishops with the functions
of the " Election Chamber" 6-these are all subjects

1 Puffing of gown-sleeves to the elbow was condemned at the same time.
As Mr. Leach notes (History, p. 171), it does not appear on the brass of the
Winchester scholar of c. 1434 in Headbourne Worthy Church.

2 Jusserand, La Vie Nomade, pp. 53-4, 265-6.
3 Among Mr. Wrench's papers I find the following note " to illustrate the

practice of buttoning up the gown when going to speak to a master " :-" See
Milner, England in Egypt, p. 401 : ' To button your coat up to the neck is a
sign of respect. It is sometimes amusing to see the haste with which this
operation is performed on the approach of an official superior'".

4 The exceptions are (1) boys exceptionally proficient "in grammar",
who might be admitted up to seventeen ; and (2), apparently, Founder's Kin.

5 The privileges of Founder's Kin were abolished by the Oxford University
Commissioners in 1857. The last " C.F." (consanguineus fundatoris) was
E. A. Robinson, who was admitted in 1857 and left in 1863.

6 See Annals, passim.-In a letter to Archbishop Laud, dated November
10, 1637, Dr. Gruchy asked that " if possible, 2 or 3 places should be
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on which much might be written; but I pass to two
others which the language of our poet suggests for
discussion.

He says (v. 8) that the College was founded as
" 

a nursing mother for the poor 
" 

; he knew his first
Rubric and was aware that the scholars were to be

pauperes et indigentes. Now Wykeham enjoined most
emphatically that the Rubrics should be understood
in their plain and literal sense (juxta planum sensum,
communem intellectum, et exposicionem gramaticalem et
litteralem), and a modern reader, on a first reading,
will feel no doubt about the plain meaning of the
words in question. On a second reading, and upon
reflection, he will feel less certain. The language of
the Rubrics will seem to him perhaps inconsistent,
certainly puzzling : he will remember that the precise
meaning of pauperes et indigentes must vary with
social conditions, and that the social conditions of
the age of the Peasant Revolt were very different
from those of to-day; he may possibly suspect that,
in spite of Wykeham's disclaimer, the words may
have a tinge of technicality in a legal document. If
he turns to experts in his perplexity, he will find it
stated that by " poor and needy ' Wykeham meant
' the younger and poorer sons of th@»country gentry "

and of upper and upper-middle class parents in
towns ; that by those words he intended to exclude
'only the really wealthy".-Now a mere layman
who should engage himself far in the thorny jungle of
the interpretation of ambiguous phrases in ancient
legal documents would not 'scape a predestinate
scratched face; I therefore confine myself to some
cautious comments on some of the arguments which

allowed at Winchester, Westminster, or Eton, for some poor children of this
Isle" (Guernsey) "to begin their studies" (State Papers, Domestic, Add.
1625-49, p. 566).
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have been advanced on this once burning question.
I have relegated them to an appendix, but on one
point something may be said here. It has been
suggested that the perplexing words were inserted in
the Statutes as 

" 
a necessary common form " to meet

certain legal difficulties.

The " constitutions " of the legates Otto and Ottobon in
the thirteen century . . . had forbidden the appropriation
of churches unless the inmates of the houses to which they
were to be appropriated were in such stress of poverty that
they could not otherwise be supported. As usual, the lawyers
were too strong for the law. The appropriation of churches
went on apace. The only result of the enactment was that
in the deed of appropriation words had to be inserted pro-
testing the poverty of the recipients. ... It was necessary
for Wykeham to protest the poverty of the scholars for whom
he was appropriating churches and priories.1

If that was so, Wykeham protested too much ; was it
necessary for him to go so very far beyond the mere
use of the " necessary common form " ? " Because ",
he writes, " among the works of mercy Christ com-
mands us to receive the poor into hospicia, and
mercifully to cherish them in their need (in sua
indigencia], we therefore, calling this to mind and
aiming with our whole heart at following Christ's
precepts, ordain that all who are to be elected into our
College at Oxford, after our kin, shall be pauperes et
indigentes ";2 he adds that his Oxford scholars must
previously have been scholars at Winchester. Was
all this a mere device of a lawyer to defeat the law ?
If the Founder's scholars generally were to be " neither
poor nor rich ", if they were not to be drawn from the
humbler classes, if his test aimed at "the exclusion
of the really wealthy only ", his language was most

1 History, pp. 94-5.
z From Rubric II. of the New College Statutes.
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insincere. I prefer to think that he meant, and meant
intensely, what he said, in whatever in his time was
the plain meaning of his words.

It is a relief to turn to something quite uncon-
troversial. Mathew calls the scholars pueri, which
we must not translate by "boys". "Child' was
from the first the correct designation of a Winchester
scholar, and, as we may learn from v. 28-

Nomine seu pueri vociteris sive choristas-l

puer was its Latin equivalent. In the heading of a
modern Long Roll (Nomina Mag. Puer. Cho. et Comm.)
we have a survival, or rather a revival, of this vener-
able " notion". Puerorm (1760) was displaced by
Scholar" in 1761 ; Puer. was replaced, at Mr. L. L.
Shadwell's suggestion, in 1892.2 "Children" for
" Scholars " is common in early educational literature,
but the word held its ground at Winchester with
much persistency ; it was freely used throughout the
seventeenth and survived till far into the eighteenth
century. In 1660, for instance, Charles II. desired the
electors to admit a boy who " hath spent three years in
ye Colledge as a commoner . . . into a child's place in
that Foundacon", and in 1687 subscribers to the
building of School were officially styled " formerly
child" or "formerly commoner".3 The last use of
the word in an unpublished record of Resolutions
passed by the Warden and Fellows from 1764 onwards
belongs to 1765. In that year the Society was con-
cerned with the Improvement of the Children's
Puddings ; in 1768 with the Scholars' Airing and Play-

1 Compare Bishop Ken's " if you are a child or a chorister " in the passage
quoted on p. 267.

2 See L.R. i. pp. xxv-xxvii, Ixiii; ii. pp. 91, 94.
3 Annals, pp. 73, 367. We occasionally find the term " children " used

of commoners, but not technically ; e.g. in an " Ichnography " of Old
Commoners.
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place; in 1775 with the blacking of the Boys' Boots.
The last use I find in Annals-a belated use-is in
1780, when silver tankards were purchased for the
" children "-1 In the long official account of the
rebellion of 1793 the word does not occur.2

Everybody knows that at Winchester nowadays,
so far from being children, scholars as well as com-
moners are 

" 
men ". But this use of " men " is quite

recent. " In my time ", wrote a commoner of about
1830, we always said " the fellows " ; Mr. J. F.
Collier (1843-6) was " taken aback " when he " saw

the Winton lads called men in print " ;3 and Dean
Wickham, who left in 1851, was sure that " we had

not yet learnt to speak of ourselves, in any generic
or distinctive sense, as ' men' ". The Dean cited an

incident to prove-perhaps it does not quite prove-
that it was only in 1858 or 1859 that " this modernism
had gained sufficient currency to reach for the first
time the Head Master's ear ".4 In those days of
aloofness there was usually need of a

mora parvula, dum res
Nota urbi et populo contingat principis aurem ;

but even if in this case the delay was long, the
" notion " can hardly even now be more than sixty
years old. If indeed we could trust the evidence
of Prefect of Hall's book,5 it would be still younger;
boys were " boys " there till Long Half 1867 ; they
began to be " men " in the following Short Half, and

1 Annals, p. 415.
2 For the " Warden's child " and " Head Master's child ", who survived

till about forty years ago, see below, pp. 406-8.
3 The Wykehamist, March 1909. Mr. Collier looked upon the word

" notions " as another " modern heresy " ; what we call a " notion-book "
he called a " word-book ". See also Tuckwell, p. 121.

1 W.C. p. 99.
6 But we cannot trust it; its language was till lately rather donnish, and

it admitted new notions with reluctance.
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have never been boys again.-On the other hand Sir
Algernon West declared in his Recollections that when
he was at Eton (1843-50) Wykehamists always called
themselves men,1 but he was speaking of what he had
heard during cricket matches at Lord's ; our elevens
may have called themselves and been called by others
men at a time when " new men ", " Junior Part men ",
would have sounded absurd. At a still earlier date

Etonian cricketers asserted their manhood ; for in
1805, after Eton had beaten Harrow in a match in
which Lord Byron played, '' and very badly too",
a communication addressed by the winners to the
losers contained the following politesse :-

Ye Harrow boys, of cricket you've no knowledge,
Ye played not cricket but the fool with men of Eton College.2

1 See the Rev. A. H. Cruickshank's letter in The Wykehamist for November
1900.

0 Thornton, Harrow School, p. 239.-Even undergraduates at the univer-
sities do not seem to have been called men till late in the eighteenth century
(Chr. Wordsworth, Social Life at the Universities, pp. 92, 637).



CHAPTER VI

PBEFECTS : TUNDING AND FAGGING

IN the earlier (as in the later) version of the Tabula
Legum, in Christopher Johnson's Themes (c. 1565), in
Mathew's poem (1647), in the earliest (1653) and all
subsequent Long Rolls, prcefectus is the one and only
word for what we call a prefect; l but that English
word was not, I think, used at Winchester before the
eighteenth century. Even then its use was infrequent;
though both the Informator and Hostiarius wrote
about " prefects' in 1739,2 the standing English
equivalent for prcefectus till about 1800 was a deriva-
tive not of prceficere but of prceponere3 - - either
" praepositor", which the taste and fancy of the
speller4 might change into ' prsepositer", " pre-

positer ", " propositor ", and the like, or " praepostor "
with similar variations. Early in the nineteenth

1 The accounts of 1553-4, however, speak of the prepositus sckolce. See
below, p. 138.

2 See below, p. 114. A passage from Tom Warton's Junior of fi Chamber
is sometimes printed (e.g. by Walcott, p. 197) thus :

A thousand cares at times molest

The steady prefect's thoughtful breast;-
but " sage Prepostor " not " steady prefect " is the right reading. See A. A.
Locke, In Praise of Winchester, p. 179, where the poem is printed from the MS.;
also Carminez Wiccamica, i. p. 4.

3 Note Mathew's language in v. 33 :
Prcefecti camera tres prceponuntur in una.

4 A scribbler in the scholars' copy of the Statutes (see above, p. 97) having
(in 1776) written " Prseposters ", some purist altered the word to " Prae-
positors", with the comment " can't spell " (W.W.B. p. 42).

109
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century "prefect" established itself,1 but " prsepositor "
did not absolutely die out; even as late as 1833
Prefect of Hall's book quotes a use of the latter by
Warden Barter, but the context suggests that it had
ceased to be current coin.2 It still survived-perhaps
it had been revived by Dr. Fearon-in 1888, when
applications for extra half-holidays were made " with
the prsepostors' duty ".3

Prsepositor, as a name for one set over others, is
of course an abomination. In the Consuetudinarium

Etonense (1560) the more correct prcepositus is generally
employed-we read there, for instance, of Scholce
Prcepositi and Cubiculi Prcepositi; but the barbarous
prcepositores also occurs, though the author, having
perpetrated it once, fights shy of it afterwards.4 Sir
Edward Creasy, commenting on the document, did
not notice the lapse; he said that prcepositus as
applied to a boy was afterwards " anglicized ' prae-

positor ',5 or, as usually contracted, ' praepostor', to
avoid indecorous confusion between the designation
of the head of the College 6 and that of the youthful
aiders of the executive ".7 Winchester, with its
Gustos, had no reason to fear such indecorous con-
fusion ; in talking of praepositors it followed a bad
lead without excuse.-Prcepositus, it may be observed,

1 An old Wykehamist who was admitted in 1776, writing to a contemporary
in 1819, talks of " Praepositors (as they were called in our time) " (G.L.C.
p. 33).

2 The Warden's language is stilted. He cannot bring himself to say,
"Fagging" ; he talks of "the Employment", "the Service", "the Com-
pulsory Attendance", "the Fatiguering ", of juniors.

3 See a letter (quoted below, p. 335) from Mr. L. L. Shadwell to The
Wykehamist (April 1888), with the editorial comment: "the formula, it is
interesting to note, remains".

1 He substitutes moderaiores (Eloniana, No. 5, p. 71). The Westminster
Statutes, though they follow the Consuetudinarium very closely, shy at
prcepositores.

6 The English " prepositor " is used by Richard Cox, Head Master of
Eton, in 1530. See E.G. p. 450.

6 The Provost, who is still Prcepositus. ' Eminent Etonians, p. 97.
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has a third meaning in the Consuetudinarium. Be-
sides the Provost and what Wykehamists now call a
prefect it is also used there of a boy-official attached
to a particular form or class in the school; from this
official rather than from the prefect proper the
modern Eton prsepostor has been evolved.1

None of the words which we have been discussing
-neither prcefecti, nor prcepositi, nor (of course)

prcepositores-occur in the Statutes, but everybody
knows that Wykeham in some sense instituted the
officials whom they denote. The belief that he
invented such officials is of course untenable ; as Mr.
Leach has shown,2 that part of Rubric XXXIV. to
which Winchester prefects owe their origin is derived,
though not directly, from the seventh chapter of the
Merton Statutes (1274), which had already been
borrowed verbatim by the founder of Oriel (1329).
Before providing prefects (if we may so call them)
for his school at Winchester, Wykeham had already
provided them for his college at Oxford ; the words of
the Winchester Rubric are taken, with one variation

to be noticed later, from the corresponding Rubric
(LII.) of the New College Statutes.-That a regulation
made for the supervision of the boys at Winchester
should also be applicable to the Fellows (older boys or
men) at New College suggests that Dr. Moberly Avas
right when he told the Public School Commissioners
that " although William of Wykeham did institute
something like Praefectorial authority, yet what he
designed was not the same which was subsequently
introduced into the school ",3 Dr. Moberly's state-
ment, the second part of which was very unsuccess-

1 For the present or recent functions of prapostors at Eton see Wasey
Sterry, Annals of Eton College, p. 80.

2 History, pp. 174-5 ; V.II. p. 276.
3 For " subsequently introduced " I should prefer to say " subsequently

developed " ; we have no evidence of the abrupt introduction of any change.
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fully disputed by Adams,1 may serve as a text for
the rest of this chapter. We shall see that what
Wykeham designed was " something like " prefectorial
authority ; we shall also see that it was by no means
" the same " 

as what that phrase means to-day.
The famous words of the Winchester Rubric may

be translated as follows : " We determine, ordain,
and will . . . that in each of the lower chambers2

there shall be at least three scholars, of good character
and more advanced than the others in age, discretion,
and knowledge, to superintend the studies of their
chamber-fellows, to act as their diligent overseers,
and when required to certify truthfully and inform
the Warden, Sub-Warden, and Master Instructor
concerning their morals and behaviour, and their
progress in their studies, from time to time, as often
as there shall be cause or necessity, under the obliga-
tion of their oath ; to the end that such scholars, if
defective in morals, or negligent, or slothful in their
studies, may receive due and sufficient correction and
punishment according to their faults ".

The words contain the essence, the root-principle,
of a prefectorial system. Place boys of very different
ages together, to live as one society, and it is human
nature that, whether you wish it or not, the older
will greatly influence the younger. Nature, human or
other, non nisi parendo vincitur ; Wykeham took the
natural fact into account and aimed, not at over-
mastering it, but at regulating it to good ends. He
gave to the natural influence of older boys the sanction
of authority, and sought to ensure, so far as regulation
can ensure, that it should be exercised responsibly
and not capriciously. That was the Founder's aim
in the fifteenth century, and it is the aim of school-
masters, at Winchester and elsewhere, in the twentieth.

» Adams, p. 384. 2 See below, p. 150.
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-There are moreover two points of close resemblance,
in the application of the fundamental principle,
between Wykeham's arrangement and the prefectorial
system of College to-day. One is the number of the
prefects ; there are eighteen prefects now, in a com-
munity of seventy boys, and Wykeham ordained that
there should be at least eighteen-at least three in
each of his six chambers. He arrived at that number,

I imagine, by a very simple process. The chambers at
New College lodged three or four Fellows or scholars,
and following the example set in the Statutes of
Merton he had ordained that in each of these chambers

one Fellow, older and wiser than his companions,
should watch over their morals and studies. At

Winchester the chambers were larger than at Oxford,
and held eleven or twelve boys each. When, there-
fore, Wykeham adapted the New College Rubric to
the conditions of his school, he may have asked him-
self the question, If there is one superintendent in a
chamber occupied by three or four persons, how many
should there be in one occupied by eleven or twelve ?
and may have answered it as one of pure arithmetic.
Meanwhile we must remember that with two masters

only to eighty boys or more-it might be very many
more 1-a large number of older and more advanced
boys was required to give the younger and less ad-
vanced scholars the individual attention which they
needed in their studies but which the masters could

not give. For the purpose of government the propor-
tion of eighteen prefects (at least) to fifty-two inferiors
(at most) is what Dr. Fearon with complete approval
calls it, a "remarkably strong order".2 It is a far larger
proportion for that purpose than any one would ordain
de novo; far larger than ever existed in Commoners,
or exists in the houses into which commoners have

1 See above, p. 86. * W.C. p. 22.
I
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been dispersed. Indeed it would seem that the
eighteen were felt to be too many as the prefectorial
system was developed; the peculiar arrangement,
unknown to the Statutes and of uncertain date and

origin, by which only ten l of the eighteen exercise
" full power ", points to that conclusion. Dr. Burton,
it appears, had a misgiving on the matter; he sug-
gested to the Usher in conversation that it might be
a gain if the number of prefects was reduced to seven.
He suggested this, so he declares, " purely as matter of
Chat in seeming friendship " ; but the Usher, having
afterwards become his enemy, found himself " obliged
by his Oath ' to reveal this iniquitous scheme to
" demolish eleven prsefects, to whose discretion ye
Founder hath left ye Tuition and Care of ye younger
Children ". Undoubtedly Wykeham's eighteen have
given College a strong and stable, if not always a
judicious and considerate, government; prefects and
inferiors have at times combined to rebel against
Wardens and Head Masters, but it is not recorded
that inferiors have rebelled against prefects.-To the
other point of resemblance I have already referred.
Wykeham's older boys were directed to superintend
the studies of their schoolfellows, and the same duty
falls on College prefects to-day. Its relative im-
portance is less than it was in the Founder's time, for
the changed proportion of the number of masters to
that of boys has made that particular superintendence
less imperatively necessary,2 and the development of
other prefectorial duties has made it less conspicuous;
but the responsibility has perhaps become more
binding, both by the definite assignment of individual
pupils to individual tutors, and by the introduction of

1 See below, p. 385.
2 It is not now found necessary to utilize all the eighteen prefects for this

purpose ; pupils are distributed among the ten (?) senior prefects only.
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payment for the tutors' services. With respect to
this latter incident of the system the fact that pro-
vision is made in the Statutes for the payment of boy-
tutors under certain very special circumstances 1
seems to prove that under ordinary circumstances it
was not intended ; I find no clear allusion to such
payment before the nineteenth century.2 Allusions to
the employment of prefects as boy-tutors are not
infrequent in Wykehamical literature. Mathew, for
instance, tells us that in 1647 when the boys came back
from afternoon " Hills " the watchful prefect taught
them their lessons :

Attamen ad libros, postquam rediere, revertunt,
Pnefectusque vigil quse sunt discenda docebit (w. 177-8).

John Potenger the younger, who entered College as
a boy of eleven in 1658 and " could not apprehend
the quantities of words or the right quantities of a
verse ", was, he says, " frequently told them by my
tutor " ; he goes on to explain that it was then " the
method " at Winchester " to have one of the senior

boys to inspect ': a junior boy's " exercises, and
prepare them for the usher's or the master's view ". 3
A century later Tom Warton mentions, among the
cares which " molest the sage Prepostor ", that
" pupils every hour perplex " him ; and in 1778, when
a case of bullying occurred in College, the fact that
one of the aggressors was the victim's tutor was
deemed to increase the heinousness of his offence.4 It

is a striking testimony to the value of this system
of boy-tutors, instituted by Rubric XXXIV., that

1 In Rubric II. For the employment of older boys as tutors of Founder's
Kin and of commoners see above, pp. 36-7.

1 Before 1843 there is no record of payments to tutors in Prefect of Hall's
book ; but T. A. Trollope, -who thought the system very useful, mentions
(p. 123) that they were made in his time (1820-8).

* See a very valuable paper on " John Pottinger " in The Wykehamist,
June 20, 1893.- See also below, pp. 303, 305. « Annals, p. 407.
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more than 450 years after its institution so good a
judge as Dr. Moberly pronounced an emphatic eulogy
upon it from every point of view, deploring a recent
change which had diminished its importance.1 The
relation between boy-tutor and boy-pupil was in his
judgment " an excellent relation " ; he only wished it
was more complete ; he could not say how much he
had lost as Head Master by the weakening of a system
under which boy dealt with boy.2 Even as weakened
it still works admirably in the sixth century of its
existence.

In its fundamental principle, then, as well as in
certain important particulars, what Wykeham de-
signed resembles very closely the prefectorial system
which exists in College to-day ; we have now to see
that in other ways the two things are by no means the
same.-It cannot, I think, be maintained that Wyke-
ham instituted a prefectorial order, though the emerg-
ence of such an order may seem to us an inevitable
consequence of his Rubric. He gave no name, as I
have said, to what we call prefects, and there is no
hint in the Statutes that he intended his older and

more discreet boys to act together as one body ; they
were to act individually and independently. Nowa-
days, as for a long time past, common action is
expected from prefects, and they are distinguished
from inferiors by the enjoyment of various privileges ;
they sit together, for instance, at special " ends"
(i.e. tables)3 in Hall; their food is not quite the same
as that of the other boys, and it is served in a some-

1 The change in question was the introduction of a master as " College
Tutor", at the suggestion of Charles Wordsworth, about 1836 ; his duty was
that which John Potenger describes. This office was discontinued, I think, in
1867. That which goes by the same name to-day was instituted by Regula-
tions of the new Governing Body in 1874 ; the duty of its holder is to " assist
the Second Master in the domestic care and discipline of the Scholars ", not to
revise their composition.

2 P.S.C. pp. 337-8. » See below, p. 195.
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what different way. Such and such-like distinctions
are obvious modes of marking grades of dignity, and
Wykeham used them to mark the grades of the adult
members of the College; but he did not use them
among the scholars. The Warden was to be served
" 

as befits his state " ; the commons of the magistri
were in normal times to cost twelve denarii weekly,
and those of the clerks of the chapel ten ; those of the
scholars, older and younger alike, were to cost eight
(Rubric XIII.).1 Still more instructive are the
Founder's rules, quomodo . . . sedere debeant in mensa
(Rubric XIV.). The Warden, Sub-Warden, Head
Master, and senior Fellows were to sit at a table
apart; 2 at the other tables, primo et principaliter the
other Fellows, then the chaplains, then the Hostiarius ;
but the scholars were to sit " as they came, without
claiming any upper or lower seat or any special place
whatsoever ".3-Another point in which Wykeham's
system differed from ours, his limitation, namely, of
the sphere of prefectorial authority to chambers,
need not delay us. It is explained by two considera-
tions. The first is that a much larger part of the
scholars' lives was passed in chambers, and that
superintendence there meant more complete super-
intendence, in early times than in late.4 The other is
that when the boys were not in chambers they were

1 The only distinction made between the scholars in the matter of food was
that the younger boys were to have breakfast; see below, p. 176.

2 For the arrangement of the tables in Hall see Annals, p. 44. There
was not at first a "high table"; one was introduced, however, says Mr.
Kiiby, "before the year 1437".-I find it ordered, after the Scrutiny of
1621, that in accordance with Rubric XIV. (see above, p. 37) only five fellows
should dine ad superiorem mensam ; the others were to dine ad mensam
collateralem.

3 Rubric XXVII., concerning the annual allowance of cloth, should also
be consulted in this connection.-In Chapel, as there were more stalls than
there were magistri, the surplus stalls were to be occupied by Founder's kin
over fifteen and the scolares provectiares (Rubric XXIX.).

4 See further below, pp. 155-7.
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in Chamber Court or in the other buildings which
surround it. Besides the scholars, a Warden, ten
Fellows, two Masters, and three chaplains lived in
rooms which looked out into the Court; they took
their meals in Hall; they attended Chapel; and they
must have raked Court, Hall, and Chapel fore and aft.1
It may be that in School the two Masters were helped
in maintaining order from the first by an Ostiarius,
and perhaps by all the eighteen discreet ones, if they
sat, as the prefects did in Mathew's time, on seats
in the window recesses,

structa superne
Ut bene prsevideant aliis (w. 74-5).

Elsewhere it was only in chambers that superintend-
ence by boys was required ; there is therefore a very-
close resemblance between Wykeham's eighteen and
what we call "prefects in half power", the formula
for whose appointment is borrowed in part from the
language of the Rubric :

Praeficio te tuis sociis concameralibus.

In singulis cameris . . . sint ad minus ties . . . qui aliis suis
sociis concameralibus . . . superintendant.

I pass to matters of graver consequence. Many
people who commend and many who condemn the
prefectorial system as we know it regard its essential
characteristics as these : that prefects have the
privilege of fagging other boys, and that they have
the privilege, or the responsibility, of ruling them-of
ruling them, if need be, by very drastic methods.
Neither of these powers were conferred by the Statutes
upon Wykeham's older boys, and there is no evidence

1 History, p. 177.-When the Fellows and even the Masters began to
" pernoctate " outside College in defiance of the Rubrics, discipline sufiered.
The Fellows, said the Supervisors in 1631, must not sleep abroad, ne ex eorum
absentia scholaribus ad multa enonnia de node perpetraiida, ut aliquoties iam
accidisse delalum est, crescat audacia.
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that the first was exercised by Winchester prefects at
all, or the second to its full extent, until times com-
paratively recent. They were exercised, probably or
certainly, before they were conferred ; but whether
that was so or not, it is important to discover (if we
can discover) when they came into being. I will
speak first of the right of rule.

It is clear from the Rubric that what Wykeham
instituted was a monitorial rather than, in the full
sense, a prefectorial system. His older boys were to
be the guides and philosophers of the younger ; ad-
vice, example, superintendence, were what they were
expected to give. Superintendence is divided by no
well-marked line from a certain measure of control,
and in Johnson's and in Mathew's days the prefects
were more than monitors, more even, perhaps, than a
monitorial police. They must have been an efficient
aid to the authorities, for they were numerous, they
were not only the more discreet but the stronger
members of the community, and they had the force
of tradition behind them : their efficiency had caused
some extension of their functions to real government.
Qui prcefectus est, says the Tabula, legitime imperato ;
they had some right to rule, but their right was in-
complete ; they did not, at any rate, rule with a rod.
If peccadilloes were committed, they did not deal
with them ; if their authority was flouted, they did
not assert it; they reported offenders to the Master.
Delation, " handing up "' (in Wykehamical phrase),
was the prefect's resource and his duty. If, says
Johnson, he notices that boys look about them in
Chapel, deferat; if he finds that, having leave to go
out of School, they stay away too long, deferat.1 A

1 Themes, fol. 141, fol. 150 b. Elsewhere Johnson tells his prefects that,
though they must report grave offences, they should turn a blind eye upon
trifles. When trifling offences were reported, he remembered that law does not
concern itself de minimis.
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roll is extant, signed by a prefect of as late a date
as 1699, on which boys were reported to the Master
for crossing Chamber Court without a socius, for not
having pens and paper at hand, for omitting to get
their hair cutl-faults which, however grave, might
have been more wisely met by a word of reproof or
chaff.2 In the more serious case of the slighting of a
prefect's authority he might, we feel, have been left
to assert it, with the help, if necessary, of his seventeen
colleagues ; but he was not encouraged to assert it in
1647.

Exemplo monituque scholae moderamina servant.
Si tamen obstiterint rabidi nimiumque protervi (w. 20-1),-

what happens ?

Nomina sunt chartae, charta est data deinde magistro (v. 22).

Most modern Wykehamists would say that, if milder
methods failed - - they would perhaps omit the
qualification-, these wanton rebels should have been
" tunded " ; but whether force would have been the
best remedy or not, it is certain that in 1647 and long
afterwards its use was not sanctioned by either law or
custom. Tunding is the name for a corporal punish-
ment inflicted by a prefect, and legalized by the
authorities, but neither the punishment, nor the
legalization, nor (I think) the word, is of any great
antiquity. It was possible for a Wykehamist in
1770 and 1771 to write long letters about school

1 Some further comment on this roll will be found on p. 245 ; it is printed
on p. 247.

2 The practice of reporting trivial offences sometimes led to undesirable
consequences. Complaint was made by the Supervisors in 1668 " that ye
inferiours are forc't to supply the propositours with Ink, paper, and such
like Implements ", or else " to run the Hazard of beeing accus'd ", i.e. reported
to the Master for not having their arma scholastica in promptu (see below,
p. 245).
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incidents to a brother and schoolfellow invalided home,1

and yet neither to use the word nor to hint at the
thing. Eight years later " the praepositor of the
hall " was instructed to be " very attentive to the
attendance of the boys during their meals ", but he
was not to punish, he was to " accuse ", absentees ;

various other praepositors were to " see': and to
" take care " that certain rules were kept, and were
to be " accountable ", " responsible ", " answerable ",
if they were broken, but there is no hint that they
were to punish law-breakers.2 A statement of Mr.
Kirby's that in 1776 a certain Cattell was " removed ':

from the school " for tunding Philip Lys " 3 seems to

be incorrect. Cattell, says the Scholars' Register,
which must have been Mr. Kirby's authority,
Icesionem enormem Philippo Lys intulit crudeliter et
scBpissime. Now the words atrox percussio Icesionem
enormem inferens occur in the Statutes (Rubric XXIV.),
where they are applied to a brutal assault committed
upon any member of the College from the Warden
downwards ; such an assault is classed with notable
theft, manifest perjury, voluntary homicide, and so
forth. The language, therefore, which the Register
uses about Cattell would more fitly describe a gross
piece of bullying than a quasi-judicial, however
excessive, punishment inflicted by a prefect as such ; 4

it does not justify Mr. Kirby's employment of the word
" tunding ", of the meaning of which he had, I think,
an imperfect knowledge. Meanwhile it is certain
that tunding as a punishment, though not as yet
authorized, crept in before 1790. In a letter, un-
fortunately not preserved, which was addressed to the

1 The reference is to a collection of letters written mostly by John Bond,
a commoner, from Winchester.

2 Annals, pp. 410-12. 3 W.S. p. 265.
4 The Register speaks in the Bame terms in 1778 of an offence (described

in Annals, p. 407) which was clearly bullying and not tunding.
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newly-appointed Warden Huntingford in that year
the prsepositors must have asserted or implied that
they were in the habit of tunding inferiors, and must
have hinted that the punishment, if not authorized,
ought to be ; is it, they must have asked, authorized
or not ? The Warden's answer has perhaps been
destroyed, but a copy of it, found among Warden
Barter's papers, was sent to The Wykehamist for
March 1876 :

Gustos Praefectis Coll. Winton.

Etsi minus decore fecistis, in eo quod nee Latine nee satis
modeste l scripsistis ad Custodem, qusestioni tamen breviter
propositse in paucis respondeo ; Prsefecti condiscipulos suos,
qui male se gerunt, primo moneant; deinde ad magistros,
ut corrigantur contumaces, delinquentium nomina deferant.2
Valete.

Die 19 Mens. Oct. A.D. 1790.

Whatever Huntingford was not, he was an expert
on the law and custom of the constitution, and his
directions may be taken as proof that tunding had not
been authorized and as good evidence that its intro-
duction was recent. But the prsepositors-so I dis-
cover from a paper in the possession of the College-
were surprised and shocked by his pronouncement;
they clearly, as we shall see, had a bona fide conviction
that the punishment was not merely authorized, but
authorized by the Statutes. They wrote in hot haste,

1 Huntingford expected boys to approach the throne very humbly.
During the rebellion of 1793 the praepositors sent him two letters which,
says Adams (p. 145), were " worded respectfully " and in Latin ; but they
offended him deeply. " If", his answer begins, "the Scholars are so forgetful
of their Rank and of good Manners as to insult their Warden by Letters of
consummate arrogance and extreme petulance. . . ." He inserted his letter,
but not those of the praepositors, in the official " Statement of the late Pro-
ceedings ".

2 When Huntingford revised the Tabula Legum (see below, p. 237) he
did not alter the clause Haec, ant his similia, siquando deferantur, juditium
damns further than by inserting the words qui contra faxil after similia.
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but in reasonably idiomatic Latin, on the very day on
which they had received it, a most emphatic answer to
the Warden's letter. Having justified or apologized
for their previous use of English they declared that the
Warden's ruling made their office a burden and not an
honour; that it contracted, depressed, and annulled
their authority. For (1) the audacity and contumacy
of inferiors had hitherto been checked only by the fear
of the poena, ut ita dicamus, extemporalis which the
praepositors were now forbidden to inflict; (2) the
Masters had often neglected to punish delinquents
whom (it is implied) the prsepositors had " accused " ;

(3) it was not granted to boys of their age to be always
self-controlled, or omnibus horis sapere ; they were
therefore unwilling to expose themselves to danger, to
the danger, apparently, of having their impulsive
tundings called in question. For all these reasons
they unanimously and most gladly resigned an office
which had become a servitude ; more worthy persons
might perhaps be found to take their places, but none
who would desire to maintain the dignity of the
College more diligently and more faithfully.1-Things
had " grown electric " ; but the counsels of the ad-
mirable Goddard, then Second Master, saved the
situation.2 A humble apology, from which the date
and most of the signatures have been torn away,3
was soon afterwards sent to the Warden :

VIR REVERENDISSIME-Juvenili quodam ardore nos im-
pulses fuisse [confitemur ?], et nimis decor£ fecisse, in eo
quod Custodi nostro prspropere et immodeste jura nostra
erepta querebamur. Humiliter ergo de te veniam oramus.

1 The text of the letter is printed at the end of this chapter.
8 The dealings of Goddard with the boys during the rebellion of 1793

contrast very favourably with those of the Warden and the Head Master.
3 The first three signatures, which remain, are those of the three senior

prefects on the Long Roll of 1790.
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et te statuta nobis exponere submissa voce precamur. Gratise
nostrae domino Goddard persolvendse sunt, quod mira be-
nignitate hoc nobis hortari minimi dedignatus est.

There the story ends. The Warden's exposition of
the Statutes must have convinced the boys that
tunding was not contemplated by the Founder, but
it is possible that they gained their point. The late
Dr. Edward Huntingford (admitted 1831) told me that
his father (admitted 1796) remembered tunding (by
that name) as a punishment inflicted by Prefect of
Hall upon a junior who bathed during afternoon
Hills,1 and it was a common-a far too common-
incident of Winchester life, both in College and in
Commoners, in the early years of the nineteenth
century.2 There is no doubt that it was fully author-
ized by the time when Dr. Moberly became Head
Master ; its authorization, therefore, dates from the
period 1790-1836 ; it may date, as we have seen,
from 1790.

To whatever dangers the institution of tunding
may be liable,3 and no one will deny that such dangers
are real, it unquestionably tends to prevent or to
check some serious evils. The right to tund should
be hedged in by restrictions and kept in the back-
ground ; but if it is not there as an ultimate or rather
a penultimate resource you may have anarchy. The
evils of anarchy are not, perhaps, quite so grave as of
old ; some of its worst incidents in a school, such as

1 " Trench ", which " confines the hill like a girdle ", \vas still, as in Mathew's
day, a meta non transilienda during morning and afternoon hill-times (w.
155-6).

- A queer story about tunding in Commoners in 1807 is told in The
Wykehamist for June 1895 (p. 111). W. F. Hook wrote in October 1813:
" I hate this place more and more every day" ; he had been " licked
yesterday", and had been "licked again to day" (Stephens, Life of Dean
Hook, i. p. 8).

3 One of the gravest of these dangers is naively noted by the prsepositors
in their second letter.
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nagging and bullying, are less natural to boys to-day
than they were to their great-grandfathers. If, how-
ever, the Flashman of Tom Brown's School Days is
now an unfamiliar figure, a large part of the credit for
his disappearance is due to the most drastic methods
of prefectorial authority.1 Under a purely moni-
torial system the alternative to anarchy is espionage
and " delation ". It will sometimes under any system
be a boy's hard duty to report grave offences to the
Master, but the monitorial system tends to make a
rule of what should be a rare exception ; it can hardly
help encouraging-perhaps it encourages it most
when the monitors are most conscientious-the kind

of tale-bearing which makes impossible those frank
and straightforward relations between boys which are
among the happiest features of the modern public
school. In the days of Dr. Arnold's greatest pre-
decessor at Rugby it was the custom to report offenders
to the Head Master by throwing " a sort of letters

printed by a pen " through his study window.2 That,
no doubt, was delation at its worst; but even at its
best how much less healthy delation ordinarily is
than the " good sound thrashing before the whole
house " which Dr. Arnold commended to his " sturdy
praepostors': as the best way of dealing with a
Flashman.3

It remains to speak of Fagging, which some people
regard as the very essence, whereas it is but a separable

1 Bullying at Winchester, by prefects as well as by others, was probably at
its worst about 1770-90, when tunding was not yet authorized (see, e.g.,
G.L.C. p. 16). T. A. Trollope, who was at Harrow before he came to Win-
chester in 1820, declared (T. A. T. p. 78) that there was far more bullying at
Harrow, and attributed the alleged fact to the non-existence at Harrow of
prefects and tunding. His optimism about Winchester will, however, be
discounted by readers of his brother Anthony's Autobiography.

2 Rouse, Rugby, p. 147. Thomas James, the Head Master in question,
professed to discourage secret information, but had no objection to these
"good-natured hints ".

' Tom Brown's School Days (Golden Treasury edition), p. 199.
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accident,1 of the prefectorial system. Professor Free-
man supposed it to be of great antiquity ; the principle
of personal service to a lord, he wrote, " lingers on in
what is undoubtedly a trace of the Teutonic comitatus,
the fagging of our public schools ".2 Wykehamical
history gives no support to that confident assertion.
There is no hint of fagging in the Statutes ; it is not
mentioned, so far as I have discovered, in Johnson's
Themes ; it is barely mentioned, if at all,3 in Mathew's
poem, or in the notes, now in the Bodleian, of about
1670.4 Where older and younger boys live together,
something of the kind may be expected to crop up ;
but, as anything like a systematized institution,
fagging seems to have been a late growth at Win-
chester.5 No doubt boys were required, from the
earliest times, to perform certain so-called menial
tasks, such, for instance, as making their beds ; but
these tasks were imposed on, and apparently per-
formed by, all the boys without distinction. In one of
the earliest, if not the earliest, of all allusions to
fagging in our records, the fact that " ye inferiours
are many times forc't to make ye beds of propositours "
was spoken of as an abuse ; it evoked complaint and
reproof (1668). We may notice in passing that some
of the duties which afterwards fell upon juniors were
in 1647 discharged by prefects. The prefect called
' Do mum " when it was time to start back from Hills

(v. 164), not the three juniors who did so most labori-
ously in the nineteenth century ; a prefect, and not as

1 See Adams, p. 390, where it is argued conclusively that fagging cannot
be upheld on the ground that its abolition would impair the prestige of pre-
fectorial authority.

2 Growth of the English Constitution, p. 46.
3 Vv. 235-7. I should not regard the duties of the junior there mentioned

as fagging proper.
1 See below, p. 301.

6 At Westminster fagging was very onerous in 1666, probably more so than
in the earliest days of the school (Sargeaunt, p. 27).
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now a junior, woke his chamber-fellows in the morn-
ing (v. 38).-Mr. Leach has suggested that there was
little room for fagging under the conditions of the
seventeenth century. " Fagging ", he says, " is chiefly
connected with games, or with meals of supereroga-
tion ", or (he implies) with errands. But no long
errands, he argues, could be run when, except on their
way to Hills, boys could not go outside Middle Gate ; 1

games were as yet unorganized; and " additional meals
were almost impossible when merenda or supper was
supplied by College ".2 I agree with Mr. Leach about
the errands and the games ; but, in spite of the
merenda, which at the most was only bread and beer,3
there was occasion and opportunity, and there is
some evidence, for the additional meals. The meagre
fare of Fridays and Saturdays,4 if not of other days,
must have made them welcome and even necessary;
the boys received battlings (an allowance in money),
then called " battlings on fast days ", in 1620 ;5 and
the Supervisors noted in the same year that they " are

driven to get their food elsewhere " at their own cost.
Clearly, therefore, in the seventeenth century, addi-
tional meals were not only not impossible, but were a
fact. In the eighteenth we find them denounced by
one of the Fellows ; he speaks of the " luxurious way
of Eating and Drinking in the Coll." as 

" 
a Practice

which has long been conniv'd at and now obtains to
too great a degree, and perhaps may deserve some
Personal Interposition and Activity in the Warden "

1 The Rev. G. W. Heathcote (admitted 1819) told me in 1892 that he had" 
seen a proclamation in which Warden Huntingford stated that College

boys had actually been seen hanging about Outer Gate, and directed that such
a flagrant offence should be discontinued ".

2 History, p. 278.
3 See below, p. 198. « See below, p. 178.
6 See passages quoted in W.W.B., s.v. Battlings. In 1674 Bishop Ken

advised his Philotheus to content himself on the fasting days with his " bare
allowance, and to lay aside some little matter for the Poor".
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(c. 1740).1 It is likely enough that the luxurious way
of eating and drinking, the meals of supererogation,
entailed fagging, but perhaps they entailed no very
excessive amount of it. About 1750 Tom Warton,
who haunted College chambers, wrote optimistically
of the junior's life there ; there was fagging and there
was roughness, but there were compensations. He
makes his junior say :

Though many a blow - imprint my pate
For salt and trencher brought too late,-

(The junior proceeds to enumerate the compensations
and continues)

Yet still with pleasure I shall think on
The happy junior's life at Winton.

Darker days were coming when it is difficult to
believe that any one who knew the facts would have
put such words into a junior's mouth. A description of
Winchester life written with serenity and moderation
by one who had been admitted in 1800 contains the
following passage :

I was a severely beaten fag; a little faggot-lighting,
shoe-polishing, bason-cleaning, towel-drying, bread-toasting,
chocolate-making, gaiter-buttoning varlet. For study or for
play, I could never command an hour.3

Of games the writer speaks as an admiring spec-
tator ; had he been twenty years younger he would
have recorded the very grievous additional burden

1 Another Fellow, writing in 1766, called the Warden's attention to the
extravagant living of the scholars : if he " cou'd view the many Expensive
Bills that are carryed home every Tide, besides others which are suppress'd,
and wou'd see what is done in their Chambers, ye Kitchin, ye Hall, and other
places . . .! " Such extravagances " draw after them a train of ill conse-
quences, & many ill habits, which, 'tis to be fear'd, may stick upon some of
the Children, as long as they live".

2 In Carmina Wiccamica (i. p. 4) the " notion " con replaces blow. A note
adds : " Reverse the word knock, leave the k's out, and you have the word
con". 3 Story of a Life, ii. p. 80.
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that they laid upon juniors from about 1820 onwards.1
Of cricket-fagging (with punishment for inefficient
fielding) there was then no end ; the writer2 of a
letter which I have before me mentions that he was

kept fagging " on turf " from 10 to 6 on a " remedy ",
and others add that a junior might have to suffer the
penalties for shirking " Hills " that such forced service
might involve.3 At a later date Frank Buckland,
(1839-44), who ought to have been naturalizing in
his play-time, confessed that compulsory " watching-
out " made him hate cricket ever afterwards ; and
Mr. Tuckwell (1842-8) said the same.4 Football-
fagging, known as " kicking-in", was hardly less
severe. " There was but one game " in College, said
Dr. Moberly, " and the little boys used to fag out " ;5
their only share in football was, wrote Wordsworth,
that " they were required to stand, often shivering
with cold, for an hour or more at a time on the con-
fines of the game 

" 
; 6 small wonder that in Chapel

" the word used to be passed round amongst the fags
in all seriousness ... to ' pray for rain ' ".7 A regu-
lation was made by Warden Barter in 1833 which
restricted " compulsory attendance on any game " to
two hours " on Holydays " ; Dr. Ridding required in

1 See W.C. pp. 130, 136.
1 The Rev. W. H. W. Bigg Wither (admitted 1822).
3 See a very striking passage in Mansfield (p. 129).
4 G. C. Bompas, Life of Frank Buckland, p. 15 ; Tuckwell, p. 71.-One of

the most enthusiastic of Winchester cricketers wrote, over the nom-de-plume
of " Badger ", to The Wykehamist of March 1867 : " I hope in two years to
send a boy to Winchester. . . I should like that boy to be fagged at cricket, but
I should like to feel and know that the fagging is so conducted that the moment
at which his hour or half-hour of fagging ought to cease should be rigorously
observed ".-Sir H. Maxwell Lyte says (p. 488 ; see also, p. 411) that " the
tyrannical system under which ", at Eton, " lower boys were made to ' fag '
at cricket was finally abolished in the early part of Hawtrey's reign ". Hawtrey
became Head Master ia 183-1.

6 P.S.C. p. 358.
6 Charles Wordsworth, Annals of my Early Life, p. 230.
' Tuckwell, p. 35.

K
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1867 that cricket-fagging should be limited to one
hour on school-days ;1 it was " altogether abandoned "
by the College prefects in 1884.2 No boy in the school
has now, I think, more than two hours of it in a week,
and the reputation of Winchester fielding, which some
people used to consider to be the justification, as well
as the effect, of unlimited cricket-fagging, has not
suffered. Football-fagging was totally abolished, at
Wordsworth's instance, by the College prefects in
1843 ; the Prefect of Hall of that year recorded the
fact " to induce all succeeding prefects to follow up
the abolition of a plan, introduced within a few years,
which was really a hardship to the juniors ". If his
object has not been fully attained, such " kicking-in "
as survives is no great hardship ; it does not, at any
rate, prevent juniors from playing the game them-
selves.

Critics of fagging often condemn it on the ground
that it imposes upon young boys what Bishop Trelawny
called " servile and foul offices ". I cannot think that

there is anything degrading in the performance of
these misqualified services ; no one is the worse for
learning to discharge them handily and neatly. Fag-
ging is rarely a hardship to the fag because of the
quality of the services which it imposes. It is a
hardship to him if it imposes services in excessive
quantity ; if it robs him of all his leisure ; if it con-
flicts with important duties or with his reasonable
comfort; if it overburdens him and makes him

spiritless ; if it is laid capriciously on one boy rather
than on another. It may be a graver evil to the fagger
than to the fag. He may be tempted to disregard
the convenience and happiness of others ; to claim
' compulsory attendance ' at home as well as at

1 Prefect of Hall's book.

2 See the note at the end of this chapter.
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school ; to exact services harshly and ungraciously ;
to forget that the acceptance of such services imposes
upon those who accept them some such corresponding
obligations as it imposed upon the lord of Professor
Freeman's Teutonic comitatus.

NOTE TO CHAPTER VI

I PRINT here (I.) the prsepositors' letter of which I have
spoken on p. 123 ; and (II.) a passage about fagging from
The Farewell Password (Winchester, 1884), Dr. Ridding's last
sermon as Head Master.

19. Die : Mens : Oct:
A.D. 1790

Quamvis Latine scribere ad te, vir reverende, nobis injunxit
tua dignitas, minima tamen fecimus, qubd aperte magis et dis-
tinct^ proprias gentis ore sententias nostras exponi putabamus.

Litteris tuis ita, Domine, respondemus-Si ea lege, quam
proponis, tenenda est auctoritas, inviti tenemus, nee honori sed
potius oneri nobis esse ducimus. Hac enim ratione potestas nostra
contrahitur, deprimitur, ad nihil redigitur. Hsec enim prae-
scriptis tuis objicimus-Imprimis, ita condiscipuJorum nostrorum,
tantum formidine poenae, ut ita dicamus, extemporalis cohibitorum,
audaciam et contumaciam frangere non possumus; deinde,
magistri a delinquentibus poenas sumere saepissime neglexerunt ;
denique, baud juvenilis aetatis proprium est, animum extemplo
regere;-de hac imbecillitate nobis h'quet; ide6 non periculo
tanto nosmetipsos exponere volumus, cum in hac re horis omnibus
sapere non nobis conceditur.

Idcirco, Domine, auctoritatem, vel potius servitutem omnem
istam, quse non definite Statutorum ordinationibus nobis injun-
gitur, libentissim£ et uno consensu in manus vestras resignamus.
Ista potestate digniores forsitan invenias, sed eos esse reperiendos,
qui diligentius et magis fideliter hujus Collegii dignitatem servare
volunt, et hactenus servaverunt, negamus.

PR^EFECTI OMNES.
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II

No parting gift could be at all so grateful to me as the message
I have received from the College Prefects, that they of themselves
abandon, in cricket fagging, almost the last remnant of one form of
tradition, which in bygone generations was counted vitally sacred,
the privilege of personal fagging. Born out of the natural sub-
ordination of young to old in the Family, turned into service
counted as return for protection and supervision, exaggerated into
organised system of servitude, sanctioned as privilege, claimed as
right, tradition made it at one time held to be the bulwark of
authority, at another the only hope of cricket, at another the
foundation of order and education, and the loyalty of many united
with less lofty feelings in others, to count the existence of the
state as resting on this institution. You have yourselves long been
gradually turning this in old times very serious service into vanish-
ing shadows, and restoring the relation to shapes not far from the
Family original. I trust that the quingentenary of this family
will find it again a brotherhood, exhibiting one common bondage
to that "perfecte vinculum charitatis ",: which was the one bond our
Founder enjoined : a brotherhood of service from all; from the
elder, of guidance, assistance, protection; from the younger, of
all the offices which are natural from young to old in every family
and home; of a service of freedom and goodwill, earned and re-
turned, not enforced or exacted ; a service of brotherhood repre-
senting the ideas of civilised states under modern Christian develop-
ment. ... I could not have a better example of tradition loosed
when the time and the call comes. . . .

1 The final words of the Statutes. In the sermon as published the printer
has substituted perpeluce vinculum cjvitatis.



CHAPTER VII

COLLEGE OFFICERS

UNDER the Statutes (1400) the duties of any one of
Wykeham's " older and more discreet': boys were
precisely the same as those of any other, and these
duties were confined to chambers ; in Mathew's time
(1647) there were specialized prefects with other
spheres of influence. Wykehamical records give us
little help towards bridging the gulf. Johnson's
Themes, though they prove that prefects had authority
outside chambers in 1565, tell us (I think) nothing
about what we call " College Officers " ; x but an

entry in the accounts of 1553-4 2 shows that at least
one of these officers existed, and suggests that others
may have existed, before Johnson became Head
Master. That, so far as I am aware, is all the early
Winchester evidence about them.

There is, however, early Eton evidence to supple-
ment it. Henry VI. borrowed from Wykeham the
provision of Rubric XXXIV. for the distribution of

1 The earliest use which I have found of the technical term " officers "

occurs in a paper compiled by Warden Nicholas in 1711 (see Annals, p. 384) ;
it is also used, at about the same date, in the " Account " described below
(p. 178). In a very interesting letter, dated December 16, 1657, Lord Saye
and Sele begged Warden Harris to let his grandson come home during the
Christmas recess ; he hoped that " thear will be no inconvenience in Respect
of the office wch you out of your favour wear pleased to confer uppon him ;
some one may execute it till he returne". The Long Roll for 1657, which
might have told us what the office was, is missing.

2 See below, p. 138.
133
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the older boys by threes ; and, as we know that in
early days there were eighteen prepositors at Eton
as at Winchester, we may be sure that the Eton
collegers, like the Winchester scholars, were at first
lodged in six chambers. It was not till the beginning
of the sixteenth century that this arrangement was
changed by the building of a " Long Chamber " to
lodge them all.1 A few years later, in 1530, the Head
Master wrote that there were " ij prepositors in the
body of the Chirche, ij in the qwere ", besides " pre-

positors in the feld whan they play, for fyghtyng, rent
clothes, blew eyes, or siche like ", and " prepositors
for yll kept hedys, unwasshid facys, fowle clothis &
sich other".2 In 1560 it appears from the Con-
suetudinarium that all the eighteen prepositors were
prepositors of something. There was a moderator of
the Hall, there were two moderatores of the " Temple ",
four of the School, four of the playing-fields (campus],
four of the Chamber, two of the Oppidans; the
eighteenth prepositor was the moderator immundorum
et sordidorum puerorum qui faciem et manus non
lavant, etc. This rigidly specialized system of 1560
was, as we have seen, in the making, though only in
the making, in 1530; perhaps it was a consequence
of the building of Long Chamber. It may have been
thought that the superintendence of that large room
would be more efficient if a special responsibility was
fixed in a limited number of prepositors (the four
moderatores cubiculi), and that the other prepositors
would be more useful if they too had particular spheres
of influence. We cannot, of course, be sure that

1 See V. H. Butks, ii. pp. 159, 172-3. Mr. Leach's demonstration of the
fact above stated fully satisfied Sir H. Maxwell Lyte (M. L. p. 94).

2 E.G. p. 450. The document also speaks of (1) " prevy monitors how
many the Mr wylle " ; (2) " monytors for chydyng and for latyn spekyng yff
there be iiij or v in a howse " ; (3) " two prepositors in every forme", for
whom see above, p. 111.
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prepositors of this and prepositors of that came into
existence at Eton precisely in this way, and even if
we could, it would not follow that Eton invented
them. It is not, however, likely that the idea occurred
independently to the authorities of both schools, and
the fact that we hear of " officers ", if we may so call
them, at Eton twenty years before the earliest known
allusion to an officer at Winchester, suggests that it
occurred first to the Eton authorities.1

In 1647, when, thanks to Mathew, our knowledge
of College officers becomes clear and full, there were,
as there have ever since been, five officers at Win-
chester ; 2 in 1653 their names are given in our earliest
Long Roll. There was a Prefect of Hall, a Prefect of
Tub, a Prefect of School, and there were two Prefects
of Chapel; they ranked then, as for nearly two
centuries afterwards, in that order.3 Of these five
offices four exist to-day ; that of Prefect of Tub was
discontinued in 1837-8 ; but the total number was
not changed. A Prefect's Library had been provided
in 1834 as part of the " additional schoolroom '
then " much wanted ",4 and experience had shown
that it required a superintendent. Prefect of Tub
was therefore directed, somewhat abruptly, to turn

1 A fresh discovery in the Winchester accounts may any day invalidate
this provisional conclusion.

2 In the official account of the Rebellion of 1793 there are two allusions

to "the four College officers ", but the names of the usual five are given in the
Long Roll of that year. The Roll of 1792 mentions only three, omitting, as
Long Rolls often do, the two Prefects of Chapel.

! The name of Prefect of Tub is placed before that of Prefect of Hall on
a list of officers given in the Long Roll of 1653, but the supremacy of the latter
officer at the time is sufficiently established by Mathew's poem and other
evidence.

4 This library, with the class-rooms annexed, was demolished in 1869 (see
below, p. 205). Mr. Kirby says, most misleadingly, that " the school library,
called after Dr. Moberly, was founded in 1834 " (Annals, p. 427). Moberly
Library was of course founded, in honour of Dr. Moberly, after his retirement
in 1866. It was formally opened in 1870.
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his thoughts from food for the body to food for the
mind ; he became Prefect of this Library. Another
alteration was made in 1878. School was then

practically derelict, and the duties of its Prefect were
inconsiderable; whereas the maintenance of order
in Library (which now meant Moberly Library)
needed, in Dr. Ridding's judgment, additional police.
He accordingly placed School under " the general
superintendence of Prefect of Hall", and changed
Prefect of School into "Junior Prefect of Library".
The necessity of the change was, however, strenuously
denied,1 and conservative instincts were so deeply
shocked that the old office was revived in 1879.

Of the five College officers Prefect of Hall was in
1647 already the chief. He was compared " by them
of old time ", says Mr. Tuckwell,2 " to the Great Mogul,
and the captain of a man-of-war", but by Mathew,
more appropriately, to " the hundred-eyed Argus "
(v. 143). He presided, of course, in Hall (v. 220),
and was there first served at dinner :

Prsefectus quidam, qui nomen sumit ab olla,
Aulse-praefecto bubulae cito fercula mittit (vv. 231-2) ;

it was within his discretion (so the poet says), but
its exercise might be unfavourably criticized, to
provide or not to provide a fire in Hall on a winter
remedy (vv. 171-4) ; 3 he was perhaps the person
who applied for remedies, though he was not entrusted
with the remedy-ring (w. 140-1) ; 4 he assembled

the boys ad portas, called their names, and took them
on and off Hills (w. 146 seqq.). A little later (1653)
we find him lodged, as he seems to have been invari-
ably lodged since, in specially comfortable quarters
in Sixth Chamber ; he was placed there, say some

1 The Wykehamist, February I8T8.
2 Tuckwell, p. 55. » See below, p. 381. 4 See below, p. 339.
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Regulations of 1778, that he might " on School days,
and in School hours, keep the Court clear of the boys,
and send them into School". He was to be "very
attentive to the attendance of the boys during their
meals " ; he was to " take care that the floor " of
Hall " be not strewed with saw dust, but be kept
clean without it 'V Like Prefects of Tub and of

School, he had an extra allowance of meat and of
bread, receiving seven extra loaves weekly against
Prefect of School's three ; like Prefect of School, he
was paid fees by both commoners and "children"
(1711).2 A letter of the Second Master's (December
14, 1814) tells us that " the Praepositor of the Hall
provides Rods, & is at the expense of mending the
North Windows of the Hall " ; the writer doubts
" whether his Emoluments be adequate to the trouble
& responsibility of his Office". As the School grew
larger, his income increased; as the two Masters
became less orbilian and the boys less mischievous,
his outgoings diminished ; in 1868-9, just before the
fees were abolished, he received some £50 from
commoners alone, and his income from this and other
sources 3 was practically net.

Of the name, origin, and history of that quaintest
of Wykehamical institutions, the Prefecture of Tub,
I shall speak in another chapter.4 A lively account
of its holder at work in his later years may be found
in the pleasant pages of What I Remember; 5 "he
saw the meat weighed and had the charge of kitchen '
in 1830,6 and when his office was discontinued-a

1 Annals, pp. 410-12. Wykehamists who knew the dining-hall in Com-
moners as it was in the early sixties will remember that it was nobody's duty
to take care that it was kept clean without saw-dust.

2 Annals, pp. 382-4.
3 All the officers are paid small stipends by the College.
4 See below, pp. 190-2.
6 T. A. T., pp. 105-6 ; see also Mansfield, p. 85.
« The Wykehamist, April 1890.
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reform due, like many other wise reforms, to the good
sense of Warden Barter--" he received a gratuity of
£20 as compensation " (inadequate compensation, it
would seem) " for his perquisites 'V The memory of
the office was for some years afterwards kept green
by the name borne by the group of senior prefects
who messed together. There was a ' Tub Mess"

in 1780,2 and Mr. Tuckwell records that about 1848
he " kept Tub Mess supplied with rhubarb, salads,
and green peas "' from his garden " at Salve Diva
corner,-there were no trees there then ".3

If the office of Prefect of School has been shorn of

most of its emoluments, and of some of its dignity
and importance, its holder may find comfort in the
reflection that it can be traced back to a remoter

past than the other offices. At the beginning of
Queen Mary's reign (1553-4) sixpence was paid by
the Bursars pro libro chartaceo ad usum prepositi
scholce ad scribendum nomina. This is the earliest

known allusion to a College officer, and it is one
of some interest. As lately as 1865-6 it was the
custom that Prefect of School should annually present
to the Informator and Hostiarius, in elegantly bound
little volumes, hand-printed rolls of the school;4
to such a roll the entry of the Bursars may refer.-In
Mathew's poem Prefect of School appears only as
the custodian of the remedy-ring; he holds it aloft
to show that a remedy has been granted (vv. 140-2).5

1 Annals, p. 427.-T. A. Trollope put the value of these perquisites at
£80 a year.

2 G.L.C. p. 17.
3 " Reminiscences by an old College man " in the special " Quingentenary "

number of The Wykehamist ; see also the " Plan of Hall " in Rich, opposite
p. 10.-There were other gardens, cultivated by prefects, along the wall which
till 1862 separated Grass Court from the rest of meads.

1 The printing of the names was intrusted to a junior ; I was myself
employed to print one of the rolls.

6 See below, p. 339. For the supposed allusion to Prefect of School in
v. 207 see p. 141.
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He is the only officer on whom no special duties were
imposed by the Regulations of 1778, but the fact of
his receiving fees from commoners suggests that he
was brought into close contact with them. In the
nineteenth century, so long as School was a sitting-
room, he was responsible for reasonably good
behaviour there out of school-hours ; he read prayers
in School at the end of a school-day ; he was charged
with the decent maintenance of " its Windows, the
Cushions of Masters' Seats, the Window Curtains " ;

he paid (in 1814) for the mending of " the South
Windows of the Hall " ; till gas superseded them, he
was required to supply " Candles in the School "-1
In spite of his fees we read that in 1814 " the expences
of the School are so heavy, that the office is considered
rather as a Burden than a Benefit ".

The duties of the two Prefects of Chapel were in
1647 what they are to-day :

Nunc duo prasfecti, quibus est haec cura, sagaci
Prospiciant pueros oculo, ne forte loquantur,
Ne propriis careant libris recitentve profanum,
Ne sine concessa venia sit quilibet absens (vv. 53-G).'2

It was required further by the Regulations of 1778
" that the name of every boy who shall appear in the
Chapel without a surplice at the appointed times of
wearing them shall be carried to the Masters by one
of the Pnepositors of the Chapel"; in 1647 that
duty was not incumbent on them. For on February
17, 164§, the Long Parliament ordered that the

1 From a MS. " Common Place Book relating to College Concerns" com-
piled by Archdeacon Heathcote (Fellow 1804-29).-The fact that Prefect
of School supplied candles may partly explain why commoners paid him fees.

4 We have seen that there were two moderatores templi at Eton in 1560 ;
the same offices were instituted at Westminster in that year. At Shrewsbury
the Bailiffs' Ordinances in 157J require the scholars to go to their respective
parish churches on Sundays and holy days ; the schoolmasters " shall appoint
several monitors for every church, to note as well their absence as misbehaviour
in any thing".
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wearing of surplices " should not be pressed or
imposed upon any Student or Graduate whatsoever",
and three days later resolved " that the Colleges of
Winchester, Eton, and Westminster be added and
comprehended within the order . . . concerning the
imposing upon young scholars the wearing of sur-
plices ".1 One of the charges made against Warden
Harris (about 1645) was that " he hath preached
against such as have taken away the surplice ", but
the Warden answered that ignorant persons had
misinterpreted his sermon ; he was not the man to
defy Parliament. Wearing of surplices was again
pressed and imposed upon scholars after the Restora-
tion ; a complaint was made by the New College
Supervisors to the Bishop in 1661 that the Warden
(Burt) had not punished a scholar who appeared
without one. The scholars were " white-robed " till

1872, when Dr. Ridding, desiring that they and
commoners, who had previously sat separately, should
sit together according to school-rank, felt that a sur-
plice here and a surplice there would have an in-
congruous effect.-Till very recently the Prefects of
Chapel were of less account than the other officers;
many Long Rolls which recognize these others ignore
them.2 A tradition of some antiquity still imposes
on the Prefect of Chapel " in course " the duties of

Prefect of Hall during the absence or illness of the
latter; it was in conformity with this tradition that
Warden Barter ruled in 1838 that " the office of

Marshalling the Boys and holding Prefect of Hall's
stick, when names are called on, or on the road to or
from Hills ... is the duty of the Prefect of Chapel
in course ". Prefect of Hall was occupied in calling

1 Journals of the House of Commons, ii. pp. 969, 972.
2 See L.R. i. p. lix.-Writing just after the Election of 1770 John Bond

tells his brother that " Bingham is Preef: of the School as before ; Eyre of
the Hall ; Lee of the Tub ". He does not name the prefects of Chapel.
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names; a deputy Marshal and Stick - bearer was
therefore needed.1

It is stated by some of our historians 2 that there
was at one time a " Prefect of Cloisters " ; the author

of Wykehamica not only speaks of such an officer,
but gives so detailed an account of his duties as almost
to persuade us that he existed.3 The belief in his
existence arose, I think, from a misunderstanding
of a passage in Mathew's poem. Cloisters, when used
for lessons, required, says Mathew, as School required,
a prefect

promptus adire,
Si stat pro foribus pcregrinus et ostia pulsat (vv. 208-9).

This does not mean that there was an officer called

Prefect of Cloisters ; it means that Cloisters required
an ostiarius or door-keeper.4 The Long Roll of 1653
(which is the earliest we possess) knows the five
officers of whom I have spoken; but neither it, nor
any later roll, nor any other record which our historians
have discovered, knows a Prefect of Cloisters.

The appointment of College officers is made partly
by selection, partly by school-rank. It has generally,
if not quite always, been recognized that the former
should prevail in the appointment of a Prefect of
Hall, though even in his case the latter is not ignored.
During the greater part of the nineteenth century
school-rank was the chief, and often practically the
only, factor in determining the other appointments.

1 " Whenever a master meets the boys . . . going or returning from
Hills, or upon Hills themselves, . . . names are called by the Praefect of Hall.
Previously to calling names he delivers his stick to another College Prefect,
who thereupon ' marshalls ' the boys while the names are called, that is, keeps
them in a compact body " (from a Word-book of about 1845).

2 Walcott, p. 229 ; Adams, pp. 57-8 ; W.W.B. p. 42.
3 Having to find room for his Prefect of Cloisters among the five officers,

Adams (p. 57) was driven to ignore Prefect of School.
* See the next chapter.
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For an earlier period the light thrown by Long Rolls
on this question of constitutional practice is in-
sufficient, for before 1757 it was only now and then
that the titles of officers were added to boys' names,
and (except in 1653) Prefects of Chapel were ignored
till 1793. So far, however, as it goes, the evidence
shows that school-rank had less to do with the appoint-
ment of officers in earlier than in later times. In the

years between 1653 and 1812 for which the evidence
is decisive the senior prefect was Prefect of Hall only
24 times out of 58 ; if we include years for which the
evidence is almost decisive,1 he was Prefect of Hall
52 times out of 124. Prefect of Tub, who came next
in dignity, was senior or second-senior prefect only
19 times out of 59; and when we consider his very
peculiar functions-I can think of only one of my
schoolfellows who would have been qualified to dis-
charge them-we see that selection was in his case
necessary, unless the office was to be an absolute farce.
With regard to the other offices it was less imperative,
but even to them school-rank gave no claim ; many
Prefects of School and of Chapel stood as low as
eighth on the list of College prefects, one Prefect of
School stood ninth.

1 We may perhaps assume that the senior prefect in Sixth Chamber was
Prefect of Hall even when the fact is not stated ; whenever we have a state-
ment about the officers, Prefect of Hall is in that chamber.



CHAPTER VIII

BIBLE-CLERK AND OSTIARIUS

BESIDES the five permanent " College Officers " two
other officials, drawn from the prefects in full power,
were in full activity some sixty years since ; they
were known as Bible-Clerk and Ostiarius, and they
went into course for a week and for a day respect-
ively. Their more laborious duties were connected
with School. Provided with official " scobs " there

near the door,1 they jointly kept order among the
boys who were, or should have been, preparing their
lessons or composing their tasks ; kept it, if necessary,
with the help of ground-ashes ; made incursions from
time to time into Meads and elsewhere, and swept
loiterers and loafers into School; assisted the Head

and Second Masters at " biblings " ; made themselves
generally useful to the Masters generally. Each of
them had also certain special functions. It was the
duty of the Ostiarius, as his name implies, to keep
the door ; to answer the knocks of messengers ; to
let no " inferior " go out of School who had not both
obtained his leave and " put up a roll " at the Master's

1 " When I first went to Winchester ", wrote a Wykehamist who was
admitted in 1839, " the two ' juniors in College ' had to give up their scobs
to the two places where Bible-Clerk and Ostiarius sat. . . . The thoughtful
kindness of Charles Wordsworth provided two scobs to be appropriated to the
two officials ; and he supplied the two inscriptions, r$ del dvay^ugr-g and
TV del Ovpwpf ". For dvayvutTTv (" reader ", i.e. Bible-Clerk) see below, p. 140,

143
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feet.1 It was the duty of the Bible-Clerk to read the
lessons in Chapel; to submit various lists to the
Masters ; to act in certain well-defined circumstances
as Prefect of Hall's deputy.2 The offices were by no
means sinecures ; but a prefect was not sorry when
his turn came to be in course, for the two officials

were free of school-work for their week or day, and
found some time for what Mathew calls their " own

Muses " (v. 230).
In the late fifties or early sixties Dr. Moberly

seems to have thought that the compensation given
was more than adequate to the functions imposed;
he suspended the office of Ostiarius, or rather merged
it into that of Bible-Clerk, who thenceforth signed
himself officially " X., B.C. et Ost:". But in Short
Half, 1866, his last term at Winchester, he " restored
the practice of having an Ostiarius for the day as well
as a Bible-Clerk on account of the increasing number
in Commoners ",3 and there was still an Ostiarius
as well as a Bible-Clerk in the earlier years of Dr.
Ridding. When, however, in the autumn of 1869,
the new class-rooms came into use, and School ceased
to be a general place for preparation,4 the Ostiarius
finally disappeared; but the Bible - Clerk, though
relieved of his more onerous duties, continued to
enjoy immunity from school-work (or from much of
it) till 1885, when Dr. Fearon decided that it had

1 The roll contained the words : A. osliarii venia potitus tuam pariter
exeundi petit.

2 Prefect of Hall's deputy for most purposes was, and is, the Prefect of
Chapel in course (see above, p. 140).-Statute or judge-made law provided in
old days for all conceivable emergencies. Thus it was ordained in 1853 that
" the duty of taking the Inferiors on to Hills during the Assize Week " (when
Prefect of Hall would wish to avail himself of " Court Leave ") " devolved on
the Osliarius for the day". When that office was suspended, how was " the

Ostiarius for the day " to be interpreted ? The point was submitted to the
Second Master, whose well-considered judgment was duly entered in Prefect
of Hall's book.

3 Prefect of Hall's book. « See below, p. 232,
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ceased to be reasonable that he should " have his
week for his own Muses", and practically abolished
the office.

Lessons at non-choral services are to be read by the Bible-
Clerk for the week, whose other duties are abolished, except
that he assist at bibling; the office of Bible-Clerk also to be
undertaken by the School Prefects in their order in Short
Roll.1

School Prefects still read the lessons in their order,
but the assistance mentioned is, I understand, no
longer required.

My account of the duties, in their last years,
of two now obsolete officials may seem to have been
unnecessarily detailed, but many of the details which
I have mentioned are of historical interest; Bible-
Clerk and Ostiarius (not necessarily under those
names) date from very early times, Bible-Clerk
certainly, Ostiarius very possibly, from the foundation
of the College.

The office of Bible-Clerk, though no name is there
given him, was instituted by the Statutes, which
provided that one of the scholars should be " deputed "
by the Master to read " something of sacred scripture '
in Hall (Rubric XIV.). This, his original function,
he may, as I shall show elsewhere,2 have continued
to discharge till after 1790. Whether he was called
Bible-Clerk from the first is doubtful; the word does
not occur, where we should expect to find it, in
Chichele's Statutes for All Souls.3 An interesting
entry in the Court Minutes and Records of Christ's
Hospital4 refers to " the Bible-Clerk, which is ment

1 Prefect of Hall's book. By the last clause of the entry commoners were
for the first time admitted to the office.

2 See below, p. 18ft. 3 Grant Robertson, All Souls College, p. 19.
1 Quoted in W.W.B. p. 7.

L
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the child that shall be the reder of the chapters ", but
its date is 1574. We find the Greek equivalent of
the name in one of Johnson's Themesx (c. 1565) :
Recitationes quce prandiis institutes sunt a Greeds
appellantwr avayiKaa-e^, unde lectores avayvwa-rai. nomi-
nantur; Johnson proceeds to give the Winchester
readers some excellent advice which in more than

one way throws light on Wykehamical history.2 An
allusion in the almost contemporary Eton Consue-
tudinarium shows that the Bible-Clerk, known as
" Bibler': in the following century, had at Eton,
as he probably had also at Winchester, certain func-
tions of an executive kind ; on the feast of St. John
before the Latin gate (May 6) the boys were allowed
to go to sleep in School after dinner till the Censor
Aulce and the Anagnostes entered the room and
shouted Surgite.3 In Mathew's notice (1647) of the
Biblio-clericus we find the first known use of the name

in Wykehamical literature ; he tells us that the
official so called read the Bible in Hall, signalled to
the dominus when the meal was finished, and put
away the table-linen, but he gives us no other clear
information about his duties ; Bible-Clerk, however,
was surely one of the two children (w. 183-4) who
were " duly summoned " to bare a culprit's back for
a Friday flogging.4 Probably at the same date he
had other duties, or the privilege which, as we have
seen, he enjoyed till 1885-

hebdomadam propriis habet ille Camoenis (v. 230)-

would hardly have been earned. At Eton the two
Sixth form praepostors, who, " if there is an execution,

i Fol. 140 b. 2 See below, pp. 189, 548.
8 Eloniana, No. 5, p. 67.-In early days at Westminster there was "a

desire to sleep in school", and " leave could be formally obtained to drop the
head upon the desk ". The " notion " for this was " to dor " (Sargeaunt,
P- 42). « See below, p. 327.
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superintend the details, handing the Head Master
the birch ", " have the privilege of staying out of every
school during their week of office "/ as they had in
1766, when their other duties were by no means
light.2 It is not stated in Thomas James's account
of Eton in that year that the Colleger Sixth form
praepostor read the Bible in Hall; a passage quoted
in the New English Dictionary shows that the person
who did that in 1650 was the " Bibler". When the

Winchester Bible-Clerk began to read the lessons in
Chapel I do not know; the following passage, quoted
in the Winchester Word-Book, suggests that he may
have done so from the very first :

Secunda feria hoc modo tabula disponitur. In primis
scribitur puer hebdomadarius ad primam lectionem legendam.3

The Statutes are silent, or almost silent, about
happenings in School, and they contain no mention
of the Ostiarius, but such an official was to be found
in other schools before our Founder's time ; it was
ordained at St. Albans in 1309 " that the hostiarius

or sub-hostiarius shall always sit by the door, and
shall not allow two or three scholars to go out at the
same time and together, except for lawful and neces-
sary cause ".4 Winchester records tell us nothing
of an Ostiarius till c. 1565, when Johnson devotes one
of his Themes (fol. 152) to that official. Should he,
Johnson asks, be called ostiarius from the nature of
his duties, or diarius from his term of office ? His

1 Wasey Sterry, Annals of Eton College (1898), pp. 80-1.-The privilege
may have been discontinued since Mr. Sterry wrote.

2 Etoniana, No. 7, p. 101. 3 Ordinal, Wells Cathedral, c. 1220.
4 B.C. p. 242 ; the paragraph preceding that from which I have quoted

is also important.-For the Winchester distinction between Ilostiarius and
Ostiarius, see above, p. 65 ; when one or other of these words is used in early
documents elsewhere it is not always easy to determine whether what we
should call an usher, or a boy, is meant. The Ilosiiarius by whom the Master
summoned delinquents to appear before him at Canterbury in 1311 is called
" his Usher " by Mr. Leaoh (op. cit. p. 250).
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principal duty, it appears, was to keep things quiet
in school, maxime ante ostium inter exeuntes et ineuntes.
There follows a passage of some interest : si contentio
sit de symbolo ipse litem comprimat; alio divertentes
aid diutius cum symbolo manentes deferat. Instead of
establishing your right to go out of School by " putting
up a roll", you obtained from the Ostiarius a token,
disputes about which he had to settle. What was
this token ? The Eton Consuetudinarium supplies
an answer. Ante septimam (horam), it tells us,
nemini . . . conceditur exeundi potestas; sed ne tune
quidem pluribus quam tribus semel, idque cum fuste
quern in hunc usum habent, egredi est permissum.1
The rod, like that of the engine-driver on some single
lines of rails, gave you leave to put yourself in motion.
-A writer of hexameters cannot name the Ostiarius,

but Mathew alludes to him in an interesting passage
of which I spoke in the last chapter.2

Bible-Clerk and Ostiarius, in the eighteenth century
as in the nineteenth, acted together in the discharge
of their main duties. Thus the Regulations of 1778
ordered-

That the Bible clerk and ostiarius shall be answerable for

all offences committed in the School Court on school-days. . . .
The Bible clerk and ostiarius are likewise to see that the

boys constantly return to school at one o'clock, which is the
stated hour in the afternoon on a school day ; and that they
do not loiter elsewhere.

That no boy presume to go into the College garden. For
any offence of this kind committed on school days, and within
school hours, the Bible clerk and ostiarius are responsible.3

There were many rules, some of them made by the
Masters, others by the boys themselves, relating to the
order in which the prefects in full power should enter

1 See a letter of Mr. J. S. Cotton to The Wykthamist, August 1899.
2 See above, p. 141. " Annals, pp. 411-12.
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upon their weekly or their daily course ; such rules
may be found scribbled in the copy of the Statutes to
which the boys formerly had access, or duly recorded
in Prefect of Hall's book. One of these entries shows

how great a man Prefect of Hall was, for he might
take his week or day when it suited him ; the others
are of little or no interest.



CHAPTER IX

CHAMBERS

BOTH the New College and the Winchester Statutes
contain Rubrics de Dispositions Camerarum. The
Winchester Rubric (XXXIV.) provides that the
scholars shall be lodged in the ground-floor chambers,
and though it does not say how many such chambers
they were to occupy, we know that under Wykeham's
arrangements the number was six. It was still six in
Mathew's time (v. 31), and it continued to be six till
1701, when the old School, minus what is now the
passage, became Seventh Chamber; why fourteen
years passed after the completion of the new School
before this happened we have no evidence to show.1
After 1701 there were seven scholars' chambers, all on
the ground floor, for more than a century and a half;
it was not till 1868 or 1869 that the Warden and

Fellows, to provide accommodation for a first instal-
ment of additional scholars,2 converted an upstairs
room, on the eastern side of Chamber Court, into
Eighth. The new Governing Body was constituted
in 1871, and soon afterwards the scheme of increase

1 Mr. Leach (History, p. 362) " strongly suspects " that the old School was
used during the interval to provide accommodation for commoners.-During
the period of the transformation the language of the College accounts is un-
fortunately terse ; solutum X. pro opere ut per billam is a frequent entry.
But the unusually large expenditure of £41 : Is. between 1699 and 1701
pro plancis et opere ut per billam may have been incurred in the new Seventh.

» See above, p. 101.
160
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was abandoned ; in 1873 it was again, as it is still,
the fact that pueros numerus septuagesimus arctat.
The process, however, of appropriating additional
rooms for the scholars, initiated for one purpose, was
continued for another on which Dr. Ridding's mind
was set. It was determined that, as opportunity
offered, their sitting-rooms and bedrooms should be
made distinct. Much accommodation upstairs was
allotted by the Statutes to Wykeham's resident
Fellows ; and the non-resident Fellows still made use
of it in the sixties when summoned to college meetings.
As their number and their functions 1 dwindled, their
visits became rare; the superiores cameras were
available for Dr. Ridding's purpose. They became
scholars' dormitories; and since 1903, when after
the death of Warden Lee the last of them 2 was set

free, all the scholars have slept upstairs. Four of the
inferiores camerce are now sitting - rooms pure and
simple ; the last trace of their having once been bed-
rooms as well disappeared in 1911 with the removal-
it is to be hoped that the removal will not mean the
destruction-of that venerable relic, Prefect of Hall's
bed. A fifth sitting-room was added in 1906 by the
conversion to that purpose of an unoccupied space
behind Sixth, which, or a part of which, was in
Mathew's time the quiristers' chamber.3 It is some-
what remote from Chamber Court; and in the
absence, wrote Prefect of Hall, of a convenient number
uthe self-evident notion of Thule was adopted for it".
Another excellent, if not self-evident, " notion " was

1 Under the Public Schools Act of 1868 the Fellows of the old regime
shared ecclesiastical patronage with the new Governing Body. Notice was
accordingly sent to them of meetings at which such patronage was to be
exercised, but I understand that they rarely if ever attended them.

J Exclusive of course of those chambers which now form part of the Second
Master's house.

3 Before its re-conversion into a chamber it had been divided into a
manciple's room and a wood-store.
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adopted when the room above Third, which tradition
or Mr. Kirby asserted that Bishop Ken had occupied
as Fellow, was styled " Ken". The original six
chambers appear to have been always known by
numbers only; our twentieth - century "Ken" and
" Thule " recall the fact that at New College, as at
King's, the scholars' chambers " were distinguished
originally by proper names 'V

So much for the number and the position of the
chambers. More important is the injunction, in the
Rubric concerning their " disposition ", that in each
chamber there shall be placed at least three older
boys to superintend the studies and watch the
behaviour of their fellows.2 It is probable that the
number of these " praepositors " was fixed from the

first at Wykeham's minimum, and that in the fifteenth
century as in the seventeenth-

Prtefecti octodecim seniores rite vocantur (v. 19) ;
Prsefecti camera tres prseponuntur in una (v. 33).

When a Seventh Chamber was added in 1701, it
became necessary either to increase their number to
twenty-one, or to place less than three of them in
some of the chambers.3 The former course would

have been in stricter accordance with the Rubric, but
the latter was adopted. The Long Roll of 1701 gives

1 Cockerell (p. 27) gives the names of the downstairs chambers at New
College : the Chamber of Three, the Vine, the Baptist's Head, the Serpent's
Head, the Crane's Dart, the Conduit, the Vale, the Christopher, etc. Willis
and Clark, who (misinterpreting Cockerell) say that the Winchester chambers
had these names, give the names of chambers at King's : Lyons Inn, Taylors
Inn, the Tolebothe, Horsekepers Inn, Colliers Inn, Barbers Inn, Coblers Inn,
Blockhowse, etc. (Architectural History of the University of Cambridge, i.
p. 331).

2 See above, p. 112.
3 Both the rule, three prefects to a chamber, and the limitation of the

number of prefects to eighteen, had been sometimes disregarded before 1701,
if the evidence of Long Rolls may be trusted. In 1677 four prefects are
assigned to Sixth, two to First; in 1688 four to Fourth, two to Fifth. In
1693 and in 1698 there were, apparently, nineteen prefects.
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three prefects each to First, Second, Fifth, and Sixth,
two each to Third, Fourth, and Seventh-an odd
arrangement, for Third and Seventh are the largest
rooms and lodged the largest number of boys ; but it
was still maintained in 1721. Ultimately a rough
proportion was established between the number of
prefects and the number of inferiors in a chamber;
for many years before 1869 there were three prefects
in Second, Third, Sixth, and Seventh ; two in First,
Fourth, and Fifth.

It was an established custom in the sixties that

particular chambers should be in the charge of parti-
cular College officers ; thus Prefect of Library was
always in Fifth, Prefect of Hall in Sixth, Prefect of
School in Seventh ; I remember being taught that
this last connection between officer and chamber was

due to Seventh having formerly been School, and that
it had never been broken since Seventh first became a

chamber. With one exception, however, such con-
nections were quite recent; that of Prefect of School
with Seventh, for instance, though seemingly sup-
ported by the fact that fully three-fourths of the
" marbles " l stated to be those of holders of that

office are to be found in that chamber, was not the
rule but the rare exception in the second half of the
eighteenth century.2 The only long-standing connec-
tion of the kind is that which the motto a-py^i avSpa
£et'£et, placed in Sixth by Charles Wordsworth, serves
to commemorate. Prefect of Hall was in Sixth in

1653, the year of Mr. Holgate's earliest Long Roll,
1 Slabs set into the walls of chambers, recording the names and dates of

individual Wykehamists.
2 The Long Rolls of the earlier part of the eighteenth century do not

enable us to trace the connection of officers with chambers ; but during the
forty-four years from 1757 to 1800 inclusive (for which our information is
complete) Prefect of School was only in Seventh twice-less often than in any
other chamber. In five years, by a strange arrangement, he was with Prefect
of Hall in Sixth, and therefore not even the senior prefect in his chamber.
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and he was still in Sixth in 1672, the only other year
before 1757 which marks a Prefect of Hall as such.
Between 1772 and 1803 it was the invariable custom

that this officer should put his marble, if he put it
anywhere, in Seventh; x but the evidence for his
occupation of Sixth is continuous from 1757 to 1914.
A regulation of the Warden and Fellows, made in
1778, gives a reason for his being there. It orders
" that the Prsepositor of the Hall do on school days,
and in school hours, keep the Court clear of the boys,
and send them into school; as he is placed in Sixth
Chamber for that purpose ".2 Sixth commands an
excellent view into Seventh Chamber Passage, but
Chamber Court may be much more conveniently
watched from First or Second or Fourth or Fifth.

The last words of the regulation, therefore, are not
convincing.3

" The principal difference ", says Sir H. Maxwell
Lyte, " between the arrangements of Winchester, and
those of Eton, consisted in the number of dormitories
provided for the scholars. At the former place there
were six, while at the latter there was but one, the
Long Chamber".4 Etonians will agree with Wyke-
hamists that the Winchester arrangement was the
better.5 When chambers were both dormitories and

1 That useful little book, Inscriptiones Wiccamicae (1885), notes 69 marbles
of Aulce Prafecti; the earliest is dated 1760. Between 1772 and 1803 such
marbles (as stated above) were placed in Seventh only ; between 1804 and
1817 they were placed in Seventh usually, but sometimes in Sixth ; between
1818 and 1885 only one such marble was placed in Seventh, and that for an
obvious family reason. Of the 69 marbles 37 are in Seventh and 27 in Sixth.

J Annals, p. 412.
3 A sinister indication of the pre-eminence of Sixth was that it was the scene

of floggings for the gravest offences-" Sixth Chamber Biblers " or " Sixth

Chamberings".
* M. L. p. 140.

6 See above, p. 99.-Mr. Leach has proved that the original arrangement
at Eton was the same as at Winchester (see above, p. 134), and has given good
reason for supposing that Long Chamber was at first " considered an im-
provement" (V. H. Bucks, ii, p. 173).
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" toy -rooms"1 it created "small compact groups"
which under favourable circumstances were a strength
to the whole community. But the groups were not
only small and compact; the special feature of the
Winchester arrangement, as Dean Wickham said, was
" the careful provision that among the ' inferiors ' in
a chamber every grade of standing should be repre-
sented ".2 One old Wykehamist had so profound a
belief in this system of small compact and carefully
graded groups that when building a boarding-house in
1868 he determined that the social life of his pupils
should be based upon it.3 The Culver House arrange-
ments of Dr. Fearon were indeed more truly Wyke-
hamical than those of College itself as Dr. Fearon
knew them. For the members of each of Wykeham's
groups spent not only the evening and the night, but
much of the day also, as socii concamemles, and so did
those of each of Dr. Fearon's ; whereas, when Dr.
Fearon was in College, chambers were closed from six
o'clock A.M. till six o'clock P.M., and School was the
common sitting-room of the whole society.

The importance of chambers in the life of the
scholars has been so great that it may be worth while
to speak in some detail of the closure to which I have
referred. The Founder, Charles Wordsworth told
College prefects, enjoined that seniors should watch
over juniors in cameris; but that injunction, he
argued, " was all-sufficient, because the chambers
were then open, and used as places of private study,
etc., during the day ".4 That chambers were so open
and so used in early times is certain. It is implied
in the language of the Statutes ; it is proved by a

1 l.e. rooms used in a greater or less degree as day-rooms.
2 W.C. p. 99.
8 See a paper, signed W. A. F., on " The Opening of Culver House " in

The Wykehamist for March 1911.
4 Christian Boyhood, i. p. 495.
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provision in the earlier version of the Tabula Legum
(In cubiculis . . . interdiu studetor) ; it is suggested
by some lines in Mathew's poem,1 and (as Words-
worth pointed out) by more than one passage in
Ken's Manual of Prayers (1674). It is true that in
some of his exercises Christopher Johnson seems to
speak (c. 1565) as if the use of chambers in the day-
time was unlawful. He is annoyed, he says, by
cessationes in cubiculis, ubi interdiu non morandum;
he lays down as a law for citizens of the Wykehamical
republic, in cubiculis aut olio quovis loco non morantor;2
he directs that boys qui cubiculum nisi legitime adeunt
are to be " accused ",3 But his language implies that
the cubicula, though not lawfully accessible at all
hours, were accessible, and it is, I think, loafing
instead of studying in chambers that he condemns.
It seems, indeed, that Wordsworth ante-dated the
closure which was in force when he held his second-

mastership (1835-45). He supposed, plausibly
enough, that it dated from the opening of School in
1687. But seventy years later 4 certain draft Regu-
lations suggest that the Warden and Fellows were
only then proposing to make chambers inaccessible at
certain times ; and though they went very far in that
direction in 1775,5 they retraced their steps soon
afterwards. For in 1778 not only was an order
issued which, while forbidding the scholars " to stand
between Doors, or to loiter in the Courts, or to walk
on the Sands, or sit on the Bench under the chapel
wall", required " that at proper times, and out of

1 See below, p. 159. 2 Themes, fol. 194. » Ibid. fol. 152 6.

4 The Regulations of 1756, of which we have only a rough draft, forbade
the boys (1) to go into chambers after early prayers or after Morning Hills or
Morning School ; (2) to breakfast in chambers ; (3) to light fires there except
at times appointed by the Schoolmaster or Usher ; but the most important
clause relating to chambers is printed at the end of this chapter.

5 " That the chambers be lock'd as they are clean'd, and all the keys
carried into ye School, or to ye Masters Lodgings who shall reside in College".
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school hours, they be kept close to their chambers " 1
-not only was that order issued in 1778, but on an
April afternoon of the same year a bad case of bully-
ing occurred in Fourth, when (as the victim's father
said that his son told him) some of the boys " were

learning their Books-chambers ".2 I suggest that the
closure, at any rate the complete closure, of chambers
during the daytime was put in force, possibly in
consequence of some later incident of the same kind,
between 1778 and 1798.3 For between 1789 and 1798

the Tabula Legum was revised,4 and in the rule for
chambers, interdiu studetor, vespere was substituted
for interdiu.

Of life in chambers, which, as lived in the first
half of the nineteenth century, has been pleasantly
described by Dean Wickham, Mr. Tuckwell, and
other writers, Mathew gives a rather austere picture
(vv. 34-44; 268-75). Between 5 and 5.30 in the
morning the " children " put on their clothes, combed
their hair, washed their hands and faces, swept their
chambers, made their beds, sang their psalm, and
said their prayers. With respect to the prayers, Ken
advised them a few years later to say them in Chapel
during that same half-hour (" between first and
second peal " ; see vv. 34-6, 45), so that they might
" avoid the interruptions of the common chamber ",
which must have been incessant. The sweeping and
bed-making, which were also required of the scholars
at Eton and at Westminster,5 are enjoined in the

1 Annals, p. 411. 2 Ibid. pp. 405-8.
3 Since writing the above sentences I find it recorded that it was ordered in

January 1799 that School should be lighted (at ruinous cost to Prefect of
School) from 4 to 6 on Remedies. This means that it was from that date that
afternoon " Books-chambers " began to be held, not in chambers, but in
School. « See below, p. 237.

5 The Consuetudinarium of 1560 shows this for Eton (Etoniana, No. 5,
p. 69); at Westminster the duties are prescribed by the Statutes of the same
year (B.C. p. 506). On August 7, 1646 (when Mathew was a boy at Win-
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earlier Tabula : Solum cubiculorum verritor ; sternuntor

lectuli. Some perfunctory sweeping was one of the
multifarious duties of a junior in my own school-days;
but " from the servile and foul office of making their
own beds and keeping their chambers clean " the boys
are said to have been relieved, at the instance of
Bishop Trelawny, in 1708.1 Trelawny advised the
appointment of " bed-makers " ; and the quarterly
payment of a shilling to " Ye bedmaker " is included
in a list of " fees from a child " drawn up by Warden
Nicholas in 1711.2 There were bed-makers in College
in 1756,3 so that, when in 1775 an Order (not quoted
in Annals] was made " that two able Men be ap-
pointed to make the Beds, clean the Chambers, and
black the Shoes of all the Boys ", this does not mean
that no bed-makers had been appointed before;4
perhaps the blacking of the shoes was a new require-
ment to which the existing bed-makers did not feel
equal. Hands and faces were washed, not in chambers,
but at the Aquceductus 5 (so the accounts of 1646-7
call it) in Chamber Court, just as at Eton they were
washed at " the children's pump ".6 The innovations
-Warden Huntingford would have condemned them

by that name 7-of laying on water in chambers and
providing a washing-room (" Moab ") for use in the

Chester), the Eton Provost (Rous) ordained, as a rule " for the SchoLIers",
" that they rise in the Long Chamber at five of the clocke in the morning, and,
after a psalme sung and prayers used, sweepe the Chamber, as they were
formerly wont to doe " (M. L. p. 236).

1 Trelawny's letter to the Warden and Fellows, dated September 16, 1708,
is given in Walcott, p. 197.

2 Annals, p. 383. 3 See the note at the end of this chapter.
1 Commenting on Trelawny's letter the Public School Commissioners said

in their Report (1864) : " We gather however that no bedmakers were in
fact appointed till lately. The Choristers were previously made to perform
the office " (i. p. 138). The Commissioners' informant was Warden Godfrey
Lee (P.S.C. p. 365), who was clearly mistaken.

'- Mathew calls it duclus aqute (v. 284).
« M. L. p. 140. i See below, p. 230.
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daytime were early improvements of Warden Barter's,
made in 1837-9 ; when a deputation of Eton collegers
asked for like conveniences about 1838, " it was dis-
missed " (in Huntingfordian style) " with the rebuff,
' You will be wanting gas and Turkey carpets next ' "-1
After sending off the children to Chapel at 5.30
Mathew does not speak of chambers again till he
describes the occupations of the evening ; but he
implies that they were used for study in the interval,
for, having brought the boys down from breakfast
soon after nine he proceeds :

Rursus ad undecimam pueros schola convocat horam ;
Interea studiis incumbimus (vv. 221-2) ;

and where could they do that, if not in chambers ?-
After supper itur ab aula ad cameras (v. 268) ; the
boys had some further refreshment (merenda) 2 a

little later, studied (probably) for an hour, sang an
evening psalm at eight, went to chapel, hurried back to
chambers, slipped into bed ; a prefect read a chapter,
and all was still.

Et lecto capita in lecto sibi quisque quiescit (v. 275).

Wordsworth printed tecto capite, missing the mean-
ing and the word-play ; both the manuscripts have
lecto capite, and the practice of reading a chapter
of the Bible at night, alike in the poet's time and
afterwards, is well attested. Warden Harris spoke of
it in 1645 3 - " after they are in bed ", he said, " a

chapter of the Bible is read by the Prepositor in every
chamber " ; 4 Ken briefly alluded to it in 1674 ; 5

the Warden and Fellows admonished the praspositors
in 1756 to be " punctual " in observing it, and they

1 M. L. p. 448. 2 See below, p. ]Q8.
" For the date see below, p. 250. * Annals, p. 339.

B Ken's Manual of Prayers, p. 17.
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repeated the admonition in 1778.1 The Latin psalms
which Mathew and his contemporaries sang both
morning and evening were compiled by Hugh Robin-
son 2 (Head Master 1613-26), but Latin psalms were
doubtless sung in chambers, in the morning at any
rate, as at Eton and Westminster,3 before Robinson's
headmastership. A document of 1539-40 shows that
at one time the morning devotions in chambers
must have been most exacting. It recites that an
old Wykehamist, William Fleshmonger, Dean of
Chichester, had lately panelled Hall, floored chambers,
provided oak bedsteads, given capce albae for use in
Chapel; and it declares that in commemoration of
these benefactions the children will every day for
ever, at second peal in the morning-the Latin psalm
was sung at first peal-, form themselves into two
distinct rows (in duos ordines distinctos)4 and sing
De profundis in alternate verses, adding a prayer for
the repose of the souls of Fleshmonger and his parents.5

The mention of Fleshmonger brings us to the
subject of the furnishing of chambers. Mr. Kirby
tells us that sixty-four oak bedsteads, costing a shilling
each, " were ordered at the opening of the College " ;

he adds that " they seem to have been mere trays to
hold the straw on which the scholars lay ".6 Walcott,
who knew nothing of these bedsteads, says that " the
beds in chambers were made of straw bundles, even
in the sixteenth century ".7 It is probable that the

1 Annals, p. 411.
2 Wordsworth (pp. 42-6) prints these psalms in full and gives interesting

proof that they were still used in the time of Dr. Warton.
3 See below, pp. 168-9.
4 Note Mathew's phrase (v. 41), in classem properant.
6 The importance of Fishmonger's benefactions is delightfully described

in the document, which I hope Mr. Chitty wiJl print.
6 Annals, p. 36. Not all the sixty-four bedsteads were intended, I imagine,

for the scholars ; see Rubric XXXIV., and below, p. 162.
' Walcott, p. 196.
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Wykehamical notion " clean straw " (for clean sheets)
is part of the foundation on which these statements
rest. Straw was undoubtedly used in the scholars'
bedding even at a later time than Walcott mentions,
but Mr. Leach has proved that as early as 1397-9,
for Founder's kin at any rate, it was " merely the
material sewn into the canvas to make a mattress "-1

The College provided fresh straw from time to time
at its own cost; thus in the accounts for 1504-5
there is an item of xxd. pro i carectate (=cart load)
straminis pro lectis puerorum, and in those for the
fourth quarter of 1646-7 (Mathew's last term at
Winchester) there is one of 12s. pro bigata (a two-
horse-cart load) straminis for the same purpose.2 In
the school-bill of John Hutton for his first term in

College, ending Christmas 1620, the following charges
were made :

For 5 ells and J of canvis . . .055
For 30 Ib. of flocks . . . 0 15 0

For a coverlid . . . . 0 10 0

For a payre of blanquetts . . .0110
3 yeards of teike for a boulster . .040
For making the bed, boulster, and blanquetts 0 1 2 3

Hutton was the son of an archbishop ; less wealthy
parents presumably had their sons' mattresses made
of the College straw, and paid no sixpence a pound for
"flocks".-Of Fleshmonger's oak bedsteads some

1 History, pp. 169-70. Mr. Leach's items show that the bedding of two
brothers, sons of T. Warrener, cost over £2, of which 2d. was for straw.
A charge of Id. pro stramine ad Uctum suum appears in the expenses of a
kinsman of the founder at the Merton College Grammar School c. 1300 (E.G.
p. 216).-Some interesting information on the use of straw as bedding will be
found in Skeat's The Past at our Doors, p. 139.-The evidence of Eton strongly
supports Mr. Leach's opinion about the Winchester bedding ; see V.H. Bucks,
ii.p. 162.

2 A payment of 4d. " for strawe for the childrens beddes " at Cippenham
during time of plague is entered in the Eton Audit Book for 1563-i (M. L.
p. 169).

3 WaJcott, p. 167.
M
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were burnt in the fire of 1815 ; x the rest, with one
exception,2 have disappeared in the course of the
past forty years. We are not informed how many
bedsteads Fleshmonger gave, but there was hardly
room in the six chambers for as many as seventy, and
items occur, in the accounts of Mathew's period,
which prove that many of the children then slept on
truckle-beds :3

In 1646-7 : pro duobus funiculis pro lectis duobus Puero-
rum trusatilibus, 0. 3. 0.

In 1647-8 : pro lecto trusatili empto pro 1° [? cubiculo]
Scholarium, 0. 6. 0.

In the same year : pro funiculo pro lecto in 1° Scholarium,
0. 1. 4.

Truckle-beds became unnecessary when Seventh
Chamber was opened in 1701 ; they probably dis-
appeared in that year, and it may be conjectured that
the legs of Fishmonger's bedsteads were then or
afterwards curtailed.-About the rest of the equipment
of chambers the College documents reveal very little.
The annual inventories take no account of chambers

at all; the chests and the mysteriously named4
"toys' (= bureaux) were the property of their
successive holders till 1818-19, when the "purchase of

1 Annals, p. 425. For the fire in question (which Mr. Kirby misdates) see
below, p. 165.

2 See above, p. 151.
3 There is a reference in 1543-4 to a " trokelbed " in the chamber of the

Warden of New College ; his servant no doubt slept in it.-A truckle-bed or
trundle-bed was " 

a low flat bed on castors that could be pushed " (hence
the name lectus trusatilis) " underneath a bedstead during the daytime and
pulled out again at night". At Winchester it was pulled out by a cord (funi-
culus). Servants, children, pupils (as at Winchester juniors) often slept in
truckle-beds. Skeat (Etymological Dictionary) quotes passages to prove that
they were used at both Universities. The Statutes of Magdalen provide
that in each chamber sint duo lecti principales et duo lecti rotates, trockyllbeddts
vulgariter nuncupali ; and a writer of 1606 refers to the time " when I was
at Cambridge and slept in a trundle-bed under my tutor".

« See, however, the W.W.13.
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the Toys and Chests in the chambers" cost the
College £74 : 8s.

Chambers were lighted in the evenings, less than
fifty years ago, by tallow candles1-a belated arrange-
ment, surely. Dean Colet would not tolerate the use
of tallow candles at St. Paul's in 1518. " In noo

tyme in the yere ", he wrote, " they shall vse talought
Candill in noo wyse but allonly wexcandill at the cost
of theyre ffrendes ".2 The tallow candles of the
sixteenth century were probably of very dubious
composition. In the Bailiffs' Ordinances for Shrews-
bury School (157f) it is directed that " no candle shall

be used in the said school for breeding diseases ", and
the rule that school-time shall in winter end at 4.30

is therefore qualified by the words " if daylight will
serve thereunto ".-Throughout the night a tall candle,
placed in a broad iron candlestick set against the wall
above the fireplace, gives a dim and flickering light in
every College chamber ; the candlestick is known as
a " functure ' (sometimes written " functior ")-a
word which puzzles etymologists.3 The use of the
functure-candle in the sixteenth century is proved by
the following item in the accounts for 1557-8 :

Item Johanni Dier4 pro decem duodenis candelarum
deliberatis [ = " delivered "] cameris puerorum et choristarum
xxs. Item eidem pro 25 duodenis ly wach-light deliberat.
ad usum puerorum nocte Is.

I shall note in the next chapter that its by-use for
what was known till lately as a " scheme" seems

1 Each inferior had his tallow candle; prefects were supplied with
composites.

2 See some remarks on this provision in Lupton's Life of Dean Colet, p. 173.
The Statutes of Guildford School (1608), to which Mr. Lupton refers, prescribe
the use of " clean waxen candles to keep light in the School during Winter "
(Carlisle, ii. p. 567).

3 See, however, W.W.B. pp. 23-4.
1 Mr. Chitty informs me that the firm of John Dyer and Son, Limited,

was supplying functure-candles to the College in 1913.
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to have been familiar to the Head Master about
1565.1

It is satisfactory to learn from the accounts that
in 1431 a mason was employed to stop cracks in the
chimney of Fourth ; the fact proves, says Mr. Kirby,
" that the chimneys in the scholars' chambers are
part of the Founder's design and were not added
afterwards".2 Even the Warden's principal room
("Election Chamber") had originally no fireplace3;
the old School had none-

Nee schola nostra focum complectitur, attamen omnes
Phcebeis radiis halituque calescimus oris (w. 107-8);

and the identification in Rubric XXXIV. of a certain

upstairs chamber as camera cum camino suggests that
the other upstairs chambers had none either. The
entry of 1431 permits the hope that the children,
when they come out of school in winter, warmed by
the rays of Phoebus or chilled by their absence, may
have enjoyed an occasional " half-faggot ". There is
no more cheerful blaze ; but the supply of faggots in
Mathew's time must have fallen far short of the

demand. In some minutes of meetings of the Warden
and Fellows I find that in 1765 " it was agreed to add
Eight Guineas to the Children's present allowance, viz.
£8 . 8s. Od., for Faggots in their Chambers" ; and Mr.
Kirby says that from moneys left by a former scholar,
John Taylor, " faggots extraordinary " were provided
after his death in 1777.4 Even so this method of

heating was too intermittent; the Public School
Commissioners, who seem to have seen a half-faggot
burning, reported in 1864 that the allowance was
" somewhat scanty ".5 Some old College men, who
remember the cheerfulness and forget the scantiness,
may regret that such a picture as Mr. Heywood

1 See below, p. 170. 2 Annals, p. 190.
3 Op. cit. p. 35. « Op. cit. p. 389. « Report, i. p. 138.
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Sumner drew of a faggot-blaze in Seventh* is a
picture of the past; but the scholars showed wisdom,
perhaps, when at a referendum made about 1900 on
the question " Coals or faggots ? ' they voted for
coals.

There were fires in Chambers in another and a less

agreeable sense in 1737 and 1815.2 Both of them
put the College to expense, and that of 1815 did
very serious damage. It broke out " in the Fellow's
Lodgings over first and second chambers", or, as The
Hampshire Chronicle says, " in the Eastern wing of
the quadrangle of St. Mary's College, near this city ",
and at first " it threatened destruction to the whole

of that venerable building". Warden Huntingford
praised the soldiers who worked the fire-engine from
the barracks and protected the furniture which was
lying about in the Court, but he specially noted the
heroism of " two or three Workmen, who ascended the
roof from the Court, and literally through fire and
water, sawed through the beams of the Roof, a little
before the angle which connects the East and North
sides of the Quadrangle, thus stopping the com-
munication of the flames, and, under Providence,
saving the rest of the College ".3 The Hampshire
Chronicle, with less discrimination, awarded the
highest commendation to " the laudable activity '
and " the unwearied exertions " of " persons of all
descriptions " who helped in extinguishing the flames.
Mr. Kirby, viewing the matter from a strictly bur-
sarial standpoint, has expressed himself differently.
" The College ", he says, 

" 

was invaded by a horde of
1 The lichen Valky, Plate XI.
2 Mr. Kirby says, on March 24, 173J and on November 10, 1810 (Annals,

pp. 394, 425). An " original note " to a MS. poem of 1738, however, gives the
year of the first fire as 173? (The Wykehamist, March 30, 1909) ; and Warden
Huntingford (MS. Annals), The Hampshire Chronicle, and Prefect of Hall's
book, fix the date of the second fire as Friday, November 10, 1815.

8 From Huntingford's MS. Annals.
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hungry citizens. . . . No fewer than 257 people re-
ceived small sums, amounting to £42 . 6s., on the plea
of having helped 'V The fire broke out, says Hunting-
ford, " at about four o'clock " in the morning, and it
was not till " about 11 A.M." that " the flames were

got under". They were, perhaps, at their fiercest
when Prefect of Hall made this entry in his book:
" College was burnt November 10th, 1815 at 52 o'clock
in the morning". Things were not so bad as that;
but the room above First suffered most severely ;
" first and second chambers were rendered unin-
habitable " ; the top story above them " was de-

stroyed, the fire running along the Roof". In the
subsequent rebuilding the picturesque gables and
chimneys represented in old drawings 3 were replaced
by the unlovely line which so seriously mars the view
of College from the Warden's garden.

NOTE TO CHAPTER IX

AMONG Orders issued, or proposed to be issued, " at a
General Meeting of the Warden & Society " held in December
1756 is the following :

on School Days
" 6) That when tfee Bedmakera shall have done %ke»

work, the Chamber Doors be kept locked ; "& £ke keys fee
brought i&te %fee School; And, that the Praepr of the School
shall hang them eve? fcfee Pulpit is oight el tfe^ Schoolmaster;
A at Breakfast-time, shall visit all the Chambers & lock the

afterwards deposit the
Doors, if any be found open ; & be is likewise £e
keys with the Schoolmaster

£fee keyo tbe remainder el £ke 4ay, hanging them «p m
afternoon, as i» fcfee morning ".

1 Annals, p. 394.
a " 5 " was afterwards changed to " 3 ".
3 E.g. in Loggan's famous picture (1675) and in a drawing by S. H. Grimes

(1777) reproduced in the Victoria History of Hampshire, vol. v. (facing p. 20).
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With respect to the appointment of bed-makers, of whom
I have spoken on p. 158, it is noticeable that in the Register
of Servants and others admitted and sworn from 1682 on-

wards (see L.R. ii. pp. 336-42) the name of no bed-maker
(ad sternendos Scholarium lectos Minister) appears before 1817,
though the names even of Sub-Lixae are recorded in 1776
and 1798.



CHAPTER X

EARLY RISING

AT the fifth hour one of the praepositors of the chamber,
who are four in number, . . . thunders forth Surgite. They
all immediately get up together, and while dressing offer
prayers, which each begins in turn ; the rest follow in alternate
verses. When the prayers are over they make their beds.
Then each one sweeps out the dust beneath his own bed into
the middle of the chamber. . . . Then they all go down in
a long line, two and two, to wash their hands.

At the fifth hour one of the prsepositors of the chamber,
who are four in number, ... is to thunder forth Surgite.
They are all to get up immediately, and kneeling down to
offer their morning prayers, which each is to begin in turn;
the rest are to follow in alternate verses. . . . When the

prayers are over they are to make their beds. Then each
one is to sweep out the dust beneath his own bed into the
middle of the chamber. . . . Then they are all to go down
in a long line, two and two, to wash their hands.

[At the fifth hour] " Surgite, are you snoring ? " cries the
prefect; " Come, the bell is ringing ; get up, get up, you
sluggards ! " Get up they must; they put on gowns and
shoes and breeches, hurry into line, and when the bell stops
ringing begin, half-dressed, to sing a Latin psalm. After-
wards they must sweep out their chambers and comb their
hair ; make their beds and wash hands and face.

You would say that these three extracts refer to
the same school and the same period; but that is
not the case. The first describes the practice of
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Eton in 1560; the second lays down rules to be
observed at Westminster from 1560 onwards ; the
third is a quotation from Mathew's poem, and describes
the practice of Winchester in 1647.1 Something is
said in an appendix about the documents from
which the first two passages are taken, and in the
chapter on Chambers details of the descriptions are
discussed. At present we are concerned only with
the hour of getting up, which, we have seen, was five
o'clock at Winchester in 1647.2

What was it in the Founder's time ? For ordinary
week-days the Statutes do not help us to an answer,
but they required that on Sundays and holy-days the
boys should attend mattins, from which on other
days they \vere excused. The regular time for
mattins was between four and five, but the festivitas
of particular days, or other reasonable cause, per-
mitted the Warden or the Sacrist3 to fix them on

such days for an earlier or a later hour.4 It would be
unduly optimistic to suppose that the tender age of
many of the scholars seemed a reasonable cause for
putting mattins late, even on the most festive days ;
at Eton in 1560 bedtime on Christmas Day was
seven o'clock for the delightfully conservative reason
that in former times the children had been required
to rise for mattins between three and four.5 We have

the clearest evidence from Christopher Johnson that
1 Etoniana, No. 5, p. 69 ; B.C. p. 506 ; Mathew, w. 34-44.
2 Certain " Rules for the Schollers " at Eton, dated August 7, 1646, show

that the hour of rising was then what it had been at Eton in 1560 and what it
was at Winchester in 1647. See the passage quoted from these rules in
note 5 to p. 157.

' The annual office of Sacrist, instituted by Wykeham, was held by one
of the Fellows ; the stipend was 13s. 4d. This official continued to exist
in the nineteenth century ; in a book of Resolutions of the Warden and
Fellows Mr. Rashleigh added " Sacrist" to his signature in 1840 and in
1846.

1 Rubric XXIX.

6 Slatim a septima itur cubitum, quia surgendum erat quondam pueris, inter
tertiam el quartam, ad preces matutinas (Etoniana, No. 5, p. 69; see also p. 67).
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Even in 1810 the Warden and Fellows told the

Informator and Hostiarius that they really must go
to morning chapel. The growth of numbers, they
insisted, made their presence necessary " to prevent
improprieties ", and they again employed the rather
coarse argument from wages : " if more Attendance

is needed ' than of old, " the Emoluments are
greater "-1

To return to the boys : both in 1560 and in 1647
they rose (or should have risen) at five, and went to
Chapel at 5.30. When, therefore, Archbishop Ban-
croft urged upon the Fellows in 1608 that " for the
weeke of their course " they should " be every day
present at morning prayer at six of the clock, soe to
give good example and encouragement unto others
for frequenting the same ",2 he should, apparently,
have said " 5.30 " instead of " six ". Chapel was
till quite recent times the boys' first engagement;
getting up at five meant chapel at 5.30 ; and we have
positive evidence that the boys did get up, or should
have got up, at five all the year round till the beginning
of the eighteenth century, when the humane Bishop
Trelawny " substituted 6 A.M. for 5 A.M. as the hour
of rising during the winter half year ".3 At some
later date the traditional five o'clock of the unwintry
months was changed to 5.30 ; in September 1807 a
newly admitted commoner told his mother that " we

get up at half past five, and go to chapel at six ",4 and
these were still the appointed summer hours in Robert
Lowe's school-days ; boys had to be " down ", he tells
us, in summer at six, and in winter at 6.45.5 Prefect

1 " This requirement ", they added, " is no Innovation. It is only reverting
to the system previous to 1766".

2 Annals, p. 306. » Plumptre, Life of Ken, p. 36.
1 From a letter quoted by Mr. Holgate in an article on " Arnold at Win-

chester " (The Wykehamist, July 30, 1895).
6 Patchett Martin, Life of Lord Sherbrooke, i. p. 8.
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of Hall's book tells us that during " Short Half Year,
1847" chapel was postponed till seven, but the
indulgence was exceptional; Lowe's account held
good till 1862. "Till the present half year", said
Dr. Moberly in May of that year, " the rule has been

to meet in chapel at six between Lady Day and
Michaelmas, and at 6.45 during the rest of the year.
In this half year we have shifted the time to seven
and 7.30, and I think it probable that we may continue
this or some such arrangement of hours ".* In 1867
Dr. Ridding postponed chapel till after morning
school; but, subject to the qualification which that
alteration requires, Dr. Moberly's prophecy has been
fulfilled ; seven (in the most wintry part of winter
7.30) continues to be the hour of first assembling.

Dr. Moberly gave a further indication in 1862 of
the softening of opinion to which his reform of that
year bears witness. With chapel postponed till seven
in summer and 7.30 in winter, he still felt doubtful
whether, when Mr. Du Boulay's house was built-
it is "a quarter of a mile off' -, he would be able to
get its members to the morning service. " We have
not", he said, " given up all hope ; but at present '
(meaning, while they were temporarily housed in
Cheesehill Street) " they do not come ",2 Some hardy
veterans declare that too many of the changes of the
past fifty years at Winchester have been of the
softening sort; it should reassure them to know that
successive generations at Southgate Hill have made
light of the quarter of a mile, and have appeared at
early chapel and early school like other people.

1 P.S.C. p. 359. " Ibid. p. 341.



CHAPTER XI

BREAKFAST

THE hour of the scholars' breakfast (ientaculum) in
1647 was nine o'clock on school-days ; on remedies
it must have been still later, for at nine they were
only just leaving the top of Hills, where they had
gone directly after chapel (w. 213, 164). Even on
school-days the bell of summons must have been as
eagerly awaited as the " soft and silvery sound-I
know it well- ' of the bell which meant "beef and

beer" to Calverley.

Hoc bene cognotum per tintinnabula tempus (v. 214);

for the boys had left their beds four hours before it
rang. It is difficult to believe, but it is true, that
this long (or even a longer) period of fasting was
endured till far into the nineteenth century; in Dr.
Moberly's school-days (1816-22) the scholars got up
at 5.30 and rarely had breakfast till ten,1 and we have
evidence for the same hours in Commoners as late as

1825-9.2 Breakfast-time was put earlier soon after-
wards, and in 1847 it was fixed, for the College boys,
at eight on school-days and 8.30 on remedies and
holidays ; but it was not till getting-up-time was put
later in 1862 that the interval between them ceased

1 D.D. p. 21.
2 Patchett Martin, Life of Lord Sherbrooke, i. p. 8.
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to be unreasonably long. In days when breakfast
was non-existent, or was a luxury, there was a Norman
or Saxon rule, " Rise at five, dine at nine 'V which
seems hard doctrine; but the Winchester rule of
1647, " Rise at five, breakfast at nine or later ", seems
harder doctrine still, especially when we learn what
the Winchester breakfast was. It was just bread and
beer (v. 218), so that when twelve o'clock came the
boys brought " barking stomachs ': to their dinner
(v. 238). When the bread and beer, supplied by the
"bread butler" and "beer butler", had been con-
sumed, " Down ", cried Prefect of Hall, as he did in
my time after tea, and down the boys went without
delay (w. 218-20). An Oxford don of the eighteenth
century fulminated against " Jentacular Confabula-
tions " -a consequence, so he declared, of " the
fashionable vice " of drinking tea and coffee ; 2 but

Wykeham had graver objections to lingering over
meals ; it led, in his judgment, " to scurrilities and
evil-speaking, and, what is worse, to detractions and
strife ".3

The word ientaculum-the Bursars usually wrote
jantaclum-appears very often in the College accounts
of the fifteenth century. A breakfast was given to
Waynflete, then Provost of Eton, in 144-3, and
another to many distinguished guests on his enthrone-
ment as Bishop of Winchester in 144|.4 The
hospitality offered on such occasions was not always
disinterested. In 1443 the Bursars naively noted
that some of the guests were entertained pro amicitiis
suis habendis in an important matter of business ;
and in 1463 a jantaclum was given to a jury pro

1 Though it was added that the observance of the rule would " make a
man live to ninety and nine ", such longevity hardly seems desirable on such
conditions.

2 J. R. Green, Oxford Studies, pp. 82, 277.
s Rubric XV. * Annals, pp. 202, 205.
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favoribus suis habend. against " the unjust indict-
ment " of a College tenant at the Winchester Assizes.1
But whether the hospitality was disinterested or not,
these and other breakfasts were for more or less

distinguished visitors, on special occasions ; for the
members of his society, on ordinary days, Wykeham
was no believer in ientaculum ; it was only to the
younger boys that the meal was ever permitted by
the Statutes ;2 for all others prandium and cena were
enough.3 At New College, therefore, no provision
was made for breakfast, though we are allowed " to
hope that those who could afford it took a crust of
bread and a flagon of beer before going out to the
Schools " 4 at six o'clock. When the older boys at
Winchester began to have breakfast like the younger
cannot, perhaps, be determined ; but an allusion in
Johnson's Themes points to its having been a normal
meal in normal circumstances before 1565 ; 5 Bishop
Home spoke of it as a normal meal a few years later;6
and in 1593 the Supervisors directed that the School-
master should go into school at 7 and come out at 9,
" 

so that the scholars may have their meal at the

1 Annals, pp. 202,212. Compare the judicious gift of a salt-cellar to Thomas
Cromwell in the following century : Sol. pro reparacione unius salsarii dat.
Mr° Cromwell secretario Din Regis pro favore suo habendo in causis Colkgii
Vs. Xd.

2 Rubric XIII. : Scolares infra sextum decimum etatis sue annum jantacula
habeant . . . diebus et lemporibiis debitis el consuetis.-The founder of Queen's
provided, c. 1340, that his schoolboys should have breakfast "out of the
broken meats and victuals of the Fellows " (V.H. p. 275).

3 A correspondent of The Times (December 6, 1912) writes : " I see it

asked in The Times, ' How to be Healthy ? ' Never eat more than two meals
daily. I have never eaten more than two meals all my life. Sir William
Jenner told me, if every man only ate two, no doctors would be wanted. I
am now 92, and never was ill a day in my life".

4 R. and R. p. 58.-An undergraduate of Jesus College, Cambridge, wrote
to his mother in 1662 : " After we come from chapel in the morning, which is
towards eight, we go to the Butteries for our breakfast, which is usually five
farthings ; an halfepenny loafe and butter, and a cize " (i.e. half a pint) " of
beer " (Chr. Wordsworth, Social Life at the Universities, p. 121).

6 Themes, fol. 2, « V. A. & I. p. 329.
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usual time, and that neither their bodies be worn out
by too long a fast, nor their minds by application
without intermission "-1 Even in 1630, however,
breakfast was still a concession - to early rising, and
no longer only to early years ; for in that year " the

Fellowes of New Colledge", when urging that the
Warden might require the two Masters to attend
morning prayers, pointed out that it was " for this

cause principally ' that they " have a breakfast
allowed them euery day, which the fellowes have not ".2
From another document we learn that there were
" 

no Breakfasts >: for the Fellows of New College
either. - The Winchester authorities, it appears, were
more generous in the matter of breakfast than those
of Eton and of Westminster. The Head Master of

Eton wrote in 1530 that the boys " come to schole at

vj of the Clok . . . at ix they say de profundis '
(cf. v. 216) " & go to brekefaste ", returning to
school " with in a quarter of an howre ",3 and Thomas
James's Account of the Eton Discipline, written in 1766,
tells us that on a whole holiday, after nine o'clock
" absence ", " the boys are supposed to breakfast " ; 

4

but Sir H. Maxwell Lyte, commenting on this passage,
says : " From other sources of information we learn

that the College did not supply breakfast for any
of the boys ; it affected to ignore the need of such
a meal ".5 At Westminster, " by accident or design,
no hour was assigned for breakfast " in the Statutes,
and the omission " came at last to provide the

1 History, p. 316.
2 The Head Master, hating early rising like his predecessor, had shifted

his time of attendance at morning school from 7-9 to 8-9.30. The Fellows
objected on more than one ground. The new hours were too short, and
they "draw breakfast and dinner too neare together". A better ground
to take would have been that suggested by the Supervisors of 1593, that
such hours drew getting up and breakfast too far apart.

3 E.G. p. 450. l Etoniana, No. 7, p. 89.
6 M. L. p. 309.

N
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Chapter with an excuse for not supplying it " ; even

in the earlier years of the nineteenth century ' the
Chapter gave the boys no breakfast, and they had to
pay for it in a boarding house 'V

We have seen that in 1647 the Winchester ienta-

culum was panis et potus, bread and beer ; but before
1712 the menu had undergone a thorough revision.
In or about that year the Sub-Warden and Bursars
printed a paper which throws so much light, not only
on this question of breakfast, but on the whole
domestic economy of the College, that Mr. Kirby
very rightly reprinted it in full.2 The paper, which is
styled An Account of such Alterations as have lately
been made in the Commons of the Scholars of Winchester
College, begins with the assertion that its authors,
" out of their tender Care", had lately " amended
and enlarged' these commons. But, it appears,
" 

some Arts '' -the arts, I think, of Warden Nicholas,
with whom the Fellows had quarrelled - had been
used to disparage their "Amendments and Addi-
tions "; they therefore, " in Vindication of the
Honour of the Society ", thought proper to describe
them. " Till lately ", they wrote, the boys had for
breakfast on five days of the week " broth sav'd"
from the beef or mutton of the previous day; on
Fridays and Saturdays they had " nothing". For
dinner, both on Fridays and Saturdays, they had no
meat,3 only a pennyworth of butter and cheese.
For supper, on Fridays they had " nothing "; on
Saturdays, " baked-Pudding made up with water"
and costing l|d.-I may notice in passing that the
scholars' allowances stand in rather piquant contrast
to those made to the Warden on the same days of

i Sargeaunt, pp. 38, 231. See also P.S.C. pp. 455 seqq.
2 Annals, pp. 379-81.

3 In T. A. Trollope's time (1820-8) baked plum-pudding was served instead
of beef at the mid-day meal on Fridays and Saturdays (T. A. T. p. 101).
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the week. On " fish days " in 1629 the Warden had
" two lings " ; "in fresh fish, butter and eggs, weekly
8s."5 with " 100 oysters every Friday, and every
fast day, 100 'V Fasting, historians tell us, was
enjoined by Parliament after the Reformation for
two reasons : because due and godly abstinence was
a means to virtue, and because fish-days gave a
stimulus to the fishing trade. " For these causes
Fridays, Saturdays " and certain other days " were

ordered to be observed in the usual manner ".2 At

Winchester the two objects of fasting were attained
by a division of labour; the scholars practised the
abstinence, and the Warden gave the stimulus.-But
by 1712 all this had been changed ; the Bursars were
now spending 2|d. per week per scholar beyond what
they had spent " till lately ". " Boiled mutton and
broth " had replaced the watery pudding of Saturday's
supper; even on Friday there was " boiled mutton

without broth " ; and at breakfast on both days
there was " sav'd broth '; instead of " nothing ".
We must remember that the word " nothing " is not,
it would seem, to be taken literally ; such was the
tender care of the Sub-Warden and Bursars for the

scholars that they gave them bread and beer, even on
Fridays and Saturdays, without boasting of their
bounty or counting its cost.

We hear no more in later years of the saved broth
of the Account; the arts of designing persons, or
some unskilfulness on the part of the cooks, or perhaps
their penchant for perquisites,3 may have brought it
into disfavour and caused its withdrawal. Before
1756 it seems to have become fashionable to absent

oneself from the official breakfast; for " the Warden

1 Annals, p. 321.
2 2 & 3 Edward VI. cap. 21 ; Froude's History of England, chap, xxxiv.

8 See Annals, p. 351.
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and Society" drafted an order in that year that
the scholars, " when they come out of the School,
or return from Hills, to Breakfast, shall directly go
into the Hall; and not Breakfast in their Chambers,
or elsewhere". In 1766 a wish must have been

expressed for something more than bread and beer,
for after the " Election Scrutiny': the Supervisors
advised the Society " to allow Butter and Cheese to
the Children for their Breakfasts". Whether the

advice was taken at the time does not appear; but
butter, not always in too clean a condition,1 was
supplied with bread and beer for breakfast in the
early years of the nineteenth century.2 Even in the
forties the meal was very rough and ill-regulated;
as Mr. Tuckwell, who describes it, says, " the system
lacked repose ".3 Prefects supplemented their com-
mons from their own resources, and made juniors
toast and fry; * a regulation of Warden Barter's,
dated September 14, 1833, that " in Hall no boy is
to be so employed as to prevent him from making a
comfortable meal", was entirely disregarded.-Warden
Huntingford would never countenance either tea or
coffee; " William of Wykeham knew nothing, I
think, of tea " is quoted as the excuse of a Hostianus
for smashing the boys' tea-things when he found
them in chambers ;5 and it was not till 1838 that
tea took the place of beer at breakfast.6 Even then

1 " The fag had to run down to Conduit to clean the butter, which was
done by battering it against the trencher with a knife under a stream of water "
(Mansfield, p. 80).

2 See The Wykehamist, December 1896. * Tuckwell, pp. 29-31.
1 There was no fagging at breakfast in the sixties, but there was plenty

of it at tea, when toasted cheese was made from a recipe which would make the
fortune of a London tavern. Its makers were known as "breakfast fags".

6 T. A. T. p. 110 ; Rich, p. 24.
" As early as 1807 commoners were provided with a cup of milk instead of

beer ; some of them had also " a sixpenny cup of coffee " at their own expense
(The Wykehamist, June 1895).-The Westminster prospectus of 1818 states:
" No Tea allowed, except on Sunday mornings " (Carlisle, ii. p. 111).
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it could not be made in " hatches ", and the College
servants could not be expected to make it; it was
at first supplied by contract with the College Street
confectioner, and was made till 1862 in a special
" tea-room ", which was entered from the south-eastern
corner of Hall.1 The room was removed when the
Tower was rebuilt in 1862-3.

I have spoken in this chapter of the meagre fare
of Fridays before 1712, and may here notice a passage
in our poem which the Account of that year illustrates.
Mathew tells us that on Fridays Fourth Book read
Terence, and he continues :

Comcedo scena paratur,
Cocta tamen nulla est comedoni coena petenti (w. 191-2).

No supper was cooked in 1647 for the ravenous
scholar on a Friday, just as, according to the Account
of 1712, his commons had been " till lately " a penny-

worth of butter and cheese, with bread and beer
thrown in. Our poet is fond of playing upon words,2
but his play upon comedo and comosdus, scena and
ccena, is not original; it is borrowed from Robinson's
Grammatlcalla Qucedam :3

Comaedi scenam, comedones quaerite caenam.

1 For this tea-room see further below, pp. 206, 388 (note 3).
2 See, e.g., w. 158, 190-91, 197, 275.
* P. 21. The Grammaticalia Qu&dam forms part of the volume which

contains the Rhetorica brevis. See above, p. 5.



CHAPTER XII

DINNER

MATHEW'S description (vv. 224-47) oiprandium, which
I will call dinner, though in the earlier years of the
nineteenth century it was to their evening meal that
the scholars gave that name,1 is detailed and very
interesting; it brings to our notice many quaint or
picturesque usages which survived till lately or still
survive. I propose to speak in this chapter (1) of the
hour of dinner ; (2) of the presence or absence of the
Warden and other magistri; (3) of the saying or
singing of grace ; (4) of the reading of the Bible before
the meal or during it; (5) of " Tub " and Prefect of
Tub ; and, lastly, (6) of some miscellaneous peculi-
arities in the service.

1. In his lively essay on The Casuistry of the
Roman Meals De Quincey remarks that dinner " has
travelled through every hour from ten in the morning
to ten at night " ; but the well-known story at which
he glances, how our Princess Mary wrecked her royal
husband's health in 1514 by insisting that he should
shift his dinner hour from 8 A.M. till 12-so the figures
are usually given-, shows that the essayist " might
have pushed the hour hand further back ".2 A dia-

1 " In the long half year, 1838, the dining hour was altered from 6 o'clock
to 1".-"In the short half year, 1838" there follows this corollary: "No
dinners will be allowed to be brought into College " (Prefect of Hall's book).

2 J. R. Green, Oxford Studies, p. 34.
182
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logue in Corderius's Colloquies shows that at about the
same date, at Lyons or Geneva, 8.30 was regarded as
a somewhat early, 10.30 as a somewhat late, dinner-
hour by school-boys who had had some breakfast.1-
The Winchester Statutes fix no hours for meals ; but

Wykeham's rule about breakfast,2 and the practice of
Oxford colleges in his time, suggest that 10 is a
likelier hour for the original prandium than the 12
of our poet's day ; at Eton both in 1530 3 and in 1560
(hora undecima omnes longo or dine in aulam procedunt,
says the Consuetudinarium) the hour was II.4 It
continued to be 12 at Winchester till far into the

eighteenth century, and it was 12 at Eton in 1766.5
In 1825 the Winchester mid-day meal, attendance at
which was not always enforced, was at 12.45 ; dinner
(so called by the boys) was at 6.

2. The Statutes required that the whole Society,
including the Warden, should dine and sup in Hall
(Rubric XIV.); they only allowed the Warden to
take his meals in his own rooms (se&rsum) in case of
illness or for other necessary or reasonable cause.
Early Wardens may have felt the requirement to be
irksome ; it marked some inferiority in their status
to that of the Wardens of New College, who had an
establishment of their own, with two cooks who

1 The dialogue proceeds as follows :
C. When will you get your dinner ? Quando vis prandere ?
D. I have dined already. Ego jam prandi.
C. At what a-Clock ? 

' 

Quota hora ?

D. At half an Hour past Eight. Sesqui-octava.
C. Do you dine so early then ? . . . Tarn mane igitur prandetis ? . . .

We do not dine till Half an Non prandemus ante sesquide-
Hour after Ten, and some- cimam, interdum ab undecima.
times after Eleven.

D. O strange 1 Why no sooner ? Papae ! Cur non citius ?
-Corderius's School Colloquies, English and Latin, by Charles Hoole, pp. 15,16.

2 See above, p. 17C. 3 E.G. p. 450.
1 Under the Bailiffs' Ordinances of 157J for Shrewsbury School " the going

to dinner of the scholars shall ever be at 11 of the clock ".

6 Thomas James's Account of Eton Discipline (Eloniana, No. 7, p. 102).
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occasionally dined with the Fellows or the scholars 1;
they probably found necessary or reasonable cause
for frequent absence. After the Reformation a fresh
excuse was soon forthcoming ; Warden Bilson (1585-
96) had married a wife. I remember a little book
which purveyed English history for English nurseries
in the form of distichs; there was but one distich
for each reign, an arrangement which made selection
among important incidents imperative, and the author
of the distichs sometimes selected domestic incidents :

Bluff Harry the Eighth to six spouses was wedded ;
One died, one survived, two divorced, two beheaded.

Similar distichs were written on the reigns of our
Wardens ; and for that about Bilson, who was a
person of consequence, being one of the very few
Wardens of Winchester who became bishops, a
domestic incident was likewise selected :

Magnae aulse mensis (Bilsone Authore) relictis
Privatas custos coepit habere dapes.

Like Henry VIII.'s marriages, however, Bilson's
preference for family meals was a matter of public
as well as of private concern ; it was 

" 

a step towards
the destruction of the collegiate system", and an
earlier step than was taken elsewhere; at West-
minster it was not till Osbaldeston's time (1622-38)
that " the general dinner in Hall fell into disuse " ;2
at Eton it was not till 1646-7, the year in which
Mathew's poem was written.3 In 1661 the Supervisors

1 R. and. R. p. 53.
2 " Celibacy had gradually ceased to mark the life of the Prebendaries,

and they preferred to take their meals in their own houses " (Sargeaunt,
p. 72).

3 On the authority of the Eton Audit Book for 1646-7 Sir H. Maxwell Lyte
writes (p. 237) : " A further step . . . was taken at this time, by allowing
commons to the Fellows in money instead of in kind. Thenceforth any of
them who happened to be in residence took their meals in their private rooms
instead of in the College Hall ".
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made a belated complaint to the Bishop that Warden
Burt, when admonished to dine and sup in Hall,
alleged his wife and children as a reason for absence,
adding that Wardens had absented themselves ever
since Bilson's time ; in 1662 they stated in their report
that the Warden " never* dines or sups in Hall except
at Election " ; it appears that in 1668 " the choristers,
who ought to be waiting in Hall, are so far exempted
from this duty, that they become appropriated to
Mr. Warden ".2 Attendance in Hall was freely shirked
by the Fellows also; in 1608 Archbishop Bancroft
required that " the dyett of the Fellows should not
be taken but only in the Colledge Hall except it be in
time of sicknesse " ; in 1617, 1621, 1631, the Super-
visors charged them with dining and supping alibi
intra Collegium, or taking their commons outside ; in
1636 Archbishop Laud reminded them, as well as the
Warden and the Chaplains, of what the Statutes
enjoined in this particular.3 When, therefore,
Mathew speaks of a dominus as presiding in Hall
(v. 242), it is safest to identify that dignitary with
the Schoolmaster, to whom the same title is given in
v. 141.4

" The Shew of Collegiate Living " by the Fellows
became fainter and fainter in the seventeenth, and
practically vanished before the eighteenth century ;
a monition of Warden Bigg in 1740, that they should
at least preserve it by sometimes " Dining together
publickly in the Hall", was entirely unsuccessful.
As residence became more and more infrequent,

1 " Never " was perhaps too strong a word, or later Wardens may have
disregarded the Bilsonian precedent. When a Verney plre brought his son
to Winchester as a commoner in 168£, the Warden and the Head Master, be
wrote, " made us Dine w«> them in the Hall " (R. T. Warner, Winchester, p. 43).

2 Annals, p. 351,
3 Ibid. p. 322.
' In the metrical version of the older Tabula Legum we find dominus

substituted for prceceptor.
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' the Society " began to regard attendance in Hall as
though it were a statutory obligation of the School-
master and Usher only; they lectured Goddard,
Gabell, and Williams accordingly. In spite of such
reminders both masters continued to absent them-

selves from meals 1 till 1837, when an annual sum of
£50 was offered to the Second Master to secure " that

he do, either by himself or deputy, provide that every
day a Master be present in Hall from the beginning
to the end of dinner " (which had become scandal-
ously turbulent) " and witness the Grace at both
these times ".

3. Grace before Meat was said in 1647 by qui-
cunque solet benedicere menses . . . novem sociis comi-
tatus (w. 226-7). The last words have suggested
that this person was one of the Fellows, but it is un-
likely, as we have seen, that the Fellows dined in Hall
in 1647, at any rate in full numbers ; and, as the
Tabula Legum was a code for the boys to observe, its
injunction qui mensam consecrat dare pronunciato
proves that the grace-sayer was a boy-either a
prefect " in course " for the purpose, or (as I prefer
to think) Prefect of Hall as now. His " nine com-
panions ' were presumably the other prefects " in
full power " who sat at the same table. Grace was

probably said in Latin. It is true that in 1547
Edward VI.'s commissioners had required that " all
grace to be said or sung within the College . . . shall
be henceforth said or sung evermore in English",2
and that in 1571 Bishop Home had issued a similar
injunction, giving as his reason that the clerks,
quiristers, and servants " do not all understand the
Latin tongue " ; 3 but Puritan requirements were not
likely to be effective without constant Puritan pressure.

1 In T. A. Trollope's time (1820-8) " no master was ever present in hall"
(T. A. T. p. 106). 2 Annals, p. 263. 3 V.A. & I. p. 329.
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When the meal was over the Bible-Clerk, so
Mathew tells us,

Advenit ad mensam, quse dicta est mensa rotunda,
Qua licet officio functis ientare,

for what purpose we shall see in a moment; mean-
while, a word must be said about this table. Was it
round, or was it only " called " so ? was it, in fact, like
the table which now serves the same purpose, square ?
In the inventory of 1672 there is an entry : ' Item, in

the Hall, a square table called the Round " ; and in
those of 1651 and 1652 we find that there was in Hall

" 1 new square table for the children "-1 The notion
" Round Table ': is so characteristic that it should

never have been allowed to die.-Having reached the
so-called Round Table, the Bible-Clerk bowed to the
dominus ; the dominus nodded ; the table linen was
placed in its chest; grace and a psalm were sung.
They were sung, very likely, with the ritual which
was observed daily fifty years ago, when prefects stood
in the middle of Hall, while inferiors lined the walls of
" Dais " and some of them, stationed in the centre,
sang the Agimus Tibi gratias with two verses of
Te de profundis.2 The usage was then, however,
about to become infrequent. In October 1867 the
Editor of The Wykehamist complained that the grace-
singers sang abominably, and a year or two later a too
musical or too unmusical Prefect of Hall, no man
forbidding him, dispensed with grace-singing on week-
days. Grace is still sung occasionally on Sundays,
perhaps two or three times in the course of a term,
and the old "Election grace " is sung (alas! with the
"new pronunciation ") at Domum Dinner.

4. The Bible-Clerk, to whom I have referred, had,

1 I am indebted to Mr. Chitty for this information.
2 For the scene in Hall see the woodcut in Wordsworth, p. 29.
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as his name implies, another duty.1 The Statutes
both of New College (Rubric XVII.) and of Winchester
(R. XIV.) contain provisions De Lectura Biblie at
prandium. At New College a chaplain, or, him failing,
an undergraduate, was to read the Bible; at Winchester
a scholar appointed for the purpose was to read " the
Bible, the lives of the saints, the sayings of the wise, or
aliquid sacre scripture ". The whole company was to
listen attentively ; the New College Rubric insists that
there shall be no interruption per verbositates, fabulas,
clamor es, risus and the like. Mr. Kirby quotes from
the Winchester accounts of 1491 an item for the bind-

ing and repair of the Bible used in Hall; 2 an arnbo

or pulpit " for the reading of the Bible " was placed
in New College Hall in 1540.3 Visitors to Beaulieu
will remember the old pulpit in what is now the parish
church but was formerly the monks' refectory;
Bible-reading at meals was universal in monastic and
collegiate establishments ; ' ' Let us keep our eyes
upon the table, our ears with the reader, and our hearts
with God', was St. Augustine's injunction to his
canons ",4 Nor did the practice cease at the Reforma-
tion.5 The Injunctions of Edward VI. to the Deans
and Chapters of all Cathedrals provided that "they
shall have everie daye sum part of holy Scripture
read in English at ther table in the tyme of ther
meals to thentent that having communication thereof
may utterly avoyd all other slaunderouse and un-
fruitefull talking " ; 9 his commissioners required that

1 Of the corresponding privilege mentioned in v. 230 (hebdamadam propriis
habet ille Camcenis) I have spoken in Chapter VIII.

2 Annals, p. 81. » R. and R. p. 143.
4 Dewar, Hampshire, p. 171.
6 At Westminster in the later sixteenth century a boy read a chapter from

the Old Testament (compare v. 228) at dinner. " For this was afterwards
substituted the reading of Latin manuscripts, ' to facilitate the reading of
such hands ' " f (Sargeaunt, p. 41).

8 Winchester Cathedral Documents, i. p. 186.
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" the Bible shall be daily read in English distinctly
and apertly in the midst of'' College " Hall, above
the hearth, where the fire is made, both at dinner and
supper";l Johnson gave rules (c. 1565) for the
readers, in terms which prove, by the way, that the
use of Latin had been temporarily reinstated ; 

2

Bishop Home enjoined in 1571 that " at every meal
a chapter of the New Testament shall be openly with
a loud voice read in the middle of the hall in English
to be heard and understood of the whole company " ;3

and in the College accounts of 1575 there is an item of
9d. pro uno testamento Anglico for the purpose.4 The
only changes introduced by the Protestant regime
were, it will be seen, that the reading was to be from
the New Testament, and that it was to be in English.

I cannot discover when the practice ceased at
Winchester. The Bible was still read " in the hall

before dinner and supper'' in 1674-,5 and there is
reason for thinking that it was still read there in 1790;
in or about that year the Tabula was revised and what
was deemed obsolete excised,6 but recitationes in-

telligenter et apte distinguuntor was left standing as a
rule in aula. " At presentr (i.e. in 1852), wrote
Walcott, " on the two first days in the election-week
the Gospel for the preceding and coming Sunday is
read during dinner-time between the courses, by the
senior scholar, not superannuate-one on either day ",7
The Gospel for the preceding Sunday is read during
Domum Dinner nowadays by Prefect of Hall.

5. After prandium the broken meats, says Mathew,
" 

are poured into the laps of a crowd of old women 
'

1 Walcott, p. 151.
* Themes, fol. 140 b. In capitibus citandis Jere a nonnullis peccaiur, quibiis

decimum primum, decimum secundum, et similia in usu sunt; ita autem citari
debent, caput undecimum, duodecimum, &c. * V.A. & I. p. 329.

* Annals, p. 81. 6 Ken, Manual of Prayers, p. 17.
« See below, p. 237. ' Walcott, p. 202.
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(v. 246), and that is still their ultimate destination;
but in the first instance they are poured into " Tub ".
The turba anilis must have been well known to our

poet, for in return for the fragmenta and occasional
payments in money the women were required to
weed the courts.1 We learn from Mr. Kirby that
Warden Barter constituted a definite order of women

weeders, and that it was not till about 1885 that
" ' Smith's weed killer ' relieved them of most of their

duties ".2 The clatter of the women's tongues and
knives, the incongruous scene which they presented
during school hours between lessons, when they gossiped
and weeded in Flint Court, seemingly unconscious of
the crowd of boys, are well remembered by every older
old Wykehamist.-Tub, which arrests the attention of
visitors to Hall, is a receptacle of ancient design, but
no part of it is ancient; frequent replacements of
this part of it and of that are required, and T. A.
Trollope records that in his time a wholly new tub
replaced the old one-a change, he adds, which
" diminished our confidence in the permanency of
human institutions generally ".3 Was it, as tradition
asserts, from a predecessor of this new broken-
meats' tub, or was it from some other tub which
served a different purpose, that the prcefectus quidam
qui noinen sumit ab olla (v. 231) took his name ? In
the accounts and inventories both olla and " tub "

are the names of various receptacles ; olla is applied,
for instance, to a brass pot and to a leathern beer-
jack,4 and there were " tubs " of all sorts and sizes

and materials : "a salte tubb, a flowre tubbe, an

1 As early as 1527 a payment was made iiij mulieribus laborantibus in
quadralo per x dies circa emundacionem eiusdem (Annals, p. 428).

2 Ibid. pp. 313, 428.
3 T. A. T. p. 103.

1 Annals, pp. 161, 227. See also H. C.'s Winchester College Documents,
No. 1 (p. 2).
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oatmeale tubbe, a mustarde seede tubb, a tallow
tubb " appear in 1582 as items in "an inventory of
the kitchin implements ". The only olla mentioned
by our poet is a chest for table-linen (v. 243), and it is
perhaps 1 from this chest that he derived the Prefect's
name. In the accounts of 1490-1, under the heading
Custus Coquine, there is an item of ivd. pro iiij
circulis pro le tubbe puerorum, in those of 1510-11
there is one of xiid. pro una nova tubba pro potagio
puerorum, and the inventory of 1565 includes among
" the ymplementes of the Kechin " a magna olla enea
vocata olla puerorum. Mr. Kirby asserted that Pre-
fect of Tub took his name from this " children's tub '

pro potagio (which he translated by " porridge ")
because he served out its contents. If his assertion

was only a guess, it was at least a plausible one ; but
when Mr. Kirby added that, on porridge being
superseded, the porridge tub became a tub for broken
meats, he was, I think, disregarding plausibility in an
effort to bring himself into line with tradition. There
was an olla for broken meats, as well as an olla pro
potagio, in very early times,2 and an olla which had
served the latter purpose would hardly have been
applicable to the former. If you believe that the
Praefectus Ollae was so called from the children's olla,
you must break with the tradition which connects his

1 Perhaps ; but it is apparently the Bible-Clerk, not Prefect of Tub, who
nappas ponit in olla.-A receptacle for table-linen is described in an early
fifteenth-century pantry inventory as una longa cista ferro ligata pro mappis
imptmendis cum serrura et clave.

2 From two very early inventories, one of which is that of 9 Hen. V., Mr.
Chitty has discovered that there were, in the paneiria (pantry) or botelleria,
at the tune y tubbettez (tubbez) undej pro fragmentis imponendis et j pro cervisia
corepta imponenda. In the inventory of 9 Hen. V. the -words unde j pro frag-
menlis imponendis were afterwards struck out, and the following words were
interlineated : Item j Corner pro fragmentis imponendis cum j pari treslallorum.
-The use of " Gomer " for such a tub, at so early a date, is of great interest to
a student of " notions ". The word is now (or was till very lately) applied (1)
to a pewter dish, and (2) to a high hat. An interesting note on its etymology
will be found in W.W.B. p. 24.
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name with the olla pro fragmentis imponendis.1-Our
poet's allusion to the Prefect of Tub is the earliest, I
think, in Wykehamical literature ; the only function
he assigns him is the distribution and supervision of
the meat supply in Hall : disponit pueris sua fercula
. . . inter prandendum per mensas ambulat (vv. 233,
235).2 This, perhaps, was all that was required of
him in 1647. In the eighteenth century and the early
nineteenth it was his duty and his privilege to go into
the kitchen, from which all other boys were rigorously
excluded, " for inspection of the commons " (1756),
" to regulate the commons of the absentees " (1778),
for which purposes the Warden and Fellows declared
that his presence there was " sometimes necessary ".
It can only have become so when the Fellows or most
of them had ceased to reside, and when none of them
could be persuaded to undertake the office, instituted
by the Founder, of " Seneschal of Hall ", on whom the
inspection and regulation of commons rightly devolved,
and who would surely have been better qualified to
inspect and regulate them.3 In the nineteenth cen-
tury Prefect of Tub had, as we shall see, some very
valuable lawful perquisites, and early in the eighteenth
he engaged in some profitable but unlawful trafficking;
the authors of the Account described in Chapter XL
complain that about 1712 "a certain Officer among
the Scholars, nominated by the Warden, is known to
have made a very undue Advantage to himself of
10/. or 15/. yearly, by Buying of the Scholars such
sorts of Lent Diet as they did not like, at an Under-
rate ".4

6. Some miscellaneous points in Mathew's de-
1 Having been puzzled by Mr. Kirby's remarks upon Tub in Annals

(p. 427) I called Mr. Chitty's attention to them. The result of my so doing
was the discovery of the interesting entries which I have quoted.

- He was not too great a man to dine with the servants afterwards (v. 234).
3 See below, p. 213. * See also above, p. 138.
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scription require or justify a few words of comment.
No meat was supplied at prandium on Fridays and
Saturdays ; on other week-days there was invariably
boiled beef; on Sundays the beef was (probably)
roasted. The supply, which in the following century
was 40 Ibs. on week days and 30 Ibs. on Sundays, was
divided under Prefect of Tub's superintendence into
fercula or messes, and each ferculum was subdivided
by a junior, cultello cequo, into four lumps called
"dispers", a disper being the individual's portion.1
There were apparently no vegetables.2 In the early
years of the nineteenth century there were potatoes
on meat days, and there was pudding on Fridays and
Saturdays ; otherwise the food, as well as the mode of
serving it, was almost exactly as in 1647. There was
still boiled beef four times a week, and still roast beef
on Sundays. But the boiled beef, T. A. Trollope
declares, was "never eaten"; in defiance of Regu-
lations 3 boys did not often in his time attend the mid-
day meal; they reserved themselves for a struggle for
the less uninviting of the dispers which were provided
in the evening. At cena each boy was served with
his disper of mutton, but Prefects of Hall and Tub had
" double dispers " ; the latter had a further allowance
of " 9 coarse dispers for his trouble ", which he sold
by contract to the manciple.4-Meat was served on
wooden trenchers, to which Mathew alludes only in

1 "Disper", though often written "dispar", is surely derived from dis-
pertire. For these dispers, see further on p. 214 below.

2 See below, p. 212.
1 It was ordered in 1778 " that the Praepositor of the Hall be very attentive

to the attendance of the boys during their meals, and accuse " (see p. 32<i)
"those who shall be absent". An entry in Prefect of Hall's book, dated
October 18, 1827, states that " at J before one o'clock every Inferior is obliged
to attend in Hall".

4 A sheep reputed to weigh 48 Ibs. was cut up into 50 dispers. I have
gleaned many facts about the food supply from the " Common Place
Book" of Archdeacon Heathcote, to which I have referred on p. 139 and
elsewhere.
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v. 255, where he says that there was unus gui mundat
quadras,1 In France the tranchoirs of our poet's time,
even in great houses, were trenchers of brown bread,2
but wooden trenchers were in general use in England
both as plates and dishes ; it was noted, more than
fifty years later, at a grand dinner at Trinity College,
Cambridge, that " the dishes with few exceptions
were square wooden platters " .3 Like knives and forks,4
however, plates were commonly used elsewhere long
before the Winchester authorities provided them, at
any rate for " inferiors" ; even when, in 1838,
inferiors were at last supplied with them, " they broke
the plates on the smallest provocation and clamoured
for the trenchers instead".5 "College men" still use
trenchers for their bread and butter, and when

Edward VII., then Prince of Wales, came to Win-
chester for the Quincentenary, he too " partook " of
bread and butter off a trencher, which the Warden
and Fellows afterwards adorned with an inscription
and still prize.-We note the poet's mention of
mappae with the hope that at a time when fingers
served for forks the word meant napkins as well
as table-cloths ; the former, though later in origin,
were even more necessary.6 The hope is not, perhaps,
extravagant, for " thirty three ells lockeram for
napkins ' were bought by the College in 1672 ; an
item of 4s. for twelve ells of table linen pro mensis
lateralibus scholarium occurs in the accounts for 1432.-

1 Trenchers are also called quadra: in the accounts for c. g. 1570 (Walcott,
p. 25.5). Mr. Kirby says that the first mention of them is made in 1416, when
they were called disci lignei (Annals, p. 185).

- Hopkins, An Idler in Old France, c. iii.
3 Chr. Wordsworth, Social Life at the Universities, p. 122.
4 See below, p. 214.
6 G.P.8. p. 331.
6 Hopkins, loc. cit. Montaigne could " get on very well without a table-

cloth, but not so nicely in default of a crisp white napkin ".-Pepys in 1663
found fault with a meal at which " we had no napkins nor change of trenchers "
( W.W.B. p. 60).
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In 1647 beer was drawn off in the cellar into leathern

jacks or " gispins", which were carried into Hall
(probably) by quiristers; the Supervisors note in
1668 that, the Warden having appropriated most of
the quiristers, " the children are forced to fetch their
own beer".1 A gispin, which Mathew calls a piceus
cantharus (v. 237), having been placed near him, a
junior filled up jorums for groups of boys to share.
The arrangement seems to have been the same as
that described in a Regulation of 1778 : " The Gispins
of beer are to be placed in the Hall, as formerly, viz.
three gispins to supply the six Ends,2 by placing one
on the middle of each of the three forms, so as con-

veniently to serve two Ends. And the junior boy at
each End is to pour the beer for the rest".

1 Annals, p. 351.-The boys drew their own beer in the cellar in T. A.
Trollopens time and afterwards.

2 Special arrangements were made for prefects ; the arrangements here
described are those for supplying the three tables at which inferiors sat and still
sit. Eacli of these tables is now called an " End ", but that word has changed
its meaning. In 1830, as in 1778, there were two " Ends " to each table : see
the plan in Rich, opposite p. 10.



CHAPTER XIII

BEYERS AND SUPPER : BEER

ON summer days at half-past three 1 the scholars of
1647 were given what Mathew calls a commessatio.
A comissatio-for that is the right spelling-means a
revel of a very riotous kind; when Archbishop
Cranmer, in an Injunction to the members of All
Souls, urged them to abstain from all compotationibus,
ingurgitationibus, crapulis, ebrietatibus, ac aliis enormi-
bus et excessivis commessationibus,2 he gave the word
its proper emphasis. Mathew, who knew its true
meaning, for it is explained in a Winchester school-
book with which he was very well acquainted,3 used
it playfully ; he applied it to " bevers ", the mildest
of all possible revels.4 Even the " notion" is now

1 " When half the third hour has slipped away " (v. 258) should mean 2.30,
but, as the poet describes the 5.30 A.M. bell as dividing the fifth hour into equal
parts (v. 46), his third hour is no doubt 3-4.

- Grant Robertson, All Souls College, p. 57.
3 Hugh Robinson (see above, p. 5) writes Esuriens comedil, sed comes-

satur asotus, of which " the hungry man gobbles, the debauched man guzzles"
is a translation which does scant justice to comessalur.

1 As used in English literature the word means a slight repast between
meals, especially between dinner and supper in the afternoon (see the N.E.D.).
Its correct Latin equivalent is merenda, as in the Eton Consuetudinarium
(Etoniana, No. 5, p. 67) ; but in our poem merenda is an evening meal. An
old Westminster recorded in the early seventeenth century that " from 8 to 9 "
(in the morning) the boys " had time for beav " ; but also that " betwixt 3
and 4 they had a little respite, the Mr walking out and they (in beavr times)
going in order to the Hall, and there fitting themselves for theyr next taske "
(Sargeaunt.pp. 279-80). I extract the following from Charles Hoole's edition
(1052) of Corderius's Colloquies (pp. 92-3) :

196
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obsolete at Winchester, but it lingers on, or lingered
till recently, elsewhere. At the Bedford Assizes in
November 1891 a witness who had puzzled Mr. Justice
Denman by saying that he had called at a farm " for
bever " explained that by that word he meant " beer
and bread and cheese "-1 Bevers survived at Eton

till 1890,2 at Winchester till about fifty years ago-
Mr. Kirby's statement that " afternoon tea replaced
bever beer " in 18393 is altogether misleading; if
he had been more careful about his ' milestones "
he would have remembered that to talk of afternoon

tea as existing in 1839 was an anachronism. Till
1861 or 1862, when the beginning of afternoon school
was shifted from two to three o'clock, there was on
whole school-days in the summer an agreeable break,
known as bever-time,4 in the afternoon's work ; on
remedies and half remedies beer and bread were still

supplied, at about 3.30, in 1863. Some " half-

A. Cedo merendam tuam ... A. Give me your bever . . .
Merenda tua parva res est. Your bever is but a small

matter.

V. Sed vehementer esurio ... V. But I am very hungry . . .
quia nihil prandi nisi because I had nothing to
frustum panis, & tres aut my dinner, but a piece of
quatuor juglandes. bread, and three or four

walnuts.

In another place Hoole explains "bever" as equivalent to "munchin"
(p. 56).

1 See a letter from Mr. Edwin H. Freshfield, The Wykehamist, February
1892. In a " word-book " of about 1845 the word is said to have been still

in use among the peasantry in Hertfordshire.
" M. L. p. 150.
3 Annals, p. 427. Mr. Kirby was no doubt thinking of what happened in

1838, when dinner was shifted from six o'clock to one, and " tea " took its
place.

4 In their instructions, dated January 1810, to Mr. David Williams, the
newly elected Hostiarius, the Warden and Fellows told him that his afternoon
school-hours should be " from Two to Five, in those Parts of the Year when the
Boys do not go out to Bever ; and till half past Five, when the Boys do go
out to Bever. Such was the ancient and established Practice". The Con-

suetudinarium of 1560 records that at Eton, from May 6 to August 29, ad horam
lerliam itur ad merendam, i.e. to bever.
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quarters " of bread and some " jorums " of beer were
set out in Hall. A few unoccupied juniors put in an
appearance ; they sipped the beer, and (to the great
annoyance of the manciple) threw the bread at one
another's heads. On one particularly hot day I
remember that some of us were told to take the

jorums down into Meads, where they were carried round
to the players in a cricket match-an equivalent of
that "tea interval" which often, I understand, has
the same effect in modern cricket as a judicious
change of bowling.

Of supper (cena), which was served in Mathew's
days soon after five o'clock, he has little to say. It
differed, we gather, from dinner in two ways only;
there was mutton instead of beef, and one mess made
three portions instead of four. For the rest :

Prandendi mores bene si cognoveris, ipse
Hunc quoque cognoscas (w. 267-8).-

After supper the children went to their chambers, and
presently, probably about seven, they had further
refreshment in Hall. We learn from the Consuetudi-

narium that the Eton boys hora septima potum dimit-
tuntur in 1560, and from James's Account of Eton
Discipline that they attended Hall at seven (supper
having been served at five or six) every night in 1766.1
Our poet calls this evening refreshment merenda,
the Account of 1712 calls it " Beavor Beer after

Supper " ; it was no doubt a survival of the " pota-
tions in Hall at the time of curfew" of which the

Founder speaks in his fifteenth Rubric.

In this and the two preceding chapters I have
been chiefly concerned with the meals of our poet's
time, but a conclusion which the facts suggest, viz.

1 Etoniana, No. 5, p. 71 ; No. 6, p. 102.
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that the scholars' allowances were much to seek both

in quality and in quantity, is suggested equally by
the history of many periods of the old regime. More
will be said upon the subject in the following chapter ;
but the conclusion which I have mentioned should not

be even provisionally accepted without an important
reservation, and I may fitly end the present chapter
by showing that, whatever the quality of the College
beer may have been,1 it was lavishly supplied. Two
preliminary considerations must be borne in mind.
We must remember that till 1838 the use of tea and

coffee was unauthorised, and indeed forbidden, at
Winchester; and that, therefore, in the early nine-
teenth century as in the seventeenth, beer was set
before the boys whenever they were likely to be
thirsty. The other consideration is still more obvious.
We read without surprise that in the reign of Elizabeth
Dean Nowell gained renown, not only as the author
of the Latin catechism, but as the inventor of bottled

beer,2 and that in that of George III. the College and
the Cathedral authorities at Winchester gave 

" 

many

hogsheads of strong beer " to celebrate " the happy
Restoration of His Majesty's health" ; on which
occasion-so The Hampshire Chronicle assures us-
" the populace were not remarkably inebriated ".3
But, although we know, we hardly realize how modern
our attitude towards beer-drinking is ; that of Dickens
and Thackeray, though it is but of yesterday, suggests
a remote past; the reek of beer, for instance, which
pervades the chambers of the admirable Warrington
seems to us much staler than it really is.-Full allow-
ance, however, having been made for both considera-

1 See below, pp. 212-13, and Rich, p. 24.-The Supervisors stated in 1668
that " ye children are many times seru'd with dead and stoop't beer soe that
they are not well able to drink itt ".

4 Sargeaunt, p. 4.
3 The Hampshire Chronicle, March 14, 1789. See also Annals, p. 421.
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tions, the lavishness of the College about beer was
truly amazing when contrasted with its strict measure,
so far as the scholars were concerned, in its supply
of food.1

There is no strong evidence that at any time
excessive drinking was a specially Wykehamical
failing. It is true that the third Lord Shaftesbury
told his father in 1689 that there were scarcely any at
Winchester " that escape ye Mother vice of Drinking,
the Predominant of ye Place " ; but New College,
he thought, was not really worse than other colleges.2
Whatever importance may be attached to Shaftes-
bury's strictures upon Winchester, they stand, I
think, almost alone; it was perhaps more often the
servants than the members of the College that the
lavish supply of beer demoralized. Of such lavishness
the evidence is abundant, and it is spread over a very
long period. I select only a few items. In 1620 the
significant order was made, after a scrutiny, that
the Warden should keep the key of " the outer door
by which entrance is made into the cellar", and the
allowances of the eighteenth century would pass belief
if they were not well attested. " A Table of the beer
brewed yearly in Winchester College '" reveals such
facts as these : that in 1709 each chaplain was deemed
to consume 70 quarts of beer weekly, and each servant
21 quarts ; 3 that the latter allowance was considered

insufficient; that though allowances wrere made on a
like scale all round, the total ascertained consumption
accounted only for 472 of the 820 hogsheads annually
brewed. It is a relief to find that each scholar and

quirister had only three pints daily, and that even
the three pints were 

" 

more than they are observed
1 So at Westminster in early days " if the food was carefully watched, it

' snewede ' in Hall of small beer " (Sargeaunt, p. 45).
2 R. and R. p. 190.

3 The same allowance was still made in the time of Warden Huntingford.
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to drink 'V but the scholars, we are told in the Account
of 1712, made a great waste of beer, " even to the

value of some Hogsheads Weekly ". In 1739-40 one
of the Fellows declared that the Warden (who in 1709
had been content with his 70 hogsheads) " annually
claims and enjoys One Hundred and four Hogsheads
of Beer (viz. 2 ev'ry week whethr He be Absent or
Present)1 wch after a more profuse Consumption in
his Lodgings than can well be imagin'd enables him
at the end of each year to sell to the Bursars as much
as, at a very low and moderate valuation, he receives
£20 in money for " ; and another Fellow complained
that the Warden " is allowed more for his Small Beer

only than any two Fellows receive for Commons of
all kinds ", though indeed they received quite enough.
Small wonder that in 1766 the Supervisors pointed
out that " the better management of the Beer"
would enable the College to improve the scholars'
food " without much further expence ".2 By a wise
Resolution of April 21, 1808, it was determined that
thenceforward workmen employed as day labourers
should receive beer-money instead of beer; but
perhaps they managed to receive both. A quirister's
daily allowance at about the same date had gone up
to two quarts ; " the nurse at sick house " enjoyed
her three.3 In T. A. Trollope's time (1820-8) the
scholars drew beer for themselves as they pleased ;
he notes " the rather singular fact that, whereas all
other supplies to the boys-the bread, the cheese, the
butter, the meat-were accurately measured, the
beer was given absolutely ad libitum ". Ad libitum,
however, with a qualification ; for by a Regulation

1 Warden Godfrey Lee found in his first year of office (1801) that this
allowance of beer was still sent to his house from the brewery (The Wykehamist,
February 1903).

2 Annals, p. 403. Mr Kirby misdates the supervisors' report. "
3 From " A Common Place Book of College Concerns " ; see above, p. 139.
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of 1778 it had been ordered that " the beer that may
be wanted in the chambers at proper times is to be
carried down by the bed-makers, and not by any of
the boys on any pretence whatsoever", and the
regulation was still in force. But it merely led to
waste. The bed-makers, says Trollope, used ' to
carry every evening into each of the seven chambers
a huge ' nipperkin ' of beer, ' to last', as I remember
one of them telling me, ' for all night'. The supply,
as far as my recollection goes, was always considerably
in excess of the consumption 'V

All this happened in the days when beer was the
only authorized drink. But long after tea had been
provided at breakfast and in the evening the supply
of beer was still unstinted. During the summer
months of the early sixties juniors were instructed
to carry down from Hall full jorums, which they
concealed under (and spilt upon) their gowns as a
formal mark of respect for the prohibition above
mentioned. The liquor was afterwards, by an ad-
mixture, if I remember rightly, of raisins, rice, and
sugar, " corrupted into a certain similitude " of the
bottled beer of commerce.2 This concoction was

presumably enjoyed by some of the prefects, who,
however, were not observed to drink beer, either as
corrupted or otherwise, in any alarming quantities.
Yet so wasteful was the management then and
afterwards that it was ascertained in 1872 that the

College had been spending £350 a year on " beer for

1 T. A. T. pp. 100, 121 ; see also Annals, p. 411.-Trollope's younger
brother Anthony told Mr. Allingham that in his time " we had no tea or coffee,

but beer as much as you liked-beer at breakfast, beer at dinner, beer at
supper, beer under your bed " (quoted from Allingham's Varieties in Prose
in Miss Locke's In Praise of Winchester, p. 216).

2 Mr. Wasey Sterry (Annals of Eton College, p. 281) says that at Eton about
1820 " the beer was thick, vile, and new, and only drinkable when converted
into ' bumble', which was done by bottling with a spoonful of brown sugar
or a few raisins, and keeping some days ".
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the scholars ". If the Warden and Fellows of old

times are to be charged with niggardliness towards
them, it may be fairly urged in their defence that they
spent £5 annually on every boy's beer, and that only
a very small fraction of that sum is so spent by their
successors.



CHAPTER XIV

THE SOCIETY AND THE CHILDREN

No attempt is made in this book to trace even the
outlines of what was naturally uppermost in the late
Bursar's mind when he wrote his Annals-the story
of the management of the College estates and of the
administration of its revenues ; large parts of that
subject are foreign to my purpose and beyond my
scope. One part of it, however, cannot fail to arrest
the attention of every student of the life of the
scholars in past times, and I propose in this chapter
to offer some observations on the provision made, by
the Warden and Fellows of the old regime, for their
accommodation, their instruction, and their mainten-
ance. In the words of Warden Bigg it was the
scholars " for whom, it must be allow'd, the College
was chiefly intended " ; it is by their discharge of
their duty towards them that the Warden and
Fellows must be chiefly judged.

I. In some effective pages Lady Laura Ridding
has contrasted the additions made to the school

buildings and grounds in 1867-83 with those made
" in the course of 400 years up to 1844 " ; she says
that during the earlier period " only three provisions
were added for the benefit of the boys-i.e. Sickhouse,
School, and Commoners' College ' (Dr. Burton's
" Old Commoners "), and that " none of the three

20-t
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was the corporate gift of the Warden and Fellows "-1
The statement is too sweeping. The larger part of
Meads was " ceded to the scholars " in 1768, and

though the cession was revoked in 1780, it was renewed
about 1790; 2 the Bursars' Meadow (Grass Court)
was " appropriated to the commoners ' in 1839 ;3

two class-rooms, a prefects' library, and a spacious
" Moab " were provided by the College, at a cost of
£2000 to £3000, between 1833 and 1839; 4 and finally,
between 1836 and 1842, the College gave over £7000
and advanced £10,000 toward the building of New
Commoners.5 Subject to these important qualifica-
tions, and to some unimportant qualifications to be
noted below, Lady Laura's assertions must be accepted
as correct.-Meanwhile the Wardens possessed them-
selves of a garden and of pastures and of a roomy
and most delightful residence; at all which the
Fellows, though they too had their garden and their
pasture, used to grumble in the eighteenth century.
One of them complained (c. 1740) that the Warden,
"by the Contrivance of his Predecessors ", had " the
Convenience of a very large house for Wife, Servants,
&c.,6 and at least three parts of the Scite of the
College appropriated to his pleasure or profit ",7
The complainant's point was not, I may observe, that
these advantages had been secured at the expense of
the "children", but that while the Warden enjoyed

1 G.R. p. 57. " See Chapter XXIX.
3 See below, p. 502.
1 See above, p. 15S, and below, p. 231. These buildings may have been

forgotten from their having been demolished in 18C9.
5 See below, p. 494.-Lady Laura Ridding postdates New Commoners,

assigning the building to 1844 ; and she speaks of it as if the Warden and
Fellows had taken no part in its erection.

_' What would Wykeham have said to the cubiculum ly nursery in hospitio
Dni Custodis, which occasioned expenditure in 1625 ? (Annals, p. 308.)

7 The Warden was blamed after the scrutiny of 1668 for causing " unwhole-
some foggs " by flooding his meadow, regardless of the welfare of the members
of the College.
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for each scholar; we have a statement to that effect
from the two Masters themselves in an official letter

to the Bishop of Winchester. How could such men
as Dr. Warton and Mr. Collins accept such remunera-
tion ? It was because the Warden and Fellows had

allowed a bad custom to become established by
which what should have come from the College
revenues came, in the form of " gratuities ", from the
pockets of the children's parents ; the Master and
Usher had long received between them ten guineas
annually for every scholar whose friends could afford,
and did not refuse, to pay that sum. We find the
custom defended by one of the Fellows in 1740 by
the amazingly bad argument that, if parents are
" eas'd of the Burthen", they will give their sons
more pocket-money, and that so much of the extra
pocket-money as is not spent on " indecent and

unstatuteable Cloaths " will " beget a luxurious way
of Eating and Drinking 'V Another Fellow wrote
in 1738 : " It may deserve to be consider'd whether
a high salary to the Master is not an effective way
to ruin a School. For the greatest encouragement
to care and diligence arise from an Expectation of
Reward from each particular Scholar, for want of
which, in towns where Free Schools are established,
it is generaly observ'd that ye Free-Boys are least
regarded ".

In 1764 the Warden and Supervisors of New
College, who, since Bishop Hoadley had (in 1757)
disallowed the appointment of a Warden of New
College to the wardenship of Winchester,2 had re-
garded the emoluments of that office less tenderly,
began to show uneasiness about these gratuities.
The Winchester Society took alarm ; it offered, early

1 See above, p. 127 ; and below, p. 239.
- See above, p. 60.
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in 1765, to forbid them, and " to make a com-
petent provision " for the Masters, not, however,
mainly at its own expense. The competent pro-
vision was to come partly from certain recent bene-
factions, partly from " small annual contributions
from each scholar", partly from " some Additions

from the College ". By these means it was proposed
to pay Dr. Burton £250, and Mr. Warton (then
Usher) £150. But the Masters " thought proper to
refuse ", Dr. Burton saying that " the sense of the
Nation expressed by the Legislature had established
a larger provision for the little School of Bedford ".
When in May 1766 Warton became Master and Mr.
Collins Usher they accepted office on the old terms,
after rejecting a renewed offer of £250 and £150
without gratuities on the ground which they after-
wards maintained, that such stipends were ' in-

adequate to the Importance, Labour, Trouble, and
even Dignity of our respective Stations, in so illustrious
a Seminary ". Four months later the Supervisors
definitely condemned the gratuities as unstatutable,
and the Masters, "left naked and destitute", were
compelled to "fly for Refuge and Relief' to the
Bishop of Winchester, " the true Father, Friend, and
Protector of the whole Wiccamical Family ". They
put before him the best case that could be made for
the gratuities. They pointed out that the Statutes
only enjoined that the Masters should not " presume

to exact, demand, or claim anything from any of the
scholars or their parents and friends " (Rubric XII.),
and they declared that they did not exact, demand,
or claim anything, but only accepted what was
voluntarily offered. They made light of the conten-
tion that " custom had created a sort of demand " ;

they insisted that, if the Founder had intended to
forbid acceptance, he would have added to his exigere,

p
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petere, vendicare the word accipere. Strange to say
these arguments prevailed ; the Masters found the
refuge and relief for which they had flown to Bishop
Thomas ; the Warden and Fellows breathed again;
the Supervisors were rather curtly snubbed; the
plain meaning of the Statutes, the true interests of
the College, were set at naught.1 The action of the
Supervisors was not indeed without result: notwith-
standing the Bishop's decision the Masters' stipends
were raised in 1766 to £150 and £100, which sums
continued till about 1848 to be the contribution of

the College to their emoluments. But the gratuities
were paid till about 1835, when, thanks to the muni-
ficence of Dr. Goddard, and not to the awakened
conscience of the Warden and Fellows, they were
finally abolished.2

III. If the record of the Warden and Fellows in

respect of the accommodation and teaching of the
scholars is such as has been described, what is it in
respect of their maintenance ? We have seen in
Chapter XI. that the Sub-Warden and Bursars claimed
in 1712 that voluntarily, and " out of their tender
Care", the Fellows had recently " improved and
enlarged ' the commons of a scholar by 2fd. per
week. In 1818 one of their backers-or perhaps one
of their own number-thought it worth while to
point out that " by rubric 13, breakfasts are not
allowed to boys aged 15 ; by usage, they are allowed
to boys of all ages ".3 For the bread and beer and
the " sav'd broth " of breakfast let the Sub-Warden

and Bursars have such credit as such bounty deserves.

1 My account of the gratuity-controversy of 1764-6 is chiefly based on
documents copied into a parchment volume known as "Cases".

2 See above, p. 52. Goddard's munificence did not take effect till after his
death. It was the custom in the early years of the nineteenth century to charge
the gratuities in the scholars' school-bills with the note " if added ".

3 Letter to Sir William Scott, p. 85.
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But facts force upon us the conclusion that until
Barter became Warden in 1832 improvements in the
boarding of the scholars were rarely due to the
spontaneous liberality of the College, and usually
either (1) to benefactions of individuals ear-marked
for the purpose, or (2) to pressure from outside.
(1) By his will, made in 1559, Sir Richard Rede, with
a contemptuous reference to the " righte slender and
small " commons of his school-days, left forty shillings
and an annuity of £3 for their " betteringe ".* About
1700 Harris the Head Master gave £200 to vary the
boys' diet by providing them with " veal in season ".2
In 1763 Mr. Scott left property which produced an
annual income of £100 for " the better support and
maintenance of the scholars ",3 and a Resolution was
accordingly passed in 1765 that " an addition should

be made to the children's Commons at Supper, and
that 3 shillings should be added towards the Improve-
ment of their Puddings ; the expenses of both to be
paid out of the late Rev. Mr. Scott's legacy ".4 It
does not weaken, it strengthens, the case against the
Warden and Fellows as a corporate body that two of
these three benefactors had been Fellows. The

bequests, it must be added, were not always very
strictly employed for the purposes for which they
had been made. Part of Mr. Scott's legacy was
used-or at all events it was proposed to use it5-
at a critical moment to increase the stipends of
the Masters. (2) When improvements were made
in the boys' diet at the expense of the College and not

1 Annals, p. 229.
2 Warden Bigg speaks of the veal as being " according to Dr. Harris's

particular benefaction". The credit of providing it is commonly assigned
to another benefactor. J Annals, p. 402.

4 The additional faggots provided in the same year (see above, p. 164)
perhaps also came from this legacy.

6 See above, p. 209.-Counsel's opinion was taken in 1765 as to the lawful-
ness of so using it.
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from special benefactions, they were usually made
under pressure, sometimes from the Bishop as Visitor,
more often from the New College Supervisors. It
was the duty of the latter, under Rubric III., to
enquire at their scrutiny qualiter in victualibus
providetur, and to correct what was wrong in that
particular. There is reason for suspecting that at
one time (1679-1757) the scrutinies were not very
searching ; but it was ordered in 1620 that meat must
be given to the children " of due weight,1 that they
may not be driven to get food elsewhere at their own
cost", and in 1621 that they must be provided with
better victuals, tarn in potu quam in cibo. In 1766
the College was advised to " allow Butter and Cheese
to the Children for their Breakfasts,2 and Garden
stuff with their Meat ",3 which advice Bishop Thomas
backed ; and even as late as 1836 such strong repre-
sentations about commons were made that a com-

mittee was empowered " to make any new arrange-
ment which seems expedient".-Two episcopal In-
junctions advanced, and it is difficult to believe that
they advanced without good reason, very grave
charges against members of " the Society ". Bishop
Home enjoined in 1571 " that the Bursars have great
regard for provision of good sweet meat to avoid
musty bread whereby diseases be often bred among
the children, and if they buy that which is not good,
let it be turned back to themselves and better pro-
vided ",4 and Archbishop Bancroft in 1608 " that
neither the Warden nor any Officer or Fellow . . .
obtrude on the Colledge their badde and uncleane

1 The Supervisors' report of 1617 contains the following : Item curent
Bursarii lie fercula scholarium ullo tempore minuantur.

2 See above, p. 180.

3 The Supervisors added that these allowances " might be made without
much further expence to the College, than what might be saved from the better
management of the Beer ". See the last chapter, p. 201.

« V.A. <& I. p. 331.
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wheat and barley made into malt, growing att their
parsonages, for such prices as pleaseth themselves 'V
We need not suppose that such nefarious practices
were common ; but it is impossible to acquit the
Warden and Fellows on another count-that of
having shown, for at least a century before the reign
of Warden Barter, the most culpable indifference or
carelessness about the manner in which meals were

served.2 Warden Bigg told the Fellows in 1739 or
1740 that the Warden and Fellows ought to dine
from time to time in Hall, as directed by Rubric XIV.,
" in order " (among other things) " to keep up Order
and Decency among the Children " and " to see their
Commons serv'd up fairly and regularly " ; he added
that much might be done " by the care of the Steward,
if the Fellows would undertake that office, as obliged
by express Statute,3 in overlooking their Commons,
and seeing them sent up in a proper and regular
Manner ". Bigg's monitions on this, and (as we shall
see) on other matters, were disregarded. The evils
to which he called attention were as rife as ever in

the early nineteenth century. A junior, as likely as
not, might be sent on errands or be fagging in
chambers when dinner was in progress,4 but perhaps

1 Annals, p. 304.
" For an earlier period, see (e.g.) ibid. p. 351.
3 He refers to the Senescallus aule, whose duties are described in Rubric

XIV. After scrutinies the Supervisors often suggest that, if there is such a
person, he does not discharge his duties properly. In 1680 they enjoin
" firmly " that the Fellows must take the office in weekly course.

'"Dinner", it must be remembered, was then at six ; attendance was
theoretically compulsory ; absent juniors were punishable and punished (see
The Wykehamist for May 1870). A letter (undated) is preserved in which Dr.
Williams tells the Bursar that he has complaints from parents of juniors
" losing their dinner at six o'clock " ; he has enquired, and finds that they are
employed in " sweeping up the Chamber and cleaning the Przpositors'
Candlesticks". He suggests that the latter task should be assigned to the
bed-makers : "' Juniors would then be relieved from a task not less unpleasant
perhaps than the old grievance of blacking shoes which is now put an end to ",
and would get their dinners regularly.
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that did not greatly matter ; the unrelieved sameness
of the meal, the gross and grossly named l lumps of
meat known as " dispers ' -fare to which the first
clause of Nebuchadnezzar's discriminating verdict-

It may be eaten, but it is not good-

was barely applicable-must have given pause to
all but the robustest appetites. " No boy ", wrote
Dr. Moberly, " had meat more than once a week,
owing to the horrid manner in which it was cut up ".2-
Neither knives nor forks were as yet provided by the
College; " William of Wykeham knew nothing, I
think,"3 of the latter implements. Forks, for the
diner's use, were unheard of in England till an old
Wykehamist described their use in Italy in the earlier
years of the seventeenth century.4 Even at the
close of that century " the fork had scarcely made its
appearance " at the table of royalty in France, and
" knives were rare except in the hands of the carvers;
the company fell to work with fingers and teeth ".5
Both knives and forks, however, were regarded as
necessaries in English homes long before they were
supplied to the boys at Winchester. One of the
Fellows told Brougham in 1818 that it was " in the

contemplation of myself and some of my Brethren "
to supply them;6 it remained in the contemplation

1 Fleshy, Fat Flap, Rack, Cat's Head, etc.
2 D. D., p. 21. See also T. A. T. pp. 102-5 ; Rich, pp. 10-12 ; Mansfield,

pp. 83-8 ; G.P.S. pp. 30-1. "That infernal dinner hour", says Mansfield.
Things were no better in Commoners : C. Cooper Henderson told his mother
in 1818 that dinner there was " the most uncomfortable, hustling meal you
can imagine ".

8 See above, p. 180.

4 The entertaining passage about forks in Coryat's Crudities is quoted in
Annals, p. 295 ; Mr. Kirby adds some interesting information about the use
of knives and forks at Winchester.

6 Hopkins, An Idler in Old France, c. iii.

6 Liscombe Clarke, A Letter to H. Brougham, Esq., M.P., pp. 54-5. C.
Cooper Henderson wrote from Commoners in the same year : "I use my knife
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of the brotherhood for another twenty years. The
scholars provided their own knives and forks till
1838, but they so often lost or mislaid them that they
became " rare articles with the Juniors ", who conse-

quently " had some difficulty in getting rid of a
dinner when given to them "-1 " The chances were ",
says Rich, that " we had no knife or fork, and had

to use our pocket-knives ".2 It was argued in 1818
that knives and forks would certainly be spoilt or
lost if bought by the College, but that the boys were
" careful of such articles if bought by themselves ".3
The second statement is refuted by the facts ; the
first had some validity.4 But even so the Warden
and Fellows were to blame; they abstained from
supervision and exerted no influence for refinement
and good manners.

The evils described in this chapter had their root,
of course, in the infirmity of human nature, but they
are partly explained by the provisions of the Statutes.
Wykeham could not foresee-even with Wycliffism
confronting him he did not foresee-that at no very
distant date the elaborate functions for which he

instituted his ten perpetual priest-fellows would be
regarded by most Englishmen as part of an outworn
system, and that for the maimed rites of a reformed
church the three chaplains, whom he had intended
merely to reinforce their ten superiors, would amply
provide. The Reformation came and the chief occu-
pation of the Fellows was soon gone. There remained
and fork at dinner always, and find them a great luxury ".-Knives and forks
are mentioned by one of the Fellows about 1740 in a list of the " several
advantages " supplied by the College to a resident Fellow.

1 Mansfield, p. 88. 2 Rich, p. 10.
3 Letter to Sir William Scott, p. 86.
4 " For many years ", says the writer, " silver cups, six in number, were

daily set before the scholars for beer ; but such was the abuse and injury done
to them, that the battered remnant was withdrawn ". See also above, p. 194,
and The Wykehamist for May and June 1907.
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the secondary duty which Wykeham had assigned
them, that of advising and, it might be, of controlling
the Warden in the administration of estates and

revenues. Having ceased to be a College of Priests,
they were only a Board of Directors. As time went
on they mostly ceased to be resident, and maintained
no close connection with the life of the school; hold-
ing College livings 1 and attending College meetings
they were attached to Winchester by a " cash-nexus "

which they secured for a narrow ring of families.2
There was a second development which the Founder
did not and could not foresee. The revenues with

which he endowed his College were not likely, in his
judgment, to do more-in early years they perhaps
did less-than meet the expenditure which he directed
to be incurred. He did not foresee that with future
benefactions and a vast rise in the value of land

there would in time to come, when all that expenditure
had been met, be a large and growing annual surplus.3
Time passed, and there the surplus was. The Warden
and Fellows had provided, or satisfied themselves
that they had provided, with due allowance for the
dwindling value of money, for all the members of the
foundation on the scale that the Founder had ordained.

How were they to deal with what was left ? To the
modern mind the answer is obvious. Either they
should have enlarged the area over which the Founder's
benefits extended, or they should have increased the
amount of these benefits over the whole of the existing
area, or they should have done both these things.
The rigidity of the provisions of the Statutes 4 gave

1 In 1862, for instance, seven of the thirteen benefices in the gift of the
College were held by Fellows (P.S.C. Report, ii. p. 178).

2 See the note at the end of this chapter.
3 See Rubrics XXXIII., XXXV., and Annals, pp. 26, 27, 149.
4 Admiration for the Founder cannot prevent a reader of the Statutes from

regretting that he lacked the foresight which made Dean Colet " leve it hooly
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them an excuse for doing neither. " Why not increase
the number of the scholars ? " asked Brougham in
1818. " Because ", it was answered on behalf of the
College, " the Founder's charter was for a limited
number ; addition to this number would violate his
charter "-1 " Why not, then ", it might have been
asked, " increase the advantages of all the members
of the foundation ? " " Because ", it would have been
answered, " the Masters, the Scholars, and the rest
of them, already receive as much as the Statutes
authorize us to give ". The Directors therefore, after
providing, like a prudent Board, for a reserve fund
and a 

" 

carry forward ", disposed of the balance as
additional remuneration for the Directors, or, as they
would perhaps have preferred to say, as a dividend
for " the members of the Society ' in the sense in
which they used that phrase.

It is to the lasting honour of Warden Henry Bigg
(17|g-40), to whose monitions I have referred, that
he devoted what were to be the last months of his

wardenship and of his life to an unselfish and strenuous
attempt to sweep away the sophistries which deceived
many good men before and after him. The Warden
and Fellows, he had come to see quite clearly, though
created for the school's sake, were existing for their
own,2 and in a series of papers, five of which have
been preserved, he appealed to his colleagues to help
him in correcting what he called " the unlawfullness of
our proceedings ", and so avoiding what might be " the
heinous crimes " of " Perjury, Breach of Trust, and
to the dyscrecion and charite " of the governors of St. Paul's " with suych
other counsell as they shall call vnto theme good litterid and lernyd menne
They to adde and diminish vnto this boke and to supply in it euery defaute,
And also to declare in it euery obscurite and derkenes as tyme and place and
lust occasion shall requyre ". Contrast the language of Wykeham's Finis el
condusio omnium siatutorum.

1 Lelter to Sir William Scott, pp. 82, 89, 90. See also above, p. 100.
2 Sargeaunt, p. 3.
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Injustice to our Wards". If We cannot, he tells
them, justify our present Conduct, let us resolve as
Honest men, as Wise men, so to regulate our practice
for the Future, that we may be able to keep a con-
science void of offence towards God and towards

Men. Year by year I have been endeavouring to
quiet myself with those arguments which I have
heard advanced in favour of our present practice;
their failure to satisfy me, for any long time, makes
me suspect the weakness of most of them.-We are
not absolute Proprietors, we are Trustees; our
proceedings will never stand the test of an Impartial
Judgment. We do not provide for other members of
the College in a just and equitable proportion; we
allot to our private uses sums of money which we
have no warrant for so allotting; what else are the
Increments, the Divisions at the end of the Year, the
Fines themselves ? They are Publick Money, and
should be accounted for as such. The allowances of

the Warden amount in the whole to one half of the

charge of the Children; the advantages of a resident
Fellow are more than those of the Schoolmaster,
Usher, and 3 Chaplains together, though not allowed
by one third part so much as the Schoolmaster alone.1
Hence has arisen what in all reason amounts to a

Demand of Presents and Gratuitys, directly contrary
to the Letter and Intention of the Statutes.-I am

as willing to give satisfaction to the Fellows in
retrenching exorbitances in my own allowance as I
trust they will be to join with me in doing justice to
the other members of the College.-So, and so forth,
wrote the Warden.2

1 The total provision for a Fellow under the Statutes was £10 : 2 :11, for
the Schoolmaster £15 : 2 : 11.

2 I have summarized the five papers as far as possible in the Warden's own
words. He notes many matters of detail which I have omitted, e.g., We do
not reside, most of us, even for a part of the year; we neglect College
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There are indications that upon some of the
Fellows the Warden's appeals made a sensible impres-
sion. The majority hardened their hearts. ' Begin
at home ; you are yourself the worst offender ", was
the sum of what, as the Warden pointed out, was
their irrelevant answer. Bigg's language was not
always tactful; perhaps he too often struck a pathetic
note ; but the strength of his case is not less manifest
than his sincerity. The last of his papers, written
on June 28, 1740, ends with these solemn words :

Tho', I own, I have not that Courage & Resolution . . .
eno' to enable me to withstand my Friends upon this occasion,
which is the greatest Tryal I ever felt in my whole Life, Yet
I cannot but think that I have both Courage to give up freely
whatever I may be wrongfully possess'd of, and Resolution to
submit to the hardest Determination against me, if it may
but tend to the Benefit of the Whole College ; which I heartily
wish and pray to God, may prevail against all private Views
and Interests whatsoever.

Within a few weeks he had passed away,1 having
known that sharpest of pains, 7ro\\a fypoveovra /i^Sei/o?
/cpare'en'. His name is hardly mentioned by Wyke-
hamical historians,2 and would perhaps have been
forgotten but for the often-quoted lines in which a
poet-laureate has recorded that he " drew the colour
of his life ' from Winchester at the time " when

Bigg presided ".3

business ; we make no show of collegiate living-in spite of our obligations
under the Statutes,

1 Obiil variolis, writes Huntingford (MS. Annals), but he does not record
the day of his death. Bigg's will was proved on August 11, 1740 ; his successor
John Coxed was elected a week later.

2 A few judicious sentences are devoted to him in Annals (pp. 395, 400).
3 William Whitehead, To the Rev. Dr. Lowth, Wykeham's Biographer.
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NOTE TO CHAPTER XIV

IN 1608 Archbishop Bancroft found it necessary to enjoin
upon the Society " that no three of consanguinity with the
Warden or any other of the Fellows shall hereafter be per-
mitted to be Fellows . . . together " ; the process, to which
I have alluded on p. 216, of securing fellowships, with the
income attached, for a narrow ring of families had evidently
begun. It is possible that the letter of the Archbishop's
injunction was never thereafter transgressed ; but the process
which it was designed to check was destined to go far, as the
following memorandum, with which Mr. Chitty has kindly
supplied me, will sufficiently show :

" Warden Bigg had been a Winchester Fellow before his
promotion to the Wardenship of New College, and six months
after his return to Winchester as Warden the Fellows (as one
of them said) ' complemented him ' by electing his brother
Walter to a fellowship (1730). This Walter Bigg married a
daughter of John Harris, Warden Harris's grandson, who (like
that Warden's son Thomas) was also a Fellow. John Harris,
who had been elected in 1704 when his father-in-law (Edward
Young) resigned, retired in 1748 to make room for his son
Richard Harris. Warden Bigg having died in 1740, his widow
became wife to Philip Barton, who was Fellow from 1724 to
1765 ; and in 1748 Charles Blackstone I., whose mother was

Warden Bigg's sister, obtained a fellowship. Blackstone did
even better than John Harris ; for after resigning in 1783
in favour of his son Charles Blackstone II., he obtained re-

election in 1788, and father and son were Fellows together
until the son's death in 1801. The father died in 1804, and in
1811 a fellowship was given to his nephew Charles Blackstone
III., who was the youngest son of Sir William Blackstone, the
Judge, and therefore brother-in-law (as we shall see) to two
other Fellows. Harry Lee I. was Warden from 1763 to 1789 ;
his son Harry Lee II., who married Sir W. Blackstone's
daughter Philippa, was Fellow from 1789 to 1838, and was
father of Harry Lee HI., who married a grand-niece of Warden
Huntingford and was Fellow from 1827 to 1880. The Black-
stone precedent for father and son was thus improved upon ;
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there were no resignations. Daniel Williams, who became
Fellow in 1781, married Sir W. Blackstone's daughter Sarah,
and their son David Williams, Head Master from 1824 to
1835, was father of Henry Blackstone Williams, Fellow from
1849 to 1879. Philip Williams, who had been elected Fellow
in 1769, belonged to a distinct family; when he resigned his
fellowship in 1819, he was succeeded by his son Charles
Williams. William Howley (afterwards Archbishop of Canter-
bury), who became Fellow in 1793, was nephew to Samuel
Gauntlett, who vacated his fellowship in 1794. John Penrose
Gumming, Fellow from 1800 to 1810, was uncle to George
Gumming Rashleigh, Fellow from 1829 to 1874, and also to
Andrew Quicke, Fellow from 1832 to 1864. Gilbert Heathcote
(Fellow 1804-29) was father of Gilbert Wall Heathcote
(Fellow 1838-93). . . ."

When Warden Huntingford had secured the election of one
of his nephews to a fellowship in 1814, he provided himself
with a large note-book which I have before me. He described
it on the fly-leaf as " Wiccamical Annals Commencing in
June 1814", and he commenced his Wiccamical Annals with
the entry : " June 23d. By the Blessing of God ! and by the
favour of friends, Henry Huntingford, LL.B. of New College
in Oxford was Elected and Admitted a Fellow of Winchester

College "-1
The Warden and Fellows knew their Statutes most

thoroughly, and could always quote them, or explain them
away, when their privileges were attacked. What did they
make of the words of the eighth Rubric which bound them
by the obligation of an oath to make their elections to fellow-
ships cessantibus amore, odio, favore, partialitate et affeccione
sinislris quibuscunque ?

1 The Warden was an excellent uncle. He became Bishop of Hereford in
1815, and (as he notes in his Annals) his nephew Henry became a Prebendary
of Hereford Cathedral in 1817, and Rector of Hampton Bishop in the Hereford
diocese in 1822.



CHAPTER XV

OLD AND NEW SCHOOL : CLASS-ROOMS

EVERY Wykehamist knows that Seventh Chamber,
with the space now occupied by Seventh Chamber
Passage, was for about three centuries the one and
only school-room, and that the Founder intended it to
be so. He ordained, in Rubric XXXIV., that
" schools for the scholars be held in perpetuity in the
great house below the hall", and he declared, in
Rubric XLIIL, that there must therefore be no
dancing in Hall, no singing, no clamour, no inordinate
noise, no spilling of water, beer, or other liquors, for
all such practices might disturb annoy or damage the
scholars in " the grammatical schools " l below. The
placing of Hall upstairs-it is, says Wykeham, in
modum solarii 2 desuper terrain elevata et edificata-is a

1 An early Head Master, Richard Darcy (1418-24), retired infirmilate
detentus qua non patera! in scolis laborare ; before coming to Winchester he
had been magister scolarum grammalicalium at Gloucester (The Headmaster's
Shields, by H. C. p. 2, where, however, scolarium is printed). The old School
at Winchester is called " The Grammar Schoole " in the Inventories (1678-88)
which take account of it. The plural is constantly used for a school both as an
institution and as a room. " In the twelfth century, and until the reign of
Henry VIII., a grammar school was commonly, and until about 1450, almost
invariably spoken of in the plural. . . . The reason I do not pretend to
assign " (Leach, St. Paul's School before Colet, p. 192).

4 So/ariww = an upper room, as more exposed to the sun ; the word is used
of the room above Chantry in the accounts.-Similar language is employed
in the New College Statutes ; but the space below New College Hall is assigned
to chambers, some of them for " the priests and other ministrants of the
chapel". See Rubrics LII. and LXIII.

222
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point, we may note in passing, in which the Winchester
arrangements agree with those of the statelier college
buildings at Oxford ; at New College, at Magdalen, at
Christ Church, Hall and Kitchen, as at Winchester,
are on different levels.

The floor-space of the original School was about
1300 square feet, and, if we suppose that Wykeham
intended that eighty boys and no more-the seventy
scholars and the ten filii nobilium et valencium perso-
narum of Rubric XVI.-should be taught there, some
16 square feet were allowed per pupil. It seems
that the quiristers were not in early days regularly
taught in School, whatever may have been the arrange-
ment for them later; 1 but besides the scholars and
the filii nobilium day-boys from the town were taught
in the earliest times, says Mr. Kirby, " along with the
scholars". We know that there were eighty to a
hundred such boys in 1412, and there is every reason
to believe that there were also day-boys-in what
numbers we cannot say-two centuries later.2 Mr.
Kirby thinks that " the old school-room was just
large enough to hold them all", scholars, commoners,
and these others. Large enough, perhaps, in a sense ;
but it is not surprising to find Christopher Johnson
complaining of the offensive atmosphere.3 In 1682,
when rather fewer boys 4 were taught in School than
in 1412, the Bishop of Winchester was impressed by
'' the many and great inconveniences to which the
closeness and straitness of their present school in
proportion to their number must necessarily subject
them ".5

If the dimensions of School were too small in view

of the purpose which it had to serve, its position,
1 See Chapter XXXVI. 2 See below, p. 279.
3 Mr. J. S. Cotton in The Wykehamist, August 1899.
4 Seventy scholars and some eighty extranei.
* See Annals, pp. 46, 122, 124, 368.
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Mathew assures us, was altogether admirable.
Cockerell, commending the low-pitched roofs " con-

spicuous in all Wykeham's works " and particularly
at New College, quotes the proverb Dove non entra il
sole, entra il medico.1 School had three double win-
dows, all facing south ; and the arrangement, as the
poet points out, secured that in winter, when the sun
was low, its occupants gained the full benefit of the
rays of Phcebus, there being no buildings to intercept
them. This was the more important because, unlike
the scholars' chambers,2 " our school contains no

fireplace " ; the rays of Phcebus and the breath of his
mouth 3 supplied whatever warmth was supplied at
all (vv. 102-9).

The old School is the only part of the College
buildings which our poet describes (w. 70-101).
Of the four oaken posts which, he says, support the
ceiling, only one remains ; at the position of the other
three we can only guess. Wherever placed, these
posts must have been a hindrance to both eye and ear.
The cistae, which on the announcement of a remedy
were shut with a resounding bang (v. 142), must surely
have been smaller than those with which the older

generations of living Wykehamists were familiar.
They were already known as " scobs '" in Mathew's

school-days ; as early as 1580 a Fellow of the College
bequeathed to a relative " all my Bookes whiche
shalbe founde in a scobbe in my Studye ",4 and in
1620 a scholar, " at his entrance into the Colledge ", was
charged 3s. 6d. " for a scobb to hold his books ".5
There were " chaires " for the two Masters, and below
the Aut Disce rose a rostrum, or pulpit for declama-

1 Cockerell, p. 26. 2 See above, p. 164.
3 I agree with Mr. Leach (History, p. 124) in rejecting the usual interpreta-

tion of halitu oris in v. 108.

1 The Wykehamist, October 1907.
6 Walcott, p. 167.
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tions. On the north wall was a totius mundi tabula ; 1

such a map, if Robinson's geographical introduction
to his Synopsis of Ancient History 2 was to be made

intelligible, was a necessary piece of school-equipment.
Of the Tabula Legum, which was placed on the eastern
wall, I shall speak in the next chapter. The Aid
Disce, which faced it, is elaborately explained by our
poet, and both the Magdalen and the Winchester
MSS. give pictures of its emblems, which were not
quite the same as those of its successor. A quondam
rod-maker may perhaps say that the rod of the older
Aut Disce is a singularly unworkmanlike production ;
its ink-horn and pen-case, attached by strings to a
girdle, have been replaced by an unmistakable ink-
stand and pen, with a mistakable something else
which Mr. Hardy calls " an unmeaning appendage ".
The tiers of seats in the windows, from which in
Mathew's time the eighteen prefects watched their
schoolfellows, no doubt suggested the senior, middle,
and junior rows on which boys sat when "up to
books " in the present School; to which we have now
to turn our attention.

The number of commoners, which was 26 in 1653
and 53 in 1679, rose to 79 in the next two years.
Possibly, as Mr. Leach suggests,3 " the frequent visits
of the Court, and the intended palace, made the
golden youth flock to Winchester School, just as the
propinquity of Windsor attracted them to Eton",
but I detect no very aristocratic ring in the names of

1 See above, p. 7.-In the Inventories of 1678-88 (the furniture of School
does not seem to have been inventoried till the room was about to be dis-
mantled) we read that " the Grammar Schoole " contained " Two chaires,
1 eusheon, 1 mapp ". " Scobs " (like " toys " and chests in chambers) were
not the property of the College.

2 This Synopsis forms part of the little volume published in 1610 (see above,
P-5).

3 History, p. 363.
Q
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the newcomers ; it may be that pupils were attracted
by the appointment in 1679 of a younger and pre-
sumably more vigorous Head Master.1 Whatever
the cause of the increase, it made the provision of
additional school-places necessary; and the newly
appointed Warden, John Nicholas, appealed to Wyke-
hamists to help him in building a more commodious
School. A list of the " benefactors ' whom he en-

listed is still extant. It is headed by the name of
George Morley, the aged Bishop of Winchester, whose
sense of the urgency of the Warden's undertaking
may have been quickened by his having, or having
lately had, a young namesake and relative in College.2
The Bishop gave to the work, which he did not live
to see completed, ten pounds and forty oaks. The
other benefactors were mostly, as we should expect,
former " children " or former commoners ; among the
former " children ' were Bishops Ken and Turner.
A very few non-Wykehamists, including the Head
Master's mother and two sisters of the Warden,

brought up the total number of the benefactors to
seventy-one.3 But the cost of the building was
£2600,* and the subscriptions (including the Bishop's
oaks, valued at £70) amounted only to £1123 ; Nicholas
" carried through his design ' -so the writer of the

list informs us-by paying the balance. " The Found-
ation was laid Sept. 1683, finish' June the llth,
1687."

1 In 1679 (see above, p. 47) William Harris succeeded Henry Beeston,
who became Warden of New College. Under Beeston's rule at Winchester
the numbers had risen, but very slowly.

2 The name of George Morley of Farnham appears in the roll ad Winton.
of 1677 ; he left in 1682 (IF.S. p. 201).

3 The arms of the more generous or wealthy benefactors may be seen in
the cornice of the ceiling.

« Upper School at Eton was rebuilt by subscription in 1689-94 at a cost
of £2300 (M. L. pp. 274, 276). Mr. Leach (V.H. Bucks, ii. p. 199) gives the
date as 1694-5.
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The new School was arranged, furnished, and
decorated in the most conservative spirit, with a map
of the world, a Tabula Legum, an Aut Disce, triple tiers
of seats for the boys and two thrones for the Masters,1
most of them, if not all, in the same relative positions
as before. According to Mr. Leach there was no
rostrum? but in a rough draft of some Resolutions of
1756 there is an erased order that " the Praepositor of
the School shall hang " the keys of chambers " over

the Pulpit in sight of the Schoolmaster " ; from which
we may perhaps infer, not only that there was a
rostrum in the new School, but that it occupied the
same position there (under the Aut Disce) as it had in
the old.3 Conservatism went still further : there had

been no fireplace in the old School, and there was
therefore (until 1784 4) none in the new-a fact which
even our optimistic poet would have found it difficult
to commend. For it is an important difference
between the arrangements of the old School and the
new that the rays of Phoebus are admitted into
the latter much less freely than they were into the
former; the present School is chiefly lighted from
the north. The reason for this decided and apparently
injudicious break with the past is generally under-
stood to have been that it was decided to place a Ball

1 A third and a fourth master's seats were added later ; that of a third

master probably in 1739 (see above, p. 89).
"" History, p. 123.
a In Wooll's Biographical Notice of Dr. Warton, p. 4, there is an allusion to

"the rostrum, then "(i.e. c. 1739) "usually introduced into the School".-
Unfortunately the furniture of the new School was never included in the
Inventories.

4 See Annals, pp. 364 (note 3), 389. Fireplace, chimney, stove, and even
coals, were paid for, not from the ordinary College revenues, but from " money
bequeathed by Dr. Taylor for the improvement of the scholars' commons ".
(Mr. Kirby always called this most generous benefactor Dr. Taylor ; but he is
described in his epitaph as a Master of Arts. Mr. Kirby also calls two portraits
in Hall those of Taylor's wife and daughter ; they are those of his mother
and sister. Taylor's great munificence to the College was perhaps largely
due to his being unmarried.)
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Court, such as now exists, against the back of School;l
it would of course have been absurd to place a long
line of windows along the wall of a tennis court or
fives' court. But as there is no Ball Court against the
back of School in Godson's elaborate plan of 1750,
and as it was resolved by the Warden and Fellows in
1768 that " the present Ball Court " should be made
inaccessible, and that " a new Ball Court " should " be

made behind the School", the comparative window-
lessness, and the positive ugliness, of the back of
School must be otherwise explained. We must
remember that, when School was built, Meads
were secluded ; the back of the building was for most
people the back of everything.2 This being so, it
could hardly be expected that an architect of " the
debased Italian school", when constructing his south
wall, would order his goings by the Lamp of Sacrifice.

By building School, with its floor-space of about
2700 square feet,3 Warden Nicholas provided not only
for the recent increase of numbers, but for a con-
siderable further increase. Many years, however, were
to pass before such further increase came. It is true
that the number of commoners reached 86 in 1693,

but by the last year of the century, when Harris
retired, it had gone back to 28, and it was not till
1730 that it was again as large as in 1681. The periods
of prosperity and adversity during the eighteenth
century are very well marked, and their alternation,

1 According to Mr. Kirby " ' Ball Court' in the rear of School was made
in 1688 " (Annals, p. 368).

2 See further in Chapter XXIX.

3 As against 1300 square feet, the area of the old School, which was 45 ft.
C in. long and 28 ft. 10 in. wide ; the height from the present floor to the ceiling
is 15 ft. 3 in. (Amiak, p. 46). The area of the original School at Eton was
1680 square feet ; it was 70 feet long by 24 feet broad (V.H. Bucks, ii. p. 163).-
The interior of the present School at Winchester is about 77 feet long, 35 wide,
and about 27 feet high to the bottom of the cornice.
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which was briefly discussed by Mr. Holgate,1 deserves
careful study. Two observations on Mr. Holgate's
figures may here be hazarded. They point to the
conclusion that very long headmasterships may be
undesirable. Dr. Burton (1724-65), having in his
earlier years brought up the number of commoners to
123, left it at 39 ; Dr. Warton (1766-93), after bring-
ing it up to 116, left it at 41. For our present purpose
it is more important to note that Nicholas' provision
of further school - space met with much the same
fortune as afterwards befell Burton's provision of
further lodging-space. Both these improvements were
necessary conditions to the progress of Winchester,
and both ultimately promoted it, but the immediate
result of both was disappointing ; the school, indeed,
reached its nadir soon after the building of Old
Commoners. It was only at rare intervals during the
eighteenth century that the accommodation of School
was not more than adequate to requirements ; it was
not till the unbrokenly prosperous headmastership of
Dr. Goddard (1793-1809), who left more than 130
commoners behind him, that the building, like old
Commoners, must have begun to seem too " strait and
close " for its purpose.2 Two documents are extant
which suggest that when Goddard retired the
Warden and Fellows viewed the late increase of

commoners with serious misgivings. In one of them
they impressed upon Dr. Gabell, before confirming his
appointment as Goddard's successor, that " they
conceive it indispensable that the Number of
Commoners should not exceed One Hundred and
Thirty " ; in the other they sought to curb the zeal
which they had noticed in the Masters for the interests
of these commoners by a very plain reminder that the

1 L.R. i. pp. Ixxii-vi.-See further above, p. 50.
2 See also above, p. 51.
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scholars were what mattered.1 The giving of the
reminder was compatible with a belief, acted upon
and avowed, that the scholars themselves were but
an " adjunct " to "a College of dignitaries" ;
commoners were but an adjunct to that adjunct.
The dignitaries foresaw, perhaps, that if this body of
" unstatutable ': outsiders, too large in their judg-
ment already, should become still larger, extensive
and expensive schemes for further school-accommo-
dation might be forced upon them, and that the " no

innovation " spirit which prevailed throughout Hunt-
ingford's long wardenship2 (1789-1832) would be
seriously disturbed.

Even with 130 commoners the accommodation of

School, as a room both for preparation and for teach-
ing, must have been inadequate in 1809, though in
those days of large classes and few educational sub-
jects it may have seemed less inadequate than we
should think. A plan of School and its arrangements
in the later years of Warden Huntingford is given in
Rich's book ; 3 it enables a later generation to realize
the conditions under which Roundell Palmer and his

contemporaries " learned the useful lesson of working
amid distractions ". To approach Huntingford with a
scheme for providing more space for teaching would
have been quite useless ; it was only after the election
of Warden Barter (1832-61) that the necessity of
such provision, together with the claims of at least
one other subject than the classics, was admitted
by the Wardens and Fellows. They resolved in 1833
" that additional school room is much wanted", and

1 The reminder is quoted below, p. 501. The subject of the growth of
commoners is discussed more fully in Chapter XL.

2 T. A. Trollope says of Huntingford, who was still Warden in his school-
days, that " the dictum, ' No Innovation ' (with the ' a ' pronounced as in
' father '), was said to be continually the rule of his conduct " (T. A. T. p. 129).

3 Facing p. 5.
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authorized " an expense not exceeding £1200 in pro-
viding it". The sum named can hardly have been
exceeded in providing the mean annexe which was
happily removed from the west end of School in 1869.
It contained a library for College prefects-they had
had none before, and School had been the scholars'
only day-room-, a fair-sized class-room for Fourth
Book, and, more important still, a larger room where
in 1834 Mr. Walford, the holder of " the new mathe-

matical mastership",1 was installed.2 That the pro-
vision of this new building was soon found to be only
an alleviation of the difficulties which it was intended

to remove may be gathered from Dean Wickham's
description of what went on in School " about 1850 ".3
In the earlier and still more in the later sixties, when

the numbers were rising rapidly and the claims of
modern subjects, with the advisability of smaller
classes, were increasingly insistent, the straitness of
school accommodation was again most acutely felt.
Election Chamber, which in T. A. Trollope's time
(1820-8) was "never opened or used save for Election",4
had already lost " its character of mystery ' by
becoming the College tutor's class-room, and the
Warden's gallery had been invaded by examinees;
the German master shared a small room in Commoners

with the hairdresser; another mean room in the
same building was set apart for a second mathe-
matical master ; a third-or was it the same ?-was
used for the Saturday visits of a science lecturer, whose
meagre apparatus was stored in so damp a cupboard
that his experiments usually broke down. Prefects'
Library became at certain hours the class-room of the

1 See above, p. 93; and below, p. 320.
2 Class-rooms were, it seems, unknown till a still later date at many other

great schools. At St. Paul's till 1853, at Westminster till 1861, all the teaching
went on in one room. See McDonnell, p. 402.

3 W.C. pp. 105-8. « T. A. T. p. 97.
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Sixth Book tutor, and was sometimes used by Dr.
Moberly himself; a new division-master had to teach
in Organ Room ; even the chambers sacred to the
Fellows were appropriated at times by teachers of
" the school attached to the College ". It was on the
absolute necessity of securing further teaching-space
that Dr. Ridding relied to justify to patriotic com-
moners their proposed dispersion into Houses.

In the summer holidays of 1869 the Head Master's
builders set to work to convert " New Commoners "

to its present uses, beautifying it, so far as beautifica-
tion was possible, after Butterfield's plans. The new
class-rooms thus provided became available for teach-
ing in the course of the autumn, and Moberly Library
was formally opened, in Dr. Moberly's presence, on
Domum Day, 1870 ; it was not ready for readers till
the spring of 1871. School, except as a day-room for
the scholars, was little used between 1870 and 1885 ;
in 1875, on the creation of a new Senior Part division,
it became for a few years a class-room, into which a
conservative Prefect of School would find his way at
the end of school-time, to read the Thanksgiving for
the Founder. In 1880, sufficient day-accommodation
having been provided in College, the room was
partially dismantled ; its forms and scobs and tables
began to disappear, and we find in The Wykehamist
(June 1880) a rather melancholy picture of its derelict
condition. " Such a fine room ", writes the Editor,
" deserves a better fate than to be converted at the

will of a dozen juniors into an extempore canvas,1
Fives Court, or Cricket Field". Glee Club, deserting
College Hall,2 began to give its concerts in School in
the same year ; its occupation of the room became

1 I.e. football ground.
2 It is most unfortunate that there are now no occasions which take

commoners, in the ordinary course of school life, into College Hall.
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assured for an indefinite period in 1885 by the erection
for its performers of a permanent platform, upon which
in 1886 the present organ was placed.-The provision
of still more class-rooms by an extension of the
western wing of New Commoners, and the construc-
tion of the large block of science buildings in what
was once Dr. Ridding's botanical garden, belong to
very recent history.

At the foot of the list of the benefactions by which
School was built stand in quaint combination the
words Summa totius operis, Cui (let Deus JEternitatem,
Amen, £2599 : 18 : 9. Are we to echo the compiler's
parenthetical prayer ? I have heard more than one
good Wykehamist avow that, if School were burnt
down, he would not be inconsolable. It must be
admitted that when we look north from Meads or

Biddings the unadorned and unsightly back of
School blocks out the long line of Wykeham's noblest
buildings most provokingly. It must also be ad-
mitted that when we approach it, as we were meant
to approach it, from Seventh Chamber Passage, its
fa9ade is much too close upon us. But admirers of
the exterior of the building will qualify their admira-
tion by no further admissions, and will be satisfied
with no expressions of faint praise ; to them " its
portico has some merit" (Mr. Hardy), " it is possibly
a handsome building ' (Professor Haverfield), are
hardly more acceptable than Mr. Kirby's downright
" few buildings are uglier." As to the interior, we
cannot deny that the arrangement of 1885, by which
an audience faces a high-raised platform at the east
end of the room, is inconsistent with the architect's
design ; l but its dignity as the architect left it, and

1 In a notice of the first Glee Club concert held in School, The Wykehamist
remarked (October 1880): " School, being a classical building, has its altar
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its fitness for the purpose for which he planned it, are
rarely disputed. Professor Haverfield admits that
the interior is " stately " ; Mr. Hardy, that " it had a
dignified appearance 

" 

; Mr. Kirby, that it is or was
well suited to its purpose ; and George III. on entering
School on 1778 admired " the just proportions and
elegance of the roof "-1-Adams denounced exterior
and interior alike with the fervour of the Gothic

revivalists of his generation ;2 the more catholic
taste of these later days inclines most of us to recog-
nize, with Mr. Leach,3 that " the building is both
inside and out a magnificent specimen of its style and
time ", and even to boast, in the words of a writer to
whom he refers, that it is or was " the handsomest in

the Kingdom ".4
Was it the work of Wren ? There exists, so far

as I am aware, no documentary evidence at the
College or elsewhere to support an affirmative answer.
School " is not mentioned among Wren's works in the
Parentalia, nor are any designs for it in the collection
of his plans preserved at All Souls College ". But
Wren was at work at Winchester when the plans for
School must have been drawn, and when the building
was in progress. Charles II.'s preparations for his
palace were begun, with Wren as architect, in 1682,
and its centre and wings were constructed in the years
immediately following;5 School, it will be remembered,
was begun in 1683 and finished in 1687. This syn-

or focus necessarily in the middle, so turning its two wings into head and foot
destroyed its own character."-The incongruity of the arrangement of 1885
has been accentuated by a subsequent enlargement of the platform.

1 W.C. pp. 32, 81 ; Annals, pp. 364, 413.
- Adams, pp. 91-5. 3 History, p. 301.
4 Carlisle, ii. p. 461.
6 The statements in the earlier part of this paragraph are borrowed or

abridged from Mr. Leach. See his History, p. 363 ; his paper in V.H. (v. p. 18);
and especially his letter to The Wykehamist, November 1900. The Parentalia,
lives of Ms ancestors, was written by Wren's son.
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chronism, and the general character of School, led
two modern architects of eminence-Mr. F. C. Pen-

rose 1 (in the Dictionary of National Biography] and
Mr. Reginald Blomfield (in his History of Renaissance
Architecture] to state positively that Wren was the
architect of School. Mr. Blomfield, however, allows
me to say that, having examined the building closely
in the summer of 1913, he has come to the conclusion
that, though it is in Wren's manner, there is nothing
specific about it to lead to a confident conclusion that
Wren designed it. "There are", he adds, "many
buildings assigned to Wren on no better authority
than this, and I have an uncomfortable feeling that
several good men at the end of the seventeenth
century have never got the credit of their work".

1 Mr. Penrose was an old Wykehamist and was Architect and Surveyor
of St. Paul's Cathedral.



CHAPTER XVI

TABULA LEGUM

WHEN Mathew said that the eastern wall of the old

School showed forth " what thou, o Quintilian,
requirest to be done " (v. 78), he did not mean that
" the axioms of Quintilian", or 

" 

some quotations
from Quintilian 'V were inscribed upon it; he meant
that it bore the Wykehamical Tabula Leguni. Of
that famous code there is extant a metrical version,
with which Mathew was well acquainted-which,
indeed, he almost certainly composed.2 It is intro-
duced by the couplet

Sex hie Rubricis quidam depinxit Apelles
Quales sint leges, Quintiliane, scholae ;

and it ends with an expansion of the judicium damns
of the Tabula into the full pentameter

Juditium dabimus, Quintilianus ait.

Our poet remembered (for he borrowed from) a line
in which Martial addressed Quintilian as vagae
moderator summe iuventae,3 and his ascription of the
Tabula to Quintilian means that it was written, not
by the great Roman rhetorician and teacher, but by

1 Adams, p. 84 ; Annals, p. 46. = See below, pp. 523-4.
3 Martial ii. 90. 1 ; compare v. 13. In one of the pieces prefixed to

Ailmer's Musce Sacrce (see above, p. 44) Mathew's Head Master, John Potenger,
is called Wicchamicce moderator summe iui-entce.

236
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some English teacher and controller of the inconstant
sons of Wykeham.1 I have suggested in an appendix
that this teacher and controller may have been
Christopher Johnson, Head Master from 1561 to 1571.

In Mathew's school-days the Tabula (as we have
seen) adorned the eastern, as the Aut Disce adorned
the western,2 wall of the old School; forty years
later (in 1687) they were reproduced on a larger scale
and placed on the corresponding walls of the new
School, where they continued to face one another for
two centuries. The Aut Disce looks eastwards still,
but it faces an organ ; the transformation of School
into a concert-room in 1885-6 unfortunately required
the removal of the Tabula to its present inconspicuous
position on the north wall over the door.-Meanwhile
the Tabula of which the poet spoke and which he or
another turned into hexameters was not the same as

the Tabula of to-day. It escaped revision in 1687,
but it was not so fortunate at a later date which we

can fix within certain limits. The compiler of The
History and Antiquities of Winchester (1773)3 knew
the old code only ; Milner in his History of Win-
chester (1798) printed a revised version. The credit
or the discredit of the revision is assigned by tradition
to Huntingford,4 who became Warden in 1789. Both
the unrevised and the revised editions were given in
full by Wordsworth,5 and may be found in other
books.6 A comparison of the two will show that the

1 Mr. J. S. Cotton in The Wykehamist for July 1899.-In the distich upon
Thomas Cheyney (Head Master 1700-24) the name Quintilian was again given,
by way of compliment, to a Head Master :

SuadeJa, et mite imperium, vultusque serenus !
Hx tibi erant artes, Quintiliane sagax.

See Mr. Holgate in The Wykehamist for October 1899. 2 v. 79.

3 A reference to the metrical version (below, pp. 523-4) will show that in
1773 the Tabula was as in 1647.

* Walcott, p. 235. 6 Wordsworth, pp. 22-5.
6 E.g. in Mansfield, between p. 102 and p. 103. The account given in

Annals (p. 365) is inaccurate and incomplete.
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reviser aimed at making the code fit the circumstances
of his time, and that with this object (now and then
without it) he (1) repealed, (2) added, and (3) adapted.

1. He repealed the instructions to make beds and
sweep out chambers, for from these " servile and foul
offices 5: the scholars had been formally relieved in
the eighteenth century.1-The older legislator, like
other early educationalists, had prescribed the use of
Latin in conversation ;2 Christopher Johnson (c. 1565)
wondered what Wykeham would say if he came to life
again and heard his scholars talking English ;3 and we
learn from a document still extant that in 1639, at the
instigation, clearly, of Warden Harris, eighteen Win-
chester scholars, memores antiqui moris & disciplince
huius loci, memores Legum Pcedagogicarum, bound
themselves most solemnly to talk Latin only for the
next eight months " in School, in Hall, in chambers,
in every place where they were accustomed to meet
and to converse". By the last quarter of the
eighteenth century Latin had ceased to be " the
spoken language of diplomacy " 4 and perhaps of
scholarship; the reviser therefore erased Patrium
sermonem fugito: Latinum exerceto as out of date.-
Perhaps the strangest law in the earlier Tabula is
that which forbids a boy to look out of a chamber-
window ; it is a crime (piaculum). A crime ? Why,
in 1778 " the pnepositor of the Hall" had been re-

1 See above, p. 158.
- See below, p. 304.-The Head Master of Eton wrote in 1530 that, " yfi

there be iiij or v in a howse ", there were " monytors ... for latyn speaking" ;
a penalty for speaking English is mentioned in the Eton Consueludinarium
(1560) and in the Westminster Statutes of the same year (E.G. pp. 450, 516 ;
Etoniana, No. 5, p. 71).-Dr. Rashdall (Universities of Europe, ii. p. 627)
says that abroad there was 

" 
a widely spread system of spies, called lupi,

who were secretly appointed ... to inform against vulgarisantes, as the
offenders were called who persisted in the use of their mother-tongue. . . .
There is no express evidence in any English Coifege Statutes of a corresponding
practice, but it appears in the seventeenth-century Statutes of Harrow
School ". 3 Tticmes, fol. 153. « Annals, p. 325.
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minded that he was placed in Sixth Chamber precisely
that he might take note of what went on in Chamber
Court.1 The reviser saw the absurdity of the law,
and for that irrelevant reason he tampered with his
ancient document. - Dressiness and untidiness are

both of them common at schools, and we read of
both at Winchester. In one of the short addresses that

William Harris (Head Master, 1679-1700) delivered
before the holidays he wondered why the boys should
be so fond of their " painted Breeches and fine Cloaths
. . . when we see every Shoomaker and Taylors

Apprentice in the same habitt " ; in another he
would have them know that their " fine wastcoats

and breeches have given offence to severall persons in
this Society " ; and one of the Fellows argued in
1740 that if the boys had more pocket-money it
would " furnish them with indecent and unstatuteable

Cloaths ".2 Smartness in dress, however, though con-
demned by the Fellow as " unstatuteable ", is con-
demned neither by the earlier nor by the later Tabula.
To the opposite fault of untidiness, which is casually
condemned in the Statutes (Rubric XX.), we have
occasional references in Wykehamical literature.
Johnson, for instance, tells his pupils of a visitor to
Winchester who has inspected them carefully, and,
having completed his inspection,

" Hie est, hie," ait ilk, " Wycamensis
Grex notissimus ? " Esse non negavi.
" Cur ergo ", inquit, " habent malas lacernas ? "
Respondi, " quia sunt mali puelli ".
"Nil est tritius his," ait, " lacernis. ..."

1 See above, p. 137.

2 See above, p. 208. - Christopher Johnson has much to say about the
wearing of frills, furs, silk and velvet borders, and so forth, by Wykehamists
of the Elizabethan age ; see Themes, fol. 153 ; V.H. p. 314. Bishop Home
vigorously denounced the wearing of " excessive or gay apparel " whether by
" child or commensall " (1571 ; V.A. & I. pp. 328-9).
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and Johnson's moral is

Hoc ne ssepius accidat, puelli,
Comparate togas recentiores.1

"Care ought to be taken", wrote another visitor in
1756, but at Winchester, he implied, it was not taken,
" that boys should not appear in rags ; it is apt to
give them a careless turn of thought, with regard
to one of the essential duties of life".2 The older

Tabula denounced torn clothes and unstitched gowns ;
why did the reviser strike out the denunciation ?
Perhaps his taste was offended by the bathos of the
transition from maiora to leviora delicta, as the Founder
called them. A mendaciis . . . et furtis abstineto:
togam cceterasque vestes nee dissuito nee lacerato.3 " If
once a man ", said De Quincey, " indulges himself in
murder, very soon he comes to think little of robbing ;
and from robbing he comes next to drinking and
Sabbath-breaking, and from that to incivility and
procrastination ".

2. The reviser added prohibitions of certain prac-
tices, not because they had previously been lawful-
one or two of them are expressly forbidden in the
Statutes-but because, presumably, they had become
too frequent. Ne quis fenestras saxis pilisque petito:
JEdificium neve inscribendo neve insculpendo deformato.
. . . Intra terminos apud montem prcescriptos quisque
se contineto. . . . Extra collegium absque venia exeuntes
tertia vice expellimus. The insertion of the sinister state-
ment of fact, Feriis exactis nemo domi impune moratur,

1 Themes, fol. 150 b. The piece is an adaptation of one of Martial's
epigrams (vi. 82).-In another place (fol. 125) Johnson calls upon the boys
(on the eve, apparently, of Election), for the dignity of the school, in sludiis
diligentiam, in corporis ornatu mundiciem, in moribus denique honestatem et
modestiam exhibere.

2 Hamvay's Journal, quoted by H. T. B. in The Wykehamist, June 27,1901.
3 It may be observed that the author of the metrical version reversed the

order of the two clauses.
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suggests that the difficulty of ensuring punctual
return after the holidays may not have been serious
at Winchester when the code was first compiled. It
was felt at Eton before 1560 ; the Consuetudinarium
tells us that boys were flogged if they did not put in
an appearance on the eve of Corpus Christi Day, when
the Whitsuntide holidays ended.1 We first hear of
the difficulty at Winchester during the headmaster-
ship of William Harris, who notes more than once
that boys often came back four or five days late, in
spite of warnings and punishments; he cautions
them against " feigning little evasions or excuses
. . . Lame Horses, Sicknesse, or such like, which
seldom or never are true ", and adds that Mr. Warden
will use " other arguments ".2

3. One or two adaptations of the Tabula to changed
circumstances may also be noticed. The alteration of
the rule about chambers from Noctu dormitor : in-

terdiu studetor to Vespere studetor : noctu quies esto is
significant; it is due to that closing of chambers in
the day-time which I have discussed elsewhere.3-
Both " Quintilian " and the reviser insist on mani-
festations of respect for the College authorities and
for persons of quality (honestiores) ; but Quintilian
requires you to bend your knee to them, as well as to
take off your hat (genua flectuntor : capita aperiuntor),*
the reviser dispenses with the genuflexion. From
Mathew's language in vv. 28-9-

Nomine seu pueri vociteris sive choristae,
Non caput obtegitur pileo crassoque galero-

1 Etoniana, No. 5, p. 67.
" A ' Warden's Bibler'", says a word-book of c. 1845, " was 9 cuts ; it

is now disused ".

8 See above, pp. 153-7.
4 Compare Erasmus, Colloquiu, i. p. 30 (ed. Tauchnitz) : Si quern praeler-

ibis natu grandem, magistratum, sacerdotem, doctorcm, out alioqui virum gravem,
memento aperire caput, nee pigeat inflectere genu.

R
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it might be inferred that the boys' heads were never
covered, but the earlier Tabula, like the later, shows
that hats were at any rate worn on the way to Hills ;
you cannot take off what is not on. Hatlessness was
only required within the precincts, but it was still
required there in 1756 and in 1778 ; the draft Regu-
lations of the former year forbade boys ever to wear
their hats " in the College " ; it was ordered in 1778
" that no boy be seen with a hat, except when going to
Hills, or to Meads at the season, or when he has leave
to go out of College "-1 It will be observed that while
this prohibition is slightly relaxed by the reviser of
the Tabula, he enjoins uncovering twice, not once
only as Quintilian had done ; the reason being that
the old section In Atrio, Oppido, ad Monies is split up
into two-In Atrio and In Oppido ad Montem.2 The
later Tabula brings more definitely before our minds
the vexed question, Why is it the custom that Inferiors
should not wear hats in Chamber Court ?3 The

traditional answer is that they thereby show reverence
for the statue of the Virgin over Middle Gate; and
" An Inquiring Junior' enquired, in The Wyke-
hamist for October 1874, why, " as the worship of that
statue has been abolished", he " should suffer the
periodical inconvenience " which the custom involved.
He was answered, in the next number of the paper,
by no less a person than Dr. Hook, the Dean of
Chichester. Everything in the Dean's letter is most
interesting. He quotes a decision, given by Arch-
bishop Abbot as Visitor of All Souls, on a question
that had arisen in that College concerning interpreta-

1 See below, p. 308.
2 Notice, with disapproval, that the reviser changes Monies into Montem.

The plural was used of St. Catherine's Hill by Christopher Johnson about 1565
and by Mathew in w. 138, 169.

3 " In Short Half Year 18-18, the old standing rule of taking off hats, while
going through Middle Court, . . . which by degrees had fallen into disuse,
was revived by the Warden's especial desire " (Prefect of Hall's book).
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tion of statutes. The Archbishop, backed by an
opinion of certain learned counsel, declared that " it
is a part of debita reverentia unto the Warden to be
uncovered in his presence . . . within the precincts
of the College. Lambeth, May 16th, 1615 'V Hardly
less instructive is a reminiscence of the Dean's own.

" When ", he says, " the writer entered Christ Church,

Oxford, in 1817, no one except Doctors in Divinity or
Law, not even the Tutors, wore their caps when the
Dean was in the Quadrangle. When the Doctor's
degree was conferred on Sir Robert Peel, and the whole
House attended the great statesman to the theatre,
the procession was headed by the Dean with his cap
on his head ; walking by his side was Sir Robert Peel
with his cap in his hand. On returning Sir R. Peel,
now a Doctor, walked by the side of the Dean wearing
his cap". Dr. Hook's opinion, that respect for
College authorities, and not reverence for the Virgin,
gave rise to the custom of which our junior com-
plained, was also the opinion of the reviser of the
Tabula ; for his rule about removing hats in Atrio is
ne quis operto capite coram magistris 2 incedito.

So much for the reviser's alterations ; among
clauses common to both editions of the Tabula some-

thing should at least be said of that which requires
that boys shall go about in pairs : Sociati omnes in-
cedunto. There is no such requirement in the Win-
chester Statutes, but the omission is an accident, for
Wykeham enjoins the practice with some particular-
ity in the fuller Statutes of New College ; 3 walking

1 See also R. and R. p. 141.
2 Magistri of course includes, indeed it probably means chiefly, the Warden

and Fellows ; see above, p. G7. In the Eton Consufiudinarium also magistri
means the Fellows.

2 Rubric XXIII. ; the rule was common to many Oxford colleges. Mr.
Buchan in his Brasenose College writes (p. 43) : " I have heard old members

of the College say that in their time it was a stringent piece of etiquette that
undergraduates should walk out of the College in pairs and arm-in-arm".
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alone in the Middle Ages was sometimes dangerous
and never good form.1 In the sixteenth century
going sociati was still enforced, not only at Winchester,
but at Eton and at Westminster also. Thus in 1530

the Head Master of Eton noted, as part of " the order "
of his school, that "whan they go home ij. and ij. in
order ", there was 

" a monitor to se that they do soe
tyll they come at their hostise dore";2 the Eton
Consuetudinarium and the Westminster Statutes of

1560 show that the boys went or were to go in pairs
to the pump, to the hall, in and out of school;3
that the practice was enjoined at Winchester about
1565 is proved by Johnson's Themes.* What makes
the requirement in a special sense Wykehamical is
not that Wykeham made it, nor that it was and is
obeyed by Wykehamists-for it is an instinct of
human nature to desire companionship-, but that it
retained at Winchester longer and more fully than
elsewhere the force of a time-honoured tradition and

even of a legal obligation. It was still ordered by
the authorities in 1756 " that the boys behave them-
selves orderly in the Court, never crossing it without
a socius", and in 1778 "that no one appear without
a socius in the Court". Even to-day the need of a
socius is not quite the same thing as the need of a
companion.

Some valuable evidence of the importance of the
socius-lavf is supplied by a document which I have
been fortunate enough to find among some papers
lent me by the Bursar ; the document is also interest-
ing for other reasons, and I print it in full at the end

1 See R. and R. p. 62. * E.G. p. 450.
3 Etoniana, No. 5, pp. 69-70 ; E.G. pp. 506, 510. At Westminster boys

who went out of College, even with leave, were to be severely beaten if they
went sine comite modesto (ibid. p. 522).

4 Themes, fol. 152 b ; fol. 194 : ad scholam bini accedunto ; bint si quo eril
abeundum discedunto.
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of this chapter. William Harris the Head Master was
parsimonious in his use of stationery ; he wrote some
of his addresses on the unused pages of old letters,
and he wrote one of them on the back of a " roll of

accused persons ". This last address, among others,
has been preserved, and the old roll has thus come
down to us. No date is given ; but the names upon
the roll, and the contents of the address, show that
both were written not long before the Christmas
holidays of 1699. The roll contains the names of
three classes of offenders : those who arma scholastica

in promptu non habent; those who insociati atriiun
transibant; those who comas alunt. Among incidental
points of interest we may note that when the roll was
written prefects did not deal with trifling offences, but
reported them; l that the names of five quiristers
occur among those of scholars and commoners,
quiristers having been at the time, as I shall show
elsewhere,2 a real part of the school; and finally that
the Founder's ecclesiastical objection to long hair3
was not forgotten 150 years and more after the
Reformation. Archbishop Laud required of all the
Fellows of All Souls in 1633 " that they use not long,
indecent hair" ; * an old Wykehamist wrote from
Oxford in 1635 :

The Vice Chancellor spoke to me very courteously when
I came to be matriculated, he could not find fault with my
Haire, because I had cut itt before I went to him;

and again, a little later, during a visit of Charles I.
to Oxford :

1 See above, p. 119.
2 See below, pp. 460-1.
! Rubric XVII. : inhibentes insuper omnibus et singulis . . . ne comam

nutfianl sive barbam. See Buchan, Brasenose College, p. 43.
' Grant Robertson, All Souls College, p. 107.
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There is a Proctor for every house during the king's con-
tinuance in Oxford, and the cheifest thing that they will
endeavour to amend is the wearinge of long haire. The
Principal [of Magdalen Hall] protested that after this day he
would turn out his house whomesoever he found with haire

longer than the tips of his eares.1

But this is a digression; the Tabula is silent about
long hair. The importance of Harris's roll for the
present purpose is that it proves that the rules of that
code, even such of them as were not concerned with
religion or morals, were not neglected or deemed musty
at the end of the seventeenth century, but were
rigorously enforced.

3Iathew borrows some expressions from the Tabula,
Plebei for " Inferiors " (v. 150) and anna scholastica
(v. 98) ; to the latter, however, he gives a new mean-
ing.-Of the metrical version, which represents the
earlier prose edition very faithfully, nothing further
need be said, but one who remembers the shifts to
which he was reduced in composing his own verse-
tasks must spare a word of sympathy, even at the
end of a long chapter, for a composer who, having to
make a hexameter out of Nemini molestus esto:

orthographies scribito, is driven to write

Nemo gravis sociis ; sed quisque orthographus esto.

1 T'.Jl/. i. pp. 159, 161 : " It is curious to find the king's arrival given
as the reason for enforcing shortness of hair, which is commonly supposed to
have been the badge of Puritanism".
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NOTE TO CHAPTER XVI

THE following " roll of accused persons 
" was handed to

the Head Master, Dr. William Harris, in the autumn of 1699.

Norfbourn ?]
Davenport jr
Young
Trimnel Anna scholastica in promptu non habent.
Roberts

Franklyn
Somervile

Edmonds

Evans
Dummer

Crompton " Insociati atrium transibant.
Prince
Culme

Egerton
Hersent

Parsons jn
Andrews co :

Sone
Holdsworth

Comas alunt.
Norris
Jones

Midleton

Moyce
ALLEN.

" Andrews co : 
" 

was a quirister. He is called " co : 
"

to distinguish him from an " Andrews sen.", who was a scholar
in Sixth Book.



CHAPTER XVII

SUNDAYS

FOR the modern Winchester Sunday a very special
character has been claimed : ' the maximum of

freedom ; the maximum of enjoyment; no school;
no lessons ; long hours for walks, for friendship, for
study of art and literature 'V The reality, it may
be, falls short of the ideal, but there is at least the
maximum of freedom and no school. Dr. Ridding
abolished Sunday lessons in 1867. Yet this same
Head Master, who made Sunday a day of complete
rest, was soon afterwards branded, in a widely-circu-
lated skit upon the Masters, as ' breaker of the

Sabbath laws". Fifty boys had shirked morning
chapel one Sunday. He had summoned them and
told them all to write out 100 lines of Virgil there and
then. They had protested against his " utter pro-
fanity ".2 How would these eclectic Sabbatarians
have spoken, how should we speak to-day, of a Head
Master who set his lower forms, not by way of imposi-
tion but as their regular Sunday task, what John
Twychener set them in 1530 ?

The Fourthe forme-An englysh of an epistle to be made
in latyn dyverse wayes & sometyme Tullies paradoxes to be
construyd.

1 Dr. Fearon, Sunday Mornings at Winchester, p. vi.
2 G.R. p. 103.
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The Thred forme-A dialoge of lucyane or a fable of Esope
to be seid without booke and construed.

The Fyrst forme-A fabull of Aesope.1

Seventeen years later things were very different,
for though we are told, apropos of an incident at New
College in 1566, that " the full-blown Sabbatarianism
which we associate with Puritanism dates only from
the closing years of the century ",2 an Edward VI.
Sunday at Winchester was more than buddingly
Sabbatarian. There was no " profanity' in 1547,
no Cicero or JSsop or Lucian ; but the day would
hardly have suited Dr. Bidding's critics better than
the Sunday of 1530. The boys were required to
" exercise themselves holie" in reading the New
Testament in English or Latin, knowing that they
would from time to time be diligently examined " of
their exercise in that behalf" ; they had before them
the prospect that " from henceforth " the Warden, in
person or by proxy, would " for the space of one
hour " read to them the Proverbs of Solomon, the
Book of Ecclesiastes, and then the said Proverbs
again ; and further that he, or his sufficient deputy,
would expound to them some part of Erasmus's
Catechism, proving every article by the Scriptures,
and " exercising them therein ".3 The minimum of
freedom and of enjoyment had perhaps been secured;
even Bishop Home, in the early years of Elizabeth,
laid a less grievous burden on the shoulders of the
" children". He was more concerned with the

Fellows. He required that they should diligently
1 See Twychener's statement in B.C. pp. 448-50. The Sunday -work of

the Second Form is not described, and the first page of the statement being
lost we cannot tell how the Seventh and Sixth were employed ; the Fifth did
the same work " as the other hie formys " (see e.g. below, p. 25G).

2 R. and R. p. 116.
3 Injunctions of Edward VI.'s Commissioners, printed in Annals (pp.

262-4) from Wilkins's Concilia.
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resort every Sunday to the cathedral church to hear
the sermon, and there continue till the end of the said
sermon (1562); and, nine years later, that the Sub-
warden, who must till then have been remiss, should
do the same, " without reading of any book " while
the sermon was being preached (1571). He enjoined
further that " all and singular the Fellows shall resort
to the divinity lecture ... in such sort as they may
be found to have profited when they shall hereafter
be examined from time to time ". But the children

did not get off altogether. They were to be taught the
Catechism-after 1571, that of Dean No well (see w.
195-6)-every Sunday till they could say it by heart.1

Mathew (1647) tells us little about Sunday ; but
we are fortunately able to supplement that little
from an almost contemporary statement by Warden
Harris.2 " Each day of the week", says Mathew,
" has its special business ", and when Sunday comes-

Si lux Solis adest, et templum concio sacrat,
Scribe notas, scriptasque tuo committe libello (vv. 119-20).

We should not infer from v. 119, as has been inferred,3
that the Sunday concio was " occasional ",4 fc>r Harris
expressly says that " the Fellowrs preach by turns
every Lord's day in the forenoone". It is easier,
however, to bring boys to a sermon than to make
them listen. In Corderius's Colloquies a schoolboy
assures his ludimagister that he has been to the

1 V.A. & I. pp. 132, 327.
2 This statement is of great importance for Wykehamical history, and I

have often made use of it. It is printed in Annals, pp. 337-9, where Mr.
Kirby says that the Warden submitted it to the Parliamentary Commissioners
in January 16j;;-. But this is most unlikely. The statement is not dated,
but it gives the names of the Fellows, the two Masters, and (Mr. Kirby did not
notice this) the Scholars ; and the names show that it was drawn up (perhaps
for the visitation of the Hampshire Committee) in the autumn of 1645.

3 Annah, p. 388 ; History, p. 269.
4 Compare the poet's use of si in w. 41, 169, 259, 262. The preaching of

the sermon was " occasional " in the same sense as the coming of Sunday.
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sermon, but admits that he cannot remember a word
of it. "What" (the dialogue proceeds) "have you
deserved then ? " " Stripes." " You have deserved
indeed, and that good store." " I ingeniously
(ingenue) confess it." x Attention was secured at
Winchester and at Eton by another method. At
Winchester the boys were " appointed to take notes
of the forenoones sermon, and to give account thereof
to the Schoolemaster in writing ". At Eton notes of
both the morning and the evening sermon were
required by Provost Rous (1642-165?,) from " those
who canne write ".2 The practice of taking notes of
sermons came in probably with that of preaching
them to boys, at the advent of the Reformation. It
was enjoined (with a difference) in the Westminster
Statutes of 1560. "In the afternoon" of a Saint's

Day " the three highest forms shall show up to the
Head Master in Latin verse, the Fourth and Third
in Latin prose, and the Second and First in English,
a summary of the sermon preached the same day in
the morning ".3 At Winchester, besides the sermons,
there were also in 1647 lecturce catecheticce; the
children, writes Harris, " for their instruction in
religion have a Catechisme lecture every Lords day
in the afternoone ; and before it begins the Usher is
appointed to spend half an hour in particular examina-
tion of them, what they remember of the former
lecture ". The College accounts show that forty-three
catechetical lectures were delivered by the Warden
or a Fellow in 1644-5, thirty-nine in 1645-6,4 and

1 From Hoole's translation (1652). Corderius was Calvin's schoolmaster ;
his Colloquies long enjoyed great fame. We read in The Ring and the Book
(Book VIII. line 8) of an Italian boy of eight years old who (in 1698) " chews
Corderius with his morning crust ".

2 Wasey Sterry, Annals of Eton College, p. 131.
3 E.G. p. 519.
4 Mathew may have attended most (if not all) of these 82 lectures, but he

does not speak of them.-An epitaph in Cloisters records that William Wither
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that the lecturer received 6s. 8d. per lecture; the
unfortunate Usher, for his harder duty, had to be
satisfied with 6s. 8d. per quarter.-Sermons, note-
taking, and catechizing notwithstanding, Sunday was
to the Wykehamists of 1647 " a day blanched in their
annals";x the Fourth form, says Mathew, when
bored to tears by Ovid's Tristia on Saturday, might
take comfort from the reflection that the lux aurea

Soils was at hand (vv. 200-2).
Of a Winchester Sunday in the eighteenth century

our knowledge is scanty. We hear of " choir services "
in Chapel at eight and five about 1750,2 and of
" 

prayers " there at eight, eleven, and five in 1778.3
The boys also went to the Cathedral for a sermon
or perhaps two sermons.4 There were no Sunday ser-
mons in Chapel. The chaplains seem to have preached
there occasionallv-on the Founder's commemoration"/

days, on the anniversary of Gunpowder Plot; it
was to these chaplains' sermons, which were still
preached in the nineteenth century, that Lord Sel-
borne referred when he said in his measured way that
the sermons preached in Chapel " were perhaps
rather below our mark ",5 The Fellows, who rarely
resided,6 took no real part in the religious instruction
of the school, but one of them might preach on a
(Fellow 1622-50) spent more than thirty years in College, preaching the
Gospel, catechizing the boys, fulfilling the duties of the bursarship and other
offices. (It appears from the accounts that he gave 21 of the 43 lectures of
1044-5.) All this did not prevent him from being a vigilant parish-priest at
Dummer (Inscripliones Wiccamictr, p. 55).

1 Mr. Tuckwell (p. 116) applies Tennyson's phrase to the Sunday of his
time. Robert Lowe, on the other hand, described a Winchester Sunday as
" 

a particularly miserable day " (Patchett Martin, Life of Lord Sherbrooke,
i.p. 8).

- Description, p. 26. a Annals, p. 410. " See below, p. 263.
5 Memorials of Lord Selborne, i. p. 99.
6 As Warden Bigg complained in 1740 ; see above, p. 218. About 1780

Mr. Bowles regretted " that there is now no Resident Fellow within the
College " ; one of his colleagues, however, occupied the house in College Street
lately occupied by the Bursar.
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Saint's Day. John Bond, a commoner, wrote to his
brother in 1771 that a Mr. Purnell, who had been a
Fellow for more than eleven years, " preach'd for the
first Time he ever preached at College last Monday ",
June 24, St. John Baptist's Day ; " but it was not5:

(Bond added) " without great tokens of fear and
Terror". The reading of catechetical lectures was
shifted on to the Usher; other pastoral duties, as at
Eton, were assigned to the older boys. On an Eton
Sunday in 1776 the collegers went into School in the
morning, and u the fifth form Prepostor repeats the
Morning Prayers ". " At two o'Clock the whole School
gathers & the Prepostors mark their names & one
of the fifth form boys is ordered to read four or five
pages in the Whole Duty of Man " ;x just as at
Winchester in 1756 " the Praepositor in Course " was

directed " to take care that the Whole Duty of Man
is regularly read in his Chamber on Sundays and at
the other usual times ".2

The Head Masters of the eighteenth and of the
early nineteenth century preached never or seldom ;
but Warton, Goddard (probably), Gabell, and Williams
read and expounded Grotius De Veritate to the older
boys on Sunday evenings. When Warton died in
1800 a grateful pupil wrote :

Still from his Chair I hear the Critic sage
Illustrate Truth from Grotius' cogent Page ;3

and a well-informed writer of 1818 has put on record
that

The following Religious Instruction is observed at Win-
chester College :

1 Eloniana, No. 7, p. 101. See also E.G. p. 540.
2 From a draft Resolution of the Warden and Fellows.

3 Philip Williams; see the MS. Carmina Wiccamica (i. p. 239), now in
the College Library.
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Prayers regularly Morning and Evening in Chapel.
Catechetical Lectures regularly used.
Upper Boys receive the Sacrament once a month.
Grotius read and explained every Sunday Evening.1

The De Veritate lesson, which was occasional only
under Dr. Williams 2 (1824-35), was dropped by his
successor, but " Grotius " or " Grotius Time " became

a " notion " ; it was the name in the forties for the
school hour on summer Sunday evenings when the
Greek Testament was taught.3 Meanwhile, till 1835,
the religious instruction of the Head Master was prac-
tically confined to the Grotius lesson. " The Duties of
catechizing every Sunday and of reading a Monthly
Sacramental Lecture " were " incumbent on the Hos-

tiarius ".4 We are told by Christopher Wordsworth,
Bishop of Lincoln, that when Gabell (1810-24) did
preach, "especially before Confirmation, the effect was
wonderful ",5 but that he preached " very seldom " ;

Dr. Moberly, another pupil of Gabell's, declared that
" there never was a sermon " in his time, and that
his " preparation for Confirmation was nil ".6 Of

i Carlisle, ii. p. 407. At Westminster in 1818 the Sixth form had " a

Grotius lesson every Monday, explained at large " (ibid. ii. p. 112).
2 Lord Selborne (1825-30) spoke of lessons in " Grotius, or some other

Latin writer on the evidences of the Christian Religion " (Memorials, i. p. 100).
3 From the excellent word-book of about 1845 to which I have often

referred. Mansfield gives an inaccurate account of this " notion " (p. 213).
4 So David Williams, Gabell's successor as Second Master (and afterwards

as Head Master), was informed by the Warden and Fellows in 1810.-Payments
to the Hostiarim of £1 : 6 : 8 for catechizing, and of £10 : 7 (from Mr. Taylor's
benefaction) for the Monthly Sacramental Lecture, appear annually in the
accounts till 1873, long after the Hosliarius had ceased to lecture or to catechize.

5 Life of Christopher Wordsworth, p. 17.
6 P.y.C. p. 355 ; D.D. p. 22. The infrequent sermons of Gabell to which

Wordsworth referred were probably, like those of Williams, addresses in
School ; Moberly was speaking of sermons in Chapel. Wordsworth (loc. cit.)
added that Gabell " taught us to regard the Greek Testament as ' the best

of books ' ".-The Rev. J. G. Copleston wrote to me in 1893 : " Gabell, how-
ever great his faults were, was a most impressive teacher nem. con.", but it
was his impressiveness as a teacher of Horace that Mr. Copleston specially
recalled. (Gabell's enthusiastic admiration for " the noble sentiments " of
Horace was shared by his contemporary OrbUius, Dr. Keate.)
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Gabell's successor, Dr. Williams, Bishop Wordsworth
said that, " when he began to give a sermon in School,
he showed his modest distrust of his own powers by
reading the sermons of Dr. Sumner"; he recalls a
Head Master of Eton who " never had the courage to
preach one sermon, though he composed not a few 'V
T. A. Trollope, who was at Winchester under both
Gabell and Williams, wrote : " For about three weeks

at Easter Time the lower classes read the Greek

Testament . . . and the upper classes read Lowth's
Preelections on the Sacred Poetry of the Hebrews. . . .
I do not remember aught else in the way of religious
instruction ".2 He did not remember Grotius.

The succession of Barter to the wardenship in
1832 introduces a new era. Huntingford, who, as
Bishop of Hereford, regularly ordained candidates
from his diocese in Chapel, never preached sermons
there, as Warden of Winchester, to Winchester boys.
Barter, reversing in this as in other ways the " no

innovation " policy of his predecessor, introduced a
chapel sermon on Sundays in 1833. It was often
preached by Dr. Moberly, whose headmastership
began a little later. A year or two earlier another
famous Wykehamical Head Master, Dr. Arnold,
began to preach to the boys at Rugby. On his
appointment in 1827 he had found that in Rugby
chapel sermons were preached by the chaplain only ;
he seized the occasion of the office falling vacant to
secure it for himself,3 and he used his pulpit for that
upraising, rousing, reviving, succouring, which was
his work and his life.4 The preaching of Head
Masters at public schools practically began with these
two great pastors. Moberly's sermons, says Mr.

1 Wasey Sterry, Annals of Eton College, p. 140.
2 T. A. T. p. 137.

3 Stanley, Life of Dr. Arnold, p. 126 ; Rouse, Rugby, pp. 230-1.
4 Matthew Arnold's Rugby Chapel.
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Tuckwell, whose judgments are never merely con-
ventional, were " beyond all praise 'V His Greek
Testament lectures also, the same writer adds, were
" 

a rare treat ", but they were delivered under difficult
conditions; his class was far too large, consisting of
some eighty boys perhaps, and what suited Sixth
Book was too hard for Senior Part.2 " It is a lesson ",
he told the Public School Commissioners in 1862, " for
the seniors only. The lower boys listen to it, and
are liable to be asked questions ".3 The liability,
however, was hardly serious enough to make them
listen attentively. " Remissions " of this lesson be-
came rather frequent in Moberly's latest years ; and
all Sunday lessons, as we saw at starting, were
abolished by his successor in 1867.

Scarcely anything has so far been said of the
attendance of the school on Sundays at Cathedral;
but that is a large subject which requires a chapter
to itself.

1 Every old Wykehamist who remembers Dr. Moberly's preaching agrees
with Mr. Tuckwell's description of it (p. 135).

2 Sixth Book and Senior Part, when taken as one class, as they often were
for many other purposes till about 18G2, were known as " Pulpiteers". The
arrangement is of some antiquity ; Joseph Godwin (admitted 1648 ; see below,
p. 301) said that "the two upper formes joyne in one when thev [do] lessons
or take Theme".

3 P.S.C. p. 348.



CHAPTER XVIII

SUNDAYS: ATTENDANCE AT CATHEDRAL

THE attendance of the school at the Cathedral on

Sundays is a time-honoured practice, which some
writers have spoken of as instituted by the Founder
himself. Thus Roundell Palmer wrote about 1843

that VVykeham's eye beheld his scholars

two and two their comely order keep
Along the Minster's sacred aisles,

and that, though 450 years had passed since the
foundation of the College,

Still to their Sabbath worship they troop by Wykeham's tomb.1

It is most unlikely, however, that the school went to
Cathedral for " Sabbath worship " before the Refor-
mation. When the scholars were still housed on the

slope of St. Giles's Hill, the Founder directed that on
Sundays and holy days they should attend mattins
vespers and other hours and masses at the parish
church of St. John,2 and when they had their own
Chapel their presence was required there on such days
in primis et secundis vesperis, matutinis, missis, proces-
sionibus et aliis horis canonicis (Rubric XXIX.). There

1 Wordsworth, pp. 108, 114.
J From Wykeham's Register ; Lowth, Life of Wykeham, Appendix X.

p. xiv.

257 S
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is no reason to think that these obligations were
relaxed before the sixteenth century. It was in the
reign of Edward VI., probably, that the boys were
first sent to Cathedral.

The Statutes of Winchester and of New College,
while they regulated " the machinery of devotion ':
most minutely, made no provision for " instruction
in the principles of the Christian religion ".1 Though
it was a main part of Wykeham's purpose in the
foundation of his colleges ut ferventius ac frequentius
Christus evangelizeturz by the men they were to train,
there is no reference to sermons in the Winchester

Rubrics, and it was only on the Feast of the Annuncia-
tion that a sermon was required at New College
(Rubric XLIII.). As Wycliffe "laid stress on the
necessity for more preaching, and again more preach-
ing ", exalting it above the Sacraments, the Bishops
regarded it " with more and more coolness ".3 With
the Reformation, of course, there came a change in
the official attitude. Henry VIII., who was no
consistent believer in the open Bible (for Bible-
reading too often led " to sinister interpretation of
Scripture "), declared in The King's Book (1543) that
" blessed are those who hear the word of God ", and
that preaching was ' the chief and principal office
to which priests and bishops be called ",4 In his
Statutes for the Dean and Chapter of Winchester
(1544) he required that each of the twelve Canons
should preach in the Cathedral at least four times a
year, 

" 

so that there might be a sermon practically
every Lord's day " ;5 and in 1547 his son's Com-
missioners, finding that some of the Canons " neclect

1 R. and R. p. 56. » The New College second Rubric.
3 G. M. Trevelyan, England in the Age of Wycliffe, pp. 127-8.
" Dixon, History of the Church of England, ii. p. 320.
6 The Injunction of Edward VI. to the Dean and Chapter required that

these sermons should be preached " betwene matt ins and masse ".
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to preache ther sermons at ther turnes as by ther
statutes they are bound to do ", enjoined that whenever
they showed such neglect they should " forfeyt
twenty shillings ".x Edward VI.'s advisers were of
course convinced of the value of preaching-if they
could ensure the soundness of the doctrines preached.2
That they did not insist on sermons in parish churches
more than once a quarter (1547)3 was due, perhaps,
partly to their uncertainty on that point, partly to
a doubt of the capacity of the parish clergy. Now it
is, strangely enough, the fact that the Commissioners
who visited Winchester College in 1547, though they
rigorously prescribed catechizing and so forth, were
altogether silent about preaching. What is the ex-
planation ? Probably the Fellows, fearing an injunc-
tion to them to preach in Chapel, may have sought
to avert it by sending the scholars on Sundays to
listen to the Canons.4 The Commissioners were

satisfied, perhaps, with that method of " calling
upon " the boys " to hear sermons ", and forebore to
lay upon the Fellows a burden which many of them
may have been ill qualified to bear.-Whether these
conjectures hit the exact truth or not, the subsequent
history of the attendance of the school at Cathedral
strongly supports the opinion that the hearing of
sermons was its original raison d'etre.

The Injunctions of Bishop Home (1562 and 1571)

1 Winchester Cathedral Documents, i. pp. 126, 180.
s A provision of 2 Edw. VI. limited the right of preaching to such persons

as were licensed by the Lord Protector and the Archbishop of Canterbury
(Wilkins, Concilia, iv. p. 4).

3 Injunction of 1 Edw. VI. " to all and singular his loving subjects "
(Wilkins, op. cit. iv. p. 30).-A Shrewsbury Ordinance of 157£ required that
the scholars should " resort to their parish church every Sunday and holy day
to hear divine service at morning and evening prayer ", but that " where there
is a sermon in any one church, they shall all resort thither to the hearing
thereof".

' This is substantially Mr. Kirby's conclusion, but he does not arrive at
it by quite the same route. See Annals, p. 388.
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make it clear that the boys heard sermons at Cathedral
in the early years of Elizabeth; it was only on holy
days that the famous Puritan required that sermons
should be preached in " the College quire". He
enjoined that on Sundays the Schoolmaster and
Usher should " diligently attend and keep the scholars
together ... at the sermons", and the context
shows that the Cathedral sermons were meant.1 That

the Fellows, at any rate, still attended in the following
reign is proved by an item in the accounts for 1607 :
pro sera ad subsellium sociorum in eccl. Cath. Winton
iijs iiijd.;2 they had a pew of their own into which
they did not wish others to intrude. But though we
may be sure that the scholars also went to Cathedral
regularly till the time of the Civil War, they certainly
did not go during Mathew's later school-days ; for
not only does the information supplied by Warden
Harris establish an alibi,3 but after October 1645
Cathedral was no longer a place of worship. When
the garrison surrendered to Cromwell disasters fell
both upon the building and upon " the sweet

Cathedralists";4 the Dean and the Canons dis-
appeared, " the stately services ceased, and silence
reigned in the Close". In 1654 reports were current
that " Trinity Church ' -so the Cathedral was then

called-was to be demolished, but a humble petition
from inhabitants of the city and county saved it; a
list-a very short list-of subscribers towards the
cost of urgent repairs is extant. On the Restoration
of Charles II. the new chapter promptly put the
restoration of the building in hand ; 5 and we may be

1 V.A. & I. pp. 132, 325-7, 331.
2 Annals, p. 388.
3 See above, pp. 250-1.
* The phrase occurs in an account of the havoc wrought by Waller's troops

in 1642. See Winchester Cathedral Documents, i. p. xxiv.
6 Op. cit., ii. pp. xxi-xxiii, xxviii-xxx ; 97-8 ; 160.
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sure that the attendance of the school was soon after-
wards resumed. Some fifty years later we have a
statement, from the hand of Warden Nicholas (1711),
of fees paid by " children '" and commoners. One
of the items is an annual 2d. for " Church Money " ;l
" Church " then and afterwards was a usual designa-
tion of the Cathedral, and " Church Money ' (for
keeping the boys' places, says Mr. Kirby) was annually
paid to "the clerks of the Cathedral' till 1840.2
The school must therefore have gone to Cathedral
regularly in 1711. We have some interesting evidence
that it did so (on State holidays) in 1718, when
certain " persons of undoubted credit " informed the
Secretary of State that on the anniversary of George
I.'s accession many of the boys " came into the

Church in the middle of Divine Service, in a very
extraordinary and indecent manner". With the
alleged indecency of their behaviour, due (so far as
true) to their Jacobite sympathies, we are not now
concerned; but part of the explanation furnished
to Mr. Secretary Craggs by Warden Brathwayte is im-
portant for our purpose. " On the first of August",
wrote the Warden, " we had the full form of prayer
in our own Chapel; and when we have so, the Boys
do not go to the Cathedral till toward sermon time,
which they did then ".3 When therefore we read
that in 1778 there were prayers in chapel on Sundays
at eight, eleven, and five, the fact does not preclude-
on the contrary, it suggests-the presence of the boys

1 Annals, pp. 383-4.
- The year is fixed by Prefect of Hall's book. Another payment, called

Mat Money, was made by Prefect of Hall to the Cathedral vergers till 1860.
3 From Warden Huntingford's MS. Wiccamical Annuls. Mr. Kirby, who

prints much of Warden Brathwayte's letter (Annals, pp. 387-8), omits its very
sensible conclusion : " I cannot think it for his Majesty's Service, to talk of
Royal Visitations, and even Dragoons, upon every Childish trifle, which
despised, would die of itself like other Little Follies ". At the Assizes in March
171 £ the grand jury had presented the College for disaffection ; see Annals,
p. 386.
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at the Cathedral sermons.-In the early years of the
nineteenth century, besides going thrice to Chapel,
they went twice to the Cathedral on Sundays, arriving
in the morning at the beginning of the Communion
Service, so as to be in good time for the sermon which
followed it.1 In March 1819 the choir was placed
under repair, and for more than a year afterwards
" the Boys did not go to the Cathedral". In his
manuscript Annals Warden Huntingford details the
arrangements which were made for Chapel attendance
instead. It appears from his account that " there was
no sermon either on Sundays or on Ascension Day or on
the State holidays when the Boys used to go to the
Cathedral". The sermonless Sundays had continued for
eleven months, when in February 1820 " it was con-
sidered, whether it was not expedient to provide that a
Sermon should be preached every Sunday to the Boys,
it being probable that the Cathedral would not for a
long time be open. Some difficulties, however, pre-
senting themselves, the idea was relinquished ".2 At
the nature of these difficulties we can make a shrewd

guess.-We saw in the last chapter that Warden
Barter introduced a Chapel sermon on Sundays in
1833; it was preached, as it is still preached, at the
beginning of the five o'clock service, and afternoon
attendance at Cathedral ceased.3 Attendance at the

1 T. A. T. pp. 137, 141. They attended at the whole Cathedral service
a little later, and the eleven o'clock Chapel service was dropped.

- Huntingford's MS. Wiccamical Annals : " Temporary Service in the
Chapel".

3 The question is often asked, Why does the sermon come first in the
Chapel service on Sunday afternoon ? The arrangement probably arose
from the fact that the Cathedral sermon had preceded the Chapel service ; but
it was maintained for reasons of convenience. The organist and the singing
men in College were often on the Cathedral staff also ; some at least of the
Cathedral quiristers also sang in Chapel in the thirties (see below, p. 464).
As the Chapel service began at five and the Cathedral service was barely over
by that hour, Barter's arrangement gave these musicians a breathing-space;
they came in after the sermon.
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morning service and sermon continued till 1890, but
with the increase of the numbers of the school, and
of the demand of citizens for seats, it had become

impossible for the whole school to be accommodated.
From 1874 onwards only the seniors had attended ;
for the rest a service in Chapel, with sermon, had been
provided.

The author of Wykehamica says that in his school-
days (1831-5) the behaviour of Wykehamists at
Cathedral was not worthy of them,1 and many of
the published reminiscences of the early nineteenth
century tell the same tale.2 The fault did not lie
wholly with the boys, from whom too much was
expected. Till about 1833 they spent on Sundays
" two hours in Chapel", wrote Lord Sherbrooke,
u and nearly three in Cathedral " ; 

3 no wonder if

many of them were listless or worse. The sermons
of the Deans and Canons in the morning were of
varying quality, but even Lord Selborne admitted
that they were " above our mark ".* Those of the

Minor Canons in the afternoon seem to have been

much below it; Dean Hook (1812-17) used to watch
for the ludicrous blunders which at least one of

them perpetrated.5 Apropos of such blunders Dean
Stephens spoke of " the stuff sometimes tolerated in
our cathedral pulpits at the beginning of this " (the
nineteenth) " century " ; but in the middle of that

century the morning sermons, if only occasionally

1 Adams, pp. 316-18.
" T. A. T. i. pp. 137 sqq.; Rich, c. vi.; Tuckwell, pp. 117-18.
3 Life of Lord Slierbrooke, i. p. 8.
1 Memorials of Lord Selborne, i. p. 99.
6 " What is impossible can never be and very seldom comes to pass 

" 
;

" O tempora ; o mores ! What times we live in : little girls and boys run about
the streets cursing and swearing before they can either walk or talk " (Stephens,
Life of Dean Hook, i, p. 13).-Some delightful verses by Tom Warton describe
the preaching of a minor canon of the eighteenth century (A. A. Locke, In
Praise of Winchester, pp. 140-1).
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'' stuff", were not always tolerated by the boys.
" The preaching canons ", Mr. Tuckwell, who left in
1848, says bluntly, " were a queer lot ",a and even in
the sixties the extreme old age and the personal
oddities of some of the preachers made their preaching
ineffective. But to many Wykehamists attendance
at Cathedral was a bright spot in their lives. There
was the purely secular pleasure of going beyond their
narrow bounds and seeing unfamiliar faces; on
occasion there were the stately processions of the
Judges of Assize ; but there was also the impressive-
ness of the building and its associations. Wyke-
hamists, and especially perhaps the writers of Wyke-
hamical reminiscences, have their full share of British
reserve about things which appeal to their hearts ;
but one of them, speaking of the twenties, recorded,
what others felt, that the Cathedral and its services
brought him '' a heavenly revelation, as if I had
received the gift of a new sense ",2 and a later Wyke-
hamist speaks of " the sense of awe, of uplifting glory '
which they gave him as a child.

In 1886 the morning service at Cathedral was
lengthened, and even before that date, since 1874,
most of the boys had preferred the Chapel service.
In the autumn of 18903 a change was made upon the
wisdom of which all Wykehamists are agreed. Attend-
ance at the ordinary service was discontinued, and
Dr. Fearon arranged with the Dean and Chapter that
on the afternoon of the second Sunday in each month
the boys should have a Cathedral service of their
own. He thus made it possible for the whole school
to worship together, but he did much more. He
converted an institution which had its origin, perhaps,

1 Tuckwell, p. 117. He excepts, of course, Archdeacon Samuel Wilber-
force.

2 Memorials of Lord Selborne, i. p. 88.
3 The Wykehamist, October 1890.
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in mere slackness on the part of the Fellows of 1547,
and which to most or many of the boys had become
irksome, into one which is to present Wykehamists a
valued privilege, and to old Wykehamists a happy
memory.



CHAPTER XIX

IAM LUCIS: GOING CIRCUM

ABOUT fifty years ago, on the last morning of Cloister
Time, there were morning prayers in Chapel for the
scholars ; and on leaving Chapel, led by the Second
Master and the two Election Grace singers, they sang
the beautiful hymn lam Lucis to Bishop's beautiful
tune, walking in procession round " Sands " till they
reached Sixth Chamber. Having received their
journey - money in Sixth they went off to a " last

breakfast " at the George (or, in earlier times, at the
White Hart), and so to their trains and their homes.1
In the twenties and thirties the same thing seems to
have happened before the Christmas holidays also;
the late Mr. G. W. Huntingford told me that he had
a distinct recollection of Mr. C. H. Ridding (Second
Master 1824-35) appearing in Chamber Court on such
an occasion " in the dusk of a winter morning with
his cocked hat on ",2 It is a pity that Mr. Ridding's
more famous son, who said of himself in another
connection that he had not " a processional mind ",3
allowed the processional hymn to be dropped in 1863,

1 Mansfield, p. 183 ; Tuckwell, p. 94. For some details I am indebted to
Archdeacon Fearon.

2 Mr. Huntingford explained : " In those days the Head and Second
Masters wore cocked hats " (but they were on the point of giving them up)
"not 'fore and aft', but across like Napoleon". The use of the cocked hat
was at least as old as the time of Dr. Goddard's headmastership. The Masters
and the Fellows wore trencher-caps only with the surplice. See Rich, pp. 6,
7 ; T. A. T. pp. 115, 117. a G.R. p. 61.
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when he in his turn became Second Master; the

usage was then at least 100 years old,1 and was
understood, rightly or wrongly, to be a survival from
an older usage called " Going Circum". What that
precisely was no one professed to know; but the
name excited, and it excites, curiosity.

Allusions to Going Circum are scanty in Wyke-
hamical literature ; I have found three places only
in which it is noticed as an existing institution.

1. In Robert Mathew's poem, 1647 :
Campanella sonat, si quinta advenerit hora ;
Cum superis dcdimus sacris gratesque precesque,
Ilicet ire licet circurn, licet ire precandum.
Coena parata vocat (vv. 262-5).

2. In Thomas Ken's Manual of Prayers, 1674
(written while the author was a resident Fellow) :

If you are a commoner, you may say your prayers in your
own chamber ; but if you are a child or a chorister, then, to
avoid the interruptions of the common chamber, go into the
chapel, between first and second peal, in the morning, to say
your morning prayers, and to say your evening prayers when
you go Circum (p. 7 ; see also, p. 24).

3, In Regulations of the Warden and Fellows,
made September 9, 1778 (Annals, p. 410) :

Ordered.-That the Praepositor in course in each Chamber
shall every morning enquire of the Inferiors whether they have
between Peals gone circum, as it is usually called ; and that
they produce a witness of the same, otherwise their names
shall be carried to one of the Masters.

The seventeenth-century passages, it will have been
noticed, speak of Going Circum as an evening prac-
tice, and Ken's language shows clearly that it was not
in his time a morning practice also; but in 1778

1 It is mentioned as a well-established institution in the Ode to Whitsuntide

published in George Huddesford's Salmagundi, and there ascribed to Thomas
Warton, junior.
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it was observed, apparently, in the morning. Not
one of the three passages suggests that it was, as its
name suggests, processional.1 Its object is said to be
private prayer, for which a procession is unsuitable.

But tradition, as well as the name, strongly
favours a processional origin. " Near the entrance "
(to Cloisters), wrote Thomas Warton about 1750, " we

perceive, in the Eastern wall a Door Way now
closed up, by which the Society formerly passed from
the Chapel, through a corresponding one in the opposite
Wall, for celebrating the Procession called the Circum,
in which they every morning circuited the College ",2
A still more definite, but much less valuable, statement
to the same effect is made by Walcott.3 Now if,
without necessarily accepting the details which these
writers give us, we accept the tradition that Going
Circum was " formerly " a procession, then, knowing
as we do that the procession was no longer made in
1647, we may conjecturally refer its discontinuance to
the Reformation period. But if the procession was
made before the Reformation, to what date should we
refer its origin ? The Winchester Statutes speak of
' processions " as part of the ritual routine of Sundays

and holy days (Rubric XXIX.), but they do not
speak of any daily procession circum. In the New
College Statutes, however, the Founder enjoins that
singulis diebus per annum . . . circa claustrum Collegii
Processiones fiant solennes (Rubric XLII.). It may
well be that what was enjoined at New College was
done at Winchester in Wykeham's own time.

Mr. Hardy has called my attention to some re-
1 Adams (p. 8C) puts much into Mathew's lines which is not there, when he

interprets them thus : " At five, the bell again rang, and the whole Society,
Warden, Fellows, Masters, Chaplains, Clerks, Scholars, and Choristers, went
' circum ' ".

2 Description, p. 43. a Walcott, p. 215.
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marks of Dr. Moberly which give some support to the
hypothetical conclusion which I have drawn. " The
expression ' going Circum' is now", Dr. Moberly
wrote in 1839,1 " quite obsolete and forgotten. It
appears, however, that in the school-days of the oldest
living Wykehamists the small passage leading to the
chapel and cloisters of the college was open to the
boys, with a bench round it placed close to the walls.
It was the practice of the boys, on coming out of school
at six o'clock,2 to go into this passage, and stooping or
kneeling down by the bench, to say their short private
prayers; and this practice was still called ' going
Circum'. Possibly, in former times, the boys may
have walked in procession round the cloisters after
school-time, singing one of the old Church hymns still
extant among them, and when this usage came to be
considered popish, they may have been confined to the
dark entrance-passage, and their separate prayers ".-
The " oldest living Wykehamists " of 1839 would have
been at school about 1770-80, i.e. at about the time
of the Regulation of 1778.2 To Wykehamists of the
succeeding generation Going Circum, even in its later
form, was apparently unknown, and the Regulation
itself, perhaps, suggests that the Warden and Fellows
were seeking, not by the wisest of methods, to give
vitality to a moribund institution. It was obsolete
and nearly forgotten before Dr. Moberly came to
Winchester as a boy in 1816; Mr. Leach's memory
must have played him false when he asserted 3 that
in 1865 the Head Master used to tell his pupils that
" the curious relic of Roman Catholic times in going
circum " survived in his own school-days.

1 See his biographical memoir of Bishop Ken, prefixed as an introduction
to Ken's Manual of Prayers ; I quote from pp. xv, xvi.

2 It will have been noticed that Dr. Moberly's " oldest living Wyke-
hamists " spoke, like Mathew and Ken, of going circum in the evening.

3 V.H. p. 336.



CHAPTER XX

SCHOOL-DAYS : BOOKS-CHAMBERS

IN 1647, Tuesdays and Thursdays being normally
" remedies," there were only four " school-days " in the
week ; but they were school-days with a vengeance.
The boys, says Mathew, were called at 5 and were in
Chapel at 5.30 ; at 6 a bell summoned them " to the
learned Muses " ; they meditated them in School till
9 ; at 9 they had breakfast, and afterwards " applied
themselves to their studies': -let us hope, inter-
mittently-in chambers till 11 ; from 11 to 12, though
they did not all go 

" 

up to books ", they were in School
again. Having dined at 12 they went to work once
more, staying in School, with an interval in the
summer for "bevers", till 5. Then, after circum-
going and supper, they seem to have studied in
chambers till 8.1 At 8 came Chapel, and after Chapel
bed.-We have also a school-day time-table for
1825-9. Boys were " down ", we learn from Robert
Lowe, for Chapel at 6 ; what they did immediately
after it he does not say ; they were in School from
7.30 to 10, and after breakfasting at 10, from 11 to 12.
From 12 to 1 they played ; at 1 they dined. From 2
to 6 (with a " bevers " interval in summer) they were

1 Mathew is vague upon this point (w. 268-9), but the fact of evening
study in chambers about his time is established by the Bodleian notes.
See below, p. 303. In the course of the evening they went to Hall for a merenda
(see above, p. 108).
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again in School. Supper was at 6 ; there was " toy-
time " (Lowe does not use the word) till 8.30, and bed-
time followed.1

What strikes one most in these time-tables is their

close resemblance. In both of them there is the same

unduly short " middle school " between breakfast and
dinner; in both there are the same intolerably long
school-hours before breakfast and in the afternoon.

It was reserved for Dr. Moberly to reform these vicious
arrangements. He came as Head Master in 1836, and
by about 1840 he had reduced the length of " morning
school " from two and a half hours to an hour, and
had increased that of " middle school " from an hour to

two and a half hours ; in 1847 he knocked another
half-hour off the former, and added it to the latter.
The four-hour " afternoon school", with its summer
break for bevers, he left almost untouched till 1863,
but he seems to have granted a somewhat extended
bever-time throughout the year before 1860 ; in 1863
the afternoon school-hours became 3 to 6. For more

than twenty years these arrangements were main-
tained. Except for one unimportant modification,2
Dr. Ridding left them as he found them ; but subse-
quent Head Masters have wisely developed Moberly's
policy by still further lengthening middle and shorten-
ing afternoon school. The following table shows the
effect of these changes.3

1 Patchett Martin, Life of Lord Sherbrooke, i. p. 8.
2 Dr. Ridding put morning school before morning chapel.
3 The Saturday hours, owing chiefly to the afternoon chapel service, were

somewhat different from those of the other school-days ; I have not taken
account of these differences here.

[TABLE
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Middle AfternoonYear. Morning Total Hours.
School. School. School.

1647 6-9 11-12 1-5 ! 8
1829 7.30-10 2 11-12 2-6 1 n
1866 7.30-8 9-12 3-6 6*
1913 7-7.45 9.15-12.45 4-6 6i

These school-hours, some of which were of course
hours for preparation not spent " up to books ", were
in Mathew's time and till 1869 all spent, by the
scholars at any rate, in School or class-rooms, and
during them one at least of the Masters would always
be in School.

In 1630 the Fellows of New College asserted that
the Head Master was bound to be in School from 7 to

9 and from 2 to 5 ; but, they added, he shirked many
of these hours.3 He continued to do so when Joseph
Godwin 4 (admitted 1648) was at Winchester : "the
Upper Master", says Godwin, " has an easy place of
it ... he is but one hour in the morning and 2 in the
afternoon at School ".5 " The Usher", we learn from

1 With J hour for bevers in summer ; the break was in Mathew's time at
3.30 (v. 258), in later times at 4.45.

2 There was an hour between chapel and morning school which was in-
tended for preparation ; in Mr. Tuckwell's time (1842-8) it was otherwise
employed (p. 29).

3 " As the use of late hath beene from three till flue, and from eight till
half an howre past nine, is too short". See above, p. 171.-Seven o'clock for
the Schoolmaster, six for the Usher, were the normal hours of first appearance
in English schools during the sixteenth century. In 1530 the Eton fourth
form had " a verbe providyd ageyne vij of ye Clok when the Scholemr comyth
in " (E.G. p. 448) ; in 1541 it was ordained for Grammar Schools of Cathedrals
of the New Foundation, ante horam diei seplimam Archididascolus [sic]
scholam ingrediatur . . . hipodidascolus mane hora sexta scholam ingrediatur
(ibid. pp. 468, 466) ; in 1560 the Eton Consuetudinarium savs that hora sexta
ingreditur hypodidascalus, and that at seven the fourth form ab hypodidascalo
ad ludimagistri partem se confert; ingreditur scholam ludimagister (Eloniana,
No. 5, p. 69. The Eton practice was to be followed at Westminster (B.C.
pp. 506-8). « See below, p. 301.

6 C. Cooper Henderson wrote in 1818 that at middle school the Second and
Third Masters only attended, " Gabell thinking it no joke".
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the same informant, was 
" 

a drudge ". What his hours
were we are not told, but we may safely assume that
among them, as at Eton in 1560,1 were those during
which his superior did not attend. In the instructions
given to Mr. Williams in 1810 the 11-12 hour, when
the Informator was absent, was specially mentioned
as one of the school-hours of the Hostiarius.

I need not speak of the time-table of what are
nowadays called half-remedies. Till the nineteenth
century half-and-half days were abnormal ; normal
days were one thing or the other-remedies or school-
days. But on remedies, as well as on school-days,
hours of study were appointed which were not techni-
cally school-hours, and during which no master was
present; prefects were responsible for order and (in
College at any rate) for such teaching as was needed.
These hours of study were contemplated by the
Statutes-Wykeham's embryo prefects were, as we
have seen, created chiefly in view of them ; they were
enforced by the Tabula Legum.2 On every day,
whether remedy or school-day, there was an hour or
more of such study in the evening; on school-days
(though not till after Mathew's time) there was an
hour of it after morning chapel; on remedies, as we
shall see, there were many hours of it in the morning
and the afternoon. These last acquired the name
" Books-chambers ", at what date I cannot discover ;
the earliest use of that slovenly compound which I
have noticed was made in 1778, when a scholar's
father wrote that on a remedy afternoon his son was
in Fourth Chamber, " to learn (as he calls it) his

1 Eloniana, No. 5, p. 70.
2 An injunction of Bishop Home seems to imply that the two Masters were

to teach the boys in chambers, i.e. during these hours of study (V.A. & 1.
p. 331); but Home was not a Wykehamist.

T
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books-chambers 'V A little later in the same year the
Warden and Fellows ordained that (on remedies)
the hours for books - chambers are from Ten to three

quarters past Eleven in the forenoon and from half past
Three2 to three-quarters past Five in the afternoon, bever
time excepted, when studying hours begin at Four.

From January 1799 if not earlier the afternoon
studying hours in question were spent by the scholars,
not in chambers, but in School;3 chambers were
perhaps made inaccessible to them in the morning
some ten years before that date. If " notions " were

used with terminological exactitude the term " books-
chambers ': would have become obsolete from the

end of the eighteenth century, or would have been
applied only to the evening hours of study ; but neither
of these things happened. We find Warden Barter
distinguishing in 1833 between the morning and
afternoon " books-chambers " and the evening hour
which he called " chamber time"4 and ordinary
mortals " toy-time " ; and in 1847 the Second Master
wrote that " books - chambers'' on remedies in

" Common Time " were from 9 to 11.45 and from 4

to 6, while " toy-time " (on all days) was from 7.30
to 8.45.5-Commoners spent all these hours " in their
hall"6 and at their " toys ", and used to call them

1 Annals, p. 407; see above, p. 157. Perhaps the father had not got the
" notion " quite right.

2 I.e. on the return from Afternoon Hills. Compare w. 177-8 :
Attamen ad libros, postquam rediere, revertunt,
Prsefectusque vigil qus£ sunt discenda docebit.

-Reference is made in a document printed on pp. 340-1 to a grim incident of
the morning books-chambers called " books-chamber lines".

3 See above, p. 157, note 2.
* Prefect of Hall's book, September 14, 1833.
6 Ibid., entry of 1847. " Common Time " then included " Short Half".

"Books-chamber time", said the Second Master, "begins at 10 and is over
| after 11 during Easter time, during Cloister Time at 11. Evening " (t-«-
afternoon) " books-chambers are from 5 to 6 o'clock ".

6 Adams, p. 417.
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all " toys " or " toy-times " ; 1 but in the forties

they generally preferred the purely College " notion '
books-chambers for the morning and afternoon study-
ing hours.2 The distinction between books-chambers
and toy-time is still observed in College, but I have
heard the former name applied indiscriminately by
many commoners to all preparation hours.

The evening toy-time is a Wykehamical institution
of great antiquity and importance ; it dates, probably,
from the foundation of the College, and ability to
maintain quiet and good order during its course is a
primary and indispensable qualification for a prefect.
It has been, and I suppose it is, at toy-time chiefly
that the College boy-tutor discharges those duties
towards his pupils by which Wykeham set such store.
Here is a passage about the evening hour of study
at Eton, written in 1560 :

At the sixth hour [in the evening after supper] those in
the highest form who are appointed by the Schoolmaster to
teach the other forms set themselves to the tasks assigned
them, and practise those committed to their trust in explain-
ing their lessons and turning sentences from the vernacular
into Latin.3

The words were written of Eton, but they were per-
haps literally true of Winchester at the time. Much
has been changed since then ; the tasks assigned to
the prefects in College are nowadays less definite ;
but the tradition still has force.

1 W.W.B. p. CO.
1 From the word-book of c. 1845 to which I have often referred.

3 Etoniana, No. 5, p. 70. The same duty was enjoined in Elizabeth's
Statutes for Westminster, but it was enjoined on two boys only, and was to
occupy them only for half an hour (E.G. p. 514).



CHAPTER XXI

" 
FORMS OR BOOKS

IN 1571 Bishop Home enjoined upon the School-
master and Usher that they should expound Nowell's
catechism to the scholars " in their several forms or

books " ; l and both these words are found in Wyke-
hamical literature, before and after 1571, as equivalents
of what Long Rolls and our poet call classes.2 In his
Fulgaria, published in 1519, William Horman, Head
Master successively of Eton (1484-94) and of Win-
chester (1495-1501), translated duco classem by " I am
prepositer of my boke " ; 3 and Edward Stanley
(Head Master of Winchester 1627-43) promised in
1637 that whenever John Nicholas went to Winchester

he should be " in the Fifth Book ".4 On the other hand

John Twychener (Head Master 1525-31) described
the work of the different Winchester " formes " ;5
and Warden Harris wrote in 1645 6 that the children
" 

are instructed according to the severall formes
wherein they are placed ". It does not follow that

1 V.A. & 1. p. 327.
2 Both classes and ordines were freely used for school " classes " in the

Latin of the sixteenth century ; we find both words in the Statutes of Canter-
bury (1541-E.G. pp. 464-8) and of Westminster (1560-ibid. pp. 506-14) as
well as in the Eton Consuetudinarium (1560-Etoniana, No. 5, pp. 69-71).

3 See above, p. 39. We have no other evidence for the existence at

Winchester of the Eton institution of the " prsepostor " of a form, nor for the
use at Eton of the Winchester term " book ". If Herman's phrase is not
evidence for one of these things or for both, it was a jumble intelligible at
neither school.

4 Annals, p. 123. 6 E.G. p. 448. « See above, p. 250.
276
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" form " was an admissible synonym for " book '
when Wykehamist spoke to Wykehamist; both
Twychener and Harris were explaining Winchester
ways to outsiders.-Why either of these names were
given to a school class is by no means certain. The
New English Dictionary declares that " there appears
to be no ground " for the common belief that " form '
when so used means a number of boys sitting on the
same form or bench, and suggests that it simply
means grade or rank. The use of " book " for " class "
is practically confined to Winchester l and concerns
a Wykehamical writer more nearly. Walcott, dis-
cussing a passage in the Statutes of Chichester Cathe-
dral in which rows of seats seemed to him to be called

books, asserted that at Winchester the rows of seats
in School were actually so called.2 If this were so, we
could at least bring " books " into line with the usual
explanation of " forms " ; 3 but the assertion is only,
I think, a very questionable inference from the phrase
" to go up to books " (i.e. to go before a master for
a lesson), in which phrase " books " is perhaps used
literally and needs no explanation.4 I prefer to accept
provisionally the theory of Adams, that a " book '

was originally the liber or register of a class, and that
the name was afterwards transferred to the class

itself; that instead of saying, " I am in the book of

1 The W.W.B. quotes an Irish use of it.
2 See also Adams, p. 95, and the plan of school in Rich (opposite p. 5).

T. A. Trollope, who thought that " books " = "*ows ", admitted (in a letter
penes me) that it was only so used in such phrases as " up to books " and " up
at books".

3 The question, why should a row or bench be called a book, would still be
unanswered.

" Mr. Wrench, however, suggested a recondite explanation which brings
to our notice another interesting Wykehamical use of " books ". The Eton
Consuetudinarium says that after supper the boys dictata eodem die a pracceplorc
retitant et ordinant (Eloniana, No. 5, p. 70). Were these recitaliones much the
same as the ancient lectionum a ccena repetiliones, quas Wiccamici materna
lingua Libras dicunt, to which Mr. Wrench referred (W.W.B. p. 10) ?
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the fifth class ", it was convenient to say, " I am in the

fifth book".1

The school rank of a contemporary of Mathew's
could be described very simply and clearly. The poet
writes :

In classes pueros secuit reverenda vetustas.
Sexta locum primum, sed classis Quinta secundum
Occupat, et Quarts concessa est tertia sedes;
Ultima qute scquitur vocitata est Quarta-secunda (vv. 114-17).2

A boy was in Sixth, or Fifth, or Fourth, or Second-
Fourth Book, and there was no more to be said. A
Wykehamist of to-day may be in " Fifth Book, Senior
Part, Junior Division (a), Parallel Division " ; and as

if all that were not enough, " Short Rollv may
describe his position more fully by putting against his
name the symbols " jx/3C3*". I shall not try to
explain these complexities, having often tried and
failed when it was my duty to try. I shall speak
only of the historic " books ", and chiefly of those
questions about them which Mathew's lines suggest,
why no First, Second, and Third, and why no Seventh
and Eighth ?3

Mr. Kirby, following Adams, rightly took for
granted that the lower books must once have existed.4
They had ceased to exist before the date of Mathew's
poem, which Mr. Kirby, misled by Wordsworth,
supposed to have been written " about the year
1553 ".6 He conjectured that their disappearance was

1 Adams, p. 343 ; see also L.R. i. p. xxxv.
2 " They call their classes thus : The second-fourth ; the 4th ; the 5th ;

& sixth " (Bodleian Notes, see below, p. 301).
3 Of the puzzling et in the name of that Secunda et Quarto Classis which

appeared in Long Rolls from 1675 to 1799 (except in that of 1729) even Mr.
Holgate could suggest " no reasonable explanation " (L.R. i. p. xxxiv) ; of the
Secunda Classis which appeared in them once or twice in the eighteenth century,
and has appeared annually from 1800 to the present time, something will be
said in the chapter on Quiristers.

1 W.C. p. 54 ; Adams, p. 343. * See above, p. 3.
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caused by a disappearance of town day-boys, who
" would naturally be in the lower classes, inasmuch as
the instruction most of them required was more of a
commercial than a liberal character ". Now we know

of two occasions when town day-boys disappeared,
either wholly or in part. One was in 1412, when
Cardinal Beaufort, on learning that some eighty or a
hundred extranei were being taught in the school
classes, issued what Mr. Kirby calls " a fulmination ",
directing that only ten extranei, the Founder's filii
nobilium et valenciwn personarum (Rubric XVI.),
should thereafter be admitted.1 The other was in

1629, when a very competent Usher, forced by
marriage to give up his situation, started a school of
his own in the town and carried all or most of the

town day-boys off with him.2 Mr. Kirby's belief
that the lower forms had ceased to exist before 1553

precluded him from supposing that what happened in
1629 was the cause of their disappearance ; if, there-
fore, a disappearance of town day-boys was the cause
of the disappearance of the lower forms, these lower
forms, he concluded, must have disappeared in 1412.

Mr. Kirby so argued and concluded in 1892 and in
1893, but it was soon to be shown that his argument
was based on an unwarranted assumption, and that
his conclusion was at variance with fact. Mr. Cotton

proved in 1899 that Mathew's poem was not written
before 1642 ;3 it was therefore possible to refer the
disappearance of the lower forms to 1629. Mr. Leach
proved in 1903 that the lower forms certainly existed
in 1530, and almost certainly in 1565 ; it was therefore
impossible to refer their disappearance (or, at any rate,
their final disappearance) to 1412. That they cer-
tainly existed in 1530 was proved by a document
which Mr. Leach was the first to interpret correctly ;

1 See above, p. 86. 2 See above, p. 70. 3 See above, p. 5.
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it gives an account, written by the Schoolmaster and
Usher of that year, of the Winchester curriculum,
and it tells us in detail what the work of these lower

forms then was.1 That they almost certainly existed
about 1565 was most ingeniously argued from the
contents of Johnson's Themes, which show that the
Head Master was at the time teaching Sixth, Fifth,
and Fourth Books; if there had been no Third,
Second, or First, there would have been no occupa-
tion for the Usher.2-It may be further pointed out
that there is evidence that the lower forms had dis-

appeared before 1637. I have already referred to a
promise given in that year that a certain boy who
was soon to come to Winchester should be placed " in
the Fifth Book " ; the value of the promise was that,
being so placed, he would be under the Head Master
" in teaching ".3 The inference is that he would not
have been under him if placed lower; Fourth Book
must therefore have passed into the Usher's charge.4
Why had it so passed ? Because, I think, the classes
under it no longer existed. In the earliest Long
Roll, that of 1653, there are 29 scholars in the two
divisions of Fourth Book, while there are 41 in
Sixth and Fifth together. The 26 commoners of
that year are not assigned to their classes by the roll,
but, if we may judge from later rolls of the seven-
teenth century by which they are so assigned, a large
majority of them must have been in Fourth or Second-

i V.H. pp. 296-300 ; E.G. p. 449.
2 I".//, pp. 310-11.-Note the distribution of classes in the Statutes of 1541

for Canterbury and other grammar schools of the cathedrals of the new
foundation : Omnis scholasticorum numerus in quinque out sex ordines seu
classes dislribuanlur. Horum inferiores tres instiluat Hipodidascolus [sic]:
superiores autem Archididascolus instituat (E.C. p. 404).

3 Annals, p. 123.
1 It had certainly so passed in the time of Joseph Godwin (admitted 1648),

who after giving the names of the four classes then existing added : " The

Upper Master hath^but 2 formes & the'Usher as many ".
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Fourth. With the Schoolmaster, then, teaching Sixth
and Fifth, and the Usher teaching Fourth and Second-
Fourth, the boys would have been about equally
distributed between them.-The conclusion of the
whole matter is, that the lower forms disappeared
between 1565 and 1637 ; and that the precise date of
their disappearance may probably have been 1629.1

The document by which Mr. Leach established the
existence of the lower forms in 1530 proves also the
existence of a Seventh Form at Winchester in that

year.2 A companion document proves the same
thing for Eton,3 and we have evidence for a Seventh
Form there thirty years later in the Consuetudinarium;4
the document of 1530 is, I believe, the only evidence
for a Seventh Form at Winchester. Mr. Austen

Leigh suggests that at both schools seven was prob-
ably " the original number of forms ... as it would
be the simple and obvious way of grouping the seventy
scholars ".5 When was the Seventh Form abolished ?

At Winchester certainly before 1647-Mathew's poem
proves that; at Eton certainly before 1678, for it is
absent from the first Eton list, which belongs to that
year. " A likely time", says Mr. Austen Leigh,
'' would perhaps be during the Civil Wars, when a
great many of the bigger boys may have gone off to
fight". In some lines published in 1662 an Oxford
man records that he went to Oxford " intent to study
learned science ", but, he continues,

My years had not amounted full eighteen
Till I in fight wounded three times had been,

1 The Second and First Forms continued to exist at Eton till 1869-70. At

Westminster " in the present", i.e. the nineteenth, " century the prevalence
of preparatory schools caused the disappearance of the three lowest forms "
(Sargeaunt, p. 41).

1 E.G. p. 448. 3 Ibid. p. 451.
1 Etoniana, No. 5, p. 70. 6 Eton College Lists, p. xxiv.
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Three times in sieges close had been immured,
Three times imprisonment's restraints endured.
In those sad times these verses rude were writ.1

That some, at least, of the bigger boys at Eton
went off to fight is evidenced by the fact that four
Comptons, sons of Lord Northampton, fought at
Edgehill; they were all Etonians, " the three younger
being all under twenty ".2 We have no such evidence
concerning Winchester. A well-informed writer, per-
haps the Warden, wrote, soon after the Restoration,
of " the innate and usuall Loialty '' of the College,
" of which in these wars there were more in Field

armes and more slaine for the King then of double
the number and proportion of Schollars in any other
houses " ;3 but he does not say that their loyalty
impelled any of these scholars to curtail their school-
days. Of the scholars proper the youngest who is
mentioned in the notes to Winchester Scholars as hav-

ing fought in the civil wars was born in 1620 or 1621
-his years " amounted full " twenty-one before the

King erected his standard ;4 and the familiar letters of
Warden Harris show that a would-be recruit from

among the " children ' would have met with little
encouragement from that lover of peace. Quid tu
facias, the Warden would have said, inter strictos
militum enses et bombardas ? Nobis omnino pro pace
pugnandum atque contendendum est.5 Commoners were
probably very few in 1642, and if a few of these few
went off to the wars, the fact would not account for
the disappearance of the highest class.-A Seventh
Form, which was appointed for Westminster, in

1 Firth, CromicelFs Army, p. 20.
2 Wasey Sterry, Annals of Eton College, p. 120.
3 From notes scribbled on the back and fly-leaf of a letter written to Warden

Harris by Nicholas Love " the regicide " ; they may have been written by
Warden Burt. See above, p. 46.

1 W.S. p. 175. 5 See below, pp. 563, 559.
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imitation of Eton, by the Statutes of 1560, still
survives there; at Harrow, under the Founder's
Regulations of 1571, the highest form was the Fifth,
but below the First there was what he called ' the
Petties " ; l at St. Paul's there is still an Eighth.

Of early arrangements at Winchester for promoting
boys from one class to another we learn nothing from
Mathew's poem or from elsewhere ; but the Grammar
School Statutes of 1541 and following years describe
what may have been a usual arrangement. The
Schoolmaster is there directed to visit his whole flock

once, twice, or three times every week, and to ascer-
tain the progress and test the abilities of the scholars ;
those whom he finds to be fit and industrious he is

bidden to call up, at least three times a year, to the
higher forms ; and in the case of those boys who are
entrusted to the Usher's care, his tests are to be
applied in the presence of, and his promotions are to
be made after consultation with, the Usher.2 It will
be observed that promotion was not by seniority3 but
by merit (ut quisque dignus habebitur); that the measure
of merit was not marks ; that a boy might " raise his
remove ", as now at Winchester, three times a year;

1 Similarly at Cuckfield School, about 1530, " the children first beginning
the grammar 

" 
were below the First Form and were called " the Babies "

(V.II. Bucks, ii. pp. 170-7).
- Leach, Early Education in Worcester, p. 146 ; B.C. p. 468.-The following

passage occurs in Thomas James's Account of Eton Discipline in 1766 : " When

boys are removed from one form to another, we have a custom of trying them
in the books they have already learned, & in such sort of exercises as they have
been used to make. If their tryal is satisfactory they are advanced with
glory, if otherwise kept back to their shame. . . . If Boys gain their Removes
with honour, we have a good custom of rewarding each with a Shilling, if high
in school 2s. 6d."-but we put the sum " to the Father's account" (Eloniana,
No. 8, pp. 114-15).

3 Seniority settled promotion out of " Senior Part " at Winchester till
1854. (See D.D. p. 168, on the happy results of substituting merit.) Dr.
Fearon tells me that Dr. Moberly found difficulties at first when he changed
the system ; the seniors resented the idea of losing places to their juniors, and
told them to be dumb when questions which they could answer came their
wav.
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that there were Head Master's examinations, not

twice or three times a year (we call that at Winchester
" monthly "), but once, twice, or three times a week.

Connected with the Winchester classes is the official

known as classicus, whom Mathew mentioned as re-
porting to the master the boys who were tarde with
their " tasks " :

Protinus ostendunt pueri sua pensa magistro ;
Si tamen omittant, dat nomina classicus horum (w. 2GO-1).

To collect tasks is one of the duties of the classicus

to-day ; but he has forgotten that he ought also to
report the boys whose tasks are not forthcoming. It
is also his business to know what the coming lesson is
to be, where the last lesson left off, and so forth ; but
these duties were more exacting when scholars and
commoners alike prepared their work in School.1 The
poet's line suggests that he corresponds to the Eton
" praepostor of a form ".2 This latter personage, how-
ever, at least in Horman's time, duxit classem; 3 the
classicus is the junior scholar in it, and was formerly
in each week the boy who had the lowest marks in the
week before.4 Perhaps the Eton custos,5 who in spite
of his imposing title had the humblest position in his
form, may have discharged the humbler duties of the
Winchester classicus.

1 Walcott (p. 236) speaks of " lazy dullards importuning some fagging
classicus to inform them of the day's lesson or task". The word-book of c.
1845 says that it is a duty of the classicus " to look the boys over when they
are up to Books and see that they are all there".

2 So says the author of the word-book just quoted.
3 See above, p. 270. « Mansfield, p. 105.
6 For the custos, see E.G. p. 450 ; Eloniana, No. 5, p. 71 ; M.L. pp. 139-40

(where an explanation of the name is suggested).



CHAPTER XXII

AUTHORS READ : INTRODUCTION OF GREEK

WE learn from Harrison's Description of England
that about 1577, at the great collegiate schools of
Eton, Winchester, and Westminster, boys were " well

entered in the knowledge of the Latine and Greeke
toongs and rules of versifieing" before proceeding,
after examination by " apposers", to " certeine
especiall houses in each universitie" ; * and the

statement, though suggesting that the portals of New
College and Christ Church, of Trinity and King's,
were opened more widely to the scholars of those
schools than was ever in fact the case, gives what
continued for more than 250 years afterwards to be a
sufficiently correct account of an Eton, Winchester,
or Westminster education. It opens out a wide
field of enquiry, parts of which I shall not attempt to

1 See HalJarn, Literature of Europe, Part II. c. i. § 45, note. The passage
from Harrison is quoted more fully by Miss Locke, In Praise of Winchester,
p. 149.-I take the following from a Descriptio Oxoniensis Academite by
Nicholas Fitzherbert ; the book was published at Rome in 1002 and has been
reprinted in Plummer's Elizabethan Oxford. Ad Academiam non procedunt
nisi qui in gymnasiis scholisque publicis, per omnes Angliae provincias, immo
oppida ferine, disseminatis (inter quas habenlur insigniores Vuintoniensis,
Etonensis, Dunelmensis, Londinensis), grammalicce, poeticce, latinceque linguce
proecepta imbiberint (Plummer, p. 17).-For the coupling together of Eton,
Winchester, and Westminster, see the Bodleian notes (Rasol. MSS. D 191, fol.
9), where an informant is quoted as saying that " Westminster Winchester and
Eaton schollers think none schollers but themselves " ; V.M. iv. p. 217.
" Success to the three great Seminarys : Westminster, Eaton, and Winton "
was one of the toasts at the Wykehamist Dinner in the eighteenth century
(The Wykehamist, May 1889).

285
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traverse. I shall say something in another chapter
of the training given at Winchester in the rules of
versifying, and of some other means adopted there in
the past for entering boys in the knowledge of Greek
and Latin. In the present chapter I propose to
speak, firstly, of the choice of classical authors which
was made for that purpose in the sixteenth century
at Winchester and other schools of the same rank,
laying special emphasis on the introduction of Greek ;
and, secondly, of the Winchester curriculum of 1647
as described by Mathew.

I. Dean Colet, the most interesting, in some ways,
of all school-founders, made in 1518 a rather quaint
selection of Latin authors to be read at St. Paul's.

He was greatly concerned to " vtterly abbanysh and
Exclude oute of this scole " all books which he con-

sidered either linguistically or morally impure, all
that " more ratheyr may be callid blotterature thenne
litterature". His "chyldren" were to learn "the
varay Romayne tong ': of " Tully and Salust and
Virgill and Terence", and there is evidence that in
his own life-time they learnt it from ^hose authors.
But it appears from his Statutes that this was not
what he intended; he meant his boys, after starting
with Erasmus, to learn the very tongue of Virgil
and Cicero from certain Christian writers of the

fourth and fifth centuries-from Proba, Lactantius,
Prudentius, Sedulius, Mantuanus, and Juvencus, the
last of whom wrote a paraphrase of the Gospels in
hexameters, while the first pieced lines of Virgil
together to form a Life of Christ.1-The earliest

1 See the chapter in Colet's Statutes on " What shaJbe taught" (Lupton,
Life of Colet, p. 279), and McDonnell, pp. 43-5.-Mr. Leach gives complete and
most interesting proof that " the books prescribed by Colet in 1518 were still
read at St. Paul's in 1618, and gave the mind of Milton its bent towards the
subjects of which they treated, and many hints in their treatment " (Milton
as Schoolboy and Schoolmaster, pp. 13-19).
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detailed account of the authors read and the methods

of teaching pursued at Winchester was written twelve
years later (in 1530), when the Schoolmaster and
Usher supplied the authorities of Saffron Walden
School with an elaborate statement of their " ordre

and use of techyng gramer". The statement has
unfortunately come down to us incomplete, the first
page having disappeared,1 and we can therefore say
no more of the work of the seventh and sixth forms

than that they read Sallust and Ovid's Metamorphoses.
These books also found a place in the work of the
fifth form, with Virgil (Eclogues] and Cicero (Letters}.
The fourth form made some acquaintance with
Terence and with the Metamorphoses ; it also " some-

tyme ' construed " Tullies paradoxes ". JSsop's
fables and Lucian's dialogues (in Latin), with Cato,
appear in the programme of the lower forms.2 - The
" order " of Eton, communicated to Saffron Walden
by Cox the Schoolmaster in the same year, has come
down to us entire ; we have also information of
" the form and usage taught " at Eton two or three
years earlier from the " form " laid down for Cuckfield
School in Sussex.3 Cox, who was a newcomer in
1530, appears to have banished Ovid, whose epistles
had been read in the time of his predecessor ; but
Terence, Sallust, the Eclogues, Cicero's Letters were
read in 1530 at Eton as at Winchester. Horace and

1 E.G. pp. 418-50.
" ^Esop, Lucian, and Cato, though absent from the contemporary Eton

statement, appear thirty years later in the Cansuetudinarium. " Cato " =

the Disticha de Moribus ad filium of Dionysius Cato, an author of unknown
date. It was in general use in schools in the sixteenth century and later.
John Lyon (c. 1590) recommended it as the earliest reading book for Harrow
boys after the Psalter (Dr. Rashdall in Howson and Walker, Harrow School,
p. 15). The examiner of Christ's Hospital in ]711 mentioned with approval
the work of " the classes which read Corderius " (see above, p. 251) " and
Cato " (Pearce, Annals of Christ's Hospital, p. 81).

1 Carlisle, ii. pp. 594-7 ; Mr. Leach's account of the document (V.H. Bucks,
ii. pp. 176-8) corrects errors and adds useful information.
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the JEneid appear in the Eton programme for the
seventh and sixth forms, and, if the Winchester
programme were complete, we may infer from the
general agreement of the two programmes that
these authors would appear in it as well. Both at
Eton, however, and at Winchester the reading of
authors was subsidiary. The verb " with vulgars
on the same", "latynes" four times a week, the
parvula of Stanbridge, the " eight parts 5: of Lily,
the " genders and heteroclites of Whittington ", " rulys
drawne out of despauterius", endless rendering of
endless rules versifical and grammatical1-such pro-
paedeutics were the staple of the Latin teaching at
both schools.

Of Greek authors, and even of Greek grammar,
there is not a hint in these curricula.2 We might
conclude that Greek had not been taught either at
Eton or at Winchester before 1530 ; but, so far as
Eton is concerned, there is good evidence against
such a conclusion. Sir Thomas Pope, the founder of
Trinity College, Oxford, wrote in 1556 that when he
" 

was a young scholler at Eton " (c. 1520) " the Greke
tongue was growing apace ", and though Hallam has
suggested that Pope implied no more than that
" Greek was beginning to be studied in England ", the
narrower interpretation is more natural.3 Again,
the Fulgaria of William Herman4 contains many
references to Greek which imply that it was a subject
of study among boys; the book was published in
1519, and its author had been Vice-Provost of Eton

since 1503. If Greek was studied at Eton, as may

1 "Yea, I do wishe", wrote Ascham about 1565, "that all rules for yong
scholers were shorter than they be " (Scholemaster, ed. Arber, p. 110).

2 See especially the " Eton Time-Table, 1530 " (B.C. p. 451).
> Warton, Life of Sir Thomas Pope, p. 226 ; Hallam, Literature of Europe,

Part I. c. v. § 24 ; V.H. Bucks, ii. p. 171 ; History, p. 229.
« See above, pp. 38-9.
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be inferred from Pope and Horman, during the years
preceding 1520, it is likely enough that it was also
studied at Winchester during these same years. But
we have not any direct evidence to that effect. Mr.
Leach indeed claims that Herman's references to

Greek, some of which he quotes, " appear to indicate '
that Greek study flourished at Winchester when
Horman was Head Master there.1 But Herman's

Winchester headmastership ended in 1501, and during
the eighteen years that elapsed before the publica-
tion of the Vulgaria his school experience was
Eton experience.2 Undoubtedly some early English
Grecists, of whom Archbishop Warham was one, were
Wykehamists, and it has been argued that Warham
and the rest " almost certainly learnt their Greek
at Winchester ".3 From whom did Warham learn

his? William Grocyn, "the first English Grecist",
went to New College in 1467, the year in which
Warham was admitted to Winchester. He learnt the

rudiments of Greek, there is reason to believe, from
Cornelio Vitelli, who, according to Polydore Virgil,
came to Oxford in 1488;4 whether the date is
precisely correct does not concern us. After learning
the rudiments at Oxford Grocyn pursued his Greek
studies in Italy; on his return ' he became," as
Mr. Leach says, " the first English teacher of Greek
in Oxford, in 1491 ".5 We can hardly believe that
an English schoolmaster was teaching Greek at
Winchester twenty years before the first English
Grecist was teaching it at Oxford.-" There can

1 History, p. 229.
2 Note for instance Herman's frequent references to the Thames : " The

terns is hye "-" The tems is rysen "-" The terns is over the bankis "" -" The
Terns is sore rysen above the bankis ".

3 Leach, Si. Paul's School before Colel, p. 208.
1 Hallam, Literature of Europe, Part I. c. iii. § 128.
6 Leach, loc. cit.-There is some reason for thinking that Grocyn may

have taught Greek at Oxford rather earlier (see R. and R. p. 94).
U
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hardly be a doubt", says Mr. Leach, " that the school
of Grocyn, Chandler,1 Warham, officially visited by
the two latter, took the lead in the introduction of
Greek into the curriculum of schools ".2 It is a more

or less plausible conjecture, but it is unsupported by
evidence. Greek must, I think, have been taught at
St. Paul's, as at Eton, at a time when we can only
say that it may have been taught at Winchester.
When Colet founded or refounded his school in 1510-12

he had little Greek himself, but it was 
" 

a deficiency
which he afterwards made strenuous efforts to repair ";3
strenue groecatur, Erasmus wrote of him in 1516.
His Statutes of 1518 direct that his High Master shall
be " lernyd in greke yf suyche may be gotten"; he
desired that his scholars should be taught " all way in
good litterature both laten and greke ". Mr. Leach is
inclined to infer from the words " yf suyche may be
gotten': that Colet was not confident that Greek
would be a permanent part of the St. Paul's curri-
culum. Very likely he was not; but for the time at
any rate he had secured a High Master who could
teach it-no less a person than William Lily, who
had studied Greek at Rhodes and at Rome, and (as
Sir Richard Jebb said) " was among the pioneers of
Greek study in England". That having got his
Grecian he did not set him to teach Greek, I cannot
believe. " No wonder", wrote More to Colet, " your
school raises a storm, for it is like the wooden horse
in which armed Greeks were hidden for the ruin of

barbarous Troy".4 Erasmus wrote in his De Pro-

i Thomas Chandler, Warden of Winchester (1450-5J) and afterwards of
New College (145£-75). See R. and R. p. 93.

2 History, p. 229.

3 Sir R. C. Jebb in the Cambridge Modern History, i. pp. 580, 582.
1 Quoted in J. R. Green's Short History of the English People, p. 305.

Polydore Virgil, More's contemporary, said with less point of Wykeham's
foundations : inde, velut ex equo Trojano, viri omni tempore excellentes prodeunt
(quoted in Lowth's Life of Wykeham, p. 178). Among compliments paid to
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nunciatione (1528) that, incredible as it might seem,
it was true that English boys were chatting (garrirent)
in Greek and disporting, not infelicitously, in Greek
epigrams.1 In view of his full knowledge and high
opinion of St. Paul's-he called it " the best of schools "
in one of his letters 2-I should conjecture that one
of the places where boys chatted in Greek was Colet's
equus Trqjanus. There cannot, I think, be a doubt
that Greek was taught at St. Paul's during Lily's
highmastership (i.e. before 1522) as well as during
that of his son-in-law who succeeded him.3 There is

a strong case, as we have seen, for supposing that it
was taught at Eton before 1519; that it was taught
at Winchester about the same time is probable, but
in the absence of evidence uncertain. Until such

evidence is forthcoming Winchester must be content,
in this matter of early Greek, to claim the credit of
having taught Latin to the great " first English
Grecist" who looks out upon Meads from the Memorial
Buildings. Perhaps some day-absit omen-the dis-
pute about Greek between the advocates of great
schools may be, Which took the lead in dropping it ?-

Potenger, Mathew's Head Master, by old Winchester pupils in 1652 was the
following : Testes ac monumenta eruditionis TUCE inmimeri illi, qui e Schola Tua
lanquam ex equo Trojano non modo Greed, sed humanioribus omne genus littris
imbuli prodiere (Ailmer, MUSIE Sacrce, Dedication).

1 De Pronunciation, p. 48 ; quoted by Hallam, Part I. c. v. § 24.
2 Ep. viii. 43 ; quoted in Nichols, Letters of Erasmus, ii. p. 89.
3 Some further evidence will be found in McDonnell, c. iv. Mr. McDonnell

talks of the " extreme rashness " of Mr. Leach's claim for Winchester, but he
appears to overlook part of Mr. Leach's case, and to ignore the fact that apart
from direct evidence there are probabilities. In disputing the validity of
Mr. Leach's argument from Herman's Vulgaria, he does not see that his
criticism, however damaging to the Winchester claim, merely gives that claim
to Eton ; Herman's references must still cause hesitation in accepting " the
very well-established tradition that St. Paul's was the first public school at
which Greek was taught in England " (p. 48).-On the authority of Knight's
Lije of Colet (1724) Warton wrote in his Life of Sir T. Pope, p. 139 : " In 1509

Lillye, the famous grammarian who had studied Greek at Rhodes . . . was
the first teacher of Greek at any public school in England. This was at Saint
Paul's school in London, then newly established".
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That Greek should be taught in English schools was
often, during the first half of the sixteenth century,
only an aspiration ; even after Elizabeth's accession
Colet's doubt " yf suyche may be gotten " is echoed
in the Statutes of Merchant Taylors (1561). It is
true that in 1541 the Statutes of the Grammar Schools

of the New Foundation required that a Head Master
should be Latine et Grece doctus-an Usher needed

only to be Latine doctusx-and that the scholars,
whatever they did in earnest or in play, should use
no language except Latin or Greek; but Greek is
altogether absent from their curriculum.2 Before
about 1560 few English boys can have qualified
themselves at school to reap the advantages of a
study of which Dean Gaisford said that it " not only
elevates above the vulgar herd, but leads not un-
frequently to positions of considerable emolument ",3

For the year 1560 we have full information about
Eton studies in the Consuetudinarium, and the
Statutes of that year lay down a programme for
Westminster ; for Winchester we have only a few
stray hints a little earlier or a little later.-At Eton
we find a marked advance on 1530. The great Latin
writers are much more in evidence ; Catullus, Lucan,
Martial, Caesar, Cicero's Offices and Friendship appear
upon the list, but Livy is still an absentee and Sallust
has been shelved. More important still, Greek, " the
studie of which", when Sir Thomas Pope wrote in
1556, was 

" 

now a late much decaid", has made a
reappearance, perhaps in consequence of Elizabeth's
accession, but it is a shy reappearance; Greek
Grammar, " or something else at the teacher's discre-
tion", is taught to the highest forms in the afternoon

1 Even Colet does not require Greek as a qualification for his submagisler.
1 E.G. pp. 452-69 ; especially pp. 458, 468.
a The last words of a Christmas sermon preached at Oxford in the thirties ;

see Tuckwell, Reminiscences of Oxford, p. 129.
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four times a week.1-Elizabeth's new Statutes for

Westminster show that its hours, forms, discipline,
were to be simply those of Eton; it is only the
curriculum of Eton that was not copied slavishly.2
The Latin authors prescribed were indeed not very
different, though Livy ousted Cicero from the pro-
gramme of the seventh and sixth forms ; it is more
interesting to find that at both schools it was for these
highest forms that Csesar's Commentaries were ap-
pointed. But while Greek Grammar was all the
Greek that Eton could doubtfully provide, even for
its seventh form, the fourth form was to learn Greek
at Westminster, and even to tackle " the Greek
dialogues of Lucian " ; the fifth was to read " Plut-
arch in Greek " and Isocrates; Homer (four days a
week) and Demosthenes were appointed for the sixth
and seventh. Hebrew took a more important place
in the Westminster programme than Greek at Eton.3
Whether Elizabeth's scheme became a realized ideal

at once is perhaps not quite certain.4-At Winchester
our scantier evidence shows that progress had been
even more marked than at Eton between 1530 and

about 1560. The allusions in Johnson's Themes

shows that his pupils made acquaintance with Livy,
Plautus, Juvenal, and were trained in the humaner
letters, not merely in formalities and pedantries.
One of Johnson's exercises is in Greek, and his
Latin exercises contain many quotations from Greek

1 Eloniana, No. 5, p. 70. 2 See Appendix VI.
3 Hebrew Grammar, with a lesson from the Psalms, was appointed in 1560

for the Westminster seventh form (E.C. p. 512). A hundred years later
Charles Hoole declared (ibid. p. 533) that Westminster scholars were " able to

make orations and verses in Hebrew, Arabick, or other Oriental Tongues " !
In a paper printed by Mr. McDonnell (p. 271) it is stated than in 1C97 Hebrew
was taught at St. Paul's, " as at Westminster, Eton, Winchester, the chiefest
schools in England ". A letter from Warden Harris to his son John (see
below, p. 560) seems to imply that it was not taught at Winchester about 1640 ;
Mathew does not allude to it in 1647.

4 See, however, Sargeaunt, p. 40.
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literature; his question, What effect has the poetic
chorus upon you ? 1 suggests that they had made
some way in their Greek studies. In 1552, when
congratulatory verses were addressed to Edward VI.
by Winchester scholars, one of their effusions was in
Greek iambics which Mr. Leach calls very creditable.
I agree ; for their author, Thomas Stapleton, had
been admitted to Winchester, at twelve years old,
only some two years before,2 and had perhaps taught
himself Greek verse-writing. But his iambics, how-
ever creditable, do not reach a high standard, as may
be seen from what Canon Smith pronounces to be
" 

a favourable specimen of the author's method ".3
When Elizabeth visited Winchester soon after John-

son's retirement,4 among the verses composed for the
occasion by Scholares Wichamici were three short
pieces in Greek elegiacs, which, if not always correct,
show some command of metre, and doubtless gave
more pleasure to the illustrious Grecian at whose feet
they were laid than the rattling facility of the Latin
versifiers.5 One of these Greek pieces was written by

1 I am indebted to Mr. Leach (V.H. p. 311) for the above-quoted question,
upon which I did not light when examining the MS.

2 According to the statement in W.S. p. 129.
3 W.C. p. 67.
1 Johnson retired in 1571 ; the date of the visit in question was September

1574 (see H. C. in The Wykehamist for July 1912), not 1570 as stated by
Walcott (p. 157). Some of the sets of verses were written by boys admitted
to the school in 1573.-Mr. McDonnell (p. 48) regards the fewness of the sets
of Greek verses in 1552 and 1574 as evidence of the relative Greeklessness of

Winchester ; but I am told that when the St. Paul's boys presented verses to
Elizabeth (in 1559 or 1569) all their verses were in Latin.

5 Bodleian Library, Raw). MSS. Poet. 187. There are 48 sets of verses in the

collection, all of them (except perhaps the first and last) written by boys who
were scholars at the time. Of the 45 Latin pieces 38 are in elegiacs, 2 in hexa-
meters, 2 in iambic senarii, 1 in sapphics, 1 in anapsestic dimeters, 1 in couplets
of the iambic senarius and dimeter (the metre of Horace's first ten epodes).
I add for comparison (1) Canon Smith's " favourable specimen " of Stapleton's
iambics (1552), and (2) the elegiacs of the boy who calls himself Tci/tepos, and
whom Mr. Kirby calls Tucker (1574).

(1) xatpunfv oliv 5ia roirrii, u &v5pe<r <t>i\oi,
01 rbv l(f>opov 7/fiiii> Trplxr 5o/ioi)cr
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a boy of fifteen ; he afterwards became Dean of
Lichfield.1- At Shrewsbury in 157f the Bailiffs' Ordin-
ances prescribed a good list of Latin books in prose
and verse, and " for Greek, the Greek Grammar of
Cleonard, the Greek Testament, Isocrates, and Demos-
thenes, or Xenophori's Cyrus " ; both the Chief School-
master and the Second Master were to be " learned

in the Greek tongue ". In 1590 the founder of Harrow,
John Lyon, drew up a list of Greek authors, including
Hesiod and some historians and orators, to be read
in his highest forms.2 - All our evidence shows that
teachers of Latin were improving their methods,
and that " the Greke tongue was growing apace 

':

at the " chief est schools of England " in the latter
half of the sixteenth century, when Elizabeth was
Queen.

II. I pass to the seventeenth century - to the
curriculum which Mathew describes as that of Win-

chester in 1647. The purport of his lines (w. 121-33 ;
185-202) may be shown in tabular form. It will be
remembered that Tuesdays and Thursdays were not
school-days.

roiif TififTipova (\6bvTa. rbv aart]pi.ov
ireirpa>6<ri.

(2) Kal Ota r6w K\iv[if>v (SaiuX^tov oA/3ta iaa\,
Koi iirl ruv irpoybvuv Ki'Sei' einrarpla.

A7Xda fiovff6.uv, Kal TT&TVIO. rlfua. Btluiv,
Ewo/tua 5e rptiiruv irf^eiiTTOv liratvov <?Xe'-

I am not responsible for the sigmas of (1), nor for the accentuation of either
(1) or (2). - The other Greek pieces of 1574 are given by Walcott, p. 157.

1 See W.S. p. 145.
2 Mr. McDonnell (p. 49) forgets Westminster when he says that the Harrow

Statutes are the earliest in which the directions for the study of Greek are
precise.

[TABLE
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AUTHORS READ AT WINCHESTER IN 1647.1

Class. Mondays. Wednesdays. Fridays. Saturdays.

VI. Martial. As Mondays, Homer. Nowell's Cate-
Robinson's Rhe- with Virgil's chism( in Greek).

lorica Breuis. s-Eneidor Cicero Musaeus.
added. Hesiod.

Virgil.

V. As VI., with As VI. Horace's Odes, As VI.
Cicero's Tus- or perhaps
culan Disputa- his Satires or
tions added. Epistles.

Theognis.

IV. Cicero's Offices. As Mondays. Ovid's Metamor- Nbwell's Cate-
Ovid's Fasti. phoses. chism (in Latin).

Terence. Ovid's Tristia.

IV. 2 Ovid's Tristia [?]. As Mondays. Not stated. No-well's Cate-
Erasmus's Col- chism (in Latin).
loquies. Ovid's Fasti.

Some details of this table may perhaps call for a
few words of explanation or comment.-Of Robinson's
Short Rhetoric I have spoken elsewhere.2 Our poet
" gathers flowers" from it, or from other short
treatises bound up with it, in w. 61, 191-2.-From
the Metamorphoses of Ovid, again, though Mathew
is no great stitcher of tags, he borrows here and there
(e.g. in w. 109, 216, 283). Canon Cruickshank has
lately reminded us, in a delightful paper upon Ovid
the Artist, that that poem deserves more admiration
than most of us give it. It appears in all the curricula,
with one exception, of which I have taken account ;
and the poems of Ovid generally were read freely,
perhaps too freely, at Winchester throughout the
seventeenth century. A "sett of Ovids", costing

1 My table does not always agree with those given by Mr. Leach (History,
p. 273 ; V.H. p. 33-t). Most of the differences are due to the fact that he had
only the Winchester MS. to go by ; it is often very faulty in w. 185-202.-
On some points explanations are offered in my paraphrase of the poem.

J See above, p. 5.
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5s. 4d.,1 appears in a school account of 1620 to which
I shall presently refer. Even the De Arte Amandi
is said to have been a Winchester school-book about
1670.2-Greek poems in elegiacs were also read in
1647 ; but why did the Head Master arrange that his
boys should make acquaintance with the most charm-
ing of Greek metres in Theognis ? and why of all
possible epithets did Mathew apply " bland " to that
harsh writer's poems (v. 188) ? 3-Nowell was, as
Mathew calls him, an eminent " divine " (v. 195); some
writers have supposed that he drafted the " Catechism
for Children " which appeared in Edward VI.'s Prayer
Book of 1549 and is nearly identical with the first
part of the Church Catechism of to-day. His Large
Catechism, written in Latin, was published in 1563 and
appointed to be read at the universities; it was trans-
lated into Greek by the author's nephew William
Whitaker, Master of St. John's, and many abridgments
appeared later.* Bishop Home enjoined in 1571 that
the Winchester Masters should read and expound to
the scholars "the Catechism lately set forth by Mr.
Alexander Nowell Dean of Powles ", and that " none

shall go to the New College in Oxford but such as can
say " it;5 a Wykehamist was charged 3s. 8d. about
1620 " for inke, a Psalter, a Nowell, and grammar ".-
A selection from the Colloquies of Erasmus makes an
excellent school-book for beginners ; the book was
in general use for a long period; it was appointed
for the second form at Westminster in 1560, and for

1 The same boy was charged lOd. for the Metamorphoses only. See Walcott,
pp. 166, 169.

- See a paper on John Norris of Bemerton in The Wykehamist for May 189-1.
3 The Winchester MS., perhaps by a slip, substitutes docta for blanda.
4 Blunt, The Annotated Book of Common Prayer, p. 428 ; D.N.B.
* V.A. & I. pp. 327-8.-Joseph Godwin (admitted 1C48 ; see below, p. 301)

repeats and supplements what Mathew (w. 193-6) says about Nowell : " On

Saturday morning they read Nowell's catechism, the Latine boys " (i.e. the
Fourth and Second-Fourth forms) " in Latine & the Greek in Greek, the Master
expounding as a Sermon".
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Southampton School in 1674-5.1-" Musseus ", says
Mathew (v. 197), " delights at length to visit our
Musteum " (/j.ovcreloi>). The Hero and Leander of
Musaeus is " generally thought to have been the first
work from the press established at Venice by Aldus
Manutius"; Aldo, " as appears from the preface,
identified its author with the pre-Homeric bard of
legend ".2 The elder Scaliger ranked Musaeus above
Homer, and the poem, as expanded in an English
form by Marlowe and Chapman, long enjoyed un-
bounded popularity.-I have explained Mathew's
lines about Terence (w. 190-2) on p. 181.

A general survey of the table reveals some points
of interest. (1) No Greek teaching is appointed for
the forms below the fifth. To be taught a little
Greek grammar would, we should have thought, be
a necessary preliminary to reading such authors as
Hesiod and Theognis; and we might guess that,
though Mathew does not say so, the fourth form at
Winchester learnt Greek Grammar in 1647 as it did

at Westminster in 1560.3 But John Hutton, whose

school accounts for 1620-1 are in many ways instruc-
tive, had already been some time at Winchester before
he became the owner, in the Midsummer quarter of
1621, of "a Tusc. Qusest." and "a Lucan", "a
Cambden " (i.e. a Greek Grammar) * and " a Greek

Test." ; he had already, in the Michaelmas quarter
1 V.H. p. 390.-Perhaps the famous Arma scholastica in promptu semper

habelo was inserted in the Tabula Legum from a hint in the Colloquies ; see
below, p. 546.

2 Hallam, Literature of Europe, Part I. c. iii. § 114 ; II. v. § 73 ; II. vii. § 19 ;
Cambridge Modern History, i. p. 562.

3 Hoole's New Discovery, written in 1637, subsequently enlarged, and
published in 1660, explains " how to enter the Scholars of the fourth Form
upon Greek in an easy way " (E.G. p. 531).

« William Camden was Head Master of Westminster from 1593 to 1599.
His elementary Greek Grammar took the place of the prolix Grammar of
Cleonard, which as we have seen was also appointed to be used at Shrewsbury
in 157J (see Sargeaunt, p. 52).
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of 1620, been charged for a " Tullies offices ". Now

Lucan would hardly have been read below the fifth
form; and in Mathew's time, and probably in
Button's also, the Offices were read in the fifth, and
the Tusculans in the fourth. Hutton, then, appears
to have bought his Greek Grammar and Greek
Testament when he bought his fifth-form Latin
school-books, and therefore to have begun the study
of Greek only on reaching that form. (2) It will
also be observed that nearly all the authors read are
poets. Of Romanx writers of Latin prose Cicero
alone appears upon the list. There is no Livy and
no Caesar, and Sallust, who is included in the (earlier)
Eton, the Winchester, and the Westminster curricula

of the sixteenth century, is also passed over-in
deference, perhaps, to the masterly criticism of him,
as " not very fitte for yong men to learne out of him ",
which Ascham quoted as that of the great Sir John
Cheke.2 No Greek writer of Greek prose is men-
tioned; the Winchester scholars of 1647 heard that

noble instrument played, not, as the Westminster boys
had done, by Demosthenes and Isocrates, or even by
Plutarch and Lucian, but by William Whitaker, and
he played upon it an adaptation of his uncle's Cate-
chism ! (3) The list of Latin poets is fairly repre-
sentative ; that of Greek poets is less so, for, while
it includes Homer, Hesiod, Theognis, Musaeus, it
excludes all the dramatists. John Potenger the Head
Master must, I think, have wished to teach his boys
to write Greek hexameters and elegiacs, and made his
choice of Greek poets accordingly. In 1652 John
Ailmer, an Oxford Wykehamist still under twenty,
published his remarkable little book called Musce Sacrce,3

1 The Colloquies of Erasmus, as we have seen, was also read.
2 Scholemaster (ed. Arber), pp. 154-9.

3 See above, p. 44.
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which is a translation of Lamentations, Daniel, and
Jonah into Greek hexameters. It is prefaced, after
the manner of the time,1 by a series of testimonia de
authore written by contemporaries and friends, of
whom Mathew is perhaps the most effusive. Eight
of these testimonies are in Greek verse, and all the

eight are in elegiacs 2 or hexameters. The book is
dedicated to Potenger, prcdustrissimce scholas Win-
toniensis moderatori prudentissimo, to whom Mathew
and others assign a large share of the credit of their
friend's prodigious feat. Remembering Potenger's
choice of Greek poets we may say of Ailmer in a
narrower sense than that which Mathew's words were

intended to convey : Ne mireris, Lector ; e Schola
prodiit Wicchamica Wintoniensi.3

1 Compare the Testimonia prefixed to Milton's Latin poems, mostly written,
as the title-page of the edition of 1645 explains, before he was twenty. Milton's
words about these testimonia might well have been echoed by Ailmer : HCEC
quce sequuntur de Authore teslimonia, tamelsi ipse inlelligebat non lam de se quam
supra se esse dicta, eo quod prceclaro ingenio viri, nee non amid, ila fere solent
laudare ut omnia suis potius virtutibus quam veritati congrutntia nimis cupide
affingant, noluit tamen, etc.

2 Hoole shows how to help boys of the fifth form to make Greek verses as
they read Theognis (B.C.. p. 532).

3 Potenger must of course have taught his pupils to write Greek verses.
The boast of Walter Savage Landor that he and another were the first boys at
Rugby, or at any school, to do Greek verses (Rouse, Rugby, p. 138) refers to a
revival onlv.



CHAPTER XXIII

EDUCATIONAL MISCELLANEA : INTRODUCTION OF

MATHEMATICS

ABOUT 1670 some inquisitive person-he may have-
been Anthony Wood, the indefatigable Oxford
historian-jotted down facts, collected from various
informants, about Winchester1 and other schools;
his chief Wykehamical informant was one Joseph
Godwin, an old acquaintance whom Wood described
as "squint-ey'd and purblind",2 but who was clear-
sighted in matters educational. As Godwin went to
Winchester in 1648, and thus narrowly missed being
Mathew's schoolfellow, his recollections are valuable

as illustrating and supplementing Mathew's poem ;
he had much to say on many matters, and particu-
larly on those methods of entering boys in Latin
and Greek of which I spoke in the last chapter.
The notes are miscellanea, unsifted and unsorted ;
I have extracted most of those which relate to

education,3 and have arranged them in groups.

I. In the afternoon they read Virgil or Hesiod [vv. 132,
198] thus : one boy reads in Latine to such a stop
and gives the English in grosse not verbatim, so as

1 The notes are preserved at the Bodleian (Rawlinson MSS. D. 191). Mr.
Leach called my attention to them.

2 See the passage quoted in L.K. ii. p. 333.
3 Reference has been made elsewhere to many of the others.

301
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the Master sees he understands it; then another
does the like till the Master bid them stop.

They read Virgil by themselves.1
At Christmas and such times they learne for Task

abundance of Homer exactly.
They turne Virgil into English verses & Hesiod into

Latine. . . .

They pickt up Latin rules as they learnt them in
Authors.

They use no word books, nor janua linguarum, but
classick authors. They were allowed Dictionaryes
and Lexicons.

If they be askt any rule for anything and cannot tell,
they shall not be told nor whipt by the Master,
onely they tell one-another against another time.

They read their Gramars but once a quarter in a
fortnights time, twenty leaves hi a morning & make
no exercise at that time nights, but after the part
is said they fall to their usual authors.

He is of Mr. Fulman's 2 mind that time is lost in

making Latine 3 much at first; but reading the
classick authors and then boyes will be able of
themselves to do it.

They made no Latine at Winchester till they had
learned high classick authors.

II. They speake Latine everywhere.
They had a Founders Kin or Wardens kinsman that

had no skill in Latine and in one year understood
and spake Latine well, conversing with schollars.

III. None goe to Winchester schoole that are not fit to
be in ̂ sop's fables, Ovid's de Tristibus, etc. None
in Cato there.4

1 Tills note comes, not from Godwin, but from another informant, " Mr.
Babb", either Bernard Babb (elected 1657) or his brother Thomas (elected
1664).

2 Mr. Fulman (not, I think, a Wykehamist) was another of the writer's
informants.

3 "To make a Latine "=6reuem phrasim Anglicanam latinam facere
(E.G. p. 466).

* For Cato see above, p. 287.
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Erasmus, Ovid de Tristibus, was the lowest book

they learnt in the lowest form in the School.1
They made verses every night except Friday in their

chamber at night on a theme given by the Pre-
positor and not shewed to the Master.

The Prepositors take the exercise and examine it ere
the Master hath it.

12 yeares is a good age to come thither and they
must be gone at 19.

Mr. Godwin will teach his sonne himself till 12 years
of age, & then will not wait any friends assistance
to lose time, but give £20 2 to let him in. He will
ask his sonne how many parts of speech & cares
not for his nameing them, which he will make him
doe when he comes to an Author. And ask him

[how] many declensions & call for an example of
each & his work is done.

Mr. Godwin would teach his child Greek early.

IV. One night they made prose another verse.
Sunday night they went for a theme which was

showed on Munday in the afternoon or on Tuesday
morning by nine of clock.

They are [? have] Martial mornings [v. 123] & vary
upon some verse given by the Master and make
many Latine verses upon one of Martials ex tempore.

They used no turning or [?] verses nor scanning nor
nonsense verses.

After Lectures the Master gives them a them [sic] &
walkes 2 or 3 turnes whiles the upper schollars
speak many verse, & if any one misse the next
speaks, till the last gives 4 verses at least and he
that missed produces his & the upper schollars
more than they did at first.

1 Compare w. 129-30 :
Tristibus ast Elegis lugeret Quarta-secunda,
Ni cito Colloquium dederit dilectus Erasmus.

This note (like the next) comes from Mr. Babb.
2 Another note states : " £20 brings them into Winchester ". Nominations

appear to have still been bought and sold, in spite of condemnations of the
practice by Bishop Home and Archbishop Bancroft; see below, p. 400.
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Once a quarter they had a ... triall, viz. how they
profit, thus. The Master gives a theme (most
commonly for verse exercise) which must be made
presently without pen, ink, or paper, & 3 of the
compositors are sworne to place those that do
eminently so many places higher in the formes as
they see cause & the boys deserve. The Master does
it not himself lest he should seem partial. (Joseph
Godwin got eleven places at once !) 'Tis their
emulacion that makes them schollars.

They said Repetition sometimes.
At Winchester they must once in 3 weekes show 9

leaves of Collections out of bookes of their own

chuseing (unlesse the Master see cause to alter
them) one 3 weekes in verse and another verse
[? prose] besides the ordinary exercise. And the
Master wrote his name & the day of the moneth
at the bottome at every 3 weekes end that they
might goe on.

I must pass quickly over the notes of the first three
groups. Group I., with its insistence on the reading
of the "high classick authors", its indifference to
grammatical preliminaries, its postponement of the
writing of " latynes", its disbelief in whipping as an
educational stimulus, shows the influence of Ascham's
Scholemaster ; l but we saw in the last chapter that a
real advance towards the wise methods which were

followed " when Harris presided and when Potenger
taught " had been made at Winchester a century
before Godwin's school-days. Ascham would have
commended, though with some reserve, the use of Latin
in conversation, to which the notes of Group II.
testify ; its use by the praepositors, as encouraged or
enforced by Warden Harris,2 he would indeed have
commended unreservedly, but he feared that very

1 Schokmaster (ed. Arber), p. 25 (" Making of Lattines marreth Children ")
and elsewhere ; see also above, p. 288.

2 See above, p. 238.
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early Latin speaking might bring a boy to an " euill

choice of wordes ': and a " crooked framing of
sentences " which would hurt and hinder him " all

the daies of his life afterward "-1 I may call attention
to Godwin's remarks, under Group III., about the age
of entering and of leaving Winchester ; but it is more
important to note his mention of the Wykehamical
practice by which the composition of younger boys
was revised by boy-tutors and shown to the Masters
pro forma if at all. The practice was continued in
College till the earlier, and to some extent to the latest
days of Dr. Moberly (1866) and even later.

Group IV. requires a fuller notice. Mathew (or a
more skilful poet whose lines he appropriates), com-
menting on the alternatives aut disce aut discede,
suggests that boys may be prompted to choose the
latter by the grave pensorum pondus, " the heavy
burden of Tasks " (v. 89); two centuries later com-
position was still regarded as one of the two " chief
subjects of study " at Winchester.2 The composition
in question was chiefly that of Latin verse, which to
most boys was still a heavy burden indeed ; no lines
in Mathew's poem appeal more poignantly to-day to
the average elderly old Wykehamist than those in
which he says of himself and his contemporaries :

Scrutamur cerebri rimas, ne forte lateret

Carmen proposito quod iungat et haereat apte (w. 66-7).

If the carmen was there, it lay hid most obstinately
in the brains of most of us. Yet we were required,
even while still in " Junior Part", to produce each
week three ' vulguses " or epigrams and a quasi-

1 Scholemaster, pp. 28-9. Ascham quotes the words of Cicero " in like
matter", loquendo male loqui discunt.

* From the elaborate word-book quoted elsewhere. Its author's other
chief subject of study is Divinity.

X
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original hexameter " verse-task " ; when we reached
Middle Part and Horace, there was a " metre-task '

as well. The authorities assumed, often without
reason, that boys when they came to Winchester were
sufficiently familiar with " rules versificall ", and had
only to apply them with the help of their inventive
faculty (which was in most cases quite undeveloped);
that they had passed the stage of those " nonsense

verses " which were still prescribed for many boys-
and those not the youngest-in the Lower School at
Eton.1 The tri-weekly vulguses2 were, I think,
what most of us hated most. Only a few-a very
few-had a gift for writing them ; some, without the
gift, had facility ; some, who had neither the gift nor
the facility, were not without determination. Many
again had neither gift nor facility nor determination,
but had scruples ; they tried to concoct something,
with as little trouble as possible, which was more or
less their own ; but this fourth class tended to sink

into a fifth, that of those who persuaded or coerced more
facile but not too gifted hands to write new vulguses
for them, or brought forth from a treasure things old.3

1 At Eton from 1698 or earlier there were subdivisions of the Third Form

called " Sense", " Nonsense", " Scan and Prove", " Prosodia " ; their work
was described by Thomas James in 1766 (Etoniana, No. 8, p. 117) ; the first
two did not disappear till 1860. Mr. Austen Leigh quotes an amusing passage
from a letter written in 1785 by an Etonian's mother : " Richard . . . writes

me an excellent letter saying he has been sent up three times for good for
making nonsense verses and that now he is put into sense. I believe one must
be an Etonian to understand this language " (Eton College Lists, p. xxvii).

2 Mr. Leach regards the word " vulgus " as a corruption ; " it should "

(he says) "be vulgars from Bulgaria or books of common words and phrases "
(W.tV.B. p. 62), such as that of Horman to which I have referred on p. 38.
He may be right ; but the passages which he quotes give no evidence of the
change of meaning. In the Eton Consuetudinarium vulgaria and carmina are
distinguished ; we are told that on All Souls' Day the Head Master jubet
vulgaria confici et carmina de resurrectionis gloria, de animorum bealiludine, et
spe immortalilalis (Etoniana, No. 5, p. 68).

3 One of my schoolfellows was the possessor of a bandbox full of old
vulguses ; such was his disinclination to verse-making on his own account
that he would search it through and through to find something which would
fit the theme, however ill.
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The compulsory vulgus was a bad institution, none
the less so because the masters looked with some

indulgence on the malpractices which it caused. It
is recorded of a well-known and kindly commoner
tutor that he summoned to his study a boy who had
put his name to a too familiar perennial, and ad-
dressed him in these terms : "I suppose you think
that vulguses improve with keeping, like port; by the
bye, have a glass ? '

The vulgus was " imported to Rugby ' by Dr.
Arnold, but the author of Tom Brown " always under-
stood " that it was imported " more for the sake of

the lines which were learnt by heart with it than for
its own intrinsic value "-1 That was surely a wrong
understanding of the matter. The vulgus and the
learning of lines-which culminated in what Wyke-
hamists called " Standing-up "-were connected by
no indissoluble tie. You can get roast pig without
burning your farmstead, and Arnold could have
imported Standing-up without importing the vulgus ;
he imported both because he believed in both. If the
composition of vulguses was an end in itself, the
learning of Latin poetry was no doubt a means (the
best means) to that end, but its chief value is " in-
trinsic ", and so Arnold thought.2 The case for
Standing-up was that it supplied the mind, at a
time when the memory is most retentive, with
perennial sources of refreshment and delight.3 It may
have done so at too great cost-the process was
laborious ; but its results are perhaps undervalued.

Mathew gives no hint that in the seventeenth
1 Tom Brown's School Days (Golden Treasury edition), p. 2tG.
2 Matthew Arnold is said to have been sent to Winchester for a year

(1836-7) that he might have the experience of a Standing-up.
"It is only in boyhood that one has the opportunity, or perhaps the

faculty, of learning much poetry by heart, and I would give a good deal now
to have had my own mind charged from boyhood with Virgil and Words-
worth " (T. R. Glover, Virgil, second edition, p. xi).
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century Wykehamists learnt vast quantities of Latin
poetry by heart; Godwin only says that " they have
repetition sometimes " -1 I know of no definite allusions
to Standing-up, though there are hints of its existence,
before the beginning of the nineteenth century, when
portentous numbers of lines are said to have been
learnt-by boys, be it remembered, in ' Middle
Part ". The future Dr. Arnold wrote to his mother in

1808 that, being " 8th Senior of Middle Part of the
5th ' (and just turned thirteen), he was about to
" 

say without book 3000 lines of Homer ", and he
claimed to have said " 16,000 Latin lines " ; 2 Lord

Selborne remembered that in his time (1825-30) one
boy took up the whole sEneid and another the whole
Iliad; 3 Mr. Tuckwell (1842-8) declared that " the
largest achievement on record " (16,000 lines) " was

by Algernon Bathurst " (elected in 1832) ; that of
Henry Furneaux (elected in 1841-12,800 lines) is
better attested.4 Even these Wykehamical feats were
perhaps surpassed by a pupil of Arnold's at Rugby;
he died last year, and an obituary notice of him stated
that " he learnt the larger part of the classics by
heart, and quite possibly he could have repeated the
whole of them " ! So soon do records of feats of

memory become mere legend.
The notes of Group IV. mention two special kinds

of task of which something must be said. One of
them was known as a " Varying ". That term was
perhaps first applied to the rewriting, in various ways,

1 A note in Group I. may mean that they learnt " abundance of Homer "
by heart.

- From an article by Mr. Holgate in The Wykehamist for July 30, 1895.
3 Memorials of Lord Selborne, i. p. 103.
1 Tuckrrell, pp. 97-8.-Numbers given in this connection are subject

to discount. Arnold wrote that his 3000 lines of Homer " reckoned for
15,000 Latin " ; and in the sixties at any rate portions of Wordsworth's
Greek Grammar were reckoned as equivalent to Latin lines according to a
prescribed scale.
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of a given Latin prose sentence ; * but at Winchester

it came to mean a vulgus composed in class, without
the help of books and (in Godwin's time) " without
pens, ink, or paper", on a given theme.2 An old
pupil of Dr. Williams (1824-35) described how, when
Sixth Book and Senior Part were 

" 
up to books " as

one class,3 the seniors after construing, perhaps, some
famous episode in Virgil would be set some line from
it as the theme for a varying, which they composed
while the Head Master questioned the juniors ; that
process over (after " walking 2 or 3 turnes ", says
Godwin) he came back to the seniors, each of whom
read out his varying.4 " Little of an epigrammatic
nature ", says T. A. Trollope,5 " was achieved ", but

facility was acquired. Vary ings were ordinarily the
last part of the examination for New College scholar-
ships ; 6 Warden Huntingford mentions as a thing
quite exceptional, that in 1818, owing to the electors
having spent much time in squabbles about the recent
rebellion, the examination was confined to construing
Greek and Latin authors, and that " the exercise

called ' Varying ' was not required ".7 There were
varyings, without pen and paper, at the election of
18488 and in subsequent elections till about 1855,
when the examination was remodelled.

The other special task which Godwin mentioned
in Group IV., but to which he gave no name, was
" Gatherings " (" Gags " for short). In the seven-

1 Discanl orationem infinitis modis variare, ut vel sic tandem Laline lingue
facultatem (quantum pueris satis est) assequantur (Canterbury Statutes of 1541 :
B.C. p. 468).

2 We read in the Eton Consueludinarium (1560) that on Fridays the Head
Master proposed a theme " to be varied " by the seventh and sixth forms in
verses, by the fifth form in prose. Such varyings were not made extempore,
as at Winchester ; they were shown up on Saturdays (Eloniana, No. 5, p. 71).

3 See above, p. 256. * The Wykehamist, June 20, 1893.
" T. A. T. p. 118. 6 Mansfield, p. 241.
' From Huntingford's MS. Wiccamical Annals.
8 Tuckwell, p. 05.
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teenth century the boys copied out extracts of poetry
or prose, choosing their authors for themselves, and
showed their " gathering-books " once in three weeks
to the Head Master. In 1771 Sixth Book " did

Barton's Plutarch for Gatherings 'V whatever that may
mean. Before the nineteenth century gatherings had
become something more than the culling and copying
of elegant extracts, though even that has its value.
Lord Selborne spoke of the gatherings of c. 1830 as
an interesting exercise, which " led us to search for
information on the subjects of which we had been
reading", and described them as " English notes
compiled or collected by ourselves on certain portions
of our school lessons, the choice of manner and matter
being left entirely to our own taste and discretion ".2
It was to such " exercises in criticism ': that Dr.

Arnold referred when he wrote to an old Wyke-
hamist during his first year at Rugby : ''I mean to
bring in something like ' gatherings' before it is
long ".3 Many Wykehamists of the thirties and forties
have described the gatherings of their time. For
Sixth Book and Senior Part they continued to be
what Lord Selborne said : they were shown up some
eight times a year, and were produced to the examiners
at Election. For younger boys they were abridg-
ments or analyses of some portion of an ancient
history-book; if one which I have seen is a fair
specimen, they were about as valuable an exercise as
the abridgments or analyses which young boys make
to-day. Gatherings became something of a farce in
the fifties, and, like varyings, were discontinued
before 1860. From a letter written in 1770 it appears
that boys set some store by their gathering-books,

1 From an unpublished letter by John Bond.
2 Memorials of Lord Selborne, i. p. 102.

3 Stanley, Life of Arnold, p. 190.
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which at a later date were " invariably bound in a
peculiar manner, with vermilion leather back and
vellum corners "-1

We learn nothing from Godwin about declama-
tion, one of the processes by which Wykehamists were
in his time " entered in the knowledge of the Latine
toong ". Ascham notes in his Scholemaster (1570) that
it is one of " six wayes appointed by the best learned
men for the learning of tonges and encreace of elo-
quence ", but he regards it as " fitter for the vniversities

rather than for Grammar scholes " ; 2 he dwells fully
on the other five ways, but forgets to comment on this
sixth way. Declamations were instituted in 1541 for
the highest forms at grammar schools of cathedrals
of the new foundation, ut vel contentionis studio

docti euadant.3 At Eton in 1560 boys appointed by
the Head Master declaimed, ingenii exercendi gratia,
on a fictum thema, " inveighing one against another ",
on Saturday afternoons;4 the same practice was
enjoined by the Westminster Statutes of the same
year, with the addition that the declaimers should be
" two or three ", and that the whole College should be
present.5 Disputations on logic and rhetoric, or on
the principles of grammar, belong to a very early
period in the history of English education,6 but there
is no allusion to any kind of declamation in the
" order vsyd " at Eton in 1530; the declamations
with which we are concerned may have been intro-
duced there between 1530 and 1560.

When they were introduced at Winchester cannot
be determined within such narrow limits. I have

1 From the word-book of c. 1845.

2 Scholemaster, p. 02. 3 E.G. p. 468.
4 Etoniana, No. 5, p. 71. * E.G. p. 516.
6 See e.g. Leach, St. PauFs before Colel, p. 195 ; Milton as Schoolboy and

Schoolmaster, p. 4.
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noticed no allusion to them in Johnson's Themes

(c. 1565); but one of the purposes which they were
designed to serve was served in his time, both at
Eton 1 and at Winchester, by the acting of plays ; he
speaks to his pupils of its value as teaching " oratory
and pronunciation ".2 Plays were employed for the
same purpose at other schools in the sixteenth century ;
thus at Shrewsbury the Bailiffs' Ordinances (157|)
required that the scholars of the highest form should
" declaim and play one act of a comedy " on Thursdays.
It is likely enough that declamations proper were
practised at Winchester, as at Eton and Westminster,
in the sixteenth century ; when Bishop Bilson, as
Visitor of New College, required (1599) " two under-
graduates or Bachelor Artists to declaim in Latin for
half an hour each once a week before the assembled

Society on some moral or political theme to be selected
by the Warden",3 he was probably requiring a thing
with which he had been familiar at Winchester as

Head Master (1571-9). Mathew's verses, however,
are the earliest Winchester evidence for the practice.
From the pulpit in school, says the poet, " we are

wont to declaim " :

Hie agimus lites, hie arma scholastica forti
(Nedum sanguinea) dextra vibramus in hostes;
Hoc nostrum bellum magis est mulieribus aptum,
Non etenim manibus, sed linguis utimur acres (vv. 98-101).

It appears that hands as well as tongues were
sometimes used in the declamatory combats at Eton,
and that an Eton mother did not therefore regard
them as not " fit for women " 

; in the early eighteenth
century, after such a combat, " Thomas Morell
knocked William Battie's head against the wall of
the Chapel, and was in turn paid out' with a swinging

i Etoniana, No. 5, p. 68. 2 Themes, fol. 88. See V.H. p. 312.
3 R. and R. p. 142.
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slap on the face' from his adversary's mother".1
The declamations were in Latin. John Potenger the
younger, who became a Winchester scholar in 1658,
declared that " declaiming is one of the best exercises
a man can apply himself to, and Livy's orations best
for declaiming " ;2 a declamatio, in the handwriting
of William Harris, Head Master from 1679 to 1700,
is extant, in which, if I remember rightly, a Roman
senator, cribbing freely from Livy, denounces the
madness of the Saguntines. It is stated in a paper
quoted by Mr. McDonnell that in 1697 oratory was
taught at Winchester, as at Eton and Westminster ; 

3

at Southampton School, where Wykehamical influence
was strong, declamations were enjoined by statutes of
1674-5.4 When " School" was completed in 1687,
a rostrum (as I have shown) was included in its
furniture.5

Wykehamists used the word "declamations"
somewhat loosely in the eighteenth century. It was
applied, for instance, to the orations ad Portas of
which I shall speak in another chapter. John Bond
told his brother in 1771 that his " Declamation

Theme " was " Ostracism ", but did not suggest that
another orator would declaim against him; the
theme of one of his schoolfellows was " An Ode to

Summer" ; another (Addington, afterwards Lord
Sidmouth) was to declaim on " the Valey [sic] of
Tempe " 6-his " declamation " was to be composed
by the commoner tutor.7 One great purpose of

1 M. L. p. 282. - The Wykehamist, June 20, 1893.
3 McDonnell, p. 271. 4 I'.H. p. 390. 5 See above, p. 227.
6 In 1770 John Bond wrote : " Our Declamation Theme came down last

Saturday. The Theme is duke el decorum estpro pairia mori : which I suppose
you will say is a Common hack. Wood Rodbard myself and Methuen declaim
on it "-all, let us hope, on the same side.

7 See above, p. 90. The declamations ad Portas were not always com-
posed by the declaimers in the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth
centuries (see e.g. below, p. 402), whatever may be the practice in the twentieth.
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declamations, the development of a power of arguing
and persuading, had, it seems, been forgotten ; you
do not become a forcible debater by reciting odes to
summer, or other people's verses about Tempe. At
Eton in 1766 " declamations " were sharply distin-
guished from " speeches ",* but unfortunately Thomas
James tells us less about the former than about the
latter. Meanwhile at Winchester declamations in the

older sense, if they had died out, were revived in the
early nineteenth century ; Lord Selborne (1825-30)
described them in language which would suit the
declamations of the sixteenth century quite well :

Three boys were appointed, two to maintain or contradict,
and the third to leave in doubt, a thesis proposed to them,
in Latin prose of their own composition, which they recited
publicly in the school.2

" A dull performance ", he added, " it almost always
was 

" 

; even when young scholars could and did talk
Latin, Sir John Cheke wisely " deuised to haue de-
clamacions, and other such exercizes, sometimes in the
vniversities composed in English ".3 Set declamations,
though in English, would perhaps be voted a bore at
Winchester to-day ; certainly they would train boys
less effectively in the kind of public speaking which our
times demand than the give and take, and the less
measured oratory, of a debating society.

Declamations were supplanted, I think in the early
forties, by " Speaking ", which led up to the quasi-
public display called " Commoner Speaking " -a mis-

nomer, by the way, for scholars as well as commoners
took part in it. Mr. Tuckwell in 1848 recited Horace's
Ibam forte via sacra, but all the other speakers, twenty-

1 Etoniana, No. 7, p. 106.
2 Memorials of Lord Selborne, i. p. 102.

3 Collectanea (Oxford Historical Society), i. p. 275.
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two in number, selected passages from English poetry.1
In June 1862 Dr. Moberly wrote that the Commoner
Speaking of that year 

" 
was a glorious anniversary " ;

many ladies attended it, and " the boys covered them-
selves with no end of glory ".2 But the glorious
anniversary was not, I think, celebrated again.

The classics, with some smatterings of divinity,
geography, and history conveyed through the medium
of Latin, maintained an almost complete monopoly
at Winchester till the nineteenth century. The teach-
ing of modern languages there has not been traced
further back than 1821,3 from which year onwards
there was at any rate some one to teach French to
boys who wished to learn it. Mathematical teaching
of a kind was given earlier, but as an optional extra,
and not by a regular master; neither at Winchester
nor at other schools of the same class was it a real part
of the curriculum even eighty years ago. In Mathew's
poem (1647) the subject is not mentioned. Even
Milton in his Tractate on Education (1644) dismissed
arithmetic and geometry to odd hours ; they were to
be taught " even playing, as the old manner was ".4
At Westminster under Busby (1638-95) they were
taught through Latin, but only, it would seem, to boys
who had a taste for them ;5 neither through Latin,
nor " playing ", nor otherwise were they taught at
Winchester at that time. Samuel (afterwards Sir
Samuel) Morland, who left the school about the time
when Mathew entered it, became a mathematician and
a scientist of eminence, but Winchester ignored the
bent of his genius; even at Cambridge, where he

1 Tuckwell, p. 99. s D.D. p. 168.
' See a letter by I. T. in The Wykehamist, March 1910.

1 Leach, Milton as Schoolboy and Schoolmaster, p. 21.
6 Sargeaunt, pp. 121-2.
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proceeded in 1644 or 1645,1 mathematical studies were
discouraged as base and mechanical, " the business of
traders, merchants, seamen, carpenters or the like,
and perhaps some almanack makers in London ".2
In the eighteenth century they still occupied a most
humble place, when they occupied any place, in public-
school education; the teaching of mathematics was
a by-product of a writing master. The new scheme
devised for Rugby in 1777 provided for the appoint-
ment of a person " to teach writing and arithmetic in
all its branches ", but the stipend of this " writing
master " was to be but half that of the " usher or

ushers ". Speaking of Eton in 1766, Thomas James
(afterwards Head Master of Rugby) made the handsome
admission that arithmetic and geography are " indis-

pensably necessary in making a scholar ", but what
followed is less handsome : "it will not be amiss if

some attention is paid to these sciences on a Holyday
or half Holyday ". James proceeded to recommend a
method of teaching arithmetic, and declared that, if it
was adopted, " by the time they are qualified for the
books of the fifth form " boys " will be perfect masters
of Vulgar Arithmetic " ; at a later stage, again on
holidays, they " may begin to learn Algebra & if
they stay long go through part of Euclid ; by which
means they will [go] to College compleat scholars ".3
The master who was to make them perfect masters
and complete scholars was at Eton (as at Rugby)
styled " writing master " ; he was classed till 1836

with other " extra masters" who taught French,

1 Morland was a sizar of Magdalene College, Cambridge, not (as is stated
in W.S. p. 178) a scholar of Magdalen College, Oxford. Some interesting,
generally unfavourable, notices of him may be found in Pepys's Diary. Pepys
calls attention to his " late invention for casting up sums of £. s. d. ; which is
very pretty, but not very useful " (March 14, 166J).

2 Mullinger, University of Cambridge, ii. p. 403 ; iii. p. 510.
3 Etoniana, No. 7, pp. 99-100.
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drawing, dancing, fencing,1 but in 1829 he was de-
scribed as master of " Writing, Arithmetic and Mathe-
matics ".2 At Westminster under Vincent (1788-1802)
" a boy who chose to surrender his half-holidays was
allowed to learn the elements of the science of numbers;
the teacher of the subject was the writing master, and
it would seem that he paid more attention to caligraphy
than to arithmetic ".3 At Winchester there was a

writing master in 1790, and perhaps much earlier ;
his duties, like those of his fellow at Eton, in-
cluded the copying of school lists ; * he was clerk

as well as teacher. He taught what mathematics
were taught at all, so that when Mr. Bower, the first
Winchester writing master whose name is known, died
in 1848, he was described on his tombstone as " late

mathematical master of Winchester College ".5 It
was perhaps too proud a title ; he was mathematical
master to a mere handful (he found them a hand-
ful) of boys.-An interesting little book published in
1804 professes to describe the subsequent fortunes
of a Winchester scholar who was expelled for partici-
pation in the rebellion of 1793. The ex-scholar
became waiter at an inn, but before accepting that
situation he had tried to obtain employment as a
teacher at various " academies ". At one of these,
he says,

I was told I could be engaged as a writing-master and
teacher of arithmetic . . . but having never paid much
attention to those branches of education at college [i.e. at

1 Austen Leigh, Eton College Lists, p. xliv.
2 Eloniana, No. 5, p. 76. The comment, under the year 1829, that " from

this year we may date the introduction of the study of mathematics " seems

to be incorrect.-The name of the Winchester writing master was never given
on Long Rolls.

3 Sargeaunt, pp. 212-13.
4 Eloniana, No. 5, p. 75 ; L.R. i. pp. xv, xvi. See also below, p. 395.
5 See a letter in The Wykehamist, November 1906.
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Winchester] I was far from being qualified to instruct others
therein.1

Early in the nineteenth century we find in Carlisle's
Endowed Grammar Schools (1818) that the claims of
mathematics were not wholly unrecognized. Of West-
minster, indeed, the writer can only say that " the
other parts of education [parts other than the classics],
such as French, Arithmetic, Mathematics, etc., are not
taught in this School ",2 but at St. Paul's " some of the

Mercers' Company " conceived

That it might be of importance to afford them [the boys]
the advantage of Writing, learning Accompts, and the lower
branches of the Mathematics. But [the writer adds] that is
a measure which has not been put in practice, nor is such a
scheme determined upon.3

And at Harrow there was already

A Mathematical Lecture weekly, which was introduced
by Dr. Butler on his Accession, who is admirably qualified
for it, having been Senior Wrangler.*

That mathematics might be taught effectively it was
necessary to take three steps : (1) to appoint qualified
teachers ; (2) to make the subject a real part of the
curriculum ; (3) to allow it to influence promotion.
During the half-century that followed 1818 these steps
were taken one by one, usually though not always in
the above-mentioned order. The first step was taken,
rather haltingly, at St. Paul's in 1835, when the under-
usher was " deputed to teach mathematics to eighth
and seventh forms on two afternoons in the week,
attendance at his classes being purely optional ".5 At
Harrow a qualified master was appointed as early as

1 A Tour through some of the Southern Counties of England, by Peregrine
Project and Timothy Type, p. 101.

2 Carlisle, ii. p. 109. 3 j^ p 93
4 Ibid. p. 147. 6 McDonnell, p. 389.
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1819, but the subject was not compulsory till 1837.1
At Rugby all the boys were learning arithmetic, from
writing masters, in 1820 ; under Dr. Arnold (appointed
1827) the teachers were the classical assistant masters ;
under Dr. Tait (appointed 1842) they were mathe-
matical specialists.2 At Eton the name of a " Mathe-

matical Master, Rev. Mr. Hawtrey", who had been
Eleventh Wrangler, appears on the school list of 1836.
He was not, like the writing masters who preceded
him, a mere " extra master ", nor again was he an
" assistant master " ;3 he was something between the
two. It was not till 1851, when mathematics were
incorporated into the work of the school, that he
ranked with the classical assistants ; the other teachers

of mathematics continued to hold an inferior position
for nearly twenty years more. They were not
allowed to wear academical dress in chapel till 1861 ;
the Public School Commissioners found in 1862 that

they had no authority whatever out of school; 4 they
had to wait for full recognition till Dr. Hornby became
Head Master in 1868.5 Meanwhile at Eton, as at
nearly all the schools upon which the Public School
Commissioners reported, the third step which I have
mentioned had been taken before 1862 ; " marks ",
they found, " are given for mathematics which affect
more or less a boy's rise ... in the School ".6

At Winchester there was not, strictly speaking, a
1 P.S.C. Report, p. 214. * Ibid. pp. 246-7. 3 Etoniana, No. 5, p. 76.
4 P.S.C. Report, p. 81.-When Mr. Hale -went to Eton as assistant to Mr.

Hawtrey in 1850 mathematical assistants might not wear academical dress even
in school ; the boys were allowed to " cap " them, but apparently did not do
so (P.S.C. p. 230). The well-knovm story of a teacher of mathematics who
asked whether he might wear a gown, and whether the boys might cap him,
and received for answer that the first was as he pleased and the second as they
pleased, was told both at Winchester and at Rugby. The answers, if given
very suavely, suited Dr. Moberly ; if not so suavely, they suited Dr. Temple.
But there is reason to believe that they were made by, or invented for, a
Head Master of Eton.

5 M. L. pp. 529-30. " P.S.C. Report, p. 15.
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mathematical master till 1834. Mr. Bower, the

writing master, is represented by Edward Rich (1829-
1834) as busily touting for writing pupils,1 and T. A.
Trollope (1820-28) says of him :

The only purpose his presence in school appeared to serve
was to mend pens and make up the weekly account of marks.2

As we have seen, however, he also taught a few boys to
do sums. Robert Lowe, Trollope's contemporary, " had
a great desire to learn mathematics ", but could not
satisfy it, for he found that Bower " had not pursued
his studies beyond the Fourth Book of Euclid ".3
Bower, however, was soon to be superseded.4 Barter
became Warden in 1832 ; in the following year he
persuaded the Fellows to build a mathematical class-
room, and in 1834 John Desborough Walford, whom
all Wykehamists of four decades regarded with affec-
tion, came to Winchester as " the new Mathematical

Master". A letter to the Warden, written three

years later, contains an interesting allusion to these
events :

I am told the Mathematical School works admirably in the
way I expected for those minds which take the study readily.
Some nauseate it so much as to be almost incapable of digest-
ing it. Has the Master authority enough to command
attention ? certainly all the writing and arithmetic masters I
remember had not.

The writer must have been reassured by the Warden's
answer ; he was the Dr. Philip Duncan who in 1841
founded the Duncan Mathematical prizes.5-Soon

1 Rich, pp. 32-5. 2 T. A. T. p. 125.
3 Patchett Martin, Life of Lord Sherbrookf, i. p. 13.
1 There continued, however, to be a writing master tiU 1875 ; he acted as

assistant to Mr. Walford in his class-room. See above, p. 93.
* I extract the above passage from a letter, dated January 29, 183T, in

which Dr. Duncan promised the Warden a contribution towards the building
of New Commoners.
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after Mr. Walford's installation mathematics became

compulsory, but Mr. Tuckwell says that in the forties,
" the subject not counting in the school marks, no one
could be expected to care for it 'V It counted to
some extent, at Winchester as elsewhere, before 1862,2
and more decisively from 1866.3

i Tuckwell, p. 99. 2 P.S.C. Keporl, p. 15.
3 I remember the consternation, real or feigned, with which the announce-

ment that marks were to be given for ordinary mathematical lessons was
received by a Senior Part division in 1806.



CHAPTER XXIV

SIBLING AND THE SIBLING ROD

ON the approach of one of those examinations in
" notions " which loomed rather luridly before the
minds of " new men 

" 
some fifty years ago a shrewd

junior determined that when in doubt about the
meaning of a notion he would say that it was a mode
of torture or an instrument of punishment. A host
of notions of the kind * were current at the time,

though the things which they denoted were mostly
obsolete ; and our junior declared that by sticking
to his determination he passed the ordeal without
discredit. About the most ancient of Wykehamical
instruments of punishment he can hardly have been
driven to guesswork ; his curiosity must have been
aroused by the presentment of the " bibling rod " in
the Aut Disce;2 and " bibling " was still an occasional

incident, as the present writer has reason to remember.
For it was at one time one of his duties to bind the

four apple twigs into the grooves of their long handle
when a bibling was expected.

The notion " bibling " (or " bibler ", as they still
said in the forties) is, I think, recent; I have found no

1 Many of them deface the pages of W.W.B.
2 At a somewhat earlier date two actual rods were always in evidence

during school hours ; they were propped on the seat at the Head Master's
right hand, that he might, as Dr. Goddard said, have his arma scholastica in
promplu. See Walcott, p. 232 ; Adams, p. 249.
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use of it before the twenties of the nineteenth century.
In the published recollections of the two Trollopes,
who left in 1828 and in 1829 or 1830 respectively, we
read only of " scourgings ",* but in some unpublished
notes of the elder brother " biblers " also are men-

tioned. The two things were very different. ;' A
bibler was supposed to imply an (in some degree)
moral offence ", a scourging implied nothing of the
kind ; the comparative frequency of biblers and of
scourgings (" often vulgarized into ' scrubbings ' ")2
was, T. A. Trollope supposed, as 

" 
one to a thousand ".

A bibler may have been so called because the services
of the Bible-Clerk (with those of the Ostiarius) were
requisitioned at its infliction ; 3 at the minor function

of a scrubbing those of " any two volunteers who
chanced to be at hand" sufficed. As flagellation
became rarer, scrubbings were discontinued; but
biblings remained.

The words " bibler " and " bibling " seem, as I
have said, to be modernisms, but the instrument
employed in the process was of great antiquity.
Christopher Johnson wrote about 1565 :

Si laus est, inventa quidem custode Bakero
Ex quadripartite vimine flagra ferunt;

to which a later hand has subjoined : Jo. Bakerus
cerium genus virgarum excogitavit, quibus etiamnum
cceduntur Wiccamici. If tradition was right in assert-
ing that the quadripartite rod was excogitated by
Baker, it was some 400 years old when it fell into

1 T. A.T. p. 114; Anthony Trollope's Autobiography, chap.i. Mr. Kirby
says in W.S. (p. 308) that the famous novelist, who was elected ad Winton. in
1826, left for Harrow in 1827. But he was more of a Wykehamist than that ;
was at Winchester, he tells us, " something over three years".

2 Edward Rich (admitted 1829) said that in his time " scourging " was said

only by the masters, and that the boys talked of a " scrubbing " or a " bibler "

(Rich, p. 8).
3 For a similar practice at Eton see above, pp. 146-7.
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disuse about 1867 ; for Baker was Warden from 1454
to 1487.

We hear very little about flogging in early days at
Winchester.1 The practice was so universal that it
was taken for granted rather than enjoined in the
Statutes ; Wykeham, indeed, was more concerned to
regulate than to enforce it.2 The story of the scholar's
apt quotation (Infandum, regina, iubes renovare
dolorem) in answer to Elizabeth's too curious question
is now somewhat discredited; when she visited
Winchester in 1574 the use of the rod may have been
somewhat infrequent, for Christopher Johnson, who
had recently resigned the mastership, had been no
Orbilius.3 It must have been often employed in
Mathew's time (1644-7) by Potenger, the Master

Qui quadripartita bene corrigit omnia virga (v. 23),

as it was by his predecessor ;4 but it was not employed
indiscriminately. Joseph Godwin (admitted 1648)
told his friend 5 that a boy who could not produce a
grammatical rule when asked for it was not whipped,6

1 Some delightful passages, illustrating its use in England long before
Winchester College was founded, will be found in the Colloquy of Aelfric, " a

scholar and clerk of Winchester " (E.G. pp. xvi, 39, 47).-Flogging was in
constant use at the universities in Wykeham's time, and survived there in the
eighteenth century ; Charles Blackstone, a Fellow of Winchester, wrote in
1770 that he had himself witnessed " a smart Flagellation " inflicted upon a
scholar of C.C.C. between 1726 and 1730 (A Reply to the Considerations about
Punishing the Scholars of Winchester College, above Fourteen, by the Rod, p. 17).

2 Rubric XII : hoc adhibita semper cautela, quod in castigando modum
nequaquam excedal.

3 Allusions to flogging in Johnson's Themes are mostly of the following
kind : Si quando . . . asperius vobiscum delinqufnlibus agere constitui,
naluralis ilia lenitas quce in me est a vehementiori castigationis cupiditate nonnun-
quam revocavit.

4 See Clause 7 of the attack on Head Master Stanley, printed (somewhat
incorrectly) in Annals, pp. 317-18.-In 1668 the Supervisors reported that
Head Master Beeston flogged too little : " Ye Roles of persons accus'd are
many times not soe much taken notice of as they ought to bee, punishment
not beeing oftimes inflicted on peccant persons ".

5 See above, p. 301.
6 It may perhaps be inferred that whipping for one's book was common

enough elsewhere.
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that in fact no one was " whipt for his book " ;

flogging was a punishment " for misdemeanours ".
That it was not necessary for the misdemeanours to be
heinous, however, is proved by his saying that boys
were 

" 
sure to be whipt " if they did not play " on

Hills".1 Floggings were reserved for one day in the
week, for "bloody" Friday (w. 180-2); Mr. Leach
argues that the reservation makes it " extremely
probable " that they were " not nearly so frequent as
afterwards ".2 They were not so frequent, perhaps, as
they were only eighty years ago ; 3 but it is rash to

argue from reservation to rarity.4 At Eton, and at
Westminster in imitation of Eton, floggings were
reserved for Fridays in 1560.5 But the Westminster
Statutes of that year ordained them for what we should
regard as not very serious crimes ; a boy was to be
beaten acerbissime for leaving the company of his
fellows, for going outside the school gates without
leave, or even with leave if unattended by a comes
modestus ; a monitor who had been negligent in
the discharge of monitorial duties was to be beaten
aspere as an example to others.6 At Eton the Friday
floggings caused terror in 1563 ; " diverse Scholars of

Eaton ", says Ascham, " be runne awaie from the
Schole, for feare of beating ", thereby giving occasion
for the conversation out of which The Scholemaster

grew.7 The reservation of Fridays, therefore, did not
mean that the schools of Busby and Keate were
unworthy in the sixteenth century of their subsequent
reputation, or that in the seventeenth floggings were

1 On " accusation ", no doubt, by the prsepositor. It is implied in one of
Johnson's Themes (fol. 138 b) that loafing on Hills was an offence which the
Master punished.

1 History, p. 278. ' See below, p. 328.
4 Monday was hanging-day at Tyburn a hundred years ago, yet " a score or

more " of felons - men, women, and children - were hanged each week.
6 See below, p. 551. « E.G. pp. 522, 498.
7 The Scholemaster, A Praeface to the Reader (pp. 17-24, ed. Arber).
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rare at Winchester.1 Be that as it may, the reserva-
tion was unkind. The poignancy of pains, as of
pleasures, lies in anticipation; an arrangement by
which punishment may come, pede claudo, a week
after the detection of an offence increases its severity.

The incidents of a bibling, so far as Mathew
describes them, were in 1647, with one important
exception, almost precisely what they were 200 years
later ; he leaves some gaps-one of them deliberately,
with the happiest effect-, but we can fill them up
from a knowledge of the later practice. If a boy was
protervus or had " sinned ", his name was written on a
roll by a prefect (probably the Bible-Clerk as after-
wards) and the roll was handed to the master (v. 22).
In later times it contained the words X. jussu tuo (or,
it might be, jussu domini A.} detuli, but in Mathew's
time the formula cannot have been quite the same,
for boys, though doubtless their names were often
" ordered " by a master, were often " accused " 2 by a
prefect, and the ground of accusation was stated on
the roll. This latter statement was not made in the

latest days of bibling, but it was still made in its
penultimate days. The late Mr. Edmund Morshead
told me that his father, who came to Winchester in

1824, remembered a roll on which was written : X. pro
utendo instrumento pulvere nitrato repleto jussu tuo
detuli.3 It is recorded again that in 1848 a big
commoner misbehaved while going on Hills, and that,
when Prefect of Hall proposed to " tund " him and

1 When we find identical practices of a peculiar kind existing in early days
both at Eton and at Winchester, it is often safe to infer that Eton borrowed
such practices from Winchester at starting. If we may make such an infer-
ence here, the lux Veneris was already sanguinolenta at Winchester in 1440.

2 This use of "accuse" was common to Eton, Westminster, and Win-
chester. See below, p. 551 ; and Annals, pp. 351, 410 (the word was still in
use at Winchester in 1778) ; also History, p. 178. I have spoken further of
accusations in Chapter VI.

3 X. had been after rabbits during hill-time and had met the Head Master.
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told him in due form to " stand round " for the

purpose, he refused. Thus confronted with the diffi-
culty which the Watchman foresees in Much Ado
(" how, if a' will not stand ? ") the prefect did not let
the culprit go, thanking God he was rid of a knave ;
he referred the case to the Head Master. In all such

matters Dr. Moberly was a stickler for precedent;
having ordered the culprit's name he directed that
the roll should contain " a proper statement of the
offence ", and it was drawn up thus : X., quia in Via
ad Montem contra auctoritatem meam se gessit, detuli
tuo jussu.^-A bibling roll having been presented, the
bibling followed. At the end of school - time the
master rose from his seat, donned his cap or cocked-
hat,2 and pronounced the formula, " X., Bible-Clerk
and Ostiarius ! " X. advanced and knelt at " senior
row 

" 
; the Bible - Clerk presented the rod to the

Master, and with the Ostiarius proceeded to act as
the poet describes :

puerique duo, qui rite vocantur,
Demittent ligulas manibusque ligamina solvent (vv. 183-4).

The poet veils the sequel, but what happened was this.
They bared a few inches of the culprit's back ; the rod
was applied five (at a later date, six) times ; the
master flung it on the ground, removed his head-gear,
and stalked out of school with more than his wonted

majesty.
A peculiar feature of the Winchester flogging

system of a hundred years ago must not be left
unnoticed. The writer of an acrimonious letter in

1819 declares that after the rebellion of the previous
year Dr. Gabell, having flogged an innocent boy by

1 See " Reminiscences by an Old College Man " in the special Quincentenary
number of The Wykehamist (July 1893). The author was the Rev. W. Tuckweli,
who was the Prefect of Hall of the story.

1 See above, p. 266.
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inadvertence, made amends " by giving him Five
Tickets of Remission from future punishment". The
writer makes merry, fairly enough (but it is acid
merriment), at Gabell's expense, and then proceeds,
in a second letter, to spoil his case. He says that in
his and Gabell's school-days, forty years before, Mr.
Collins the Hostiarius had a way of giving a virtuous
boy " a reward ticket (at the same time one of safety)
which likewise exempted him, by producing it when
next called upon to be flogged, from that ceremony".
He commends Mr. Collins, whose method he regards
as 

" 
very different " from Dr. Gabell's ; the latter,

he argues, " would goad on the ticket-holder to delin-
quency and crime", while the former was "an en-
couragement of desert " ; Collins's ticket was, he says,
what its superscription called it, a decus et tutamen.1
I will not waste words on the writer's reasoning, nor
need I dwell on the proof which these incidents supply
of the prevalence of flogging ; even for the reign of
the amiable Dr. Williams (1824-35) we have abundant
evidence of that unpleasant fact. T. A. Trollope
'' remembered ': that he had been " scourged " five
times in one day;2 his brother Anthony often made
the same boast, though " not quite sure whether
the boast is true " ; 3 and a commoner who came

to Winchester about 1800 told the author of Wyke-
hamica that " on the first day of his arrival there were
198 boys in the school, and 275 names reported for
flogging ! "4 That was surely an exaggeration ; but
Dr. Moberly told the Public School Commissioners

1 G.L.C. pp. 12, 24-5.-Wooll says of Collins (Jlosliarius, 1766-83) :
" He strictly and impartially inflicted those punishments productive only of
present pain and degradation ; but was feelingly averse to the more serious
penalties, by which future prospects in life are affected " (Biographical Notice
of Dr. Warton, p. 46).-For the granting of exemption-tickets by prefects see
Adams, pp. 404-5. 2 T. A. T. p. 107.

3 Anthony Trollope's Autobiography, chap. i.
1 Adams, p. 267.
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deliberately that in his boyhood there might be twenty
floggings a day, and all for slight offences.

" When Dr. Moberly", wrote one of his early
pupils, " succeeded Dr. Williams in 1836, he saw that
flogging as a constant punishment was out of date " ;

in 1862 Moberly could say that the twenty floggings a
day had been reduced to ten or twenty a year.1 They
have since been reduced still further ; the modern
Wykehamist must either learn or leave ; if there is a
sors tertia, it is not often caedi* - But besides his
aversion to flogging as part of the day's routine, Dr.
Moberly had a strong objection to the Wykehamical
mode of administering it. "I do not like the publicity
of it", he told the Commissioners; " I do not approve
of it as administered ... it is neither severe enough,
nor is it nil ".3 On its inseverity flogger and flogged
were agreed. Moberly, whose artistic biblings were
deservedly admired, said that " it was a chance if the
boy was always hit " ; 4 his pupils said the same, and
one of them, who spoke from experience, described a
bibling as, at worst, " a mere titillation of the epi-
dermis ". That its publicity was objectionable will
hardly be disputed ; modern sentiment condemns such
exhibitions. The last public bibling at Winchester
was in 1866 or 1867-about a year, by the way, before
the last public execution in England.

1 P.S.C. p. 350.
8 A correspondent of the Editor of The Wykehamist (April 1897) was rather

unreasonably indignant with Wesley College, Dublin, for having taken as a
motto to inscribe upon its gate : Aul discite, out discedite ; tertia sors hie nutta
est.

3 P.S.C. p. 356. Dr. Moberly went on to say : " I have rather broken

through the tradition. . . . I have occasionally taken boys into another room,
and flogged them with an ordinary birch-rod ". Even in the palmy days of
bibling a flogging which was intended to be a serious disgrace was not inflicted
publicly in school ; it was called, from the place of its infliction, a " sixth-

chambering".
1 See also T. A. T. p. 115.



CHAPTER XXV

REMEDIES AND THE REMEDY-RING

THE author of Wykehamica has recorded that in his
time the precise meaning of the Winchester notion
" remedy " was a matter of dispute ; * he mentions

two palpably false derivations of the word, one of
which he unwisely accepted as true. Some people, he
says, " expound it as res media, a compound as it were
of a holiday and a school-day, there being no lessons
to be said in school . . . and there being lessons to be
learned during lock-up times ". This derivation was
fathered in the sixties on Dr. Moberly, and a writer in
The Wykehamist declares that that admirable scholar
" taught " it.2 Some of his pupils, it would seem,
interpreted the Head Master's playfulness seriously.
Dr. Moberly always contended that remedies were for
work as well as for play, and it was precisely in his
manner to invent a whimsical derivation to support
his contention. Others again, says Adams, derive
'' remedy" from remissionis dies; he thinks that
" the continual use of 'remission' " (or "remi-") "in
Wykehamical speech " is decisively in favour of this
etymology, which Wykehamists generally accepted
so absolutely that for some thirty years " remiday "
was the received spelling of the word.3 Now that a

1 Adams, p. 289. a The Wykehamist, February 1870.
3 In Prefect of Hall's book " remiday " first appears, I think, in 1873 ;

" remedy " reappears in 1903. Even so high an authority as Mr. L. L.
330
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remedy was in fact a day of remissions rather than an
out-and-out holiday, and that it might be so defined,
may be conceded ; when the Warden and Fellows, long
before " remiday " found acceptance, spoke of " Dies
Remissionis or Remedies 'V they spoke with perfect
propriety. But a definition is not a derivation, and
the claims of remiday do not nowadays deserve serious
discussion; they received their coup de grace in the
Winchester Word-Book. The evidence that a remedy
is a remedy is abundant and conclusive; of the
passages collected by Mr. Wrench I will only quote
one, an extract made by Mr. Leach from the Chapter
Register of Southwell Minster (1484) :

Magister grammaticalis non attendit debitis horis doc-
trinas suorum scolarium in scola; et quam pluries indiscrete
dat remedium suis scolaribus diebus ferialibus, quod quasi ad
tempus nichil addiscunt, expendendo bona suorum parentum
frustra et inaniter.

To which I may add the ingenious distich which an
anonjonous writer composed for Warden Love (1613-
1630) at Winchester :

Das eadem ludis puerorum, Love, libello
Quas dederat quondam nomina Naso suo.

An explanation is appended : Remedium Amoris.
From the name we pass to the thing, and may

conveniently begin by noticing a well-known passage
in the Statutes of St. Paul's. " I will", wrote Colet,
'' they shall haue noo remedies; yff the Maister
grauntith eny remedies, he shall forfett xls. tociens
quociens, Except the kyng or a archebisshopp or a
bisshopp presente in his owne persone in the Scole
Shadwell wrote " remiday " in The Wykehamist (April 1888)-unless indeed
the Editor edited his spelling.

1 They so expressed themselves in a letter to the Informalor and Hostiarius,
dated January 19, 1810.
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desyre it "-1 We are not to infer that Colet meant his
" children " to have all work and no play ; a memor-
andum in his handwriting is still extant in which he
reckoned that there were in the year " vii** and xiij '
(seven score and thirteen = 153) " halidayes and halfe
halydayes ... in whiche ys no teachinge ".2 The
words raise difficult questions, but we may perhaps
assume that Colet's " halidayes " included Sundays
and short periods of vacation at the time of such
church festivals as Easter, Whitsuntide, and Christ-
mas ; we must make a large subtraction from 153 to
arrive at the number of ' halidayes " and " halfe
halydayes" which occurred on the week-days of
school terms. The point, however, which we are here
concerned to note is that to Colet holidays and
remedies were entirely different things. The number
of holidays was definitely fixed, fixed no doubt by
the church calendar ; remedies were casual luxuries

dependent on special grants. Colet evidently thought
that the indulgence or self-indulgence of the Head
Masters of his time had made such grants too frequent;
he agreed with his contemporary Horman, who had
been Head Master both of Eton and of Winchester,
that " many remedies make easy scholars " ;3 hence
his provision, adopted with modifications by many
later school-founders,4 that a remedy should not be

1 I quote the passage (adding some stops) from Lupton, Life of Dean Colet,
p. 278. Mr. Lupton printed Colet's Statutes from the original MS. preserved
at Mercers' Hall, and, having subsequently compared his transcript with it,
he says that " the spelling may be taken as fairly correct". It is unfortunate
that Mr. Kirby, quoting the passage in W.S. (p. viii), gave support to a false
etymology by printing " remidaies ".

2 See Lupton, Life of Colel, p. 1C6 ; McDonnell, p. 39. Observe that the
number of holidays at St. Paul's was the same as the number of scholars ; see
above, p. 98.

3 So Horman (see p. 38) translates Minervales ferice crebriores inerudilos
faciunt scholasticos in his Vulgaria, published in 1519. It is perhaps the first
extant example of the use of " remedy " by a Wykehamist.

4 For example at Newark (1530), at Merchant Taylors (1561), and at
Shrewsbury (157J). See the note at the end of this chapter.
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granted at his school unless a king or an archbishop
or a bishop, " presente in his owne persone ", desired it.
The expression, however, of such a desire was no
essential condition of a remedy as generally under-
stood ; its essence was that it was a free grant, and
not a fixed arrangement. - But if that was so in the
early part of the sixteenth century, a remedy entirely
changed its meaning afterwards at Winchester, the
only school at which the word survived ; remedies
came to be certain fixed days of the week " in whiche
ys no teachinge".1 How is the change to be ex-
plained ?

Twychener's " Winchester Time Table " proves

that remedies, if they occurred (as they doubtless did)
in 1530, were still unfixed and casual ; it provides a
full day's work for Tuesday and Thursday, the regular
non-school-days of 1647 and the half-non-school-days
of 1914, as for other days of the week.2 Wykehamists
must still have looked to holy days (of which, as they
are mostly fixed days of the month and not of the
week, no account could be taken in a weekly time-
table) for their recreation in 1530. But as the Refor-
mation advanced less dependence could be placed on
holyday-holidays, as the Eton Consuetudinarium very
clearly shows. Some now forgotten holy days, it is
true, were still holidays at Eton in 1560 ; the feast of
John before the Latin gate (May 6), and that of the
Visitation of Mary (July 2), were still observed, the
former not only by play but by a siesta after dinner.3
Others, however, were obsolescent or obsolete ; on the
Decollation of St. John the Baptist (August 29) a

1 In my school-days the phrase " extra half-remedy " was not strictly
speaking permissible; we had "extra \\a\t-holidaijs ". Dr. Ridding corrected
3 Prefect of Hall who asked for an "extra half-remedy". The distinction
between " half-holiday " and "half-remedy" is very clearly drawn in the
word-book of about 1845.

2 E.G. pp. 448-50. a gee aDOve, p. 146.
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holiday had become a matter of grant (on the butler's
request I),1 while the custom of electing an Episcopus
Nihilensis on St. Hugh's Day (November 17), with
the play which that custom involved, obsolevit, and
the feast of the Nativity of the Virgin (September 8)
celebrabatur quondam.2 As holyday - holidays dis-
appeared, compensation must surely have seemed
reasonable at Eton as at Winchester and elsewhere;
remedies must have become more frequent and less
casual. A grudging recognition of their necessity
may be found in the Westminster Statute De Venia
Ludendi (1560), in which one half-remedy was fore-
shadowed in every week which contained no Saint's
Day ;3 in the Statutes of Merchant Taylors,4 though
no necessity for remedies is admitted-the desire of a
great person being insisted upon as the condition of a
grant-, the tendency to fix them appears in a proviso
that they shall be granted only on Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons. The regulations of Sandwich
School are in this connection particularly instructive ;
they give us an example of the transition of which we
are in search. In 1580 the Master was forbidden to

give " remedies or leave to play " more than once in

a week ; but this negative admission of the necessity
of play-time became positive in 1656 when it was
ordained that every Thursday afternoon should be a
remedy.5 Meanwhile at Winchester grants of remedies
were very frequent during the indulgent reign of
Christopher Johnson (1561-71). The boys, he de-
clares in one of his Themes, have an insatiable lust for
play, and (he playfully adds) attempt to extort remedies

1 Even on Lady Day non luditur nisi pro arbitrio prceccptoris. Lady Day
was only a minus duplex ; the feast of the Purification (like that of the Visita-
tion) was a majus duplex. On " greater doubles " special indulgences were
granted by the Winchester Statutes (Rubric XV).

z Etoniana, No. 5, pp. 67-8. 3 B.C. p. 518.
« Clause 31. 6 N.E.D., s.v. Remedy.
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by force. " Look back ", he bids them, " at these
many weeks past; count up your otia; reflect upon
the wasted expense of your parents ; consider how a
good part of your lives is lost without profit. If
satiety of play has not yet laid hold of you, shame
[at my indulgence] has long since laid hold of me ".
A little later he returns to the subject; chaffs the
boys for thinking that the time which they steal from
study is all gain ; assures them that gain which means
loss "of letters" is to be deplored; declares that he
will not allow his " facility " to corrupt their minds.1
Remedies were very frequent under Christopher John-
son, but they had not yet become fixed, they were still
granted. In Mathew's days (1644-7) they were practi-
cally fixed ; Tuesdays and Thursdays, weather per-
mitting, were remedies; the grant was hardly more
than a fiction.2 Even fifty years ago, when remedies
and half-remedies were fixed absolutely, whether the
weather permitted or not, the fiction of request and
grant was still kept up.

" It was my fortune ", wrote Mr. L. L. Shadwell, " to be
Warden's child (Warden Barter's last) at the Election of 1860.
The duty devolved upon me in that capacity 3 of applying to the
Head Master during the following year (namely, Short Half
1860 and Long Half 1861) for every remiday and half-remiday
which came in the regular course. . . . There was a tradition,
generally, and with reason, regarded as untrustworthy, that
the omission of this formality had on occasion resulted in
Masters coming into School when they were not expected ",4

It appears from the Statute noticed above that at
Westminster the remedy-granting power was vested

1 Themes, fol. 129 ; fol. 132 b.

2 Vv. 134-6. Joseph Godwin (admitted 1648) says that on Tuesdays and
Thursdays the boys " expected and most commonly had a play day".-We
learn nothing from Mathew about Saint's Day holidays and extra half-remedies,
but it does not follow that they did not exist. He is throughout more con-
cerned with what is regularly recurrent than with what is exceptional.

3 See below, p. 407. « The Wykehamist, April 1888.
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in the Dean. At Winchester it belonged, theoreti-
cally at least, to the Warden. Nicholas Love was
Head Master from 1601 to 1613, and Warden from
1613 to 1630 ; the distich which speaks of " Love's
Remedies " connects him with remedies in the latter

office. It is true that about 1565 Johnson granted
(and occasionally refused*) them, and that Potenger
granted them in 1647 ; but they did so as the Warden's
deputies. In 1630 the Fellows of New College de-
clared that

it is in the wardens power not onely to giue Remedies, but
to reserue the gift of all, especially fatt ones, to himselfe onely,
and confine leane Remedies within a fitt number.2 The

Deane of Westminster and Provost of Eaton 3 haue kept that
power in their owne hands, by a good token, that Deane
Mountaine denied Bishop Bilson a play-day after he was a
Priuy-Councellor.

This right of the Warden was asserted by Hunting-
ford, " for the Sake of Precision and clear Under-

standing ", in 1810, and reasserted by him, with
definite and detailed instructions to the Infonnator,
in 1824.4

The Westminster Statute illustrates (recent, if not
ancient) Winchester usage in another way when it
provides that the right to the weekly half-remedy may
be annulled by the occurrence of a Saint's Day. There

1 He is careful to explain on one occasion (Themes, fol. 129) that he does
not necessarily refuse a remedy only on the ground that the weather does not
permit : Si nocturnam hanc pluviam in causa fuisse solam putatis, quamobrcm
ad nuces legendas hodie non licuit (?), tola erratis el via (quod aiunt) el ccelo.-A
September nutting - holiday is mentioned in the Eton Consufludinarium
(Eloniana, No. 5, p. 68).

2 It is a pity that so pretty a notion as " fat and lean" for whole and
half remedies should have become obsolete.

3 Thomas James, in his Account of the Eton Discipline and Education, wrote
in 1766: " The Half Holyday on Thursday is begged in this manner. The
Master sends one of the best exercises of the Sixth Form only to the Provost,
who upon receiving it grants a play " (Eloniana, No. 7, p. 97).

4 See the third document printed at the end of this chapter.
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was, for instance, a rule in Dr. Moberly's time that, if
a Tuesday or a Thursday came next before a Saint's
Day, it must be a whole school-day-a rule, by the
way, which contrasts with the old Eton custom by
which the day before a Saint's Day must be observed
as a half-holiday,1 as well as with Huntingford's rule,
promulgated in 1824, that " Commutation of days for
Remedies is to be avoided, except Two Holydays
should come together ".-Since Huntingford's time the
regulations affecting " fat and lean " Remedies, Holi-
days and Saints' Days have been frequently altered :
the normal observance of Tuesdays and Thursdays as
remedies or half-remedies stands out as the one un-

changing fact. Huntingford's two whole remedies in
the summer, one whole and one half remedy at other
seasons,2 became one whole and two half remedies,
no whole and three half remedies respectively in 1850.3
Friday, which then became a half-remedy, ceased to be
one some ten years later. In 1902 Dr. Burge abolished
the surviving summer whole remedy, for which his
half-remedy on Saturday is ample compensation.
Saints' Days, again, have altogether changed their
character. Before the time of railways " leave out "
on such days was restricted, except in summer, to the
town, and to the hours of 3 to 8 ; in summer, boys
might go to friends in the immediate neighbourhood,
starting at noon ; there were chapel services at 11
and at 5.4 With the development of railway facilities

1 See Thomas James in Eloniana, No. 7, p. 98 : " If a Saint's Day falls on
a Tuesday, then Tuesday is the whole Holyday and Monday Half a Holyday,
being kept as its eve, &c."

2 See below, p. 340. It appears from Prefect of Hall's book that in
December 1826 Dr. Williams, discovering that two whole remedies had been
" accidentally " granted " in the last week of the short half-year during the
last five years ", ordered that the practice was " not to be drawn into a pre-
cedent".

3 This is proved by an entry in Prefect of Hall's book.
« Rich, p. 22.

Z
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Leave-out Days became completer outings when they
came-but of late years they have not come so often.
An examination of the calendar will show that Saints'

Days have a way of falling very close either to one
another or to the holidays ; and owing to this un-
fortunate fact (with others) a Saint's Day and a Leave-
out Day are no longer convertible terms. Charles
Lamb, in his Oxford in the Vacation, tells us that as a
schoolboy he " a little grudged at the coalition " of
St. Simon and St. Jude, " clubbing as it were their
sanctities together, to make up one poor gaudy day
between them ", and a similar " grudge "' finds ex-
pression in the Themes (fol. 156) of our own Johnson.
He thanks St. Philip and St. James for heralding the
delights of May, and, after dwelling on those delights,
continues :

Unica culpa tamen, nee sola ea vestra (Simonem
Arguit et Judan), obiicienda manet;

Namque, diem socii quia sic glomeratis in unam,
Inde fit ut pereat lusibus una dies.

It was the fault of the four saints-so Johnson says-
that in former times they provided only two holidays
between them ; it is the fault of the circumstances

above mentioned that they do not now provide even
one.

Of the remedy-ring of 1647 - and of its motto,
which gave the first clue to the true date of Mathew's
poem-something has been said in the Introduction to
Part I. It disappeared, no one knows when ; perhaps
Potenger took it away with him when he retired in
1653. The ring which replaced it bore, as every one
knows, another motto - the well-chosen half-line

commendat rarior usus.1 This second ring was lost by
a Prefect of School in 1831, but afterwards found;2

1 Juvenal, Sat. xi. 208, voluptates commendal rarior usus.
- The loss and recovery are described in Adams, p. 305.
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it was again lost, but not found, by another Prefect of
School some thirty years later. A third ring, with the
same motto as the second, was given to the school by
Mr. Horace Joseph, then Prefect of Hall, in 1885-6 ; it
has since been worn, but only on extra half-remedies,
by the donor's successors in that office. That Prefect
of Hall now wears it may be justified by the fact that
a Prefect of Hall gave it, but the practice is a breach
with tradition; in 1647, as two hundred years later,
the ring was consigned to the keeping of Prefect of
School:

Annulus at venia obtenta repetendus ab ipso
Est domino ; Ludi-praefectus tollat in altum ;
Protinus excussae resonabunt verbere cistae (vv. 140-2).

Wordsworth tacked ludi on to domino, leaving
prcefectus unqualified ; but both the MSS. connect
ludi with prcefectus, the Magdalen MS. hyphening
the two words. When School was School it was clearly
fitting that its Prefect should hold what was the
pledge and symbol of remission from school-work.1

NOTE TO CHAPTER XXV

THE following extracts, illustrating some of the subjects
discussed in this chapter, may be of interest. The first was
sent by Mr. Leach to The Wykehamist (February 1886), but
was printed incorrectly.

Extract from a Deed of Thomas Magnus endowing
Newark School (1530)

The said maisters shall not be myche inclyned nor gyven
to graunt Remedy for Recreacyon or Dispoorte to their

1 See Chr. Wordsworth, Social Life at the Universities, p. 250.
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scolers, oneles it be ones in a wooke [? weeke] upon the
Thuysday or Thursday or that further Remedy be requyred
by any honorable or worshipfull Person or Personage or other
of good Honeste, in whiche case the graunting of the said
Remedy, the said Thomas Magnus remyttyth unto the
wysedome and Discrecyon of the said maisters.

II

Extract from the Bailiffs' Ordinances for Shrewsbury
School (157-J)

Item euery Thursdaye the Schollers of the highest forme
before they go to playe shall for exercyse declame and playe
one act of a comedye. . . .

Item the schollers shall play vpon Thursdayes vnlesse ther
be a holydaye in the week and noe daye else but the Thursdaye
vnless it be at the earnest request and great intreaty of some
man of Honor or of great worship credyte or aucthorytye and
that by the consente of the Baylyffes for the tyme being fyrst
had and obtayned.

Ill

Official Minute of Resolutions passed by the Warden and
Fellows of Winchester College, January 15, 1824

It is the Opinion of the Meeting now assembled. . . .
That when the Warden delegates his Power of granting

Remedies to the Head Master, he should strongly recommend
adoption of the Usage, which heretofore prevailed ; viz.

During the Whole of Common Business, i.e. from the be-
ginning of September to the end of the Week preceding Easter-
business, only One Remedy and a Half should be given in the
same Week, and on both of them should be learned Books-
Chamber Lines, by those whose Classes have been accustomed
to learn them, on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

During the time of Easter Business, Two Whole Remedies,
in each week, without Books-Chamber Lines.

During Cloyster Time, Two Whole Remedies in each
Week, on Tuesdays and Thursdays ; but All the Boys, from
the Senior of Middle Part 5th to the Junior Boy in the School,
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are to repeat Lines from Eleven to Twelve, and from Five to
Six. Remissions are seldom to be given, and Remedies on
Fridays, being days on which exemption from Lines has been
customary, are to be rarely granted.

Commutation of days for Remedies is to be avoided, as
much as possible, except Two Holydays should come together.

Easter Monday and Whitsun Monday are Never to be
Remedies, nor Days on which the Scholars may have per-
mission to go out.



CHAPTER XXVI

GOING ON HILLS : ORIGIN

" THE prescriptive right of the school to Hills ", wrote
Mr. Kirby, " has always been an article of faith with
Wykehamists "-1 In modern times, at any rate, the
right has been generally recognized; thus when
Napoleon threatened invasion, and the government
put a beacon on St. Catherine's, orders were issued to
the watch that, while preventing mischief, they were
"to be civil to the college boys while at their exercise
on the hill ".2 To assert the right has only occasion-
ally been necessary, but, when asserted, it has been
asserted strongly : the claim has been made an ex-
clusive claim during certain hours, and it has been
extended so as to cover more than St. Catherine's

itself. In 1799 the soldiers quartered in Winchester
ventured to bathe in the river below ; whereupon
Warden Huntingford and the Masters told the Duke
of York, then Commander-in-Chief, that " from time

immemorial a spot of ground called Catharine Hill,
with the River and Fields adjacent, has been ap-
propriated to the young Men educated at this College
for the purposes of exercise, bathing, and recreation;
and this appropriation is so well understood by the
Inhabitants of Winchester that they carefully avoid

1 Annals, p. 421.
2 Moutray Read, Highways and Byways in Hampshire, p. 62.
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these premises, whenever it is possible for them to
interrupt our Scholars". The same claim was again
made by the Warden when a fresh intrusion occurred
in 1811 ; * and on both occasions it was fully admitted
by the military authorities. The boys, however, did
not always wait for the Warden to write letters ;
during Dean Hook's school-days (1812-7) they proved
"by apostolic blows and knocks" the orthodoxy of
their article of faith ; Hook " was selected to fight
one of the intruders, and made very short work of his
antagonist ".2

Some writers have given definiteness to Hunting-
ford's " from time immemorial " by declaring that the
practice of going on Hills dates from the time of the
Founder. Thus Roundell Palmer, in his graceful Lines
on the 450th Anniversary of the Opening of the College,
said that Wykeham's eye beheld his scholars

two by two their comely order keep
Along the Minster's sacred aisles, and up the beech-crowned steep,

and that in the grey of a fifteenth-century morning

That black -gowned troop of brothers was winding up the hill ;

to the former of which passages Wordsworth appended
the comment that the procession to Hills was " accord-

ing to statute ".3 Unfortunately the poet's statements
were pure guesswork, and his editor's comment was
pure fiction ; the Statutes are silent about Hills. Did
Wykeham recognize, like Latimer, that "we must nedes
haue some recreation, our bodies canne not endure
wythoute some exercyse" ? 4 He was of course aware

1 To his 1811 letter the Warden added this postscript : " During the
period of the American War detachments of the French and Spanish prisoners
were frequently sent, by order of the proper Board, to bathe in the River
between St. Cross Church and St. Cross Mill ".

" Stephens, Life of Dean Hook, i. p. 12.
3 Wordsworth, pp. 108, 110, 116.
4 Sixth Sermon before Edward VI.
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that boys are restless and active, but, so far as his
Statutes took that fact into account, it was to ensure
that their restlessness and activity should cause no
noise, and do no damage to his windows and buildings
(Rubrics XVII. and XLIII.). From his curbing
activity within the precincts it seems reasonable to
infer that he meant it to find a vent outside; but

the language of Rubric XVII. implies that to go out
of College was for a scholar to be something most
exceptional, and Latimer's proposition does not seem
to have been regarded as an axiom by early school-
founders. Even as late as 1560 we find Queen Eliza-

beth promulgating the following Statutum de Venia
Ludendi for Westminster School : '' It shall never be

lawful for the boys to play without leave of the Dean
. . . and then only in the afternoon, and not oftener
than once a week, for any reason "-1-For all this it is
difficult to dissent absolutely from Mr. Kirby's cautious
statement that " Hills may have been the school play-
ground from the very first, for none is provided by
the Statutes, and it is not likely that Wykeham in-
tended his poor scholars to be confined to Chamber
Court altogether ". Such a conclusion would be more
than a mere guess, if it could be proved, as Adams
tried to prove,2 that the Tabula Legum was " coeval

with the Founder " ; for even in its older shape that
code gave rules to be observed in Atria, Oppido, ad
Monies. But the Tabula is certainly of much later
date than Adams supposed; I have argued else-
where 3 that it came into existence about 1570. If

that is so, no earlier direct evidence for going on Hills
has as yet been discovered than that contained in
Johnson's Themes (c. 1565).4

i E.G. p. 518. 2 Adams, p. 93, note. > See Appendix VI.
* See, however, Mr. Leach's ingenious argument from Warden Chandler's

draw-ing (History, p. 185), some remarks upon which will be found below,
p. 358.
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It has often, however, been suggested that the
once famous Eton Montem (in the glare and glitter of
which, in its latest days,1 the author of Coningsby
found a congenial theme) was derived from the
Winchester Hills, and that it was so derived at the
time of the foundation of the younger school; Mr.
Leach does not hesitate to declare that the existence
of Montem makes the existence of Hills before 1440

" certain ".2 There cannot, I think, be any such
certainty. The annual or bi-annual Montem has only
been traced back to 1560 (the date of the Eton Con-
suetudinarium), just as Hills has only been traced back
to about 1565 ; and at their first appearance in history
the two institutions differed in almost everything but
name.3 There is force in Mr. Leach's contention that
" no one could have invented de novo such an absurd

custom as walking to this wretched mound ", i.e. to
the Eton Salt Hill; and it may be granted to him that,
if Montem was derived from Hills at all, Eton probably
imitated Winchester in this as in other ways from the
start. The very dissimilarity of the two institutions
when we first become acquainted with them would
require that the date of borrowing should be put as
far back as possible.

Mr. Leach believes that the institutions had

originally "a religious significance", and that the
author of the Consuetudinarium hints at this in the case

of Montem when he says that " the devotion of Eton-
ians gives a kind of sanctity to the spot ".* But that
author proceeds in the same sentence to speak of " the

1 Coningsby was published in 1844, Montem was abolished in 1847. Disraeli
is said to have taken " -what for him was unusual pains " to make his picture
of Eton life faithful (Monypenny's Life, ii. p. 202); his picture of Montem,
if faithful, sufficiently justifies its abolition (Coningsby, Book i. c. xi.).

1 History, p. 276. It appears from the latest edition (1911) of the History
of Eton College that Mr. Leach has not convinced Sir H. Maxwell Lyte.

3 See Maxwell Lyte's full account of Montem, pp. 495-517.
4 Mons puerili religione /Etonensium sacer locus esl (Etoniana, No. 5, p. 65).
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beauty of the country, the pleasantness of the green-
sward, the coolness of the shade, the tuneful chorus of
the birds " ; Etonians, he adds, " dedicate it to Apollo
and the Muses, celebrate it in songs, call it Tempe,
extol it above Helicon ". If the passage points to a
religious significance in the institution, it is a pagan,
not a Christian, significance ; but we must not take
the language of Eton verse-tasks too seriously. Mean-
while, so far as Winchester is concerned, Mr. Leach's

main contention has much plausibility. '' On the
highest point of St. Catherine's hill are the foundations
of one of St. Catherine's hill-top chapels 'V and, if
the Founder sent his scholars there, he may have sent
them religionis ergo, and not merely for exercise. In
that case, however, we should expect to find some
notice of Hills in the Statutes, which on points of
religious observance are explicit and full.

In passing from these difficult questions I may
note that Mr. Leach's belief that the " Protestant

Carnival " 2 of Montem had a religious origin was
anticipated in 1847 by a Protestant Fellow of Eton,
"who", says Sir H. Maxwell Lyte, "somehow got an
idea that the . . . procession to Salt Hill had taken
the place of a pilgrimage to the shrine of the Virgin ",
and desired " that the ceremonies, happily freed
from superstition, should be retained as a symbol
of the Reformation, and a standing protest against
Popery".3

1 " There was a very fair Chapelle of St. Catarine, on an hill scant half-a-
mile without Winchester town by south. Thomas Wolsey, Cardinal, caused
it to be suppressed as I heard say " (Leland, Kin. iii. p. 102, quoted in Adams,
p. 294).

- So Disraeli's Madame Colonna called it.

3 M. L. p. 513.



CHAPTER XXVII

GOING ON HILLS : DESCRIPTION

WE saw in the last chapter that the earliest known
allusions to " going on Hills " (unless those of the
Tabula Legum are earlier) were made by Christopher
Johnson about 1565. Johnson noted that it was no

new thing a montibus abesse aliquos cum luditur,1 and
three centuries later (in 1868) the institution was
abolished because not merely some, but all who dared,
absented themselves. Its recorded history, therefore,
begins and ends with shirking ; but we must by no
means infer that, except in its last days, it was
generally unpopular. Till towards the end of the
eighteenth century St. Catherine's hill was practically
the Wykehamist's only playground. To a scholar
admitted in 1792 it was the place " that our sports
have endear'd " ;2 to another, the author of a poem
which was published in 180-i,3 it was the birthplace of
Wykehamicai Health. Even the Rev. G. W. Heath-
cote, who was not admitted till 1819, told me a few
months before his death in 1893 that to himself and

his schoolfellows going on Hills was " rather a lark ",
for it was their " only liberty ".4

1 Themes, fol. 1.38 6. 2 W. P. Taunton ; see below, p. 413.
3 In the Wiccamical Chaplet ; the poet writes :

Quin hue pulchra veni, Catherinae in vertice nata,
Et semper nostros rite beato, Salus.

4 In this and the following chapter I have used materials collected for a
paper on " Hills, Meads, and Games ", contributed to W.C. in 1893. I was

347
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Johnson speaks of going on Hills about 1565;
Bishop Home seems to allude to it in 1571 ; * but the

first extant description of the institution is that of
Mathew in 1647. On Tuesday and Thursday mornings,
he tells us, before breakfast, the Master and the
weather permitting, Prefect of Hall summoned the
children to the gates; marshalled them in order,
prefects on the right, " plebeians " on the left; called

their names ; walked them off, sociati, " to the green
ridges of the sublime mount ". Having reached the
top, the procession was disbanded, but the boys
might neither re-cross " Trench ", nor lie about upon
the ground;2 they might play all manner of games
-quoits, hand-ball, bat-and-ball, football, and others

which he would not mention. At nine the prefect
called " Domum" and the boys went home, sociati as
before, not straying in disorder. After dinner (at
noon) they were off " to the green hills " again, coming
back to College at three (w. 134-170).-I propose in
the present chapter to take the poet's lines as my
text, describing, somewhat fully, the institution as it
was in its palmy days, and speaking, as he does, (1)
of the occasions and the hours of going on Hills ; (2)
of the procession ; (3) of the precise destination and
the bounds ; (4) of the occupations of the boys within
or outside those bounds ; (5) of the return to College.

1. In Mathew's time, as we have seen, the scholars
went on Hills twice - before breakfast and after

dinner-on two days in the week all the year round;

indebted for much information to letters from old Wykehamists who are no
longer living, and to conversations with them of which I took notes in 1892-3.

1 See below, p. 352.
2 Don't dare to do so, says Mathew, ne tibi sinl Iremulce febres ; but the

fear of fever was not in his time the only deterrent. An ex-scholar, admitted
in 1048, has recorded that " they must not sit down or stand still" on the
" hill top ", and that " if they play not they are sure to be whipt " (see
above, p. 325).
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from some unrecorded subsequent date they also
went " under Hills " * on summer evenings. The
three expeditions were known as Morning, Middle (or
Afternoon), and Evening Hills respectively. - Morning
Hills must have been a hard experience for young and
delicate boys, especially in winter ; in the earlier
years of the nineteenth century, when the start was
made about 6.30, shivering and breakfastless juniors,
disregarding the poet's caution against " tremulous
fevers " (v. 157), would huddle together at what was
fitly called " Misery Corner " from 7 to 9 on a February
morning.2 In 1820 a well-informed correspondent of
The Etonian, who was not really a Wykehamist,
professed to remember well " how often I unwillingly
encountered the cold frosty air of a winter morning ':
on the " bleak and desolate " top of " a high green
hill";3 to which, most fortunately, George Moberly
(1816-22) was deemed too delicate to go.4 The
wiser and hardier boys set themselves to some of the
sports which will be presently described ; the wisest
of all, having secured a prefect's connivance, went
outside the appointed bounds and bought or begged a
breakfast. Innkeepers catered for them at Twyford
and St. Cross; Mr. Bedford, the Master of Twyford
School, was always ready to entertain an old pupil ; 5

and Roundell Palmer (1825-30) has recorded how,
leaving the " poor fellows " within the " entrench-
ments ", he would go off with W. G. Ward (1823-9)
to a luxurious meal with his friend's uncle at Shawford

1 l.e. to Tunbridge, at the foot of St. Catherine's Hill.
2 See some "Reminiscences of a Junior in 1825", The Wykehamist,

December 1869. After describing the " passive misery " of the " cold bivouac
in the trench, endured with empty stomachs ", the writer speaks of it all as a
" deliberate cruelty of grown men, for whom I can find no excuse ".

3 The writer was R. Durnford, afterwards Bishop of Chichester. See a
letter of the Rev. A. H. Cruickshank in The Wykehamist, March 1900.

4 D.D. p. 21.
6 Rich, pp. 3, 17.
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House.1 In 1847 the hours of Morning Hills were
mercifully shortened; you started at 6.45 on a
" remedy " and at 7.30 on a " holiday ", and both
on remedies and on holidays breakfast was served
at 8.30; about 1860 the function, which had become
occasional only, was finally discontinued. - Middle
Hills, which, as we shall see in the next chapter, out-
lived the other hill-times, took place to the last, as in
Mathew's time, immediately after dinner-in Mathew's
time from 12.30 to about 3.15, in their latest days from
about 2 to 3.45. A passage in our poem suggests that
on hot afternoons in August Mathew and his school-
fellows did not go on Hills at all;2 and we read in
Prefect of Hall's book that " in the year 1824 leave
was given to go under Hills in the short half-year on
account of the unusually hot weather " 3-precisely
when, one would imagine, an hour or so at the top
would have been most refreshing.-For Evening Hills
in the summer the start was made immediately after
the evening meal-cena or (from 1838 onwards) tea-
and the boys were back before 8. The purpose of this
third hill-time was bathing simply.4 Prefect of Hall
recorded in 1834 that " the proper day for Evening
Hills [to begin] is the 8th of May, before which day
they are not in future to be applied for ", and their
connection with bathing is well illustrated by another
entry, made in 1872 when all going on Hills had
ceased, to the effect that " bathing leave " would not
be granted before that day. In our poet's time there
were no evening Hills, and therefore, presumably,

1 William George Ward, p. 6.-" All going from the Hills, or to a neighbour-
ing village, during the time which should be spent at Hills ", was, by the
Regulations of 1778, " comprehended under the same notion " as going out of
College without leave. 2 See below, pp. 367-8.

3 I.e. no doubt at the end of August or the beginning of September.
Prefect of Hall adds that " there is no precedent for such leave, and it is by
Dr. Williams' order not to be drawn into one on any future occasion ".

" See e.g. T. A. T. p. 107.
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there was no bathing; for which, except at Evening
Hills, College inferiors at any rate had no lawful
opportunities till about I860.1 Of the beginning of
Evening Hills I can find no record, but from what has
been said it may be inferred that they were started
when bathing was first authorized. That, perhaps,
was not in the very dim and distant past; at Cam-
bridge in 1571 scholars were forbidden to " goe into
the water ", whether for swimming or bathing, by day
or by night, under the severest penalties-two scourg-
ings on a first offence, expulsion on a second.2 It is
true that Warden Huntingford (admitted as a scholar
in 1762) used language in 1799 which implied that
Wykehamists had bathed in the Itchen " from time
immemorial ",3 but on the lips of a Wykehamist that
phrase often means no more than " from before the
time when I came to school " ; we have no evidence

for such bathing before 1760, when it is gracefully
described in Tom Warton's Mons Catharines.* We

cannot therefore confidently refer the origin of Even-
ing Hills to a date much earlier than the date of that
poem ; we can only say that they began after 1647
and before 1760. The first allusion to them that I

have noticed is in a letter written by John Bond on

1 About 1860 the scholars were first allowed to go outside College at their
own discretion, between 12 and 1 ; previously they could never go beyond
Outer Gate except in procession to Cathedral or to Hills.-See also above,
p. 127.

2 Venn, Early Collegiate Life, p. 123.
3 See above, p. 342.
1 Wordsworth, p. 99.-A poem, perhaps by George Huddesford, records

the death of a scholar while bathing in 1768 (see Miss Locke's In Praise of
Wincftester, p. 197).-A word-book of c. 1845 states that the bathing-places
were " Newbridge (forbidden by proclamation in 1842) ; Birley's Corner ;
Tunbridge ; 1st Pot (or Lock) ; 1st Milkhole ; 2nd Pot (or Lock) ; 2nd .Milk-
hole; Dalmatia (for Prefects only); Waterman's Hut (for Prefects only)".
In the sixties all expert swimmers bathed at Pot, most juniors at Tunbridge.
-Modern bye-laws forbid bathing at unenclosed places, and the admirable
" Gunner's Hole ", provided by Dr. Ridding in 1874 and greatly improved
by Dr. Fearon in 1900, is all-sufficient.
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July 29, 1771; something happened, he said, " as we

were going to Hills on Monday evening".1
2. The procession started from Chamber Court.

Prefects in later days walked alongside as they
pleased ; inferiors marched two and two, or three
and three, in column, " College men" in front,
commoners behind. Mathew does not mention

commoners in this (or, indeed, in any other) connec-
tion, and it is doubtful whether, before Dr. Burton's
time, their presence was required. In Mathew's time,
as afterwards, the conduct of the procession fell to
Prefect of Hall, and the hard task was sometimes
indifferently performed. As early as 1571 Bishop
Horne enjoined upon the Schoolmaster and Usher
that they should " keep their scholars together . . .
in the fields when they go to play, that they range not
abroad undecently as of late they have done " ; 

2

and the warning of Mathew,

At discincta phalanx ne nostra vagetur in agris (v. 165),

suggests that orderliness may not have been con-
spicuous in 1647. When, at the end of 1809, Dr.
Gabell was appointed to the headmastership, the
Warden and Fellows reminded him " that they con-
ceive it inseparable from the Head Master's Duty,
that he should Personally attend to ... the Hill",
and Mr. David Williams, the newly appointed Second
Master, was admonished to the same effect. It was
recorded in 1820 that " our Master " walked at the

head of the procession,3 and the energetic Charles
1 In an earlier letter, dated August 9, 1770, Bond wrote : " The weather

is so hot that I get into the Water almost every Day, & sometimes twice a
Day".

5 V.A. & 1. p. 331.
3 See The Wykehamist, March 1900.-" Our Master " means the Hostiarius,

who also led the procession on Sundays to and from Cathedral ; his doing so
there after the present afternoon service is in accordance with tradition.
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Wordsworth (Hostiarius from 1835 to 1845) seems to
have done so regularly at Morning Hills :

Seu matutini parvas asccndimus Alpes,
Et duco Pcenos Hannibal ipse meos.1

The Head Master would sometimes appear "on or
on the road to or from Hills " and direct Prefect of

Hall to call names,2 but for the most part the Masters
conceived that " attendance to the Hill " was separ-

able from their duty, and left the prefect to do his best
unaided. The procession, as I remember it, was not
impressive. We were all required to wear tall hats,3
but " a hill hat " had seen much better days as "a
cathedral " ; there were regrettable incidents at the
point where the older commoners followed the College
juniors ; 4 and the prefect might be distracted by
stragglers all along the column. - I need not dwell on
the famous injunction ad Monies^ sociati omnes
incedunto, or, as Mathew expresses it,

Incedat sociata cohors, sociata recedat (v. 153) ;

for the obligation to have a socius applied to other
places than the road to Hills, and I have spoken of it
in another chapter.6

3. Mathew tells us that the procession was not in
his time disbanded till the top of Hills was reached,
donee apex montis tangatur (v. 15-1) ; but for many
years preceding 1859, when, as we shall see, it broke
up at Tunbridge, its goal was Trench. Having once
crossed Trench, you could not go below it :

Hsec meta est pedibus non transilienda (v. 156) ;

1 Wordsworth, p. 91. - See above, p. 140.
3 See above, p. 2-42.
1 See, e.g., The Wykehamist, December 1869.
6 I quote from the older version of the Tabula Lfgum.
6 See above, pp. 243-4.

2 A
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the upper part of Hills was what Tom Warton in 1760
called the liciti colles.1 But it appears from his poem
that the law was often broken; boys went off to
" distant fields et non sua mra",

Sive illos (quae corda solet mortalia passim)
In vetitum mens prona nefas et iniqua cupido
Sollicitet . . .

Seu malint secum obscures captare recessus,
Secreto faciles habituri in margine Musas.

As he wrote the last lines Warton may have thought
of William Whitehead, who was Poet Laureate in
1760, and of whom it was recorded that when on Hills
" he would seek a sequestered nook, and read some
book of poetry ".2 Whitehead was Prefect of Hall in
1734-5, " when Bigg presided and when Burton
taught", and it is not likely that he was vigilant in
keeping others within bounds. The amount of laxity
varied no doubt with the character of successive

Prefects of Hall; there was enough of it about 1790
to prompt Warden Huntingford to add to the Tabula
Legum the injunction :

Intra terminos apud montem prsescriptos quisque se
contineto.

The prefects, meanwhile, had succeeded in establish-
ing a customary exemption from the rule for them-
selves, and each of them also claimed it for two
inferiors whom he befriended; but Moyle Sherer
(admitted 1800) says that it was rarely granted to
boys "who did not join in the badger-hunts".3 The

1 In his Mons Catharine? (Wordsworth, p. 99).
2 Adams, p. 119. Walcott (p. 429) adds that Whitehead, "in his verse

tasks, instead of the usual fourteen lines, would fill a whole sheet with English
poetry". The source of these statements is (I believe) Nichols's Literary
Anecdotes, iii. p. 193.

3 Story of a Life, ii. p. 88.
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customary exemption received some measure of legal
sanction in 1832.1

4. An adequate description of the occupations of
hill-times before the decline and fall would fill a

volume ; the inventiveness of boys in devising amuse-
ments at a time when the staple school-games of to-
day were as yet imperfectly organized is truly amazing.2
Apart from games proper we read of many and various
sports as popular on Hills : bird-slinging, pole-jump-
ing, tree-climbing, mouse-digging, adventurous moun-
taineering on the chalk-pit. The use of guns was not
unknown in the thirties, as Frederick Gale has recorded;3

in the forties the chalk-pit was " the common place
for Rifle-shooting, a favourite amusement during
Evening Hills".4 But of all sports (in the narrower
sense) badger-hunting was the chief. It was vigor-
ously pursued in 1775, when an irreverent scribbler
wrote on the margin of the scholars' copy of the
Statutes:5

Let it be noted that in the reign of N. Hinde, 1775, a
remarkable badger was lodged in the possession of the then
Prasfects. By the Grace of God. Amen.

A badger was still domiciled in College at the end of
the century, as Mr. Thomas Huntingford (admitted
1796) used to tell his son, but the boys', or the
authorities', tolerance of such an inmate was soon

afterwards exhausted ; the Rev. J. G. Copleston, who
died in 1894 at the age of ninety-one, remembered

1 See Prefect of Hall's book, where precise rules about rather grudgingly
extended bounds for prefects are laid down by authority. A prefect, it is
added, may take one inferior with him.

2 A list of some thirty games, said to have been in vogue at Eton about
1770, is given in M. L. (pp. 318-23).

3 G.P.S., p. 337 ; see also above, p. 326.
4 " The sport consisted generally in shooting at a target, occasionally at a

rabbit, cock, etc., which unfortunate animals were turned out on the steep
part of Chalk-Pit " (Word-book of c. 1845).

6 See above, p. 97.
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that in his time a certain " Bob Moody catered the
badger". Writers of reminiscences of the period
1820-50* described the badger - hunts with full
particulars; and even in the early sixties " a sort of

cad " would appear from time to time on Hills with a
badger in a sack, but the force of tradition failed to
secure him much financial support. Among lawful
games Mathew mentions (unfortunately he does not
describe) quoits,2 hand-ball,3 football, and one which
required a pila and a bacillum, and was perhaps a
forerunner of cricket; there were other lawful
games, he adds, but he passes them by (w. 158-163).
Neither from Mathew's lines nor from a full descrip-
tion of the game in Warton's Mons Catharince can
anything be learnt of the rules of Winchester football
in the seventeenth or eighteenth centuries. Football
of a sort was still played on Hills about 1860 ; one of
our authorities records that some twenty-five years
earlier, when Warden Barter generously renewed the
Maze (which is said to date from about 1710), his
generosity seriously interfered with the " long game 

"

which it was the custom to play over it.4 Of all games
on Hills cricket was the last survivor; on successive
afternoon hill-times in March, as lately as 1866,
Junior Match between College and commoners was
played, sometimes in a snow-storm, before very
critical spectators. The procession having broken up
at Tunbridge (since 1859) it was the custom that

1 See, e.g., Rich (pp. 17-18), Adams (pp. 297-9), G.P.S. (pp. 336-7), Mansfield
(pp. 152-3), Tuckwell (pp. 66-7).-" A Junior in 1825 " wrote in 1870 that he
remembered "badgers, foxes, and id genus <wme" being kept in lockers in
school (The Wykehamist, May 1870).

2 Quoits were popular on Grass Court in my schooldays.
3 Pila palmaria. An elaborate game so called is described in Erasmus's

Colloquies (i. pp. 38-40, ed. Tauchnitz) ; it is said to exercise all parts of the
body more than any other game, and to be better suited for winter than
summer.-John Lyon in 1571 " directed his scholars, among other diversions,
to toss a hand-ball " (Thornton, Harrow School, p. 317).

1 Adams, p.^295.
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prefects of distinction should employ " teams" of
juniors to pull them to the top.-Boys whom neither
games nor sports attracted found other diversions ; it
was a common amusement during Evening Hills to
construct " arbours", the nature of which Adams

explains ;1 naturalists like Frank Buckland were not
idle;2 the " pleasures " of the contemplative Moyle
Sherer were " the lone stroll upon the hill with its
black tuft of firs, or [at Evening Hills] the saunter by
the river side and up the double arbour-filled hedge " ;3
Hills were the occasion for the transactions of " the

order of SS. Shakespeare and Milton ", founded by a
future Lord Chancellor and a very famous future
Dean.4-At all periods, no doubt, there were boys who
did nothing whatever; Christopher Johnson noted,
about 1565, that just as there was sometimes playful-
ness in School and tumultuousness in Chapel, so there
was sometimes mere loafing on Hills.5 In early as in
later times loafers tempered their loafing by refresh-
ment, but in Mathew's time " they might not buy
anything without the Prepositors leave " . . . " they
must not buy or eat fruit without leave, excepting
the Prepositors".6

5. When it was time to go home Prefect of Hall,
says Mathew, cried " Domum". In later times the
cry came from more than one throat and from more
than one place ; three juniors, each with an assigned
beat, repeated it at intervals for a quarter of an hour.7

1 Adams, pp. 301-2.
2 It is interesting to know that many of Charles Darwin's researches on

earth-worms were pursued on St. Catherine's Hill.
3 Story of a Life, ii. p. 82.
4 Lord Hatherley and Dean Hook.
6 Et in schola luditur, el in monlibus cessalur, et in templo tumultuatur

interdum (Themes, fol. 138 6). The last -words may cause surprise ; but
Wykeham himself foresaw that the devocio aul exercitium psallencium in choro
might be interrupted per inordinatos tumultus (Rubric XXX.).

6 So Joseph Godwin said ; see above, p. 301.
7 See above, p. 126.
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On hearing

The distant shout that bids the straggling train
Turn from short freedom to its cares again

the boys assembled at what was known as the " on-

place " ; 1 the prefect called " On ! " and the pro-
cession was re-formed. In case of rain the boys were
not expected to stand upon the order of their going ;
they " skirmished on 

" 
or rather off.

NOTE TO CHAPTER XXVII

A QUESTION has been raised concerning the antiquity of the
" Clump " which gives so much dignity to St. Catherine's
Hill. A contemporary account of George III.'s visit to
Winchester in September 1778 records that the King on enter-
ing Meads was struck with the view of " the plantation on
Catherine-Hill ", and was much pleased to learn that the
Colonel of the Gloucestershire militia (Lord Botetourt) and
his men had completed it in one day during the last camp
(Charles Blackstone's MS. Book of Benefactions, 1784 ;
Annals, p. 413). This plantation may, of course, have taken
the place of an older one ; but the hill is represented as
treeless in the late-seventeenth or early-eighteenth century
oil-painting which has been photographed for this book, and
no hint of a clump is conveyed, even in an epithet, either by
Mathew (1647) or by T. Warton (1760) in their full accounts
of Hills. Mr. Leach, however, who is concerned to prove
that the hill " had an early importance for Wykehamists ",
argues that the trees on a hill-top represented in Warden
Chandler's drawing (c. 1460), which he takes for the frontis-
piece of his History, must be Clump ; he admits-it is indeed
part of his case-that hill and trees are introduced " spite
of all geography " (History, pp. 185-6). In Speed's Map of
Winchester (c. 1615) a " S. Kathrens hill ", with three trees on
the top, is placed due east of the city.

1 " On-place : the place on Hills where all collect previously to leaving
Hills for home. When the Hills are ascended the on-place is the nearest angle
of ' Trench ' to Tunbridge. In Lovrer Hills it is the stile close to Tunbridge "
(Word-book of c. 1845).



CHAPTER XXVIII

GOING ON HILLS : DECLINE AND FALL

IN the development of cricket,1 and (I think) of foot-
ball, Winchester lagged behind Eton. Etonians have
enjoyed playing-fields since the reign of Henry VIII.,2
and their prowess at cricket was well known in the
eighteenth century; Meads was not (in any full
sense) a playground till late in that century, and
cricket was of no great account at Winchester till
about 1820. Even then, and indeed much later, the
opportunities which Meads had tardily offered to
scholars were denied to commoners, who were only
admitted there occasionally and by courtesy. I
cannot discover at what precise date commoners began
to occupy the small and inconvenient piece of land
which is now the Goods Yard of the Didcot and

Newbury railway, and which, until Dr. Ridding
enlarged Meads in 1870, was known as Commoner
Field. Dr. Williams (1824-35) was the first Head
Master who made himself responsible for the rent,3
and even when he had done so opportunities of using
the ground were narrowly restricted. Cricket, how-
ever, as well as football, was already important when
in 1826, thanks chiefly to the initiative of two brothers
-Christopher Wordsworth of Winchester and Charles
Wordsworth of Harrow-our public-school matches

1 See W.C. pp. 129-31. - V.ll. Bucks, ii. p. 173.
3 Adams, p. 192.
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were instituted. The growth of organized games
exerted many influences on Winchester life. It intro-
duced the oppressive system of games-fagging, of
which I have already spoken ; it had the happier
effect of promoting the fusion, of which I shall speak
hereafter, of the two divisions of the school; and it
brought about the decline, and ultimately the fall,
of going on Hills.

We have seen that towards the end of the eighteenth
century an ex-scholar spoke of Hills as the place " that
our sports have endear'd " ; he did not even mention

Meads. In September 1807 a new boy wrote from
Commoners to his mother : " We have been to the

hills twice this day, and are much obliged to Dr.
Goddard for letting us " ;1 his words no doubt re-
flected the opinions which he heard expressed. Hills
were still, as we know, " rather a lark" to a sedate
scholar of 1819 and to his companions ;2 subject to a
reservation about winter mornings, there is no sign
that the popularity of the institution was as yet
dimmed. There were two commoners of the same age
-they left respectively in 1829 and 1830-who sat

next to one another in School, were " much thrown

together " out of school, were both brilliant scholars,
became Fellows of the same college, followed the same
profession, were eventually members of the same
cabinet; their language about Hills shows that they
were of different temperaments. Robert Lowe de-
clared that " a remedy was worse than the disease " ;

for, on a remedy, he wrote, " we were marched two and

two to the hill a mile off, and in consideration of this
airing were shut up in the hall for four hours".3
Roundell Palmer, though he loved Meads, of which,
however, he knew little as a boy, " loved especially

' The Wykehamist, June 1895. 2 See above, p. 347.
3 Patchett Martin, Life of Lord Sherbrooke, i. p. 8.
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your hills, and all the life that is associated with them 'V
There is not much doubt that Palmer expressed the
general opinion of the commoners of his time ; but
Meads had become a rival, even a favoured rival,
of Hills in the affections of many of the scholars. It
is true that T. A. Trollope (1820-28) continued to be
an ardent votary of St. Catherine - he " remembers ':
five pages about Hills, and dismisses Meads in one
short paragraph ; but his contemporary, J. E. Sewell
(1821-8), afterwards Warden of New College, told me
in 1893 that Hills were not considered by the scholars
of his day as a recreation of at all the same sort - he
meant, of as good a sort - as cricket, fives, and
football ; and other evidence points the same way.
In Sewell's later schooldays the public-school matches
had come, and what he noted as the opinion of his
contemporaries became more and more prevalent in
the years which followed - over- fagged juniors, per-
haps, dissenting ; the preference still felt for Hills by
such confessed cricket-haters as Frank Buckland and

Mr. Tuckwell 2 became mere heresy. Games, and
especially cricket, became more and more organized
and more and more interesting, a process to which the
scientific laying of " Turf ' under the auspices of
Charles Wordsworth in 1836 largely contributed ; 3

Hills lost popularity in the same proportion. When
public opinion found an organ in The Wykehamist in
1866, Hills, we find, were soon declared " unbearable " ;

'' leaves " from Hills, the number of which was limited,
were sought, it appears, with the keenest competition.4

The gradual change of opinion which I have
briefly traced brought about, as it would hardly have

1 From the speech of Lord Selborne when received as Lord Chancellor
ad portas ; see The Wykehamist for May 1873.

2 G. C. Bompas, Life of Frank Buckland, p. 15 ; Tuckwell, pp. 71, 152.
3 Charles Wordsworth, Annals of my Early Life, p. 235 ; G'.P.S. p. 338.
< The Wykehamist, October 1867.
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done in the time of the inflexible Huntingford, a series
of changes of law. In 1832, as soon as Barter had
become Warden, the bounds for prefects at hill-times
were extended. In 1847 the length of hill-times was
reduced and the start for Morning Hills postponed.
In 1859 the procession began to break up at Tun-
bridge; "the bounds", says Prefect of Hall's book,
" 

were altered, and the custom of staying on the top of
Hills stopped ; every one was allowed to go anywhere
in the country, the only bounds being the Southampton
Road and the town ". In the following year Morning
Hills were abolished. In Long Half 1867 (Dr. Ridding's
first term as Head Master) it was decreed that " as

soon as the boys have reached hills " (i.e. Tunbridge)
" they shall be free to come home individually till
5 o'clock ", and the freedom of juniors was made real
by fagging being forbidden till 4 ; boys might go
where they pleased in the country, except to the rifle
butts upon Teg Down.

It is clear that Dr. Ridding wished to save the
institution, but in spite of his large concessions, of
which The Wykehamist spoke with gratitude,1 it con-
tinued to be unpopular, and boys shirked in very
large numbers. They preferred, or most of them
preferred, to be at their games in Meads or Commoner
Field. But in the Short Half of 1867 a very strong
person became Prefect of Hall. He loved the country
about Winchester, and was vexed that only a few of
his schoolfellows cared to ramble over it; but he was
much more than vexed that law and authority should
be set at nought. Accordingly one fine afternoon he
stopped the unduly short procession, took a school-
roll out of his pocket, called names, and proceeded to
"tund" more than fifty of the absentees. Force,
however, proved to be no remedy; the result of its

1 March 1867.
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application was other than he had hoped for. The
incident convinced Dr. Ridding that the continuance
of Hills in any shape had become impossible, and at
the beginning of the next school-year (in Short Half,
1868) the following entry was made in Prefect of Hall's
book :

The following arrangements with regard to Leave out were
made by Mr. Ridding : that there should be no " Hills " ; but
that there should be leave out on half holiday afternoons
from 2.30 till 5.

The prefect who appended his signature has never,
before or since, appended it to anything of equal
importance, for the entry was the death-warrant of
an institution which had lived for at least 300, perhaps
for nearly 500 years ; which (all reserves made) had
been of incalculable value ; which even at the last

encouraged and sometimes secured the acquisition of
a familiarity with the Winchester country which has
since become rare. But it had lived into an age to
which it could make no successful appeal ; and since
its abolition,

Si maeret Catharina sola montem

Desert um,

her loneliness has elicited little sympathy.
After an interval of a quarter of the century

going on Hills was, in a sense, revived. An attempt
had been made by the lessee to fence off the hill in
1878, when an indignant editor of The Wykehamist
recommended a strong Wykehamical protest : " Let

us go back to names-calling on Hills, if this will pre-
serve what we cherish so dearly ". The rights of the
school and of the public were, however, effectively
maintained by the City Corporation ; representatives
of the General Purposes Committee " loosening the
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stakes levelled the fence", and the lessee wisely
acquiesced.1 Sixteen years later rumours were afloat
that free access to St. Catherine's was threatened

again ; to secure it, as well as in memoriam, Dr.
Fearon arranged that the school should thenceforth
meet the Head Master at " Clump " before breakfast
on the first Fridays of the summer and the autumn
terms.2 From April 27, 1894, names have been duly
called there on such Fridays in the Head Master's
presence ; many assistant masters also attend, but
their presence is dictated by their own virtue, perhaps,
rather than by Wykehamical tradition.

1 See The Wykehamist, July 30, 1878.
2 In connection with this useful and interesting function Mr. Leach writes

(\'.JI. Bucks, ii. p. 192) : "The fact that 'Hills' at Winchester now only
survives much in the same way as ' Montem ' survived at Eton in Elizabeth's

day, viz. in a march out of the whole School at the beginning of the summer
and autumn terms, in memoriam, greatly strengthens the argument " (see
above, p. 345) " for attributing the origin of ' Montem ' to an imitation of
' Hills' ". I cannot see how that can be.



CHAPTER XXIX

MEADS

WE have seen that the development of cricket and
football ultimately proved fatal to "going on Hills",
and that it was made possible by the conversion of
Meads into a playground. How and when precisely
was this conversion brought about ? The question
cannot fail to be asked by every student of Wyke-
hamical history, but our historians do not answer it.
The present chapter is an attempt to repair their
omission.

It will, however, be convenient to begin by de-
scribing briefly, and without aiming at a surveyor's
accuracy, the original extent and the later extensions
of what I will call the College grounds, omitting, as
foreign to the purpose of the chapter, any allusion to
that considerable part of them which we call the
Warden's garden.-The southern boundary of the
original precincts was a wall built during the warden-
ship of Morys (1393-1413);l it ran westwards from
just beyond " Non-licet Gate " till it reached another
wall which ran southwards or south-westwards from

the south-western angle of Wykeham's buildings. To
the south and south-west of the former wall were the

garden and close of the Carmelite friars who dwelt
" in Kyngatestrete " ; to the west and north-west of

1 Mr. Kirby identified the course of Morys's wall as that of the brown line
visible in a specially dry summer.
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the latter were the gardens and closes of private
residents in Kingsgate Street, and the Sistern Spital.
In 1544 the College acquired the site of the buildings
and the grounds of the Carmelites, and these, with the
addition perhaps of some land which had belonged to
St. Elizabeth's College, it enclosed a few years later
by building the present eastern and southern walls of
Meads ; materials for these walls were supplied by
the demolition of the church of St. Elizabeth (in
what is now the Warden's kitchen-garden) and, says
Mr. Kirby,1 of St. Stephen's Chapel (in the meadow
by " Gunner's hole "). With the further acquisition of
land which had belonged to the Sistern Spital, away to
the north-west, the College grounds became what they
were till 1870, but Sick-house (the northern part of it)
was built upon them about 1656 ; 2 it was described

about 1750 as standing " in the middle of the College
meadow ".3 That such a description was never a very
happy one is shown by Loggan's famous bird's-eye
view (1675) ; it would be an impossible description to-
day. A Racquet Court (1872), a Gymnasium (1878),
a Sanatorium (1886), the Memorial Buildings (1897),
an Armoury (1909), a new Racquet Court and Fives'
Courts (1909), have occupied the south-western part
of " the College meadow ", which indeed had been long
before shut off by walls or palings. The extent of
the grounds, however, curtailed in this direction, was
trebled at one stroke in another by the southward
addition (in 1870) of Lavender Meads and what we
are too tardily learning to call Riddings : Riddings
itself was greatly enlarged by an anonymous bene-
factor in 1893, and by the College in 1903, till it reached
its destined limit, the road which parts it from the

1 Annals, p. 258.
- See below, pp. 483-5. The date usually given is 1G40.

3 Description, p. 65.
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house which bears the ancient name of Prior's Barton.1

A large part of Kingsgate Park, away to the west of
Kingsgate Street, is becoming as I write a real part
of the College grounds.

Before the Reformation the school can have had

no lawful concern with any part of the grounds which
I have described; the space enclosed behind the
buildings was garden, paddock, and so forth; if the
boys entered it at all, they entered it as trespassers.
The extensions of 1544 and subsequent years must
have excited their curiosity; the expenditure of 14d.
by the Bursars in 1545-6 pro duobus barris pro fenestris
scale must have been very necessary. Whether the
boys reaped any advantage at the first from the
extensions is uncertain. I do not remember to have

met with any allusions in Johnson's Themes (c. 1565)
to the College prata, to which some fifty years later
we have the following reference in a report of the
Supervisors :

In pratis Collegii pascantur equi Dni Custodis (Ruhr. 26°) 2
atque etiam oves in usum Collegii mactandi; si quid supersit
pascui, liceat etiam magistris equos suos, quibus utantur
in Collegii negotiis, ibidem alere.

The names of scholars, however, were freely cut on
the south wall of Meads from 1569 onwards ; 3 and

that would hardly, perhaps, have been the case if
they had not sometimes had lawful access to them.
They may have been sent in Johnson's time as in
Mathew's (1644-7) to Meads for an airing on remedy

The name is older than the College. The present house was at one time
known as Cornwall's from the Speaker of the House of Commons who occupied
it. There are reasons for thinking that Prior's Barton was in Thackeray's
mind when he lodged his Lady Castlewood at " Walcote ".

Rubric XXVI. states : Quibus quidem equis tarn custodis quam Colltgii de
feno et pabulo de bonis predictis volumus provideri.

3 W.C. p. 128.
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afternoons in August, when it was too hot to go on
Hills:

Ignivomans campos si Sirius tirit, cundura cst
Ad prata; haec folio stipant virgulta comanti (vv. 175-6).

The history of Meads, so far as the boys are con-
cerned, is a blank from 1647 to 1756. In December
1756 the Warden and Fellows ordered that they were
never to go " beyond the Middle Gate, except when
. . . called together to go to Church" (i.e. to
Cathedral), " to Hills or to Meads 'V from which it
is clear that they had no direct access to Meads from
School Court; they went there through Outer Gate
and by the road in procession. Even in 1778 when
Meads, as we shall see, was a playground, they could
not go there when and as they pleased. They were
expected to wear hats when they went for leave out,
or to Hills, or " to Meads at the season " 

; 2 they still
went there only at stated times, circuitously, and
when "called together".

Meanwhile, in 1768, the use and character of

Meads had been wholly altered. At a College meeting,
held on December 6 of that year, " it was agreed "

That that moiety of the College Meadow in which the Sick
House does not stand, & which is divided [i.e. cut off from
the other moiety] by the Lock-bourn, shall be ceded by Mr.
Warden to the Scholars for their Airing and Play Place. . . .3

That such Trees growing in the College Meadows as shall in
the Judgment of the Woodman be deem'd to be the worse for
standing, & such other as are fit to be cut down, shall be felled
& sold to the best Bidder. . . . Provided always that a
sufficient Number of Trees be left standing, in order to afford

1 A rough draft of the Regulations of 1756 is extant but has not been pub-
lished. I quote from it often in this book.

2 Annals, p. 411.
" In Compensation for such Cession " the Warden was to have " the

Meadow in which the Sick House stands to his sole Use and free of all
Incumbrances and Outgoings whatsoever".
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convenient Shade to the Scholars during the Heat of the
Summer Season.

HARRY LEE, Warden.

It was further agreed at the same time that provision
should be made for the more effectual exclusion of the
scholars from the stable-yard and other " back parts
of the College ", for the compensation due to Mr.
Warden for his cession, and for the construction of
" a new Ball-Court behind the School" ; the accounts

of the following two years show that something like
£500 was spent in carrying these various agreements
into effect.1 Of the new Ball Court, and of the
Resolution quoted about trees, I shall speak presently;
our first and chief concern is with the cession of

" that moiety of the Meadow in which the Sick House
does not stand ". It was a large and generous cession;
for with the exception of the site of Ball Court and of
what was afterwards known as " Grass Court " -the

area to the north-west which was cut off from the rest

of the grounds till 1862-it gave the boys the whole of
what we now call Meads. It was a generous cession,
but it was urgently needed and long overdue, and once
made-so one would have thought-it could never be
revoked.

So one would have thought; but the Warden who
signed the edict of 1768 was to sign its revocation
only twelve years later. Early (it would seem) in
1780 an aged Fellow of the College, Mr. William
Bowles,2 submitted to his colleagues an elaborate

1 Under custus gardini et pratorum in 1769 the carpenter was paid about
£222 and the bricklayer about £195. In the following year the former re-
ceived a further £17 pro suis operibus renovaitdis et emeiidaitdis in prato.

2 Bowles was a Fellow from 1725 till his death in 1781. A charming account
of him in his old age is given by his great-nephew, William Lisle Bowles, in his
VindicuE Wiccamicce, pp. 29-32.-The memorandum was found in a tattered
condition in 1912, also a plan intended to explain it, which had strayed away
from it; the two documents have now been skilfully repaired and sewn
together. The plan has been reproduced for this book.

2B
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memorandum which deserves most careful study. He
was distressed by the fact that there was now 

" 
no

Resident Fellow within the College "-a fact which
he too hastily referred to a cause of secondary import-
ance ; resident Fellows, he declared, had been " no

better than State Prisoners, being as it were con-
fin'd to their Chambers & depriv'd of the Pleasure of
walking in the College Gardens & College Meadow,
for fear of disturbing or being disturbed by ye Boys
at their Diversions in both places". Desiring to
revive residence, he offered suggestions for making it
agreeable. He proposed, firstly, that the Fellows'
garden in the north of Meads should be enlarged, and
enclosed with a new wall too high for the boys to
scale ;1 secondly, that the passage between School
and Cloisters (nowadays, most incorrectly, called
Good Friday Passage 2) should be blocked by a strong
wall, and the existing doorway stopped up ; 3 thirdly,
"that a new Doorway be made out of ye Cloysters
into ye Garden . . .4 whereby an easy communica-
tion will be opened between ye sd Garden & Cloysters
and Library and all other parts of the College without
interfering with ye Boys, to ye great comfort and
advantage of all Resident Fellows " ; and fourthly, that
" ye Road between non-licet-Gate and the Mill Gate
be sufficiently repair'd and amended, so y* the Boys
may go clean into the College Meadow by ye sd Road
thro' ye Mill Gate instead of the old Doorway near y6
School; & y1 they be permitted to play in ye said

1 " The present walls", says Mr. Bowles, " are too low and serve only to
invite the Boys to climb over y" & to plunder & rob ye Garden of all its Fruits
and Flowers ".

2 See below, p. 437.

3 " The void space between ye School and y° Cloyster" was to be "con-
verted either into a Gardiner's House, or Summer House, or Green House, or
any other Conveniency as shall seem most proper & agreeable to ye Resident
members of the Society ". In his sketch-plan Mr. Bowles depicts the narrow
passage as planted with trees !

4 The new doorway was to be " near the sd Summer-House or Greenhouse "
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Meadow as usual at lawfull times, with ye Consent
of the Warden & Fellows, but not otherwise".1 In
Mr. Bowies' opinion " ye several Advantages arising
from the Several Alterations above mention'd " were

" too plain & clear to require any Arguments to
recommend them", but he gave his arguments not-
withstanding ; he gave them so charmingly, and they
illustrate so admirably the attitude of " the Society '
towards " the Children," that I print them in full at
the end of this chapter.

Mr. Bowies' proposals were not carried out to the
letter ; but they obviously made a strong impression,
and their spirit animated the Warden and Fellows
when, on July 24, 1780, they passed the following
" Resolutions concerning the Fellows' Garden & the
Meadow " :

1. The Fellows agree that their present Garden be con-
verted into a Play-place for the Boys, provided the large
Meadow lying on the eastern side of the Lockbourn be appro-
priated to the following uses.

2. The Warden and Fellows agree that the middle part of
the large Meadow be enclosed with a substantial Post & Rail
or some other sufficient Fence, & that such a space be left all
round the Meadow between the outermost Boundaries and

the said middle Enclosure, as will admit of a commodious
gravel walk besides Plantations of Shrubs and Trees to hide
the Walls and the Lockbourn, and to screen the walk from
the Sun.

3. That this Walk shall be common to all the Fellows,
the Schoolmaster and Usher.

4. That the present Communication between the School-
court & the Meadow be closed up, & a Door be made in the
southern wall of the Cloisters opposite the western aisle.

1 I have omitted certain proposals with respect to " ye ancient Lockbourn
or Common-Shore of the College ", which had become " a great Nusance and
offence to y° College & Sickhouse ". He desired to divert it from the course
it then followed (and follows still) so that it might run diagonally across Meads
towards Log-pond.
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5. That the middle part of the Meadow within the Fellows
intended common Walk & Plantation, remain a pasture ground
as it is at present, that the Warden shall have a right to turn
two Horses and two Cows into it, & the Fellows one Horse
or one Cow each, at all times except when by common consent
the Meadow is laid up in the Spring; but that neither the
Warden nor any of the Fellows shall put any Horse or Cow
into the said Meadow, except it be his own Property.

HARRY LEE, Warden.
TH. LEAR, Sub-Warden.

Effect was given to the Resolutions without delay;
under custus gardini et pratorum in 1780-1 there are
abnormally high payments for labour in the meadow,
as well as to a nurseryman (£35), a carpenter (£39), a
bricklayer (£11), a mason (£9), a painter (£6); and there
are many special items in the following year. Among
these is a bill for 56 lime-trees (at a shilling a
piece) and for " trees from Southampton " ; planes
are not mentioned, but Mr. Kirby conjectures that the
magnificent planes which are the glory both of Meads
and of the Warden's garden date from this time.1
The scientific cricketer does not greatly care for trees
in a cricket-ground ; the beauty of Meads is, perhaps,
largely due to the fact that in 1780 cricket there was
not contemplated.2

We have seen that some such amenities for the

Fellows as Mr. Bowles desired, as well as grazing for
horses and cows in untrodden pastures, were provided
in 1780 ; and, though the Fellows did not, I think,
become resident in consequence, let us hope that in
spite of the loss of their garden they were on the whole
well satisfied. But what about the boys ? In those
turbulent times they might have been expected to
rebel, but we have no evidence that they even pro-

i Annals, p. 371.
3 Note the importance attached to shade in Meads both in Mathew's poem

(w. 175-6) and in the Regulations of 1708 and of 1780.
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tested; we are not, however, without evidence of
what they thought. An Oxford Wykehamist who
had left Winchester the year before had a taste and
some talent for invective, and he seized his opportunity;
he voiced public opinion about Meads in a letter to
the Bishop of Winchester. The Bishop put the letter
into his waste-paper basket, but the writer kept a
copy, and he was so proud of his performance that he
published it forty years afterwards. The letter is not
a pleasant one, the author was not a pleasant person;
but much may be forgiven to a boy of seventeen
who is bitter in a righteous cause-and supplies a
historian with information not to be found elsewhere.

He says that the boys, when they returned from their
holidays-probably the " Election holidays " of 1780-
found that " a very high wall" had been erected to
exclude them from Meads and that they had lost
their "Paradise". Why had they lost it? The
writer brushes aside the plea that a place was wanted
where the Warden and Fellows could walk in privacy ;
they had had such a place in their garden, which, he
declares (with a complete disregard of fact), the boys
never presumed to enter ; and even if they had not
had that garden " the College was deserted and
abandoned by the Fellows ", and the Warden had a
garden of his own. The boys were excluded from
Meads-so he argues-for quite another reason :

Conscious of the palpable injustice of the act, they [the
Warden and Fellows] were ashamed to attempt it but by the
most underhand means . . . ; not openly demanding it as
their property, not daring to drop a hint of their design before
the boys, they meanly condescend to form an unmanly con-
spiracy ; and . . . take the cowardly advantage in the
absence of 70 children for their holidays, of converting what
had for ages been prized by them as their summum bonum with
respect to health and recreation . . . into a pasture for a
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horse. . . . What avail the invaded rights of 70 school-boys
. . . when put in competition with the claims of an animal!

I must quote another sentence for the sake of an
interesting allusion which it contains :

Forgetful of the insulting pride with which they themselves
had so lately exhibited that very spot to Majesty,1 as the
nursery garden of rising genius, no sooner did self-interest in
its most degenerate and despicable form present itself, than
every tie of honour, &c. &c.

Let the Bishop, he concludes, intervene ; if a mere
intimation of his disapprobation is not enough, let
him " interpose " his " exerted authority " :

And as the theft, the plunder, was committed secretly
behind their [the boys'] backs ; so let immediate, com-
plete, and unequivocal restitution be made in like manner,
during the next ensuing holidays.2

I have pruned the writer's periods, and done scant
justice to his eloquence, Avhich, as we have seen, was
spent in vain. The Fellows developed, if they rarely
enjoyed, their walk and their plantation ; a horse or
horses, perhaps a cow or cows, continued to graze
peacefully in the boys' lost Paradise ; but only for a
time. " After a deprivation of about ten years ", says
our authority, in 1789 or 1790, the Meadow was
restored by Huntingford, " on his succeeding Dr. Lee
as Warden ". Let Huntingford have full credit for
his consideration for the boys in this important
matter; o si sic omnia!-The change of policy is
reflected in the accounts of the following years. There
are many items for the demolition, the repair, the

1 The allusion is of course to the visit of George III. in 1778 ; see above,
pp. 234,358. It is not recorded that the King made any remark upon Meads.

2 The writer is the Rev. Robert Lowth (admitted 177K), son of the Bishop
Lowth who was Wykeham's biographer. See G.L.C. pp. 37-40.
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rebuilding, the grouting, of walls, stone and brick-
items not sufficiently particularized to enable us to
grasp their significance; there are considerable pay-
ments for " work in the meadow ", and (in 1795 and
1796) for "chalk in the meadow", payments made,
I presume, with a view to making its surface firmer
and more level for cricket and football.1

Whether all obstruction to free access to Meads by
School Passage was removed during these last years
of the eighteenth century cannot be determined from
the accounts. On the western side of School there

was no access even to the present Grass Court (it
was "the Bursar's meadow") till 1839, and a wall
shut off the rest of Meads till 1862,2 but I shall speak
of this wall in the chapter on commoners, whom
it chiefly concerned. The " boys " to whom Meads
was ceded in 1768, from whom it was (as Lowth
said) " stolen" in 1780, to whom it was restored
about 1790, were the scholars only ; and though as
time went on commoners were more and more freely
admitted there by courtesy, Meads, as distinguished
from nineteenth and twentieth century extensions,
continues even now to be specially the scholars' play-
ground.

I must not pass from the history of Meads without
speaking briefly of the history of Ball Court. " Refer-
ences to an area pilaris somewhere behind the old
buildings occur", said Mr. Kirby, "at a very early

1 '" Turf" (the central part of Meads) was not scientifically laid till 1836 ;
see above, p. 361.

2 An oil painting in the corridor of the Memorial Buildings, painted appar-
ently very soon after the completion of School (1687), has a wall across School
Passage, and another running westwards from School. In Buckler's drawing,
made about 1815 from a point N.W. of School, there is no wall west of School,
the artist gives a good view of boys playing in Meads ; but this was, I think,
an artist's licence. In an engraving of 1823, which in the main reproduces this
drawing, a high stone wall, represented as an old one, runs westwards in the
same straight line with the front of School.
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date " ;1 a payment pro conficienda fossa circa sphceri-
sterium ubi globis luditur was made in 1641;2 a
labourer was employed circa le ball-place in 1646, and
circa murum juxta le ball-place in 1652 ; but where
precisely the area pilaris, the sphceristerium, le ball-
place, was or were situated, and what games were
played on it or them, the accounts do not show. Mr.
Kirby stated positively that " Ball Court in the rear
of School was built in 1688 ",3 but he gave no positive
evidence for that statement; it was perhaps an
inference from the appearance of the south side of
School, which was completed in 1687.4 There was no
Ball Court " in the rear of School" in 1750, when the

elaborate and excellent plan of William Godson depicted
the space as occupied by a garden plot; but there was
a Ball Court somewhere " in the Back parts of the
College " a few years later and it was entered from
School Court.5 It was not, however, where Mr. Kirby
placed it. A resolution was passed in December
1768 " that a new Ball Court be made behind the

School". The accounts for the half year to Michael-
mas 1769 show that its construction was promptly
undertaken; that it was floored with chalk and

gravel; that the game, or one of the games, for which
it was intended, required an expensive net.6

Pro crcta et sabulo ad conficiendam aream

pilarem . . . . .£850
Stokes, pro rete ad eandem . . . 464
Vaughan, pro can*10 cretae, &c. . . 12 13 9

1 Annali, p. 368.
- There is also an item of 2s. Gd. pro sera pro ostio poslico ad Sphceristerium

in 1644.

3 Loc. cit. * See above, pp. 227-8.
6 These facts appear from parts, not quoted above, of the Resolutions of

1768.

8 The Hampshire Chronicle called Ball Court " the tennis court " in 1776.
See below, p. 413.
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Mr. Bowles, I am afraid, desired to appropriate the
site of this new Ball Court for the Fellows ; it is
occupied, in the plan which accompanied and ex-
plained his memorandum, by " Flowering Shrubs "
and grass and gravel walks. His colleagues, happily,
did not adopt his suggestion on this matter ; the
court was not attacked by the Resolutions of 1780.
Indeed Robert Lowth informs us that the very high
wall which was built in that year to exclude the
boys from Meads, ran " from the [S.W.] corner of
Cloisters along the bottom of Ball Court " ; and items
in the accounts of the next two decades show that

what appear as " ball courts " in the plural * occasioned
very frequent payments (varying from about £5 to
about £15) to the College bricklayer. - Many living
Wykehamists remember that in their time, as in 1769,
the floor was of chalk ; concrete was first laid down
(in the centre of the court only) about 1852.

NOTE TO CHAPTER XXIX

HERE is the passage in which Mr. Bowles summarized the
advantages which he anticipated from the alterations which
he recommended. It will be observed that the Warden would

be a gainer in pocket; the Cattle in quiet and security ; the
Fellows in quiet and other amenities ; the Scholars in morals
and good order.

' 1st. As to ye Warden, it is apparent y' Shutting ye Boys
out of ye Meadow (except at lawfull times) must be a great
Benefit to ye Herbage belonging either to ye Warden or his
Under-Tenant, as well as to ye Quiet & Security of all Horses
& other Cattle depasturing in ye sd Meadow.

" 2d'y. As to Fellows it is apparent also, y( opening a
Door thro' ye Wall of the Cloysters into ye College Garden

1 The plural is perhaps used because three games of fives could be played
on the Court at the same time.
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must make an easy passage unto all & every of them from
their several apartments, either to take ye Air in. y* Garden,
or to retire into y6 Cloyster, or to amuse themselves in ye
Library at proper seasons, as is most Suitable to their different
Inclinations ; and therefore, whether they be Old & delight
to enjoy ye Sunshine in the decline of Life ; or whether they
be Young & delight to see the Works of Nature in a Garden
rising & growing to Perfection in their Several Ranks thro'
all the Seasons of ye Year ; or whether they be Monks,
Hermits & Asceticks who choose to retire & enjoy their own
Meditations in Solitude & Silence ; I say, in all these respects
abovementioned an easy Communication between ye College,
ye Cloyster and ye Garden, cannot but be most grateful &
comfortable unto all Resident Fellows, of whatsoever Age &
Complexion they be.

" 3dl>. As to the Scholars, it is most apparent yl exclud-
ing them from ye Meadows & Sick-house (except at lawfull
times and through the Mill-gate) cannot but be much better
for their Morals & good Order & Discipline within the College,
than to open the Door of such Licentiousness & Irregularity,
as have been usually committed without controul in y*
Garden, or Meadow, or Newhouse ; to y* great disturbance
of sick Children in y* Newhouse, to ye Scandal & Annoyance
of ye Fellows in ye Garden, & to y* Terror of all the Neighbour-
hood, under pretence of Health & innocent Amusement."



CHAPTER XXX

FIRES IN HALL

THE cold austerity of the life prescribed in Wykeham's
Statutes is broken for a moment by a provision of the
fifteenth Rubric. On ordinary days after dinner and
supper and their " potations at the hour of curfew
(ignitegii) " the Fellows and the scholars were to
leave Hall at once ; but on " principal festivals and
major doubles",1 and on certain other holy days in
winter-time, when a fire was supplied, it was to be
lawful for them, after dinner and supper, to make
some decent delay ; they might amuse themselves
with songs and other honourable solaces ; they might
soberly (seriosius) recite or listen to poetry, the
chronicles of kingdoms, the wonders of this world, and
such other things as befit the clerical state. The
provision, which is transcribed verbatim from the New
College Statutes (Rubric XVIII.), was perhaps less
perfectly fitted to the conditions of Winchester than
to those of Oxford life; the differences in age
and standing between the Fellows and the scholars
may have prevented the proceedings from being as
"recreative" as Wykeham intended. But the
picture suggested is pleasant enough.-An ingenious
poem justifies the modern College entertainments
which its author calls " tow-rows "' by an allusion
to the Rubric :

1 See above, p. 334.
379
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Wykeham's laws
After supper bid us pause,
Spend an idle hour in song. . . .
We may talk of sober things,
Stars and earthquakes, queens and kings.1

Chaucer's Canterbury Tales appeared in 1387;
Maundevile saw, or at any rate described, many
" wonders of the world " before his death in 1371 (?);
and it may be presumed that readings from both these
very popular authors were given at the College tow-
rows of the fifteeiith century. I much doubt whether,
as wonders of the world, " stars and earthquakes "
proved as potent an attraction as the

men whose heads

Do grow beneath their shoulders-

the human monstrosities, mythical animals, and other
mirabilia mundi with which Maundevile delighted
many credulous generations.2 The audience, prob-
ably, like Desdemona, " seriously inclined to hear "
things that were not always " sober ".

It appears that in 1635-shortly before Mathew's
schooldays-tales by the Hall fireside had become
impossible. The Warden was hardly ever seen in
Hall, the Fellows, perhaps, rarely ; and the statutory
provision for a fire on winter festivals had been dis-
regarded. Archbishop Laud therefore enjoined that
" fire be allowed in hall on such days as your Statute
doth require".3 Was it in consequence of this in-
junction, and by a generous construction of the Statute,
that in 1647 a fire was " perhaps " allowed in Hall,
even on an ordinary frosty remedy afternoon ?

1 The poem, which is printed in Miss Locke's In Praise of Winchester
(p. 22(1), bears the signature M. J. R.

2 See e.g. Bevan and Phillott, Mediceval Geography, p. xxii.
3 Wilkins, Concilia, iv. p. 517.
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Cana pruinosis fuerit si terra capillis,
Forsitan ct tepida conceditur ignis in aula ;
Carbones igitur, si missa pecunia, tradat
Aulse-praefectus, ni sit carbone notatus (vv. 171-4).

The lines are by no means free from difficulty. Pre-
fect of Hall, we are told, was expected to hand over
coals (that is to say, charcoal), if the money had been
sent him. Sent him by whom ? By the boys or by
the Bursars ? If by the boys, the fire was but a
mean " concession " ; if by the Bursars, why didn't
they send the coals instead ? * The Prefect, again,
was to supply the coals, or in default to have a black
mark put against his name. Why, if the money was
sent, should he raise difficulties ? I suspect that he
sent them as a matter of course, and that the poet
introduced his ni sit carbone notatus because a passage
in Horace 2 suggested a happy thought to him.

Fires in Hall, both at Winchester and at New

College, originally burned on an open hearth;3 they
were wood-fires, as the fires in Chambers continued to

be till about the end of the nineteenth century.4 In
1498 a certain John Bedyl, who had been a scholar and
afterwards manciple of the College,5 provided, says
Mr. Kirby,6 for faggots in Hall upon his obit (January
9); but from the accounts of 1525-6 and other years
it appears that 5d. was spent pro carbonibus in aula
on that day. Carbones appear with faggots (and tall-
wood) in the accounts of the sixteenth and seventeenth

1 Mr. Chitty, to whom I referred the difficulty, can find no solution of it
in the College accounts.

2 Sat. ii. 3. 246. Mathew hesitates in v. 174 between notatus and nolandus,
the MSS. of Horace being divided between nolati and notandi.

3 At Eton there are three large stone fireplaces on three sides of the hall.
Sir H. Maxwell Lyte (p. 35) says that they were constructed in 1450, but that
" the bonfires on certain festivals " burned " on the floor immediately under
the open louvre".

4 See above, p. 165. « Inscripliones Wiccamicae, p. 7.
8 Annals, pp. 190-1.
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centuries, but till 1675 the carbones were plainly char-
coal ; in one place they are said to have come from
the College woods at Ropley (near Alresford) and to
have been ibidem combusti. Pit-coal appears for the
first time in the accounts of 1675,1 when the College
paid £33 for carbones adusti, and £34 for carbones
fossiles, but in 1677 the payments were £50 and £4
respectively, and in the years 1692-6 no pit-coal was
bought; it re-appears in 1697, but in Hall, where
" 

an iron stove, adorned with ' scutcheons' ", had taken
the place of the open hearth in 1548,2 charcoal seems
to have been always used.-A louvre in the roof of
Hall was still the smoke-vent a hundred years ago ;
a writer of 1818 says that " that part of the roof, which
is directly over the Fire-place, is made a little higher
than the rest, and open at the sides, to discharge the
smoke ";3 but the louvre disappeared in the follow-
ing year, when Hall was re-roofed. Here is Warden
Huntingford's account of the re-roofing ; it has not, I
think, appeared in print before, and the facts are un-
familiar to Wykehamists.

The Roof of the Hall having become so decayed as to make
Repairs necessary, a new Roof was prepared. The timbers
were procured, and placed in readiness at Stubbington's the
Carpenter's. When the boys went home for the Summer
Holidays, in July 1819, the beams were brought down, and
the work immediately commenced. A great number of
Workmen being employed, the new Roof (composed of oaken

1 Annals, p. 362 ; Mr. Chitty, who confirms Mr. Kirby's statement, has been
at great pains to find answers to the questions I put to him.-At Westminster
" sea-coal " found its way into the kitchen much earlier than at Winchester
-in 1006 (Sargeaunt, p. 20).

2 History, p. 118.-In the accounts for 1547-8, under custus aulce appears :
Hem willelmo lalbott pro compositione foci ferrei iiijli xiijs iiijd.

3 Carlisle, ii. p. 460. The louvre is shown in the frontispiece of this book.
When Wyatt was let loose on New College about 1780, the roof of the hall
and its louvre were destroyed, and a flat plaster ceiling took its place. In 1865,
when Sir Gilbert Scott erected a wooden roof, he reproduced the louvre
(R. and R. p. 81).
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rafters, with Gothic carving), was completed before the Boys
returned from their six Weeks Holidays. There had been in
the old Roof, a Lanthorn in the Centre, which gave vent to the
smoke of a Charcoal Fire, which was lighted in an iron grate
fixed in the middle of the Hall. This Lanthorn was not re-

placed in the new Roof, it having been in contemplation to
make a fireplace with a Chimney in the South Wall of the Hall.
In the year 1821 a stove, with two faces, was fixed in the
Centre of the Hall, the smoke of which was carried down-
wards.1

This two-faced stove warms Hall still.

1 From Warden Huntingford's MS. Wiccamical Annals.-The present oak
floor of Hall also dates from 1821 (Annals, p. 43).
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CLOISTER TIME

THE usual explanation of " Cloister Time " as a time

during the summer months when boys went "' up to
books " in Cloisters may be accepted without demur.
It is supported, not merely by the certainty that there
was once a time during which they did so, but by two
" notions " which were still current in the middle of

the nineteenth century. " Cloisters " was a name for

Middle and Junior Part (or, after Middle Part had been
subdivided, for the two divisions of Middle Part) when
taught in the summer as one class ; l and a boy be-
longing to the lower of the two temporarily combined
parts or divisions was said to " run cloisters " if he

rose high enough in the combined class to earn a
remove into Senior Part. The earliest use of the

term " Cloister Time " with which I am acquainted
occurs in an address delivered to the school by William
Harris the Head Master, before the Whitsuntide
holidays of 1695, when, as we shall see, there is reason
to believe that the practice which the term com-
memorates was already obsolete.

It was, of course, a relief in the summer (especially
when August was part of the school-term) to exchange
the stuffiness of the old school-room for the cool of

Cloisters ; but when the exchange was first made we
cannot say. The use of monastery-cloisters for study

1 Mansfield, p. 203 ; W.C. p. 109.
384
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suggests that it may have been made as soon as our
cloisters were built ; but I have found no earlier
allusion to these latter being actually so used than
that contained in the Injunctions of Bishop Home,
who in 1571 required the Schoolmaster and Usher " to
keep with all diligence the hours heretofore accustomed
and used as well in the school as in the cloister "-1 In

1630 the Fellows of New College pointed out that the
Warden " may at his pleasure come into the schoole
or cloysters, or otherwise send for the scholers to
examine them ", and in 1647 Mathew not only spoke
of lessons in Cloisters, but fixed the time when such

lessons took place as beginning " after the annual
holidays " (at Whitsuntide) and ending at Election (in
August or September). But the poet's lines upon the
subject, owing mainly to Wordsworth's mispresenta-
tion of them,2 have not (as I think) been correctly
interpreted. I quote them as they stand in the
Magdalen MS., omitting a passage which does not now
concern us : 3

Quando domo pueri post annua festa revertunt,
Bis sex praefecti senior! e plebe leguntur.
Vie pueris aliis ! quoties male grata frequentant
Claustra ! pererrata haec quoties pavimenta repulsant ! . . .
Si tamen incepta est Electio, claustra, valete (vv. 203-10).

Walcott understood the poet to mean that there
were " twelve prefects (as we say now, in full power 4)
who had the sole right of frequenting the cloisters " 5 ;
and Mr. Leach, who rightly conjectured that Words-

1 V.A. A i. p. 331.
2 Wordsworth punctuated lines 205-6 (his 187-8) thus :

Vs pueris aliis quoties male grata frequentant
Claustra, pererrata. . . .

3 The omitted passage (vv. 207-9) is discussed above, p. 141.
4 According to a writer in The Wykehamist (April 1890) there were in Dr.

Williams' time (1824-35) twelve prefects in full power (see above, p. 114),
not ten, as in Dr. Moberly's time and since. See also Adams, p. 57. In 1818
C. Cooper Henderson gave the number as ten.

5 Walcott, p. 229.

2c
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worth's text was faulty, supposed that Mathew's
twelve prefects walked " the studious cloister's pale ",
pursuing their studies in peace and forbidding others
to intrude.1 But tradition, the notions above ex-
plained, and the extracts above quoted point to Cloister
Time having been a time for lessons "up to books ",
rather than for private study, in Cloisters ; and the
text of the Magdalen manuscript shows that it was
not the twelve prefects but the " other children"
who frequented them. The meaning of the passage
appears to be that between the Whitsuntide holidays
and Election twelve of the prefects, the most likely
candidates for New College, had frequent remissions
from school lessons ; while the other children, deemed
by the poet less fortunate, went up to books in
Cloisters-only too often !-and not in School.-Boys
of seventeen or eighteen, with a serious examination
before them, require much time for reading by them-
selves ; and the reasonableness of " remissions " for

that purpose was recognized as fully, perhaps, in the
nineteenth century as it was in the seventeenth. The
mid-Victorian junior was expected to know what was
meant by "Fever Time", a strange institution which
died out, says Dean Wickham, in 1853. Here are two
accounts of it. " For a month before election ", writes
Mr. Tuckwell (1842-8), " the seniors were exonerated
from attending school, renting a room in sick-house
for private work".2 "Another institution", writes
the Dean, " which belonged to Cloister Time was what
was called ' Fever-time '. The superannuates of the
year, to whom the election examination was of vital
moment, were allowed in their turn to excuse them-
selves from school for a week. The good ' mother '

1 History, p. 274 ; V.H. p. 33.3. In another place, however (V.H. p. 311),
Mr. Leach speaks of the Head Master going oS to Cloisters with his prefects in
the summer.

2 Tuckwell, p. 115.
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at Sick-house put a room at our disposal, and there
many books of Homer and other Election work was
got ready for the ' Posers ' 'V - Some other points in
Mathew's lines need a word of comment. ' When

Election has begun ", he says, " farewell to Cloisters ! "

He means, I suppose, that during Election boys who
were not candidates for New College did not go up
to books. They did not, at any rate, in the first half
of the nineteenth century ; 2 indeed commoners, who
were under no circumstances admissible as candidates,

went home before Election began.3 The poet's
twelve prefects were, I conjecture, what was known as
" Senior Fardel ". one of the three (originally, perhaps,
four) 4 groups into which the New College examinees
were divided ; it contained, no doubt, all the more
serious competitors.

When did Cloister Time cease to be Cloister Time

in all but name ? " Here," in Cloisters, wrote Walcott,5

" the attentive scholar sat at his master's feet during
the heat of summer in the refreshing coolness ... so
lately as 1773 " ; but the statement is absolutely
untrustworthy. It professes to be based on a passage
in the History and Antiquities of Winchester* which
was published in that year ; but the compiler of the
History and Antiquities merely repeated what he found
in Tom Warton's Description (c. 1750), 7 and a reference
to the Description shows that Walcott was entitled to

1 w.c. p. 110.
2 See e.g. Mansfield, p. 174. But it appears from Themes (fol. 113 b) that

c. 1565 Fifth Book did their lessons with Mr. Miller, the Hostiariiis (the Head
Master being occupied with Election) during Election week ; a note on certain
exercises runs : In electionis tempore dictata magistri Milleri feliciter Iradita
leste Badgero puero.

3 Mansfield, p. 158 ; The Wykehamist, September 1905.
4 Mr. Wrench (W.W.B. p. 21) gave good reason for his conclusion that

" fardel " = M.E./ert/i-rf«J, German vierlel ; and that the Election fardels have
therefore no connection with the almost unbearable fardels of Hamlet's
soliloquy. See further on fardels below, p. 397.

6 Walcott, p. 257. « i. p 150. ' P. 54.
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say no more than that summer lessons were learnt in
(the east aisle of) Cloisters in the time of Anthony
Wood, the Oxford historian of the seventeenth
century. Mr. Leach conjectures,1 very plausibly, that
there has been no going "up to books " in Cloisters
since School, with its ample provision of cubic feet,
was finished in 1687. Whether he is right or wrong
the boys must have had fairly free access to Cloisters,
and may have prepared their work there, long after
that event. The cutting of names on the walls, a
practice not unknown in the sixteenth century, was
vigorously pursued till the seventies of the eighteenth,
after which it became infrequent; 2 and it appears
from an undated memorandum, written by Mr.
Bowles shortly before his death in 1781, that Cloisters
had then become a place of quiet and retirement for
Fellows. A few bold spirits invaded that shy retreat
and carved their names there in the twenties and

thirties of the nineteenth century ; but Cloisters were
probably at all times forbidden ground to the boys
from about 1780 till the Library which they enclosed
became a chapel in 1875. In the later sixties3 they
were only accessible by scaling the high iron railing

1 History, p. 275.
2 It is interesting in this connection to remember that the precept JEdificium

neve inscribendo neve insculpendo dcformato was introduced into the Tabula
Legum when it was revised c. 1790 (see above, p. 237). The words refer, it
is true, primarily to Chamber Court,but that maybe because Cloisters (partly,
perhaps, because of the names-cutting) had been closed to the boys.-A too
cursory inspection led Dr. Moberly to write in 1839 : '' From the dates of the

names cut on the walls of the cloisters, it seems as if they -were first opened for
the ordinary secular use of the boys about the time of the puritanical Warden
Harris, when Bishop Ken first came to school, and shut up altogether from
them soon after the beginning of the next century " (Ken's Manual of Prayers,
p. xvi).

3 Before the rebuilding of the Tower in 1862-3 the west wall of: Cloisters
continued northwards till it reached the chapel buttress ; and over the roof
of this part of the cloister there was a room, known as Tea Room (see above,
pp. 181, 206), which was approached from the south end of the Hall dais. There
is a good photograph in the Memorial Buildings showing the old wall and room.
An undated plan in the possession of the College shows that it was at one
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which has since been replaced by Bodley's memorial
to Herbert Stewart, and, though this railing was often
scaled, the end in view was not study, or retirement,
or even names-cutting ; it was the recovery of small
footballs which had been too vigorously " flyered "
from Ball Court.

But we have strayed away from Cloister Time,
concerning which it remains to be said that it was not
always the same period that it is now. Before 1778
it began with the end of the Whitsuntide holidays and
ended at Election, about the end of August or the
beginning of September ; in 1695 the Head Master
dismissed the school for the Whitsuntide holidays with
the remark : " 

one advantage we shall have by an
early Whittsuntyde, that it will procure us a long
Cloyster-time. ... I intend (God willing) to be here
the first of June ". From 1778 to about 1860 it began
some five weeks after Easter and lasted till the middle

of July, to which time Election had in 1778 been
shifted ; the week before, and the five weeks after,
Easter were " Easter Time", a period devoted to
" speaking " and the special study of Greek grammar.1
In 1858 regular Easter holidays began, and soon after-
wards Easter Time was abolished ; after its abolition

Cloister Time began at the end of the Easter holidays
and, till 1867, ended as before in the middle of July.
From 1868 onwards it has been extended to the end

of July or the beginning of August.2

time contemplated to extend the Tea Room premises, not only along the
roofs of the N. and W. aisles of Cloisters, but actually beyond their inner
walls, over a part of the burial-ground.

1 Mansfield, p. 106 ; W.C. p. 108. " Of Easter Time," says the writer of
a word-book of the forties, " the thing chiefly to be remarked is that Greek
Grammar is the work almost exclusively done".

2 See below, p. 431.-The shifting of Election, in 1882, from July to
December has altered neither the duration of Cloister Time nor the length of
the summer (formerly called the Election) holidays.



CHAPTER XXXII

ELECTION

THE examinations for Winchester and New College
scholarships were never, perhaps, a sterner reality,
both to examiners and to examinees, than they are
to-day ; but " Election ", the series of ceremonies and
festivities of which these examinations were formerly
incidents, is no longer even the shadow of a shadow.
Scholarships of the two colleges are now awarded at
different places and at different times of year ; election
ad Winton. is held at Winchester in July, election ad
Oxon. at Oxford in December.1 The former is pure
business without any picturesque feature ; the only
ceremony which survives in connection with the latter
is the Ad Portas speech, addressed to examiners who
no longer wear gowns of state,2 before a spiritless
company, in the rain as often as not, on a mid-
December afternoon ; and even that ceremony, as we
shall see, was no part of the original programme. But
till after 1873 Election was still in some degree Election
in the wider meaning of the word ; it still retained

1 The examination for New College scholarships is of course still held at
Winchester.

" Formerly throughout the Election proceedings the Posers wore the full-
dress velvet-sleeved gowns of Masters of Arts ; these are now worn at Oxford

by the Proctors only. Even in 1687 the wearing of " proctors gowns " by
Masters of Arts on the occasion of a visit of James II. to Oxford was noted as
exceptional, if not as a survival, by Anthony Wood (Woofs Life and Times, ed.
Clark.^pp. 220-7).

390
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some of the quaintness and colour which it owed to the
vigorous conservatism with which the externals of the
Founder's directions had for nearly five centuries been
observed. Unfortunately Mathew, more concerned
with every-day routine than with special occasions,
makes but a casual reference to it,1 and no reference
to its ceremonies and festivities ; but in Comitia
Wiccamica, a poem of 1748 which Mr. Chitty has
disinterred,2 and in all the published reminiscences
of men who were in College during the first half of
the nineteenth century, they are described in full
detail and with the keenest interest, for Election, as

Mr. Tuckwell says, was " the Saturnalia of the year ".3
To that poem, and to those reminiscences, the reader
must be referred for many particulars. In the
present chapter his attention is invited only to the
following points : (1) the place, and (2) the time, of
Election ; (3) the electors and the candidates ; (4)
the Ad Portas speech ; (5) the Scrutiny ; (6) the
" children " of the electors. In the next chapter I
shall speak of ' Medal Speaking " and of Domum.
Neither of these two functions has any ancient con-
nection with Election ; but in 1778 the latter, and

some years afterwards the former, were grafted upon
it, and they continued to be a part of its ceremonies to
the last.

1. In Rubric III. of the Statutes both of Win-

chester and of New College Wykeham ordained that

1 v. 210 ; the reference is discussed above, p. 387.
2 He sent it to The Wykehamist for November 1906, and discussed its date

and authorship in the following number.
3 Tuckwell, p. 92. - At Eton there were festivities throughout Election week,

and " Election Saturday " rivalled the Fourth of June ; indeed the latter day
" has been described as ' wanting in the bacchanal jubilation ' " of the former.
M. L. pp. 298, 415 ; see also Wasey Sterry, Annals of Eton College, p. 207. -
Christopher Johnson wrote (e. 1565) that at Election time his "humanity"
forgave much : multa quidem iolcro, in plurimis etiam conniteo (Themes,
fol. 126).
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Election should be held " in our College at Winchester
et non alibi quovis modo " ; and neither bad roads, nor
highwaymen, nor civil wars prevented obedience to
his ordinance while it still had validity. Till 1873
inclusive the joint election was duly held at Winchester
in every year except 1666,1 when owing to the pre-
valence of the plague in the city it was determined,
tardily and reluctantly,2 that the electors should meet
at Speenhamland on the outskirts of Newbury, the
half-way-house between Winchester and Oxford. From
the fact that a sum of £51 :15 : 9 was expended ut per
billets on this Newbury election we may perhaps infer
that it was conducted with some of its usual state ;

the Ad Portas speech, at any rate, was spoken by the
senior scholar, at what gates we do not know, to the
amazement, probably, of the Berkshire rustics.-In
1873 the joint board of electors acted for the last
time ; since that year the governing bodies of the two
colleges have appointed their own examiners and
elected their own scholars independently. The New
College election has, as I have said, been made at
Oxford ; the Winchester election was till 1892 made
sometimes at Winchester, more often at the West-

minster Palace Hotel, but it is now, with more pro-
priety, always made at Winchester et non alibi quovis
modo.

2. The time of Election was also fixed by the
Statutes, but within wide limits. The Rubric required
that the New College members of the " Election
Chamber"' should come to Winchester every year
between the 7th of July (or, as the New College Rubric
says, the feast of the Translation of St. Thomas the

1 Mr. Kirby (Annals, p. 356) makes the exception occur in 1667. But the
expenses of the election held away from Winchester were paid in the first
" term " (i.e. quarter) of the bursarial year December 11,1666-December 12,
1667.

s See the next page.
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Martyr) and the 1st of October following; the precise
date was to be fixed by the Warden of New College.1 It
will be observed that the Founder meant Election to

take place in the Oxford long vacation, magnarum
et generalium vacationum temporibus, as he calls it
elsewhere. That he did not fix the date more pre-
cisely was convenient, probably, to the New College
authorities, but must have caused inconvenience at

Winchester. For the dates appointed were very
various. Election was held at the end of September
in 1396 ; in 1449 it was fixed for early in July, but
Parliament was sitting at Winchester, and the King
postponed it; in 1617 it was held in the middle of
August.2 Even in successive years there was no
approach to fixity; the indenture of 1646, when
Mathew's name stood ninth for succession ad Oxon.,

states that Election lasted from September 23 to 26,
and approximately the same days are given in that
of 1648 ; but in 1647 it was held more than three

weeks earlier. Here are the days on which, accord-
ing to the Scholars' Register, Winchester scholars were
chosen in the year of the Newbury election and in the
years preceding and following it :

1663, September 11. 1666 (the Newbury year), Sep-
tember 28.3

1664, September 15. 1667, August 9.
1665, August 10. 1668, July 31.

1 By the Eton Statutes the limits were made narrower ; the Provost of
King's and the " Posers " were to come to Eton to hold the Scrutiny and
Election between July 7 and August 15 (the Assumption of the Virgin).

2 Annals, pp. 72, 194, 333.
3 The late date of this election suggests that the Warden of New College

was anxious to obey the provision of the Rubric concerning the place of Election;
but as the months passed it must have seemed unwise for him and the posers
to go to the plague-stricken city, and he determined at any rate to obey the
provision as to lime. In July 1666 the plague was 

" 
so violent in Winton . . .

as 'tis sad to relate ", and in August Winton was " as bad as ever considering
the small nomber remaining in it" (V.M. iv. p. 136).
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The inconvenience of so shifting an arrangement
which suggests itself most strongly, viz. that the
precise age of boys at election-time was all-important
to them in view of the rules of the Statutes concerning
eligibility, was, it appears, removed at an early date
by a provision that in the application of those rules
the day of election should be deemed to be September
29.-I shall point out in a later chapter (XXXIV.)
that in 1778, when the beginning of the summer
holidays was altered from just before Whitsuntide to
mid-July, Election was fixed for the days immediately
preceding these new holidays ; that till 1868 it con-
tinued to be held at that time ; that from 1868 to

1882 it began (like the holidays) about a fortnight
later ; that from 1882 onwards, for reasons into which

I need not enter, the New College election has (as I
have mentioned already) been held in December.

If the date of Election might vary considerably
from year to year, the Founder was careful to insist
that in every year long notice of its date should be
given. The third Rubric of both colleges required
that the Warden of New College should, by a sealed
letter entrusted to a sure messenger, certify the
Warden and the Head Master of Winchester, seven

weeks beforehand, of the day of his intended arrival ;
and that within two days of the appearance of the
messenger all persons concerned should be informed
of the appointed day by schedules to be fixed on the
two greater gates of the College and on the northern
valvae of the chapel. These instructions were faith-
fully observed as long as Wykeham's Statutes were
in force. Warden Huntingford (in his MS. Wiccamical
Annals) and Archdeacon Heathcote (in his MS.
Common Place Book) give a form of sound words for
acknowledging the receipt of the New College com-
munication ; it must be stated, they tell us, that the
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required schedules have been duly posted on the gates
and on the folding-doors ; and the Archdeacon does
not forget to add that directions must be promptly
given to Mr. Bower (the writing master of his day) to
write and to the porter to post them. Boards for the
schedules may still be seen on the two "greater
gates ". The schedules, beginning with Examinatio
sen Nominatio Candidatorum, were in the sixties still
written by the writing master (in his best copy-book
hand), and still posted by the porter, at or about the
time indicated by the Statutes. Their appearance,
followed as it was by the singing of Domum in Hall,
gave the overburdened junior a welcome reminder
that there was a limit to the length of " Long Half ".-
The close resemblance of the Eton to the Winchester

Statutes, and the strictness with which, at Eton as at
Winchester, the letter of the Statutes was observed,

are well exemplified by the fact that similar notices
were required by Henry VI. to be placed on corre-
sponding gates, and that they were placed there
accordingly at Eton till 1872. Since that date, says
Sir H. Maxwell Lyte, " a paragraph in the London
newspapers " has taken their place.1

The duration of Election is not fixed by the
Statutes, but " Election week ",2 which the Account

Rolls show to have been really a week in the early
sixteenth century, became a period of much less than
seven days. Archbishop Bancroft enjoined in 1608
" that the Supervisors doe yearly come to the Election
the Monday night and depart on the Friday morning
next following " ; 3 from his adding " that no Fellow

1 M. L. pp. 151, 527. An announcement of the coming election of Win-
chester scholars was already made in The Times before 1872 ; a correspondent
of that paper complained in 1801 that the announcement was " exceedingly
inadequate " (P.S.C. p. 363).

2 The term " Election week " was also in use at Eton.

3 Wilkins, Concilia, iv. p. 43* ; see the 18th Injunction (quoted in Annals,
p. 305).
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of that Colledge att the Election time doe bring in
any stranger to meales " we may conclude that he was
curtailing an already curtailed week in the interests of
economy.1 The ceremonies occupied hardly more
than three full days in 1748 and for a century after-
wards. Till 1835 or 1836 the New College party left
Oxford on a Monday, slept at Newbury, reached
Winchester on the Tuesday afternoon, and went off
again on the Saturday morning; after 1836 they
completed their journey on the Monday and left
Winchester on the Friday, precisely as the Archbishop
had enjoined. With the extension of the examina-
tions in the fifties their stay at Winchester became
longer, but its festive character was somewhat
dimmed ; they arrived, usually, on a Tuesday, and
their work was not finished till the following Thursday
week.2

3. The electing body or " Election Chamber " was

composed to the last in accordance with the Statutes.
It consisted of the Warden and the two " Supervisors "
(or, as they came to be called at Winchester as at
Eton, the " Posers " 3) from New College, and of the
Warden, Sub-Warden, and Head Master of Winchester.
To the selection of the Supervisors the Founder attached
much importance. They were to be chosen, by a body
constituted ad hoc, from the " more discreet " Fellows

of the College, and were to be, respectively, a Master
of the faculty of philosophy or theology, and a Doctor

1 By the Statutes (Rubric III. ad fin.), while the cost of the journey fell
upon New College, the other costs of the visit fell upon Winchester.

" The examination for Winchester scholarships was held in the sixties
on the first two days of the holidays, Domum Day being Monday or Tuesday.

8 Bishop White (ex-Warden) called them " apposytors " in 1555, Bishop
Home called them " apposers " in 1571 (V.A. & I. p. 325) ; a somewhat later
use of " apposers " is quoted in W.W.R. p. 41. Bishop Andrewes and Warden
Pinke of New College talked of " opposers " in 1620 ; they are called " op-
positors " in the scrutinies of the seventeenth century, but " posers " in 1664

and 1665.-At St. Paul's there was a "posing chamber" in 1584 (McDonnell,
p. 64), and there were 

" 
posers " in 166J (Pepys's Diary, February 4).
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or Bachelor of Civil or Canon Law. In later times it

was deemed sufficient that they should both be
Masters of Arts.-The candidates for election to

New College were till 1857 exclusively scholars of
Winchester ; commoners were ineligible till that year,
and went home before Election began;1 the first
commoners elected (in 1860) were J. H. Thresher and
John Wordsworth, afterwards Bishop of Salisbury. A
large number of scholars-all Sixth Book and the
seniors in Senior Part, some twenty-five in all-were
divided according to school standing, originally per-
haps into four, afterwards into three, " fardels ",2 and
" underwent an examination in point of learning " ; 

3

Senior Fardel, which in Mathew's time seems to have

consisted of twelve boys,4 contained all the serious
candidates. The juniors in Senior Part, exempted
from the ordeal, were known as " beatitudes ". The

examination was at no time, probably, a sham.
Charles Cooth, Prefect of Tub, wrote " from my hole
in gloomy Fifth " to Nathaniel Bond on August 19,
1770 (about a fortnight before Election) :

You know how busy a Senior Fardle man is at this time
of the year ; here is old Demosthenes just by my side looking
as crabbid as ....

"A Nominee of Bishop Huntingford", writing to
The Wykehamist for May 1891, declared that " Senior
Fardel's Election business " was such serious business
that he afterwards owed his class at Oxford to not

1 Since 1778 when " Election Holidays " began ; for the practice before
that date see Chapter XXXIV.

2 For the meaning of the word see above, p. 387.
3 //. <fc A. i. p. 172 ; the number of the examinees is there stated to be

" about 25 "; in 1818 according to Carlisle (ii. 464) it was " usually 24."
* v. 204 ; see above, p. 385. In 1818 Senior " Fardle " consisted of six

boys only, middle " Fardle " of twelve. The examination in that year con-
sisted of viva voce translation exclusively ; there was no time for " Varyings "
(see above, p. 309).
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having been slothful in it; and the institution of
" Fever time" shows that much preparation was
thought necessary.1 In the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries the order of the names on the rolls ad Oxon.

by no means tallies with that on the school lists, so
far as I have compared these lists and rolls ; and in
the first half of the nineteenth century, though the
order of the names is often that of the boys' school-
rank (the rank, that is, that the boys had gained on
leaving Middle Part !), yet idleness or inefficiency
might cause them to lose places and so to forfeit the
prospect of succession to vacancies at New College.2-
The examination for Winchester scholarships was a
farce till 1855, and had been one " from time im-

memorial ". In 1773 it was 
" 

no more ", we are told,

" than the repetition of a few lines, taken out of some
author, suited to '' the candidates' " capacity and
education".3 In 1818 the candidates "presented
themselves, and underwent a slight enquiry ".4 The
slight enquiry deemed suitable to the capacity and
education of W. A. Fearon in 1851 consisted of the

questions " Can you sing ? ' to which he gave the
time-honoured answer,5 and " Can you say a line
of Ovid ? ': to which feat also he proved equal.
The election was in fact by nomination pure and
simple. In 1853 the question of substituting competi-
tion for nomination was first brought formally before
the Warden and Fellows by a communication received,

i See above, pp. 386-7. = See e.g. Tuckwell, p. 94.
3 11. ct- A. i. p. 173. * Carlisle, ii. p. 464.
6 This question was asked because the Founder had required that candi-

dates should have been " competently instructed in plain song " (Rubric III.).
T. A. Trollope in 1820, like Dr. Fearon in 1851, having been beforehand
instructed, answered, '' All people that on earth do dwell ", " without attempt-
ing in the smallest degree to modify in any way his ordinary speech " (T. A. T.
p. 97). But Moyle Sherer (admitted in 1800) gave utterance to the words (as
seems to have been then the custom) '" with a stammering effort at harmony "
(Story of a Life, ii. p. 78).
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through the Warden of New College, from the Bishop
of Winchester (Dr. Sumner). Competition had been
introduced into the Eton scholarship examination
during the provostship of Mr. Hodgson (1840-52), and
the Bishop, who was 

" 
on the most intimate terms ''

with Hodgson's successor Dr. Hawtrey (the late Head
Master), was assured that the change had been a most
marked success and "' thought it would be a good
thing to introduce it' at Winchester also. The
Warden and Fellows, on the other hand, thought that
a system of " competition as regards mere literary
merit " was " less calculated to carry out the spirit
and letter of the Founder's wishes " than the system
of nomination to which they were accustomed, and
which had " worked beneficially on the whole " ; but in
August 1854 the Bishop enjoined it, by his authority
as Visitor, upon New College, and in the following-
December we find the authorities of the two colleges
setting to work to settle a " scheme of examination

and the proceedings of future elections 'V In 1857
competition was enforced by an ordinance of the
Oxford University Commission; it was no longer
enough that the candidates should be, in Wykeham's
words, habiles et ydonei; " the most proficient and
most fit to be scholars " were thenceforward to be

chosen.2 The power of custom to pervert the judg-
ment of even the acutest minds is well illustrated by
the fact that when the change was first proposed Dr.
Moberly " rather objected to it, and wrote one or two
letters to the Visitor, deprecating it " ; when once it

had been made, he freely acknowledged that he had been
1 I have based my remarks on the introduction of competition partly on

the evidence given by Dr. Moberly before the Public School Commissioners
in 1862 (P.S.C. pp. 339-40), partly on extracts supplied by Mr. Chitty from
the minutes of College meetings in 1853-4.

2 Mr. Leach (History, p. 91) calls attention to the unfortunate consequences
of " the omission of the little word magis " from the Founder's direction : qui
habiles et ydonei reperii fuerint eligantur.
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wrong. The dangers of nomination were, one would
think, sufficiently obvious ; some of them were noted
by Bishop Home in 1571 and by Archbishop Bancroft
in 1608 ;1 but the system was stoutly defended by the
electors, not, be it observed, on the ground that it
gave them what was a pleasant and had been a valu-
able 2 piece of patronage, but because it was a matter
of conscience with them to discharge a duty which the
Founder had imposed.

4. In old times the New College electors rode to
Winchester ; they are called equites in the poem of
1748. They were attended, says the poet, by a
comitum longissimus ordo, but the superlative is surely
rhetorical, for Wykeham, to prevent extravagance,
strictly limited the length of the cavalcade : accedant
ad Collegium nostrum prope Wyntoniam sic quod
numerum vj equorum non excedant. At a later date
they drove from Oxford in a carriage ; in the sixties,
from the station in a cab. They were preceded by a
servant known as Speedy man,3 the same 

" 
sure

messenger" who had brought the sealed letter to
Winchester six or seven weeks before. Speedyman
announced the approach of his masters, mounted a
ladder, and removed the schedule from Outer Gate.

1 Bishop Home enjoins that the electors " without respect or hope of any
reward friendship or favour choose them that have most needs and be
most toward in learning. . . ." And he continues : " For avoiding corruption
it is ordered that in the end of every election " the other electors " shall answer
by oath to the two Wardens what and how much money or money worth they
or any of them have received, shall receive, agreed or hope to receive, in any
manner of wise directly or indirectly for speeding furthering or naming of any
scholar or scholars into the said college or from thence to Oxford " (V.A. & I.
p. 325). See also the 10th Injunction of Archbishop Bancroft (Annals, p. 304).

2 See above, p. 303.
3 Speedyman was also sent to Winchester whenever a vacancy occurred

at New College to " speed " to Oxford the boy who had the right to it. The
term " to speed " occurs in the Injunction of Bishop Home which I have quoted,
as well as in Archbishop Bancroft's 10th Injunction ("spedd unto Newe
Colledge "). At Westminster boys proceeding to Christ Church or Trinity were
" ' sped away,' as the phrase ran, to Oxford or Cambridge " (Sargeaunt, p. 21).
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The visitors followed, alighted, exchanged greetings
with their hosts,1 walked towards Chamber Court.
Under or just beyond Middle Gate they halted, and
the senior scholar proceeded to deliver an Oratio ad
Portas, just as at Eton the Provost of King's and his
two Posers halted at the gateway under Lupton's
Tower for the delivery, by the second colleger, of the
" Cloister Speech ".2 When the Cloister Speech had its
origin we are not informed ; the Oratio ad Portas
dates from 1615, when Mrs. Letitia Williams, a lady
of Wykehamical connections, provided a sum of money
for the annual delivery of a Gunpowder Plot sermon
and three orations ; one of these latter was to be the
address of welcome with which we are now concerned.3

The preacher of the sermon was to receive £1:6:8,
the orators 13s. 4d. each ; the payment of this latter
sum to the speaker of the Newbury Ad Portas is
entered in the accounts for 1666-7. 4 - A draft of the

1 The Provost of King's, on arriving "in his four-horse chariot", was
" greeted by his brother of Eton with the kiss of peace " ( Wasey Sterry, Annals
of Eton College, p. 342).

2 Wasey Sterry, toe. cit. ; M. L. p. 527.
3 The other orations were (1) In honorem Fimdatoris, usually known as

Fundator, and (2) Elizabeths el Jacobi Laudes, known as " Elizabeth and

Jacob ". A good account of these speeches will be found in L.R. i. p. Hi, but
some of Mr. Holgate's details are incorrect. He says, for instance, that in the
early times the Fundator Speech was delivered on December 21 ; he should
have said, " on the Commemoration day next before that date". The point
may seem unimportant, but the correction is needed for the interpretation of
a sentence hi one of Warden Harris's letters (see below, p. 557). - Mr. Chittv
tells me that Mrs. Williams was consanguinea Fundatoris ; her brother, Henry
Stringer, C.F. (admitted 1605), became Warden of New College. The loyalty
she showed in the founding of the " Elizabeth and Jacob " and of the Gun-
powder Plot sermon may have been due to the fact that her father was " foot-
man " to Elizabeth and to James I.

4 Bamplon pro oralione apud convention in Spinnham Land, £0:13:4. The
Election Ad Portas Speech, with the other two speeches, was allowed to drop
in 1874 (The Wykehamist, October 1874). The Fundator and the Elizabeth

and Jacob have not been revived ; the Ad Portas was revived by Dr. Fearon
in 1885. The Gunpowder Plot sermon was still preached (by a chaplain, and
not, as desired by Mrs. Williams, by a Fellow) in the forties ; I cannot fix the
date of its discontinuance. - The Eton Cloister Speech was discontinued after
1870.

2D
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Ad Portas of 1684 has been preserved. It is in the
handwriting of the Head Master, William Harris, with
whose English addresses to the boys we are already
familiar;1 it gives us, as they do, no very favourable
impression of his tactfuLness. " Our joy ", he makes
his scholar say, 

" 
can no longer be repressed ; our

affectus animi cestuantes can no longer help bubbling
over ", for we see before us the Warden of New College
and his colleagues ! " We no longer grieve over the
malevolent vicissitudes of the year, the smallpox, the
flight, the other anxieties which we have suffered :
vestro quippe adventu hcec omnia disperguntur, et velut
nascenti die penitus evapueruntl'"' Mr. Kirby quotes
items from the accounts relating to these events, with
the remark that but for such entries " we should have

no means of knowing that the school broke up in 1684
owing to an outbreak of smallpox " ; 2 the draft

Declamatio ad Portas had escaped his notice. His
interesting observations on the outbreak and the
breaking-up increase our wonder at the Head Master's
effervescence.

Declamations ad Portas are of course spoken at
Winchester on other occasions and to other visitors ;
they have been spoken, within the last forty years, to
a King and Queen, a Prince of Wales, some Oriental
potentates, an Archbishop of Canterbury, two Prime
Ministers, a Lord Chancellor, a Chancellor of the

Exchequer. In the last 250 years many Bishops of
Winchester, also, have been received ad Portas ; the
speech prepared for the reception of Bishop Mew in
1684 was drafted, like that from which I quoted, by
William Harris, and though, like that speech, it has not
been mentioned by Wykehamical writers, the draft of
it is extant. The scholar who delivered it was re-
quired to represent himself as pusillus, bipedalis, nee

1 See above, pp. 48-9. 2 Annals, pp. 370-1.
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corpore nee voce potens, but that was only introductory
to some chaff of the Bishop, who had fought with the
royalists in the Civil War.1 " Who am I ", the boy is
made to say, " that I should dare to look upon that
brow, before which mailed battle-lines are smitten
with horror and broken hosts of rebels have so often

turned their backs ? ' -Bishops have acknowledged
compliments by " desiring " remedies or half-remedies,
which even Colet would have allowed Head Masters

to grant ; 2 but one Bishop at least rewarded an orator
personally. In 1822 Bishop Tomline, says The Hamp-
shire Chronicle,3 " presented a very handsome set of
books to Mr. Stephens, the gentleman who delivered
the oration on his Lordship's late visit to the
College " ; but then Stephens's oration had been of
exceptional merit, and had contained most flattering
allusions to the Bishop's prowess as a theological
disputant.4

5. After the Ad Portas speech the Warden of New
College and his colleagues at once proceeded to carry
out what in Wykeham's intention was the primary
purpose of their visit. We speak of its purpose, as of
its period, as " Election " ; but the election of scholars
was only an incident-a most important incident, no
doubt-of what the Founder called a " Supervision ".
The first duty of the visitors was " to enquire dili-
gently and hold a ' scrutiny ' concerning the regimen "
of the various members of the College, " and to
correct and reform whatever needed correction and
reform ".5

Scrutinies were not of Wykeham's invention.

1 " The discreditable Cavalier-Bishop ", as R. and R. call him (p. 170).
2 See above, p. 331. 3 July 15, 1822.
* An account of Stephens's speech is given in Warden Huntingford's MS.

Annals. We may conjecture that Huntingford composed it.
5 Rubric III.; at the time of the Supervision or Scrutiny the visitors were

also to hold an election.
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Long before his time it had been ordained that they
should be held at Merton, " Wykeham's Model", and
a record of one held there in 1338-9 is extant; it is
" 

a remarkable and perhaps a singular account of the
domestic state of a college at the beginning of the
fourteenth century 'V Here is a typical extract
from Warden Brodrick's print of it : Fynemer dicit
quod Elyndon, cum loquitur cum sociis, non vult per-
mittere eos loqui. The extract, which incidentally
illustrates the unchangeableness of human nature, may
also suggest a doubt of the value of the process by
which such information was elicited. But this early
Merton scrutiny was not an investigation by out-
siders, it was held by the Warden and other senior
members of the College itself ; and, in addition to the
Election scrutiny, domestic scrutinies were appointed
by the Founder to be held at Winchester (as at New
College) at least three times in the year.2 In the
earlier part of the nineteenth century they were held
by the Warden and Fellows in the course of College
meetings, "at which", wrote Archdeacon Heath-
cote,3 " the Senior Prefect in each chamber makes

any complaint which may be necessary ".-The Elec-
tion scrutiny reminds us that under the Statutes the
Bishop of Winchester was Visitor of Winchester
College in a more restricted sense than he was Visitor
of New College. The Statutes of New College pro-
vided (Rubric LXVIII.) that, either on requisition or
without it, the Bishop or his " commissaries " might
hold a visitation de biennio in biennium. In the Win-

chester Statutes there is no such provision; the

1 Brodrick, Memorials of Merton College, pp. 3-tl seqq. Scrutinies con-
tinued to be held at Merton till 1839 (Henderson, Merlon College, p. 25).

2 About eight days before Christmas and before Easter, and within
eight days after the nones of July (Rubric XL.; see also the New College
Rubric LX.).

3 In his MS. Common Place Book.
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Bishop's authority at Winchester was due partly to
the fact that he was a referee (under Rubric III.) to
whom New College might appeal when its directions
or advice were rejected, partly to his ordinary power
as diocesan over all spiritual persons within his
diocese.1 Though Bishops of Winchester often exer-
cised the visitatorial power directly, their right to
intervene was not always admitted.

Some results of Election scrutinies have been re-

corded in these chapters; we have seen that on one
most critical occasion the scrutineers most unfortun-

ately failed to secure the Bishop's support.2 A sugges-
tion was made in the poem of 1748 that scrutinies were
unnecessary, because everything was perfect :

En septera poscunt juvenes ex online lectos
Inquisitores terni! scrutantur et urgent
Dicere, quae Sociis, aut quae sit culpa Magistris.
O tandem vanas qusrendi mittite causas !
Si velit ipse suos Wykhamus visere muros,
In coelos dulce arridens lastusque rediret.

" What would Wykeham think, if he could revisit
Winchester ? " has been a frequent subject of specula-
tion from the time of Christopher Johnson to that of a
recent editor of The Wykehamist? The usual answer
is, " He would be greatly shocked " ; it is a relief to

have an answer from an optimist.-Scrutinies were
stiU held, I think, as late as 1871. Whether the

" inquisitors " still enquired, as directed by the
Rubric, into the regimen of the socii and the magistri I
cannot say; the Head Master, and (I think) the
Warden of Winchester, sat with them during that part
of the scrutiny which I attended, as a " junior in

1 Annals, p. 377.-Under the new Statutes of 1873 ': the Visitor of the
College shall be the Bishop of Winchester".

1 See above, p. 210.
3 Themes, fol. 153 ; The Wykehamist, March 19, 1913.
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chambers ", in 1863. In the previous year the follow-
ing conversation had passed between the Public School
Commissioners and Warden Godfrey Lee :

Now is that [the scrutiny] a bond fide enquiry ?-Yes,
indeed it is; we are always very anxious to get at the truth.

Are complaints made ?-They used to be constantly.1

Of the bona fides of the enquiry, so far as the enquirers
were concerned, there could be no doubt, and their
kindness was such as might well have tempted the
timidest junior to confide. But I agree with Adams
and with Mansfield 2 in doubting whether in its later
days any useful information was " extracted by the
operation ", and whether it had any " practical result
in causing reforms of real abuses ". The good inten-
tions of the scrutineers were baffled ; their questions
were anticipated, and the juniors went before them
primed. The excellent mentor who had taught me
my notions told me precisely what I should be asked
and what I should answer ; and his forecast proved
precisely accurate, down to the question " What
about dinner ? " 3 and the answer, that the potatoes
were not well mashed.

6. It has been shown elsewhere 4 that the word

" children " as an equivalent for " scholars " fell into
disuse in the second half of the eighteenth century ;
but certain scholars were still called children a

hundred years later in connection with Election.
Till 1873 it was the custom that each member of the
Election Chamber should have one of the scholars for

his " child ".5 Originally, no doubt, the child in
i P.S.C. p. 330.
2 Adams, p. 51 ; Mansfield, p. 176.
3 The Rubric specially directs that enquiry shall be made qualiler in

viclualibus providetur eisdem (i.e. scolaribus).
4 See above, p. 106.

6 In the Long Roll of 1653 the names of two pueri Domini Ludimagistri
and of a puer Domini Hypodidascali are given. One of the Head Master's
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question acted as a page or valet; Christopher
Johnson alludes (c. 1565) to the puer . . . qui mihi a
cubiculo est. At Eton till about 1872 " smaU collegers
were chosen as ' servitors ' to the Fellows and as
' children ' to the Posers . . . and waited on them

at their dinners. The office was by no means disliked,
for it meant dining on greatly superior fare after the
elders had done, and the Posers' children could claim
by custom a guinea "-1 A very good service it was,
" little to do and plenty to get ". At Winchester,
indeed, while there was the superior fare, and the
guinea, and exemption from all fagging, there was in
the middle of the nineteenth century (for all but one
of the children) nothing to do whatever.2 Not only
was the office "not disliked ", it was so keenly desired
that, to avoid suspicion of favouritism, the Warden
and the Head Master took as their children the two

senior scholars in " Middle Part V ",3 whoever they
might be. The only duty which fell to the lot of any
of the children was that of applying for all remedies
and half-remedies during the coming school-year ; it
fell to the lot of the Warden's child. That such

applications should have had to be made at all is due

children was the senior scholar of the year ; the Second Master's child was
the second senior. It appears from letters of the commoner. John Bond that
in 1770-1 the Head Master's child was still in Sixth Book. He speaks of one
boy being degraded from the office, and of Dr. Warton making his son
" Docter's [sic] child ".

1 Wasey Sterry, Annals of Eton College, p. 56.
2 That the children were formerly " servitors " is shown by the College

accounts. In 1768-9, and for many years after, we find an entry duobus pueris
(or scholaribus) ft Choristis servientibus in aula tempore Eltctionis, £2.12.6",
of which sum two guineas, apparently, went to the two children. In the
nineteenth century four guineas were annually paid by the College, " to four
children who waited at Election", till the joint election ceased ; the last such
payment was made in 1872-3. The " waiting at Election " was discontinued

long before the entry.
3 In 1806 it was ordained that they should be the two seniors in " Senior

Part V." (Prefect of Hall's Book). The change recognized the fact that
competition for places had been introduced into Senior Part; see above, p. 283.
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to the original;conception of a " remedy " ; that they
should have been made by the Warden's child is a
reminder that though they were in fact made to the
Head Master, the power of granting them belonged in
theory to the Warden.1

1 On these points see above, pp. 333, 335-6.



CHAPTER XXXIII

DOMUM : DOMUM BALL : MEDAL SPEAKING

IN 1780 Philip Hayes, the compiler of Harmonia
Wiccamica, asserted that the tune of Domum was
composed by John Reading, organist of Winchester
College from 1681 to 1692, and implied that it was
composed by him while organist. Experts are agreed
that the tune has the characteristics of Reading's
period; l and in the absence of any conflicting
evidence or tradition Hayes's assertion, with the
implication, has been generally accepted. Concern-
ing the date of the poem there has been no such
general agreement. Adams believed that it was
written after the music, that " the youthful poet
adapted his words to an air which had become
popular " ; but his theory was based on a mistaken
idea that Reading was at no time connected with
Winchester,2 and it may safely be dismissed. Others,
again, have supposed that the poem was already old
in Reading's time. Lisle Bowles, for instance, " a

1 The following judgments of two experts of the highest authority have
been communicated to me : " The tune is of Reading's time, but the harmonies
more modern"; "Reading's chief contemporaries were Blow and Purcell,
whose melodic idiom is sufficiently like that of Dulce Domum to be attribut-
able to the same period; so is the idiom of some of the popular tunes which
Playford was publishing at intervals all through the latter part of the
century".

2 Adams, p. 410.
409
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great Wykehamical authority " (admitted 1775), attri-
buted it " to a date previous to the Reformation,
1530 " ;1 Walcott spoke of it in 1852 as three centuries
old, " more or less " ; 2 Mr. Leach thought it might
" well date from Henry VIII.'s reign " ; 3 and finally
H. C. has inferred, from a statement made in 1648
that New College had " lately " been a Dulce Domi-
cilium, that Dulce Domum was already at that date
" well recognized . . . among ingenuous Wykehamists,
wherever assembled ".4 The poem, I have no doubt,
was written before, but not, I think, long before, the
tune. It would hardly have lived as Words without
Song; and if the words had been wedded to a song
before Reading, even Reading could hardly have
decreed a divorce. They were written, probably,
during or immediately before the years when he was
organist ; they attracted attention ; he set them to
music ; the music caught on. Except the very in-
teresting but inconclusive evidence adduced by H. C.
there is no evidence for referring them to an earlier
period than the reign of Charles II. They were
written, of course, for a breaking-up in the early
summer,5 whatever their date.

1 This statement was made till lately in the programme of the Wykehamist
Dinner.

- Walcott, p. 2G6.
3 History, p. 453. Mr. Leach suggested that Reading " did not invent,

but only harmonised the air", and that the air also might date from Henry
VIII.'s reign. But, as we have seen, the experts are against him on both
points.

1 The Wykehamist, August 1905. A writer of 1648 found on a visit to
New College in 1647 that a Pembroke scout was undergoing imprisonment and
torture there in consequence of the discovery of a Cavalier plot, and he re-
marked :

Quod dulce nuper Domicilium
Ingenuis alendis,
Nunc merum est Ergastulum
Innocuis torquendis.

For the story, see R. and R. p. 170.
6 Ridel annus, prata ridenl (see below) . . . Jam repetil domum Daulias

advena.
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We cannot hope to identify the poet; 1 but we
must not set aside too lightly the famous tradition
that " he was a child belonging to the school who was
kept at Winchester during the holidays for having
committed some serious offence ". The tradition has

of course been embroidered, and as embroidered it
may deserve Mr. Leach's epithet, " idiotic ".2 People
came to believe, or at least to assert, that the child
was chained to a pillar or a tree on which he carved
his verses, and that he pined away and died, or, as
Mr. Tuckwell has it, " drowned in the river himself and
his despair".3 Walcott, conceiving that the average
old Wykehamist was as credulous and as sentimental
as himself, imagined that a "tear glistens in his" (the
average old Wykehamist's) "eye", as the good man
teaches his son "the cause of the ancient custom".4

Remove the embroidery, and the stuff on which it
was worked remains. The main assertion of the

tradition is supported by the well-authenticated fact
that at the time to which the poem may, with good
reason, be assigned " children " were now and then

kept at Winchester during the holidays " for some
notorious action they have commited".5 Nor need
we be deterred from believing that the poet was one
of these notorious actors by the argument, often
confidently advanced, that our lively Domum " could
never have been written by a person labouring under
melancholy deprivation of his long-expected return

1 Mr. Kirby (Annals, p. 59) says that " according to an old tradition ''
his name was Turner. I cannot find that this old tradition is known to

others. There was no Turner in College between Francis Turner (admitted
1650, afterwards one of the Seven Bishops) and William Turner (admitted
1734).

2 History, p. 452. 3 Tuckwell, p. 70. « Waleott, p. 266.
6 See a letter of Ralph Verney's, dated May 18, 1682 ; I have quoted from

it below, p. 428.-Mr. R. T. Warner suggests that by a refinement of cruelty
a poem on the joys of home was set as a " holiday-task " to a boy who had no
holiday.
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to his ' home, sweet home' 'V for the value of that
argument is discounted by many facts in the history
of literature. If we are to reject the tradition alto-
gether, the best ground to take would be that a school-
boy could not have written those elegant stanzas, or
worked that charming metre with its two trochaic
followed by three dactylic lines, quite so skilfully. If,
a friend suggests, you must resuscitate the unhappy
boy-author, make him responsible only for the very
inferior chorus, or say that the Master set him his metre
and revised his verses, adding some stanzas of his own.2

If the words were written, like the tune, c. 1680-90,
it is not till many years later that we find any record
of an annual ceremony to which they gave a name.
We have no allusions to Domum, even as a recognized
Wykehamical song, during the earlier half of the
eighteenth century ; ' the first mention of it as sung
on a public occasion ': -so it was stated formerly in
the programme of the Wykehamist Dinner-" occurs
in a MS. letter, dated 1759, when it was sung at New
College after the toast ' the immortal memory of
William of Wykeham ' ". That it was familiar Wyke-
hamical scripture in 1764 appears from a paper in
which the praepositors petitioned Warden Harry Lee
for an extra fortnight's holiday at Whitsuntide : cum

1 Gentleman's Magazine, Ixvi. 570, quoted by I. T. in The Wykehamist,
May 1909.

2 Stanza 5, for instance, which makes use of Martial's

Phosphore, redde diem : quid gaudia nostra moraris ? (viii. 21. 1).
My friend Mr. A. O. Priekard makes two interesting suggestions : (1) that
the nucleus of Domum may be found in the old-they may be very old-
doggerel lines :

Omne bene sine poena ;
Tempus est ludendi ;
Venit hora absque mora
Libros deponendi.

(2) The tune seems to fit very badly the last line of the stanzas. The metre is
two dactyls and a spondee : the tune requires a " molossus " ( ) at the
end. Could it have been intended to get this by dragging out the spondee, e.g.,

MetS pSt | ita la | bor-6r-um ?
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prata rident et annus, Tu quoque communem Icetitiam
comiteris et suaviter arrideas. Allusions to Domum as

an annual ceremony first occur in the years which
immediately follow, when the song was sung, before the
Whitsuntide holidays, round the Domum Tree,1 which
as every Wykehamist knows, is some way from
College ; 

" 

no mythological orgies were ever celebrated
with more true devotion". That the orgies were
celebrated before they were recorded appears from the
fact that the Domum Tree is marked in Godson's map
of Winchester (1750). In 1773 we have the earliest
known allusion to a Domum ceremony within the
College walls : 

" 

on the evening which precedes the
Whitsuntide holidays the scholars are, to this day,
formed into a procession, with the Master, Chaplains,
Organist, Choristers, etc., and a band of music, by
which they are led round the College Court, singing
these verses" (the verses of Domum).2 In 1776,
when The Hampshire Chronicle first describes the func-
tion, Domum is said to have been " performed in the
tennis court, the School, and under the middle gate ".
It will be observed that the tree is not mentioned in

either of these passages, but, though I. T. infers, from
this and other evidence, that it was finally deserted
about 1775, that can hardly have been so ; a Wyke-
hamist of 1791-53 coupled " the tree where we

1 See I. T. in The Wykehamist, May 1909 and June 1910.-The connection
between the song and the tree (which the traditional story explains very
absurdly) is the real mystery about Domum.

2 H. d- A. i. p. 175. It is significant that the passage does not occur in
T. Warton's Description (c. 1750) of which the History and Antiquities is an
edition revised to date.-Mr. Chitty suggests that the boys may have started
the ceremony at the tree, and that the authorities afterwards transferred it to

College. Perhaps the tree-festivities had become too much of an orgy ; but,
as we shall see, the boys continued to hold them, probably without sanction,
till a later date.

3 W. P. Taunton ; he was a commoner in 1791-2 and again in 1794-5,
having been in College during the interval. Has poem was written for the
Wykehamist Meeting, and set to music by Dr. Carnaby ; it was communicated
to The Wykehamist (July 30, 1889) by Lionel Johnson.
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caroll'd the Paean of joy " with " the hill that our
sports have endear'd". Nor, again, do the passages
allude to any singing of the song in Meads, and no
mention of Meads is made by The Chronicle in 1792
when it describes " what Dr. Warton calls his annual

Domum entertainment". Even in the days of Edward
Rich (admitted 1829) Domum was sung " in Middle

Court, in School, and on Ball Court 'V but not

apparently in Meads proper; somewhat earlier notices
in The Chronicle (1822 and 1824) speak of it as sung
" in various parts of the building ". On July 14, 1837
(just after Queen Victoria's accession), Mrs. Moberly
noted in her journal : ' The Domum very fatiguing
and very hot; the room crowded to excess 

" 
; she

felt it " painful and awkward " to be placed " in a
chair of state ".2 In the sixties School was still

elaborately decorated for the function, but its true
home since the forties had been Meads. Meads retain

all their " midsummer magic " at the end of July,3
and Wykehamists would regard a Domum with no
singing there as no Domum at all.

Describing the ceremony in the fifties Charlotte
Yonge wrote :

There is no forgetting the wandering in the twilight or
moonlight ; the meeting old friends ; the keeping with some
seldom-seen friend as it grew darker and darker ; the enthusi-
astic cheers in Chamber Court. . . .4

In connection with these last words it may be inter-
esting to read an extract from Prefect of Hall's book:

1 Rich, p. 180. 2 D.D. p. 65.
3 "The midsummer magic of Meads" is from A. P. Herbert's Domum

Night.-I should have mentioned that in 1778 Domum, with the beginning of
the holidays, was shifted from Whitsuntide to mid-July, and in 1868 to the
end of that month. The change ol' time spoils the allusion to the Daulias
advena.

1 D.D. p. 132.
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On the evening of Wednesday in Election Week, 1848, a
great noise was made in Middle Court by the boys after Domum
had been sung, various cheers being given for the Masters, etc.
repeatedly. This was commented upon by the two Wardens
in Election Chamber next day, and warning was given that
any such offence occurring again would be severely punished.

The evening of Wednesday in the Election Week of
1848 was not the evening of Domum Day but the
evening before it, and we may hope that the noise
which was an offence on Wednesday was not an
offence on Thursday. In that case the fault of the
boys was only that, excited by the festivities of
Election, they had been a day too previous. It was
the Wednesday cheering, apparently, not the singing
of Domum, to which the two Wardens took exception.
To sing Domum days or even weeks before Roger or
the South Western provides the means of transport is
not too previous to the Wykehamical mind ; it was
an established custom in the early nineteenth century,
as it was in the sixties, to sing it on every Saturday
evening during the last six weeks of Cloister Time,
and boys have been known to whistle the tune and even
to sing the song on their way from the station at the
beginning of a new school term.

In Miss Locke's anthology some verses On return-
ing home from Winchester, 1761, are described in the
margin as '' Reminiscences of a Domum Ball ".1

" Mine was the lot", says their author-

Mine was the lot, from ev'ry youth to bear
The prize how envy'd, how desir'd by all !

Mine was the lot, where hundred nymphs were fair,
To lead the fairest through the mazy Ball.

The William Lipscomb (the name should be Lips-
1 In Praise of Winchester, pp. 207-8.
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combe) to whom Miss Locke attributed the lines was
both a poet and a Wykehamist; he won the English
Verse at Oxford with a poem on The Beneficent Effects
of Inoculation,1 which probably contained " the cele-
brated invocation, somewhere recorded by Coleridge,
' Inoculation, heavenly maid ! ' " ; 2 but he was not

admitted to the school till 1766. Miss Locke, to
whom I pointed this out, has now discovered 3 that the
poem was written, not by Lipscombe, but by a certain
F. N. C. Mundy, who also wrote Winter, a Poem begun
at Winchester School, 1757.* Now the name of a
commoner called Mundy appears in the Long Roll of
1756, but in no subsequent roll; he must have left
the school, soon after beginning his Winter, in 1757.
His On returning home proves that he attended a
Winchester ball, at which he may have been as irre-
sistible as he says, in 1761 ; but I know no reason for
supposing that it was a Domum Ball, or that it had any
connection with the school.

In the earlier years of the last century the College
superannuates, when Domum was over, sometimes
celebrated their superannuation by some further
festivity. On July 19, 1813, The Hampshire Chronicle
recorded that '' our theatre opened for the season
yesterday (under the patronage of the Gentlemen
Superannuates of the College) with the Comedy of
A Cure for the Heartache and Rosina", and ten years
later it noticed for the first time what it called "the

Gentlemen Superannuates' Ball ". The function took
place immediately after Domum, on Friday, July 13,
1823, at the White Hart, and it was "well attended ".

1 Walcott, p. 438.
2 Leslie Stephen, Hours in a Library, iii. p. 114. The invocation was made

in a prize poem.
3 My best thanks are due to Miss Locke for the trouble she has taken in this

matter.

4 In Praise of Winchester, pp. 106-7.
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The late Mr. Octavius La Croix, the College con-
fectioner known to many generations as " Octo ", used

to say, and I believe correctly, that his father was the
founder of the institution ; and the description of the
ball of 1823, as of those of some subsequent years,
suggests that it was a tradesman's speculation.
Perhaps it was not a quite successful one ; it was not,
apparently, repeated in 1824, and on the Domum
night of 1825 the Gentlemen Superannuates again
patronized the theatre. But the confectioner plucked
up courage and tried his luck again ; Rich (admitted
1829), Mansfield (admitted 1836), Mr. Tuckwell (ad-
mitted 1842), all speak of Domum Ball as a successful
annual event.1 In 1858 it was shifted (not to every-
body's satisfaction) to the day after Domum Day,2
and except in 1868 that arrangement was maintained.
In 1874 the ball was put on a new footing ; it was taken
over by the school and moved to the Guildhall-a
change which The Wykehamist declared to be "amost
decided success". "Owing to circumstances" there
was no ball either in 1900 or in 1901 ; in 1902 and in

1903 it was held in the Gymnasium and the Memorial
Buildings; in 1904 the committee regretted that
" owing to the lack of outside support they are unable
to hold a ball this year ". The balance-sheets of 1902
and of 1903 had shown alarming deficits, and since
1903 there has been no ball. Under latter-day con-
ditions a large company cannot easily be attracted to
a dance at Winchester at the end of July.

1 Rich, p. 180 ; Mansfield, p. 183 ; Tuckwell, p. 94.-By Mansfield's time
it had been transferred to St. John's Rooms.

1 D,D. p. 133. Miss Moberly speaks of the " amusing unconvcntionalities "
which occurred at what was to most of the boys present their first public
dance : " for instance, when a College prefect remarked to his partner, ' I
hope you are not heavy, for I am not strong'". The conversation of the
Wykehamist who said that more than fifty years ago is always delightful, but
it is not always so delightfully naive.

2E
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What is known as " Medal Speaking " -the public
recitation of exercises in composition and elocution by
the successful competitors, and the presentation to
them of prizes (medals or books)-has been the subject
of two valuable pamphlets by Mr. Chitty.1 In the
few remarks which I have to offer on the ceremony I
shall deal, almost exclusively, with a point which,
though he provides useful data for its discussion,
he does not discuss : its connection, namely, with
Domum Day and with the Election festivities of which
I spoke in the last chapter.

Medals were first given by Lord Bruce (afterwards
Earl of Ailesbury) in 1761, but the first clear allusions
to our ceremony belong to a later year. The compiler
of the History and Antiquities of Winchester, published
in 1773, fixes it at " some time before the Easter

holidays ",2 but his statement was by no means up-
to-date ; in 1770, in 1772, and again in 1773, Medal
Speaking was held in July. Whether held before
Easter or in July, it can have had no connection with
Election, which took place in August or September,
or with Domum, which immediately preceded the
Whitsuntide holidays, until 1778 ; it synchronized, not
with any Wykehamical festival, but with the Win-
chester races, of which Jane Austen wrote :

Shift your race as you will, it shall never be dry;
The curse upon Venta is July in showers;

and again, from her lodgings in College Street, a few
days before her death in July 1817 :

When Winchester races first took their beginning,
"Tis said that the people forgot their old Saint,

1 Medal-Speaking at Winchester College (1905) ; Winchester Medal Speaking
(1906).

2 Vol. i. p. 174. The use of the phrase "Easter holidays" does not mean
that the school had any real holiday at Easter ; see below, p. 436.
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That they never applied for the leave of St. Swithin,
And that William of Wykeham's approval was faint.1

On July 5, 1770, Mrs. Harris wrote to her son (an
old Wykehamist, who was to be the first Lord Malmes-
bury) from her home in the Close at Salisbury :

Your father has gone this morning to Winchester, to hear
the gentlemen speak for Lord Bruce's medal. . . . Your
father will return to-night, the races are now going on at
Winchester, but both Mr. Harris and Mr. Bowles who accom-

panied him, will avoid them as much as possible.2

Mr. Harris and Mr. Bowles, however, were exceptional
people ; the Winchester races, as Jane Austen's lines
suggest, were of great local importance, and they
attracted large numbers of the nobility and gentry of
the county. On May 22, 1775, The Chronicle announced
that the medals had been " very deservedly adjudged '
to certain gentlemen, and added that they were " to

speak publicly in the School at our Races, when it is
supposed there will be a very brilliant company ". In
1778, when the end of Election and the beginning of
the summer holidays (and with their beginning,
Domum) for the first time coincided and fell in July,
Medal Speaking took place in July likewise. I have
not consulted any eighteenth-century racing calendar,
but it is probable that the authorities had the races in
their mind in fixing its date. The audience was
" uncommonly numerous and splendid ", for it included
five peers and at least eight other persons of title ;
our modest ceremony by itself would surely have been

1 Quoted in Mr. Moutray Read's Highways and Byways in Hampshire,
p. 90.

2 Quoted by Mr. Holgate (The Wykehamist, February 1899) from the
Letters of the first Earl of Mahnesbury, i. p. 203). The Bond Letters speak of
Lord Henley and Lord Dunkellin as having been present at this Medal Speak-
ing. Medal Speaking and the Races again synchronized in 1771 ; " upwards of
GO Gentlemen ", says John Bond, " were present, amongst whom was the
Marquis of Carnarvan [sic], the Duke [of Chandos] his father ".
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too weak a magnet to draw them all to Winchester.
In 1796, when the company, though it did not ap-
parently reach the standard of 1778, was 

" 
numerous

and most respectable ", Medal Speaking was held, not
in Election week, but on June 23, " the last day of our
races ", says The Chronicle. Down to about 1802 the
Speaking was, in fact, often held in June, for the
race stewards often sought to avoid " the curse upon
Venta " ; and it was not till about that year that
it began to coincide invariably with Election. The
appointed day of the week, which, when we can deter-
mine it, was always Thursday in the eighteenth
century, was in the nineteenth altered to Wednesday
and afterwards to Tuesday, the day of the arrival of
the New College electors ; though it had long been a
function of Election, the Speaking was not a function
of Domum Day till after 1842.1

The medals are now, as all Wykehamists know,
" the gift of the Sovereign ". Lord Ailesbury's medals
were no longer given after Dr. Warton's retirement in
1793 ; in the three years that followed there were
speeches but no medals.2 The " very respectable
company " of 1795 included an illustrious orator who,
when dining after the ceremony with Dr. Goddard,
asked him " what reward the boys obtained for such
great and meritorious exertions ". Honour, the Head
Master was happy to inform him, was the only
motive ; "it indeed happened that he and the Warden
might give a present of books ". The visitor " seemed
much surprised, and . . . said that such merit

1 It still took place on the day of the arrival of the New College party in
Mansfield's time, 1836-12 (Mansfield, p. 178). In a word-book of a rather
later date the Speaking is said to have taken place " on the last Saturday of
the Long Half".

2 See the epigram on Lord Ailesbury's withdrawal of his prizes quoted
from The Hampshire Repository (March 1799) in Medal-Speaking at Winchester
College, p. 27.
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claimed the higher reward of medals also ". He was
(to his undoing) intimate with the Prince of Wales,
and he " took an early opportunity of telling him
these circumstances, at which His Royal Highness was
much delighted, saying,' - -, I will give them medals;
I desire you will write to Warden Huntingford to tell
him of my determination ' ". From 1797 to 1819 our
medals were the gift of the Prince of Wales ; from
1820 onwards they have been the gift of the Sovereign ;
it is hardly less interesting to learn that the royal
munificence was prompted by Richard Brinsley
Sheridan.1

1 In 1811 Charles Brinsley Sheridan (see Walcott, p. 459) won the Gold
Medal for English Verse ; the record from which I have quoted says that he
recited his poem and received his medal in his father's presence.-The facts
stated in this paragraph are contained in a note at the end of vol. i. of the
MS. Carmina Wiccamiea, lately presented to the College Library by Mrs.
Wordsworth of Bedford. Mr. Chitty called attention to them in The Wyke-
hamist, July 28, 1908.



CHAPTER XXXIV

THE HOLIDAYS

THE Statutes both of New College and of Winchester
show that Wykeham contemplated no migration of
his Fellows and Scholars en masse at any season of the
year ; that did not, however, mean 

" 
no vacations "

in the sense of the Dotheboys Hall prospectus. At New
College the allowance of absence was liberal; the
Warden and his deputies were not to show themselves
" too difficult " about granting leave to " go down ",
especially magnarum et generalium vacationum tem-
poribus ; but more than twenty of the seventy Fellows
and Scholars were in no case to be absent together,
ne cultus divinus minuatur (Rubric XXIV.). At
Winchester the Fellows and Chaplains, the Masters and
Scholars, might absent themselves for a month, con-
tinuous or discontinuous, during the year; or indeed for
a longer period, with the Warden's leave, under special
circumstances (R. XVII.). At Winchester, therefore,
as at Oxford, no general holidays in the modern sense
were intended, only exeats, if a Wykehamist may use
the word, of longer or shorter duration. We may
note that Wykeham's allowance of absence to the
Masters was precisely what, more than a century
later, Colet granted to the High Master and Sur-
master of St. Paul's in the ill-expressed sentence:
"His absence shalbe but onys in the yere and not

422
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aboue xxx11 dayes whiche he shall take coniunctim or
diuisim ".*

Colet's provision for school holidays, however, is
in many respects abnormal or puzzling ; holiday
arrangements at day schools generally were in old
times much the same as they are now. At Bury St.
Edmunds, for instance, Carlyle's Abbot Samson
directed, towards the end of the twelfth century, that
there should be three terms beginning respectively at
Michaelmas, after Christmas, and after Easter ; there

were therefore to be three periods of holidays ending
at those times.2 At Wotton-under-Edge, where a
grammar school was established in 1384, the founder
ordained that the Master and his successors should

teach continuously except from St. Thomas's day to
the day after Epiphany (December 21 to January 7),
from Palm Sunday to the eighth day after Easter,
from the day before Pentecost to the day after Trinity
Sunday, from the feast of St. Peter ad vincula to that
of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross (August 1 to
September 14). 3 When the Master did not teach the
boys stayed at home. At boarding schools the con-
ditions were less simple. (1) It was easy to arrange
that the school routine should, as at day schools, be
suspended at certain times of the year ; but it was
not easy, and it was not attempted, to arrange that
all the boys should go home at such times. (2) When
school work stopped but the boys, or many of them,
did not go home, they could not be left altogether
unoccupied ; the most obvious way of occupying

1 Lupton, Life of Dean Colet, pp. 273-4.
2 E.G. p. 130.
3 Ibid. p. 338. - At Shrewsbury under Ordinances of 157$ the holidays were

fixed as definitely, but less indulgently. " The Times of Breaking up " were

to be " Six days before Christmas, Three days before Easter, Whitsun-eve " ;

those of beginning school, " next week-day after the twelfth day, Monday
next after Low Sunday, Monday after Trinity Sunday ".
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them was to set them some kind of tasks.-There were,

then, in early times no holidays in the full sense at
Winchester and other boarding schools, but only what
I shall call " vacations ", tempered by tasks ; such
vacations might be with or without exeats. When
exeats during vacations became universal, there were
what I shall call "holidays". "Breaks" or "re-
cesses " I shall use as non-committal terms for what

may be either of these things.
We know little of the Winchester vacations of

early times, but the researches of Mr. Leach and Mr.
Kirby have thrown light upon the exeats. From an
examination of Seneschal of Hall's book * Mr. Leach

has shown that during the first four or five years of
the College the number of scholars " in commons 

"

had a way of dwindling, for a week or more, at Easter
Whitsuntide and Christmas, especially at Whitsuntide.
There were, for instance, only 25 scholars in residence
in the Whitsun-week of 1398, and only 48 in the
week following.2 Mr. Kirby, on a general view of
the evidence, concludes that in the fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries there was an optional exeat of a
fortnight or three weeks twice a year, one about Whit-
suntide, the other after Election, in August or Sep-
tember.3 In the four or five years before 1490, the
figures for which I have examined, there are indications
that a few boys might go home at Christmas, and
sometimes a few at Easter. How much exeat any
particular boy may have enjoyed might be ascertain-
able by a patient examination of the Seneschal's

1 For the Seneschal of Hall see above, p. 213. The office " seems to have

dropped about " (i.e. soon after) " the year 1520. Many of his books are
preserved in the muniment room, the series commencing with a fragment of
the book for 1395. These books record the name of everybody who was in
commons from week to week, and the names of guests at dinner and supper
whether at the fellows' or servants' table " (Annals, p. 80).

2 V.H. p. 277.
3 Annals, p. 138.
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books ; I may note that two commensales ad mensam
puerorum, commoners who took their meals with the
scholars, were in residence for 48 and 49| weeks
respectively in 1420.l

Before the end of the fifteenth century it had
become the custom to restrict exeats to Whitsuntide.

Mr. Chitty and I have examined the Account Rolls of
over thirty years between 1490 and 1545,2 and we find
no trace of exeats at Christmas or at Easter ; but

except in 1517 and 1542 3 there were always exeats at
Whitsuntide, of which usually some 50 or 60 of the
scholars took advantage. There is no evidence for
Mr. Kirby's statement that there was also a " regular "
exeat in August or September.4 It is true that in
seven out of the thirty years or more of which we have
taken account (1492, 1502, 1509, 1518, 1521, 1522,
1543) the scholars, at or about the time he mentioned,
were absent in large numbers ; but in some of these
years certainly, in the others almost certainly, their
absence was not due to " regular holidays " or to the

" generosity " of a Head Master or Warden ; it was
due to the presence of plague or epidemic. The whole
period was a terrible time in the annals of England.
At Oxford grave epidemics occurred in at least fifteen
years between 1485 and 1525 ; in London " from 1511
to 1521 there is not a single year without some refer-
ence to the prevalence of plague ", nor again from

1 Annals, p. 113.
s These rolls give the number of scholars in residence during each week on

every year till 154.5.-Mr. Chitty is in no way responsible for the conclusions
which I have drawn in this paragraph from the facts which he has helped me
to discover.

3 Why there was no exeat at Whitsuntide (or indeed at any time) in 1517,
I cannot say ; it may be that Winchester escaped an epidemic that was raging
elsewhere ; there was plague both at Oxford and in London. In 1542 nearly
all the scholars were absent for four or five weeks before Whitsuntide ; at
Whitsuntide they were all in residence.

" Annals, p. 229.-I am obliged to dissent from Mr. Kirby's statements
of fact upon this subject, as well as from his inferences.
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1526 to 1532.1 Our rolls suggest (and we know) that
there were also many such visitations at Winchester.
The late-summer and autumn absences which they
record were longer-often much longer-and more
general than those of the Whitsuntide exeat, which
usually lasted for a week to a fortnight. In 1509 68
or 69 scholars were away for three weeks in August,
and over 60 for three weeks a little later ; in 1518

all were away for a week in the middle of August,
some 40 for a fortnight afterwards, nearly 60 for ten
or twelve weeks in the autumn ; while in 1543-the

year of the " Great Death " in London 2-all but one
or two were away at the end of September, and they
remained away till the following February.3 In 1502,
1521, 1522 the absences were not quite so remarkable ;
but in 1521 (as in 1518) all the 70, and in 1522 69, were
away in the middle of August. The facts of the year
1492 have a by-interest in Wykehamical history. The
numbers of the scholars in residence during successive
weeks of the quarter beginning about the end of June
were 67, 68, 69, 70, 68, 7, 12, 27, 4, 5, 6, 6, 10. The

figures, no doubt, mean plague or epidemic; but why,
if so, the sudden rise to 27, and the sudden fall to 4 ?
The week of the 27 was Election week, and (as we
have seen) Election could not be indefinitely post-
poned, or held elsewhere than at Winchester ; plague
or no plague, the senior scholars in their " fardels "
had to face the electors in Election Chamber.4-I

1 C. Creighton, History of Epidemics in Britain, i. ch. xii.-On the provision
of refuges for the scholars during plague see below, pp. 486-7.

2 An ordinance of the Privy Council concerning this appalling plague was
made on May 21 ; it continued for many months, so that the Michaelmas law
term was kept at St. Albans. See Creighton, op. oil. i. pp. 302-3, 313.

3 In the parish of St. Maurice, Winchester, " in 1543 there are twenty-eight
burials, and in 1544 there are seventeen (in 1541 and 1542 there are only four in
each year)". See Fearon and Williams, Parish Registers and Parochial Docu-
ments in the Archdeaconry of Winchester, p. 71.

* See above, pp. 392-3.-At Westminster in 1603, in consequence of a bad
visitation of plague in London, the College broke up at the end of July for a
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have thought that the subject of this paragraph is
of sufficient interest to justify a full statement of the
facts ; our immediate concern, however, is only to
remember that before the sixteenth century began a
vacation-with-exeats, of which most parents allowed
their sons to avail themselves, had become fixed for
Whitsuntide, and for Whitsuntide only.

After 1545 the number of scholars in residence is

no longer stated on the Account Rolls. At Eton in
1560, as at Winchester in 1545 and before, Whitsuntide
was the only time of a migration from school, but not
a time of universal migration. '' On Ascension Day ",
writes the Head Master, " a vacation is granted from
literary warfare ; they cease from study, they relax
their minds, and those who are carried away with the
desire of visiting their parents or friends . . . are
given leave to depart on the condition that they
return by the feast of Corpus Christi ".* The Whit-
suntide break at Eton, that is to say, was in 1560 a
vacation-with-exeats; but, as the Head Master tells
us fully how the boys were employed at school during
other vacations, we may infer from his silence on that
subject at Whitsuntide that the vacation-with-exeats
had nearly become holidays. That it had become so
entirely by 1636 may be doubtfully inferred from a
letter in which the Provost, Sir Henry Wotton, told
Lord Cork that the school " breaketh up two weeks
before Whitsuntide, and pieceth again a fortnight
after ".2-At Winchester about 1565 Christopher John-

long period. But " as the seniors, who were to be major candidates at the
next Election, would suffer from enforced idleness",Dean Lancelot Andrewes
" called them back into residence with the Head Master and one or two of the
Prebendaries " (Sargeaunt, p. 62).

1 Etoniana, No. 5, p. 67. Corpus Christi Day is the Thursday after Trinity
Sunday ; the Whitsuntide vacation, therefore, lasted for three weeks in 1560.
In 163G the Whitsuntide holidays (?) lasted for four weeks.

2 Austen Leigh, Eton College Lists, p. xlvii.
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son welcomed his pupils after a (Whitsuntide) recess 1
which he called a longum otium a militia ; Mathew
spoke in 1647 of the (Whitsuntide) annua festa (v.
203) as a time after which the children " return from
home " 2 for Cloister Time ; 3 Joseph Godwin, who
entered College in 1648, said that they "have leave
for a month at Whitsuntide leaving off the Monday
before " ; and in 1682 we have the clearest evidence
that this recess was no mere vacation-with-exeats.

On May 18 of that year Ralph Verney told his father
" that all the Children and Commoners and Gentle-
man Commoners Goe home " on the Monday before
Whitsuntide, and that " noe body stays but some of
the Children which the Warden makes stay here for
some notorious action they have commited " ; 4 the

exception, which gives verisimilitude to the tradition
about Domum,5 need not make us hesitate to say
that the recess was holidays. The period of absence
from School was still a month in 1694.6

During the eighteenth century, till 1777, the Wliit-
suntide holidays are much in evidence in Wykehamical
literature. It was to Whitsuntide holidays that seniors
and juniors alike looked forward in Tom Warton's
Junior of (J Chamber :

Like us our Seniors are but Boys,
Nor aim at more exalted joys. . . .
Like us on home their thoughts are running,
Like us impatient for a ride,
Eager they wait for Whitsuntide.

1 In another Theme (fol. 156), after addressing St. Philip and St. James
as the heralds of May, Johnson continues :

Vos pentecosten converse ostenditis anno,
Ilia dies nobis gaudia quanta feret!

" Wordsworth followed the faulty Winchester MS. in reading domum ;
the Magdalen MS. has domo. 3 See above, pp. 385-6.

" R. T. Warner, Winchester, p. 26. 6 See above, p. 411.
6 This appears from an address delivered to the school by the Head Master

before the Whitsuntide holidays in that year.
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It was in an ode to Whitsuntide, and " on the im-

mediate approach of the holidays ", that a contributor
to George Huddesford's Salmagundi desired the com-
ing of

Cricket, nimble boy and light,
In slippers red and drawers white.1

It was an extra week or fortnight of Whitsuntide
holidays that the prsepositors " sollicited by epistle '
in 1764, and again in 1768.2 It was after " the annual
breaking up for the Whitsuntide holidays " that on
May 20, 1776, and on May 12, 1777, The Hampshire
Chronicle gave its earliest reports of the ceremony of
Domum.-There were, then, Whitsuntide holidays at
Winchester till 1777, but there have never been such

holidays since. It was decided in that year that
Election, which had usually been held in September,3
should thenceforward be held in the middle of July,
and that the holidays should be postponed till im-
mediately after it-that they should no longer pre-
cede, but should follow, Cloister Time.4 To the boys
at school in December 1777 it was a dreary outlook.
They had been at work since May or June, and if
their Christmas holidays were to last for the normal
three weeks only, they had before them a terribly
"long half-year",5 from about the 10th of January
till the middle of July. It was clearly a case for one
of those solicitations which I have mentioned. The

prsepositors accordingly wrote to the Warden on
1 The passage points to the unimportance of cricket as a school game at

Winchester in the eighteenth century. See W.C. p. 129.
- These epistles are extant. That of 1764 bases its solicitation on the

recent appointment of Harry Lee to the wardenship.
3 On the date of Election, see above, pp. 392-3.-In 1777 it took place

about the middle of August.
' See above, p. 389.
6 Theterm"the long half-year", since abridged into "Long Half", cannot

have been invented till after the change here discussed. It was current at
the beginning of the nineteenth century.
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December 6, urging that the unusually long term that
" threatened " them was a sufficient reason for an

extra fortnight at Christmas; and three days later
they sent a Sapphic ode to Dr. Warton, entreating him
to support their appeal utroque pollice ; poles, they tell
him, quicquid petis. Here are three of their ten
stanzas:

Respice, oramus, bone Dux, labores
Temporis longos memor anteacti ;
Septimus mensis vehit ad Decembris

Otia festa.

Septimus nobis peragendus ecce
Jam manet, rursus manet; baud potiri
Feriis (nunc quam procul o remotis !)

Ante licebit,

Quam, suae sedes repetens Sororis
Hospitas, laetam referet catervam,
Et suum justis statuet Tribunal

Legibus Oxon.

(There is some exaggeration in the second Septimus.}
We may be sure that Dr. Warton, notus in nostros
animi paterni, was not deaf to so reasonable a request.
-The Whitsuntide holidays, then, gave place to

" Election holidays " 1 in 1778 ; and Election holidays,
whether so called or not, there continued to be till

1882, when Election, shorn of its ceremony, was shifted
to December.2 From 1778 to 1867 these Election

holidays began about the middle of July, and ended
about the end of August. But after the institution,
still to be noticed, of Easter holidays in 1858 it was
felt that " the short half-year " -now that there were

three school " halves " it was the longest of them all-
was inordinately long; that August was a bad time

1 Warden Harry Lee spoke of " the Election vacation " in an official docu-
ment of 1784, and The Hampshire Chronicle of " what is called the Election
vacation " in 1792 (July 28).

2 I speak, of course, of the Election ad Oxon. only. See Chapter XXXII.
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for resuming work-that Eton1 and other great
schools were wise in beginning and ending their
summer holidays later than Winchester. These con-
siderations brought about a change in 1868, and the
arrangement then made has not since been modified,
in spite of the shifting of Election. Domum Day,
which in 1867 was the 9th of July, was the 28th in 1868
and the 29th in 1913, and the holidays have lasted for
seven weeks, till the middle of September.

We have seen that in the fifteenth century there
were sometimes exeats at Election time (in August or
September) as well as at Whitsuntide. There is also
evidence for an Election exeat in 1634 ; it conies from

the Verney correspondence, and, as the interesting
letter which contains it has not hitherto found its

way into a book, I reprint it here from The Wyke-
hamist.2

To his Much respected Brother, Msr. Ralph Verney at
Middle Claydon. These.

GOOD BROTHER - The Commoners custome and the

childrens are not alyke, in respect that the children cannot
go home without the consent of the Warden, and School-
master, and the Commoners only of theire parents. The
cause which makes me so desirous to goe home is, because
that all the Commoners doe goe home at that [?] time, and
most part of the Children (though they are compelled to make
great sute before they can obtaine leave). Now to satisfy
you concerning the terme of our stay, and my fathers un-
willingnes. Our stay is about 3 weekes in which time they
that doe stay here have not soe much taske imposed upon
them, that can take up one dayes labour, and if you do obtaine
your sute, you or my father neede only to write to my School-
master to certify him that it is his pleasure to send for me

1 Mr. Austen Leigh proves (Eton College Lists, p. xlvii) that Eton shifted
its holidays from Whitsuntide to August at some time between 1754 and 1766.
But the change was made at latest in 1759, when the Montem festival was
shifted to Whit Tuesday (V.H. Bucte, ii. p. 192 ; M. L. p. 500).

2 June 28, 1900.
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home. I feare that the earnestnes of my sute hath made my
father mistrust that I neglect my time. ... I rest, Your
obliged Brother, EDMUND VERNEY.

WINTON COLL., August 29", 1634.

The following extract from a letter written by an
Eton oppidan to his father shows that there was an
Election exeat at Eton in 1687 ; the letter was written
on July 21 in that year.

HONORED SIR-This is to acquaent you that the electione
being near att hand, which is our usuall vacation from business
and with your leave a time appointed for home enjoyments,
and presuming opon an old custome that you will be pleased
to grant this, I further request you to send ye horses for us. . . .l

Sir H. Maxwell Lyte thinks that this time for home
enjoyments was no more than an exeat of a few days
during Election for " such oppidans as lived within
reasonable distance of Eton".2 Oppidans at Eton
and commoners at Winchester had no concern with

the elections for King's and New College, and even in
much later days at Winchester, when the post-election
holidays had been introduced, commoners went home
before Election began.3 In 1770, when the holidays
were still at Whitsuntide, John Bond spoke of a
commoner as spending the Election week " with a
Gentleman " away from Winchester : Bond himself,
though he also was a commoner and had his home in
Dorset, did not go home for election week, with which
(he writes on September 11) he was " quite wearied ",
having little or nothing to do.-Returning to Edmund
Verney's letter, I think we may safely conclude that
in his anxiety to go home and stay there he some-
what exaggerates the general acceptance 4 and the

i Mr. Wasey Sterry prints the letter in full (Annals of Eton College, p. 147).
2 M. L. p. 277. 3 See above, p. 387.
< Of course it was only the younger scholars whose suit to the Warden

could be successful ; they had no work during election time (see above, p. 387),
but the Warden would feel that they ought to be present at the festivities.
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normal duration of the Election exeat, to which we
have no other seventeenth -century allusions ; not
one of the extant addresses of the Head Master

Harris (1679-1700) was written in view of such an
occasion.1

So much for Whitsuntide and Election holidays or
vacations. At Christmas, as we have seen, there were
exeats at Winchester in the fourteenth 2 and fifteenth

centuries, but there is no trace of them in the sixteenth ;
there were however, no doubt, Christmas recesses.
At Eton in 1560 there was a Christmas recess ; it was
a vacation-without-exeats. An otium literarium and

vacatio a publica prcelectione in schola was proclaimed
by the Schoolmaster on the vigil of St. Thomas, and it
lasted till the 7th of January,3 when the boys set to
work again " strenuously, even though with unwilling
minds ". During this vacation they acted plays chosen
by the Master ; challenged one another to the making
of epigrams ; moved one another to virtue by prose
orations, almost - so the Master assures us - without

the Master's knowledge ; and, though we are told
that " all this time is allowed for play", learnt how
to write 4 - an interesting point for parents who
complain in The Times of the atrocious handwriting
of the modern schoolboy. We have no companion
picture for Winchester. Bishop Home required in
1571 that the Warden should preach in chapel on St.
Stephen's Day,5 and the boys, no doubt, were there
to hear him. In 1633 Edmund Verney told his
brother Ralph that he should " acknowledge himself
much beholden " if he did " his best endeavours " to

1 See above, pp. 48-9.
2 Thus during the Christmas week of 1395 only 45 scholars were in residence

(VJI. p. 277).
3 See above, p. 423.
1 From the Consueludinarium (Etoniana. No. 5, pp. 05, 68-9).
6 V.A. & I. p. 326.

2F
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arrange for his going home "at Crismas";1 Verney was
a gentleman commoner, and his brother's endeavours,
if made, were probably successful. On December 16,
1657, Lord Saye and Sele wrote to his friend Warden
Harris to request that his grandson, a College " officer "
for whom election to New College was confidently
expected, might come home " for this idle tyme ";2
the emphasis which the writer laid on the very special
reasons for his request shows that Christmas exeats
were in 1657, for the scholars at any rate, by no means
a matter of course.3 They were common forty years
later, when William Harris was Head Master. He
distinguishes in his pre-Christmas addresses between
boys " that go into the Country " and boys that stay
at Winchester ; 4 he tells the latter that he " knows

no place where they can spend the time with more
innocence and safety ", though it appears that they
did not in fact spend it very profitably.5-When the
Christmas vacation-with-exeats became holidays I
cannot determine. A casual allusion to " the Boys
being just going Home " occurs in a letter written

by Joseph Warton, then Hostiarius, on December 10,
1759 ; 6 that there were Christmas holidays in 1768 '

1 r.M. i. p. 157, but the condensed statement there made is liable to
misinterpretation. See The Wykehamist, June 28, 1900.

a It was not altogether an idle time. Joseph Godwin (admitted 1648) says
that "at Christmas and such times they learne for Task abundance of Homer
exactly". The Head Master alludes in 1695 to a Christmas vacation task,
but it is a task that " will not exhaust halfe your time".

3 I have already made use of this letter on p. 133. An interesting point
which it brings to light is that a founder's kinsman in College might take a
private servant to Winchester. The servant to whom the letter refers had,
much to Lord Saye's annoyance, caused scandal by his drunkenness.

4 Harris's addresses draw very clearly the distinction between Whitsuntide
holidays, Christmas vacations-with-exeats, Easter vacations-without-exeats.

6 See above, p. 49.-The difficulty of disciplining boys who stayed at
school during vacations-with-exeats was also felt at Westminster ; see Sar-
geaunt, pp. 47, 160.

0 The Wykehamist, June 1889.
' There were Christmas holidays, lasting a month, at Eton in 1766

(Eloniana, No. 8, p. 114).
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may be inferred from some words, subsequently
erased, which occur in Resolutions passed by the
Warden and Fellows in that year. The Warden had
ceded Meads to the scholars " for their Airing and
Play Place " ; he looked for " Compensation for such
Cession "-1 It was proposed to find it by depriving
the Bursars of certain privileges which they had
previously enjoyed ; they too looked for compensation :

They shall be allowed the Benefit and Liberty of the
Pasture during the Whitsuntide and Christmas holidays.

The benefit of the pasture would have been very
small if many of the boys, with a task assigned them
which " would not exhaust halfe their time ", had been

kicking their heels at Winchester. - The Christmas
holidays, if not in 1768, at any rate a little later,
lasted normally for three weeks, but there were some-
times successful solicitations by epistle for their ex-
tension ; in December 1791 there were negotiations
on the subject between the Warden and the Prae-
positors, of which the following document marks the
final or semi-final stage :

The Scholars of Winchester College are willing to adopt
the Alterations so kindly proposed to them by the Warden.

They consent in future to make Monday in every Easter-
Week, and Monday in every Whitsun-Week,2 School-days
to all intents and purposes, provided that the Warden will
upon his part relinquish the usage of allowing only Three
Weeks as the Regular Vacation at Christmas, and will engage
that a Month shall be the stated time of Winter Vacation

without any solicitation by Epistle.
This proposal being accepted, they perfectly understand,

that any time beyond a Month must be altogether an

1 See above, p. 308.
* It is still understood that Whit Monday is a whole school-day, unless

verbal solicitation can convert it, as it usually can, into a half-remedy.
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indulgence sollicited as usual, and of course at the Warden's
option to refuse or grant. . . .

The Prsepositors, whose attitude as high contracting
parties will have been admired, made a very good
bargain. At a trifling cost they gained a certain
extra week at Christmas and retained the right of
asking for more.

At Easter, as at Christmas, exeats were sometimes

granted in early times at Winchester ; but beyond
that fact we know nothing about the observance of
the Easter season there till late in the seventeenth

century. At Eton in 1560 there was at Easter, as at
Christmas, something of an otium literarum et vacatio ;
as at Christmas, there were writing lessons 1 and no
exeats ; but the vacation lasted only for ten days.
At Winchester, even in 1695, it was still shorter,2 and,
as at Eton, no boys went " into the Country ".3 How
very short it was a century later is shown by the
pnepositors " consenting " in 1791 to Easter Monday
being a school-day.4 The term " long half" would not
have come into use if Easter had made a real break.

Exeats were granted in 1856 and in 1857 (possibly,
also, a little earlier), to boys who could conveniently
go home, from Easter-Eve to Easter-Tuesday ; but it
was only in 1858 that Easter holidays (lasting about a
fortnight) began.5 Such holidays were by no means
universal at public schools, even in the sixties ; there
were none, for instance, at Rugby; and in 1862

1 Discunl scribe-re qui nondum scile pingunt; qui vero elcgantcr sua manu
aliquid possunt, hi describunl ordine figuras eltmentorum, ct sociis exempla ad
imitandum proponunt (Etoniana, No. 5, p. 66).

2 See above, p. 48.
3 iMr. R. T. Warner, however, produces evidence of a Gentleman Commoner

enjoying an exeat of a few days at Easter in 1682 (Winchester, p. 47).
1 In 1824 the Warden and Fellows told the Head Master that it must never

be a remedy (see above, p. 341).
6 In 1766 " the Easter Holydays " at Eton began on the Monday before

Easter and lasted a fortnight (Etoniana, No. 8, p. 114).
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Dr. Moberly, when giving evidence before the Public
School Commissioners,1 was asked the question : " Do

you think that three breaks in the year are required
for rest ? " His " Yes " will be echoed by all boys
and masters to-day : no one would feel it possible to
face an unbroken " long half " of 5-|- months.

The coming of Easter holidays led to the discon-
tinuance of an interesting custom which may be
mentioned in this place. We have seen that William
Harris gave addresses, probably in School, to the boys
three times a year ; of such addresses what was known
as " Good Friday Prose" was a survival. This
" Prose " was a carefully-prepared speech, delivered
by the Head Master in School to the boys and the
boys only, on events of the past year, on recent or
coming changes, on lighter or graver questions of
school-life, on anything, in fact, which seemed to
require his comment. "Every Wiccamical reader",
says Dr. Warton's biographer,2 " will recollect his
discourse annually delivered in the School on Good
Friday ". The present writer was fortunate enough
in 1863 to hear the last Good Friday Prose 3 of Dr.
Moberly ; everybody listened with the closest atten-
tion. It may be regretted that in Moberly's later
years the practice was finally abandoned. It was a
good thing that the Head Master should take all the
boys, and not the seniors only, into his confidence, so
far as he could discreetly do so, on matters of school
policy, thereby quickening and refining their sense of

1 P.S.C. p. 358.
" Wooll, Biographical Memoirs of Dr. Warlon, p. 4.
3 It was not of course actually delivered on Good Friday, for the Easter

holidays had begun on the Wednesday before Easter.-Dean Wickham
describes earlier " Proses " of Dr. Moberly in IF.C. p. 109.-Does any old
Wykehamist know why the passage (destroyed in 1869) between Commoners
and School Court was called " Good Friday Passage " ? The name has now
been transferred to the passage between School and Cloisters, which was
formerly called " School Passage".
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membership in a great community; that he should
have an opportunity of indicating his views on this or
that question of school-life without seeking it by
summoning the school ad hoc ; and most of all, that
he should speak to the school from time to time in a
more secular tone than is thought suitable to the
pulpit. We praise a speaker, and generally praise
him rightly, who " raises subjects to a higher level " ;

but the highest level should not be the habitual level
for any but the highest subjects.



CHAPTER XXXV

CHAPLAINS : CLERKS : ORGANIST

Inde Capcllani, qui constant ordine trino;
Vendicat ct trinum numerum sibi Clcricus; unus

Organa qui facili p-rcurrit dissona dcxtra (vv. 15-17).

BESIDES instituting ten perpetual priest-fellows Wyke-
ham also instituted three other priests who, like the
two Masters, were to be conducticii et remotivi, hired
and removeable (Rubric I.) ; the former adjective
explains the name " Conducts ", which is still given
to the hired priests at Eton, and was given to them
at Winchester in the reign of Henry VIII.1 The two
kinds of priests, charged capelle in divinis servire et in
ea ministrare, are sometimes classed together in the
Statutes as the tresdecim presbiteri, sometimes as
" the chaplains " (capellani) ; but the latter title is
usually reserved for the hired priests. The chaplains,
to use the word in this narrower sense, ranked below
the Fellows 2 of course, and therefore also below the

Informator; together with the Hostiarius, of whom,
however, they took precedence (R. XIV.),3 they

1 History, p. 134.
2 Present and past chaplains had a second-preferential claim, after present

and past Fellows of New College, to election to vacant Winchester fellowships
(R. VIII.).

3 The stipends of the chaplains were however smaller than that of the

Hostiariu.?, owing perhaps to the fact that their duties were less exacting.
The Ilostiarius received 5 marks, the chaplains were to receive 3-if they could
be had for the money ; but the Warden might agree to pav them 4 marks if

439
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occupied a second grade among the official staff of
the College. They were to be lodged in one of the
upper chambers, the camera cum camino '' towards
the west, adjacent to the kitchen " (R. XXXIV.), i.e.
in what is now the Second Master's drawing-room.
No regular duties except that of ministration in Chapel
were assigned to them, but a chaplain might be called
upon to coach a very backward kinsman of the
Founder (R. II.).1

The duties of the chaplains, if not onerous, were
sufficient before the Reformation to keep them
occupied ; indeed Wykeham thought it possible that
for his seven daily masses and seven canonical hours
his thirteen priests might need reinforcement (R.
XXIX.). After the Reformation it was otherwise;
when Warden Harris, speaking of the chaplains in
1645, explains that " their employment, together with
the fellowes, hath been to read praiers twice every
day, at 10 and 4 of the clock, and also to the children
every morning", we see that thirteen priests were at
least ten too many ; the reports of the Supervisors
show that in the seventeenth century even the three
chaplains found little to do. The other duties of the
Fellows, of those at least who did not hold such
offices as the two bursarships, were neither onerous
nor continuous, and they began to live away
from Winchester. Perhaps the chaplains may have
taken work outside the College. As late as 1641,
however, they were all three in occupation of their
College quarters; for it was " conditiond and agreed "
in that year between them and one of the bursars that

he found it necessary. On the other hand they were allowed annually 6
virgatae of cloth, the Ilostiarius only 5 (RR. XXVI., XXVII.).-Till 1782 the
name of the Ilostiarius always stood in Long Rolls, as it stands in Warden
Harris's list of 1645, below those of the chaplains. See L.R. i. p. Ixxxi.

1 A chaplain received 6s. 8d. in 1309 for teaching the quiristers (Annals,
p. 14,0).
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the latter should " seele the Chaplaines Chamber over
head, sett upp partitions over their Studies, make
them three severall wood-houses to lay their fewell
in, and wainscott their Chamber in the greatest part
of it 'V At some time between 1641 and 1661 residence

ceased, it would seem, to be enforced ; for in the latter
year the Supervisors, finding that their monitions
in the matter were disregarded, complained to the
Bishop that the chaplains took their commons out
of College. When they gave up their chamber or
chambers for good I have not been able to discover.-
In connection with the early history of the chaplains
mention should be made of " Fromond's priest", an
official appointed by its founder to sing masses in
Chantry at the high stipend of ten marks. He was
also employed occasionally in Chapel,2 and he was
usually a Fellow of the College. The office was
abolished in 1547, but Mr. Chitty has discovered that
in spite of the Chantries Act the stipend was paid in
1550-1. It was paid of course during Queen Mary's
reign, but was again discontinued after Elizabeth's
accession. In 1571 we find Bishop Home noting with
disapproval that Latin prayers were still said daily
by the quiristers in " Fromon's chapel " ; he requires
that " instead thereof some other psalms or psalmody
shall be appointed by the Warden ".3 Mr. Kirby was
therefore mistaken in supposing that after Mary's
reign Chantry was " shut up " till Warden Pinke of

New College converted it into a library in 1629.4
History is silent about the chaplains of the

1 It appears from the terms of the agreement that the Chamber had
recently been '" open unto the roofe, the maine beamcs, posts, & braces on
each side appearing", but that a new chamber had recently been constructed
above the main beams ; this new chamber, approached by a " Staire-raft ",
was occupied by one of the Fellows.

2 History, p. 259. = I'.A. d- I. p. 329.
4 Annals, p. 169.
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eighteenth century. It is probable that what preach-
ing took place in Chapel devolved upon them almost
entirely, as the Fellows came to reside more and more
infrequently ; even after the institution of a Sunday
sermon by Warden Barter in 1833 they were still the
preachers on special occasions.1 Some samples of
their eloquence are given by T. A. Trollope and Mr.
Tuckwell; 2 in the sixties, when these special sermons
had been discontinued, extracts from them were
treasured.-Since 1863 it has been the custom to

confine appointments to chaplaincies to Assistant
Masters ; in 1877 a fourth chaplain was added, who
has been specially connected, like Fromond's Priest,
with Chantry.

Vendicat et trinum numerum sibi Clericus ; as there

were three chaplains, so there were three " clerks ",
whose duties and privileges are set forth in the
Statutes. They were clerks " of the Chapel " (Rubrics
VIII., XIV., XXVI.), and as such were to take their
part, with the Fellows and chaplains, in the choral
services (RR. XXVIII., XXIX.);3 but they were also
to wait upon the \Varden, Fellows, chaplains, school-
masters and scholars in Hall, taking their own meals
afterwards " with the other servitors and attendants "

(R. XIV.). They were to receive a stipend of twenty
shillings,4 and a gown at Christmas (RR. XXVII.,
XXVI.). They were also, though the Statutes do not

1 See above, p. 252. 2 See e.g. Tuckwell, pp. 147-8.
3 A fuller account of the choral duties of clerks of the chapel is given in the

New College Statutes (Rubric XLV.). At Xew College as at Winchester there
were three clerks ; at Magdalen Waynflete provided for eight (H. A. Wilson,
Magdalen College, p. 40).-Like the chaplains the clerks were remiss about
attending chapel in the seventeenth century. The Supervisors often com-
plained of this ; in 1021 they required ut clerici frequenliores sinl in divinis et
magis solliciti.

1 The stipends of the clerks and chaplains were much lower than at Eton,
where a clerk received five marks and a chaplain five pounds.
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say so, to be lodged in College, as at New College and
Eton; the Supervisors complained in 1668 that
" Clark, one of yc clerks of y° College, entertayns
townsmen as guests in his chamber, drinking and
singing of rude songs, to ye great disturbance of a
greater part of ye Coll." 1-Entries in the accounts
show further that in Wykeham's lifetime the clerks
were expected, for a consideration, to make them-
selves useful in other ways. A clerk was paid 6s. 8d. in
1399 " for entering evidences of title in the Register " ;

another received the same sum in the same year " for

ringing the bell and keeping the key of the chapel ".2
The clerks were members, though humble members,

of the foundation, and it was difficult to class them.

Rubric I. introduces them among the dignitaries, and
they are placed among these in Mathew's poem ;3
but in the later Rubrics, as in the early Long Rolls,
they are placed among the servants.4 In Bishop
Home's Injunctions of 1571 they appear in this humbler
category ; the Bishop assumes that " the clerks choral,
choristers, and other lay officers of the College do not
all understand the Latin tongue ", and therefore directs
that grace at meals shall be said in English.5 Two
clerks are commemorated in Cloisters ; they died in

1 Mr. Kirby wrongly calls Clark a chaplain (Annals, p. 351).-Clark's
misconduct was condoned ; his name (variously spelt) appears among those of
the clerici in Long Rolls till 1695.

2 Annals, pp. 146-7.-It is possible that the alius clericus of Rubric II., to
whom the coachiDg of backward Founder's Kin might be entrusted, was, as
Mr. Kirby thought (ibid. pp. 71, 93), one of the chapel clerks. At Magdalen
one of the clerks or chaplains might offer himself for the post of instructor of
the choristers (Wilson, Magdalen College, p. 40).

3 Mr. Chitty tells me that in pre-reformation times it was not uncommon
for scholars to become clerks, and for clerks to become chaplains and after-
wards Fellows.

4 The names of the Clerici appear among the Nomina Servorum in Long
Rolls, but always at the head of them. It will be observed, however, that in
the Roll for 1653, while the clerks are plain Frampton, Burgis, Taylour, the
manciple is Onus Auston and the cooks are Onus Davis and Onus Pew.

6 See above, p. 186.
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1644 and 1668 respectively ; 1 but as two butlers and

(apparently) a cook of the College were buried there in
the course of the same century (in 1693, 1694, and
16. .7) 2 the fact throws no light upon their rank.3

The Statutes make no provision for an organist.
There was probably an organ in Chapel from the first,
for in 1407 (or 1399)4 the celebrated item occurs in the
accounts: in expensis vi. scholarium deferentium or-
gana 5 de collegia usque ad hospitium dni epi de Waltham,
ixd ob.; but for an organist there is no early evidence.
Mr. Kirby conjectured that in early times the instru-
ment was played by one of the clerks of the chapel;
the conjecture, which he based on a very bad ground,6
is probable in itself and is supported by evidence from
Eton.7 A Winchester clerk of the chapel was perhaps

1 Inscriptiones Wiccamime, pp. 39, 65.
- Ibid. pp. 60, 61, 57.
3 Among the names of members of the Foundation who took the oath of

fidelity and secrecy in 1400 (Annals, p. 07) the name of " Richard Mathon,
in loco Diaconi " stands between those of the three chaplains and of two
Clerici Capelke. As the list of offices precisely corresponds otherwise to that
given in Rubric I., it seems clear that Mathon was the third clerk of the chapel ;
but what is the meaning of in loco Diaconi 1

4 Mr. Kirby says in 1399 ; Walcott, who quotes the item, says in 1407.
'- At a later date there were two organs in Chapel (see below) ; but the

plural orguna (or the phrase " a payre of organs ") is very commonly used of
a single instrument.-The six scholars who carried the organ from Winchester
to Bishop's \Valthum had no heavy load.

6 Annals, p. 58. Mr. Kirby's conjecture was based on a misinterpretation
of w. 16, 17 of Mathew's poem, which, with Walcott (p. 195), he took to imply
that the organist was one of the clerks when the poem was written ; he did
not know that it was written in 1647. George King was organist (though
Warden Harris preferred to call him " Singing Master ") in 1645, and continued
to hold the office till after the Restoration ; but neither in the Warden's

statement of 1645 nor in the Long Roll of 1653 does his name appear as that of
one of the three clerks.

7 The Eton Statutes provided that the organist should be one of the four
clerks, and that he should receive the handsome stipend of £5. They contain
no mention of an organ, but the final instructions of Henry VI. directed that
space should be left " for a wey in to the Rodelofte for redyng and syngyng,
and for the organs and other mane observance there to be had " (M. L., original
edition, Appendices A and B).-A " Survey of Eaton College, Co' Bucks",
given in full by Sir E. Creasy (Eminent Etonians, pp. 84-6), shows that one of
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not always a brilliant executant; when Henry VI.
paid a visit to the College in 1445, the organ was
played by a clerk hired from the convent of St.
Swithun.1

An organista first appears in the accounts of 1538-9,
but the entry seems to show that he was not an organ-
player, but an organ-repairer-what later accounts call
an organarius. An organist proper first appears in
1543-4 ; he was paid at the rate of 10s. a quarter.
After some years of makeshift arrangements a regular
organist, at an annual stipend of £4, received quarterly
payments from 1558 to 1571, in which latter year
Bishop Home enjoined " that the organ shall be no
more used in service time ", and " that the stipend for
the organ-player shall be hereafter turned to some
other godly or necessary purpose ".2 It was turned to
some other purpose during the remainder of Home's
episcopate, and during those of his four successors ;
but soon after the translation of Bishop Bilson to
Winchester in 1597 the organist and his stipend
(£2 : 13 :4 at first, then £2, and after 1604 £4) are
again in evidence.3 They were again in jeopardy, as
we shall see presently, in 1645, but with the Restoration
came a musical revival. The organ was repaired for
£26, and was rebuilt in 1665 at a cost of over £150 ;
when in the following year Thomas Ken4 became a
resident Fellow the interests of music in the College
gained an enthusiastic supporter. The existence of
the organist has never since been imperilled, but in

the elerks, therein called " conducts " (see above, p. 465 ; the chaplains did
not as yet bear that name), was still the organist at Eton and received a
stipend of £6 in 1545.

1 Annals, p. 193. 2 V.A. & 1. p. 329.
3 See a paper by Mr. Chitty in The Wykehamist for December 1913, wherr

Mr. Kirby's statements on the subject in Annals (p. 58) are refuted.
1 Ken was wont to " sing his part" at musical meetings in New College

before the Restoration (R. and R. p. 192). For " Ken's organ " at Winchester

see Annals, p. 344.
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1901 his official title and his status were changed ;
he became " Master of Music " and was merged in the
promiscuous category of assistant masters, whose
names were first recorded in the Long Roll of 1776, and
of whose very existence before 1739 we have little or
no evidence.1

No roll of our organists has, I think, ever been
drawn up. Two of them found out musical tunes
which are more famous, perhaps, than the names of
their finders ; these were John Reading (1681-92), who
gave us the setting of "Election Grace" and the
music of Domum, and John Bishop (1695-1737), to
whom we owe Te de profundis and lam Lucis. There
was also Thomas Weelkes (c. 1600), whose madrigals,
especially his As Vesta was from Latmos Hill descending,
are still well known ; and there was Jeremiah Clarke
(1692-5), afterwards organist of St. Paul's, who first
set Alexander's Feast to music. But the greatest
name upon the roll would be that of Samuel Sebastian
Wesley (1849-64), the composer of The Wilderness,
Blessed be the God and Father, Ascribe unto the Lord.
Wykehamists of the fifties and early sixties well
remember his quaintly dressed figure and strange gait
as he walked up Chapel on Sundays after the evening
sermon.2

The story of the College organs, to which there are
many references in Annals, has been written, with an
expert's knowledge, over the initials E. T. S.3 We
read in the accounts of the purchase of other instru-
ments " for the use of the chapel" or " for the use

of the choristers" ; the College paid about £5
(including portatio ejusdem a Londino) for a " harp-
sican" (Walcott) or " harpselen" (Mr. Kirby)4 in

1 See Chapter IV. > See above, p. 2G2.
3 The Wykehamist, March 29, 1910.
4 Having examined the two entries in which this instrument is mentioned,

I read " harpsecan " in one place, and " harpseeon " in the other, but the first
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1665, and £2 : 10s. for a sambuca some twenty years
later.1

The chief historical interest of the clerks and the

organist, as perhaps of the quiristers also, belongs to
the period of the Civil Wars and the Commonwealth.
Warden Harris was formally accused, probably in
1645, of maintaining "the lawfulness and antiquity
of organicall musick in the Quire " -a charge which
he met with much adroitness.2 When, therefore, he

was called upon to furnish an inquisitorial committee
with particulars about the choral staff, he was much
upon his guard. I have said that two clerks are
commemorated in Cloisters; of one of them, who
died in 1644, it is recorded :

Olim cantica, musica peritus,
Dulci voce dedisti et arte multa.

But in 1645 the judicious Harris described the functions
of the clerks as follows :

Their office is, to attend in the Chappell, to see it swept
and kept cleane, to keep the bells and the clock and to wait
upon the ffellowes at the table.

He knew nothing, it will be observed, of their skilful
art and sweet singing of anthems. - So with the
organist; Harris was not aware of his existence;
there was "one Singing Master, Mr. King". Yet

entry might well be read as " harpselen." The bursars should have written
" harpsicon ".

1 " Harpsicon " = harpsicord or spinet. Sambuca (Dr. Sweeting tells me)
probably = sackbut or trombone ; 

" 
many old English varieties of the

name are found, such as sakbud, saykebud, shackebutte, shagbushe,
shagbolt".

2 Mr. Kirby (Annals, p. 339) says that " we have not got the Warden's
answer ", but a draft of it, in the Warden's handwriting, is before me as I
write.
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Mathew wrote two years later that there was a person
on the staff,

Organa qui facili percurrit dissonal dextra (v. 17);

the Long Roll for 1653 calls Mr. King Organista ; the
accounts of 1644-5 and of many subsequent years
record quarterly payments of £l : 5s. to him under that
title. The Warden, clearly, should have edited poem,
roll, and accounts. The two organs-" the one great,
the other a choire organ 

" 
-are described in the in-

ventory of 1646, but they " disappeared", says Mr.
Kirby, " from the inventory in 1647,2 and remained
concealed until the Restoration ",3 The organist's
" facile hand " must in the interval have either lost

its facility, or 
" 

run over " the keys by stealth ; what
would he not have given for the sound-proof walls of a
modern Music School! King continued to be organist
till after the Restoration, and there may be some truth
in the alleged tradition that " a musical service of

some kind was kept up during the Parliamentary
and Commonwealth regime'''.*-Again, it appears

1 If organa is here a real plural, dissona probably means no more than
" two " ; if it refers to one organ only, dissona may refer to the double key-
board.

~ Should this date be 1049 ? See AnnaU, p. 341.
3 Ibid. p. 57.-Winchester College was more fortunate than Winchester

Cathedral or New College. The New College organ was destroyed after the
surrender of Oxford in 1646 (R. and R. p. 68) ; for the unhappy fate of the
Cathedral organ see Winctiester Cathedral Documents, ii. p. xxiv.-I find the
following interesting entries in Pepys's Diary for the year of the Restoration :
" July 8th (Lord's day). To White Hall chapel. . . . Here I heard very good
musique, the first time that ever I remember to have heard the organs and
singing men in surplices in my life " ; " November 4th (Lord's day). After
dinner to Westminster ... I went to the Abbey, where the first time that
ever I heard the organs in a cathedral".

4 Plumptre, Life of Thomas Ken, p. 30.-At Eton " one of the oldest of the
Fellows, Thomas Weaver, is said to have been in the habit of assembling the
members of the disbanded choirs of Eton and of Windsor in his rooms every
morning, to perform some of the sacred music to which they had been accus-
tomed " (M. L. p. 236).
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from Mathew's poem that in 1647 the sixteen
quiristers

resonant sacros argutis vocibus hymnos
In templo, ex templo sociis puerisque ministrant (vv. 25-6),

but Harris ignores the sacred hymns and the treble
voices; " we have ", he says, " 16 poor children whom "
(for some mysterious reason) " we call quiristers who
are by Statute to make the ffellowes bedds, and to
wait upon the Children in the Hall".

It is claimed for Harris on the beautiful brass

which is on your left hand as you enter Cloisters
that in the difficult tides of the tunes in which

he lived he steered his ship safely, with God's
help, through various tempests;1 nee tamen, adds
his eulogist, remembering that the Warden had
been accused of having " onely serv'd the times "
-nee tamen scecula quibus usus est coluit, sed
soeclorum Deum. The statement is, I believe, sub-

stantially true, but Harris was unquestionably an
astute man of the world. Dr. Freshfield possesses
"a contemporary edition of the Solemn League and
Covenant which contains illustrations, among others
of bishops, deans, and priests being turned out of a
Cathedral; they are preceded by Singingmen and
two boys described as Coristers ".2 Who will judge

1 The author of a memorandum drawn up, apparently, soon after the
Restoration quotes passages from Cornelius Nepos to prove what he calls the
" Agreeableness of Dr. H. to T. Pomp. Atticus ". Here is one of them : " If

that pilot is most highly praised who saves his ship from wintry storm and
rocky sea, why should we not regard as matchless the prudence of one who has
come safe and sound from civil tempests so many and so dangerous ? " But
Harris, the writer hastens to add, though like Atticus, excelled him, for he
saved not himself alone, but his whole College ; and he did so without " that
massy power of money, by which Atticus obliged all parties".-I suggest
that the writer of the memorandum was also the writer of the inscription ;
there is some reason for supposing that he was Harris's successor, Warden
Burt.

2 The Wykehamist, April 1900.
2G
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the great Warden very harshly if, walking warily
in those dangerous days, he would have it believed
that his organist was no organist, that his quiristers
were not choristers, that his singing men did not
sing?



CHAPTER XXXVI

QUIRISTERS

" QUIRISTERS ", " queristers ", " queresters ", "query-
sters " -you could vary your vowels as you pleased,
but till comparatively recent times it was usual
everywhere to take Q for your initial consonant.
" Choristers ", " coristers ", " coresters ", " corustars ",
are indeed found as early as the sixteenth century;l
but it was not perhaps till the end of the seven-
teenth that, under the influence of the French chceur,

" choristers " became the accepted spelling and pro-
nunciation - away from Winchester. Wykehamists
have resisted French influence; though I find the
Warden and Fellows toying with the compromise
" choiristers " in 1777,2 we still in 1914 both write
and pronounce the word with a Q.3

The quiristers have their origin in the Founder's
Statutes. In the first Rubric, which deals with the
" total number " of persons on the foundation, we
read of sexdecim puerorum choristarum capelle . . . in
rebus divinis servire debencium. In the third it is

1 Thus Injunctions of 1547 to the Dean and Chapter of Winchester have
both " queresters " and " coristars " (Winchester Cathedral Documents, i. pp.
179, 181) ; Injunctions of the same year to all Cathedral Churches have also
" 

coresters " and " choristers " (ibid. pp. 184, 188).-For the Q in the English
and French of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries see W.W.B.

2 C. Cooper Henderson, a commoner of 1818, wrote " choiresters", but
his letters show that he was no authority on points of orthography.

3 The N.E.D. notes the use of the Q in Tristram Shandy (1705).
451
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noted that they are to be eligible for scholarships.
The eighth (in the strangest contextx) speaks of them
in full detail. They are to be poor and needy ; to
be under twelve when appointed ; to be appointed
intuitu charitatis; to be " of good condition and
honourable conversation" ; 2 to be able to sing.
They are to give help every day to the priests who
celebrate in the chapel, and to serve there in divine
offices ; they are to make the priests' beds ; they are
to help the other servants of the College at the hour
of dinner and supper; 3 they are to be fed with
fragments from the table of the priests and scholars,
or otherwise if these do not suffice ; they are to abide
(permanere) in the College as long as they are able and
competent to discharge their duties in the chapel. A
later Rubric (XXVII.) permits the magistri to give
their old gowns to them or to poor scholars " out of
charity".

It will be observed that, though the Statutes fix
the number, prescribe the duties, and provide for the
maintenance of the quiristers, they say little about
their dress, and nothing about their lodging and their
education. I propose to offer some remarks upon
these three points, and to add a few notes upon two
others. It should be premised that the ground is
treacherous in places ; it is likely enough that some
of my tentative conclusions will be disproved by further
research.

1 The insertion of the passage may, as Mr. Kirby suggested, have been an
afterthought. There is no corresponding passage in the New College Statutes,
but their first Rubric mentions the quiristers as sexdecem pueri scientes com-
petenter legere et canlare.

2 On these phrases and the arguments drawn from them see below, pp. 537-8.
3 At Magdalen, where (as at New College, Winchester, and Eton) there

were sixteen quiristers, they " waited in Hall, a custom which was retained
until 1802, and continued, as a form, at the ' Gaudy ' for many years after
that date " (Wilson, Magdalen College, p. 43). So originally at All Souls
(Grant Robertson, p. 19).
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I. The discarded gowns of wardens, priests, school-
masters, and ushers, or rather such of these gowns as
were given to quiristers, may not have gone all round
and must have made them seem a rather ragged
company ; John Fromond, the founder of Chantry,
clearly thought Wykeham's provision too haphazard.
He directed by his will (1420) that the income from
certain of his tenements should be applied for the
quiristers' benefit, pro indumentis emendis ; if it
proved insufficient, it was to be supplemented from
other sources. The gowns he thus provided seem to
have been of the same quality,1 and were probably
of the same colour and cut, as those of the scholars ;
the latter were in early times colorati, but by Rubric
XXVII. might not be white, black, russet, or grey ; 

2

the quiristers' gowns in 1450 were blue or green. In
Mathew's time (1644-7) the gowns of both were
" Cimmerian " (v. 30) ; that they were alike in other
ways is shown by two items in the accounts for 1646 :

So. Stanley Scholari pro liberata sua hoc anno 0. 13. 9.
So. Sparke Choristae pro simili . . .0. 13. 9. 3

When did gowns cease to be the quiristers' dress ?

1 Cloth for quiristers' gowns, of " blewe or grene medeley ", cost 36s. per
piece in the years 1449-52 ; that for scholars' gowns (which is described in
the accounts, as in the Rubric, as siccatus aquatus el tonsus) cost 37s. or 37s. 6d.
The accounts explain that it was not possible to procure cloth at the price
fixed by the Rubric, viz. 33s. 4d.

2 At Eton " white, black, grey and red were forbidden by the Statutes,
possibly because the first three colours were worn by monks and friars, and the
fourth by members of the royal household at Windsor " (M. L. p. 21).

3 Mr. Chitty, who has helped me greatly with this chapter, though he is
not responsible for my conclusions, points out that this quirister's name is of
interest. Thomas Sparke, elected scholar in 1594, was afterwards Rector of
Brown Candover ; he died in 1640. We may assume that four young Sparkes,
all of Brown Candover, who were elected scholars in 1629, 1630, 1642, 1649
respectively, were his sons. The youngest of these was probably the quirister
of 1646. In the seventeenth (as in the eighteenth) century quiristerships were
not disdained for clergymen's sons, and quiristers might still be elected to
scholarships.
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In his Description of Winchester (c. 1750) Tom Warton
says of Fromond :

The same Benefactor also ordained Liveries or Gowns,
annually, for the Choristers.1

The compiler of the History and Antiquities of
Winchester (1773) repeats these words, and adds :

which custom has, for some wise purposes, been of late dis-
used, and Cloaths are substituted in their stead.2

The change, therefore, was made between 1750 and
1773, but the accounts enable us to fix its date more
precisely. In the years preceding 1765 separate items
for the quiristers' cloth do not always occur ; their
absence in certain years suggests, what their presence
in other years confirms, that their cloth cost the same
sum, per piece, and probably was the same, as that of
the scholars. In 1759 we have these items :

Pro 253 Virgatis Panni ad 5s. . . 63. 5. 0
Item pro 15 \ Virgatis in usum Choristarum

[at 5s.] . . 3. 16. 3

But in 1765 there was a change :

Sol. Silver pro 224f Virgatis Panni [at 5s.] . 56. 3. 9.
Item pro Panno crassae Texturae in usum

Choristarum . . . . . 6. 8. 10.3

That not only the texture but the whole character of
the quiristers' dress had been altered is shown by
the accounts of the following years, when instead of
liberatce (gowns) they were supplied with what are
described by the new name vestimenta, the " Cloaths "
of the History and Antiquities. I have dwelt upon this

1 Description, p. 44. 2 //. & A. i. p. 128.
3 The price of this coarse-textured cloth per virgate does not appear.
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change of dress because it synchronized with a more
important change of which it was the visible sign ; we
shall see presently what were the " wise purposes 

':

which prompted it.
Fifty years ago the quiristers wore quaint reddish-

brown suits, with swallow-tail coats and brass buttons;

they changed them a little later for suits of the same
cut but of an ugly if serviceable grey, with buttons of
pewter ; since 1906 they have been clothed much like
other boys of their age-their dress is a uniform, but
it does not proclaim itself as such. Whether the
" cloaths " substituted for gowns in 1765 were servitors'
uniforms, like those of the nineteenth century, I can-
not determine.-In 1892 The Wykehamist advocated
such a change as that of 1906 on the ground that
the quiristers' garb was 

" 
so degrading that the more

respectable parents will not send their sons 
" 

; and it

quoted an outsider's opinion that at a time " when so
much homage is paid to music, the representatives of
the art might be spared the menial office of waiting
upon the collegians in hall 'V Which is all very well;
but the Founder's desire to help really poor boys may
deserve some homage too.

I may note in passing that in Mathew's time, as
afterwards, the quiristers, like the scholars, wore no
head-gear :

Nomine seu pueri vociteris sive choristae,
Non caput obtegitur pileo crassoque galero (vv. 28-9).

Fifteen years before they had taken to running about
in hats,2 but such scandalous insolence seems to have
been repressed.

II. The Statutes say nothing about the housing of
the quiristers, but the phrase permanere in collegia 3

1 The Wykehamist, October 26, 1892. * See the next page.
* See above, p. 452.
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implies that the Founder meant them to live in
College.1 In 1467 and 1472, as in several years
between 1600 and 1631, we have evidence that they
were lodged in a College chamber, which, we are told,
was called Seventh.2 The fact-if it is a fact-that it

was so called, and the difficulty of locating it else-
where, suggests that their chamber occupied the site,
or part of the site, of the present Thule ; 

3 we shall

see presently that the suggestion is supported by the
accounts. Mr. Kirby thought that this Thule arrange-
ment came to an end " early in the seventeenth
century ". He declared (1) that at that time the
quiristers' chamber " became a store for lime, &c." ;
(2) that the quiristers " were allowed to live with

their friends in the town " ; (3) that they were ill-
disciplined in consequence ; (4) that " this state of
things continued till the year 1810 ",4 when the
authorities again lodged them together. Now there
are reasons for thinking that the quiristers were ill-
disciplined in 1631 ; but the document which supplies
those reasons 5 does not attribute their ill-discipline
to their living with their friends in the town ; that they
so lived seems to be only a guess-it is no necessary
inference-from the statement about the lime-store,
his evidence for which statement Mr. Kirby with-

1 The New College Rubric LII. says that the " priests and other ministers
of the chapel " are to be lodged in certain College chambers. I follow R. and
R. (p. 58) in assuming that the quiristers are included under alii ministri.

2 Annals, pp. 37-8. 3 See above, p. 151. " Annals, p. 38.
6 The document, which Mr. Kirby took to be a Supervisors' report, seems

to be only a collection of rough notes made while the supervision was in pro-
gress. Here is the part relating to the quiristers :

" 1. They runne about y6 towne with hats &c.
2. Come not to Schoole.

3. few of them-[?] surplisses.
4. few. 2 or 3 can [?] sing.
Not wayte dewlie in ye Haule".

For the last complaint see above, p. 185. The Supervisors' report of 1617
says that quiristers are otherwise employed during hours of chapel services ;
that of 1620, that if they absent themselves they must be punished.
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held. If the room became a lime-store, as he says,
it must soon have reverted to the quiristers' use, for
we learn from Mathew that in 1644-7 there was a

camera signata choristis (v. 31) ; in 1663, when the
screen-wall across Outer Court was built, it was

described as running " from the brewhouse to the
quiristers' chamber " ; l in 1674 Thomas Ken advised

the quiristers to say their prayers in chapel or going
Circum " to avoid the interruptions of the common
chamber " ; 2 and in 1706-7 and 1711-12 there are

these items in the accounts :

Verrenti caminos 8, puerorum et choristarum . 00. 06. 00. 3
Castleman pro novis ffulcris in usum choristarum 07. 05. 06.4

It has not yet been discovered, but Mr. Chitty will
one day discover, when the quiristers finally ceased
to live in College; it must have been after 1712 and
some time before 1810. " In the year 1810 ", we
learn from an old folio book of accounts, " a House

was purchased in College Street 5 for the Benefit
of the Choristers the expenses of which before it
was occupied, viz. Purchase & Repairs, amounted
to 1077. 7. 3i. . . . The Boys are now under the
Superintendance of a Person appointed by the College.

1 At the time of the building of this screen-wall some expense was incurred
for bricks ad conficiendum murum cubiculi Choristarum, and payments were
made to workmen operantibus in ponendo tabulas there. At an earlier date
we hear of a murus in domo lignario et cubiculo choristarum (1629).

2 Manual of Prayers, p. 7.
4 A chimney had been put into Seventh Chamber, which was chirnneyless

so long as it was School (see above, p. 224). In 1735-6 there is an item pro
verrendis 7 caminis in cubiculis puerorum, from which it is a probable inference
that the quiristers had lost their chamber in the interval.

* 3s. was paid to workmen in 1629 emendanlibus fulcra lectorum in
camera chorislarum. - On the subject of the lodging of quiristers Sir H.
Maxwell Lyte says that it was ordered by the Provost and Fellows of Eton
in 1660 "that ... all the King's SchoUers and Choristers shall ly in the
Long Chamber " (M. L. p. 252) ; in 1689 we hear of improved arrangements
for lodging the Choristers in College (ibid. p. 274).

6 No. 5, which as I write (May 1914) is in course of demolition.
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They are not allowed to be with their Parents as
formerly except during the Holydays. Their Commons
are regularly taken to this House ". The arrange-
ment continued under a succession of superintendents
(one of whom, William Whiting (1842-78),1 wrote the
hymn "Eternal Father, strong to save") till 1882,
when the qviiristers moved into newly-built and more
roomy quarters in Kingsgate Street.

III. Besides their chamber the quiristers in the
sixteenth century had also a schola of their own ; Mr.
Kirby, without giving reasons, identified it with the
present " chair room " in Chamber Court. It was

probably the same room as the schola musica, schola
organiste, " ly singing schoole ", of later accounts;
its existence in no way proves that quiristers were
separated for educational purposes from scholars and
commoners. Even in Wykeham's lifetime, however,
they had their separate instructor. John More, a
Fellow of the College (though not as yet formally
admitted), was informator choristarum in 1395-6;2
a chaplain received 6s. 8d. for teaching them in 1399.3
At Magdalen, '' the daughter of New College", a
special informator choristarum was to be added to the
staff if none of the chaplains or clerks would undertake
the office ; 4 at Eton, " the daughter of Winchester ",
it was assigned to one of the clerks.5 The Winchester
quiristers were probably taught by a fellow or a
chaplain, or (them failing) by one of the three clerks,
throughout the fifteenth and in the early sixteenth
century.6 It does not follow that such an informator

1 Being lame and a poet he was known to Wykehamists as Tyrtaeus.
" History, p. 137. > Annals, p. 146.
4 Wilson, Magdalen College, p. 40.
'"" Wasey Sterry, Annals of Eton College, p. 122.
6 In 1541 there was (perhaps for the first time) an informator choristarum

who was neither fellow nor chaplain nor clerk. See H. C. in The Wykehamist,
December 1913.
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was their only teacher. Their perpetual engagements
in Chapel would have prevented their attending many,
but they may have attended some, of the scholars'
and commoners' classes. They were often or even
usually elected to scholarships, and the necessary
qualifications for election included a competent know-
ledge of " old Donatus 'V i.e. of the elements of Latin
grammar. They learnt Latin, probably, as well as
music, from their special informator, but his instruction
may have been supplemented by the Masters in School.
-The Westminster Statutes of 1560 ordained that a

" master of the choristers " should be appointed. He
was to teach them music, and a Doctor or Bachelor
of Music was therefore to be preferred. But he was
also to give them instruction in grammar (in literis]
" till they are thought fit to be admitted into our
School " ; and when they had learnt the eight parts of
speech by heart, and could write tolerably, they were
to join the scholars' classes for at least two hours on
school-days, being taught by the Masters ut melius in
gramatica proficiant.2 Some such arrangement may
have been in working at Winchester at about the
same date.

In 1647, according to Mathew, " the door of our
gracious school " was open to the quiristers :

His quoque discipulis patet almi ianua ludi (v. 27),

and it is a reasonable inference that they attended
the school classes or some of them ; but the contem-
porary statement of Warden Harris places them far
apart from the scholars, describing them as servants
pure and simple.3 The earliest Long Rolls-those of
1653 to 1681-assign no quirister to any school class,
but in 1681 we are on the eve of a change. The roll

1 Rubric II. - B.C. p. 504. » See above, p. 449.
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for 1683 marks a quirister as belonging to Sexta
Class-is ; that of 1685 marks another as " Praef. " ; in

1688, though their names are still printed separately,
all the quiristers are assigned to the " forms or books "
of the scholars and commoners. The fact is, I think,

significant. The present school-room, it will be re-
membered, was ready for use in 1687, and it seems
that with the increased accommodation the quiristers
were more completely incorporated into the school.
In the rolls of subsequent years to 1710 inclusive their
names are arranged in various ways of which I need
not speak ; that for 1711 is missing. From 1712 to
1764 scholars', quiristers', and commoners' names are
printed in parallel columns under the headings of the
various school classes ; the position of the quiristers
in some of these, and some earlier, years is shown in
the following table :

NUMBER OF QUIRISTERS IN SCHOOL FORMS

" Second
Year. VIll>- V'h- IVth-

& Fourth."

1688 0 6 4 5

1690 3 2 5 6
1700 0 3 9 3
1712 1 3 6 3

1732 0 1 9 4
1745 0 0 6 10

1762 1 0 0 9
1764 0 0 0 10*

* The names of three commoners also appear in this class.

The evidence of Long Rolls that quiristers were a real
part of the School from 1688 (if not earlier) till 1764 is
confirmed by other evidence. When Eyre the Usher
quarrelled with Burton in 1739 * he complained that
the Head Master had withdrawal some commoners

from his classes, and he asked the interesting question :
1 See above, p. 89.
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Is not the Schoolmaster injurious to the Usher when he
takes from him his proportion of commoners, whom he hopes
he is as able to teach as he is the children and choristers ?

Still more interesting is the evidence of the " roll of
accused persons " presented by a prefect to the Head
Master in 1699,1 in which four quiristers who wore
long hair, and one who had not his arma scholastica
in promptu, were reported together with scholars and
commoners who were guilty of the same offences.

It will be observed that during the years with which
my table is concerned the quiristers gradually gravitate
towards the lowest class, and that they are all found
there in 1764. In 1765 there is a novelty in the Long
Roll ; a " Second Class " appears below the " Second
and Fourth " ; it includes all the quiristers and no
one else. There are some peculiarities about the
placing of quiristers in the years that follow; some-
times a few commoners are found with them in the

lowest class, however named ; occasionally a few
quiristers appear in a rather higher one ; 2 but for the

most part the quiristers are in the lowest class, and
sometimes they are there by themselves. The Secunda
Classis was in fact on its way to becoming, definitely
and permanently, a separate lower-grade school for the
quiristers only.3-I remarked above that the change
of gowns for " cloaths " in 1765 synchronized with a
change of greater importance ; now that the latter

1 See above, p. 247.-In the nineteenth century, when quiristers had be-
come a completely separate school, Prefect of Hall (or some other prefect)
claimed the right of " tunding " them for delinquencies on more than one
occasion. It appears from Prefect of Hall's book that the Warden in 1861
and the Head Master in 1891 ruled that no such right existed ; the belief that
it did exist may have been a vague tradition from times when scholars and
quiristers were under the same discipline.

2 A conspicuous instance is W. S. Goddard (the future Head Master), who
was a quirister in Fifth Book in 1770. He appears in the Roll of 1771 as a
scholar.

3 It has been so now for more than a century.
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change has been described, it is clear that the con-
nection between the two changes was not merely one
of date. A new policy had been inaugurated, the
immediate result of which, as we shah1 see, was not

encouraging ; its inauguration was perhaps due to
Harry Lee, who had been elected Warden at the end
of 1763.

IV. I have said that the Founder meant his

quiristers to " abide in the College " only so long as
they were competent to discharge their duties in
Chapel, but he did not mean to cast them adrift when
their voices had " got the mannish crack"; like
other founders, he meant many of them, at any rate,
to be elected to scholarships, and many of them were
so elected in his lifetime and afterwards. In the

seventeenth century the right of nominating scholars
had become too valuable 1 for the electors to exercise

it altogether " out of charity " ; in the eighteenth and
early nineteenth it gave them pleasant opportunities
of conferring or discharging friendly obligations.
Meanwhile the Warden and Fellows were not unmind-

ful of the interests of the quiristers. The figures
which I gave above will show that during the earlier
years of the period to which they relate many quiristers
emerged from the lowest class of the school-some
reached Sixth Book-whereas in its latest years they
were all or nearly all in the " Second and Fourth ".
We need not conclude that there had been a marked

change in the relative abilities of quiristers and of
scholars and commoners; the explanation should be
sought in another direction. Injunctions of 1547 to the
Deans and Chapters of all cathedrals " towchyng the
choristers after their breste be chaungyd " 2 required

1 See above, p. 400.

2 It will be remembered that in Twelfth Night (ii. 3), just before Feste
sings " O mistress mine ", Sir Andrew Aguecheek declares that " the fool has
an excellent breast".
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that after that change they should be supported at
some grammar school from the cathedral revenues.1
At Winchester College, in the seventeenth and well on
in the eighteenth century, the Warden and Fellows
appear to have observed the spirit of that injunction
by continuing, when it seemed desirable to continue,
the education, within the walls of School,2 of quiristers
whose voices had broken ; 3 but in the eighteenth
century they began to provide for some of them in
another way-by apprenticing them to a trade. This
was usually the wisest provision, and for making it
the Warden and Fellows deserve full credit.

V. A few words must be added about the number

of the quiristers. We saw in an earlier chapter (V.)
that the number of the scholars fell much below

Wykeham's seventy in the middle of the eighteenth
century ; that of the quiristers fell much below his
sixteen a little later. Their full number seems to

have been steadily maintained till about 1710 ; from
1711 to 1760, if the evidence of Long Rolls may be
trusted, an average of nearly 14 was reached. In the
five years preceding 1765 the average was 10 ; in
1765 the number was 14. This was the year in
which, as we have seen, the dress and the status of

the quiristers were altered ;4 it is interesting to observe
the effect of these changes upon their number. During
the next six years Long Rolls give the names of only
8, 9, 9, 7, 5, 5 ; evidently the new policy did not
attract candidates. I have attributed the origination

1 Winchester Cathedral Documents, I. pp. 184, 188.

2 One quirister-Westcombe-appears as such in ten successive Long
Rolls (1754-63) ; he was in Sixth Book in his last two years.

3 It was stated at New College in 1566 (R. and R. p. 116) and at Winchester
in 1631 (above, p. 456) that few of the quiristers could sing ; cf. Wilson,
Magdalen College, p. 127. Was this partly because quiristers continued to abide
in the College after losing their voices ?

4 Perhaps a superannuation rule began to be more or less enforced about
the same time.
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of that policy to Warden Harry Lee, and may note that
during the remaining years of his wardenship, which
lasted till 1789, the number of quiristers never reached
16 ; in only one of these years did it exceed 12, which,
in defiance of the Statutes, he seems to have regarded
as the normal maximum. From 1781 onwards the

College accounts show annual payments 'to 4
Cathedral Choristers attending College chapel ; one
year to Whitsuntide, 2 guineas each" ; but the
authorities cannot have felt that the making of these
payments acquitted them of " unstatutable " conduct.

After Huntingford's appointment in 1789, the
names of 16 quiristers appear year by year on the
Long Rolls ; but the arrangement with the Cathedral
choristers was not discontinued till 1840. In a

" Table of fees paid by Boys" endorsed by the
Warden in 1798 it is noted that " officers " pay Is. to
" Singing Choristers " and new prefects Is. to " Trinity
[i.e. Cathedral] Choristers ". In the Common Place
Book which Archdeacon Heathcote began to com-
pile in 1808 he noted that one " Dispar of Mutton "
and two quarts of beer a day each were allowed to the
quiristers, who were ' 12 in number, because the
other 4 are hired from the Cathedral " ; C. Cooper
Henderson in 1818 and Mansfield 1 (admitted 1835)
also speak of 12 quiristers. T. A. Trollope (1820-
1828) usually remembered " what he remembered "
very accurately, but I cannot quite harmonize his
statement upon the subject with our other evidence :

We had ... six choristers for the service of the chapel.
The " choristers ", who were mentioned at a former page as
carrying the " dispers " into hall, though so called, had nothing
to do with the choral service. They were twelve in number.2

1 Mansfield, p. 33. 2 T. A. T. p. 137.



CHAPTER XXXVII

SERVANTS

MATERIALS for the history of the College are most
complete on the side of its domestic economy;
accounts, inventories, and the like have already
yielded valuable results to patient research, and they
still have much to reveal which will throw light on
more than merely Wykehamical affairs. My chapters
deal for the most part only incidentally with the
economic side of CoUege history ; but something must
be said about the servants and their functions by way
of comment on some lines of Mathew's poem (vv.
248-55).

Not being members of the foundation, the servants1
are not mentioned in the first Rubric of the Founder's

Statutes ; no formal list of them, indeed, is to be

found in any Rubric. Rubric XLV. speaks of a
porter, a baker, a brewer, a cook, a manciple, and of
alii officiarii vel ministri;2 we learn from Rubric
XXVI. that the Warden was to have some special
servants of his own - a clericus vel domicellus, a
valettus, a garcio-who were to be boarded, clothed,
and paid by the College. Early lists of wage-receivers3

1 With the exception-if they should be called " servants "-of the clerks
and quiristers, of whom I have spoken in the last two chapters.

2 The Eton Statutes are more explicit, advantage having been taken of
Winchester experience ; the College was to " keep as principal servants a
caterer [manciple], a butler, a cook, a porter (who shall also be torchmaker and
barber), two bakers, two brewers, a gardener, and a groom " (M. L. p. 585).

1 See, e.g., Annals, pp. 142, 158, 189.
465 2 H
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show that among other early qfficiarii were a butler,
an under-cook, a cook-boy, a barber, a gardener, a
carter ; a slaughterer appears a little later. In some
of the lists a washerwoman is also included, but she

differed from the rest, as we shall see, not only in sex
but in another important particular. As arrange-
ments about servants were not determined by the
Statutes, they were at first modified freely as con-
venience dictated ; but as time went on their number

and functions became almost as rigidly fixed as those
of the members of the foundation, and they were
sworn to fidelity and secrecy with the same solemnity.1
Three lists of servants, compiled by different hands,
have come down to us from the middle of the seven-

teenth century ; it is perhaps worth our while to
compare them. The first comes from Warden Harris
(1645) ; 2 the second from Mathew (1647) ; the third
from the earliest Long Roll (1653).

1 See L.R. ii. 337-8 ; cf. Rubric VIII.

2 For the date (which Mr. Kirby gave as 16f§) see above, p. 250.

[TABLE
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LISTS OF COLLEGE SERVANTS

I. II.i III.1

Warden Harris (1645). Robert Mathew (1647). Long Roll (1653).

14 Servants in Nomina Servorum

Ordinarie, viz. :
. " 3 Clerici-

1 Manciple 1 Opsonator 1 Opsoniatur (sic)
2 Butlers (1 Artopta 3 ~\ 2 Promi *

11 Suppromus J
3 Cookes 2 Cooks 2 Coqui '"
1 Baker 1 Pistor 1 Pistor

2 Brewers 2 Brewers 2 Potifices
1 Miller 1 1 Molar iu-s 1 Molarius

2 Horsekeepers 1 Agaso 2 Agasones 6
1 Gardiner 1 Hortorum Gustos1 1 Hortulanus

1A 1 111 r»Ti f T "~f\ llJJtrlJC 1' 1 Eelimozinator (sic)8
1 Porter 1 Janitor 1 Janitor

, , 2 Lixce 2 Lixce*
. , 1 Lanio f

. . 1 qui mundat qua- . .
dras

. . \ anus culincE

All these have diet Hos stipe commeri-
wages and livery ta geminus Bur-
from the College sarius implet

1 I have altered the order of the servants in Lists II. and III. to make it
correspond to that given in the official List I. Mathew's order in List II. was
partly determined by metrical exigencies.

2 Harris and Mathew class the Clerks with the Chaplains and Organist (see
above, p. 443).

3 Artopta should mean " baker ", but Mathew uses it here and in v. 218 for
the " bread-butler", of whom we learn much from College documents. He
calls the baker pistor.

* The Roll of 1672 distinguishes the two promi as Pan. prom, and Pot.
prom. (Suppr.), i.e. " bread-butler and beer-butler".

6 The accounts (e.g. in 1584, 1644, 1696) sometimes dignify the head-cook
by the title Archimagyrus, just as it became fashionable to call the Head
Master Archididascalus (see above, p. 35).

1 Distinguished in some later rolls as .4urign and Slabularius.
7 Called Gardenarius in the accounts of 1421-2.

=Eleemosynator (Almoner) ; see below.
' The lixae, whom the accounts call lixa and sublixa, and who were in later

times called " scullion " and "turnspit", are not mentioned in any subsequent
Long Roll.

It will be observed that the Warden agrees with the
Roll, but differs from Mathew, in taking no account
of the slaughterer (lanio), the trencher-cleaner, the
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" old woman of the kitchen " ; that he omits the
lixae, whom Mathew and the Roll include; that
(after reflexion) he also omits the almoner, differing
therein from the Roll, but agreeing with Mathew.-I
do not propose to deal with the lists seriatim, but shall
note some points relating to the slaughterer and
almoner, to \vhom I have just referred, and to the
porter and the manciple ; and I shall conclude with
one or two observations on the servants generally.

It is only during the period 1556-84, when he was
paid 10s. a quarter, that the slaughterer (lanio or lanius]
appears in the accounts as an ordinary wage-receiving
servant; the fact that he was no longer an ordinary
servant in the seventeenth century explains his
absence from lists I. and III. Inventories of the

sixteenth century take account of " ye stuffe in ye
Slaughterhouse " ;l and in the seventeenth, though
the lanius no longer received wages and was re-
munerated we know not how,2 Custus in offidna
Lanii, " costs incurred in the slaughter-house ", con-
tinued to be a sub-heading in the accounts till 1653,
though in many previous years the entry under it is
nihil. Here are some typical entries in other years :

Pro fune ad usum Lanionis ponderanti 10U (1584-5).
Pro xxiv. hamis pro Silkstede3 (1605-6).
Pro le clever (1605-6).
Pro fune ad colligandos boves (1606-7).
Pro una ulna cannabis qua se induit Lanius ponderanda

carne bovina (1644-5).

1 The cantificina is mentioned by Johnson (Themes, fol. 191) as one of the
ojficincE non adeundce.

2 The following entry, made under Custus Necessariorum cum donis in
1683-i, may explain : Allocat. lanioni pro sevo ob puerorum absentiam tempore
exanlhemalum vj1. xiij". iiijd. (see above, p. 402).

3 The whole establishment had been removed to Silkstead near Hursley
in 1603, at the time of Raleigh's trial ; we know of another migration there
in 1625 (see below, p. 487).
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There is also a charge under another heading about
1645 for a bridge made in the meadows for the use of
the lanius ; in connection with which I may refer to
an already-quoted order,1 issued after the scrutiny of
1620, for the pasturing of sheep, " to be slaughtered
for the use of the College ", in the College meadows.-
Mr. Kirby says that " the Society ceased to kill their
own meat in 1697 " ;2 the lanius must then have been

dispensed with, and his qfficina (which Mr. Kirby
places to the immediate west of the brewhouse)
became available for other purposes.

The almoner (eleemosynator or eleemosynarius] is a
most elusive person ; even his name was a puzzle to
the compiler of the only Long Roll in which it occurs.
An almoner was a very important officer in religious
houses ; he was very prominent, for instance, among
the obedientiaries of St. Swithun's Priory, though its
numerous Almoners' Rolls give little evidence of his
performance of the duties which his name suggests.
" In actual charity", wrote Dean Kitchin, " the
office did very little indeed, and not much even in
doles of bread ; there is not a trace of the visitation of

the sick".3 Frequent distributiones pauperibus were
made by the College, but we cannot connect the
College almoner with them ; we cannot, indeed, trace
his existence very far back. His name is absent from
Mr. Kirby's lists of servants for 1395, 1411, and 1431 ;
Mr. Leach could find no record of him in the earlier

Bursars' Rolls,4 and Mr. Chitty and I could find none
in those of the later sixteenth century. In 1603-4 he
had an qfficina which needed hinges and nails for its

1 See above, p. 307.
2 Annals, p. 34.-Two " Articles of Agreement" are extant, dated 1691

and 1707, by which a Winchester butcher undertook to supply meat to the
College.

3 Obedientiary Rolls of Si. Swilhun's Priory, Winchester, pp. 74-8.
* L.R. i. p. lii.
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door ; a little later he was receiving 2s. 6d. a quarter,
with an occasional present ex gratia or pro vestibus.
He was not however classed as a " servant " ; his wages
were not entered under Stipendia servorum, but under
Custus Necessariorum cum Donis, together with, and
at the same rate as, those of the lixa, sublixa, and old
woman of the kitchen, as late as and probably later
than 1671. He was therefore, on second thoughts,
omitted, with these humble employes, from the
Warden's list of " servants in ordinarie " ; in spite
of his high-sounding title, he may have been Mathew's
unus qui mundat quadras, a mere cleaner of trenchers.
-His position became less humble afterwards. He

received fees from the scholars (like the other principal
servants) in 1711 and (like the manciple) till 1869.
It was his duty in 1778, as it is to-day, to keep Hall
clean " without the use of sawdust " ; in 1809 he had

to supply trenchers, the annual cost of which he put
at £6, but the Warden much lower ; he also lighted
the School fire, which fact may partly explain his
receiving £12 in fees from commoners.

The porter (janitor], whom the ignorant compiler
of the Long Roll for 1672 calls portitor, was required
for many centuries to act as barber. In 1395 the two
offices appear to have been held by different persons;
but John Losynge was porter and barber in 1411 ;a
the barbaria or domus barbitonsoris, mentioned in very
early documents, is identified by Mr. Kirby with the
porter's lodge.2 Why the same person should have
been set to shut locks and to cut locks is not clear, but
the combination of functions was common or universal

in colleges as in monasteries. It obtained, for instance,
at New College,3 and was enjoined by the Statutes at

1 Annals, pp. 142, 158. " Ibid. pp. 33, 145, 161.
3 In Henry VTII.'s time (Walcott, pp. 291-2) and in Charles II.'s (R. and

R. p. 185).
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Eton,1 at All Souls,2 at the new Cathedral Grammar
Schools of 1541. 3 The Winchester porter-barber was
well paid ; and deservedly, for as barber he had to see
to people's tonsures,4 to keep everybody's hair well
cropped, and to shave the magistri.5 When the two
offices became distinct I have not discovered.

The manciple (obsonator ; also manceps, cibarius,
dispensator, in some of the Long Rolls), under the
name dispensator, is mentioned in Rubric XIV. as
acting under a weekly officer (the Seneschal of Hall)
chosen from the Fellows ; but the duty of buying
victuals, the primary duty of a manciple, seems to
have fallen in the earliest days on the head-cook, who
was styled ernptor victualium in 1395 ; in 1411 manciple
and cook were separate officials.6 A manciple who
died in 1498 had a brass in Chapel ; he had been
scholar, clerk, and bailiff of the College ; he had been
Mayor of Winchester and was one of our benefactors.7
The manciple's duties were most important ; the
compiler of the Long Roll of 1653 distinguishes him
(and the cooks) with the title of dominus. Mr.
Holgate produced evidence to prove that his title and
office " lasted certainly till the end of the last [i.e.
the eighteenth] century ",8 but the title and office last
still ; the manciple, in Mathew's words,

emit nobis quodcunque necesse est (v. 248)

to-day, as he has done for five centuries. - It appears
from some memoranda which I have seen that

1 M. L. p. 585. 2 Grant Robertson, p. 20.
3 B.C. p. 454 ; Early Education in Worcester, p. 141.
4 Rubric II. ; cf. Annals, p. 33.
5 Rubric XVII. ; ne comam nutriant sive barbam. See above, p. 245.
6 Annals, p. 158.
7 Mr. Kirby's details (ibid. pp. 190-1) about this manciple (John Bedyl)

need revision.

8 L.R. i. p. li.
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his net income in 1809 was over £100, fully double that
of any other College servant.

The chief interest of the lists of servants consists

in the fact that they reveal to us a society which
in its domestic economy was almost entirely self-
sufficing. The College through its servants killed its
own meat (indeed it tended its own cattle), cut its
own hair, ground its own wheat, baked its own bread,
kept its own horses, grew its own hops, brewed its
own beer ; it also kept workmen in its service for
building, carpentering, and such-like jobs. It would
be interesting to trace the gradual disappearance of
this self-sufficiency; of the functions which I have
mentioned, the slaughtering was perhaps the first, and
the brewing was the last, to be abandoned. The
College continued to brew till 1904 ; a quondam
College brasiator or potifex is still a familiar figure at
Winchester, and the old-fashioned equipment of the
brewhouse is still in evidence.

Hardly less interesting, perhaps, is the fact that all
the servants on the lists (with one unimportant ex-
ception in Mathew's) were males. It is unnecessary
to dwell at length on what was a universal law of
collegiate, as of monastic, establishments, quod singula
ministeria ipsius Collegii fiant per masculos 1-a law
enjoined alike at Merton, " Wykeham's Model", at
Winchester and its daughter Eton, at New College
and its daughters All Souls and Magdalen,2 at the new
Cathedral Grammar Schools of 1541. Wykeham, like
other founders, was obliged to tolerate one quasi-
exception. It seemed too much to hope that a

i Rubric XLV.

2 In 1674 Bishop Morley of Winchester as Visitor of Magdalen condemned
most vigorously the employment of women, together with the keeping of dogs ;
he pointed out that Waynflete expressly prohibited his college becoming
claustrum fcemineum canumve latibulwn (Wilson, Magdalen College, p. 187).
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washerman would be found in rerum natura; there-

fore, in defectu lotoris masculi,1 the employment of a
washerwoman was sanctioned. A lotrix was at work

in 1395, and, though a lotor had been secured in 1411,2
such good fortune was most exceptional. It was
therefore necessary to rely on the elaborate safeguards
which Wykeham inserted into Rubric XLV.; they
might be neglected at times, but we find the Warden
and Fellows insisting upon them as late as 1775 :

Dec. 6, 1775.-Order'd that two Able Men be appointed
by the Warden to make the Beds . . . & (to make women
totally unnecessary) to fetch & carry all their Linnen clean &
foul from their [the Boys'] respective Laundresses.

A washerwoman was the sole exception sanctioned,
even conditionally and with safeguards, by the
Founder ; Mathew's anus una culince, who became a
fixed institution in the seventeenth century, was
"unstatutable", as was also the woman-nurse whom

Warden Harris wisely put in charge of his Sick-house
about 1657. There is evidence of a further infringe-
ment of the Rubric in the Register of the admission
and swearing-in of servants in the eighteenth century ;
John Tolfree was appointed (1756) "in Mrs. Gosney's
place as Under Cook ". I cannot remember that in
my own school-days any women were employed in
College (elsewhere than at Sick-house) except the
turba anilis of weeders.3 Nowadays, though traces of
the old order of things remain, the kitchen at least is
served by women exclusively, and it is not deemed
necessary that they should be " old and wrinkled ".

1 The careful writer of what is known as the Sub-Warden's copy of the
Statutes could not believe in the existence of even the word lolor ; both in the
Winchester and in the corresponding New College Rubric he perpetrated
lolricis masculi.

2 Annals, pp. 142, 158. 3 See above, p. 190.



CHAPTER XXXVIII

THE POET'S OMISSIONS : SICK-HOUSE

THERE is no part of College which it was more im-
portant that a writer of 1647 should describe than the
old School, for it was soon to be dismantled, shorn of

its fair proportions, transformed for other uses ; and
Mathew describes it fully (w. 70-113). There, how-
ever, his account of the precincts ends. His tan-
talizing last paragraph tells us that he will not speak
of Chapel or of Library, of Kitchen or of Chamber
Court; that he will wash no hands at Conduit; that

his Muse shall not drink from " gispins " in Cellar, or
loiter in Cloisters like a priest; that he passes by
" the gardens of Alcinous " and " the greeneries of
Tempe ". Some of these are in 1914 as they were in
1647 ; of some, with help from elsewhere, we can
picture to ourselves the former aspect; others again
are dim to us, we cannot in every case even place
them with certainty.

Cloisters are practically unchanged, but nowadays
no schoolboys creep unwillingly x to school there or
beguile the tedium of work by cutting holes for fox-
and-geese on their stone seats.2-The poet's Library

1 Mathew forgets his optimism when speaking of Cloisters as a place for
summer lessons :

Vae pueris aliis ! quoties male grata frequentant
Claustra ! (w. 205-6).

For Cloisters as so used see Chapter XXXI.
2 Annals, p. 63.

474
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is of course our (and Fromond's) Chantry. Though
no longer a chantry after the Reformation, the build-
ing was still a place of prayer in 1.571,1 soon after
which date it seems to have become derelict; it was

converted into a library, by the generosity of Warden
Pinke of New College, in 1629.2 Sixty years later an
American visitor who " view'd Winchester College "
selected for special mention the " Library built in the
midst of the Green within the Cloisters ",3 and many
Wykehamists remember what a charming library it
was. Owing to the increase of numbers which
followed on the dispersion of commoners (1869) it
reverted to religious uses by becoming a chapel for
juniors at the beginning of 1875.4 Some Wykehamists
regret that it is not now possible, except in Cathedral,
for the whole school to worship together ; but there
are compensations in the suitability to the congrega-
tion, and in the attractive simplicity, of the chantry
service. The finely proportioned little building, the
charm of which has been enhanced by the taste and
generosity of Dr. Fearon and Dr. Freshfield, has never
been and never can be dedicated to a happier or more
fitting purpose.-If the ghost of a Fellow or of a
scholar of 1647 could revisit the Cellar to-day he
would admire the same vault with its single pillar
that he admired of old, but he would look rather

ruefully at the single beer-barrel of these degenerate
times. - Why was Kitchen "Cleopatra's"? Was

1 See above, p. 441.
2 In the Inventory of 156G books of theology, logic, grammar, medicine,

etc., are entered as kept in Fromond's Chantry; perhaps they were kept in
the room above it.

3 Annals, p. 371.
1 The name Chantry had in 1875 fallen into disuse. A correspondent of

the Editor of The Wykehamist asked (February 1875) to be allowed " to suggest
that the building in Cloisters just fitted up as a supplementary Chapel receive
the name of ' Chantry' ", and pointed out that that name " has the historical

advantage of describing what it originally was intended for".
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Cleopatra the anus una culince of the poem (v. 255),
and does the name imply that the boys feigned a
susceptibility to her anile charms ? Or, as the epithet
lautarn perhaps suggests, was the poet jibing at too
meagre commons ?1 Smaller than it had been originally,
for the lobby 2 and perhaps the organ-room 

3 " 
were

carved out of it in the sixteenth century ",4 but pro-
vided, since 1520, with a chimney, Kitchen as it was
in 1647 would not seem strange to us ; it was the same
dignified but quaintly proportioned room which,
according to the " Joel " of fifty years ago, Prince
Albert " admired more than anything" when he
visited College in 1849. - Mathew is silent about
Chamber Court, " although it is quadrangular"
(v. 282). The Court is indeed, to a Wykehamist's
eye, rerpdycavos avev tyoyov : is that what he implies ?
-The Conduit of 1647, with its penthouse, is feebly

represented now by two taps and a seam in the
wall above them.5 The poet will not speak of it,
though it had lately become very elegant :

Ductus aquae quamvis sit plumbo et poste novatus6 (v. 284).

As " furbished up with lead and post " the Aquce-
ductus-so it is called in the College accounts-is
portrayed in more than one old picture : vaguely by
Loggan in Oxonia Illustrata (1675), more definitely7 in
Ball's Historical Account of Winchester (1818), very

1 For the commons supplied from Cleopatra's kitchen see Antony and
Cleopatra, Act II. Scene 2.

2 It will be observed that Mathew does not speak of the " Trusty
Servant".

3 There is an item in the accounts for 1645-6 (during Mathew's school-
days) pro clave ad o.itium scholce Musicce.

4 Annali, p. 39.
6 There was, says Mr. Kirby, a shed over Conduit from the first (Annals,

p. 150).
6 I have discussed this line in connection with the date of the poem (above,

p. 6).
' See also the frontispiece of this book.
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definitely indeed, but not perhaps very accurately, with
Mr. Sissmore's renovations 1 but after its removal, in

Mansfield's School Life (1866) ; in the History and
Antiquities of Winchester (1773) the artist ignores it
altogether.

Mathew alludes to the " five2 tuneful bells "

Quas resonare iubet pietas, mors, atque voluptas 3 (v. 277).

The same causes evoke the melody of the same bells
still, if bells that " have been recast, some more than
once," 4 are still the same; they hang, as everybody
knows, in a rebuilt tower.5-The appearance of Chapel
in 1647 can be faintly realized with the help of Mr.
Hardy's concise statement in the Quincentenary
volume,6 and of the copious details supplied by Mr.
Kirby. The building had lately been embellished. In
1637 William Harris, joiner, of Oxford, contracted " to
lyne or cover the two syde walles from the East end
of the Choyer in the Chancell ... up to the East
end Wall from the Pauement on either syde to that
highth that the said Waynscott may rainge [?] in the
topp or upper part of it with that Waynscott which is
already sett upp at the East end of the said Chappell
soe that the lower edge of the soyle of the syde Win-
dowes or any part of it may not remayne bare un-
covered or in sight " ; and again in 1639 to make

1 Rich, p. 28 ; Mr. Sissmore, a Fellow of the College, died in 1851 at the
age of 94 or 95.-As a washing-place for the scholars the " aqueduct " became
superfluous in 18:58 ; see above, pp. 158-9.

2 A sixth bell was given by John Desborough Walford in 1866.
3 Mr. Kirby gives a list of public occasions, mostly of voluptas, on which

the bells were rung between 1686 and 1709 (Annals, pp. 373-4).
1 Ibid. p. 62.
6 The tower was rebuilt in 1862-3 ; it had been strengthened in 1772-3

(ibid. p. 220). John Bond wrote from Commoners to his brother on June 30,
1771 : " The Tower is much obliged to you for your kind wishes for its destruc-
tion. They have, I believe, now secur'd it for some years longer." Its fall
would have necessitated " a few weeks Holydays".

6 W.C. pp. 33-4.
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" 

one faire Skreene " for the chapel, " adorned with
taphrells above", with a cornice "to go from the
skreene over the stalls " on either side to the new

wainscot there, and to make " one border of like

stuffe ", 26 inches high, " to go from the skreene round
about the said Chappell". The wainscot was to be
finished by August 1638, the screen by Christmas
1640 ; both were to be " of Poland oak 'V The new
screen, says Mr. Kirby, " was removed in the Parlia-

mentary Visitation ", and replaced by another in 1658;
the new wainscot seems to have survived till about

1690 when (as everybody knows) Warden Nicholas
provided another. Of Nicholas's wainscot, of its
removal by Butterfield, of its subsequent history, I
will not speak.-Mathew, in his brief allusion to " the
temple", mentions only its "pictured windows",
those fenestrce vitrece which Wykeham was anxious
to protect against stones and balls (jactus lapidum et
pilarum, necnon rerum quarumlibet aliarum : Rubric
XLIII.). They had fortunately escaped the ravages
of Puritan soldiers and Puritan bishops,2 but they
were so seriously dilapidated just after Mathew's
school-days (in 1650) that masons and glaziers were
employed to mend them sufficiently to keep starlings
from passing through them.3 We have an elaborate
account (said to have been written as a school imposi-
tion) 4 of the great east window from the future Bishop
Lowth (c. 1725 ?) ; and about 1820 a letter from the
Rev. G. Rowlands expressed some interesting opinions
concerning its arrangements and history.5 " In the

1 Not "pollard oak " (Annals, p. 53). Mr. Kirby's account of the contracts
is incorrect in some other unimportant particulars.

2 Contrast the misfortunes of New College at the hands of Bishop Home ;
see R. and R. p. 67. See also ibid. p. 113.

3 Annals, p. 56. 4 Walcott, p. 219 ; Wordsworth, pp. 73-88.
6 The letter is copied into Warden Huntingford's MS. Annals. Mr.

Rowlands believed that the window had been taken down at least once, and
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month of July 1821", wrote Warden Huntingford,1
" the Glass in the Eastern Window of the Chapel was
taken down, and sent to Mess" Betton and Evans at
Shrewsbury, who in the spring preceding had con-
tracted to retouch the colours. . . . This Glass was

restored to its original brilliancy by Mess" Betton
and Evans, and put again into the Window' in
November and December 1822. In the latter month

The Hampshire Chronicle informed all " lovers of
antiquity and admirers of the art of Glass Staining '
that they would " receive much pleasurev from a
visit to Chapel, the east window having been " re-

touched and restored with great skill with fidelity ",
and " recovered and brought back to what it was
when originally painted". The side windows were
subsequently sent to Shrewsbury, and Warden Hunt-
ingford records that by August 1828 " all the
painted windows in the Chapel were completed " ;

on the replacement of those on the south side The
Chronicle was no less enthusiastic than before, and
declared that when the northern windows should also

be completed, the beauty of the Chapel would be
"imposing and unique". Unhappily the fate of
being " loathed by an early posterity ' which a
Master of Trinity predicted for the mid-Victorian
chapel of St. John's has, in spite of The Chronicle's
eulogies, befallen our late-Georgian glass. Even in
1845 the expert Mr. Winston, while admitting that
the new work was 

" 

a very good copy " of the old,
"considering the time at which it was executed", made
it plain that his qualification meant much ;2 and as I

certainly " at the time of the Great Rebellion, when many windows were
preserved by burying them, as, if I recollect rightly, was the case with the fine
glass at King's College Chapel, Cambridge".

1 In his MS. Annals.

2 Proceedings of the Archaeological Institute at Winchester, 1845.
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write I find the Head Master asserting, in the current
number of The Wykehamist, that Messrs. Betton and
Evans's windows " are universally admitted to be crude
in colour and grotesque in design 'V-It will have
been noticed that both the Warden and The Chronicle

gloss over the fact that the glass which came from
Shrewsbury was not the old glass retouched and
restored, but was almost entirely new glass ; what
became of the old ? Much of it no doubt, as Mr.

Kendall says, was " destroyed or lost " at Shrewsbury ;
some fragments were inserted into the new east
window ; some others may be seen elsewhere. With
respect to these last I am indebted to the kindness of
Mr. Caroe (who wonders if I shall " get any poetry out
of the existing windows ") for the following statement:

Three figures were cut down and inserted as an east
window of the south aisle of St. Mary's church in Shrewsbury.
That had two cusps in the heads instead of four, the lights
were narrower and shorter ; so the canopy-work was muti-
lated accordingly. In course of time these lights were dis-
carded from St. Mary's and found their way-I don't know
when or how-to South Kensington. They have been
patched and are not in their pristine state, and have been
covered with a thick coat of brown shellac or varnish, and so
have lost all their brilliance. There is a small piece of the
original east window in the east window of St. Mary's (I am
told this on good authority), and other fragments in the
chapel of Shirley Hall, Eltington, Warwickshire. I never
before heard that any was at Ludlow,2 but have been told

1 The Wykehamist, July 29, 1913.-I leave this passage as it was written
just before Mr. Arthur Benson called attention to the " wickedness " of a
proposal to remove the glass of 1820-8 (The Times, August 6, 1913).

2 As has sometimes been stated. The E. window of Ludlow church " was

originally the gift of Spofford, Bishop of Hereford, 1421-48, and, after under-
going great mutilation, was well restored in 1828, by Evans of Shrewsbury "
(Murray's Handbook to Shropshire, p. 5). A correspondent of The Times
(August 20, 1913) gives reasons for believing that certain figures " in the
window [a window, I am told, on the N. side] of Ludlow church choir " were

"brought from Winchester", but, he adds, " whether from the cathedral or
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that there is some at St. Neots, Cornwall. This I should
doubt however. . . . There can be no doubt, I think, that
the glass removed was the original glass.

I pass from "the temple and its pictured windows".
What are " the gardens of Alcinous" and " the
greeneries of Tempe " (v. 280) ? The former should be
kitchen-garden or orchard or both ; it was of course
towards fruit-growing that the horticultural tastes
of Alcinous inclined. There was a kitchen-garden
as well as a flower-garden in full view from the old
School,1 and after the new School had been built there
were such gardens still. It was into these gardens
that the Warden and Fellows ordered, in 1778, that
" whilst the boys are at Meads or elsewhere " no boy
was " to presume to go ", but they went all the same;
a year or two later Mr. Bowles complained 2 that the
walls " are too low and serve only to invite the Boys
to climb over them, and to plunder and rob the Garden
of all its Fruits and Flowers". Apple-trees were
planted, in 1643, in the hop-garden which then
occupied Sick-house Mead.3 From all this we may
conclude that the gardens of Alcinous roughly corre-
spond to the northern and north-western parts of
Meads. There remain the greeneries of Tempe. It
is impossible to accept Mr. Leach's suggestion 4 that
they are the Tempe of his school-days-the nasty bit
of ditch that separated the pathway to Hills from the
decayed wharf-buildings. The other places mentioned

the college is not certain". A recent visitor to Ludlow, who has carefully
examined these figures, informs me that they are much smaller than those in
the College Chapel windows to-day.

1 It is shown in Loggan's picture of 1675.
! In the memorandum discussed above in the chapter on Meads.
3 See Annals, pp. 412, 250, 331. That there was an orchard within the

precincts at an earlier date appears from p. 258, where we read that a labourer
was paid lljd. in 1532 pro eradicacione herbarum noxiarum in le orcharde.

/, p. 276.

21
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in the poet's last paragraph are places of dignity
within the College precincts, and Tempe is coupled
with the gardens of Alcinous. Its greeneries must
be the southern part of Meads, the prata which, the
poet tells us, folio stipant virgulta comanti (v. 176).
" Tempe " was for verse-task writers any green and
pleasant place - a valley, no doubt, for choice, but
Eton poets gave the name even to their Salt Hill;1
in his Mons Catharines T. Warton gave it to the
thinly-timbered water-meadows about St. Cross.2
There is an interesting use of Mathew's word viri-
darium in the Winton Domesday, which describes the
site of College as the viridarium et deambulatorium
S. Sioithuni, " quiet meads", writes Dean Kitchin,
" wherein the brethren strolled and dreamed awhile ".3

So much for our poet's confessed omissions, but
there is a building within our walls, which, if the date
usually assigned to it is right, we should expect him to
have described, but which he does not even decline to

describe. Sick-house, or rather the northern part of
it,4 was built on the site of the Carmelite Friary by
the Warden of Mathew's school-days, the John Harris
who was afterwards his friend and benefactor. The

first addition to our buildings since Chantry, it is of
all such additions the most charming as it was the
most necessary.5 When Warton described Winchester

1 See above, p. 345.
- Wordsworth, p. 101 : sparsis frondentia Tempe arboribus.
3 Historic Tozcns : Winchester, p. 79 ; see also p. 142.
4 " The back and more commodious portion " was built by Mr. John

Taylor in 1775 (Annals, p. 326). His munificentia in reficienda suisque im-
pensis augenda domo alumnis cegrotantibus dicala was commemorated in Chapel.

6 As will be seen from a passage to be quoted presently. - At Eton
Henry VI. intended to build, but did not build, an infirmary for his scholars
and choristers ; sick boys were " entrusted to the care of some worthy matron
in the town " (M. L. pp. 40, 51). About 1690, when the Upper School was
being rebuilt, an appeal for subscriptions stated that " there is a building
within twelve or fourteen yards of the Long Chamber which may be turned
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its beauty was conspicuous, for it stood by itself,
" in the middle of the College meadow " ; L but it

is dwarfed and almost hidden to-day by buildings
of greater bulk and pretension.2 Now Adams, Mr.
Kirby, Mr. Leach and others3 say that it was built
(or " founded ") in 1640, seven years before Mathew's
poem was written ; the statement seems to be based
on a note in Charles Blackstone's MS. Book of Bene-

factions (1784). Blackstone was an excellent anti-
quary, but he cites no evidence ; and I suspect that
Mathew omitted in 1647 to mention Sick-house for

the very sufficient reason that it did not then exist.
Mr. Kirby's notice of the building is perplexing.

He says that it was built in 1640, but not furnished
(which, as he says, is " remarkable ") till 1668 ; he
proceeds to quote a list of articles bought for it in the
latter year juxta legatum Dm Harris, with a view to
proving that even then it was furnished ' inade-
quately enough". Now inventories of College furni-
ture were made in the August of the years 1656 and
1657. In that of 1656 we have no hint of the exist-

ence of Sick-house; but in that of 1657 we have a

list of furniture " in the new Lodgeing for the Sicke ".4
The new lodging, then, was furnished and made-
available between August 1656 and August 1657, and
into an infirmary, with accommodation for ten or twelve at a time, which is
more than any can remember to have been sick in the College at once " (ibid.
p. 274).

1 Description, p. 65 ; see above, p. 366.
- The following statement occurs in a leading article in The Wykehamist

for June 1868 : " A very interesting subject is involved in the Abolition of
Commoners-the enlargement of Meads. Before Sick House can be pulled
doom and Sick House Meads turned into ground for Cricket, accommodation
for the Sick must be found elsewhere. . . . When Sick House, then, is re-
moved", etc. No one can believe that the vandalism here contemplated
entered Dr. Bidding's head, but it is strange that the editorial statement seems
to have aroused no indignation.

3 Adams, p. 43 ; Annals, p. 326 ; History, p. 338.
* A payment pro capsula in Bethesda (see below) ad rcponendum mappas

(i.e. for a linen-chest in Sick-house) is entered in the accounts for 1665-6.
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Mr. Kirby's remarkable interval between building and
furnishing is thus reduced from twenty-eight years to
seventeen ; but was there any interval at all ? An
admirer of Warden Harris, one fully acquainted with
the details of his activities, wrote as follows, soon after
the Restoration.1

That which he intended for his last work was a consider-

able work of Charity for the poore children of the Colledge.
They are there lodged about 12 in a chamber & had no place of
retirement in sicknesse, so that were the disease anything
infectious it must needs run from one to another over the

whole chamber or it may be Colledge. If not infectious the
sicke person was troublesome to those that were well &
designed either sleep or study ; and they that were well as
much troublesome to the sicke. He therefore 2 found this

device to empty his purse to build some lodgings for the sicke
in which place also there should be lodgings for a Physitian
& for a woman that should attend any that were sicke. This
place when it was [?...?] hee called Bethesda3 on the front
of which there were inscribed these two short Suffrages, one
stiled Votum Scholarium pro Custode 4-which was-

Cubantis in Lecto languoris [extremo cor eius
Et artus Jehovah curet foveat ac sustentet]. . . .

I have printed the passage because it has not been
printed before and is in many ways instructive. For
my present purpose it is valuable as showing that
according to a well-informed contemporary Sick-house
was built, not in 1640, but towards the end of the

Warden's life. He died in August 1658 ; the building
1 See above, p. 46.
- After " therefore " the writer erased the words " layd out what mony

remaind to him".

3 It is called Bethesda in the accounts for 1665-6 : pro emendando Le
Pumpe ad Bethesda Is. In Loggan's plan (1675) it is calJed Bethesda seu
Nosocomion. It is also often called "New House"; that expression was in
use as late as 1780 (see above, p. 378).

" The writer quotes from memory ; he should have written Votum Puerorum
pro Authore.
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was furnished in 1656-7 ; I suggest that it was fur-
nished as soon as it had been built. We ought not,
perhaps, to take it as certain that the pathetic Votum
pro Authore was carved while the building was in
progress; but Harris had been in failing health for
some little time before his death.1-In all ways the
great Warden had deserved well of Winchester; in no
way better, as the above-quoted passage brings home
to us, than by doing what a man could do to give efficacy
to his own " short suffrage " for its " children " :

Jehovah, qui sanitatis author est unicus, noxia, precor,
Omnia a vestris capitibus arccat ac rcpellat.

NOTE TO CHAPTER XXXVIII

WE have seen that there was no infirmary at Winchester
before about 1657, or at Eton before 1690. Arrangements
for the prevention of outbreaks of pestilence (see above,
pp. 425-6) among the boys were even more necessary than
arrangements for their cure under ordinary illness ; and such
outbreaks in their neighbourhoods in the sixteenth century
had moved the authorities of Eton and of Winchester, as of
other schools, to provide retreats to which boys could be sent.

Eton.-In the year 1509-10, on 
" 

one of the earliest re-

corded appearances of the plague at Eton", many of the
scholars went off with Robert Aldrich, afterwards Head
Master and Provost, to Langley near Slough (M. L. p. 100).
In 1537, " Udall [the Head Master] and the boys under his
charge went to Hedgerley", a little further away, "to avoid
a pestilence " (ibid. p. 111). In 1563 a permanent arrange-
ment was made. A house at Cippcnham, about two miles
from Eton, had lately been acquired by the College. On the
appearance of the plague some of the boys were received
there ; " the tenant was thenceforth bound by a clause in his
lease to take in six scholars free of charge for the space of

1 As is shown by a letter written by Lord Saye and Sele in 1G57.
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one term ; and this arrangement continued until the erection
of a Sanatorium in 1844 " (ibid. p. 169).

Winchester.-There is clear evidence for the appearance
of pestilence at Winchester in the late summer and autumn
of 1509, and it is probable, but we are not informed, that the
authorities provided some of the boys with a retreat. From
September 1543, owing to the " Great Death ", nearly all the
boys were absent for eighteen weeks (see above, p. 426), and the
Warden and Fellows realized that they must provide a per-
manent place for " rustication " during pestilence. They had
recently acquired the manor of Moundsmere, on an upland
some twelve miles N.E. of Winchester, and the accounts of
1543-4 show that a considerable expenditure was incurred
there upon nova edificia.1 It was no doubt at Moundsmere
that a sum paid to the Head Master in that year pro comunis
scholarium in rure was spent. In 1554 the larger part of the
alms given by Philip and Mary to the College at their marriage
" 

was delivered to Mr. Crane and Mr. Langrage bowcers to
repare the Chyldre house at Mounsberie [sic] for ther consorte
in tyme of siknes " (Winchester College Documents, ii. 4). Chris-
topher Johnson refers to another rusticatio, at Moundsmere,
no doubt, in 1563, mentioning among its inconveniences :

Aquarum inopia ipsi non solum haurire eas de puteopro-
fundissimo sed in summum etiam montem tanquam boves
quidam subiugati anhelantes trahere necesse habeatis (Themes,
fol. 2) ;

but, he adds, you bear it all patiently :

Durum ; sed levius fit paticntia
Quicquid corrigere est nefas.

The accounts of the year show that various expenses were in-
curred ad usum scholarium commorantium apud Mowdesmere
temporc pestis from November 9 to December 17. Moundsmere
was sold by the College only recently, and till 1887 the tenant
was bound by his lease to set apart "the new buildings adjoining
to the said manor house, with all and singular the chambers and

1 The principal item is stated in Annals (p. 259) to be " xvj1 viij8 ixd,"
but the " xvj1 " should be " xxi" ".
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rooms whatsoever within the same contained, or at any time
hereafter of new to be built there " for the use of members of the

College, " for the avoiding the plague or any such pestilential
sickness " (Annals, p. 260). The Moundsmere arrangement,
it will be observed, survived the less elaborate arrangement
which it probably suggested to the Eton authorities.-The
accommodation there provided was supplemented or super-
seded in the seventeenth century. There was a rusticatio to
Silkstead near Hursley from October 1625 to May 1626, " for
what purpose", says Mr. Kirby, "does not appear" (Annals,
p. 301), but it will be remembered that in the summer of 1625
the plague caused the adjournment of Charles I.'s first parlia-
ment to Oxford ; like that of 1543 (see above, p. 426), it found
its way to Winchester. In the parish of St. Maurice " ' the
sore disease . . . proved fatal to eighty-seven, of whom
twenty-five died in August, and twenty-seven in September "
(Fearon and Williams, Parish Register and Parochial Docu-
ments, p. 72). Finally in 1666, sceviente peste, £ll was spent
on the hire of a house at Crawley, five miles away, for all or
some of the scholars, and much other expenditure Avas in-
curred there ; one of the items (pro impedito feno vel incre-
mento per lusus scholarium £2) shows that the boys were
allowed to play or played in an adjoining meadow. College
was practically deserted ; under the usually full section of the
accounts called Custus Domorum, I find the entry nihil in the
autumn term.

Westminster.-In May 1564, when there was plague in
London as at Winchester, the Chapter resolved " that in case
of any sickness happening the boys should be removed to
Wheathampstead or any other convenient place " ; they -were
to be under the charge of a Prebendary. They were at Putney
in 1565 from May to September. Dean Goodman (1561-1601)
subsequently secured for them " a more permanent refuge "
by acquiring in perpetuity the tenancy of a house at Chiswick
(Sargeaunt, p. 34).

Shrewsbury.-Mr. Ashton's Ordinances of 157| require that
" there shall be made or provided (. . . in some convenient
place within the county of Salop) a house for the schoolmaster
and scholars to resort unto and abide in the time of any
common plague or sickness dangerous in Salop, as ... for
the time being shall be thought most convenient". If a
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master refused to come and teach there during the time or
times of such plague or sickness, he was to be " debarred of his
wages ".

We read of similar refuges for the members of Oxford
colleges. On an outbreak of plague, for instance, in 1493
" Magdalen College removed to Brackley in Northampton-
shire, Oriel to Bartholomew's Hospital near Oxford, and
Merton to Islip instead of Cuxham, their usual place of re-
tirement". Such rustications were exceedingly frequent
(Creighton, History of Epidemics in Britain, i. pp. 283-4;
Henderson, Merton College, p. 72).



CHAPTER XXXIX

OLD AND NEW COMMONERS

THE choice of topics for discussion in this book has
been chiefly determined by Mathew's descriptions, but
I spoke in the last chapter of buildings and localities
which he barely mentions, and in the present chapter
I propose to speak of commoners, whom he does not
mention at all. His silence is both a surprise and a
misfortune. It is a surprise, because there were
commoners, though not in large numbers, in his
time; some of them not only worked in School and
attended Chapel, but slept in College bedrooms and
took their meals in College Hall. A commoner in
collegia complained in 1633 of " affronts " offered him
by the " propositors ", but found that " their words
were more than their deeds " ; 1 at least seven

commoners, one of whom was Thomas Ken,2 boarded

in 1646 ad mensam puerorum, and Mathew was among
these pueri; in 1647 the Bursars paid 8d. jyro cande-
labris pro sedili commensalium in Chapel; our first
Long Roll, that of 1653, gives the names of 26
commoners of one kind or another. The poet's
silence is also a serious misfortune. Commoners have

an interesting, a complex, and in some respects an
1 V.M. i. pp. 156-7.
2 Annals, p. 119. Ken was elected a scholar, at the age of thirteen, in

1651. John Potenger the younger, who was elected, at the age of eleven,
in 1658, had like Ken been a commoner ; he has recorded how young
commoners were taught (see above, p. 87).
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obscure past; it needs all the light that can be thrown
upon it, and Mathew throws none.

A history of commoners is still to be written. A
paper by Mr. Kirby, published in 1893,1 tells us much
about " the commoners until Dr. Burton " ; of that

long period of their history I have spoken incidentally.
Of the commoners under Dr. Burton I have spoken
somewhat fully in more than one place. In the
present chapter I shall speak of the commoners after
him, attempting little more than to fix some land-
marks in their fortunes, and to note some salient
characteristics of their life, during the century which
begins with his retirement and ends with Moberly's
(1766-1866).

I. On Burton's retirement Joseph Warton became
Head Master. As Usher (1755-65) he had been, like
Speed his predecessor, the house - master of Old
Commoners, and as Head Master (1766-93) he con-
tinued to hold that position. As the house-masters
first of Old and then of New Commoners the Head

Masters during the whole of our century had all or
most commoners under their immediate care. From

1766 to 1809 there were at intervals or continuously,
from 1859 to 1866 there were continuously, other
commoners; during the intervening half-century
(1809-59) " Head Master's boarders" and " com-

moners 
" 

were convertible terms.-In the first period
" street commoners " 

were still in existence ; here are

some allusions to them from the unpublished Bond
Letters of 1770-71. On November 6, 1770, John
Bond wrote from Winchester :

Mr. Millner is going to settle in Winton as his Wife cant
be absent from her Dear Children one of whom is at Dr.
Wartons the other at Mrs. Lees.

1 TF.C. pp. 48-56.
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And on June 30, 1771 :

Cooth [a late schoolfellow] has not yet brought his Brother,
altho he was expected last Monday by the Miss Lipscombs.

And again on July 13 :

Commoners are greatly increas'd since the Holydays ; we
have likewise about six new street-Commoners.

In the later seventies there were some dozen of them

in all, " boarded and lodged at two or three different
houses in King'sgate and Cannon Streets " ; 1 Gabell,
the future Head Master, was himself " a Street com-

moner at his father's house in King'sgate Street'
till he moved into College in 1779; their discontinuance
was not decreed till 1809.2 There were also, for some

few years after 1772, some other commoners who
were neither street commoners nor Head Master's

boarders ; numbers were rising, and Thomas Collins
the Usher, having acquired the lease of "the Sistern
chapel ",3 took boys for whom the Head Master
could not find room; about 1778 he had some

thirty such boys. In the early eighties the numbers
fell again ; when Collins resigned the ushership in
1784 the Sistern chapel was given up, and (as we
have seen) the long connection between the Usher
and commoner-boarders was finally severed.4 There

1 G.L.C. p. 6.-Readers of Gibbon's Memoirs may remember that in 1749
his aunt, Mrs. Porten, opened a boarding-house in College Street, Westminster,
principally-so it was believed-that her nephew might be properly cared for
while at Westminster School. " Her friends were numerous and active ; in
the course of some years she became the mother of forty or fifty boys " (Roman
Empire, edition of 1864, i. pp. 21-2).

2 In a letter to Gabell, dated December 6, 1809, the Warden and Fellows,
before confirming his appointment as Head Master, fixed the outside limit
of the number of commoners (see below, p. 508), and added that " of that
number none should be Street commoners".

3 See above, p. 79.
4 It has been necessary to retraverse here some of the ground already

traversed in Chapter III.
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can have been no difficulty in finding room in Old
Commoners for all the commoners of the next

decade, when there were never more than 54. Re-
newed prosperity, however, followed closely upon the
appointment of Goddard in 1793 ; the number of
commoners had trebled itself by 1803,1 and from 1804
onwards it exceeded 130. " It is a puzzle", says
Adams, " to know where all these were lodged ".2
The Sistern chapel, thenceforth called " Wickham's ",
was occupied by Dr. Wickham, the College medical
officer, from 1794 to 1801, and he may have taken
boarders ; Mr. Bower, the writing master, who be-
came its tenant in 1801, may have done the same;
there were probably street commoners in other private
houses ; Adams suggests that Goddard, who though
married had no family, may have lodged many boys
in his own " large Dwellinghouse ".3 In 1808 the
situation was simplified. Goddard secured the control
of Wickham's, bought the freehold of the building,
made it a part of Old Commoners ; and when he
retired at the end of 1809 he sold it, together with his
lease of the Spital, to the Warden and Fellows, who let
the whole property, at a rent of £60, to his successor.4
The Head Master could now provide lodging tel quel
for from 130 to 140 boys; during Gabell's reign
(1810-24) the number of commoners was never less
than 130, and they were all his boarders.-The bread
which Burton cast upon the waters in 1739 was thus
found after seventy years ; commoners were at last
all lodged together, brought under " the care of their
master's eye ", protected, " as much as locks and doors

can provide ", against outside temptations.5 Burton's

1 See L.R. i. p. Ixxii. In 1793 there were 41 commoners, in 1803 there were
120.

= Adams, p. 161. 3 See below, p. 568.
4 Annals, p. 134. 5 W.C. p. 90 ; above, p. 53.
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aim was realized ; but the Head Master's " monopoly
of boarding and lodging all the commoners " did not

commend itself to everybody. A quarrelsome old
Wykehamist, whose acquaintance we have made, " had
yet to learn " in 1818 why his sons should not " go

through Winchester School with credit " just because
it was Gabell's " mighty will and pleasure " to refuse
to board and lodge them. " I really ", he said, " can

perceive no absolute moral necessity for their going
through your Commoners to that school, subject to
the risk of every eddy and whiff of your caprice . . .
any more than I do for every boat which passes
London bridge shooting the dangerous arch, or being
prevented from going through at all "-1 The point
was worth making in more mannerly fashion, for the
monopoly, though an improvement on what had
preceded it, was not an ideal arrangement. It was
maintained till 1859 ; but before its abolition a change
of great importance to the fortunes of commoners had
been made. Of this change-the demolition of Old
and the building of New Commoners-I have now to
speak.

Dr. Moberly began his long headmastership in
January 1836. He must have set to work at once to
convince the Warden and Fellows that the provision
of better accommodation for his boarders was not only
urgent,2 but partly incumbent upon them ; and it is
a striking proof both of his persuasiveness and of the
new spirit which animated the College after Warden
Barter's appointment that he convinced them speedily.

1 G.L.C. p. e.
2 Old Commoners was in all ways inconvenient, but in the eighteenth

century it was considered exceptionally healthy (Adams, p. 237). In its
later days it cannot have been so ; Mrs. Moberly notes in her journal (January
12, 1839) : " In consequence of the unhealthy condition of ' Commoners '
it has been decided to rebuild it entirely" (D.D. p. 68). In Lord Selborne's
Memorials (i. p. 95) it is stated that " a fire gave opportunity " for the recon-
struction ; but the fire is not mentioned, I think, elsewhere.
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In the following December they passed the following
resolution :

That in case a sufficient sum be raised by subscriptions for
carrying into Execution any approved Plan for the rebuilding
and extension of Buildings for the use of the Head Master
and the Commoners, the College will contribute the sum of
5000£ towards the same.

Having set the ball rolling, Moberly wisely retired into
the background, but it is on record that he " con-

sented to make a large sacrifice of income to further
the proposed plan 'V It was the Warden (backed
loyally by the Fellows) who took the lead. He
acquired from the Dean and Chapter the freehold of
the Sistern House,2 arranging for the necessary private
Act of Parliament; 3 he invited subscriptions by
private letters, and negotiated with the architect; at
a later stage he made a public appeal, on behalf of
the College, in The Times (December 24, 1838), and
persuaded his colleagues to increase their contribu-
tion. Some seventy answers to his appeals are ex-
tant ; they are a most pleasant testimony not only
to the patriotism of old Wykehamists and to their
affection for him, but to his zeal in the cause. The part
taken by the College in financing the scheme is no
less admirable ; it contributed in all £17,739, charging
(reasonably enough) 3| per cent interest on a portion
(£10,000) of that outlay, and giving the rest outright.4

1 From the Times advertisement referred to below.

2 I.e. the Sistern Spital premises. See above, p. 492.
3 The Act, which received the royal assent on July 12,1837, provided for

an exchange of properties with the Dean and Chapter, which (as the advertise-
ment stated) " puts them in permanent possession of the ground on which the
present ' Commoners ' stands ". The Dean and Chapter received a full quid
pro quo, but the Act stipulated that " the Costs and Expenses of obtaining and
passing " it (which amounted to over £600) should be borne by the College.

4 'The total cost of the building (including the Head Master's house) was
stated by Dr. Moberly (P.S.C. p. 331) to have been £27,000. At one stage
(December 6, 1838) the Warden and Bursars were " empowered " to instruct
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I may quote the opening sentence of the Times
advertisement :

It is well known to all Wykehamists that the meanness and
insufficiency of the buildings for the reception of commoners
at Winchester has been most prejudicial to the interests of
the School.

The architect chosen was Mr. G. J. Repton, who
had designed the present front of the Warden's lodg-
ings (1832-3). He must have made his first plans for
New Commoners early in 1837, for we find Sir John
Kennaway writing to the Warden in February of
that year :

I called on Mr. Repton while in Town, and he showed me
his plan . . . which seemed a very suitable one. One almost
feels that it is a case in which it would be desirable to have the

benefit of public competition.

Very suitable, but- - ? The revised plans, which
were submitted in February 1838, can hardly have
been more attractive. From the letter which accom-

panied them * it appears that Repton had in the
interval been instructed " to reduce the expence as
much as possible " ; he therefore proposed " that the
whole of the Exterior Fronts should be finished quite
plain, with the exception of the North Front of the
Head Master's House towards College Street". This

the architect to reduce the estimate to £22,000 ; this was just before the
appeal in The Times, which said that the plans had been framed with strict
economy, but that the lowest tender was £25,000. On February 1, 1839,
the contract between the College and Mr. Herbert, the builder, fixed the
amount to be paid to the latter at £22,428. - The lists of subscriptions
which I have seen are incomplete. New College gave £1000 ; one of the most
generous subscribers was Lord Eldon, on whose gift of £500 one of the Warden's
correspondents remarked : " Can Tories do such noble deeds ? and, indeed, I
should not have been able to have accounted for it, had I not called to mind
that on the mother's side he sprang from Whigs".

1 The College dossier about these matters contains no other communica-
tions from the architect, and no plans at all.
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was to be " built with Stone and Flint, and partake in
some degree of the character of the old College Fronts";
and Repton added that the house " should not stand
farther back from College Street than is necessary for
the Entrance Porch and Steps, as it would then be
less seen from the Street, and would from its aspect
appear more gloomy, and in deeper shade ". In what
degree his front " partakes of the character of the
old College Fronts " I will not attempt to determine,
nor indeed need I describe the architecture of New

Commoners as it was before the building was adapted
and adorned by Butterfield ; we have full accounts
both of Old and of New Commoners from Adams,
who lived in the former as a boy from 1831 to 1835,
and in the latter as a tutor from 1844 to 1851.l If his

architectural tastes blinded him to the picturesqueness
of Old Commoners, many drawings enable us to form
a judgment for ourselves. No drawings or photo-
graphs, and no descriptions,2 of New Commoners will
lead any modern Wykehamist to dissent from the
universal opinion of those who knew the building as
it was till 1869. "You have built a workhouse",
said a friend to Dr. Moberly. " My dear Sir, that is
the very thing I meant to do ", was the reply.

I have noted in an Appendix that there has been
uncertainty about the date when Old Commoners
" 

came into being ", but. that it may safely be said to
be 1739-42. New Commoners, though its date also
has been variously given,3 was built exactly a century
later. The Times advertisement states that the

building ' is to commence next spring", i.e. the
spring of 1839, and Mrs. Moberly recorded that the
Head Master migrated with his family to Kingsgate

1 See Adams, chapters xii. and xiii.
- See in particular Mr. A. O. Prickard's description in W.C. pp. 113 seqq.

3 Adams gives 1840, Mr. Kirby 1843, Lady Laura Ridding 1844.
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Street in the January of that year ; he was back in
College Street, in his quasi-Gothic new home, in 1841. l
His boarders did not migrate at all. Some of their
old premises were left standing till some of the new
were completed ; 2 a certain amount of temporary
accommodation was also provided, which became " a

notion " as " Middle Commoners ". The transition-

period ended before the end of 1842, for in that year
the architect and builder received the balance of their
accounts.

It is stated in Dulce Domum 3 - but the number is

certainly put too low - that New Commoners was
" arranged to hold a hundred boarders ", and Dr.
Moberly told the Commissioners that he did not
propose, in 1862, to take more than a hundred.4 In
the early years of the building that number was
largely exceeded. In July 1843 Moberly noted in
his journal that he expected (after the holidays,
apparently) " near 140 boys " and had " refused
more 

" 
; 5 his boarders reached their highest point,

148, in 1846.6 Meanwhile it had become too clear

that the new building was unhealthy ; did over-
crowding, with inadequate ventilation, contribute to
the unhealthiness of which bad drainage was the
primary cause ? Moberly records " scarlet fever, with
the dispersion of the boys " in 1843, and " terrible
illness in the school '" in 1844 ; 7 Adams speaks of
" 

an outbreak of fever which prostrated half the
1 D.D. pp. 68, 72.- The contract with the builder stipulated that the

buildings should be finished within three years from February 1, 1839.
2 The architect explains that his plan " will allow a considerable part to

be erected, before it will be absolutely necessary to disturb much of what is
now occupied, and the pulling down the old Hall will be the only part that will
occasion a temporary inconvenience ". Just like an architect ! A good story
told by Adams (p. 223) shows that very real inconvenience was experienced.

3 D.D. p. 72. « P.S.C. p. 331. ' D.D. p. 75.
6 P.S.C. vol. ii. Appendix to Report, p. 186. Dr. Moberly's figures do not

precisely agree with those given in L.R. i. p. Ixxvi.
' D.D. pp. 75-6.

2K
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inmates " in the hot June of 1846.1 From that year
the number of commoners fell rapidly ; in 1848, when
it had sunk to 107, Moberly was convinced that he
" must look forward to further and more decisive

declension ".2 His misgivings were justified; he gives
the number as 68 in 1856. A rally followed; it
was 92 in 1859, and applications for admission were
coming in freely. Chernocke House (now removed
to Kingsgate Park, and known as A) was opened for
boarders by Mr. Wickham in that year;3 69 Kingsgate
Street (B) by Mr. H. Moberly in 1860; Southgate Hill
(C) by Mr. Du Boulay, who had already taken some
boys in Cheesehill Street, in 1863. New Commoners,
as everybody knows, continued to be a boarding-
house till 1869, when its inmates were dispersed into
the houses F, G, H. But this latter development
is outside the limits of the century which ends with
Dr. Moberly's retirement; it will be described in the
next chapter

Even in 1862, though " ' Commoners ' was flourish-

ing ", Dr. Moberly was again " uneasy about the
healthiness of the buildings ".4 Did he, as his
daughter suggests,5 start tutors' houses " with a view
to ultimately emptying Commoners" ? In 1870,
when his successor had emptied it, he publicly
declared that " the disestablishment of Commoners, at

any rate, was no bad thing ",6 but it is not likely that
he looked forward in 1862 to being himself its dis-
establisher. If, after twenty-six years of headmaster-
ship, the idea of disestablishment was present to his

1 Adams, p. 237.
- D.D. p. 89.-It is unnecessary to look about for other causes of decline,

such as the high-churchmanship of Moberly and Wordsworth (see History,
p. 435). The latter, by the way, left Winchester just before the decline began.

3 An interesting paper on the opening of this, the first tutor's house,
appeared in The Wykehamist for February 1911.

1 D.D. p. 168. 6 Ibid. p. 14.
0 The Wykehamist, October 1870.
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mind, he must have regarded it as a possible task for
a younger man whom he would not embarrass by a
premature announcement. For himself he had a clear-
cut scheme, in course of realization but not yet fully
realized, which included a large Head Master's board-
ing-house.1 Disestablishment, when announced in
1868, came upon Wykehamists as a complete surprise.

II. The foundation of Old Commoners was in its

ultimate results a clear gain to the school, but the
place was no paradise,2 nor even a reasonably desirable
home. One of the Warden's correspondents in 1837
spoke of " the very unworthy state of that Depart-
ment in a School second to none in this kingdom in any
other respect " ; another called it " a disgrace to
Wykehamists " ; we have seen what the Warden and
Fellows themselves said of it. In speaking of the
life there lived I shall pass by its riots and discontents,
its hardness and roughness. Lord Hatherley stigma-
tized the system which prevailed as " domestic

slavery", and just because it was so the sturdy
and genial W. F. Hook " quitted Winchester with-
out a pang of regret ".3 But these were features of
public-school life everywhere; a more special char-
acteristic of life in Old Commoners was its close con-
finement. Dr. Burton was satisfied that his locks and

doors would prevent undesirable excursions, and,
though our evidence shows that they often failed to
do so, the average law-abiding commoner felt that he
was a prisoner. " Commoners' Court ", much smaller
than Moberly's Court is now, 

" 

very small, reference
being had to the number of boys shut up in it ",4 " a

nasty place, but the only place we have to play in ",
1 See below, p. 509.
2 Robert Lowth (177C-9) called it "a garden of Eden", but "this is

sarcasm".

3 Stephens, Life of Dean Hook, i. pp. 339, 18.
4 Patchett Martin, Life of Lord Sherbrooke, i. p. 7.
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was (except Hills) the commoner's only recreation-
ground. One of our best authorities-a naturally
cheerful person, who described things faithfully and
thoroughly-came to Winchester in 1818. After a
few weeks in Old Commoners he told his mother of his

first impressions with much zest; he was 
" 

as happy
as the day is long". Six months later shades of the
prison-house had closed upon him ; Old Commoners
had become "this enchanting hole" ; " what can I",
he asked, " shut up in yard have to say ? A canary
in a cage cannot tell his friends what it thinks of the
country ".* There was of course " Hills " on remedies;

' 
we were marched to the hill a mile off," wrote

Robert Lowe; but he added that " in consideration of
this airing we were shut up in the hall for four hours "2
-the hall which was both " Grubbing " and " Mug-

ging " Hall. An alleviation came with the acquisition
of " Commoner Field ",3 but permission to use it was
granted very sparingly.4

The strict confinement of Old Commoners involved

physical and social separation from College. When
Lord Hatherley, after Dean Hook's death, described
the origin of their friendship, he said that it began in
1814 " at Dr. Gabell's school, which was associated

with William of Wykeham's foundation under the
name of Commoners " !5 The association was by no
means close. 'l Commoners and Collegers ", wrote a
contemporary commoner, 

" never see one another

except in School, where we mix in our different classes,
and when we go to hills twice a week, and then they
walk by themselves till we get to the top. We are
divided from Colledge by 2 courts well walled ". A
" colleger " of 1820-28 said the same :

1 The caged canary was C. Cooper Henderson ; see above, p. 92.
- Life of Lord Sherbrooke, i. p. 8. 3 See above, p. 359.
4 Adams, p. 308. « Life of Dean Hook, i. p. 337.
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My remembrances concern College exclusively. It may
seem strange to a Winchester boy of the present generation
that one should have lived eight years in College, as I did.
and yet be wholly ignorant of words and usages common
in Commoners. . . . We saw nothing of each other save in
school time. We might have seen more of each other " on

Hills ". But practically and habitually we did not.1

He thought that there was 
" 

a certain degree of sub-
acid antagonistic feeling " due to the fact that while
" Commoner Praefects were absolutely nothing to the
College boy", College officers had authority over
commoners. On the whole the relations between the

two bodies were not so much hostile as distant; to

bring about even a temporary fusion a rebellion was
necessary.2 Separation was deliberately fostered by
the Warden and Fellows of the Huntingfordian era;
many now elderly Wykehamists will remember that
when they were young a commoner was still some-
thing of an alien to the veterans of the inner circle.
Here is a passage from a letter of the Warden and
Fellows to the Masters, written in Huntingford's
middle period (January 19, 1810) :

In the Number of Boys, who resort hither for Education,
they see manifest and creditable Proof of the high Repute in
which the School is holden. But from the same Circumstance

they also infer the Necessity of frequent Recollection, that
to the Warden, Fellows, and Two Masters, the Scholars of
the College are the first and principal Objects of Attention.
Therefore however great may be the Accession of Com-
moners, yet in the School, the teaching and advancing of the
College Boys should be the primary Concern, as a Matter of
positive and paramount Duty.

1 From a memorandum about " notions " which T. A. Trollope sent to
Mr. Wrench in 1891.

2 The Bond Letters suggest that relations between seniors in College and
Commoners were closer in 1770-71 than afterwards, but John Bond noted
(June 30, 1771) : " There is no Alteration in Commoners except College door,
to which is placed Iron Bars, that it may appear more like a Juyl than ever ".
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Commoners, that is to say, were outsiders; there was
no desire to bring them inside. We have a notice,
undated but in Huntingford's handwriting, concerning
the " School Court Door towards the Commoners " ;

it is to be opened for a few minutes now and then on
school-days just to enable commoners to go to and
from School and Chapel; "on remedies, when no
school", it "is not to be open'd through the whole
day "-1 Even in 1837, in the early days of the new
era, the architect of New Commoners told the Warden
that (acting presumably on instructions) he had
" throughout endeavoured to keep the two Establish-
ments as distinct as possible ... as regards personal
communication ".

Yet both the system of close confinement and that
of separation had received a serious blow by the
appointment of Dr. Moberly. New Commoners, with
all its defects, at least gave his boys more indoor
space; they gained, while it was still building, a
valuable extension of outdoor space also. Mr. Repton
said in his letter (February 3, 1838) that "the
Bursars' Meadow" -afterwards called Grass Court-
" 

may (or may not) be appropriated as an airing
Ground ' for commoners; by a resolution of the
College^ dated December 5, 1839, it was so appropri-
ated-perhaps after laboursome petition by Moberly,
perhaps through the generosity of Barter, who placated
the Fellows by surrendering his right to Sick-house
Mead. Compared with Commoners' Court, Grass
Court was spacious indeed, and its appropriation to
commoners was a boundless gain.-Having secured
the demolition of one wall, the Head Master aimed

at the demolition of another, but many years passed
before his aim was realized. In May 1862, when the
Public School Commissioners visited Winchester, Grass

1 I have spoken of this " order " in another connection above, p. 62.
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Court was cut off from the rest of Meads by a wall
which I can just remember. Moberly told the
Commissioners that he " wished to have it down

for every consideration", but he hinted that the
Warden and Fellows had objections. His mooting
the point publicly may have helped to remove them;
in the ensuing holidays the wall disappeared.1 One
of his considerations was that it " kept off the south
wind from the premises [Commoners] and interfered
very much with the full ventilation of our buildings " ;

he dwelt upon this consideration, I recollect, in his
last "Good Friday Prose", delivered in the follow-
ing spring.2 Another was that when the wall was
down the borders of commoners would be virtually
enlarged.

Still more important was a third consideration.
Since he began his work at Winchester Moberly had
aimed steadily at removing those immaterial partitions
which made it possible for Lord Hatherley to call
Commoners "Dr. GabelTs school". He had indeed

acquiesced, against his will and with reserves, in the
division of authority which withdrew much of the
life of " College men " from his control and gave the
school a dual character; 3 but his influence was con-

stantly exercised to promote social union. " Every-
thing ", he said in 1862, " that tends to blend the whole
of the school into one is of great value. . . . Any-
thing which will get rid of the idea of our being two
separate bodies, with different interests and feelings,
and make us one body, is highly desirable ".4 The

1 P.S.C. p. 358.-We are told (D.D. p. 15) that Moberly met with " the
greatest difficulties" in this matter. Perhaps the shrewdness of Warden
Godfrey Lee (appointed 18G1) helped to remove them.-Moberly called the
Commissioners' attention to " the Fives Courts now [in May 1862] in course of
erection in the commoners' meadow". "As", he said, "they are situated
within the commoners' premises, I hope they will have the effect of getting rid
of that wall". 2 See above, p. 437.

3 See above, pp. 62-3. 4 P.S.C. p. 358.
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language of Wykehamists of the later thirties shows
that some advance towards his ideal had already been
made. " There was the greatest amity and good-
fellowship ", wrote one of them, " between both
sections of the school. . . . There was a very friendly
feeling between College and Commoners . . . plenty
of honest rivalry in Sports, and much community in
amusements "-1 Commoners, it is true, were still
admitted to Meads by courtesy only, but the courtesy,
as time went on, was shown more freely; the growing
keenness in cricket matches between College and
commoners, the training of school elevens to meet
Eton and Harrow, were strong influences towards
fusion. It was promoted also by the common prepara-
tion hours in School, where College men, being at
home, could act as hosts ; by hospitalities in chambers
and in Hall; 2 above all by near neighbourhood, no
longer nullified by foolish lockings of the School Court
door.3 So far as juniors were concerned, the fusion
was incomplete; it is incomplete still; but the elder
scholars and commoners began to form friendships as
readily as their successors do to-day; they were
brought together, perhaps, more closely and more
constantly.4 After a quarter of a century as Head
Master Dr. Moberly was able to say that the process
of blending had gone very far;5 the removal of the
wall would, he hoped, carry it still further.

1 G.P.S. pp. 337, 317.
2 See Mr. A. O. Prickard's interesting paper in W.C. p. 120.
3 An order of Dr. Moberly's, recorded in Prefect of Hall's book, is in

pleasant contrast to Huntingford's.
4 Among other evidence for the statements here made I have made special

use of that of Mr. J. H. Thresher (P.S.C. pp. 377-8), who was Senior Commoner
Prefect in 1859-60.

5 Dr. Moberly believed that the blending was helped among the seniors
by the fact that in 1857 commoners became " equally eligible for scholarships
at New College".



CHAPTER XL

NUMBERS

IF we use the word " commoners " loosely, as denoting
all boys taught in the school, however lodged and
boarded, who are neither scholars nor quiristers, the
question, how large a school should Winchester be, has,
during most periods of its history,1 been answered, so
far as it has been answered at all, by deciding how
many commoners it should admit. The Founder's
Statutes ordained that it should admit no more than

ten. These ten-outsiders or foreigners (extranei) as
Wykeham called them-were to be the sons of noble
and influential persons who were in a special sense
friends of the College ; they were to be admitted, it
would seem, in gratitude for past and in expectation of
future favours from their fathers ; they were to be no
burden.2 The Statutes of Eton opened its doors to
outsiders more widely ; while doubling the number of
admissible boys of quality, Henry VI. provided that
other boys-in what numbers his statutes did not
say-might attend the school-classes without pay-
ment. It is possible that Wykeham, though the
Winchester Statutes give no hint of it, meant to do

1 Quiristers, who have never been called commoners, were at one time
taught as part of the school ; and it was determined at another to increase the
number of the scholars to 100. See above, pp. 458-62, and pp. 100-1.

2 Rubric XVI.

605
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the same.1 Eight years after his death eighty to a
hundred day-boys were being taught with the scholars,
and it is difficult to believe that this could have hap-
pened so early if it had been a violation of his wishes.
Yet his successor so regarded it; he forbade Warden
Morys, at his peril, either to admit outsiders or to
allow them to be admitted, beyond the Rubric's
number ; and though, as Mr. Leach observes, he " took
the lightning out " of his fulmination by adding a
saving clause that such outsiders might be admitted
with the Warden's " special license ",2 the terms of
his mandate show that he knew of no other wish of

Wykeham's concerning extranei than that to which
the Rubric gives expression.

Wykeham nowhere used the word commensales, but
the extranei whose admission his Rubric contem-

plated were commensales, commoners, in the literal
sense ; they were to board in College at the tables of
the members of his foundation. For the so-called

commoners of to-day, who take their meals extra
collegium, the Rubric gives no warrant, but it is from
its grudging recognition of extranei that these com-
moners may trace their origin, just as at Harrow
the " foreigner clause " of Lyon's Statutes opened the
door to boys whom it was not the founder's special
purpose to befriend.3-Foundationers were destined

1 Mr. Kirby (Annals, p. 122) states as a fact that Wykeham endeavoured
to meet a local demand for a good day school " by admitting a number of boys
from the city and suburbs to the privilege of being educated along with the
scholars on his new foundation ". He bases his statement on a passage which
he quotes from " an early biographer" of Wykeham; but this " early
biographer ", Dr. Thomas Martin, was not so very early-he was chancellor
of the diocese of Winchester under Bishop Gardiner-, and Lowth declares
that " his account is full of mistakes ", and that " his relation of facts ... is
extremely confused and inaccurate " (Lowth, Life of Wykeham, p. ix).

2 See History, pp. 187-9.-The saving clause is ignored in Mr. Kirby's
translation of the mandate (Annals, p. 123).

3 The clause runs as follows : " That the Schoolmaster may receive over
and above the youth of the Inhabitants within the Parish so many Foreigners
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to be outnumbered by extranei-by oppidans at Eton,
foreigners at Harrow, commoners at Winchester, but
at Winchester the outnumbering has been a less
overwhelming and a more recent development. It is
chiefly of the recent period during which it has be-
come pronounced, if less overwhelming than else-
where, that I shall speak in the following pages.

In the year 1740, when there were some 200
oppidans at Eton and only 42 commoners at Win-
chester, a Fellow of the College spoke with severity
of what he called " the Schoolmaster's family " ;

which, he said, " in the manner it has been erect'd

and manag'd, I look upon as the most notorious
Violation of one of our Statutes that ever was

attempted. Why the Warden has suffer'd this new
Thing, and one for which no Custom or Prescription
could be pleaded, to take root under his Government
and to grow up and be fruitfull of 111 Consequences
under his Eye, is best known to Himself ". He did
not mean that Dr. Burton had been turning College
upstairs chambers, to the annoyance and incon-
venience of the Fellows, into boudoirs and nurseries ;

for Burton was unmarried. His complaint was, per-
haps, partly that Burton had enlarged the quarters
and increased the number of the filii nobilium who
lived with him in College ; their quarters had indeed
been enlarged before the appointment of the Warden
whose apathy the memorandum criticizes,1 but there is
evidence that their number had been increased during
that Warden's reign from six to a number exceeding,
as the whole may be well taught and applied, and the place can conveniently
maintain. . . . And of the Foreigners he may take such stipend and wages
as he can get . . . ".

1 The date assigned by Charles Blacbstone in his MS. Book of Benefactions
(1784), and generally accepted, for these enlargements is 1727. Warden Bigg
entered upon office in January 173*, and was still Warden when the Fellow's
memorandum was written ; he died a few months afterwards (in July or
August 1740).-For Burton's enlargements, see further above, pp. 76-7.
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perhaps considerably exceeding, the statutable ten.1
It is probable, however, that the critic was chiefly
disturbed by the portentous growth of outside
boarders which had marked the earlier thirties, and
by the Commoners' College which Burton was erect-
ing for such boarders when the memorandum was
in writing.2 His lesser grievance was soon to be
redressed ; it is practically certain that no commoners
were lodged in College after 1746. The other griev-
ance, if our Fellow lived into the fifties, must have
ceased to vex his soul; the number of commoners all

told never reached twenty between 1748 and 1755 ;
in 1751 it was eight. In the seventies things were
better, or, as he would have said, worse ; there were
over 100 commoners from 1775 to 1779, as there had
been from 1731 to 1736. In the eighties, if he was
still living, he was happier again ; the commoners
were always outnumbered, sometimes greatly out-
numbered, by the scholars from 1782 to 1795.

It was noted in the last chapter that during more
than twenty years in the early nineteenth century
the number of commoners was steadily maintained at
between 130 and 140 ; and reference was there made
to what is, I believe, the first extant authoritative

pronouncement, since the times of Wykeham and
Beaufort, which attempts to fix what their number
ought to be. The Warden and Fellows " conceived it
indispensable " in 1809 that it " should not exceed
One Hundred and Thirty". Some of the reasons
which made them so conceive were good, some were

1 The Long Roll of 1729 gives the names of six commensales in collegia, that
of 1731 gives the names of eleven, ten of whom lived with Burton ; of the
eleventh, Lord Drumlanrig, we are told in a contemporary letter that he was
under Burton's " peculiar care tho' not in the house because he would not
exceed his fixd number " (see The Wykehamist, March 1895). Burton seems
to have become less scrupulous afterwards.

3 See Appendix IX.
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not so good ; but, whatever their reasons, the maxi-
mum which they prescribed, though, as we have seen,
it was sometimes exceeded,1 was regarded as the
normal maximum during the fifty years that followed.
In 1859, however, after a period of depression, a
recovery, which so far has happily been permanent,
had become pronounced ; Dr. Moberly had convinced
himself that the school was " growing and must
grow ".2 We have seen that, taught by experience,
he would not again take more than 100 boarders in
New Commoners ; that he wisely determined that
any boys beyond that number, when they came,
should be lodged in " Tutors' Houses " ; that he

started three such houses, those which we know as
A, B, and C, between 1859 and 1862.3 In the latter
year he defined his position very clearly. The
Oxford Commission had ordained that the number

of scholars should be gradually increased to 100 ;
Moberly announced that, limiting his own boarders to
100, he aimed at 100 other commoners who should

be lodged in four houses of 25 boys each.4 Thus from
the " not more than 200 " of 1809 we have come in

1862 to an ideal of "300, but not more". Three

hundred, in Moberly's view, was a desirable number,
but he did not wish to see it exceeded ; "I think," he

said, " three hundred boys as many as we, or, I will
venture to say, any school ought to have ".5 The
maximum, however, was soon to be put higher under
circumstances which I shall describe somewhat fully.

Early in 1867, immediately after his succession
to the headmastership, Mr. Ridding persuaded Mr.

1 See above, p. 497.-The actual number fell far below 130 in the period
beginning with 1847 ; in 1856 it fell below that of the scholars. For the causes
of the decrease see above, pp. 497-8.

2 From a letter to the Rev. H. J. Wickham, dated March 10, 1859.
See The Wykehamist for February 1911.

3 See above, pp. 497-8. 4 P.S.C. p. 333. 6 Ibid. p. 354.
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Fearon-they were both plain " Mr." then-to come
to Winchester and open the fourth house which
Moberly had contemplated, and for which he had
rather vaguely arranged. Mr. Fearon began to take
boarders in temporary quarters (22 Kingsgate Street)
at the beginning of 1868 ; he moved into the newly-
built Culver House, now known as D, in the June of
the following year.1 Meanwhile, in April 1868, The
Wykehamist " understood " that a fifth house would
be opened after the summer holidays by Mr. F.
Morshead " in the place of Mr. Awdry ", who had just
been appointed Second Master. Mr. Morshead made
a start, as Mr. Du Boulay had done before him and
as Mr. Turner was to do after him, in Cheesehill
Street; from there he moved into the house (E) which
he had built but did not name-it is now called

Southgate Corner-in the summer of 1869. D and E
had been arranged for, D was in existence, before the
world knew of any revolutionary intentions in the
Head Master's mind ; it was not till June 1868 that

The Wykehamist announced-strangely enough, as
the merest item of "School News': -that "the

building known as ' Commoners ' is to be converted

into class rooms etc., as soon as the necessary arrange-
ments can be made ". These necessary arrangements
included the adaptation of an old house (F) and the
building of two new ones (G and H) for the accommo-
dation, primarily, of the Head Master's surviving
boarders ; G and H (Culverlea and Culver's Close)
were opened by Mr. Sergeant and Mr. Bramston in
September 1869, when New Commoners had become
" class rooms etc." ; Mr. Hawkins had, I think, moved
into F (Southgate House) a few months before. A
ninth house-founded, apparently, as an after-thought

1 See a valuable paper, signed W. A. F., in The Wykehamist for March
1911.
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in consequence of the pressure of applications-was
opened in September 1869 by Mr. Turner ; he started
in Cheesehill Street, and moved into Sunnyside (I) in
September 1870.-The total number of commoners (in
the wider sense) when Dr. Moberly left Winchester at
the end of 1866 was 205 ; in July 1869, just before
the conversion of New Commoners, it was 243 ; in the
following October, just after that event, it was 264.
It is not probable that Dr. Ridding had determined, till
towards the end, at any rate, of the period of transi-
tion, what his maximum should be ; he was content

to wait and see how his changes would affect the
popularity of the school; his instructions concerning
numbers, to some at least of the new house-masters,
were 

" 
vague and variable". At first, perhaps, he

aimed hardly higher than at Moberly's ideal maxi-
mum ; then, more definitely, at eight houses of some
30 boys each, i.e. at 240 or 250 commoners in all ;
ultimately he fixed his maximum at 315 commoners,1
which in the early seventies was also their actual
number. If we add to these figures the number of
the scholars, which it had been resolved long before
to raise gradually to 100, we may conclude that as
his plans took shape he contemplated a school, first
of about 350, afterwards of 415 boys. The proposed
increase of College, after a small beginning, was
finally abandoned in 1872 ; 2 its abandonment re-

duced Ridding's maximum to 385. But in the years
that followed some of the house-masters began to take
rather more than 35 ; we may put the maximum
(and the actual) number of the school, during the
later years of the nineteenth century, at between
400 and 420.3 It may safely be said that at any time
during that period it would have been easy (given the

1 Nine houses of 35 boys each. 2 See above, p. 101.
3 When Dr. Ridding left Winchester in 1884 the actual number was 407.
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necessary accommodation) to go beyond that number,
but neither Dr. Ridding nor Dr. Fearon would do so.
Early in the present century, as house-masterships fell
vacant, the houses were standardized, and the maxi-
mum (which has also been the actual) number of boys
in a house was fixed at 38 ; a tenth house (K) was
opened by Mr. Beloe (Kingsgate House) in 1905.
Ten houses of 38 boys each give us 380 commoners ;
add the scholars, and you have a school of 450.

The facts and figures which I have given may
suggest that the policy of rigidly limiting the numbers
of the school from time to time has been mistaken.

Some Wykehamists are disposed to take that view.
Enlargements, they say, have been resisted on the
ground that such and such a limit is " indispens-
able " ; provision for enlargements, when made, has
been made tardily and grudgingly ; the indispens-
able limit has been replaced by another deemed as
indispensable, but when allowed to grow the school
has grown ; it should be allowed to grow. They
would not, of course, advocate a large sudden increase,
still less a fully open door ; for such a sudden increase
and such an open door would not only endanger the
traditions of Winchester and the continuity of its
life, but would expose it to that risk of an ebb
after a flood from which Arnold wisely protected
Rugby.1 But these objections, they would contend,
cannot be alleged against such small and steady
increases as might on a reasonable expectation be
maintained.

It would be impossible in this chapter to state
and examine all the arguments that have been ad-
vanced for and against a policy of expansion ; but I
shall attempt to summarize, and to comment upon,

1 Stanley, Life of Arnold, pp. 203, 211.
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those on which most reliance has been placed. It is
urged on the one side that " almost all the other
public schools-especially those of recent foundation
-average about six hundred ", and that if Winchester

insists on artificially limiting its numbers it will
incur a danger like that with which publicists threaten
France : it may sink into the second rank. Whatever
may be the force of this contention, it is not
strengthened by being based on " the law of human

institutions that they must grow or decay ", for what
is meant by " grow " ? People speak of the House of
Commons as decadent, but no one attributes its

alleged decay to the fact that its numbers are fixed.-
It is argued further that if a Winchester training has
a special value, it should be offered to as many boys
as possible ; to which it may be replied that its special
value may be due precisely to the relative smallness
of the school. - I have often been told that the

loyalty of Wykehamists who desire to send their
sons to their old school results, thanks to our inelastic

maximum, in a vicious system of " inbreeding " ;

that the house-masters, if they meet, as they desire
to meet, the wishes of old Wykehamists, cannot
infuse enough new blood into the Wykehamical
frame. The number of sons (and brothers) of Wyke-
hamists who come to Winchester is happily large ;
but relatively to that of the other members of the
school it is not nearly so large as is commonly sup-
posed ; moreover, unless enlargements are to continue
indefinitely or the love of Wykehamists for Winchester
is to wax cold, the difficulty cannot in the long run
be removed by the proposed expedient.-I will not
dwell on a point sometimes made, that in certain
walks of life the alumni of a small school like Win-

chester find themselves at a disadvantage as compared
with those, say, of Eton and Harrow; it is difficult

2L
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to gauge the disadvantage, but the walks of life in
question must surely be few.

What I may call the educational argument is more
important. People admit that in days when one and
the same kind of education was deemed suitable for

every kind of public-school boy a small school might
be as efficient, educationally speaking, as a large one ;
but few of us, it is said, continue to believe that the
same curriculum suits everybody ; even bifurcation is
but a clumsy expedient; we need bifurcation, quadri-
furcation, or rather we need something more deli-
cately contrived and more elastic than any mere
furcation, and even bifurcation and trifurcation cannot
be efficiently and economically arranged in any school
which is not large. Yes, it may be rejoined, much of
all that is true ; but must a particular school provide
for everybody ? If it is too small to meet all needs
efficiently and economically, let it meet such needs as
it can ; for other needs let other schools provide.-
The rejoinder would be cogent enough if at the age
when a boy begins (and should begin) his public-school
life the bent of his mind was always clearly declared.
Unfortunately that is not so ; a boy may have been
at a public school some considerable time before you
can say, with any confidence, what kind of schooling
you ought to give him during the rest of his boyhood.
If it proves to be one which you do not supply, you
place his parents in an awkward dilemma.

To this "educational argument" I shall return;
meanwhile let us see what case is made against en-
largement. It is urged in the first place that by
keeping your maximum number well within the number
that you could get you can make a selection among
your applicants. You can, indeed you must; but
the value of the power and necessity of selection is
often put too high. No doubt under the Winchester
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conditions a house-master is under no temptation to
take manifest undesirables ; but at any good school,
under almost any conditions, the temptation to do so
cannot be irresistible. Under Winchester conditions,

again, a house-master must often select blindfold ; how
can he make a choice of fit persons among boys of
eight or nine, whom he has never even seen, whose
characters are as yet altogether unformed, for whose
promise, moral and intellectual, he must take on trust
what their parents tell him ? * He may choose the
sons of desirable parents, if he knows what parents
are desirable ; but even so, as we are reminded, " an

Edward I. very often produces an Edward II." 2-
The warning sometimes given, that considerable
further enlargements would mean the swamping of
College, is by no means only an appeal to the senti-
ment of " College men 

" 
; that College should not be

swamped is to the interest of all Wykehamists ; but
it is so strong an appeal to that sentiment that an old
College man cannot discuss it impartially.-Another
argument appeals to a sentiment more widely spread.
Wykehamists declare that they are not only in a very
marked degree a united body, but that their school
has a special fjffos. I shall not attempt to define that
^0o?, but the omission implies no doubt of its reality
or its value. It was described fifty years ago very
much as loyal Wykehamists would describe it to-day,
and it was believed to be bound up with the com-
pactness of our numbers. It survives with little
change, though our numbers are now much less
compact; but could it survive, people ask, after any
considerable further enlargements ? Meanwhile the
*?#o? argument has perhaps been sometimes stated too

1 If, feeling this difficulty, he postpones his selection, he narrows its area.
2 I have read many communications from old Wykehamists to The

Wykehamist on the question under discussion, and have occasionally, as here,
quoted from them.
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emphatically. When Dr. Moberly argued in favour
of a comparatively small school, he spoke repeatedly
of the " stamp or mint-mark " which such a school
impressed, more deeply than a large one, upon its
members ; he regarded it as extremely important that
a school " should give one stamp to the boys that
issue from it ".l It was said of Dr. Arnold's best

pupils, as it was said of Dr. Moberly's, that they were
all of one pattern ; when some one said that Dr.
Temple's best Rugbeians were of very different
patterns, I remember hearing Dr. Ridding answer that,
if that was so, it was an indication of Dr. Temple's
greatness, and he was surely right.-Once more, it
has been urged that " all the chief influences " of a
school are at the top, and that the top will be reached
by a larger proportion of boys in a small school than
in a large one; which brings me to the last argument
that I shall notice, to what may be called the Head
Master argument.

Great efforts and great sacrifices have been made,
and are being made, in many parts of England to
ensure that Bishops shall have a full and intimate
knowledge of their dioceses and their clergy ; Head
Masters should have an even fuller and more intimate

knowledge of their schools and their staff. It is most
desirable that a Head Master should take a substantial

part in the teaching of his school; that he should know
his boys personally-a considerable number should be
brought under his direct and constant influence ; that
he should know his colleagues, know them not only as
teachers, but as men and as friends ; that he should be
accessible to reasonable calls for advice and help;
is it a counsel of perfection to add that he should have
some leisure ? The tradition of some schools may
pronounce that much of all this is unnecessary ; it

i P.S.C. p. 354 and elsewhere.
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may be said that the ideal is impracticable; but at no
school in which it has been even approximately realized
will the advantage of its realization be called in ques-
tion. A school in which it is not realized in large
measure, in which a Head Master is hardly more than
a suzerain, must suffer seriously if it cannot find in
other directions some great gains to counterbalance
the loss of a Head Master's pervading influence.

It will perhaps be agreed that the " educational "
and the il Head Master " arguments are the most
weighty on the one side and on the other, but it will
be felt that it is necessary, so far as it is possible, to
give them quantitative expression. How large must
a school be to secure the advantages on which the
former, how small to secure those on which the latter
argument insists ? Is there a hopelessly wide diver-
gence between the answers to these two questions ?-
Dr. Moberly was certainly right when he said that
bifurcation (which, by the way, he profoundly dis-
liked) was practically impossible in a school no larger
than the Winchester which he knew ; l it is the opinion
of many experts that a school must number 600 or
more if it is to provide for the true educational needs
of everybody-if, that is to say, it is to provide for
them economically ; in a smaller school, they say,
such provision must be too costly. Experience, how-
ever, seems to show that with a relatively large staff
of masters, a good plant for the teaching of science,
and careful organization, much may be done to meet
varying demands even in a school of 450.-Returning
to the other argument we find that the experts of the
Board of Education not only urge upon local authorities
the importance of limiting the number of pupils in
elementary schools, but that they urge it by the Head
Master argument, and that for such schools they

1 P.S.C. pp. 354-5.
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recommend, subject to considerations of economy,
approximately the same maximum as that of Win-
chester ; they believe that it is only a Head Master so
exceptional that you will scarcely ever find him who
can do all that a Head Master should do in a school

of more than 400 or 450. If that is sound doctrine

for a day school, it is not less sound for a boarding
school, where a Head Master's responsibilities extend
over a wider field.
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APPENDIX I

THE MSS. OF MATHEW'S POEM

I. The Magdalen MS.

I HAVE spoken above (pp. 7-8) of the recent discovery, in
the Magdalen College Library, of this MS. The volume in
which it was found bears the press-mark S. 11. 24, is labelled
" Tracts ", and is described on the fly-leaf as " Theological
Tracts 4to Vol. XXL". Of the pamphlets which it contains
one is dated 1680; the others, with some speeches bound up
with them, belong to the reign of Queen Anne. There is no
indication by which we can identify the collector of the con-
tents of the volume or determine how the Winchester poem
reached him ; we shall never know how it found itself in
such company as that of The Mask of Moderation pulTd off
the Foul Face of Occasional Conformity : Being an Answer to
a late Poisonous Pamphlet, entitul'd Moderation still a Vertue.
Wherein the Loose Reasoning and Shuffling Arguments of that
Author, are Plainly Laid Open and Confuted (London, 1704).

The MS. occupies seven leaves. The recto of the first con-
tains a pen-and-ink drawing of William of Wykeham in
ecclesiastical dress, holding a crozier ; on either side of his
mitre are the letters W.W., and below, on his right hand, the
Founder's Arms. Above is printed the couplet-

Qui condis dextra condis collegia laeua,
Nemo tuarum unam vicit utraque manu.

Below is written in bold characters, " Manners maketh man.
W.W.", followed by the lines-

Huncine tarn cultas tibi Qui sacrauerit aedes

Extincto pateris nomine Musa mori ?
Musa perire veta, vetuit te Musa perire

Wicchamus, et quamvis ipse sepultus, alit.
521
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Marked off from these there follows in bolder characters :

Pingere num potius liceat, vel fingere ? Saecla
Pingere nostra vetant, fingere prisca vetant.

Nescio num Calamus melitis tua pinxerat Acta
Finxerat an vultus, Wicchame Diue, tuos ?

The verso is blank.

The second leaf begins with the heading De Collegia sen
potius | Collegiata Schold Wicchamica \ Wintoniensi, printed with
decorated capitals. A prologue follows :

Sit fas rite mini vestros pede tangere montes
Pierides, penitusque sacios recludere fontes ;
Restagnent Heliconis aquae, sit ripa soluta,
Ut mea Castalio distillet penna liquore :
Nam scripturus ego (sed quam bene quam male nolo
Dicere) Wicchamicas, quas fundent secula, laudes
Quis sum qui canerem tanti praeconia Diui ? 1
Anser ego (forsan) concinnos inter olores
Quisue ego qui tales auderem sumere vires ?
Sum puer, et vires tantas natura negauit ;
Wicchamici (tamen 6) pars parvula corporis adsum ;
Gurgite de minimo caput ipse Tridentifer vndam,
Nee merit6 membri minimi caput abnuat vsum.

Next comes the poem itself, marked off from the prologue;
it continues on the recto and verso of each leaf till we reach the

top of the sixth. Marked off from the poem is an epilogue :
Wicchame miramur, miramur imaginis vmbram
In coelis anima est, terris tamen vmbra manebit.

(Ah) nobis altum spectantibus ora tueri
Wicchame non fas est, tua non fas ora tueri.
Non perferre queant humani luminis orbes ;
Te tamen in factis, atque a te facta videmus
Has laeua posuisse manu tu diceris aedes.
Si talis sit laeua manus tua dextera qualis
Wicchame ! ad Oxonium si (si!) peruenero, dicam

The epilogue is followed by a printed couplet:
Quod structum laeua est, hoc floreat omine dextro

Audiat Omnipotens quse mea Musa petit.2

1 The application of divus to Wykeham also occurs in Christopher Johnson's
De Vita & Rebus Wilhelmi de Wykeham, The parenthesis sed quam bene, &c.,
occurs in the same writer's distich on himself as Head Master :

Ultimus hie ego sum, sed quam bene quam male nolo
Dicere ; qui de me iudicet, alter erit.

2 I have left the punctuation of all these verses as it stands in the MS.
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On the remaining space of the recto of the sixth leaf is written
in bold letters " Robertas Mathew ". The verso is blank.

The seventh leaf contains on the recto (a) the emblems of
the Aut Disce (viz. mitre and crozier, sword and ink-horn, rod);
(b) the Aut Disce hexameter elegantly printed ; (c) the lines
explanatory of it, which have already been written in the body
of the poem (w. 81-95). There are one or two differences
of reading in the two places, noticed in Appendix II. ; the
punctuation is fuller in the later place. At the top of the
verso of the seventh leaf a hand points down to the title
Tabula Legum Pcedagogicarum, beneath which are printed the
lines :

Sex hie Rubricis quidam depinxit Apelles
Quales sint leges, Quintiliane, Scholae.

A metrical version of the Tabula follows :

1. Sit Deus in Templo cultus ; Sint vota peracta
Deuotis animis. Nee lumina sparsa vagantor.
Sint etiam linguis taciturna silentia vestris.
Nulla Poetarum figmenta profana leguntor

2. Vt sit sedulitas Pueris Schola nostra requirit
Si pensa ediscant, submissa voce loquantur
Cum Domino repetant quicquid didicere, Canora,
Nemo gravis sociis ; sed quisque orthographus esto ;
Semper et in certo sint arma scholastica promptu.

3. Clara voce loqui qui Mensam consecrat Aula
Prascipit, atque alios responsum reddere mandat.
Stent omnes recti. Sit quod recitatur et aptfe
Et bene distinctum ; In mensa sit quisque quietus.

4. Atria circumagant urbem montesque revisant
Cum sociis Pueri. Nee culta modestia desit:

Si tamen obueniant generosi, siue Magistri
Submisso curvum flectatur poplite corpus.
Sit nullum tegimen capiti, fas, ut sit apertum.
Vultus et incessus, gestus sint more decoro.

5. Luce uolunt studium ; sed Nocte Cubilia somnum
Verrite vos soli Cameras ; Vos sternite lectos

Omnia sint (fcedo detexso pulvere) munda.
Atria per bifores perlustret nemo fenestras.
Et crimen, si quis contraria fecerit, esto.

6. Plebeius semper Prsefecto pareat; Ipse
Nil nisi legitimum fieri, Praefecte, iubeto
Nulla decet lacerata toga, aut dissutus Amictus.
Sint ab utrisque procul iactantia uerba remota
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Atque etiam pugnae, rixae, mendacia, furta.
Displiceat patrius cordi, sit sermo Latinus

Haec Lex aut similis ni tota ex parte peracta
Juditium dabimus, Quintilianus ait.

ROBERT MATHEW.

II. The Winchester MS.

The little volume from which Wordsworth printed his text
of Mathew's poem is labelled Schola Wichamica ; it contains
the book-plate, with crest, of " Phil Barton LLD. ^Edis
Christi Can : ", with the date 1755. Dr. Barton (see Walcott,
p. 196 ; Annals, p. 365, note) gave it, presumably, to the
College. The contents fall into two parts.

The first part is introduced by a title-page on which a
well-dressed angel of no great personal attractions holds a
trumpet with one hand, while the other grasps a too heavy
sign-board bearing the title De Collegia seu potius, &c. The
second leaf contains the Sit fas rite mihi, &c. verses on the
recto, and Wicchame miramur, &c. on the verso-which verses
appear in the Magdalen MS. as the prologue and epilogue of
the poem respectively. The recto of the third leaf gives, with
unstinted use of paint, a clumsily drawn portrait of the
Founder with mitre and crozier ; " W.W." with Wykeham's
arms and the motto " Manners make man 

" 
are to the right

hand of the figure. Above are the lines Qui condis Dextra, &c.,
and below Huccine [sic] tarn cultas, &c., and Pingere num
potius, &c. The verso gives the Aut Disce symbols with the
Aut Disce verses. The poem occupies the recto and verso of
the next four leaves, and ends on the eighth ; it is followed
immediately by the above-quoted metrical version of the
Tabula, which is given very incorrectly. The ninth leaf
contains the Effigies Servi Collegiati, with the well-known
lines which describe it. The whole of this first part is in the
same hand. The scribe was a very neat printer, used red ink
too freely, varied his lettering too often.

After the first part a leaf is left blank. There follows a
second part, in a very different, much later, much bolder and
less attractive handwriting; it bears the title Carmina \ C.
Jonsoni Poetce eximii \ (Scholce Winton Informal'*- (26)) | De
Vita & Rebus\Wilhelmi de Wykeham,\tum\Custodum atq.
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Didascalorum \ Series Distichis explicata. \ We are not con-
cerned here either with the De Vita & Rebus or with the

Disticha ; of the distichs, which are also preserved elsewhere,
I have made frequent use in Part II.

Why Charles Wordsworth should have positively stated
that the author of the second part of the volume was also the
author of the long poem and some of the shorter poems con-
tained in the first part is a mystery. But on that subject
I have spoken on p. 4.



APPENDIX II

THE TEXT OF THE POEM

OF the two MSS. of Mathew's poem the Magdalen MS. (M),
which, as we have seen, is almost certainly in the handwriting
of the author, is for every reason to be preferred to the
Winchester MS. (W). In preparing a text for this volume
I have accepted its READINGS almost invariably, preferring
others only when I suspected a mere lapsus calami. So in
matters of ORTHOGRAPHY generally. I have retained M's mis-
spellings except in cases of the merest inadvertence ; thus
while correcting gnominis (v. 213) and comitte (v. 120)-M has
commissa in v. 13-I leave ignivomans (v. 175), which appears
in W also, and commessatio (v. 257). I have followed M
in not resolving diphthongs ; but ae and oe when unresolved
look the same in writing, so that in printing I have had to
choose between CE and oe. M has i, almost invariably, for
consonant as well as vowel ; j is therefore banished from my
text. With respect to u and v, M's rule is to use v as initial
and u elsewhere ; but the rule is so often broken that, follow-

ing modern custom, I have used v for consonant and u for
vowel always. I have, with some hesitation, removed M's
ACCENTS, which are used somewhat capriciously; I have
not printed cum, postquam, rediere, patiZrc, and the like.
In matters of PUNCTUATION M is often instructive, and
occasionally prevents a reader from falling into pits which W
or Wordsworth have digged for him (e.g. in w. 205-6). But,
though far better than that of W, M's punctuation is by no
means irreproachable ; in one place (w. 168-70) it is absurd.
It offends not seldom by omitting full stops and by vagaries
in the use of commas ; though I have sometimes deferred
to it by punctuating otherwise than I think best, I have
not followed it slavishly. In the employment of CAPITAL
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LETTERS, which in M is haphazard, I have used my own dis-
cretion. The PRINTING OF CERTAIN WORDS in M always has a
meaning. If I have not called special attention in my text
to all the words printed in M, I have not disregarded what
the printing seems to indicate.

With a view to showing the superiority of M I have pre-
pared the following critical apparatus, in which matters of
punctuation are only noticed when important. I have called
attention to Wordsworth's omissions and conjectures, but not
to his agreements with W against M, or to the rather frequent
peculiarities in his text which were due to inadvertence.
When two readings are given, the first is that which I
have adopted.

4 M, W ; omitted by Wordsworth.
5 Regalis platea is printed in M ; see Appendix IV.
6 Swithini M ; Suithini W.

10 est W ; omitted in M.
11 igni M ; igne W.
16 Vendicat M, W ; so spelt in the Statutes and frequently

elsewhere, e.g. in an inscription in Cloisters, dated 1633. In
v. 83 M has Vindicat.

18 septuagesimus M ; septuagessimus W.
19 octodecim M ; octodtcem W.

29 pileo M ; pilio W. crassoque M ; crassove W.
34 Purpureas W ; Purpuereas (?) M.
40 solece M ; soliae W.

42 inciperent M ; inciperint W.
44 Sternuntor (corrected from Sternuntur) M ; Sternuntur W.

(The older Tabula Legum has Solum cubiculorum verritor. Ster-
nuntor lectuli.)

46 dividit W ; dividet (?) M.
49 Turn M ; lam W.
58 leviter breviterque M ; breviter leviterque W.
61 vocandus M ; colendus W.

65 facundo (or foecundo) M; facundo W. (Both fcecundus and
fcecundus were common mis-spellings for fecundus in the seven-
teenth century, as foelix and fcelix were for felix ; see several in-
scriptions in Cloisters.)

67 hcereat M ; liereai W.
68 quam M ; tarn W.
69 dims M ; divus W.
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71 lactantes M, W ; lactentes Wordsworth.
72 Quatuor iliceis fulcris M.; Quattuor illiceis fulchris W.
74 octodecim M ; octodicem W.
81-95 M ; omitted in W. The fifteen lines are above the

general level of the poem both in rhythm and vocabulary ; perhaps
Mathew appropriated well-known lines by an older hand.

82 At in separate quotation of the lines under the Aut Disce
symbols; Aut in text M.

86 sic in text; ut under the Aut Disce symbols M.
97 quo W ; corrected from qua M.

110-11 M, W; omitted by Wordsworth. The omission is per-
haps an improvement; lines 112-13 read like a later alternative
to 110-11, but both distichs are in both MSS.

112 rapidus M ; rabidus W.
114 reuerenda M ; veneranda W.
120 committe W ; comitte M (but in v. 13 commissa).
132 MnecE M ; jEncece W. profugi W ; corrected from pro-

fugce M.
136 petenti. M ; petenti W.
137 est M; omitted in W. Wordsworth reads annulus,

cequam Aureus ad, &c.
138 POTENtiam M, W ; potentiam Wordsworth (see p. 4).
139 GERit M, W ; gerit Wordsworth, si M ; cum W.
141 Est domino ; Ludi-M.; Est domino, Ludi W ; Est domino

ludi; Wordsworth.
142 Protinus excussce W ; corrected from Percusses crebro M.
143 Argus M ; a gap in W, which Wordsworth proposed to fill

with aptus !
148 Stetur et M ; Steterit W.
149 farragine M ; ffarragine W.
151 nee M ; ne W. lacessant M ; lacessent W.
160 juvat W ; iuuet M.
174 notatus W ; corrected from notandus M. (Both readings

are found in the MSS. in the passage of Horace-Sat. ii. 3. 246-
from which Mathew borrows.)

175 Ignivomans M, W ; Ignivomens Wordsworth. Mr. H. A.
Wilson conjectures Ignicomans. est W ; omitted in M.

176 folio M ; folia W.
177 reuertunt M ; revertant W.
179 has Mortis M ; aut Mortis W.
180 Pro M ; proh W.
182 Hebdomadee M ; Hebdomodee W.

184 Demittent (?) M ; Dimittent W, solvent M ; solvet W.
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186 at M, Wordsworth ; ad W, which Mr. J. S. Cotton preferred.
187-8 here in M; after v. 192 in W.
187 forsan M ; Quintce W.
188 reticebit M ; recitabit W. blanda M ; docta W.
190-1 scenam and scena M ; sccenam and scwna W.
195 ATow<?//i M; Nouelli W.
198 Hesiodus M ; Hcesiodus W.
201-2 text M ; lugere propinquans Ni male decipiant Fasti.

Lux W ; lugere, propinquans Ni male decipiatfesti lux Wordsworth.
203 Wordsworth takes the line with the preceding paragraph,

putting a comma after solis. do/no M ; domum W.
204 e M ; a W.

205-6 punctuation as in M ; W7 has no notes of exclamation ;
its only stop is a comma after Claustra.

209 stat and pulsat M; stet and pulset W.
213 gnomonis W ; gnominis M.
227 sancta II; sacra W.
231 sumit M ; ducit W.

235 fercula M ; ffercula W (but in v. 232 fercula). ista M ;
z'rfwd W.

236 Quatuor M ; quattuor W.
249 text M ; omitted in W.
251 Et M ; Qui W. soc/o W ; corrected from numero M.
254. Squalidus M ; Squallidus W. atyue CMp*'< numerum M ;

«< numerum cupiet W ; a< numerum capiet Wordsworth.
264 Ilicet .AI; ///('erf W. Wordsworth reads Ilicet ite, licet,

" circuni " Zi'cd " ire " precandum.
266 Danda ; tribus pueris M ; Danda tribus pueris, W.
268 //MHC M ; ffoc W.
270 sonaverit W ; sonaverat M.
271 animas M ; anima Wr.
275 Zedo capite M, W ; /fdo capite (misreading W or conjec-

turing ?) Wordsworth.
276 canora-s corrected from sonoras M; sonoras W.
280 viridaria M ; viridantia W.

2M



APPENDIX III

THE POET

IT may be worth while to set down here the facts which, with
the help of Mr. Chitty, I have been able to collect about the
rather uneventful life of Robert Mathew.

We saw, in the Introduction to Part I., that Mathew's
name stands tenth on the Roll ad Winton. which was drawn

up on September 7, 1643, and that he became a scholar nearly
a year later, on September 3, 1644. This, strangely enough,
was the very day on which a new election began ; probably
some one, for a consideration, created a vacancy at the last
moment. The roll for 1643 states that at the previous
Michaelmas (that of 1642) Mathew was annorum 13, and the
statement is repeated in the Scholars' Register ; he must
therefore, if the statement is correct, have been 15 or just
under 15 at the time of his admission in 1644. The roll and

the register state further that he was " of the parish of St.
Maurice in the city of Winchester"; but a reference to the
parish register l lands us in a difficulty. It contains many
entries relating to many Mathews, but the only Robert Mathew
whose baptism it records between 1620 and 1640 is said to have
been baptized on July 2, 1626 ; and a boy baptized then must
have been annorum 16, not 13, at Michaelmas 1642. It seems,

therefore, either that a fraud was practised or that the date
in the parish register is wrong. On the former hypothesis
the fraud was persistently maintained ; not only did Mathew's
friends in 1643 pass off a boy of 17 as one of 14, but in 1646
they passed off one of 20 as one of 17. For Mathew's name
was placed on the Roll ad Oxon. in this latter year, when, if 20,

1 My thanks are due to the Rev. W. E. Colchester for helping me to ex-
amine the register.
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he was ineligible. The parish register was well kept, and the
entry about Mathew is in its proper place ; there is no internal
reason to question its perfect accuracy. It is difficult to
resist the conclusion that the electors both in 1643 and in

1646 were deceived by, or connived at, a palpable mis-state-
ment. They were in any case less scrupulous than the
authorities of 1762, in which year a certain Robert Mead,
after being admitted, was sent home cum nondum ex tabulis
parochialibus de cetate ejus constaret.1-I have gone into this
matter fully because it illustrates the irregularities, perhaps
the corrupt irregularities, of those irregular times.

If our Robert Mathew was, as may be presumed, the son of
another Robert Mathew who, according to the parish register,
was married to Margret Maine in St. Maurice's church in 162f,
he was the son of a Winchester citizen who could style him-
self "gentleman" and make some provision for his family.
Robert Mathew the elder was Mayor in 1646, and when he
died in 1656 he was possessed of leasehold houses and shops in
the city, as well as of lands and tenements elsewhere. He
bequeathed all his property to his son Robert, subject to a
payment of £50 apiece to his four other children.

No facts are recorded about Mathew's school-life, but we
know a little about his life at Oxford. On May 8, 1648, New
College was subjected to a Parliamentary Visitation, and
Mathew was one of nine scholars who were ordered to appear
before the Visitors. The feeling of the College was against
admitting jurisdiction,and our undergraduate of seven months'
standing did not answer the order submissively. " Upon
your summoninge me", he is reported to have said, "I have
perused the Statutes of our Colledge, and thereby I am con-
victed (as I conceive) of flatt perjury if I should submit to
you ... as Visitors ; and I believe if this burden of our
conscience were represented to the honorable Houses of Parlia-
ment they would not be urgent in such complyance ".2 On
the 15th an order of expulsion was made against him, as
against 52 other members of the College, but it is clear that
(owing, probably, to a tardy submission) it was not in his

1 W.S. p. 258. Mead's name appears in " Junior Part" in the Long Roll
for 1762.

2 Burrows, Register of Ike Visitors oj the University oj Oxford from A.D. 1G47
to A.D. 1658, pp. 49, 58-9, 91-4, 529.
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case enforced, for in 1649 he became a full Fellow hi due
course. In 1652 he wrote what he called a farrago qualis-
cunque, a strange medley of conceits and compliments, with
some verses, for the Musce SacrcE 1 of his friend John Ailmer.
We catch a further glimpse of him in the spring of 1654, when,
at the funeral of a chaplain of New College whose learning
and virtues he had greatly admired, he " delivered an eloquent
oration from a pew set near the grave " in the College Cloisters.2
He became a B.C.L. about the same time, and a D.C.L. in
1661.

Soon after taking the former degree he must have left
Oxford. It appears that Warden Harris, who had known
him as a boy at Winchester, was glad to secure him as his
curate at Meonstoke, where, though the living was in the
gift of the Crown, the College had property. The Warden-
Rector by no means neglected his parishioners,3 and preached
to them (driving or riding over twenty miles for the pur-
pose) "commonly once a fortnight";4 but he must have
left much in Mathew's hands. About 1656, owing to failing
health, he began to show anxiety to resign his cure, and many
of his letters prove that he strongly desired, and used every
effort to secure, the succession for Mathew. " I desire by all
means ", he wrote, "if it be possible, that Mr. Matthew may
succeed me in the Parsonage of Meonstoke. ... If that may
not be, I am willing to resigne it to any other able man who
can and will pleasure Mr. Matthew otherwise to his content" ;
"I conceive him", he told Lord Fiennes, "to be a very
hopefull and well-deserving young man ; and it would be a
good satisfaction to me, if in any handsome way I could be the
meanes of his preferment". The Warden resigned the living
shortly before his death, which occurred on August 11, 1658,
three weeks before that of Cromwell. During the troubles
that followed Meonstoke was without a rector; but in

1 Oxford, 1052. See above, pp. 44-5, 299-300.
- Wood, Fasti Oxonienses (ed. Bliss), Part I. p. 388.
3 The anonymous admirer who scribbled notes about Warden Harris says

that he allowed his curate " for his paines about the halfe of the living & the
remainder he usually gave away & spent upon the place. Soe that no one could
cast it upon him that he kept it out of Avarice ".

1 So the anonymous admirer. The Warden's brass says that Harris was
" a pious rector and frequent preacher " at Meonstoke.
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July 1660 a " petition of Robert Mathew to the King for
presentation to the Rectory of Meonstoke " came under con-

sideration. It was backed by a certificate " from the Warden
of New College and six others " ; by another from " 43
inhabitants of Meonstoke, testifying to his orthodoxy and
loyalty"; and finally by a report from Drs. Sheldon and
Morley *-superior clergy who stood high in Court favour.
Their report gained Mathew his preferment.2

He continued to be Rector of Meonstoke till his death in

168f.3 In 1663 he was instituted to the Wykehamical
prebend of Exceit in Chichester Cathedral, which meant an
occasional sermon and the addition of a few pounds to his
income, but no residence ; in 1669 he tried to secure the post
of a Canon Residentiary. " Yesterday", he wrote to an in-
fluential friend, " I fulfilled my course of preaching in Chi-
chester Cathedral as a minor prophet, which renders me
capable of advancement to a residentiary's place, if I could
obtain an election. . . . The place would be a preferment
for me, I should not be unacceptable to the church and the
city and it would redeem me from the desolate condition
I am now in, by the death of my most dear Betty ".4 But
he was unsuccessful both on this occasion, " owing to the
Archbishop's intervention", and on the occurrence of another
vacancy in 1672.5 I gather from an item in the College
accounts 6 that in his loneliness at Meonstoke he maintained

friendly relations with the College authorities ; Warden Burt
paid him a visit when " on progress " in 1674.

1 Sheldon became Bishop of London in 1660 and Archbishop of Canterbury
in 1663 ; Morley became Bishop of Worcester in 1660 and of Winchester in
1662.

2 State Papers, Domestic, Car. II. vol. vii. No. 148.
3 Wood's Life and Times (ed. Clark), ii. p. 513.
1 S.P. Domestic, 269, No. 30.
5 Ibid. 318, No. 190.

8 ''Meonstoke-Gratuities at Dr. Matthews' house, 7s. Gd." (Annals, p. 360).
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REGALIS PLA TEA

Australis locus est, ubi se via findit in urbem ;
Regalis platea est, si vulgi more loquamur.
Wicchamus, insignis mitraque pedoque Swithini.
Condidit hie sacris sacraria digna Camcenis (w. 4-7).

THIS passage was a well-known crux as printed by Words-
worth, who omitted the first line ; but even as it stands in the
MSS. it is obscure. I have supplied a semi-colon after urbem,
with some hesitation ; the literal meaning of the first two
lines is not quite certain. Our chief concern, however, is
with the words regalis platea. They plainly designate College
Street, or a part of it; but are they applied to it as they
might be applied to any highway, or are they a more special
name for that particular road ? The two words are printed
in the Magdalen MS. ; and from the writer's use of printing in
other passages, as well as from his si vulgi more loquamur, we
may perhaps infer that "the King's Highway" had become
a proper name.

The name " College Street " did not, I think, come into
use much before 1750, when we find it in Godson's Map of
Winchester; it occurs also in an " Ichnography" of Old
Commoners, the date of which is perhaps a few years earlier.
I have spent some hours over the Corporation Order Books
without discovering any notice of its adoption ; but new
names were devised for many Winchester streets in the middle
of the eighteenth century. Thus the Order Books talk of
Gold Street in 1751, of Southgate Street in 1759, of Southgate
Street formerly Gold Street in 1794, and many other such cases
might be quoted ;1 the now unfamiliar names of Flesh-

1 In Godson's Map we find marked " Southgate Street (Gold Street
anciently)", " St. Thomas Street (Calp Street anciently)", but " College
Street " with no more ancient name assigned to it.
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monger Street, Wongar Street, Fellsters Street, Calpestrcet
and others, occur in these books between 1740 and 1760.
Dr. Burton spoke of " College Street " in his will (1774), but
in legal documents of c. 1740 the position of the properties
which he describes is indicated without the employment of
that name. It does not follow that c. 1740 the name did not

exist; its non-employment may have been due to the prefer-
ence of lawyers for long-established forms.1

Mr. Chitty has supplied me with an extract from some
title-deeds of 1338 which describe a messuage apud laflodstock
in suburbio Wynton. quod . . . extendit se a vico regio to a
meadow southwards. The " flodstock " is the watercourse

(lately covered in) which runs eastwards from opposite
Commoner Gate along the north side of College Street; the
name occurs frequently in similar documents, and vicus regius
occurs as frequently. In two documents printed in Annals
(Appendices V. and VIII.), relating to the acquisition of the
site of the College, lands are described as extending from
gardens and closes held by residents in vico de Kyngatestrete
on the west to a " house of ours called le Garite " on the east;

Le Garite was, we know, in College Street (Annals, p. 8), and
the documents state that it was super viam regiam. The
following memorandum, sent to " the Warden " at some
uncertain date, is instructive but puzzling.

Extract from Evidence Book mark'd H, pages 89 & 90, and
from another mark'd 0, pages 1 & 4, in the Muniment House.

The King's Highway northward of the College extends itself
from the Wall of the Sustrone Spital standing Westward of the
said College, & is in length Eastward 200 feet, & bounded by the
Stream that runs from the Mills within the Priory of St. Swithin.

Anno Regis Hie. 2'!1 16 & 17
Domini 1392, 1393

200 feet = 66 yards & 2 feet.

Of this memorandum, or of the Evidence Books, Cockerell
made use in his excellent plan of the College,2 marking off

1 Even in 1809 the lawyers described the Sistern Chapel (where the Head
Master's house now stands) as "abutting", not on College Street, but "on
the highway northward " (Adams, p. 463).

2 Proceedings of the Archaeological Institute, 1S45 : William of Wykeham,
p. 16.
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the 200 feet as he interpreted them ; the number of feet
(which the writer of the memorandum obligingly reduces to
yards) is perplexingly small, but on that difficulty I will not
dwell. It has been suggested to me that Mathew's clause
si vulgi more loquamur implies that the King's highway had
been more distinctively named by Wykehamists. Local
antiquarians, Mr. Baigent among them, think that Win-
tonians (the poet's vulgus) knew it by no other name till it
became " College Street " ; the omission of any more ancient
name for it on Godson's Map supports that opinion.

The Account Rolls of the sixteenth century contain
references to a " Kingstrete ",l which we might be disposed to
identify with the regalis platea. We should do so wrongly.
Two indentures of lease, drawn up in 155| and 156£ (Register
G, folios 183 and 218), show that Kingstrete was Kingsgate
Street. Of two houses situated between Kingsgate and
" pallard stitchin lane" ( = Canon Street) one is definitely
said to be "in Kingestrete " ; the other, then as now, faced
" the hyghe waye ". Bishop Home enjoined in 1571 that the
Schoolmaster and Usher " resort not oft . . . into the country
city King Street or other places of the town to banquet or
feast in the teaching days ".2 Kingsgate Street in Elizabeth's
reign contained substantial residences;3 there seem to have
been no houses of any importance in College Street till much
later.

1 Account Roll of 1547-8 : pro cariagio lapidum ad vicum vocalum Kyngslret
xmd ; of 1549-50 : pro cariagio lapidum pro reparations publice vie juxta tene-
mcnta in Kyngestrete xxd.

" V.A. dc 1. p. 3:31.
3 The only surviving Elizabethan house in Kingsgate Street is that now

occupied by Mr. Aris, known to Wykehamists as B.
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PAUPERES ET IXDIGENTES*

Two kinds of arguments have been advanced in support of
what may be regarded as a lax interpretation of the require-
ment of the Founder's Statutes that the scholars should be

pauperes et indigentes. The aim of the first kind is to prove
that Wykeham intended to exclude the poorer poor; that of the
second, that he intended to include the poorer rich. I propose
in this note to comment on some of the arguments of each
kind in order.

1. The scholars, besides being pauperes et indigentes, were
to be bonis moribus ac condicionibus perornati et conversacione
honesti (Rubric II.). Condicio, it is contended, is no mere
synonym of conversacio, but means status or rank. Of course
condicio often has that meaning, but no possible interpretation
of pauperes et indigentes would be consistent with bonis con-
dicionibus perornati, if it had that meaning here. The pro-
posed rendering of the word is moreover absolutely ruled out
by the language of another Rubric (VIII. ad fin.) which says
that the quiristers are to remain in the College while com-
petent to discharge their duties, " provided, however, that
they have been bone condicionis et conversacionis honeste",
where the same substantives, qualified by the same adjectives,
are coupled again, and where condicio, like conversacio, plainly
refers to conduct and behaviour.

2. The quiristers, like the scholars, were to be pauperes
et indigentes, but they were to be admitted intuitu charitatis

1 See above, pp. 104-0.-A discussion of the meaning of the words will be
found in Mr. Leach's forthcoming The Schools of Medieval England, the proof-
sheets of which I have been permitted to read.
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(R. VIII.), and this expression is not used in the Winchester
Statutes " in respect to the admission of any other Members
of the Society whatever " ; therefore, it has been concluded,
the scholars were to be drawn from a higher class than the
quiristers, not from the poorer poor.1 Whether the conclusion
is true or not, the argument has no validity. For in his New
College Statutes (R. II.) Wykeham uses intuitu charitatis in
respect of his benefaction to his " scholars clerks " at Oxford ;
it therefore applies to his Winchester scholars also.2 If its
use implies, as the argument admits, that the quiristers were
to be really poor and needy, it follows that the scholars were
to be so likewise. The New College Rubric, it may be thought,
not only invalidates the argument here examined, but estab-
lishes the contrary conclusion.

That, however, is not the case. It is true that a widow
received a gratuity of 4d. from the Bursars in 1406 intuitu
charitatis, and that the Founder allowed the magistri of the
College to give their old gowns intuitu charitatis " to poor
scholars or choristers " (R. XXVII.) ; but the use of the
phrase by no means necessarily implied that the recipient
of a benefaction intuitu charitatis was a recipient of what we
call " charity ". Bishop Reynolds of Worcester, for instance,
conferred the mastership of the grammar school on Master
Hugh of Northampton intuitu charitatis (1312), " considering "
(not his poverty, but) " the merits of his probity " ; 3 and Mr.

Leach informs me that in episcopal registers, e.g. those of
Bishops Pontissara of Winchester (1280-1304) and Halton of
Carlisle (1292-1324), the phrase is " the regular formula for
admission or institution to rectories and vicarages ".

WTe cannot, therefore, say that the use of intuitu charitatis
in Rubric VIII. proves that the quiristers were meant to be
really poor boys; but it is difficult to read the whole passage
without arriving at that conclusion with regard to them.

1 The Rev. Liscombe Clarke (a Fellow of the College) attached great im-
portance to this argument in his Letter to H. Brougham, Esq., MJP. Some use
of it is made in Annals, p. 70, and in History, p. 95, but Mr. Leach has since
abandoned it.

2 In the Winchester Foundation Deed Wykeham says that he purposes
scholaribus clericis pauperibus et indigentibus . . . charitatis subsidium im-
partiri.

3 Leach, Documents illustrating Early Education in Worcester, p. 34 ; a
similar use of the formula occurs in a document printed in B.C. p. 342.
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It would probably be a mistake to lay any stress on the fact
that they were to make the Fellows' beds and wait at table ;
it is the general tone of the passage that creates the impression
that the Founder regarded them as other founders regarded
their choristers-as charity boys in the modern sense. The
provision for them was haphazard. They were to be fed on
scraps ; their clothing was left to chance generosity ; where
they were to be lodged, how they were to be taught, are ques-
tions which Wykeham passes by. But when, scholarships
were to be filled, quiristers were to be candidates (R. III.),
and Mr. Leach has demonstrated that " not only were they
elected " from the first, in Wykeham's life-time, " but that it
was the rule to elect them, and that more than half the
choristers in any given year became scholars ".1 A large
proportion of the scholars, therefore, in any given year were
ex-quiristers, and (if my reading of Rubric VIII. is correct)
must have been really poor.

3. It has been argued that Wykeham cannot have meant
to open his scholarships to the very poor, because his scholars
were to be clerks,2 and the sons of villeins were ineligible for
clerkship. Servile status was pronounced by early Christian
Emperors and by Popes to be an absolute bar to clerkship ; 3

the Constitutions of Clarendon (1164) expressly ordain, filii
rusticorum (i.e. of villeins) non debent ordinari absque assemu
domini de cujus terra nati dignoscuntur " 4 and from the
manorial rolls of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries it

appears that villeins were often fined even for sending their
sons to school without their lords' consent.5 We hear of such

fines being inflicted as late as 1384 and 1386, when Wykeham
had already, in the Winchester Foundation Deed of 1382,
declared that his scholars were to be pauperes et indigentes.
Is it likely, then, Mr. Leach asks, that in using those words
he contemplated the admission of boys who could only go
to school at the risk of legal penalties ?

1 V.H. p. 270.
1 Scholars who had not received " the first tonsure " already were to

receive it within a year of their admission.
3 As appears from the Decretum of the Bolognese monk Gratian (c. 1140).
« Stubbs, Select Charters, p. 140.
6 I am indebted to Mr. Leach for this and for much other information on

this subject.
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The argument is weighty, but I am not sure that it is
conclusive. Would Wykeham have refused to admit a
villein's son whose lord's assent had been obtained by pur-
chase or without ? 1 Again, we should remember that at any
rate after the Peasants' Revolt of 1381 many lords hesitated
or found it difficult to enforce their full legal claims. It is
true that in 1391 an attempt was made by the Commons to
give them increased stringency, but it was met by Richard II.
with a refusal : le roi s'aviseroit.2 Wykeham in that year
resigned his chancellorship, before (I think) the king deter-
mined, or was advised, to "advise himself", but he retained

the king's favour, and there is no reason to suppose that
he disapproved of his refusal. He continued to " amend
improve and enlarge " his Statutes till he " gave his last
edition " in 1400,3 the year that followed Richard's deposi-
tion ; but he did not insert, in consequence of what had
happened in 1391, any words declaring the ineligibility of the
sons of villeins (nativi), such as were inserted some forty years
later in the Eton Statutes.-Thomas a Becket opposed the
Constitutions of Clarendon which, as we have seen, barred
villeins from clerkship without their lords' consent, which,
that is to say, " cut off from the lowest class the only path by
which they had any hope of rising to posts of honour and
authority ".4 Have we any ground for supposing that
William of Wykeham would have been of a different mind
from that " plebeian cleric " ? To maintain the liberal posi-
tion did not mean to Wykeham, as it meant to Becket, to
withstand his king.

Let us grant, however, that Wykeham may not have
favoured the admission of villeins' sons to scholarships ; it
does not follow that he shut his doors against the poorer poor,
even of the countryside. The number of free labourers was
steadily growing in his later years, and there was no legal bar
against them. We know very little of the early Winchester
scholars, but it is a significant fact that very many of them

1 An interesting example of the manumission, by a bishop, of a person,
bound to him by the bond of slavery, who desired to be " enrolled in the
clerical army " (1312) will be found in B.C. p. 270.

2 Jusserand, La Vie Xomade, p. 164 ; V. H. Bucks, ii. p. 159.
3 Lowth, Life of Wykeham, p. 177.
4 Freeman, Growth of the English Constitution, p. 76, and especially p. 179.
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left the school after three or two or even one year's schooling.1
May this mean that being poor, and not proving specially
idonei ad litteras, they were removed at sixteen, or fifteen, or
even earlier, to be apprenticed to a trade or to go into some
kind of " service " ?

4. In founding his colleges Wykeham's main design was
to help in his own small way (pro nostrce parvitatis modulo)
towards filling up the gaps in the clerical army (caused by
pestilences and other calamities) and especially in the ranks
of the secular clergy.2 It has sometimes been asserted 3 that
he cannot have desired to enlist recruits from the poorer
poor, but I know of no ground for that assertion. Un-
doubtedly he designed that his recruits should be well taught,
but there is no evidence that he abandoned existing recruiting-
grounds. The parish priests of the fourteenth century, in
the villages at any rate, were very often children of the soil,
on the same social level, and in many cases as poor, as the
peasantry to whom they ministered.4 Mr. Leach gives proof
that in 1291 there were in the diocese of Winchester 67 livings
below the annual value of five marks.5-In 1540 there was

an election of " children " to the grammar school at Canter-
bury.6 Some of the electors argued " that it was meet for the
ploughman's son to go to plough, and the artificer's son to
apply the trade of his parent's vocation " ; they were for
rejecting such candidates. "Poor men's children", replied
Cranmer, " are many times endued with more singular gifts
of nature . . . and also more apt to apply their study, than
is the gentleman's son ".7 I have suggested that Wykeham

1 See Mr. Kirby's lists in W.S.
2 See Rubric I. of the New College Statutes.
3 E.g. by Liseombe Clarke in his letter to Brougham.
1 Trevelyan, England in the Age of Wycliffe, pp. 121 seqq. It is noticed by

Mr. Trevelyan that at the time of the Peasants' Rising (1381) " several parsons
of poor parishes put themselves at the head of their congregations and revenged
on society the wrongs that they had endured " (ibid. p. 202).

6 V.H. p. 270.
6 When educational Statutes concerning the thirteen grammar schools of

" Cathedrals of the New Foundation " were drawn up in 1541 they ordained
that a varying number of boys (fifty at Canterbury), "poor and destitute of
the help of friends", should be maintained and taught Latin, ut pietas et bone
littere perpetuo in ecclesia nostra suppullulescant . . . et suo lempore in gloriam
Dei et reipublice commodum et ornamenlum fruclificent (E.C. p. 456).

7 Strype, Memorials of Cranmer (ed. 1840), pp. 126-8 ; the passage is given
in an abridged form in E.C. pp. 470-1. See also Early Education in Worcester,
p. Ixii.
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would perhaps have agreed with the liberal views of an Arch-
bishop of the twelfth, and I suggest that he would perhaps have
agreed with those of another of the sixteenth century.

II

1. Rubric V. required every scholar to take a solemn oath,
on completing his fifteenth year, that he would neither pro-
voke hatred, discord, and the like, nor " allege special or
eminent prerogatives of good birth, family, sciences, faculties,
wealth", that he would make no "comparisons (which are
odious) between family and family, nobilitas and nobilitas
(or ignobilitas) " ; and another Rubric (XIX.), after one of
Wykeham's impressive exhortations to brotherly love and
charity, condemns such allegations and comparisons in almost
the same words. It has been inferred that some of the scholars

might lay a just claim to some degree of nobilitas or wealth.
Now odious comparisons of means and of birth are not least
common in societies in which no claims of the kind can be

put high ; and the prohibitions of the two Rubrics, being
such as are " constantly met with in all scholastic statutes ",1
may have followed a common form, the terms of which were
not carefully examined. For all that, they supply a legitimate
argument for including within the term pauperes et indigentes
boys who were at least relatively well-born and well-to-do.

2. A stronger argument is supplied by Rubric II., under
which no boy possessed of an annual income of five marks
(£3 : 6 : 8) could be admitted as a scholar.2 We should
multiply that sum by twenty at least to obtain its value in
modern money ; and it is urged with great force that a boy
with an income approaching £70 or more, even if he were an
orphan without further expectations, could not possibly be
classed to-day with the poor and needy, but that Wykeham
classed him with the pauperes et indigentes. It does not, of
course, necessarily follow from the language of the Rubric that

1 R. and R. p. 62.-The same words were used by Wykeham ("or his
rhetorical scribe ") as early as 1385, when " no moderate stupour " invaded
his mind on his hearing that " odious comparisons " were prevalent at New
College (ibid. p. 38).

2 If a boy who was already a scholar came into possession of property oi
the annual value of more than £5, he forfeited his scholarship (Rubric XXIV.).
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Wykeham expected or desired that many (or even any) of his
scholars would or should have much (or even any) income of
their own. But that is no sufficient answer to the argument,
which, while it in no way disproves the admissibility of the
poorer poor, establishes the admissibility of boys belonging to
the class which (for brevity's sake) I have called the poorer
rich.

3. Among other considerations which support the same
conclusion I will notice only one. Mr. Leach has made re-
searches, the results of some of which are still unpublished,
concerning the social position of many of the early Winchester
scholars, elected during Wykeham's life-time. He finds that
some of these boys were at least raised above poverty, and
that the names of others suggest, if they do not always
establish, a relationship with persons of birth and considera-
tion.1 He has also discovered the interesting fact that even
in the fourteenth century boys admitted at first as com-
moners became scholars afterwards. Some of these latter

may have been needy for all their nobilitas ; and others may
not have been, though they should have been, filii nobilium
et valencium personarum (Rubric XVI.). One commoner of
good family had to be pardoned arrears of commons ; another,
whether noble or ignoble, became " a chapel clerk " a few

weeks after his admission to the school-he became, that is to
say, a mere servant of the College.

The provision of Wykeham for the admission of filii
nobilium as commoners, together with the fact that his own
kinsmen, even if their income largely exceeded the five marks'
limit,2 were admissible as scholars, has been used as an argu-
ment, not only for the inclusion of the poorer rich, but also
for the exclusion of the poorer poor. It is said that, if a
considerable number of the scholars had been drawn from the

labouring classes, Wykeham would not have wished his kin

1 History, p. 102 ; J'.//.p.272. Mr. Moberly wrote in hisLifeof Wykeham,
p. 210 : " Among the first twenty-five scholars admitted, all have English
names : there are no Norman names among them. Clearly they did not belong
to the upper classes". His general conclusion is that they came " from the

class from which Wykeham himself came, that of the upper churls", with
here and there perhaps " a boy of humbler extraction ".

2 They were admissible if their income did not exceed twenty marks
" clear of outgoings " (R. II.), and might hold their scholarships if they came
into possession of an income not exceeding £20 (R. XXIV.).
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to mix with them, or thought it possible that the nobiles of
his Rubric-" the country gentlemen of Hampshire or else-
where " I-would pay money to send their sons to school with
them. Much knowledge of the social conventions of the time
would be needed to determine how much weight should be
given to this argument; but with regard to the country gentle-
men I may point out that their sons were not expected to live
with the scholars in their chambers, and might take their
meals, if it was desired, " at the table of the Fellows "; it
was only in the school-room that they would be exposed to
close contact with " the poor and needy".

1 History, p. 97.



APPENDIX VI

DATE AND AUTHORSHIP OF THE TABULA LEGCM

THE only place in Wykehamical literature where I remember
to have seen the origin of the Tabula discussed is a note
in which Adams maintained, as a "strong probability",
that " the earliest form " of that code " is coeval with the

Founder ".* He gave two reasons for his strong probability:
(1) that certain practices which the Tabula enjoins are also
enjoined by the Statutes of Winchester or of New College;
and (2) that " if any Warden 2 had introduced the Tabula de
novo, Christopher Johnson would certainly have mentioned "
the fact in his distich on that Warden. Neither of these

reasons is convincing. (1) Many of Wykeham's precepts,
even of his more important precepts, were not included in the
Tabula ; that concerning stones and balls and windows,3 for
instance, did not appear there till it was inserted by Warden
Huntingf ord about 1790 ;4 and it is a poor compliment to the
Founder's sagacity to argue that if the code had been com-
piled after his time the compiler would have thought none of
his precepts worthy of a place in it. (2) If some Warden
" introduced " the Tabula at some date between Wykeham's
days and Johnson's, Johnson may have known who that
Warden was, and may yet have left the introduction unre-
corded-you cannot always put all that you know, or even
all that is important, about a man into two lines ; or he may
not have known-he was ignorant of much.5 It is moreover

1 Adams, p. 93.
2 The fact that Mathew spoke of the Tabula as " Quintilian's " suggests that

in the seventeenth century tradition ascribed its authorship to a Head Master
rather than to a Warden ; see above, pp. 236-7.

3 See Rubric XLIII. * See above, p. 240. 6 See above, p. 37.
545 2 N
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possible, I think it is probable, that when the distichs were
written the Tabula had not yet been compiled.

The reader will have observed that it is " the earliest

form " of the Tabula that Adams considered to be probably
" coeval with the Founder " ; but by " the earliest " I assume
that he meant, as indeed his argument implies, a form sub-
stantially the same as that of the Tabula as it was in 1773.1
The code as it then was shows no trace of a late fourteenth- or

an early fifteenth-century origin; its diction and its substance
alike are post-renaissance, and are not pre-reformation. The
use of templum for the capella of the Statutes is, Mr. Leach
informs me, post-renaissance ; 2 so, surely, are such classical
conceits as plebeii for " inferiors ", and arrna scholastica for
" pen and ink ". The tone of the religious precepts is that of
the Reformation ; the language about prefects, showing as it
does that they had been developed into a distinct ordo in the
community, fits the facts of the sixteenth century, but not,
as I think, those of the early fifteenth ;3 the practice of delatio,
mentioned in the Tabula, is virtually unknown (certainly un-
known under that name) to the Statutes, but is constantly
enjoined under that name in the age of Elizabeth and after-
wards ; 4 " going on Hills " is in the Tabula a well-established
and a purely secular function, but even the learned and in-
sistent advocate of its primitive origin believes it to have had
a more or less religious character in the early days of the
College.5-The phrase anna scholastica seems to have been
suggested to the author of the Tabula by a passage in one of
the Colloquies of Erasmus : Quid est scholasticus absque calamo
et atramento ? Quod miles absque clypeo et gladio.6 Here is
another probable case of conveyance from the same source :

1 See above, p. 237.
2 The use of templum for capella is almost invariable in Johnson's Themes (so

far as I have read them) and in Mathew's poem. Mr. Chitty has discovered the
word for me in the accounts of 1546-7 and in some interesting items of those
of 1553-t (" 1 & 2 Marie ") ; under the old heading custus capellce there is
entered pro vino expemo in templo xvis. rid., as well as lapidariis pro ereciione
altarium in nari lempli ins. viijd. He has not, so far at any rate, found
templum in earlier accounts.-We hear of moderatores Templi in the Eton
Consiietudinarium (1560).

3 See above, p. 116.
4 Above, pp. 119-20.-Erasmus, it may be observed, forbids it: neminem

deferto (i. p. 37).
6 Above, p. 345. 6 Colloquia, \. p. 58.
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Vestis item ad decorum componatur, ut totus cultus, vultus,
gestus . . . ingenuam modestiam . . . prae se ferat (Colloquia, i.
pp. 35-6 (ed. Tauchnitz).

Modestiam pvse se ferunto. . . . Vultus gestus incessus com-
ponantur (Tabula).

I have argued that the earlier Tabula was not compiled.
before the sixteenth century ; can we go further, and identify
the " Quintilian " who compiled it ? Christopher Johnson
insists in his Themes (c. 1565) on the importance of laws ;
they are, he says, as necessary and as useful for schools as for
states. He lays down samples of the laws which a school-
code should contain, and many of his laws are identical with
those of the Tabula ; but he nowhere says or implies, " We
have such a code here at Winchester, and it contains these
laws "-1 His longest and most carefully elaborated exercise
on the subject is as follows :

Nee respublica sine legibus constare, nee puerorum coetus sine
disciplina contiiieri possunt. Atque idcirco quae sequuntur leges
in omnes qui hue discendi causa accedunt sanciuntor, et ab omnibus
sacrosancte habentor. Festis diebus caste ad ecciesiam adeunto :

illic quae loci religio postulat curanto : risus, confabulatio, strepitus,
oculorum vaga et otiosa jactatio procul absunto. Profestis ad
studia animos applicant© : nemo usquam nisi petita et impetrata
ad id facultate abesto : ad scholam bini accedunto : bini si quo
erit abeundum discedunto : in cubiculis aut alio quovis loco non
morantor: Romanam linguam semper exercento: inter dis-
cendum secum submisse loquuntor. Praefecti cum equitate et
justitia gubernanto : plebeii praefectorum auctoritatem non con-
temnunto. Jurgia, rixas, h'tes mutuo non seminanto : se in vicem
diligunto : non omnino juranto : tantum ita est afiirmanto, aut
non est neganto : interrogati verum de rebus omnibus respon-
dento : mendacium capitale esto : nihil in moribus inverecundum,
nihil in vultu aut gestu corporis incompositum exhibento. In
aula silentio indulgento: coquinam, carnificinam, pistrinam,
ceterasque officinas non adeundas nunquam frequentanto : ton-
strinam, nisi quid opus sit, [non] adeunto. Haec legum obser-

1 One of the exercises (fol. 141) begins : Ut in omni repub. ila in hnc nostra
literaria leges alias ad civium utilitatem lalce sunt, alia: ad ornamtntum. \Ve
might think that this language suggests the existence of the Tabula, but
Johnson's first " useful " law (qua prcecipitur ne quis a schola absit) is one
which the Tabula does not include.
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vantia ad omnes pertineto : quibus_si qui minus obtemperant,
poenas danto : poena non capitis, sed alia esto.1

On a first glance one might say that all this proves that the
Tabula was in existence, and that Johnson was merely play-
ing variations on a well-known tune. A closer examination
suggests another conclusion. Johnson's language is that of
one who is legislating on his own account. It would have
given a strong sanction to the rules which he wished to be
observed if he had added : "So the Founder, or the men of
old time, ordained " ; but he added nothing of the kind. If
the Tabula had been already in existence, the exercise as it
stands would have an insipidity most uncharacteristic of its
author. " Why " -so the boys would have asked themselves
-" why does he prose away like this ? Most of these precepts
are painted on the wall a few yards off ; we know every word
of them ". The " theme ", I suggest, is not a diluted version of
an old code, but an essay towards a new one; it is the first
draft of a Tabula Legum, to be abridged and pruned when the
code took its final shape.-The language of another theme is
not inconsistent with a pre-Johnsonian origin of the Tabula,
but fits in as well or better with the hypothesis that Johnson
composed it. The earlier (like the later) Tabula enjoins, with
respect to Bible-reading 2 in Hall : recitationes intclligenter et
apte distinguuntor. Johnson gives some rules for the readers :

Quibus praecipio ut prius apud se legant quae aliis recitant, quo
legere possint absque ulla impeditione et pronunciare intelligenter,
sententiasque apte distinguere; ut non solum voccm sed etiam
motum aliquem adferant qui rei de qua dicitur sit accommodatus.3

Johnson wrote the exercises from which I have quoted not
later than 1566 ; he retired from the headmastership and went
off to London in 1571. If the theory which I have advanced
is correct, the Tabula probably came into existence between
those dates ; it may have been his parting gift to Winchester.

1 Fol. 191.-The last words were perhaps suggested to Johnson, as we
have seen that some expressions in the Tabula were perhaps suggested to its
compiler, by Erasmus (Colloquia, i. p. 57). Two boys on their way to school
fear that they may be flogged for not knowing their lesson ; non agitur de capite,
says one of them, sed de parle diversa.

2 See above, p. 189. 3 Fol. 140 6.
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ETON COXSUETUDINARIUM AND WESTMINSTER STATUTES

FREQUENT reference has been made in Part II. to a document

known as the Consuetudinarium Veins Scholce Etonensis (or
Consuetudinarium Etonense) which was compiled in 1560 by
William Malim the Head Master ; he described himself, in
a little volume of verse presented to Queen Elizabeth in
that year, as TTJS rCiv Alrtaviuav cr\oXijs dp-^iSiSdcr^aXo^ (sic).1
The Consuetudinarium is preserved among the MSS. given
to Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, by Archbishop Parker ; 2

it has been printed, from an imperfect transcript in the British
Museum,3 by Sir Edward Creasy in his Eminent Etonians,* and
more recently, direct from the Corpus MS., in Etoniana ; 6

and it has been fully described by Sir H. Maxwell Lyte.6 The
first part of the document deals with usages observed at Eton
during each month of the year, while the second sketches the
life of the Eton colleger during each hour of every week-day.
Eton and Winchester are so closely related that neither can
regard what concerns the early history of the other as alienum
a se ; and this particular document throws light perpetually
on the life and customs of the Winchester scholar. It is

therefore not wholly irrelevant, in a book about Winchester

1 M. L. p. 169.-Malim was afterwards High Master of St. Paul's (1573-
1581), and the historian of that school gives reasons for believing that his Eton
headmastership began "not later than 1561 " (McDonnell, p. 125). It began
earlier; the Consuetudinarium, which bears Malim's name on the fly-leaf,
cannot (as we shall see) have been compiled later than 1560.

2 CXVIII. pp. 477-89. The same volume contains an Indenture of the
Eton Bursars of receipts from the Michaelmas of 1 Eliz. to the following
Michaelmas (1560).

3 Harl. MSS. 7044. « Pp. 87-9**,.
5 No. 5, pp. 65-71. 6 M. L. chapter viii.
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College, to ask the question, For what purpose was the
Consuetudinarium written ?

To that question Sir E. Creasy gives no answer. Sir H.
Maxwell Lyte, followed by Mr. Wasey Sterry 1 and the editor
of Etoniana, thinks that the document " was prepared for the
Royal Commissioners who visited Eton in 1561 ", while Mr.
McDonnell suggests, as an alternative possibility, that " it
was merely compiled by the new head master for the purpose
of informing himself of the conditions on which he was taking
on the school and of the mode in which he was to be directed

in its government ".2 This latter suggestion may be safely
dismissed ; Malim was an old Etonian, and would hardly have
written a long statement to inform himself about matters
with which he was perfectly familiar. That the Consuetudi-
narium was produced before the Visitors, of whom Archbishop
Parker was the chief, is extremely probable; but these
Visitors were not commissioned till 1561,3 when there is
reason to believe that the document had already served its
primary purpose.

In 1560 Statutes were drawn up for " the College of the
Blessed Peter at Westminster, founded by the most illustrious
Queen Elizabeth ". I print in parallel columns a few passages
from these Statutes and from the Consuetudinarium.

From the Consuetudinarium From the Westminster
Etoncnse Statutes

Hora Quinta.-Unus ex cubi- Hora 5U unus ex cubiculi
culi praepositis (qui omnes qua- praepositis, qui omnes quatuor
tuor sunt numero) cui hoc sunt numero, qui hoc munus ilia
munus ilia Hebdomada ob- hebdomada obierit, Surgite in-
jecerit, Surgite, intonat. Illi tonet. Illi omnes statim con-
omnes statim pariter consur- surgant fundentes, flexis geni-
gunt; fundentes interim, dum bus, matutinas preces, quas
se vestiunt, preces, quas suis suis vicibus unusquisque ordia-
vicibus unusquisque orditur, ac tur, ac caeteri omnes alternis
caeteri omnes alternis versibus versibus subsequantur. . . .
subsequuntur. Finitis preci- Finitis precibus lectos sternant.
bus lectos sternunt. Inde unus- Inde unusquisque, quantum
quisque quantum pulveris et pulveris et sordium sub suo
sordium sub suo lecto est, in lecto est, in cubiculi medium

1 Annals of Eton College, p. 76. 2 McDonnell, p. 126.
3 M. L. p. 166.
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cubiculi medium profert. . . . proferat. . . . Turn omnes bini
Tune omnes bini longo ordine longo ordine lavatum manus
lavatum manus descendunt. A descendant; a lavando reversi
lavando reversi scholam in- scholam ingrediantur, ac suum
grediuntur, ac suum quisque locum quisque capessat (E.G.
locum capescit [sic] (Etoniana, p. 506).
p. 69).

In diebus Martis et Jovis In diebus Martis et Jovis

superiores ordines themata sibi superiores ordines themata sibi
proposita carminibus conclu- proposita carminibus conclu-
dunt. Reliqui duo soluta ora- dant, reliqui duo soluta oratione
tione eadem conscribunt. eadem conscribant.

In diebus Lunae et Martis In diebus Lunae et Martis

praglegit Ludimagister praelegat ludimagister :
4" Terentium. 4° Terentium, Salustium et
5° Justinum historicum, de Graccam grammati-

Amicitia, vel alios pro cam.
suo arbitrio. 5° Justinum, Ciceronem de

6° et 7° Csesaris commcn- Amicitia, et Isocratem.

taria, Officia Ciceronis. 6° et T Caesaris Commen-
taria, Titum Livium,

(Etoniana, pp. 69, 70.) Demosthenem et Ho-
merum.

(B.C. p. 508.)

Die Veneris Correctiones.

Diebus vero Veneris post Diebus Veneris post lectionem,
lectionem quam pridie habue- quam pridie habuerant, recita-
rant recitatam, qui grave ali- tam, qui grave aliquod crimen
quod crimen commiserunt, accu- commiserunt, accusantur [?] ;
santur. Correctiones vocant ; aequum enim est malefactorum
dant enim malefactorum dignas dignas dent poenas (E.G. p. 514).
poenas (Etoniana, p. 71).

Scholae ^Etonensis prseposi- Scholae 4.
tores e pueris constituuntur 4or. Aulae 1.

Aulae moderator unus. Templi 2.
Templi duo. rg P-11 Cubiculi 4.
Campi 4or. £ ° Campi 4.
Cubiculi 4or. \ Oppidanorum 2.
Oppidanorum duo. Immundorum et sordidorum
Immundorum et sordidorum puerorum, qui manus et faciem
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puerorum qui faciem et manus non lavant, . . . unus, qui
non lavant, . . . unus (Etoni- etiam sit censor morum (E.G.
ana, p. 71). p. 518).

These extracts show, what the entire documents show
more fully, (1) that the educational system of Eton was to be
closely followed at Westminster, but that much more time
was to be found for Greek ; and (2) that what was the daily
routine of Eton life in 1560 was to be that of Westminster life

from 1560 onwards ; large parts of the Statutes are taken
straight from the Consuetudinarium, the indicatives of the
latter becoming subjunctives in the former.1 It seems prob-
able that the purpose which the Consuetudinarium in fact
served was also that which it was intended to serve. Dr.

Bill, who drew up the Westminster Statutes,2 drew them up,
we may safely assume, in accordance with the wishes of Queen
Elizabeth, the founder (or re-founder) of the School, who
loved Eton and who loved Greek. Bill was in 1560 both

Provost of Eton and Dean of Westminster. I suggest that
as Provost he invited the Head Master to supply him with
a detailed statement of facts relating to Eton customs and
Eton teaching, so that he might as Dean incorporate them as
precepts into the new Statutes of Westminster, with such
revisions as would secure more teaching of Greek. If this
explanation is correct, the origin of the Consuetudinarium is
like that of the statements of Eton and Winchester usages
which were compiled by the Head Masters Richard Cox and
John Twychener for Saffron Walden School in 1530.3 A
similar statement was probably compiled by Cox's predecessor
John Goldwyn for Cuckfield School a few years earlier.

1 Readers of Mathew's poem will note that many Winchester usages of
1647 were already Eton usages in 1560 ; from which fact it may be inferred
that some of them at least may be as old as, or older than, the foundation of
Eton. See above, pp. 326, 345.

2 G.P.S. p. 228.
3 See Mr. Leach's accounts of these statements in V.H. pp. 296-300 ; for

Cuckfield School see V.H. Bucks, ii. pp. 176-81.



APPENDIX VIII

LETTERS OF WARDEN HARRIS

SEVERAL letters of John Harris, Warden from 1630 to 1658,
have been preserved by the College, but they have in many
cases been mutilated, tattered, or otherwise defaced. Some
of them are mainly or wholly concerned with college business ;
of these I have made occasional use in Part II. Others are

familiar letters to his sons John and Thomas at New College ;
and as these latter, apart from their interest as specimens of
the Warden's latinity, have biographical, Wykehamical, and
sometimes historical importance, and have not hitherto been
printed or even mentioned by Wykehamical writers, I print
them here, adding some explanatory notes. I omit one
letter, written to Thomas " upon his doeing his Law Exercise
at Oxon ", as too technical.

The first seven letters are to the Warden's eldest son John;
they were written between June 1641 and April 1643. Born
in 1623 or 1624, John was a scholar of Winchester from 1637
to 1639, when he went to New College, where he became a
full Fellow in 1641. His father seems to have regarded him
as a scholar pure and simple, quite out of place " among the
swords and guns of soldiers". Yet a note written by a well-
informed contemporary (possibly Harris's successor, Warden
Burt-see above, p. 46) shows that John was capable of
playing a bold part in the troubles of the time :

A second considerable argument of his [The Warden's] Loialty
was his consenting to his eldest sons exploit of redeeming the
Kings life when the Army was having him up to London to the
intended murder or execution upon the sentence of the High Court
of Justice in which hee well knew that he ventured the sequestra-
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tion of all that estate he had lately settled upon him upon his being
ejected new Coll.

It would, I may say in passing, be an interesting task to
examine the attitude of the great Warden towards political
and religious parties. The statements commonly made upon
the subject, such as that he was "Puritanical," that " during
the civil war he sided with the Presbyterians," must by no
means be accepted without reserve.

Thomas Harris, to whom Letter VIII. was written in 164f>
was some five years younger than John. He too was a
scholar first of Winchester and then of New College ; the
circumstances under which he was to become a full Fellow

are the subject of the letter.

LETTER I

Epistolam quam ad me misisti D. Joh. Cheke militis accepi,
et quidem non sine lacrymis perlegi. Nam sive is Langbainus
sit, sive quis alius, qui earn typis edidit, ita in praefatione sua
ad vivum depinxit illorum temporum calamitatem et ad hsec
nostra accommodavit, ut utrobique iacentes Musas, labentem
Remp., populum ad exitium sponte ruentem, plane stupidus
sit qui non videat, plane ferreus qui non ex animo lamentetur.
Increbuit apud nos rumor, Cantabrigife hoc anno Comitia aut
nulla fore, aut novo quodam apparatu, ieiuniis non conviviis,
planctu non plausu celebranda. Mirum ni et vos idem
statuatis, idque senatusconsulto Academico. Scis enim
Romas olim, tumultuante populo et urbe ad seditionem spec-
tante, nihil usitatius fuisse quam ut iustitium publice in-
diceretur. Londini quid agatur non dubito quin frequentibus
ad vos literis sit perlatum. . . .

Jim. 22. 1641.

[Sir John Cheke, who " taught Cambridge and King Edward
Greek ", was deprived of the provostship of King's and committed
to the Tower in July 1553, on the charge of having espoused the
cause of Lady Jane Grey. In September 1554 he received pardon
and leave to travel abroad ; but in May 1556 he was lured to
Brussels, arrested by order of Philip II., conveyed in a waggon to
the nearest harbour, and again consigned to the Tower. He was
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there induced to abjure Protestantism and forced to make public
recantation before the whole Court. Set at liberty, he pined away
with regret and shame, and died on September 13, 1557. His
Hurt of Sedition, how greivous it is to a Common-wealth was pub-
lished in London in 1549 ; it was reprinted, with a short life of the
author, at Oxford in 1641. The name of the editor does not
appear on the title-page of the reprint, but the Warden is no doubt
right in his guess ; the British Museum catalogue refers the editor-
ship to Dr. Gerard Langbaine. Langbaine combined the offices
of Vicar of Crosthwaite, Cumberland, and Provost of Queen's
College, Oxford ; he lived at Oxford, and died in February 165J
" of an extreme cold taken sitting in the University Library ".-
Whether the persistent rumour which Harris mentions proved true
I cannot say ; but two years later (June 12, 1643) a Grace passed
the Senate at Cambridge dispensing with the Commencement
ceremonies : " At a time when studies are at an end and men's

minds are so deeply stirred and dejected . . . , when the hope has
vanished of assembling those whose presence has been wont to
shed lustre on your comitia, may it please you that . . . proceed-
ings be privately held ... on the 3rd and 4th of July, and that on
this occasion the public celebration yield to private calamities "
(Mullinger, University of Cambridge, iii. p. 248); a similar Grace
was passed in 1645 (ibid. p. 322).-The rest of the letter has been
ruthlessly cut away, just as it becomes most interesting ; a few
words, with the date, are preserved in the margin (Licet ipsa terra
commoveatur,-non . . .). June 22,1641, was the day on which the
Tonnage and Poundage Bill became an Act; Strafford had been
executed in the previous month.]

LETTER II

Respiravi iam aliquantum, mi Joannes, a domesticis
negotiis, et a rationibus pecuniariis quae mihi intercesserant
cum eoclesia [?]. Nunc igitur aveo audire quid agas, et,
siquid apud nos novi occurreret, libenter impertirem.
Officiarii (si id scitu dignum) in ecclesia designati sunt Dr
Meetkirkius, Vicedecanus; Dr Bucknerus, Receptor; et
Thesaurarius Dr Oliverus. In Collegio comitia creandis
magistratibus (dabis veniam, si in rem nostram verbis abutar
Livianis) paulo serius habita sunt; nam ineunte demum
mense Decembri Vicecustos omnium consensu electus est Mr

Witherus. De Bursariis aliquandiu certatum, non tarn quis
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eo potiretur munere, quam quis evaderet. Nam Mr John-
sonus, quanquam baud penitus aversabatur officium, tamen
(quod septuagenarius esset) paulo remissius petebat. Itaque
de ponte delectus est baud invitus. Nam

Sicut fortis cquus, spatio qui saspe supremo
Vicit Olympia, nunc senio confectu' quiescit,

sic. . . .

Dccemb. 7. 16[41J.

[This letter, the least important of the series, has been mutilated,
like Letter I. The annual election of Vice-Dean, Receptor, and
Treasurer by the Dean and Chapter was fixed by Henry VIII.'s
Statutes for November 25 (Winchester Cathedral Documents, i.
p. 128). The Statutes of the College enjoin, without fixing a day.
the annual election of a Sub-Warden, a Sacrist, and two Bursars by
the Warden and Fellows (Rubrics X., XI.)- For Dr. Meetkerke
see Letter III. ; of Mr. Wither (whose acquaintance we have made
already-above, p. 251) it is recorded in Cloisters that he spent more
than thirty years (1622-56) Bursarl cceteraqiie Collegl munia obeundo.
For the Warden's play with the proverb sexagenarios de ponte
(deicere), and the custom which gave rise to it, see Lewis and
Short's Latin-English Dictionary, s.v. sexagenarius. The year of
the letter is fixed by the allusion to George Johnson, who was born
in 1570 or 1571 and died in 1642 (W.S. pp. 11,151). Like William
Wither, he held a College living with his fellowship ; he was ad-
monished by Archbishop Laud in 1608 to attend Chapel more
diligently " than formerly he hath done" (quoted in Annals,
p. 320, from Wilkins's Concilia).]

LETTER III

Hesternum diem, mi Joannes, sicut moris est conviviis
insumpsimus. Orationem habuit satis elegantem Jo. New-
berius. Atque hie iam puerilibus officiis satis se defunctum
putat. Oxoniam spectat. Quid vero agit Dionysius vester ?
-superatne, et vescitur aura ^Etherea ?-nam ante unum
aut alterum mensem hie de eo paene conclamatum fuerat.
Certe miseret me illius tarn iniquse sortis, cui non licet in-
gratam hanc et iamdiu inutilem corporis sarcinam deponere,
quin potius viro et videnti tanquam in sarcophago tabes-
cendum est. Subveniat illi mature 6 7roA.iWAayx»'°s «<«
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oiKTip/Au>v 0Eos. Eucharistica vestra Oxoniensia perlegi, sed et
Irenodiam Cantabrigiensern, verum hie carmina Dni Lennardi
statim deprehendi, illic tua desidero, nee tua solum sed
Wicchamicorum paene omnium. Hac et aliis de causis quae
scripsistis hoc tempore nobis certe baud nimium placent.
Nam et plerique vestrum bilis plus satis effunditis, et patrio
sermoni nimium indulgetis, et (quod tibi in aurem dictum
sit) ipsa poetica facilitate a Cantabrigiensibus superamini.
Ne tamen hanc ob rem nimis se efferant Cantabrigienses,
observatum est ex eorum numero Waidsonum quendam
carmina Grseca, quae Dr Meetkerkius noster ante annos viginti
conscripserat, quaeque adhuc extant in ara Jacobi, hie iam
nimis aperto plagio nobis obtulisse pro suis. Scripseram ego
non ita pridem ad D. Lennardum epistolam, quam, quia non
satis compertum habui quo in loco degeret, e manibus meis
nondum emisi. Iam vero commodum videtur ut tu illam

deferas per tabellarium Cantabrigiensem, qui, ut opinor, vos
alternis septimanis invisit. Forsan et tu aliquid addes de
tuo, illique hunc partum suum poeticum gratulaberis ; nam
quum ego meas scriberem literas nondum prodierat.

Natalitias hasce ferias non chartis opinor aut aleae destinas,
sed severioribus studiis ; ne tamen aut ignis largior tibi desit
aut aliquid eorum quse spectant ad refectionem corporis, en
tibi sex libras quas dedi servo Mri Hollovaei ad te perferendas.
Harum unam dabis Mro Breslseo addita salute plurima;
reliquas in tuum usum servabis. Si quid ex hesternis nostris
dapibus tibi fragmentum obtigerit, boni consule et vale.

Tuus J. H.
Decemb. 17. [1641].

[The year is fixed by the allusions to John Newberie and to the
Eucharistica and Irenodia.-The name of John Newberie, who
" feels that he has done with school and looks forward to Oxford ",
stood second on the roll ad Oxon. of 1641 ; he must have gone to
Oxford early in 1642. Though he was not Founder's kin, his
" sufficiently eloquent oration ", delivered on December 16, 1641,
was the Fundatoris Laitdes (see above, p. 401); the accounts for
the first quarter of the bursarial year 1641-2 contain the entry,
" Sol. Nuberiepro oratione habita in laudem Fundatoris, 0.13. 4 ".-
The Eucharistica and the Irenodia are collections of verses, pub-
lished in November 1641 at Oxford and Cambridge respectively,
in celebration of the exoptatissimus & auspicatissimus reditiis of
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Charles I. from Scotland. Of the 100 pieces in the Oxford collec-
tion 64 are in Latin, 28 in English (patrio sermoni nimium indul-
getis, says the Warden), 6 in Greek, and 2 in Hebrew ; only four of
them were contributed by Wykehamists and, of the four, two are
by the Warden of New College (see Madan, Oxford Books, ii. pp. 149-
151). The Cambridge collection consists of nearly 100 pages of
verses in Greek, Latin, Hebrew, English, and Anglo-Saxon (Mul-
linger, iii. p. 220).-The Jacobi Ara is an Oxford collection, pub-
lished on the auspicatissimus reditus of James I. from Scotland in
1617. Its title-page contains a woodcut of a horned altar bearing
fire ; on the front of the altar are the words Deo Reduci. Warden
Harris, when Proctor of the University, had contributed some
elegiacs and some very elegant alcaics to this volume, of which
no doubt he had a copy at hand ; hence he was able to detect at
once the unblushing plagiarism from " our own Dr. Meetkerke ".

Meetkerke of Christ Church was not a Wykehamist; he was 
" 

our

own " because he had been a Prebendary of the Cathedral since
1630 ; he was now Vice-Dean (see Letter II.). He was a con-
tributor to many Oxford collections, and had written three pieces
for the Ara, one in Greek, one in Latin, and one in French. The
French piece plays rather happily with the double meaning of
aimant:

Nous sommes tous Aimants, et vers le Nord
Auons eu 1'ceil touts d'un entier accord.-

The tabellarius Cantabrigiensis who carried letters between Oxford
and Cambridge visited Oxford, it will be observed, only once a
fortnight. The Warden's information in these letters is often not
up to date ; one special cause of this fact appears from the first
sentence of Letter IV.-" Our yesterday's feast ", from which
John gets a " fragment ", is no doubt the distribution of a dividend
at the College Meeting of December 16.-Of Holloway and Breslceus
I know nothing ; nor (beyond what the letter says) of Lennard
and the unhappy Dionysius vester.]

LETTER IV

Natalicios hosce dies (mi Joannes) satis hilariter transegi-
mus, eo tantum beati, quod viis omnibus nive occlusis nemo
ad nos permeare potuit, qui triste aliquod nuncium adferret.
Nam alioqui Londini quse turbae qui motus sacrum hoc tempus
funestarunt ! Subit mihi interdum memoria belli illius

Quadragesimalis, quod Oxonii tantis animis gessistis superiori
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anno : fuit illud quidem per se ludicrum et umbratile ; sed
tamen maioris fortasse belli, eiusque civilis, omen et exordium.
Faxit Deus, ne vobis, qui lingua adhuc pugnare consuevistis,
none armis digladiari, et (ut ait ille) " Libros Panaeti, Socrati-
cam et domum, Mutare loricis Iberis " necesse sit. Apud nos
nihil hoc tempore novi contigit ; utinam ne apud vos quidem.
Nam Cantabrigiae audio, non Schismaticos modo, sed mani-
festos Haereticos ipsa pulpita invasisse, qui scilicet amrment
Christum, quum humanam naturam susciperet, abiecisse
divinam, in ipsum Dei odium incurrisse, et alias nescio quas
blasphemias quarum me piget meminisse. Quidam nuper
in comitiis Episcopos illos omnes qui Petitioni subscripserant
tanquam insanos et furiosos ad Anticyras, sive ut ipsius verbis
utar Bethlemum, ablegandos censuit : quid istis facies,
quibus ipsum concionari insanire est ! Sed tempero me (mi
Joannes) et tibi ac meis omnibus temperamentum illud opto,
quod est huic tempori imprimis necessarium. Satis ubique
pugnarum et litium, nobis (siquid virium est) pro pace omnino
pugnandum atque contendendum est. De re privata nihil
est quod scribam; pecunias accepisti in sumptus tuos
necessarias ; si quid insuper meo iussu erogasti, ubi rationes
accepero, satisfiet. Vale.

Tuus JOH. HARRIS.
Januar. 11. [164J].

[Its contents fix the date of this letter to the January of 164J.
On December 29, 1641, twelve bishops presented a petition to the
king concerning the violence which (so they said) awaited them
at the doors of the House of Lords ; announced their intention to
absent themselves from its deliberations, and declared null and
void every Bill which might be passed in their absence. The im-
peachment of these bishops was moved next day in the Lower
House ; only one voice was raised in their favour, that of a member
who declared " that he did not believe that they were guilty of
treason, but that they were stark mad " ; he " therefore desired
that they might be sent to Bedlam " (Gardiner, Hist, of England
1603-42, x. pp. 122, 125).-It was difficult to travel or to circulate
news at the beginning of the fateful January of 164£. On the 6th
" Captain Robert Slyngesbie writes to Sir John Pennington : The
house is yet very thin, about 200 of them are in the country, who
cannot come up by reason of the great floods " (Calendar of State
Papers, Domestic); on the llth the Surrey and Hampshire roads
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were " blocked with snow ". Had the Warden more recent news

from London than that of December 30 ? or had his hilarity not
yet been interrupted by his hearing of the attempted arrest of the
five members, just a week before he wrote ? He cannot have
known in any case that on January 10 the king had left London,
" 

never to see Whitehall again till he entered it as a prisoner to
prepare for death ".-The Oxford bellum quadragesimale " of last
year 

" 
was perhaps too ludicrum et umbratile for the notice of

historians ; I know nothing of the Cambridge heretical preachers.]

LETTER V

Non expectas opinor (mi Joannes) ut ad te pergam
Hebraice scribere. Nam (praeterquam quod res ipsa satis
molesta est et difficilis) nimis profecto arctarem animi mei
sensa, si nihil apud te promerem, nisi quod illo idiomate com-
mode posset exprimi. Quanquam exercitatis forte hsec omnia
prompta sunt ac facilia. Atqui tu et ego adhuc tirones sumus.
Non putabam te, cum bibliorum meorum volumen alterum
peteres, pure Hebraicum voluisse ; itaque interlineare misi,
quo si eatenus uti possis, ut recolas ea quae mecum una legisti,
satisfecisti expectation! mese. Nam et nunc aliquid temporis
Philosophiae tribuendum, cuius studia a te tamdiu intermissa
sunt. Mercurium Aulicum (quoad Diaria sua vulgavit) nunc
integrum possideo, sed posterioribus hisce septimanis viliore
charta excusum, unde coniicio non omnium rerum apud vos
abunde esse. De conflictu duorum exercituum Cirencestrise

hoc tempore nescio quid magnum et horrendum expectamus.
Faxit Deus ut in bonum cedat. Quanquam ego sane clades
istas internecinas et lanienas hominum in quamcunque partern
inciderint vehementer horreo. Sapienter et caute, ut mihi
videtur, consanguineus noster Joannes hoc tempore jacuisse
toro tutius existimat, Quam manibus clypeos, &c. Nam
quod de morbo iactitat, aut simulatum est aut certe in
hominem simulatorem et fallacem incidit. Decem solidos,
ais, a te mutuos accepit. Quaeso ne expectes ut solvat, nam
quicquid a me erat solvendum, iam ante accepit, misso ad hoc
nuncio speciali, qui me de morbo eius certiorem faceret.
Quid enim segrotanti negarem ? Vides quam nihil sit
credendum huic veteratori. Sed tamen bono sis animo ; tibi
hoc quicquid est strategematis fraudi non erit, sed in me faba
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cudetur. Sunt tibi in manibus quinque solidi quos miseram
Gulielmo King. Hos tibi habe, reliquos propediem mittam
per manus Mri May. Sic tibi rationes tuae optime constabunt.
Vale. Tui amantissimus

J. H.
Martii 28. 1643.

[During the peace negotiations at Oxford (February 1,
to the following April 15) John Harris the younger is quietly at
work on Hebrew, in which he is, and his father professes to be,
a tiro. - The Mercurius .lulicus, lately printed (it appears) on cheap
paper, described itself as 

" 
a Divrnall, Communicating the intelli-

gence and affairs of the Court to the rest of the Kingdome " : it was

the chief royalist newspaper during the Civil War, and was pub-
lished at Oxford weekly, with occasional gaps, from January 164f
to the end of 1645 (Madan, Oxford Books, ii. pp. 491-6). - Ciren-
cester was recovered by Prince Rupert on February 2, 164|, when
300 of the townspeople were killed and 1100 were marched off
towards Oxford (Gardiner, Civil War, i. p. 86) ; " joyful tidings
of the taking of Cicester by prince Robert on Candlemas day "
reached Oxford the day following (Wood's Life and Times, ed.
Clark, i. p. 87). Writing nearly two months later the Warden is
expecting to hear of another bloody conflict for the town, but no
such conflict seems to have occurred. - The consangulneus Joannes
noster, for whose crafty ways the writer has a certain amused
tolerance, is perhaps the John Harris of W.S. p. 175 ; this third
John Harris, " of St. Dunstan in the West ", was at the time a
Fellow of New College, and was some four years older than his
younger namesake. - In mefaba cudetur, " the bean will be cracked
on my head ", i.e. " I shall be the loser ", is from Terence (Eun.
n. iii. 80) ; the origin of the phrase is unknown. - The Mr. May who
contemplates a visit to Oxford, which the next letter shows that
he paid, was a Fellow of Winchester ; I know nothing of William
King.]

LETTER VI

Video te (mi Joannes) de Repub. plane mecum sen tire ;
nam quum de pace nihil posses scribere de reliquis tantum
non tacere maluisti. Expectabam tamen ut diarium saltern
mitteres quod novissime prodierat ; sed de eo nos ad Jacobum
Petreium remittis ; ego hactenus non vidi hominem. Quaeso
igitur ut in posterum celeriore utaris nuncio, nee Mercuric tuo

2o
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alas praecidas. De Colloquio pacis iam ingens apud nos
expectatio est. Faxit Deus ne Parturiant montes-. Illud
unum me in spem erigit nonnullam, quod qui Delegati a
Parliamento missi sunt, viri habeantur suopte ingenio moderati
et pacific!. Vereor autem ne quam minimum illorum arbitrio
sit relictum. Audio etiam nuper auctum esse Delegatorum
numerum. Aveo scire qui sint illi Adscriptitii; nam in eo
forte haud parum momenti est. Aiunt hie rem totam
(quoniam quadriduo non potuit) decemdiali tamen spacio
fmiendam esse; exercitu interim utroque, prout voluerit,
grassante. At ego et longiori tempore opus esse arbitror, si
de pace serio agatur ; et militum animos induciis aliqua ex
parte molliendos. Quis enim e praelio statim se contulit ad
convivia ? Verum hsec Deo permittenda sunt, qui et tem-
pestates subito vertit in ya\ijvijv. Tu, quod facis, Pacem
assiduis votis capessas. Idem et ego facio, et ut puto omnes
pii. Libros quos hie reliquisti cupio scire an velis Oxoniam
transmissos. Potui nunc misisse Robinsoni cistse inclusos.

Potero forte et alias cum vestibus quse hinc ad Mrum Mayum
deferendfe sunt, proxima, ni fallor, hebdomade. Sed nihil
faciendum putavi te inconsulto. Vale. Tuus Jo. H.

April. 4. 1643.

[This letter presents little or no difficulty. The peace negotia-
tions (see note to Letter V.), which, in spite of the ingens expectatio
at Winchester, had never promised well, were now breaking down.
The Parliamentary Delegates sent to Oxford in January had in-
cluded the Earls of Northumberland, Pembroke, Holland, and
Shrewsbury, and eight members of the House of Commons ; one
of these was Waller, " who had long been secretly working " for
the king (Gardiner, Civil War, i. p. 89). On February 28 " Sir
Peter Killegrewe came from the parlament unto the court to Oxon
for a safe conduct for certain lords & others of the house of Com-

mons to come to Oxford concerning the cessation of armes for the
treatie " ; among these adscriptitii were Harris's friend Lord Saye
and " Mr. Hamden ", " against whom his majestic hath excepted
as utterly dislikinge them " (Wood's Life and Times, i. p. 90). If
Parliament refused to put others in their place, the Warden's
misgiving was justified.-I cannot identify the James Petre (?)
of this letter. The Robinson in whose cista young Harris's books
might have been sent to Oxford must be the Antony Robinson of
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W.S. p. 178 ; his name stood fourth on the roll ad Oxan. of 1642,
and a vacancy for him at New College may have just occurred.]

LETTER VII

Optabam quidem (mi Joannes), quamdiu spes aliqua pacis
affulsit, te illic esse, unde posses faustum illud nuncium ad
nos quam celerrime transmittere. Nunc autem video omnia
ad bellum spectare. Malo igitur ut de reditu cogites. Nam
quid tu facias inter strictos militum enses et bombardas ?
Quanquam ne nos hie quidem extra telorum iactum consisti-
mus. Verum quo minus muniti sumus fossis et moenibus, eo
tutiores nos esse arbitror ab obsidione, quse nescio an vobis
iam Oxoniae immineat. Nam Readingum iam aliquot
millibus obsessum accepimus. Quod si vobis eadem Martis
subeunda est alea, cupio ut te quam primum subtrahas peri-
culo. Et quidem equam tuam hodie ad te misissem, nisi
territus Odesius rumore belli, et nescio quot militum qui
dicebantur Newberiam advenisse, ab institute itinere des-
titisset. Nunc autem amicus tuus et familiaris Richardesius

equum suum quo vehitur Oxoniam tibi utendum offert; fac
igitur ut iter tuum hue acceleres. Quod si timeas tibi a
militibus Newberianis, commodum forte erit earn viam

capessere, quae per Hungerfordium hue ducit et Andoveriam.
Erit illic hospita, quae sat scio te perhumaniter excipiet.-Dum
haec scribo, ecce Stephanus vester mihi literas affert de morte
consocii tui Rogeri Blake. Heu quam crebra inter vos
funera ! quam vereor ne vos invaserit morbus aliquis con-
tagiosus et epidemicus. Utcunque sit, festina, mi Joannes,
et ad nos advola. Siquid habeas pecuniae, depone apud
Mrum Denis Praetorium virum [?] in partem summae a me
debitae. Et cura ut scribatur quicquid sit in dorso obliga-
tionis mese. Salutant te omnes nostrates. Vale.

Tuus J. H.

April. 29. 1643.

[A fortnight before the date of this letter the negotiations had
been broken off ; the Warden, who had heard that the Roundheads
were besieging Reading, fears that Oxford may soon be attacked.
The letter was written on April 29. Essex had laid siege to Reading
on April 15, and, though the Warden does not yet know it, the
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garrison had capitulated on the 26th (Gardiner, Civil War, i. pp.
128-9); it was not, however, till June 13 that the Parliament's
advanced guard appeared at Wheatley, near the royal post at
Shotover, a few miles from Oxford (ibid. p. 150). Under the
circumstances known to him the Warden advises John to come

home at once ; he is to choose the longer route by Hungerford and
Andover, if the direct route by Newbury seems dangerous.-The
timorous Odesius, who starts for Oxford and turns back, may be
identified with the Roger Oads or Oades who is often mentioned
in the College accounts. We hear of him as " carrying victuals
to Crawley " for the scholars during the plague of 1666 (see above,
p. 487); as receiving " relef " three times in that year from the
churchwardens of St. Peter Chesil-his wife was one of the plague's
victims (Williams, Hampshire Churchwardens' Accounts, p. 230);
as carrying round " the letters of the autumn progress ", in Hamp-
shire and elsewhere, in 1668. Perhaps, as Mr. Holgate guessed,
he was the Rogerus of Domum.-Bombarda is Milton's word for
gunpowder in his delightful epigrams In Inventorem Bombardce
and In Proditionem Bombardicam ; more ordinarily it means a gun,
and Harris uses it in that sense. I find an item in the College
accounts for 1664-5 "pro bumbardo equino vocat. a carbine".-
Richards, who solves a difficulty by offering the loan of the horse
which he rides to Oxford, may be the Jerman Richards of Yaver-
land, Isle of Wight, who was at the time, as Roger Blake had
recently been, a Fellow of New College (W.S. p. 175).-We need
not trouble about Stephanus vester and Mr. Denis ; why is the
latter called vir prcetorius ?]

LETTER VIII

Non dubito, mi Thorna, quin literas nostras libenter legas,
et, ubi otium est, rescribas ; verum id turn commodius fiet
quum, emensis Probationis fluctibus, velut in tranquillo
navigabis. Interea nolui fratrem tuum absque epistola
dimittere. Nee enim ille, ut Odesius noster, hoc onere se
gravatum sentiet. Video te (nam de fortunis tuis soleo cogita-
tiones meas etiam in longinqua praemittere) video, inquam,
te inter Artium et Juris Civilis professionem adhuc ancipitem
pendere ; quod si rumor i]]e verus sit, qui ad nos perfertur
de Sacheverilli interitu, ad Leges certo certius tanquam ad
Insulas damnaberis. Equidem doleo hac in re vicem tuam,
non tarn quod tu Artium subsidio cariturus sis (scio enim te
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etiam Juristam illis operam daturum) quam quod ipsae Artes
te olim carituras sint professore. Nam quocunque te rapiet
sive sors sive impetus animi tui, non dubito quin in professione
tua TrpoTros Kal Ko/n></icuos sis futurus. Interim vero, ut solent
ii, qui e domo quam conduxerant brevi sibi migrandum
sentiunt, quicquid in sedibus commodum, quicquid in hortis
rarum aut delicatum est, colligere et sarcinis imponere, locum
quo adeunt deportandum ; ita suadeo ut tu omnia Artium
penetralia rimeris, sed et hortos Aristotelicos penitus peni-
tusque perlustres, ut siquid illic inveneris usui tuo inservi-
turum in Juristarum castra deferas. Fecerunt hoc olim

Langfordii fratres, aliique quos nominare possem magni et
excellentes viri, partim adhuc superstites, partim paKaplrai.
Sed vides claudendam esse epistolam, nee enim expectas credo
o-rrurtioypa^ov. Et quidem me delectant non tarn prolixse quam
crebras et frequentes literae. Vale.

Tuus JOH. HARRIS.
WINTON COLL.

Jan. 29. 1646 [i.e. 164?].

[Thomas Harris, to whom this letter was written, was at the
time still a scholar or probationary-fellow of New College, but
was soon to become a full Fellow and (as his father says) navigare
in tranquillo.-The letter is concerned with an interesting conse-
quence of certain provisions of Wykeham's New College Statutes
(RR. I., VIII.). Of the seventy Fellows of New College twenty
were to be " Jurists ", i.e. students, ten of Civil, ten of Canon Law ;
the remainder were to be " Artists ", i.e. they were to study Arts
or Philosophy, and afterwards Theology. No one could become
a Jurist who had not served two years' probation as an Artist,
unless indeed a vacancy occurred among the Jurists which could
not be otherwise filled ; in that case the senior probationer became
a Jurist, whether he desired to become one or not, on pain of for-
feiting his fellowship. A Jurist, Erasmus Sacheverell, had just
died when the Warden wrote; that meant, apparently, that
Thomas Harris, being senior probationer, must fill the vacancy.
He would have preferred, and his father would have preferred,
that he should get his full fellowship as an Artist; the father
whimsically compares his son's probable fate to a damnatio ad
Insulas. These isles of the unblessed are, I suppose, the Insulce
of Plautus (Asin. i. 1. 21) : mills in which slaves were forced to
grind under the lash.-Thomas became, as the Warden anticipated,
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394, 404, 464 Inventories, 67, 162, 191, 222, 225,
Heathcote, G. W., 4, 66, 127, 347 448, 468, 475, 483
Hebrew, 293, 560-1 Ive, \Villiam (Head Master), 37
Henderson, C. C., 92-3, 214, 272, 385,

451, 464, 500 Jacobites, 72, 261
Henry VI., 37, 38, 133, 445 Jam Lucis, 266-7, 446
Henry VIII., 258 James, Thomas, 33,125, 177, 283, 30G,
Heydon, Benjamin (Head Master), 314, 316, 336, 337. See also Eton

82-4 College
High table, 117 " Jentacular Confabulations", 175
" Hills ", cc. xxvi.-xxviii., 140, 174, Jentaculum, 175-6. See Breakfast

326, 368 Jesus College, Cambridge, 176
History and Antiquities of Winchester, Johnson, Christopher (Head Master),

78, 90, 237, 387, 413, 418, 454 not the author of De Collegia Win-
Hoadley, Benjamin (Bishop), 59, 60, toniensi. 3-4 ; his distichs, 37-8, 40,

72, 208 323, 522, 524 ; as Head Master, 42-
Hodgson, Francis, 95, 99, 399 43 ; his Themes, 42-3, 46, 57, 119,
Holgate, C. W., 172, 229, 278, 308, 133, 146, 147-8, 156, 170-1, 176,

401, 419, 471, 567, 568. See also 189, 223, 238, 239, 240, 242, 244,
Long Rolls 280, 293-4, 312, 324, 325, 334-5,

Holidays (vacations), c. xxxiv., 48-9 336, 338, 347, 357, 387, 391, 405,
Hook, W. F. (Dean), 124, 242, 263, 407, 428, 468, 486, 546-8 ; author

343, 357, 499, 500 of Tabula Legum ? 237, app. vi. ;
Hoole, Charles, 293, 298, 300 his De Vila et Rebus, 522, 524
Horman, William (Head Master), Johnson, George, 67, 556

38-9, 170, 276, 284, 288-9, 332 Jones, Thomas, 68, 83
Hornby, J. J., 95, 319 " Jorums", 198, 202
Home, Benjamin, 71, 88 Joseph, H. W. B., 339
Home, Robert (Bishop), 43, 69, 176, Jurists and Artists, 564-6

2p
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Kcate, John, 254 Lee, Harry (Warden), 60, 61, 66, 79,
Ken, Thomas (Bishop), 74, 127, 152, 369 372, 412, 429, 462, 464

150,157,159,226, 267,445, 457, 489 Library ( = Chantry), 388, 475
" Ken " (chamber), 152 Lily, William, 39, 290, 291
Kennaway, Sir John, 495 Lipscombe, William, 415-16
King, George, 444, 447-8 Lockburn, 368, 371, 571
King's College, Cambridge, 152, 479 Locke, A. A., 415-16
Kingsgate House, 512 Loggan's view, 106, 36G, 476, 481,
Kingsgate Park, 367, 498 484, 570
Kingsgate Street. See Winchester "Long Half", 429, 436

Streets Long Parliament, 139-40
Kingsmen, 95 Long Rolls, 66,85, 87, 91, 95,101,106,
Kirby, T. P., on lodging commoners 135, 140, 141, 142, 152, 153, 278,

in College, 82-4 ; on funding, 121 ; 280, 406, 440, 443, 459-61, 463-4,
on fires of 1737 and 1815, 105 ; on 467-8, 471, 489, 508
"bevers", 197; on day-boys, 223, Louvre in Hall, 382-3
506 ; on disappearance of lower Love, Nicholas (Head Master and
forms, 278-9 : on origin of " Hills ", Warden), 331, 336
344 ; on Ball Court, 375-6 ; on Lowe, Robert (Lord Sherbrooke), 93,
holidays, 424-5 ; on the organist, 172, 252, 263, 270, 320, 300, 500
444-5 ; on lodging quiristers, 456- Lowth, Robert (Bishop), 255, 478
457 ; on chapel wainscotting, 478 ; Lowth, Robert (the younger), 373-4,
on Sick-house, 483-4 ; on Old Com- 493, 499
moners, 568. See also 6, 40, 41, 68, Lowthe, John, 08-9
74, 75, 160, 164, 214, 227, 233-4, Ludlow church, 480
250, 332, 342, 372, 441, 447, 448,
452, 458, 477-8 Macdonald, Alexander, 94

Kitchen, 475-6 Magdalen College, 162, 223, 442, 443,
Kitchin, G. W. (Dean), 469, 482 452, 458, 472, 488
Knives and forks, 214-15 Magdalen College MS., 7-9, app.

i., ii.
La Croix, Octavius, 417 Magdalen Hall, 246
Landor, VV. S., 300 Magistri, 67, 243
Langbaine, Gerard, 554-5 Malet, Sir Alexander, 90
Lanio, 467-9 Malim, William, app. vii.
Latin psalms, 160 Manciple, 471-2
Latin speaking, 134, 238, 292, 304-5 Mansfield, R. B., 129, 180, 400
Laud, William (Archbishop), 185, 245, Maps in School, 7, 225

380, 556 " Marbles", 8, 153, 154
Lavender Meads, 366 Marshal, 140
Leach, A. F., on date of poem, 6 ; on Martial mornings, 303

its characteristics, 9 ; on the title Martin's Life of Wykeham, 506
Hostiarius, 65 ; on assistant Mary, Princess (daughter of Henry
masters, 85, 88 ; on pauperes et VII.), 182
indigentea, 105, app. v.; on origin Mary, Queen, 40-1, 486
of prefects, 111 ; on fagging, 127 ; " Mat Money ", 261
on Eton Long Chamber, 134, 154 ; Mathematical Masters, 93, 316-21
on " clean straw ", 161 ; on School, Mathematics, introduction of, 315-21
234 ; on disappearance of lower Mathew, Robert, 7-10, 44-5, app. iii.;
forms, 279-80, of seventh form, his poem, passim
281; on introduction of Greek, 289- Maundevile, Sir John, 380
291 ; on vulgaria and vulgus, 306 ; Maxwell Lyte, Sir H. C., 70, 95, 99,
on flogging, 325 ; on origin of 129, 134, 154, 159, 177, 184, 312,
" Hills " and Monlem, 344-6, 358, 345, 346, 381, 391, 395, 432, 448,
364 ; on Cloister Time, 385-6, 388 ; 453, 457, 482, 550
on origin of Domum, 410-11 ; on McDonnell, M. F. J., 291, 294, 295,
holidays, 424. See also 38, 39, 68, 318, 549-50
99,150, 222, 225, 227, 269, 286, 287, Mead, Robert, 531
296, 301, 331, 399, 481 " Meads ", c. xxix., 205, 206,228, 360,

Leave-out Days, 337-8 414, 435, 481-2, 504
Lee, G. B. (Warden), 61, 62, 63, 66, Meals, cc. xi., xii., xiii., 210-15; addi-

158, 201, 406, 503 tional, 127-8
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" Medal Speaking", 418-21 New College, 94,95,111,113,152,176,
Meetkerke, Edward, 555-8 177, 188, 200, 223, 268, 3J2, 379,
" Men " (=boys), 107-8 382, 404, 410, 412, 442, 443, 448,
Meonstoke, 532-3 452, 456, 470, 472, 478, 531, 538,
Merchant Taylors School, 73, 292, 542, 565-6

332, 334 Newark School, 339-40
Mercurius Aulicus, 560, 561 Newberie, John, 556-7
Merenda, 127, 159, 196, 198, 270 Newbury, 392, 396, 401, 563
Merton College, 111, 113, 404, 472, Newhouse, 378, 484

488 Nicholas, John (Warden), 133, 158,
Mew, Peter (Bishop), 402-3 178, 226, 261, 478, 570
Milner's History of Winchester, 98, 99, Nomination of scholars, 303, 398

237 Non-licet Gate, 365, 370
Milton, 286, 300, 315 "Notions", 107, 322
" Misery Corner", 349 Nowell, Alexander (Dean), 199 ; his
" Moab'", 158, 205 Catechism, 250, 276, 297
Moberly, George (Head Master and Number of members of Wykeham's

Bishop), his relations with Warden colleges, 97-9 ; of Fellows^ 97, 100 ;
and Fellows, 60-4 ; on meaning of of scholars, 100-1 ; of quiristers,
" Masters " and " Tutors ", 93 ; on 463-4; of commoners, c. xl., 47, 50,
science-teaching, 94 ; on appoint- 61, 76, 78, 87, 89, 91, 92, 99, 225,
ment of masters, 94-5 ; on pre- 228-9, 489, 492, 497-8
fectorial system, 111 ; on boy-
tutors, 116 ; postpones hour of Oades, Roger, 563-4
rising, 173 ; as preacher, 255-6 ; his Ogle, Sir William, 46
Greek Testament lessons, 256 ; on Olla. See "Tub"
Going Circum, 269 ; alters school- " On-place", 358
hours, 271 ; on flogging, 327, 328- Organ Room, 232, 476
329 ; on examination for scholar- Organist, 97, 444-8
ships, 399-400 ; starts Easter holi- Organs, 444-5, 446, 448
days, 437 ; his " Good Friday Oriel College, 111, 488
Prose", 437; New Commoners, Ostiarius, c. viii., 65, 118, 141, 327
493-4, 497-9 ; on disestablishment Oxford and Cambridge verses, 557-8
of Commoners, 498-9 ; starts Oxford and the Civil War, app. viii.
Tutors' Houses, 498, 509 ; pro- Oxford colleges, refuges of, during
motes unity of school, 502-4 ; on plague, 488
numbers, 509. See aho 55, 58, 90, Oxford University Commission, 100-
92, 129, 144,174, 214, 232, 254, 283, 101, 103, 399, 509
315, 330, 496, 511, 517

Moberly, G. H., 543 Paedagogus, 34, 35, 65
Moberly, H. E., 498 Palmer, Roundell (Lord Selborne),
Moberly Library, 135-6, 232 230, 252, 254, 257, 263, 264, 310,
Moberly, Mrs. George, 414, 493, 496 314, 343, 349, 360-1, 493
Modern Languages, teaching of, 315 Parker, Matthew (Archbishop), 69,
Montem. See Eton College 549, 550
" Monthly " examinations, 284 Pauperes el indigenles, 104-6, app. v.
More, John, 458 Peasants' Revolt, 540, 541
More, Sir Thomas, 290 Peel, Sir Robert, 243
Morland, Sir Samuel, 315-16 Penrose, F. C., 235
Morley, George (Bishop), 223, 226, Pepys's Diary, 194, 316, 396, 448

472, 533 Peregrine Pickle, 53
Morshead, E. D. A., 326 " Pernoctation abroad", 75, 76, 118
Morshead, Frederick, 510 Phillips, Owen, 71
Morys, John (Warden), 365, 506 Pila palmaria, 356
Moundsmere, 48C-7 Pinke, Robert, 441, 475
Mundy, F. N. C., 416 Plague and epidemics, 393, 425-6 ;
Musce Sacrce, 44-5, 236, 291, 299-300, refuges during, 485-8

532 Play-acting, 312, 433
Music, Master of, 446 Pope, Sir Thomas, 288, 292

Porter and barber, 470-1
Names-cutting in Meads, 367; in Posers (apposers, opposers, etc.), c.

Cloisters, 388 xxxii.
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Potenger, John (Head Master), 5, 6, Regulations of Governing Body of
44-6, 75, 236, 291, 299, 300,324, 338 1871, 102, 116

Potenger, John (the younger), 87, Remedies, c. xxv., 270, 273, 407-8
115, 313, 489 Remedy-ring, 4-6, 136, 138, 338-9

Praepositors, 109-11. See Prefects Remissions, 330-1, 386 ; tickets of
Prcepositu.?, 110 remission, 328
Prandiwn. See Dinner Rendall, M. J. (Head Master), 73,
Prefect of Hall, 121, 124, 136-7, 140, 380, 480

141, 142, 144, 149, 153, 154, 186, Repton, G. J., 495-7, 502
189, 193, 238, 326, 339, 352, 353, Rhetorica brevis. See Robinson, Hugh
381, 401 Rich, Edward, 320, 323, 414

Prefect of HaJl's bed, 151 Richardson, George, 94
Prefect of Hall's book, 107, 110, 121, Ridding, C. H., 73, 260

130, 144, 145, 149, 151, 165, 166, Ridding, George (Head Master and
173, 182, 193, 242, 261, 274, 330, Bishop), "Second Founder", 53-5 ;
337, 350, 355, 362, 303, 407, 415, attitude towards old customs, 55-6 ;
461 propagator fit/turn, 54-5, 359 ; his

Prefect of Library, 135-6, 153 Ad JViccamicos, 56 ; appointment
Prefect of School, 138-9,142, 153, 157, to headmastership, 73 ; limits

166, 232, 338-9 cricket-fagging, 129 ; on fagging,
Prefect of Tub, 135, 137-8, 142, 190-2, 132 ; abolishes use of surplices by

193 scholars, 140 ; improves scholars'
Prefects, c. vi. ; in full power, 114, accommodation, 151 ; disestab-

385; in half power, 118 ; Prefects' lishes Commoners, 232, 499 ; his
letters to the Warden, 122-4, 131, class-rooms, 232 ; abolishes Sunday
429, 435. See also 152-4, 273, 275, lessons, 248 ; discontinues Jam
354-5, 357 Lucis, 266-7; provides bathing-

Prefects' Library, 135, 205, 231 place, 351 ; abolishes " Hills ", 362-
Prefects of Chapel, 139-41, 142, 144 363 ; increases number of com-
Prickard, A. O., 412, 504 moners, 509-12. See also 57, 136,
Prior's Barton, 367 173, 271, 333, 516
Promotion, 283-4, 318-19 Ridding, Lady Laura, 204-5
Public School Commissioners, 158, " Riddings ", 54-5, 366

164, 319, 503 Robinson, E. A., 103
Public Schools Act, 99, 151 Robinson, Hugh (Head Master), 5,43,
Pueri. See " Children " 75, 160, 181, 196, 225, 296
Pulpit in School, 166, 224, 227, 313 " Roll of accused persons ", 120, 245-
" Pulpiteers", 256 247, 461
Purnell, John, 59, 60 " Round Table", 187
Purnell, William, 253 Rous, Francis, 158, 251

Rowlands, George, 478
Queen's College, Oxford, 99, 176 Rugby School, 33, 57, 63-4, 89, 125,
Quintilian, 236, 545 255, 300, 307, 316, 319, 436
Quiristers, c. xxxvi., 185, 195, 201, Rupert, Prince, 561

223, 449, 537-9
Sacrist, 1C9, 556

Rashdall, Hastings, 238 Saffron Walden School, 287, 552
Rashdall and Rait's New College, 59, Saints' Days, 337-8

249, 403, 542 Salve Diva potens corner, 138
Reading, 563 Sambuca, 447
Reading, John, 409-10, 44C Sandwich School, 334
Rebellions, 89-91, 122 Sargeaunt, John, 87, 126, 146, 178,
Rede, John (Head Master and 184, 188, 200, 207, 217, 281, 317,

Warden), 38 382, 427, 487
Rede, Sir Richard, 211 Saye and Sele, Lord, 133, 434, 562
Rfgalis platea, app. iv. "Scheme", 163, 170
Regulations and Resolutions of War- Schola Musica, 458, 476

den and Fellows, 76, 106, 137, 139, Scholars, c. v. and passim
154, 156, 158, 159, 164, 166, 172, Scholars' Register, 121, 392, 530
180, 192, 193, 195, 201, 211, 227, School, New, c. xv., 136, 150, 204,
230, 253, 267, 274, 340-1, 350, 368- 237, 460 ; lighting of, 157 ; warm-
369, 371-2, 435, 473, 481, 494, 501 ing of, 207, 414
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School, Old, c. xv., 118, 150,155, 204, Southgate House, 510
206 Southwell Minster, 331

School Court Door, 62, 502 Speed, Samuel, 72, 73, 77, 568
School Passage, 370, 437 Speed's Map, 358
School-days and school-hours, c. xx., Speedyman, 400

171 Sphteristerium, 376
Science, teaching of, 92, 94, 231, 517 St. Albans School, 65, 147
" Scobs ", 143, 224, 225, 232 St. Elizabeth's College, 366
Scott, Charles, 211 St. Paul's School, 33,52,67,98-9,231,
" Scourgings ", 323 283, 290-1, 318, 396. See also
Screen-wall in Outer Court, 457 Colet, John
" Scrubbings ", 323 St. Stephen's Chapel, 366
Scrutiny, 403-6. See also Super- St. Swithun's Priory, 445, 469

visors " Standing-up ", 307-8
Second Master, c. iii., 186, 252, 253, Stanley, A. P. (Dean), 63-4

254, 272, 280, 352, 439 Stanley, Edward (Head Master), 43-
Second Master's house, 76-7, 81, 82-4, 44, 75, 171, 177, 276, 324

151 Stapleton, Thomas, 294
Secunda Classis, 278, 461 Statutes. See Wykeham's Statutes
Secunda el Quarto Classis, 278, 462 Statutes of Governing Body of 1871,
Seneschal of Hall, 192, 213, 424, 471 82, 101-2, 405
Sergeant, E. W., 510 Stephens, W. R. W. (Dean), 263
Sermons in Chapel, 250, 252, 253, 260, Sterry, Wasey, 111,202, 255,282,401,

262, 433, 442 ; in Cathedral, c. 407
xviii. Stewart Memorial, 389

Servants, c. xxxvii., 167 Stipends of Masters, 207-10
Seventh Chamber, 222, 457. See also Street commoners. See Commoners

Chambers Sub-Warden, 36, 250
Seventh Chamber Passage, 150, 154, Sumner, C. R. (Bishop), 399

222 Sumner, Heywood, 164
Seventh Form, 281-2 Sundays, cc. xvii., xviii.
Seward, John, 67 Sunnyside, 511
Sewell, J. E., 54, 361 Supervisors, 91, 118, 120, 127, 140,
Shadwell, L. L., 106, 330, 335 176, 177, 184, 185, 195, 199, 201,
Shaftesbury, third Lord, 200 208-10, 212, 213, 282, 367, 395, 396,
Sherer, Movie, 128, 354, 357, 398 440-3, 456
Sheridan, C. B., 421 Supper, 193, 198
Sheridan, R. B., 420-1 Surplices, 139-40
"Short Half", 430 Swanton, Francis, 93
Shrewsbury, St. Mary's Church, 480 Sweeting, E. T., 94, 446, 447
Shrewsbury School, 7, 33, 73, 139,

163, 183, 295, 312, 340, 423, 487-8 Table linen, 194
Sick-house, 204, 366, 386-7, 482-5 Tabula Legum, c. xvi., 119, 122,156-8,
Silkstead, 468, 487 185, 186, 189, 273, 344, 353, 354,
Sissmore, Henry, 477 app. vi.; metrical version, 185,
Sistern Chapel, 79, 491, 535, 571, 236, 240, 246, 523-4

app. ix. Tait, A. C. (Archbishop), 319
Sistern Spital, 74-7,366, 492,494, 571, Tallow candles, 163

app. ix. Taunton, W. P., 347, 413
Sixth Chamber, 136, 142, 239, 266. Taylor, John, 164, 227, 254, 482

See also Chambers Taylour, Christopher, 70
Sixth Chambering, 154 Tea and coffee, 175, 180, 199
" Skirmishing on ", 358 Tea-room, 181, 206, 388
Slaughterhouse, 468-9 "Tempe", 481-2
Smallpox, 402 Temple, Frederick (Archbishop), 319,
Smith, Goldwin, 95 516
Smith, W. P., 40, 294 Templum (Chapel), 546
Socius, need of a, 120, 243-4, 353 Terry, Thomas, 88
Solarium, 222 Thackeray's Esmond, 53, 367
Southampton School, 298, 313 Themes. See Johnson, Christopher
Southgate Corner, 510 Thicknesse, George, 52
Southgate Hill, 173, 498 Thomas, John (Bishop), 209-10.-212
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Thresher, J. H., 397, 504 336, 385 ; lodges commoners, 74 ;
" Thule ", 151, 456 deserts Hall, 183-5, 380 ; his house
Time-tables, 270-2 and grounds, 205, 570
Tomline, George (Bishop), 403 Warden and FeVlows, c. xiv.; agree-
Tower, rebuilding of, 181, 388, 477 ment with Dobins, 82-4 ; appoint-
" Toys ", 162, 225 ; " toy-rooms ", ment of masters, 94-5 ; on number

155 ; " toy-time ", 274-5 of commoners, 229, 501 ; provide
Tracts, 7, 521 class - rooms, 230 -1 ; apprentice
Trees in Meads, 368, 372 quiristcrs, 463 ; promote building
Trelawny, Jonathan (Bishop), 130, of New Commoners, 493-4. See

158, 172, 207 also 61, 62, 73, 76, 79, 80, 85, 100,
" Trench ", 124, 348, 353 150, 164, 172, 186, 399, 462. See
Trenchers, 193-4, 470 also Regulations
Trevelyan, G. M., 258, 541 Warden's gallery, 231
Trinity Church ( = Cathedral), 260, Warden's garden, 166, 205, 366, 372

464 Wardenship of New College, 57-60,
Trinity College, Cambridge, 194 183
Trojan horse, 290 Warham, William (Archbishop), 289
Trollope, Anthony, 125, 202, 323, 328 Warner, R. T., 88, 411, 436
Trollope, T. A., 125, 137, 190, 201-2, Warton, Joseph (Head Master),'50,

230, 231, 255, 277, 309, 320, 323, 51, 60, 61, 77, 78, 79, 90, 94, 208-9,
328, 361, 398, 464, 501 229, 253, 414, 430, 434, 437, 490

Truckle-beds, 162 Warton, Thomas, 78, 109, 115, 128,
Trussell, William, 68, 74 268, 351, 354, 428, 454, 482
" Tub ", 190-2 ; " Tub Mess ", 138 Warton, Thomas (the younger), 267
Tucker, William, 294 Washerwomen, 473
Tuckwell, William, 129, 136, 138, 252, Waynflete, William (Head Master and

256, 264, 308, 314, 321, 326-7, 361, B'ishop), 37, 175, 472
386, 391 Weeders, 190, 473

Tunbridge, 349, 351, 353, 356, 362 Weelkes, Thomas, 446
"Tunding", 119-25, 326, 362, 401 Wesley, S. S., 446
" Turf", 361, 375 Wesley College, Dublin, 329
Turner, E. J., 94, 510, 511 West, Sir Algernon, 108
Turner, Francis (Bishop), 226 Westminster School : boy-tutors, 87,
Tutors, 92-3. See also Boy-tutors 275 ; fagging, 126 ; moderatores
Twychener, John (Head Master), 40, templi, 139 ; early rising, 168-9 ;

248, 276, 287, 333 breakfast, 177 ; prebendaries desert
Hall, 184 ; Bible-reading in Hall,

Untidiness of scholars, 239-40 188; "bevers", 196; consump-
" Up to books ", 277 tion of beer, 200 ; stipends of
Usher, the title, 66. See Second masters, 207 ; class-rooms, 231 ;

Master Latin speaking, 238 ; need of a
socius, 244 ; notes of sermons re-

Valor EccUsiaslicus, 34 quired, 251 ; lower forms, 281 ;
" Varyings ", 308-9 seventh form, 282 ; curriculum and
Verney letters, 49, 71, 88, 185, 245-6, introduction of Greek, c. xxii. ;

411, 428, 431-2, 433-4, 489 declamations, 311-12 ; introduc-
Verse-tasks, 305-6 tion of mathematics, 315, 317, 318 ;
Villeins, 539-40 flogging, 325 ; accusations, 326 ;
Vincent, William, 317 plague and refuges during plague,
Vitelli, Cornelio, 289 426-7, 487 ; teaching of choristers,
I'ulgaria, 306. See also Herman, 459 ; statutes of 1560, 550-2. See

William also 52, 146, 157, 160, 180, 254, 276,
" Vulguses ", 305-7 285, 334-6, 344, 382, 400, 434, 491

Whigs and Tories, 72
Wainewright, J. B., 41, 69 Whipping, 302, 348. See also " Bib-
Walcott, M. E. C., 52, 98, 100, 189, ling "

268, 277, 284, 385, 387-8, 410-11, Whit Monday, 341, 435
444, 568 Whitaker, William, 297, 299

Walford, J. D., 93, 231, 320, 477 White, John (Head Master, Warden,
Ward, W. G., 349 and Bishop), 40-2
Warden, office of, 36, 57-60, 117, 171, VVhitehead, William, 219, 354
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Whiting, William, 458 Wykeham's Statutes, 99, 215-17 ;
Whitsuntide holidays, 48, 413, 424-31 scholars' copy of, 97, 109, 149, 355 ;
Whittington, Robert, 39, 288 Sub-Warden's copy of, 473. Refer-
Whole Duty of Man, 253 ences to particular Rubrics :-
WiecamicM Chaplel, 347 I., 36, 65, 67, 97, 104, 439, 443,
Wickham, Edward, 93 444, 451
Wickham, E. C. (Dean), 107, 155, 231, II., 87, 115, 440, 443, 459, 471,

386 537, 542, 543
Wickham, H. J., 498 III., 36, 67, 212, 391, 394, 396,
Wickham's, 492 398, 403, 405, 451, 539
Williams, David (Head Master), 51, V., 542

80, 197, 213, 254, 255, 309, 328, VI., 35, 60, 67
337, 350, 352, 359 VII., 36

Williams, Letitia, 401 VIII., 221, 439, 442, 452, 466,
Wilson, H. A., 7, 452 537, 538
Winchester, Charles I. at, 9, 10 ; X., 556

Cromwell's attack upon, 9 XI., 556
Winchester churches and parish XII., 35, 65, 67, 209, 324

registers : St. John's, 257 ; St. XIII., 117, 176, 210
Maurice's, 67, 426, 487, 530-1 ; XIV., 3G, 67, 117, 145, 183, 188,
St. Michael's, 47 ; St. Swithun's, 213, 439, 442, 4,71
83 XV., 175, 198, 334, 379

Winchester MS., 4, app. i., ii. XVI., 223, 279, 505, 543
Winchester races, 418-20 XVII., 245, 344, 422, 471
Winchester streets, 534-6; Canon XIX., 54,2

Street, 491, 536 ; College Street, XX., 239
app. iv. ; King Street, 536 ; XXIV., 121, 542, 543
Kingsgate Street, 366, 491, 535, XXVI., 36, 67, 367, 440, 442, 465
536; 69 Kingsgate Street, 498, XXVII., 67, 117, 440, 442, 452,
536 453, 538

Winston, Charles, 479 XXVIII., 442
Wither, William, 251, 555-6 XXIX., 117, 169, 257, 268, 440,
Wolsey, Cardinal, 346 442
Women-servants, 472-3 XXX., 357
Wood, Anthony, 47, 301, 388, 390 XXXIII., 216
Wordsworth, Charles (Bishop), 3, 4, XXXIV., 84, 111-12, 133, 150,

5, 80, 94, 129, 130, 143, 153, 155, 160, 164, 206, 222, 440
156, 343, 353, 359, 361, 498, 525, XXXV., 216
527 XL., 4O4

Wordsworth, Christopher (Bishop), XLII., 97
254-5, 359 XLIII., 222, 344, 478, 545

Wordsworth, Christopher (Canon), XLV., 465, 472-3
102, 108, 176, 194, 339 Finis et Conclusio, 36, 104, 132,

Wordsworth, John (Bishop), 397 217
Wotton, Sir Henry, 427 Wykehamist, The, on suggested aboli-
Wotton-under-Edge School, 423 tion of College, 101 ; on grace-sing-
Wren, Sir Christopher, 234-5 ing, 187 ; on School, 232, 233-4 ;
Wrench, R. G. K., 277, 331 on " Hills ", 361-3 ; on quiristers,
Writing masters, 316-20 455 ; advocates destruction of Sick-
Wycliffe, John, 258 house, 483 ; announces disestab-
Wykeham, William of, his Foundation lishment of Commoners, 510

Deed, 36, 538, 539 ; his Register,
67, 257 ; his will, 34, 67 Yonge, C. M., 414

THE END

PrinleJ fa R. & R. CLARK, LIMITED, Edinburgh.
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DAILY TELEGRAPH.-" SIT H. C. Maxwell byte's 'History of Eton
College ' may be said to have taken its place as a standard work on the
subject, despite the many books that have since come out on Eton. The
present edition has been revised throughout, considerably enlarged, and
brought up to date, and in its new form should long continue to maintain
its place. In all that concerns the early history of the College the author is
particularly full, but no aspect of the subject is neglected, and there is much
not only about the successive masters and provosts, but also about the boys'
studies, sports, and games, about famous Etonians, college periodicals, etc.
This new edition, a very handsome volume, with many illustrations, should
be welcomed by all loyal Etonians."

SPECTATOR.-" The beat of the histories of Eton."

GUARDIAN.-" Sir H. C. Maxwell Lyte's ' History of Eton ' is too well
known to need any comment on its merits. The original edition of 1875
became at once the recognised authority, and almost seemed to have said the
final word. But in succeeding years new sources of information became
available, varying in importance from MSS. at Hatfiekl and Belvoir to
books of Eton Reminiscences from which something could be gleaned, and
of these the author made full use in successive editions, of which the fourth
has now appeared."

GLOBE.-"Every Etonian knows Sir Maxwell Lyte'e classic history of
the great School, and probably there are few who do not possess a copy of
one of the earlier editions. That, however, will not prevent them from
acquiring this, the latest edition, for Sir Maxwell has not only collected
much additional material, but has checked and revised much of what he had
previously written. . . . The present edition is, we need hardly say,
admirably produced, and the substitution of seven photogravures from the
original drawings of Mr. F. L. Griggs, for four of the old wood-cuts of
previous editions is a distinct improvement"
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